
Limitations: The adverse event and product problem reports contained in this record are not 
necessarily causally related to (caused by) the reported product, nor do they mean the product 
was defective. Consumer complaints involving animal foods are received by FDA through 
voluntary reporting systems. Not all reports undergo follow up actions by FDA; however, each 
report received is important to FDA as part of our ongoing surveillance efforts related to pet 
food safety. Trends in reporting can provide an early warning of emerging safety issues of 
concern.  

 
Other limitations: 

 
• For any given report, there is no certainty that the reported pet food caused the adverse 

event. The adverse event(s) reported may be more related to an underlying disease, 
condition, or concomitantly administered medication. 

• The report narratives are provided in the form in which we received them, the quality of 
the information provided about the adverse event/product problem is dependent on 
the quality of the information received from the veterinarian and/or pet owner. 

• Adverse event report numbers should not be used to calculate incidence rates or 
measures of relative risk. It is not data from a controlled study, and there is no accurate 
way to know the true size of the population exposed to a product, nor the true 
population affected with an adverse event. 

• Adverse event data should not be used to compare the safety of different products. 
Many factors can influence reporting, and products that are more widely distributed or 
sold in greater volume may have more reporting than those with limited distribution or 
sales. Products for which there has been recent publicity may experience more 
reporting for a period of time afterwards. Underreporting is also common with adverse 
event reporting systems. 

 



Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.



EON‐122393 4/30/2013 16:48 Nutro Natural Choice Adult 
Toy Breed

We have been using Nutro for years to feed our Chinese Crested and he loved it. On 1/9/13 we 
need to buy more and the bag states new and improved. On the  our 10 year old, who was 
previously health, was so sick we had to put him to sleep. At that time we were stunted because he 
had been fine. Just to note, his last vet appointment in November. 

On the 1/14/13 our 9 month old Chinese Crested started vomiting blood. We are blessed that after 
two day of treatment she is during better.

The only change that we can think of was to the food, Nutro Natural Choice for Toy Breeds. I called 
Nutro and the rep said the only change to the formula was to add flavor. (Green Tea and Spearmint 
extracts) They are sending us a sample kit to test the food and we are having a copy of the 
veterinarian report faxed to them for both dogs. Unfortunately, from our conversation I got the feeling 
they are used to this kind of phone calls. There really was no compassion what so ever, just a lot of 
questions.

9 Months Chinese Crested 
Dog ¿ Hairless

Dog 7 Pound

EON‐122379 4/30/2013 15:54 evo herring and salmon 
kitten and cat formula dry
evo turkey and chicken 
kitten and cat formula dry

aside from some cats having stomatitis the cats were healthy and thriving. prior to my 20 year olds 
death, a unobstructed mass was discovered in her intestines (I took her in for vomiting diarrhea. 
lethargy and not eating. she was also diagnosed with hyperthyroid, but the vets were surprised she 
died saying this was not the cause. Both  and  weighed 8-10 lbs prior to getting sick 
within a 2 month time period of eating the recalled EVO food. when they died they weighed 4-5 lbs 
had rapid weight toss, severe dehydration lethargy refusal to eat and non regenerative anemia ( a 
side effect of salmonella. since 3 had died back to back, I had vet perform blood work on others and 
12 came back with high protein non regenerative anemia. some still had diarrhea and I had 2 stool 
samples tested for salmonella which came back negative. However, by this time I had sopped 
feeding them the EVO, even though the company had stated it was perfectly OK to keep feeding it. I 
no longer have the bags but the companies I purchased from state the bags they mailed to me were 
part of the recall according to their records. the EVO company keeps saying they voluntarily recalled 
and no salmonella was actually found but I really think this food caused my cats to suddenly die and 
get the non regenative anemia. I wanted to document this with you and make others aware that the 
company is possibly lying to them. I am very upset over the sudden deaths of my cats and find it odd 
the deaths occurred during the recall timeframe. this is for various cats but your drop downs only 
allow information on one

7 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 5 Pound
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Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐122361 4/30/2013 14:33 California Naturals - Venison 
Formula

We have been feeding our two Pembroke Welsh Corgis California Naturals - Venison formula for 
about 2-3 years. In late February/Early march we purchased a new bag from Pet Supply in , 

. After a few days both dogs became violently ill (vomiting & diarrhea) which lasted for several 
days. Our older dog is 11 1/2 yrs old, she suffered the worse symptoms including bloody diarrhea 
which lasted 5-6 days, weight loss, lethargy, loss of appetite and has not "bounced back" as well as 
our 4 yr old corgi. She has been on two different antibiotics and probiotics and lots of tests but is still 
very sick.

We noticed the dog food recall notice and wondered if the original diagnosis of "food intolerance" 
could have been wrong. Can you tell us if you have had reports of other dogs in our area who have 
also become sick after being fed California Naturals? Also, how do we go about submitting a formal 
complaint regarding this situation? Over the last 4 weeks, we have spent over $1000.00 in vet bills 
trying to get our dogs healthy. Last night, we had to take the older corgi to the emergency vet 
because she is still so sick.

Please help us get our pups back to health!

Sincerely,

We estimated the date we purchased the food below but had the bag for about a week before 
opening and feeding our dogs.

EON‐122224 4/30/2013 11:09 Innova Senior Plus Dog 
Food

I just recently switched  to Innova Senior Dog food. On April 4th he started having Diarrhea 
and over the next two days it became progressively worse and contained blood. On the morning of 
April 6th, I took him to the emergency vet who diagnosed him with hemorrhagic gastroenteritis. 

 was admitted for dehydration as a result; he was put on a bland diet. On April 20th, I went to 
Petco to purchase more dog food and was told that all of the Innova products had been recalled due 
to Salmonella. Based on discussions with our vet technician and the vet technician at the emergency 
vet as well as additional research, I am concerned that the gastroenteritis is related to the Salmonell 
recall

10 Years Terrier - Cairn Dog 16 Pound

EON‐122087 4/29/2013 16:00 whiskas Temptations Two cats on separate occasions, approximately 6 months apart, were fed Temptations Cat Treats 
(by MARS Pet Care) purchased from different locations. The two cats lived in different households 
about 100 miles apart. After approximately an hour the cats had identical symptoms. These 
symptoms were extreme violent vomiting followed by a wailing sound and trying to vomit again. Each 
cat lay down and slowly passed away over a 5 minute period with labored slow breathing and 
relaxed toungue. Tail was non responsive if lifted. please see web site for other customer 
complaints: http://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/whiskas-cat-food.html

3 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 7 Pound
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EON‐122045 4/29/2013 14:15 Purina ProPLan Shredded 
Blend and Purina One 
Smartblend

I tried Purnia Proplan shredded blend (was using Performance) for a puppy a year ago...resulted in 
diarrhea. I recently tried to use the Proplan shredded again for my adult dogs because the 
Performance cost has risen too high. It resulted in loose stools, low energy, for all dogs, and 
skin/eye/allergy problems for one. I then tried the Purina One and when I opened the bag found that 
it too was now "shredded" and after trying it for a month and a half, it gave the dogs the same 
symptoms as all the other shredded types. I don't know what is wrong with the food, but MANY other 
hunters have experienced the same problems, especially the loose stool. Several state they have 
contacted Purina and was simply given a "form reply" message.

2 Years Coonhound 
(unspecified)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐122028 4/29/2013 12:54 Innova Dog Food Purchased Innova bag of food with Salmonella poisioning 2 weeks ago.  did not want to eat 
the food but did so and thus I spent the weekend cleaning up after his diarrhea and vomit and 
bathed him multiple times. He is still extremely sick.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 84 Pound

EON‐122024 4/29/2013 12:09 Nutro Natural Choice Adult 
Wholesome Essentials 
Chicken Whole Brown Rice 
& Oatmeal Formula

 is my almost 3 year old Miniature Schnauzer(couldn't put it in above) and service dog. He was 
on Castor & Pollux ORGANIX and I switched him in January to NUTRO NATURAL CHOICE 
Chicken grain free as it was bigger kibble. It came highly recommended by a NUTRO rep. Well we 
were ok on the new food until in March, my senior dog,  passed away. We purchased a 
33lb bag of food for both dogs. Shortly after her passing,  started to vomit all over the place 
and start panting heavily and laying in the praying position. I thought it was nothing more than a 
stomachache and that he would be alright with just some 2nd generation baby food(chicken or 
turkey and gravy,and bananas) and a little bit of canned pumpkin. He seemed to tolerate that and 
we progressed to some boiled chicken and rice. He brought that up and again I backed off. He 
would seem to be ok and then back he'd go to vomiting,panting,and stretching himself out. I finally 
called my vet after he was worse the second weekend and brought him in on the Monday morning.

3 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐121916 4/28/2013 22:45 whiskas acute kidney failure....she was the only cat out of 4 that ate that product.........i would like to mention 
that i have been feeding a group (9) crows whiskas for three years and they have recently 
disappeared. my cat is stable but very very ill. i don't remember my kitties weight she is large but 
very muscular....there is no date of recovery. she is very ill.

7 Days Domestic Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐121892 4/27/2013 12:09 California Natural 
Grain Free Venison Meal 
Formula
Adult Dry Dog Food

Diarhea 2 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐121890 4/27/2013 0:18 Friskies Indoor Delights All 3 previously healthy cats developed lesions and sores on back, neck, and chin after eating the 
same food. All 3 with the same symptoms. None are outside cats. I first noticed blood on the back of 
one of the cats. (The youngest). Upon further inspection I noticed several already scabbed over and 
fresh sores on his back. I cleaned the wounds and watched closely. A few days later I noticed he 
was red and raw under his mouth. After that his lymph nodes on his neck were swollen at which 
point I took him to the vet. The vet stated she suspected an allergy. After returning home I checked 
the other 2 cats and found the same lesions, just not as severe. They are both 13 years old.

2 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 13 Pound
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Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐121889 4/26/2013 23:21 wellness lamb & sweet 
potato

pomeranian dog stopped eating, throw up not active anymore had CBC done and came back as 
pancreatitis spent 2 days in the hospital with IV came home and had to eat special food then in 2 
weeks had to have another CBC done and blood work came back fine it all started when I feed her 
that food which they have been eating all the time nothing else took them all off that food and they 
are fine the canes that I have always received had small black writng on bottom of can this one had 
large green writing on the bottom of can and the food was so much different very soft and looked like 
fat on top not the way it always has been the code on can was MWLP 22:21 (A) BEST BY 15 Oct 15 
contacted wellness and explained to them about the cans of food they asked me all kinds of 
questions what happened how many days was she in the hospital did the other dogs get sick what 
was it told them and my Vet said this usually happens when the dog has very fatty foods and my 
dogs only eat wellness and nothing else they were quiet and have not heard nothing else from them 
and now they do not answer my email I also told them that their biscuits are different not the same it 
is the apples, yogurt and bananas Oct 2013 my other dog also started to throw up but is also ok not 
eating that food when taking off was fine alot of other people in the pet store is complaining about 
this food also it turns out it is made in their Utah plant

7 Hours Other Canine/dog Dog 10 Pound

EON‐121888 4/26/2013 21:57 Hill's Science Diet Adult 
Indoor dry cat food

Our cats have been eating Science Diet Adult Indoor dry cat food for years without incident. 
Recently, Science Diet abruptly switched their formula. It's common knowledge that cats need to 
slowly transition into new foods or else they suffer digestive problems. This is what happened with 
our cats. We bought a new bag when we'd finished the old bag, but we didn't know that they'd 
changed their formula. We had no way to slowly transition them between foods. Within a day of 
eating the new food, one cat began to vomit at least once a day. Within a week, the other cat was 
also vomiting and won't eat any food we give him. We've confirmed with our vet that the underlying 
cause is likely the rapid switch to the new food. A quick online search revealed many other cat 
owners who are having the same problem.

8 Years Unknown Cat 12 Pound

5 of 593Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.



EON‐121887 4/26/2013 21:52 Kingdom Pets
Chicken Jerky

April 26, 2013

I sent the following email to KingdomPets regarding their Chicken Jerky product:

"I am a former Animal Health Technician (Vet Tech) and have recently discovered Kingdom Pets 
Chicken Jerky dog treats are making my three dogs ill. Although your testing may show they are 
safe, and it may even show there are no antibiotics, there is "something" in them that make my dogs 
either have runny stool and diarrhea or they vomit, and I have photos. There is no doubt from the 
photos exactly what is in the vomit. 

I have tested my dogs myself, giving them the jerky once each night only to discover their horrible 
looking stool a couple of days later, then I stopped giving them the treats while feeding them the 
exact same food for three days straight and their stool returned to normal. I then again began 
feeding all three dogs the Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky and the nasty stool and diarrhea showed up 
again. 

Last night, April 22, 2013, one of my German Shepherds couldn't take it anymore and she's the one 
who threw up the chicken jerky all over the bed. Many people have warned you about this, even as 
far back as 2007 from what I just found in an online forum, so hopefully you'll soon begin to take this 
seriously. 

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 80 Pound

Maybe it isn't life-threatening, I don't know, but I do believe, given my medical background in Animal 
Health, that your chicken jerky could possibly kill a smaller breed dog than my own. I have large 
German Shepherd Dogs and an Australian Shepherd who can tolerate ingesting tainted food better 
than smaller dogs since the ratio of what I give them (one chicken treat per day) compared to their 
body weight is relatively large. If a smaller breed dog eats one of your chicken jerky pieces per day, 
that could possibly do him in. 

PLEASE stop ignoring this problem. I have alerted Amazon.com where I recently purchased your 
Chicken Jerky and they have refunded my purchase price so I'm not asking for any money back. I do 
still have one of the two bags left if you want to send a return prepaid label so you can test it, please 
let me know. I hope Amazon listens to what I and many others are telling you and they no longer sell 
Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky. I know of several people who are going to contact their local media as 
well. 

Thank you for your time.

EON‐121882 4/26/2013 19:18 Ol Roy Large Breed 100% 
Complete & Balanced 
Nutrition

both dogs got very sick with bloody diarrhea, incontinence, and refused to eat. One dog died and we 
were able to save the other one, so far with the help of our vet and a bland diet for the next few days 
and rx medications.

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 74 Pound

6 of 593Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.



EON‐121879 4/26/2013 16:36 Innova Large Breed Puppy 
dry dog food

Our dog is a Bernese Mountain dog, but that was not listed in the pull down menu for breed above. 
We have been feeding him Innova large breed puppy food since he came to us at 10 weeks old. He 
had bouts of diarrhea and vomiting, decreased appetite, lethargy, and finally limping. Each of these 
symptoms appeared in that order over the course of several weeks. In addition, his eyes became 
very bloodshot. We brought him to the vet on 4/17/13, and she prescribed Rimadyl for the limping, 
which was not severe. She asked what we were feeding him, and although I reported Innova, she 
did not make me aware of any recall. That same evening, my husband went to both PETCO and 
PETSMART and saw the food recall posted. We returned the food to PETSMART, and switched the 
dog to Blue Buffalo. The lot number of the food was 3015A70002, with an expiration of 1/15/14. 
Imprinted next to that date was 20:56. It was a 30 pound bag of dry kibble large breed puppy food, 
and he had eaten about half the bag. Almost immediately, within a day or two, his appetite resumed 
and he became much brighter and more active. The limp resolved itself without the prescribed 
Rimadyl within 4 days of starting the new food. His stools became formed and regular in about a 
week, with improvement noticed each day. No vomiting since switching the food. I am quite sure this 
bag was contaminated with the salmonella, and it is posted on the additional extended list of lot 
numbers Natura posted.

11 Months Other Canine/dog Dog 108 Pound

7 of 593Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.



EON‐121732 4/26/2013 0:03 Blue Buffalo Small Breed 
Adult Chicken & Rice 
Formula

I ordered a new bag of Blue Buffalo Small Breed Adult Chicken & Rice Formula that arrived 3/29/13. 
The next morning after feeding my dog a serving from the new bag of food, which was approximately 
9 hours later, she vomited up the food. This happened for every morning for a total of 3 days until I 
realized it was likely the new bag of food causing the vomiting.

She has not vomited again since stopping feedings from the new bag of food.

This is the same food I've been feeding my dog for 5 years, and I've been been very happy with the 
food, but having seen plethora of reports that Blue Buffalo dog food is making dogs sick in the past 3 
months, I am concerned that there has been a formula change that is making many dogs sick. 
http://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/blue_buffalo.html

5 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound

EON‐121731 4/25/2013 23:27 Innova Puppy Food  he is a German Shepherd/ Blue Heeler mix. He started to have diarrhea. Then it got so bad 
that he could not even control it enough to make it outside. It was pure liquid and he had to go 
outside every 30 minutes. I then took him to the vet and he was on antibiotics, and chicken and rice 
meal, and I was told to stop the food.

11 Months Other Canine/dog Dog 65 Pound

EON‐121730 4/25/2013 22:06 Purina One Smartblend Started feeding her Purina one smartblend and became ill. She was vomiting, had bloody diarrhea, 
lethargic, she passed away on .

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 9 Pound
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EON‐121692 4/24/2013 22:06 Innova Dog Prime Grain 
Free Chicken & Turkey 
Formula

On March 29th, 2013, Natura Pet expanded a voluntary recall of California Natural, Innova, EVO, 
Karma and Healthwise formulas as a precautionary measure due to potential Salmonella 
contamination.

On April 13th, 2013, PetSmart  Store #  , 
 , had not pulled all Natura Pet recalled products from shelves and 

had no notices up, and sold me 1 25 lbs bag of INNOVA DOG PRIME GRAIN FREE CHICKEN & 
TURKEY FORMULA; SKU 7 51485 12724 8.

On April 24th, 2013, PetSmart Marketing advised me by email of the recall.

EON‐121688 4/24/2013 20:03 Innova Prime grain free 
chicken and turkey

Dog developed mucus filled diarrhea, and had a lack of appetite. Took him to the vet, they did a 
stool examination and then gave him antibiotics. The mucus went away but the loose stool 
continued off and on. Went back to the vet, switched him to prescribed dog. After about a week his 
stool was back to normal.

21 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐121684 4/24/2013 15:33 evo dry food chicken and 
turkey

I started to give EVO dry cat food in 2/20/2013. all my cats became very sick . The product was 
recalled but I did not know. I put down one cat and the other two cats still taking antibiotic for 
Salmonella poisoning. The agriculture dept in state of started the investigation and took 
some cat food (dry EVO Chicken and Turkey) from my house. They found Salmonella in the food. 
The manufacture is powerful and do not listen . Can government do something to save the 
consumer and pets?

thank you

Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat

EON‐121583 4/24/2013 9:36 EVO the ancestral diet 
turkey and chicken formula 
dry

began giving EVO ancestral diet turkey and chicken dry bag food to my cats and within 5 days 
 began to show signs of intestinal distress ie vomiting and diarrhea so I took her off the food 

thinking it was just because of the change in hard food but within 24 hours she was getting worse 
and my other cat, , began to show the same symptoms. They were both off the EVO but 
continued to deteriorate. I ultimately had to take them both in to the emergency vet where they were 
both diagnosed with salmonella poisoning. I investigated the EVO dry food on the internet and 
discovered it had been recalled because of salmonella contamination.

Years Domestic Longhair Cat 6 Pound

EON‐121553 4/23/2013 21:03 Evo Turkey and Chicken 
formula

I had switched to EVO dry food and was feeding both animals dry food alone. We were about two 
thirds through the bag when the younger, smaller dog became ill. He had severe diarrhea, was 
lethargic and seemed to be in pain. He showed no interest in food. The second, older dog seemed 
lethargic and was also not interested in food. I stopped feeding both and got an appointment with the 
vet. I thought it might be constipation, but the vet performed an X-ray and said his stomach and 
intestine was totally empty. Blood work was done as well as stool sample (a few days later when 
there was something to sample). Both dogs were kept from food for 24 hours and then introduced 
using Scient Diet intestinal health wet food in small dozes to see how they would tolerate it. I was 
able to increase the feedings over the next few days. The younger dog was given antibiotic injection 
and put on medicine for a few days to fight what ever was making him sick. The vet said there was 
nothing in blood work that indicated anything other than he was a healthy dog.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐121407 4/23/2013 2:18 Canine Carry-outs beef 
flavor

On Friday, April 12, 2013, our Golden Doodle (Golden Retriever/poodle mix)  threw-up and 
then had diarrhea. She was very listless and refused to eat or drink. On Saturday April 13, we took 
her to the vet. He diagnosed her with gastroenteritis, and gave her several kinds of medication. That 
afternoon she was feeling much better and begged for a treat. I gave her one Canine Carry-outs 
beef flavored treat made by Del Monte. After about a half hour, she became much worse. I 
massaged her tummy and after awhile she went to sleep. When she woke up, she was again feeling 
much better. She did not receive any more treats. By the following Tuesday, April 16, she seemed to 
be completely recovered. She has been eating Canine Carry-outs beef flavored for years with no ill 
effects. I do not know if the treats caused her illness, but I do know she has not eaten anything else 
out of the ordinary. When she goes outside, she is always on a 20 foot wire leash and her area is 
checked daily for foreign objects. I have not seen any. It seems suspicious to me that she became 
more ill after eating one treat, but it is entirely possible that if she had eaten anything at that time, it 
would have made her sicker, because of the nature of her illness. If it was the treat, it would be good 
to know to warn other pet owners, and the manufacturer. I have the remaining pouch of treats and 
am reasonably certain, I can find the sales slip if needed.

5 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐121406 4/23/2013 1:57 Whiskas Natural 
Temptations Yellow Fin

Purchased Temptations Naturals - Yellow Fin flavor.
Fed 2 of my 5 indoor cats these treats at 2pm on 4/15/2013, approximately 6 each. None of my 3 
other cats received them.
At 9:30 pm  had severe diarrhea and vomiting, my 2nd cat, that consumed the same treats, 
had vomiting and hid.
Unable to afford a vet, I treated the symptoms by getting all food out of reach & leaving only water 
available for 24 hrs.
The 2 cats partially recovered in 72 hours, water,rice & chicken being their sole diet.
A 3rd cat of mine started having the same health problems within 48 hrs. of 1st onset cat.
A 4th cat started having the same issues 96 hours after onset.
Trying to figure this all out! Cleaned, sanitized and replaced the litter in all cat boxes & sanitized the 
surfaces that the cats use.
My 5th cat only showed signs of stomach ache & did not socialize for 24 hrs by hiding also. 
Only dietary change was the treats. Cats are are stable and no humans were harmed as of yet. 
Gotta love gloves and Lysol! 
Samonella?
I purchased several bags of the same product & still have then in my possesion.

2 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 8 Pound

EON‐121405 4/22/2013 22:03 Carry Outs Bacon Flavored 
Treats

Excessive thirst started 4 days after owners started using Del Monte Bacon Flavored Carry Outs 
Treats. Had glucosuria, mildly elevated blood glucose, mildly increased creatinine, and decreased 
appetite. She is slowly improving since stopping the treats.

8 Years Dobermann Dog 78.6 Pound

EON‐121395 4/22/2013 19:33 INNOVA Senior Plus Dog 
Food

Severe tummy upset. She started to pass mucus and have very runny diarrhea that she could not 
hold. She was also listless for a few days. We fed her twice from this bag and then stopped when 
she started to be sick.

11 Years Sheepdog - Old 
English

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐121343 4/22/2013 14:51 Happy Hips Duck Breast Cut open the bag of treats and it was filled with ants. Threw the bag in the sink and drowned the 
ants in hot water. Threw the treats away. Bought the bag the day before and it was unopened.
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EON‐121329 4/22/2013 13:06 Dingo Chip Mix We purchased a bag of Dingo Chip mix at Wal-Mart. It has rawhide chips and chunks of chicken 
from China in it. We gave her one and several hours later another  went completely off her 
food. She started consuming large quantities of grass and throwing up. She became lethargic. We 
took her immediately to the vet who x-rayed her stomach to see if she had a blockage. She did not. 
He did a complete blood workup including a CBC, electrolyte panel, and vet chem 17. Everything 
came back normal. He gave up Cerenia tablets for nausea.  didn't eat at all the next day, but 
the day after that, she started eating again. We were at a loss as to the cause of her stomach 
problems. I looked to see if her dog food, Buffalo Blue, might have been recalled. It was not. The 
only thing that was changed in her diet was the Dingo Chip Mix. I did read the recall and warning on 
chicken from China in pet food. I checked the package of the Dingo Chip mix and saw it was from 
China. I can only assume the chicken was the culprit. Get this: the package came with a warning 
which read, "Caution: Feed as a treat or reward once per day. For supervised consumption only. 
Select a chew slightly larger than your pets mouth. Discard chunks or fragments. Always provide 
plenty of fresh drinking water and visit your veterinarian regularly. Wash hands thoroughly after 
handling." Why would I have to wash my hands after handling unless it was tainted? I am very mad 
that you have let this problem go on since 2007. I had no idea that chicken from China could make 
my dog sick. If this was a human problem, it would have been banned as soon as possible. You are 
putting pets at risk of serious illness or death by letting this be imported from China.

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 74 Pound

EON‐121291 4/22/2013 11:27 Innova Small Bites My dog has been having bloody diarrhea and vomiting. The vet had me start giving him chicken and 
rice to try to find the problem. I just started refeeding him Innova two days ago and he vomited. The 
vet does not believe my dog has come in contact with Salmonella (Innova has a current recall which 
I just found out about yesterday) because he says my dog would have died if he had. But, the 
symptoms seemingly started with the purchase of my last bag of Innova. I cannot determine if if 
would be included in the recall, because I put the dog food in an airtight container and threw the bag 
out, but I purchased it about two months ago, so the expiration date most likely falls into the timing 
for the recall. I did not follow up with the company because, as stated before, I do not have the 
packaging available.

1.5 Years Shih Tzu Dog 14 Pound

EON‐121271 4/21/2013 21:42 EVO Turkey & Chicken 
Formula

Dogs exhibited bouts of diarrhea within a few days of eating EVO Turkey & Chicken dry dog food. 
Product is part of nationwide recall.

1 Years Setter - Irish Red 
and White

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐121270 4/21/2013 16:51 Alpo Prime Cuts in Gravy  was fed every afternoon Alpo Prime Cuts in Gravy
 started vomiting after her meal within 45 minutes
continued to vomit for 24 hours
 refused food and water

We brought her to the vet
Vet states she is very dehydrated, she needs IV fluids, antibiotics, exrays of abdomen, chest, blood 
work
Very concerned since our other dog  was gravely ill one week earlier

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 78 Pound
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EON‐121269 4/21/2013 16:33 Alpo Prime Cuts in Gravy  started vomiting his dinner of Alpo Prime Cuts in Gravy
The next day he continued vomiting and he would not eat or drinking water
The third day  could not walk or pick up his head
We took him to the Vet, said he was deathly ill, probably a tumor
We took him home to die

 continued to avoid food and water
Fed  fresh steak
Gave  water by syringe

 ate the steak
The next day he ate fresh cooked chicken

 started to get up and tried to walk
 started drinking water on his own
 appears slightly stronger now
 is eating only freshly cooked human food
 has recovered from his acute attack

13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 77 Pound

EON‐121268 4/21/2013 10:06 Orijen Biologically 
appropriate Dog food. Red.

I have 2 dogs. I had been feeding them Orijen Dog food.No problems. In April I am not sure of the 
exact date but I can ask my son ,my son ordered a bag of orijen dog food from chewy.com. The 
dogs were fed the food and BOTH became very sick. Mustard diarrhea. For days. My husband 
cooked for the dogs for like 3 days and they started to feel better . He fed them rice with chicken that 
he prepared. He again started the dog food and again both dogs . Mustard diarrhea. Again he 
stopped the food. Started cooking again. They felt better after about a week later he gave them Iams 
food and they had no problems. My dogs had been eating Orijen. I believe it is this lot.

10 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 11 Pound

EON‐121267 4/20/2013 19:51 Nutro Max Adult Beef I've been feeding the same brand/type of food for 15 years. Recently, both of my dogs, who are 10 
years old, have been vomiting after meals. I feed them 2x a day and they vomit after both meals. I 
feed Nutro Max Adult Beef and have never had a problem until recently. Both dogs are otherwise in 
excellent health.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound

EON‐121266 4/20/2013 15:03 Healthwise Chicken Meal & 
Rice formula

Feeding 3 new cats in our home (5 month olds) Natura Healthwise. Regularly cleaned up vomit & 
diarrhea for weeks, thinking it was part of transition & nerves.
I bought a different type of dry food & the vomitting & diarrhea stopped, & cats became more social. I 
returned to the Natura food & immediately the vomit & diarrhea resumed.
I am returning the bag to Pet Food Warehouse.

5 Months Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 6 Pound

EON‐121265 4/20/2013 14:51 Sweet Potato Snacks for 
Dogs

Dogs were given treats from China and developed PU/PD. Fanconi Syndrome was diagnosed in one 
dog. The other dog was not seen due to financial constraints.

8 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐121264 4/20/2013 13:57 EVO RED MEAT FORMULA 
DRY DOG FOOD

Purchase EVO Low Carb Red Meat Formula Dry Dog Food on APRIL 8th, 2013 and fed dog that 
product that evening and off an on for the next 2 weeks. Dog developed serious diarrhea 
immediately following first feeding, which we did not "connect" to the EVO food at that time. Took 
dog to vet but diarrhea did not respond to veterinarian medication given for 1 week. Saw a second 
veterinarian for "blood panel" test for $225, plus new medication ($88), but diarrhea persisted. 
Stopped feeding dog anything but chicken and rice for last few days, and condition is slightly 
improved. Have not fed EVO food for 4-5 days now. (April 20th).

12 Years Brittany Dog 56 Pound
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EON‐121263 4/20/2013 2:27 innova senior  would eat and then he started vomited after almost every meal. His throw up would look like 
the cat food barely digested. We tried feeding home smaller meals to see if he was just eating too 
fast, but he would still vomit just not as much as when he was eating a lot all at one time. Our 2nd 
cat  had minimal vomiting but stopped eating as much. She would only eat 10-15 kibbles of food 
at a time. Sometimes less. We went on vacation, and left a larger bowl of food out then normal. We 
had my father in law who lives with us watch over the cats while we were on vacation. He feed and 
watered them daily. One day he went in to check on the cats and noticed a lot of throw up all over 
the room. He cleaned it and feed them again.  ate and then the next day my father in law 
couldn't find him. We got back from vacation the next day and  was still missing. We lifted up 
the bed and there was our sweet  passed away under the bed. This was extremely 
traumatizing we miss out boy so much to this minute.  had no medical issues prior to this 
situation. He had been to the vet within the last 6 months for a check u and there were no problems. 
We switched the food today after finding out that the innova was on recall and we feed . This 
was the first time she ate normally in weeks. She ate the whole bowl of food right away. It is like she 
knew something was wrong with the old food.  is gone and we are extremely upset and sad. 

 was depressed but is coming around now. Our boy was part of our family and we are deeply 
saddened from this event. Our boy had no problems prior to this situation.

10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 17 Pound

EON‐121262 4/20/2013 1:18 Innova Senior Plus Rapidly developed diarrhea in early March. A few days later our 11-year old Schnauzer also 
developed diarrhea (his was bloody). We figured that they must have picked up a "dog" virus during 
our mile walk earlier in the week, since they both had the same issue. We took them off their regular 
dog food (Innova for Senior Plus) and gave them bland Chicken and Rice for about 3 days. The 
diarrhea stopped and their stools looked much better. Then, we weaned them back to Innova. Once 
again, the diarrhea started. This dog seemed to be really tired and depressed, so I took her to the 
vet. She put her on FortiFlora, an antibiotic, and a bland diet. That afternoon, the diarrhea started 
again in the Schnauzer. So, we put them both on a bland diet. Once again, after a few days, we 
started weaning them back on Innova as the diarrhea subsided. After a few days, they both started 
having soft stools. I then started looking at the dog food. It had a strong seafood-like smell. 
However, there was no seafood ingredients on the label. We then decided it had to be the food. I 
then went out and bought Fromm Gold for senior dogs. Both dogs are now back to normal with good 
stools and good activity levels for "senior" dogs.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐121129 4/18/2013 15:36 Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast After a minor leg injury at the beginning of March  started losing her appetite and was very 
lethargic. Was on Rimadyl for injury, but we thought it was upsetting her stomach. Quit, and took 
Tramadol instead. Chalked up lethargy and loss of appetite to injury and inactivity. She then 
proceeded to drink large quanties of water, and urinated a lot. Continued to not eat. Had diarreah 
and vomiting up mostly water. Animal hospital did not feel that the meds had anything to do with her 
illness, she had been off of them for a while before these symptoms all showed up. Injury on leg 
healed in meantime. Took her to Banfield, their test results indicated she had glucose in urine, but 
not blood. Liver and kidney values quite high. Liver function test normal. They couldn't see anything 
abnormal in ultra sound. Treated with antiobiotic in case of infection. Urinary tract infection test 
negative  stopped eating the duck breast when her appetite diminshed, so hasn't eaten any for 
about 4 weeks, and have finally seen an improvement in her overall health starting April 14, 2013.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐121033 4/17/2013 21:03 wAGON TRAIN CHICKEN 
JERKY TREATS cANYON 
CREEK JERKEY TREATS

I noticed growths coming under her fur . Also the dog started acting very strange , confused. I read 
about the checken jerky treats that were recalled from China which I was giving her. Her condition 
has worsened she now has a mass in her stomach and possible mass in her brain. My dog had no 
previous problems except hip Dysplasia which she was born with. There is bllod behind her retinas 
and the dr. said that there is nothing they can do for her

10 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 86 Pound

EON‐120935 4/17/2013 14:18 True Chews Chicken Jerky 
Fillets 100% Natural

On April 6, 2013, I purchased a bag of True Chews Chicken Jerky Fillets for my dog that claim they 
are made in America on the bag. At the time I gave her one treat on April 7, she was healthy and not 
ill at all. The following day, April 8, 2013, she began vomiting, had diarhea with BLOOD and would 
not eat. She had a BRIGHT RED BLOOD on her rectem after defecating which I wipped off with 
tissues. She was sick and listless for two days. She refused all food for almost two days and only ate 
her dog food the night of the second day. 
I am aware of the issue with the chicken jerky made in China. My dog had similar reaction as I stated 
above after eating the Wagon Train and Milo Brands jerky. I was told by my Vet not to feed her 
anything from China. So I speciffically avoided them and looked for American made jerky. I have 
given her other American made brands with no sickness. Then I found the True Chews Brand and 
decided to try it. Apparently, there is a problem with this American made product as my dog had a 
similar illness but with more intense reactions that she had when she ate the Chinese manufactured 
brands. This American made product needs to be looked at as they are an health risk for dogs and 
are being touted by the company as "100% natural and made in America" giving the dog owners a 
false sense of security that their dog will not become sick because they are not made in China. They 
are also charging a significantly higher price for their "natural" product which also gives the 
consumer a false sense that you are getting a better, safe product. I paid $11.99 for a 12 ounce bag. 
This bag was purchased at the Petsupermarket store located on  

. The stamped number on the bag is 0523IND0703, Best by 07/2014. UPC 
code is 031400038126. Thank you

9 Years Poodle - Medium 
size

Dog 24 Pound
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EON‐120912 4/17/2013 12:33 Nestle Beneful Playful Life I bought  from a private seller 3 weeks prior to her death. She was active, loving, and already 
potty trained. The seller was giving her Iams dog food before I adopted . I slowly switched her 
food to Playful Life by Beneful because it was recomended to me by a close friend and I trusted that 

 would thrive. The last day on the Iams I gave half Iams half Beneful. That same evening  
lost her appetite and was being lethargic. I didnt think anything of it other than she was just full and 
sleepy. The next day I woke up to diherra all over my apartment. I knew then she was truly sick. I 
didnt have money to even do a well puppy check at the vet and did research online to keep her 
hydrated and stop her nausea. At this time she completely stopped eating and I had to force fluids 
down her. She began vommitting and having loose bowels This continued for 5 days and eventually 
led to her death. She was up to date on all shots and previously was healthy. I believe that the 
Beneful Playful Life was the cause of her death.

15 Weeks Chihuahua Dog 4 Pound

EON‐120804 4/16/2013 23:03 Blue Wilderness Trail Treats 
natural baked grain-free 
salmon biscuits

Pet was given Blue Buffalo Wilderness Trail Treats Grain Free Salmon Biscuits beginning 4/12 for 
two nights. Each night between 12 Midnight and 3:00AM the dog suffered multiple seizures. Each of 
the two seizures per night were in duration of about a minute wherein  foamed at the mouth, wet 
himself and had muscular spasms in the legs and torso. About a year ago,  had developed an 
allergy to Blue Buffalo dry dog food with grain causing incessant itching and restlessness. Or this is 
what the veterinarian suggested. I observed multiples of complaints of allergic reactions causing 
itching and similar loss of hair online resulting from the ground up grain mites in Blue Buffalo dry dog 
food made with grain. This most recent episode involving grain free biscuits is most concerning. 

 has completely ceased having seizures upon cessation of feeding him the grain free salmon 
biscuits. I purchased this product from Tractor Supply in  on April 11, 2013 for $6.99 plus 
tax.

5 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐120803 4/16/2013 22:36 Nutro Max Natural chicken 
meal and rice senior

Pat the end of January my beloved dog had his annual check up and got a clean bill of health. 
Shortly after I bought him a bag of Nutro for Seniors as I was told at My local pet store that he should 
begin to eat senior foods at 8. About a few days after beginning to eat the food my dog began to 
have diarrhea in a large dose. Soiling the house before getting home from work which NEVER 
happens. After several episodes we called the vet he said it was probably the change in dog food 
and to give him boiled chicken and rice. After severally of this he appeared to be getting better. 
Thereafter we began to give him the Nutro again. Same results. Called Vet and he said to give him 
half and half of the Nutro and rice and chick mix and that it may take a while to settle. After several 
weeks of back and forth, meds, other foods to tried to calm the vile diarrhea but to NO avail. Finally 
we go back to the pet store and a lady at the pet store told his to check google lots of problems the 
Nutro food. After going online I was devastated to read what I was reading...complaint after 
complaint. We immediately threw the bag away. Started using another recommended grain free pet 
food. But at this point it's too late. A few days later my dog just stopped eating all together. 
Occasionally I could get him to eat some chicken but as soon as he ate anything or not he had to 
dash to the door to empty his stomach. At the point my INSIDE dog won't even come in the house 
because he's constantly emptying him stomach. He went from 130 to 83 pounds at his DEATH. We 
finally get a docs appointment thinking he could be saved. But once the X-rays were revealed, he 
had masses of masses inside his stomach and his spleen was moved into another area of his 
stomach. Needless to say, we had to put him to sleep as NOTHING could be done to help or save 
him. After 2 months of chronic diarrhea and I literally drove him from work everyday to attempt to get 
him well and to eat. This was a horrible thing to take a family and DOG through. A once healthy 130 
lbs strapping male Rottie reduced to bones and pain.

8 Years Rottweiler Dog 130 Pound

EON‐120802 4/16/2013 22:27 Diamond Lite Lamb and 
Rice

Fed her regular food, Diamond Lite lamb and Rice, ate a little bit and refused to eat more. Got sick 
next day with vomiting and diarhea. Put on bland diet to see if she got better. Took to Vet where I 
was informed about Diamond recall. This was in april of 2012. Dogs health deteriorated over the 
summer and she was put down in the fall.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound
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EON‐120681 4/16/2013 12:57 PAAWS - Pet Anti Aging 
Wellness System Health & 

Wellness Complex

According to the label on "Dr Carol's PAAWS" brand pet supplements the product is distributed by 
USA PETS LLC Las Vegas NV 89107. According to the State of Nevada's website however, this 

LLC is "Permanently Revoked". 

http://nvsos.gov/sosentitysearch/CorpDetails.aspx?lx8nvq=QBjVnkhjpeDX8RFHlX10vw%253d%253
d&nt7=0

Additionally advertisements at ebay.com appear to make drug claims:

"PAAWS PM Formula is not the same as PAAWS AM Formula. Some ingredients are the same, but 
others are not. For example, PAAWS PM Formula contains L-Glutamine an essential amino acid 
needed by the intestinal tract to aid digestion and absorption of food, Colostrum to boost immunity 

and Melatonin an essential anti-oxidant for the health of the brain. Melatonin improves mental clarity 
and cognition. It also helps combat the dementia and senility often associated with Alzheimers 

Syndrome in senior pets. The dosages of all PM nutrients are formulated specifically to optimize the 
sleep cycle so pets wake up feeling refreshed, ready to embark on the next new day.

PAAWS comes in 2 unique formulas, the AM Formula and the PM Formula that work together like a 
team to optimize your pet's health and wellness whether he's awake or asleep.

The AM Formula is power packed with generous amounts of Anti-Oxidants including Vitamins A, C, 
and E and the complete Vitamin B Complex that help support your pet's skin, eyes, hair coat, liver, 

muscles, nervous system and brain. Key Features aid mobility and support your pet's mood and 
energy levels throughout the day.

The PM Formula contains a Full array of Essentials that soothe your pet's body preparing him for a 
restful sleep, so he wakes up feeling refreshed, ready to embark on the next new day.

The PAAWS Complex also features the full spectrum of Digestive Enzymes; the Minerals Selenium 
and Zinc to help maintain your pet's immune system; Calcium and Magnesium to help support 

healthy bones and teeth, and Essential Omega 3,6 Fatty Acids for a healthy skin and hair coat."
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EON‐120648 4/16/2013 11:51 Dinovite for medium dogs Not really an event but a question. I'm hearing a lot of radio advertising from Dinovite that seems to 
make startling claims about curing a dog's health issues. Have you certified this product and/or it's 
claims? Your response will be very much appreciated.

EON‐120625 4/16/2013 11:27 Waggin Train or Canyon 
Creek Ranch chicken strips

became lethargic, had sickness and diarrhea. Kidney failure 10 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐120521 4/16/2013 9:51 Nutro Natural Choice Grain 
Free Natural Lamb & Potato 
Formula (Limited Ingredient 
Formula)

Starting the dog on new dog food 4/14//13. Fed her Nutro Natural Choice (Grain Free) Lamb & 
Potato formula mixed with her previously fed food Science Diet Adult Light/Liver. She was fed 
approximately 6:30 pm. Around 8:00 pm she began vomiting. She vomited all through the night (at 
least 7-8 times until she had nothing left to throw up) Would drink small amounts of water and then 
vomited that up. Obviously in distress and still vomiting she was taken to our vet 4/15/13 for 
appointment at 12:45 pm. Was examined, blood work done, she was given IV fluids for dehydration 
and an antiobiotic for precautions. She was sent home with Antibiotic to be given every 12 hours and 
to observe for any more GI related symptoms and if she would eat anything. 
**Of special note - my other dog was fed the same time but was not given the Nurto Food and he 
had no problems**

8 Years Chihuahua Dog 6.4 Pound
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EON‐120436 4/15/2013 10:06 Nutro Senior Dog Food I've had my dog  on Nutro Senior for over a year with no problem until mid March, 2013 when I 
opened a new bag of Nutro Senior food. The next day he became deathly ill, throwing up blood, 
diarrhea with blood, dehydration,. Hopitalized, IV fluids, many medications. My vet put him on 
prescription food and after 7-10 days said I could begin transitioning him back to his regular food 
(Nutro Senior) 3 days later, he was hit AGAIN with this horrible sickness, throwing up blood, diarrhea 
with blood, UTI, dehydration, again he was hospitalized, IV fluids and immediately taken off Nutro 
food. Again, since being off Nutro Senior food he's stable and recovering. Yesterday I searched on 
line to see if there were any recalls or reports of dogs getting sick. Sure enough, I found the 
Consumer Affairs.com site over 1,300 complaints about Nutro food, dogs ill and dying from this food. 
Please Help!

10 Years Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐120426 4/14/2013 18:21 Innova for Adult Dogs with 
Herring and Salmon

After I ran out of the dog food that was given to me by the local group that I adopted her from, I 
bought some Innova dog food at the  Petsmart.  began vomiting once a day after 
changing to the Innova dog food. I contacted my Vet and stopped giving the INNOVA. I changed to 
Science diet for Sensitive Stomachs and Carmel stopped vomitting. When the small bag of Science 
Diet ran out, I went to Petsmart in  to buy a larger bag for sensitive stomachs by Science 
Diet. While at Petsmart I saw that Innova had removed all their dry dog food from the store because 
of a dog food recall. 

Yesterday and today,  has produced loose stools with blood in them. I believe that this was 
also caused by the Innova dog food. 

I tried to contact the website, this was on Saturday, that I was referred to by the sign at the store and 
was unable to send an email to communicate the problems that I was experiencing. I will call the 
phone number I got from the store on Monday.

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 62 Pound
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EON‐120425 4/14/2013 18:06 Purina Beniful brand dog 
food Original, Purina Beniful 
Original

Our dog started sleeping more and became slightly lethargic and she seemed ok, just tired. On the 
11 th of April 2013 she was laying in her bed and stepped out of it and took a few steps and dropped 
to the floor. My husband yelled for me and we wrapped her in a blanket and ran her to the vet. Her 
breathing was shallow and she was very rigged. The vet was closing when we got they got there and 
she gave a shot to stop the throwing up. My husband was told none would be there tonight so it 
was best if we took her home. When he brought her home she seemed to be in shock. We held onto 
her and her breathing got very shallow and my husband and I kept talking to her and petting her. 
About 3:30 in the morning she began to breathe normal again. She is a Sheba and I could not find 
her breed on your web site.  has had Beniful most of her life. The only thing different this time 
was the fact that we bought the 30 pound bag of Beniful and she was not acting the same. She was 
sleeping all the time and could not get enough to drink. I thought she was tired. She began to start 
panting a day before this happened. She made it through the night. They took blood at the vet and 
said it only looked like she was low on protien. Please let us know if we can help because this 
should not be happening.

4 Years Akita Dog 25 Pound

EON‐120423 4/14/2013 14:06 Canidae Pure Sea After eating from the affected bag, she got lethargic and had diarrhea. On the third day she had 
bloody stools. I switched to another bag and the symptoms stopped. I tried one more feeding and 
she was ill again.

4 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-
haired

Dog 54 Pound

EON‐120422 4/14/2013 3:27 Beneful Dog food I began feeding  Beneful dog food in December. Prior to that she was very healthy as the vet 
had run full lab testings prior to a dental cleaning just a few months prior. After eating the Beneful for 
one month she became acutely ill. I took her to the vet who ran blood testings.  calcium level 
was very elevated and the vet thought it was vitamin D toxicity. All other tests were in normal limits. 

 did not improve despite all treatments the vet prescribed. She lost 25lbs, would not eat, and 
was so very ill. She craved water and had frequent urination. On  we chose to end  
suffering. Nothing else was different in her life except the change in diet to Beneful. She was always 
on a leash so she could not have gotten into poison. It had to be the dog food. We do not have rat 
poison or take vitamin d supplements.

7 Years Bullmastiff Dog 140 Pound
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My name is . My golden retriever  was in excellent health as of 12/25/12. I use this 
date because I have videos of him on Christmas day. The first week of January 2013, he was 

beginning to get sick. We fed him Beneful dog food from Purina. After his being sick for a week or so 
we took him to our veterinarian. They took xrays, and we sent them to an expert to read. The results 

came back as either bone cancer or a fungal infection. We live in . Since we really have no 
fungal infections in this state, plus with the fact that the entire landscape of  was covered with 

three feet of snow in January, my vet ruled out a fungal infection and diagnosed cancer. So we 
brought  home, I discontinued the Beneful and put him on an anti-cancer diet of baked chicken, 
turkey and roast beef. He ate this diet for a time but progressively worsened. He became anorexic, 

lost 40 pounds, wouldn't eat anything, wouldn't drink anything, diarrhea, vomiting, I force fed ice 
chips into him, he gulped snow outside to stay alive, he was lethargic, couldn't lift his head, couldn't 
stand up, couldn't walk. Finally, after many trips to the vet during February and March, with my vet 

completely perplexed and stumped by what was happening to my , we sent a urine sample to a 
human laboratory out of state for a diagnosis. It came back as Aspergillosis - a fungal infection. 

Aspergillosis, it's my understanding, is a fungus that affects corn and other grains. I truly believe this 
ground up corn is in the Beneful dog food and that is what killed my dog. I have been researching 
this on the internet. While your organization claims to only have a handful of reported complaints 

about Beneful killing dogs across the country, if you simply would do five minutes of investigation, as 
I did, you will find that the number is in the hundreds - the exact same symptoms. Go to Google and 
type in "Is Beneful Killing Dogs" and the number of dead dogs after eating Beneful is over 400. The 
FDA needs to do something about this. Perhaps if you had done so when this first started, my  

would still be here. A response from you would be appreciated.

Purina Beneful Dog FoodEON‐120420 4/13/2013 8:36 Pound120DogRetriever - GoldenYears10
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EON‐120419 4/13/2013 4:57 FULL MOON CHICKEN 
BACON 
*KITCHEN-CRAFTED 
NATURAL DOG TREATS*

On Friday, 04/12/2013 @ 21:18:22, I purchased two packages of "FULL MOON CHICKEN BACON" 
(Arthur Pet Products) from Wal-Mart in .

RECEIPT says: "ST# 0024; OP@ 00000017; TE# 09; TR# 04078"
Packaged states the following on the Back of the Package: "BEST IF USED BY 12/20/2014 2355-
CH88

As soon as I arrived home, I opened the package. As I started to reach in to package, I noticed that 
the color was odd. I did NOT touch inside the package. As I looked closer, I realized that I was look 
at green and other colors that appear to be a bacteria or fungus growing in the previously sealed 
package. I opened my second package, but it did not look contaminated. It has the same Lot # on 
the back, although the package labeling appears to be from a different machine.

EON‐120414 4/12/2013 19:48 OL' ROY HEALTHY MIX 
ORIGINAL DOG FOOD

FED FROM BAG OF WALMART'S OL' ROY HEALTHY MIX DOG FOOD. 
HE HAD STOPPED EATING AFTER THE SECOND DAY, DEVELOPED RECTAL BLEEDING AND 
DIED TWO DAYS LATER. TOTAL OF 4 DAYS.

1 Years Chihuahua Dog 1 Pound

EON‐120408 4/12/2013 15:18 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight

Upon purchasing a new bag of dog food in mid/late Dec.  become very ill approx. two weeks 
into Jan. He developed a rash on his face and begin vomiting on a Friday. He continued to be sic 
over the weekend and was taken to the hospital on Mon. the 21st of Jan. He was diagnosed with 
acute kidney failure and was given fluids to stabilize. He could not be stabilized and was released on 
Sat. the 26th of Jan. He had to be euthanized on the  of  Prior to this, my  was a 
healthy, vibrant happy dog. In my opinion, the food had something to do with his death.

6 Years Terrier - Bull Dog 63 Pound

EON‐120377 4/12/2013 13:21 Purina Dog Chow He is suffering from Liver Failure 11 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 37 Pound

EON‐120355 4/12/2013 5:51 Pork Chomps Gave dog this product in the evening, at 5 am she had a seizure,tremor that lasted about one hour. 
Took her to the vet and they did complete testing and could not find any medical problem. I never 
thought about it being a result of the treat as I give various treats frequently UNTIL I recently 
purchased another package of the same treat from the same store location and when I opened the 
package noticed a spot of a white film like substance, upon further inspection I found green mold 
throughout all the products in the package.

6 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 52 Pound
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EON‐120323 4/11/2013 16:36 Beneful My 10 year old dog,  has eaten Beneful her entire life and has recently been diagnosed with 
Addison's disease, which is a condition related to the kidneys. The vet said she is extremely old to 
have been a candidate of this disease, and the vet clinic has personally never seen it in a dog of this 
age, but all tests revealed that this in fact was the case.  went into severe crisis and almost 
died. Her heart was only beating a fraction of what it should have been, she was weak and lethargic. 
We rushed her to an emergency clinic and they miraculously saved her life, apparently with only 
moments to spare. She is now on a life long and very costly regimen of two different medicines, and 
is under the watchful eye of her vet, returning every 25 days for a very expensive shot (which is life 
saving). The vet is extremely cautious and has expressed that this is a very serious illness, if not 
treated properly. After personal research I have found that many other consumers have experienced 
similar events after feeding their pets Beneful dog food, and in most cases have not had such an 
outcome such as 's-their pets have DIED! She will never be cured, but is at least still with us 
here today. PLEASE look into this so no other family or dog needlessly suffers, and so other pets 
may live. This is a disgrace, and I intend to further continue my endeavor to resolve this issue by 
voicing my concerns. Thank you for your time. 

10 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 16 Pound

EON‐120232 4/11/2013 12:21 goodcat food Felt sick after eating food Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat
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EON‐120230 On November 11, 2012 we bought a bag of Kirkland Healthy Weight dog food made by Diamond Pet 
Foods. On the evening of November 12th, our adult son, who was staying with us while he was in 
transition, opened the bag of Healthy Weight to feed his French bulldog ( ). The next morning, 

 was very sick; she was throwing up and had diarrhea. Our son did not tell us  was sick at 
the time; he thought the illness occurred because of the switch from her regular food. This is the only 

night he fed his dog from our food as he bought her regular brand the following day..

Our dogs were not fed from the bag of Kirkland Healthy Weight dog food until the evening of 
November 13th;. The next morning (November 14th), all of the dogs were vomiting and had 

diarrhea|. By this time, our oldest dog, Percival also had exaggerated joint pain and stiffness. We 
assumed the illness may have been caused by switching from the Kirkland Mature dog food to the 

new Healthy Weight bag. We fed once more the following evening from the Kirkland Healthy Weight 
bag of dog food. On the morning of the 15th, our dogs were still very sick and refused to eat their 

breakfast so my husband went back to Costco on his way home from work and picked up our regular 
Kirkland Mature Dog food.

By November 16th, we learned about ¿s illness and became convinced that the Healthy Weight 
dog food was making them ill. We took the bag of Kirkland Healthy Weight back to our local Costco 
warehouse. Customer Service took the bag and refunded our money. Our sons dog and two of our 

dogs seemed to be improving; however, our third dog , was not improving and, in fact, seemed 
to be getting worse. She was a nursing mother with 4 week old pups. Because she was still feeling 

sick, we did not allow her to nurse her pups that evening and decided that I would take her to the Vet 
the next
morning.

The morning of November 17th,  was still very sick and weak. Her head was swollen and she 
had dropped weight so we took her to the veterinarian, who informed us that her kidneys were 

failing  was immediately admitted to the veterinarian hospital where she stayed until 
November 21st. Upon her release, we were told that  would not live more

than two months; she died on  (approximately one month after eating the 
contaminated dog food).

November 25th, we filed a ¿Report of Incident¿ with Costco and told their managers what had 

Pound95DogBulldog - AmericanHours6Diamond Pet Foods made 
for Costco re-branded 

Kirkland Healthy Weight Dog 
Food

4/11/2013 12:18
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¿ ¿ g
happened with our dogs. Our claim was opened on December 4, 2012; we spoke with Costco 
representatives and I released ¿s veterinarian records for the Costco representatives to 

review.

We were offered a Costco Gift Card for $100 if we would close the case at that time. We were also 
told that there have been no recalls on any of the "Diamond Pet Foods", made for Costco since 
2008; however, after conducting our own research, we found numerous complaints and recalls 

involving dog food sold at Costco and other retailers who use "Diamond Pet Foods" to make their 
brand dog food between 2008 and 2012. And all 2010 through 2012 claims had the same 

indications and symptoms displayed by our dogs.

On the day before he left for Christmas vacation, Costco representative contacted us and asked for 
the veterinarian records that we had already previously submitted. He also asked us to dig up 

¿s body for an autopsy. We immediately called our Veterinarian¿s office to determine if the 
records had been released. We were told the records were faxed ¿a couple of

weeks ago¿ and agreed to fax them over again.

Later that morning, Costco representative called and told us that he had spoken our Vet, and 
claimed that our Vet had stated that it could not have been the dog food that caused our dog¿s 
illness. Because of this allegation he was closing our case but, since we had been such good 

Costco customers, we were again offered a Costco Gift Card.

We immediately called our Vet and he denied telling Costco representative that the dog food did not 
cause our dog¿s death. Our Vet stated that he informed the Costco rep of the fact that ¿s 
kidneys were destroyed from a toxin that was introduced to her, but there was no way to prove 

where the toxin came from because Costco took the bag of dog food and there was no sample to be 
tested. Also, it had been too long to diagnose the other dogs. Our Vet did state that, since all four of 

our dogs got sick after eating the food, and all stayed sick for several days after eating it, he was 
"highly

suspicious" that it was the dog food that caused their illness.

Our Vet also stated the only thing an autopsy would prove was that ¿s death occurred 
because her kidneys were destroyed but the toxin would have already worked its way out of her
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EON‐120035 4/10/2013 10:27 Dentley's Wrapped Rawhide 
Sticks with Real Chicken

was chewing rawhide bones wrapped with Chicken Jerkey made in China and distributed in 
USA by both Dentleys and Smokehouse.  started to become very lethargic and then started 
skipping meals. Within 2 weeks she stopped eating all together. She will consume no food at all and 
just sleeps all day. I took her to the vet and they ran tests on her. They found sugar in her urine but 
she does not have diabetes. She was hospitalized for 2 days and then released to my care. She is 
on 8 pills per day and has suffered severe kidney damage. She is still not eating but 3 or 4 bites of 
food per day and still sleeps all the time. She was a housetrained dog prior to giving her these bones 
but now she cannot hold her urine and will urinate wherever she is in the house with no warning. 
She is extremely sick at this time and it has cost me over 1400.00 so far with more bills to come.

2 Years Maltese Dog 18 Pound

because her kidneys were destroyed, but the toxin would have already worked its way out of her 
system. Our family had already suffered through the trauma of losing our dog, and the idea of 

digging her up for an autopsy that would not prove anything, was unacceptable. However, if it would 
help our case and Costco wants to exhume the body and pay for the autopsy, they may do so as 

long as they agree to return and re-inter the body. However, the Costco representative told us that if 
we want to proceed with this

claim, it will be necessary for us to do so through Diamond Pet Food Corporation's Attorney.
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EON‐120008 4/9/2013 22:48 BENEFUL by PURINA Our Maltese was a fun loving active dog. About three months ago we started giving him Beneful by 
Purina which was purchased at our local Walmart in . He first started throwing 
up...then loose stools...with blood in the stools at times. We just thought he had a viral 
infection...never imagined his food might be poisoning him because we tend to TRUST companies 
such as PURINA! As the days worn on his eyes had become glazed over, he became VERY 
lethargic...just laying around. Two months ago he could barely walk...then stated having major grand 
mal seizures very bad...almost died from the last one! The vet could not come up with a specific 
problem for the seizures that came from no where. About 2 weeks ago he quit eating the dog food 
on his own and quit havng the seizures BUT is still very lethargic, eyes glazed over and very 
depressed...sitting around with his little head down. At this point we are not sure if he is going to 
make it. I had not heard of the Beneful issues till two nights ago...I had seen on the news where 
MANY people had complained and I saw ALL the same symptoms my dog was 
having...POISONING by their dog food! The news stated that many people have turned in reports 
about Beneful dog food but the FDA WOULD NOT pull it! WHY???? The story of the FDA letting 
dogs continue to die is ALL over the news, newspapers and computer including Facebook!! How 
many dogs blood will you have to have on your hands BEFORE you pull it from the shelves????? 
These little dogs are like members of our families! I have also seen reports this happened back in 
2006 with this same product and it has happened AGAIN in 2013!!! REALLY???? WHY IS IT STILL 
ON THE SHELF ???? My contact number is  if you have any questions I will be more 
than glad to answer them!

11 Years Maltese Dog 11 Pound

EON‐120002 4/9/2013 20:12 Beneful Playful Life Over the weekend, I began switching my boxer puppy to Beneful Playful Life dog food from Beneful 
puppy food. He is normally very active and playful. He began to act very lethargic, was drinking lots 
of water, and even stopped eating once I switched him to the dog food. I truly believe this food was 
making him sick and he knew it and would not consume it. I also have a miniature dachshund who 
also began eating the Beneful Playful Life. He had diarrhea after consuming the food for 48 hours. 
He also had excessive thirst. I had to fill both of the dogs' water bowls more than 3 times on 
Saturday. They have stopped eating the Beneful dog food and have been switched to Iams.

10 Months Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐119904 4/9/2013 12:57 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Opened a 40oz bag of Waggin Train wholesome chicken jerky tenders and feed two jerky treats to 
the dog at 7pm, by 9 pm the dog was throwing up and by 10 pm was very weak and would not get 
up. He would not take food or water or get up for nearly two days. When he did finely get up to go 
out side he appeared very weak. This occurred on a Friday nite and by Monday morning he was up 
and moving around albeit slowly, his appetite did not return until the following day (Tuesday). The 
vet was out of town. I live in a rural area.

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 84 Pound

EON‐119879 4/9/2013 11:12 Royal Canin Veterinary Diet 
Gastro Intestinal Low FAt

My pomeranian is on a restricted diet due to health problems and I opened a can of Royal Canin 
Low Fat Gastrointestinal Dog Food and went to put in his bowl. When looking in the bowl I noticed 
something that was brightly colored blue/purple. I pulled it out with a spoon and noticed that it was 
some sort of foreign object or material that was wrapped within the dog food. I have kept the item 
and took photos. I contacted Royal Canin last week and have not received a return reply. I have also 
kept the can.
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EON‐119757 4/8/2013 19:48 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight

Within the last 2 months my dog started having incontinence. She is very tired, too. I took her to the 
vet, who could not determine an issue. This started again this past weekend. I noted today the FDA 
letter on 's Fox TV station, and remembered she had eaten a large amount of dog food 
Saturday. I had placed her on Beneful Healthy Weight after the vet said she needed to lose a few 
pounds this last summer. I had not connected her recently health issues to the food until tonight.

9 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐119755 4/8/2013 19:42 Nutro Natural Choice 
Chicken Whole Btown Rice 
& Oatmeal formula.

Dogs began vomiting yellow bile foam ~5 days after putting them on Nutro Natural Choice, problem 
has gotten progressively worse with both dogs. This morning the older dog could not move, was 
vomiting and had labored breathing. We immediately pulled the food after reading on 
http://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/nutro.html site that other dogs had similar reactions to this 
brand of food. We will be contacting Nutro directly however wanted to report this to the FDA as this 
seems to be a serious issue with this dog food. We had trust in the dog foods you can purchase at 
major pet stores (PetCo, PetsMart) however this has made us question the quality of any dog food. 
Please look into this company, we have tons of leftover from this bag if you need a sample.

9 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 13 Pound

EON‐119747 4/8/2013 17:33 Purina beneful original with 
beef dry food

After purchasing a bag of beef flavored beneful dry dog food two weeks ago, within three days of 
purchasing the food, both of my dogs started to show symptoms of diarrhea and vomiting after 
meals. It progressively got worse and my dogs were vomiting within two hours of meal time every 
day. 
Beneful has been their main diet for their whole lives. I had not given them any other food or treats 
for the duration of their illness. 2 days ago, I switched their food to a grain free brand. I have been 
monitoring them after mealtimes and they have not vomitted since. Their stools are still loose and 
they are still eating grass/ showing signs of nausea, but Thier conditions have overall improved 
since the switching of their food.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐119501 4/8/2013 2:48 Canyon creek sweet 
potatoes

vomiting,runny bloody mucusy stools, constant drinking and urinating all over the house, dehydrated 
(had to have IV's), very weak, didn't eat, bloodwork showed elevated red blood count so did xrays 
and ultrasounds thinking she had cancer (shaved her fur), thought she had diabetes cause of 
bloodwork showings,symptoms of fanconi disease. We spent almost $4,000.00 on her right before 
Christmas 2012. Now shows some signs of allergies with itching and licking constantly.

4 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound
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We are writing you out of  to inquire about the proper actions to take 
regarding contaminated dog food. My family owns four puppies, varying in age and relatively young 

(three yorkshire terriers and a terrier mix) that recently took ill after being fed 'Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight', resulting in one of our dogs death and another in critical condition. We had been feeding 
them solely that food for two months with seemingly no problems, so we thought. They had been 

experiencing some issues such as bladder control and gastric-intestinal issues but we simply 
dismissed them as seasonal issues. However, after opening a new bag purchased at the local 

 location Walmart, the dogs took violently ill almost immediately after consumption. They 
were continuously vomiting for a long span of twelve hours which finally resulted in a vet visit to the 

 (see CC'd address above) the morning of April 2, 2013. One of the 
puppies was administered an IV fluid and the others prescribed a medication to control the 

excessive vomiting. Two days later on  we went to work as normal and made a special trip 
home at lunch to check on the still lethargic puppies. Still seeming somewhat disoriented and 

spitting up a small amount, the puppies seemed to be on the upswing. Two hours later when we 
arrived home from work, we were shocked and absolutely devastated to find the smallest of the 
dogs unmoving and unresponsive laying near a spot of vile and blood and another of the dogs, 

, violently throwing up with his head and snout three times the size of normal, his eyes so 
swollen that they had managed to come out of his skull and protrude far past his eye lids. Rushing 

them again to the , we were told it was too late for the smallest dog and 
the future of  was still unknown. Using shots to control the facial swelling and many fluids, 
medications, and IVs, the doctors there were able to get 's condition stable. After they ran 

blood work on the surviving puppy, we were directed to take the deceased and the puppy food they 
had been eating to the  for a necropsy and toxicology testing 
because the veterinarian was sure that it had been toxins that found in the food that resulted in the 
fatality of one puppy and critical condition of two others. The dogs had all eaten it and within hours 
become deathly ill, were of different ages so age could not have been a factor, and the food itself 
was kept in a sealed, waterproof container. We were instructed after the first visit to the hospital to 
contact Purina and inform them of the situation and see about a possible food recall that we may 

have missed. There was no such recall present, and they simply told us that they could send us a 50 
pound dog food bag of Beneful for our troubles. After losing our dog, we contacted them again, only 
to be told that there was still no recall, they "were sorry for our loss" and that they would "forward the 

information on."

Pound19DogTerrier 
(unspecified)

Years1Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight

4/7/2013 0:12EON‐119498
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 is still currently undergoing expensive medications and treatments to ensure a healthy future.
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5We are writing you out of  to inquire about the proper actions to take 
regarding contaminated dog food. My family owns four puppies, varying in age and relatively young 

(three yorkshire terriers and a terrier mix) that recently took ill after being fed 'Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight', resulting in one of our dog  death. We had been feeding them solely that food for two 
months with seemingly no problems, so we thought. They had been experiencing some issues such 
as bladder control and gastric-intestinal issues but we simply dismissed them as seasonal issues. 
However, after opening a new bag purchased at the local  location Walmart, the dogs 
took violently ill almost immediately after consumption. They were continuously vomiting for a long 
span of twelve hours which finally resulted in a vet visit to the  (see 

CC'd address above) the morning of  One of the puppies was administered an IV fluid 
and the others prescribed a medication to control the excessive vomiting. Two days later on  

we went to work as normal and made a special trip home at lunch to check on the still lethargic 
puppies. Still seeming somewhat disoriented and spitting up a small amount, the puppies seemed to 

be on the upswing. Two hours later when we arrived home from work, we were shocked and 
absolutely devastated to find the smallest of the dogs , unmoving and unresponsive laying 

near a spot of vile and blood and another of the dogs violently throwing up with his head and snout 
three times the size of normal, his eyes so swollen that they had managed to come out of his skull 

and protrude far past his eye lids. Rushing them again to the , we were 
told it was too late for the smallest dog and the future of the other was still unknown. Using shots to 
control the facial swelling and many fluids, medications, and IVs, the doctors there were able to get 
his condition stable. After they ran blood work on the surviving puppy, we were directed to take the 

deceased and the puppy food they had been eating to the  for 
a necropsy and toxicology testing because the veterinarian was sure that it had been toxins that 
found in the food that resulted in the fatality of one puppy and critical condition of two others. The 
dogs had all eaten it and within hours become deathly ill, were of different ages so age could not 

have been a factor, and the food itself was kept in a sealed, waterproof container. We were 
instructed after the first visit to the hospital to contact Purina and inform them of the situation and 
see about a possible food recall that we may have missed. There was no such recall present, and 
they simply told us that they could send us a 50 pound dog food bag of Beneful for our troubles. 
After losing our dog, we contacted them again, only to be told that there was still no recall, they 

"were sorry for our loss" and that they would "forward the information on." 

We are still awaiting the results from the necropsy and the lab report concerning the food. When we 

Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight

4/6/2013 23:51EON‐119497 Pound5DogTerrier - YorkshireYears
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EON‐119487 4/6/2013 15:22 Evo Red Meat Large Bites 11/27/12 we purchased a bag of Evo Red Meat Large Bites. On 12/4/12 we visited the vet because 
our 7 year old  has stopped eating and her breath was terrible with black slimy stalagtites 
forming from drool. We added Oxy Pet Oral Hygiene to the shared water supply for 3 dogs.
12/26/12 the oldest dog  collapsed about an hour after eating. She couldn't stand or hold her 
head up. We visited the vet on . she was administed fluids and Cerenia. In a return trip the 
following day with deteriorating conditions, she had an electrolyte panel and was diagnosed with 
vertigo.
12/28/12  showed slight improvement and continued to improve until 3/7/13.  began to vomit 
yellow. slimy foam after eating and contined to vomit/ retch for 24 hrs. Gradually she returned to 
eating and drinking.
3/19/2013 we saw on the evening news that the dog food was being recalled for salmonella 
contamination and contacted the company. The food we had been feeding the dogs was recalled 
and we had fecal samples performed at  for all three dogs  tested 
positive for Salmonella Group G and the sample was sent to  for serotyping. (3/27/13)

15 Years Unknown Dog 39 Pound

g g
get such results, we will have them faxed in immediately.
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EON‐119486 4/6/2013 15:22 Hill's Prescription Science 
Diet i/d Canine 
Gastrointestinal Health

 has been on Hill's Prescription Science Diet i/d going on 15 months now for his Colitis. On 
February 13, 2013 he started vomiting. I called , my Veterinarian. Since I gave y 
his Heartworm medicine that day I thought maybe it could be from that.  did not believe 
it was from his Heartworm medicine. I was advised to give  a Prilosec.  was fine until 
February 20, 2013. On that day he vomited 3 times in a row. I made a appointment to take  in, 
also he was due for his Bordetella vaccine.  vomited March 6, 2013 and vomited 2 times on 
March 7, 2013. His appointment with the Veterinarian was on March 6, 2013. His vomiting and 
heaving became every day. His appetite has declined and he wants nothing to with his dry food. 
(Hill's Prescription Science Diet i/d) This is not like , because he loves this dry food just until 
the last month.  put  on Prednisolone 5mg tablets. Give one tablet orally once a 
day for 4 days, then give one tablet orally every other day. I was given 30 tablets.  just started 
this on April 4, 2013. Please look in to this. There could be other pet owners that are experiencing 
the same thing but they just dont know how to report this or afford to take take their animal to their 
Veterinarian. What's going on with  is like trying to put a puzzle together but not having all the 
pieces. I did tell my Veterinarian that I was going to report the dry dog food to the FDA in hopes that 
you will look in to this. In Hill's email response to me they said they have never had a dry dog food 
recall. Well, never say never. There is always a first.  is my emotional support. He is all I have. 
He is the reason I get out of bed every morning. Please check in to this to make sure this food is not 
cotaminated. Or at least have them pull just this lot of food that was made and to notify the public. 
Thank you for your time.

30 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐119485 4/6/2013 15:21 Evo Turkey and Chicken 
Formula Cat & Kitten

Was off feed frome the time I started feeding this bag. This cat has always been a greedy feeder 
and gulped large amounts of food. She has always been fed this food and loved it. She was 
lethargic at times and occaisional vomiting (unusual for her). Appetite dwindled and she started 
eating wild caught food once in awhile and small amounts of wet food but did not want to eat this 
food out of this bag.

1.3 Years Unknown Cat 10 Pound

EON‐119484 4/6/2013 15:21 Evo Turkey and Chicken 
Formula Cat & Kitten

Cat did not like this food in spite of being raised on it since 6wks old and always loved it. I continued 
to feed and cat was vomiting up undigested food and at times acted as though tummy hurt. Appetite 
eventually fell off and he started eating more wild caught food. I suspected tapeworm and treated for 
that. then suspected hairballs and treated for that. Eventually I removed the food and immediately 
appetite came back and no more vomiting and no more feeding problems.

3.5 Years Unknown Cat 13 Pound
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EON‐119483 4/6/2013 15:21 Milo's Kitchen Chicken 
Grillers

After a couple of months of giving her Milo's Kitchen Chicken Grillers treats she became lethargic, 
began drinking water excessively and urinating excessively. When she began vomiting and suffering 
from diarrhea we took her to the vet. Blood work and urinalysis showed kidneys failing.

14 Years Collie - Border Dog 45 Pound

EON‐119255 4/4/2013 18:15 Canyon Creek Apple 
Wrapped with Duck, Canyon 
Creek Ranch Duck Tenderrs

On 1/6/2013  suddenly got very ill...lethargic...couldn't walk etc... And was taken to the 
 where he was admitted with a fever of 105 and low 

white blood cell count. He stayed for two nights and was given antibiotics and fluids. They could not 
figure out what could have caused his symptoms. We were worried he might not make it. Just 
recently while in a PetCo store looking for Duck Tenders (which  has been given approx 1 to 
2 a day as a favorite treat since he was a pup) I was told about the recall on certain brands. I pulled 
out the receipt and realized the ones I had purchased and given to r were purchased on 12/5 - 
the day before he was admitted to the hospital. I had purchased two kinds of Canyon Creek duck 
tender treats. In addition after  recovered I recalled that I had to go buy another brand of duck 
breast treats because  would not touch the ones that I had purchased before he was 
hospitalized. It just doesn't seem like a coincidence after reading the reports etc .....and finding out 
that the brand in question had been recalled.

7 Years Shih Tzu Dog 16 Pound

EON‐119228 4/4/2013 16:42 Pet Pride salmon supreme 
dinner cat food 5.5oz

Pet ride canned food 'salmon supreme dinner' at times has a dark brown film over the meat in the 
can. I didn't think much about it until I made a connection that every time my cat eats a can of the 
meat with that dark brown film in it, she throws up and feels bad for the rest of the day. 

The meat inside the can is usually light brown and uniformly colored as this is pate. The dark brown 
film when it is in it, and this happens frequently!, is in patches. 

I am suspecting that some type of microculture is growing in the cans and is spoiling the product! 

Please follow up on this! Sanitary inspection of your facilities where the food is produced might be 
needed!!
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EON‐119197 4/3/2013 23:00 Dingo Twist Sticks Chicken 
in the Middle!

 was given a Dingo Twists Stick (chicken in the middle) on Friday evening (3/29/2013). 
On Saturday the 30th, she became lethargic and then began vomiting. She continued to be 
lethargic, not eating, barely drinking water on Sunday and Monday. Tuesday, she was so sick my 
son took her to the veterinary hospital, where she had to be put to sleep as she was in renal failure.

16 Months Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐119185 4/3/2013 13:42 beggin strips ate beggin strips on daily basis lost appetite started shaking constentley vomiting started drinking 
excessive amounts of water then refused water and kidneys failed had to have her put downvet 
couldn't diagnose told him about the beggin strips he said that the products that they are made from 
could come from china

6 Months Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 63 Pound

EON‐119170 4/3/2013 11:27 Purina Beneful Original November 2012 my dog vomited large amounts of blood we took him to urgent care animal hospital 
and they treated him for poisoning at the cost of 300 + dollars. After 30 days of treatment he got 
better on a chicken and rice diet. We slowly started him back on his original beneful diet. March 8 
2013 he then on March 9th started again with vomiting blood took him off the beneful put him back 
on the rice and chicken diet started to get better took him to the vet for bloody stool he was treated 
for colitis with an antibiotic. We slowly started him back on the original beneful Monday March 18 
and he vomited again early Tuesday March 19th back to the chicken and rice diet did well over the 
weekend slowly started beneful on Sunday March 24 started vomiting Monday morning the 25th now 
we have altogether stopped feeding him beneful by the direction of our vet, has not had an incident 
since

12 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Long-
haired

Dog 21 Pound

EON‐119108 4/2/2013 22:06 Beneful dog food She was having problems digesting food. She would either throw up or have diarrhea and 
sometimes both. Her diarrhea became bloody and foul smelling at times. She lost about 12 lbs. she 
looked like a walking skeleton. She was weak and lethargic. Her eyes were empty looking. She was 
miserable. We took her to the vet several times. Due to her age, we chose not to have endoscopy 
done. Vets were certain she had a type of cancer.

15 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 26 Pound

EON‐119071 4/2/2013 18:00 Royal Canin |Weight 
Control"

Royal Canin can of "Weight Control" lot CUMSC2 05:40RCWT and also lot CUMSC2 05:41RCWT 
has a film, appears as grey-blue plastic on bottom which sticks to the food contents. It appears that it 
is the film which is meant to coat the inside of the can. I just noticed this today but it may have been 
in earlier lots. My vet's office also reported it to the manufacturer and they were told that they were 
aware of the problem, that it has happened before and that the material is not toxic.
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EON‐118914 4/2/2013 10:12 PURINA Friskies One of my two cats died last week after eating a can of soft food I bought in the same day, next day 
in the morning the cat was having abdominal cramps for the whole day refusing to eat anything he 
died in the night with a lot of pain that he was not able to make any sound.
I did not pay attention that the food might be the problem thinking that both cats eat the same food 
but this week I gave the second cat a can of food in the morning he refused to eat it, left it outside 
the fridge the whole day tried to feed the cat from the same can but he always refused and run away, 
I noticed there was dark red color areas forming so I left it till the morning found the red is spreading 
as if it¿s a fast chemical reaction, I still have that left over in the can and few more cans did not 
open.
I am willing to bring all cans for testing, please let me know
Exp date feb 2015 

14 Years American Shorthair Cat 10.8 Pound

EON‐118899 4/2/2013 0:51 Innova Puppy Food Noticed diarreah on 3/23/13. Diarreah continued for 6 days. On 3/27/13 I took the dog to the vet for 
examination as the dog had also begun vomiting on 3/27/13. The dog eats Innova dog food. The 
particular bag was a bag of innova puppy food in beef flavor. I grabbed the bag of puppy food 
accidentally - she usually gets Innova Prime Grain Free Beef and Lamb dry dog food. I opened the 
bag of puppy food and put it in her large food container before realizing I'd accidentally gotten puppy 
food this time. I kept the food and fed it to her since I'd already cut the bag open and poured the 
food into another container. 
My elderly cat also sampled a "snack" out of the dog bowl and had runny stool on 3/24 and 3/25.

2 Years Spaniel - Springer 
English

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐118866 4/1/2013 20:12 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Fiesta Moist Chewy Bites
(Chicken & Rice flavored)

Dog started vomiting, followed by EXTREME (skunk like) gas and diarrhea for over a week. So 
extreme it was unbarable. Took him off the food and his gas stopped after a day and a half. Vet 
recommended bloodwork and antibotics.

3 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 62 Pound

EON‐118862 4/1/2013 18:06 Wellness after two weeks of feeding Wellness stools are always runny and diahereaah. After taking off for a 
few days and switching to Royal Canin runny stools stopped normal stool now. Its definitely the 
Wellness after reading a lot of post where pets were getting really sick from Wellness Dog food I saw 
that this should be reported. This product needs to be looked into I would hate for a pet to lose their 
life from bad dog food.

Terrier - Yorkshire Dog
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EON‐118836 4/1/2013 16:15 EVO Dog Chicken and 
Turkey Formula Large Bite

My 10 month old puppy came down with bad diarrhea, I put her on a bland diet of boiled chicken and 
rice and every time I reintroduced the Evo food which she had been on since October, she would get 
sick again. We tested her for worms and parasites and it came back negative. Doctor advised me to 
put her back on the bland diet. This went on for 6 weeks. I took her in one last time before spring 
break and the doctor put her on ID vet food because she had lost weight. The next day I found out 
about the recall when I went to the pet shop. I bought a big bag of same food and I brought in the 
food I had left over from the most recent bag. I didn't have the batch number so they refunded me for 
the new one. I found out today that the bag I recently bought which they thought would be safe, is 
now on the recall list as well. This time I wrote down the batch number just in case. She is on EVO 
Chicken and Turkey and Rice, Big Bite 28 lb bag. I would like to know if the company would pay my 
vet bills.

EON‐118819 4/1/2013 15:30 Beneful Preparded Meals 
Beef and Chicken Medley

I opened a Beneful Meal Medley Beef and Chicken. There was black mold growing on top of the 
meal. I am concerned that there are other meals that might be contamated and would make 
someone's pet ill. I have photos and the opened meal still.

EON‐118747 4/1/2013 12:21 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

I had been giving  Waggin Train chicken jerky tenders for a long time. She became lethargic 
and didn't seem herself in January. I took her to the vet who did a blood test. It found her creatatine 
level was highly elevated and she had kidney damage. I found out that these chicken jerky treats 
had been recalled and I immediately discontinued them. Over the last month since discontinuing the 
treats, she is feeling better and is more of her bouncy self. However, she will have to be on special 
food the rest of her life.

11 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 27 Pound

EON‐118711 3/31/2013 21:51 Evo turkey and chicken 
formula

This has happened 2x - first time was 4-6 months ago (would have to check vet records) and then 
most recently over the last 2 weeks. My dog  gets a really noisy stomach and vomits 
continuously throughout the day (8-12 times) along with lethargy, loss of appetite and horrible gas. 
Vomiting lasted 4-5 days first time and this time it was longer 5-7 days. My dog is a lymphoma 
survivor so everytime this started happening, i thought she was going into relapse and ending up 
spending about $700 at the vet overall.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 68 Pound
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EON‐118710 3/31/2013 21:42 Beneful Healthy Radiance I have been concerned for the last 9 months about my dog vomiting on a regular basis. She had 
never had this problem. I had switched her from Purina dog food to Beneful thinking it would be 
healthier for her. I wondered if that switch could be the cause of the vomiting but never really 
believed it could be. I ran across an article just now regarding beneful and sick dogs. I am removing 
the Beneful dog food from my house tonight and getting a different product.

12 Years Ridgeback - 
Rhodesian

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐118673 3/31/2013 11:57 California Naturals Lamb & 
Rice Small Bites

From 1/31-2/2, our dog was slow to eat but did eat all his food. On 2/3 our dog refused food, which 
is extremely unusual. He was lethargic and his gums were pale. I took him to the emergency vet, 
where an x-ray also indicated an enlarged spleen. More tests confirmed abnormal CBC results. He 
was treated with antibiotics, Tagamet, and anti-emetics. He returned to the vet after refusing food 
again. We stopped feeding him the California Naturals Lamb & Rice, and switched to another brand 
of pet food. His symptoms improved within 5 days.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐118671 3/30/2013 19:51 INNOVA PUPPY TURKEY 
AND CHICKEN LARGE 
BREED FORMULA

Dog had a seizure 11 Months Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 150 Pound

EON‐118670 3/30/2013 19:06 California Natural Grain Free 
Chicken Meal Formul

After starting with a new bag of California Natural Grain Free Chicken Meal Formula Mako started 
having multiple bouts of both diarrhea and vomiting. It was expected that he had eaten something, 
perhaps in the yard since the weather has started everything growing. After a few days I decided to 
check online to see if anyone else in the area was having problems. That is how I came across the 
information regarding a recall on a whole list of Natura products with a recall. Although the dog food 
that I have isn't on the list, which apparently has been expanded, it probably should be.

3 Years Dobermann Dog 85 Pound

EON‐118666 3/30/2013 15:15 Innova 

Adult Dry Dog Food - Large 
Bites

Bought Innova regualr dog food beginning of January, 2013  has been on this same food her 
entire live and has NO problems at all. Shortly after using this particular bag,  started to have mild 
gastro distress. Stools became soft. During the month of Jan and Feb she didn't want to eat like she 
normally had been. Never finished her daily food alotment. 2 weeks ago, she got worse, Had 
diarrhea for 2 days, would not eat, stomach distress. Took her to the vet on the 3 day. She went on 
antibiotics, bland human food. Took her 7 days to get back to normal. I believe I had a bag of the 
Innova food that was recalled. My dog got really sick and lost a pound and a half. I have had now vet 
bills and medicine bills just because of this. I do have some of the dog food left that was in the bag 
that I purchased and offered it to Innova so they could run tests on it, but they refused.

11 Years Maltese Dog 5.5 Kilogram
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EON‐118662 3/30/2013 13:21 evo turkey and chicken 
formula cat and kitten food

cat threw up once a day and had diarrhea and urinating outside litter box. 7 Years Russian Cat 11 Pound

EON‐118650 3/29/2013 18:54 5" Bully Stick Pet was given bully stick. Within 6 days pet was inappetant and had developed fulminant acute renal 
failure. Unsure if related to bully stick but had had no other change in food or medication prior to 
event.

12 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 41 Pound

EON‐118658 3/29/2013 21:33 California Natural Kangaroo 
and red lentil

 slowly began not eating all his food (California Natural Kangaroo and Red Lentil - dry kibble) 
until Friday, March 8, 2013, when he stopped eating at all. This is extremely unusual for him. He 

began vomiting on Saturday and had bouts of diarrhea. He began having several episodes of 
disorientation and trembling. He lost his ability to walk and also had several episodes of collapsing. 

We rushed  to the . Thorough investigations were performed, including 
complete CBC, aspirates and ultrasound, revealing that he had increased WBC with a white blood 

cell type distribution compatible with ongoing infectious or inflammatory disease. He was also 
hypoglycemic. His liver was also found to be diffusely abnormal. A liver aspirate revealed a 

pyogranulomatous type reaction. He was diagnosed with sepsis from cholangiohepatitis. Repeated 
bloodwork, the day following his admission, confirmed that he was becoming more inflammatory. 

The veterinarian exaplained that Cholangitis occurs most commonly when infection from the 
intestines spreads up through the bile duct and into the gall bladder. His liver was also well involved. 
He was then treated with IV fluids, IV Clavomox and IV Ciprofloxcin. He is currently receiving these 

meds in oral form, along with succralfate, and Cerenia. His prognosis was deemed poor. He 
continued to not eat, realizing an 8 pound deficit and euthanasia was suggested by our regular vet. 

Repeated CBC was ordered and did reveal a reduction of some of the liver enzymes and WBC, 
however other values remained unchanged. At that time, Prednisone and Denamarin was added. 
He has responded slowly and his prognosis remains very gaurded. We contacted the  

and alerted them of the recall. They advised that if they had the recall been made earlier, they would 
have tested him for samonella toxicity because he is immune compromised and the infectious 

disease they saw could suggest an advance stage of infection. We do still have food left over. We 
would very much like to rule in or rule out if Samonella could have caused his infection and would 

like to know where we could have his food tested by a third party. We also have the UPC code which 
matches the recall lot on the Natura recall website.

Pound72DogRetriever - GoldenYears12
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EON‐118571 3/29/2013 11:18 New! Purina Beneful Baked 
Delights Dog Snacks Stars

Purchased Purina Beneful Baked Delights from  within the past 6 months. Purchase 
date cannot be verified. Opened the package on . Gave 1 to dog approximately 2 pm 

. Dog active during day acting normal. Dog did not want to go outside at 6 pm and wanted 
to sleep (unusual). Made dog go out at 9:30 pm before family bedtime. We cannot verify is she went 
to pee in the yard. After a few minutes we saw her smelling whitish spots of liquid on the deck. My 
husband and I questioned each other about feedings or other activites. (  is an indoor dog.) 
My husband immediately asked about the 'new' treats and removed them from the treat jar. We still 
have the box and bag that the treats were sealed in. The treat jar will be washed today.  
went out to pee today. She doesn't seem as peppy as normal, so we will monitor her daily activities 
to make sure she is ok.

9 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 13 Pound

EON‐118536 3/29/2013 1:48 Purina Kit N Kaboodle Brand 
Cat Food Original

3/19/2013 all 3 cats began vomiting every day after eating Purina Kit N Kaboodle for a week. 2 
began refusing to eat the food but begging for food despite full bowl. 3/26/2013 One cat, " " 
again began vomiting. around 4am  he lost use of his rear legs. Continued drinking water 
but would not eat the Purina food. Still able to urinate but unable to defacate (but still tried in litter 
box). By  at 1:00 am  was displaying Septic Shock symptoms. DIED at 

All cats have been healthy until I "Upgraded" the quality of their food to Purina brand.

A 4th cat in the house refused to eat the Purina at all. Has displayed none of the symptoms shown in 
the other cats

3 Years Bombay Cat 12 Pound

EON‐118535 3/29/2013 1:30 Chewmaster Hips & Joints 
Chicken Breast with 
Glucosamine & Chondroitin

Increased urination, and increased thirst, 15 Years Poodle - Medium 
size

Dog 18 Kilogram

EON‐118423 3/28/2013 10:09 Innova Senior Plus dog developed diarrea after eating dry dog food 9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 120 Pound
EON‐118421 3/28/2013 10:03 Innova Senior Plus Feeding Innova Senior Plus dry dog food.......vomitting and diarrea 10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐118376 3/27/2013 14:45 EVO Weight Management I FED EVO WEIGH MANAGEMENT FORMULA - FROM A LOT THAT WAS NOT ON THE RECALL 
LIST.  HAS HAD LOOSE STOOL/DIARRHEA -  VOMITING

5 Years Pug Dog 22 Pound

 had just turned 11 prior to his death and had been on Beneful for about 4 years, Afer 
researching the beneful complaints, I realized he also had allergy/skin condtions during this time as 
well as elevated liver count which appeared back in 2010 prior to a surgery to remove fatty tisssues. 
However, he NEVER had diarhea in his entire time until October, 2012. In October we noticed two 

small growths on  which we were to remove as the report came back they were benign. 
Approximately October 30th he began to have excessive diarhea and the surgery was postponed. 

This was the first time he had ever had an accident in the house as he could not control the diareha. 
They medicated him for this, and looking back, he was drinking excessively compared to his normal 
pattern. At times after he ate I would notice him breathing heavier. The following week we went to do 
the surgery again and his liver count was up again. I decided to take him to a specialist to have the 
liver evaluated. The liver was functioning which was good, but they found something in the spleen. 

During this time his routine Vet had put him back on the pills to control the direaha and an antibiotic, 
so the specialist continued with this for two weeks for if it were an infection and he tried to biopsy it, 

 would be in danger. It was very noticable he was drinking and urinating much more than 
ever and in the 14 days after his meds were completed we realized he wasnt getting any better. 

During the last week prior to surgery, he was eating his beneful drinking so much more and had like 
a wheez sound at times. Then all of a sudden 4 days before surgery he would no longer eat the 

beneful...He was hungry and would circle his bowl, but would not eat it. I gave him processed foods, 
yoguarts etc. and kept him going till Friday his surgery date of . That morning he 
again had excessive diareha in the parking lot there. After I left him, his breathin became more rapid 

and they went ahead w/surgery as the spleen can sometimes cause this. He had the surgery and 
the following day, his heart rate was rapid again and we lost him that day. They biopsied the spleen 

and the liver and it came back fine. No Cancer. The specialist was very optomistic for  
recouperation and they do not know what and why he passed. They feel something else was going 

on. He was fine up till October and was gone in December and had all the symptoms that I have 
read on the Consumer Reports. I myself called Beneful and gave them all the information and 

although they said they were sorry, there wasnt anythin more after that.

Pound140DogRetriever - LabradorWeeks11Beneful Healthy Weight3/27/2013 20:48EON‐118418
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EON‐118362 3/27/2013 11:33 Hill's Science Diet Cat has become lethargic, sleeping all the time, eating very little and refusing to eat a particular kind 
of dry cat food.
Also some frequent vomiting.

8 Years Persian Cat

EON‐118334 3/27/2013 9:24 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight

I bought a new bag of Purina Brand Beneful Dog Food Healthy Weight 31.1lbs at Petsmart in 
 My dog has been eating Beneful for most of her life. She ate the dog food and threw up 

shortly after. This repeated for several days until she refuse to eat the dog food. She had no other 
symptoms. I changed her dog food and she resumed normal eating behaviors without any vomiting 
or other adverse symptoms.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 42 Pound

EON‐118235 3/26/2013 1:24 Nutro Max Cat Indoor Adult 
Salmon Flavor

Both cats consumed the cat food, within about 15 minutes later they begin to vomit the food up. 
About a half hour to 45 minutes later they would have to use the litter box multiple times for loose 
stool. Lethargy. Stop feeding food within the third day after ruling everything else out, gave them 
pedialyte and have been feeding different cat food, they have started to recover now.

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐118234 3/25/2013 23:48 Nutro Ultra Small Breed 
Adult

The dog has never been sick and I have fed her Nutro products for her whole life (Nutro Ultra small 
breed for the last 3 years). She eats 1/4 cup twice a day. In late December, I purchased a new batch 
of food that had a somewhat different branding strategy. I have now read that this is a new 
formulation. I purchased this food at  but unfortunately did not save the 
package. I store the food in a sealed tupperware in a cool location. Since we switched to this new 
bag of food, my dog has developed an extreme progressive illness. The symptoms include: vomiting 
bile and partially digested food, extreme weight loss and muscle wasting, diarrhea, loss of appetite, 
aggression. The signs were first extremely obvious about 2 weeks after starting the product. I have 
since transferred her off the product and she is healing. She spends zero time outside unsupervised 
(leash only in winter) and I live in a simple household where she does not have access to poisons. 
The laboratory results indicate low serum albumin and normal urine and fecal. I store the food in a 
sealed tupperware. I have a second dog who is unaffected so I suspect that there is some new 
ingredient that is toxic to some dogs and not others. I suspect the food due to the timing and the fact 
that the vomiting has subsided a bit after switching her off the food.

8 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 7.8 Pound
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EON‐118233 3/25/2013 22:00 Blue Buffalo Weight Control  became very ill upon eating Blue Buffalo Weight Control adult cat food (with an expiration date 
of 2/2/14). She had been on that brand of food for about a year and never had a reaction until I 
opened a new bag of food for her on the morning of 3/19/13. That night she became very ill, 
vomiting and diarrhea. This continued through the next day until we became suspicious of the new 
food and took it away. Instead, we gave her wet food and shortly after she stopped getting sick. We 
also took her to the vet, who recommended we switch her to another brand. Luckily she seems to be 
better, but I hate to imagine what could've happened. She does not have a sensitive stomach and 
has never been ill like this before. Needless to say, we will never give her Blue Buffalo again!

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐118229 3/25/2013 19:54 California Natural Pure & 
Simple Lamb Meal & Rice 
Formula Adult Dog Food

has been on the California Natural Pure & Simple Lamb Meal & Rice formula adult dog food for 
at least 3 years. I purchased a new bag the week of 3/11/13 and she had eaten about 4 meals from 
the bag since it had been opened. On Monday, 3/18 my husband fed her dinner from that bag in her 
crate. When he went to let her out, she had pooped just a little in her crate (abnormal for her). He let 
her out of the crate and noticed she was walking funny down the hall. He let her out to go; she took 2 
steps and pooped again (she never goes that close to the door). She then went and laid down in the 
grass. He called her name and she did not recognize that she was being called. He went outside to 
get her and she was dazed; he had to help her into the house. She was in a total daze and 
described her demeanor as if she had a seizure (not the thrashing king, but stiff). I came home from 
work and she was at the top of the stairs hacking, eyes watering. She did throw up 3 puddles of 
water. We took her to the vet that same night and they did blood work. When I gave her the same 
food the next morning, she experienced the same reaction to the food as the night before. My 
husband got her different food and she had no adverse reaction whatsoever. He tried to give her the 
California Natural about 1.5 days later and she wouldn't even touch it. We've since changed her food 
to a different brand and she's acting like herself; no adverse reactions whatsoever.

The bloodwork showed a slightly elevated liver enzyme count and low blood glucose level. She 
tested negative for thyroid.

7 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 84 Pound
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EON‐118195 3/25/2013 14:48 VetGuard flee Applied vetguard flea product as instructed on the back of the pet. after a few hours my pet had a 
bad reaction from the product. the right side of her shoulder began very red, started cracking and 
then stared to bleed. She started to shake and her body began convulsing. Called the number on 
the box got a case number and then I contacted the company and they said they wont take 
responsiblity for what happen and that buying the product is the risk the customer has to take. They 
also stated that they would not reimburse me. I believe that they should not sell a product in which 
willl cause my pet to suffer and not take resonbility to what happened to my pet. I put my faith in that 
this product was safe to use on my dog.

3 Years Maltese Dog

EON‐118181 3/25/2013 13:24 Innova Adult Dog Food - 
Large Bites

Diaharrea for all 3 of my dogs. Two are Great Danes and the other is a Collie Mix. The youngest 
Great Dane started Saturday (but he eats the most of the 3). The other 2 started late Saturday night. 
I switched them to a boiled chicken and rice diet to mend their stomachs.

1 Years Great Dane Dog 120 Pound
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PoundEON‐118128 3/24/2013 22:00 Nutro Natural Choice Adult 
Limited Ingredient Diet Lamb 

Meal and Rice Formula

We have been feeding our 5-year-old English Bulldog Nutro Lamb and Rice formula for most of his 
life. He always had symptoms of allergies (licking his paws, etc.), but we always thought it was 

because he was a bulldog. This December 2012 he was rushed in for surgery because of stones in 
his urethra. His symptoms up to the surgery were mainly lethargy, loss of appetite and trouble 

urinating. After his surgery, he seemed more content than ever! He was on a special diet for a few 
weeks after and we were really happy with his recovery (we now believe that he was better because 

he was not eating Nutro). In January 2013, we put him back on the Nutro diet and noticed that he 
had loose stool. We really thought that this was just something from the surgery and did not think too 
much of it. He did lose weight and so we thought we would increase his feeding to an additional cup 

a day.

He just started to seem sad and did not have a lot of energy. His stool was still loose and we would 
just have to clean him every time he came in from doing his duty. He would vomit occasionally and 
started to drool more. This weekend his stool turned runny (dark brown with what looked like tinges 
of blood), he started to vomit often (foamy) and had a very thick drool and his hind legs were also 

giving out on him. We took him to our local vet Monday morning where he ran an upper GI x-rays to 
make sure that he did not eat anything. The tests at the end of the day were negative. The doctor 

put him on an IV for a few hours and we took him home that night.

The next day we took him back for more fluids and to discuss other directions. The doctor gave him 
Flagyl and a shot to help with the vomiting and ran him on an IV again, then sent him home for the 

night. I found a website with consumer reviews on the food he had been eating (Nutro) and his 
symptoms were the same!

I woke up at 3AM to check on him and he had passed somewhere in between that time. I feel very 
confident that Nutro is the cause of 's death.

41DogBulldogYears6
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EON‐118127 3/24/2013 21:18 NUTRO Max Chicken and 
Rice Recipe. (dry food fed 
both adult and puppy 
versions of this food so I'm 
not sure which one or both 
are making dogs sick)

We bought a new puppy who was on Nutro Max puppy food. My older dog seemed to love it so we 
decided to buy the adult version of the Nutro Max Chicken and Rice dry dog food. Within days BOTH 
my dogs (the puppy was eating some of the adult dog food too) were sick. Vomiting, lethargy, high 
white blood cell count, crystals in urine, frequent urination, just overall very ill with several vet visits. 
After visiting Nutro's Facebook page I could see that there are TONS of similiar complaints. Also, a 
simple search online shows literally over 1,300 complaints (many of them very recent) reporting the 
same type of problem. I have reported the issue directly to the company but they do seem to want to 
do the right thing. I have switched their food and they are on the mend.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 49 Pound

EON‐118126 3/24/2013 21:18 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight

I switched  food to Purina Beneful Healthy Weight formula by combining it with some left over 
Kibbles and bits that he used to eat. Withing a few days of the new food,  had bad diarhea and 
drank 3 times the water he used to. He was lethargic and wouldn't eat for several days. I read about 
complaints from beneful and took him of it. I bought blue buffalo and he seems to be starting to 
recover...well, at leasty he's eating again.

3.5 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐118125 3/24/2013 14:33 EVO
Turkey and Chicken Formula
Cat and Kitten Food
Natura Pet

We purchased a bag of EVO Natura Chicken and Turkey Formula Cat and Kitten Food in the 15.4 
pound bag at Pet Supplies Plus on  in  on February 5th, 2013 for 
$48.04, with expiration date of July 18, 2013. On March 8, 2013, I noticed my 6 year old cat not 
using his litter box and squatting on the carpet trying to urinate, we brought one of the 3 litter boxes 
upstairs and the very next day we found blood in his urine, we immediately started him on crushed 
vitamin c as we concluded he had an urinary infection. At this point I would like to advise that this cat 
is an indoor cat having never gone outside ever, and has been healthy all his life. He has only seen 
the vet on one other occasion on May 21, 2012 with an ear infection, also at that time he was 
drooling, had an extremely high temp, and was dehydrated. His vet gave him Fluid Therapy 0-150 
mls, Metacam injection, Covenia injection, took ear swab, prescribed Animax Ointment 7.5 ml and 
did an xray, and we changed his food to EVO from IAMS. He was fine after that. Getting back to 
recent event, he fought to urinate March 8th thru the 12th and on March 15th I proceeded to take 
him to his vet , they 
concluded urinary infection as suspected, and again gave him Covenia injection, Dexamethasone 
injection, and Fluid Therapy SC 150-450 mls under his skin, they also did ultrasound to see if he had 
a blockage and concluded no none. He is back to being healthy and acting normal as of today.

6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 16 Pound

EON‐118124 3/24/2013 13:15 Exer-hides beef hide mini 
bones.

My husband bought this product two days prior to our puppies death. The puppy needed a chew 
toy/food product for teething. Two days later the puppy started having seizures, foaming at the 
mouth. We toot him to the veterinarian. The vet said poisioning. This is the only product that our 
other dogs did not have that the puppy did. The vet bill was $160. The puppy died at the vets office.

8 Weeks Chihuahua Dog 1 Pound
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EON‐118123 3/24/2013 11:52 Before Grain 96% Tuna, 
Before Grain 96% Salmon

I have been buying Merrick Before Grain canned cat food for a year. The last two cases I bought 
were not the normal quality of the product. I normally buy salmon and tuna flavors. I bought one 
case of each of these flavors and the whole case of each flavor thus far looks to be abnormal. 
Compared to normal, both flavors are a much darker color, are chunky (there are normally no 
chunks), a very loose consistency, and smell rotten. I did not note any of the cans to have been 
damaged before I opened them, so I don't believe this is a canning issue. For the salmon case I 
have opened 6 out of 24 cans, all of which appear as stated above. These have an expiration date 
of 11/29/14 and lot number of 12334 CL2 20472 1145. For the tuna case I have opened 4 out of 24 
cans, all of which appear as stated above. These have an expiration date of 12/13/14 and lot 
number of 12348 CL2 20470 1622. I do not feel this apparently rotten food should be fed to pets. 
Also, consumers should not have to waste their money on this expensive food when they can not 
even use it. I have 18 cans of salmon flavor and 20 cans of tuna flavor if they are needed for 
observation/testing.

EON‐118120 3/23/2013 18:00 Feline Greenies Dental Treat 
Savory Salmon Flavor

2 of my cats have had diarrhea on and off for almost 2 months. During that time, I have fed them 
with many diff brands of cat food and treats. So, it's hard to pinpoint what causes it. I stop many of 
the the food and treat and try to narrow down what they consume each day. My original focuses are 
on certain canned foods.

I'm finally able to pinpoint that it's Greenies Dental Treats. The poor little  had severe diarrhea 
with blood in her stool. She also vomited a few time. It was a longest night waiting to get her to the 
vet. :( She's now on medication and hopefully on her way to recovery.

That Greenies is an old formula, I'm sure. It's because that Salmon Flavor Dental Treats is in 6 oz 
bag which has slightly different in ingredient list than the 5.5 oz bag of the same flavor. I also have 
many other Greenies Dental Treat in 5.5 oz bags, but not going to give these treats to my cats 
anymore. I just wrote to Greenies asking them to investigate this incident. Hopefully, other cats won't 
suffer like my cats do. Let's see what they say.

7 Months Domestic Longhair Cat 7 Pound
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EON‐118119 3/23/2013 15:03 Producer's Pride All-Stock 
12% Sweet Feed

On 3/14/2013 I purchased 2 bags (50 lb.) Producer's Pride All-Stock 12% Sweet Feed and one bag 
of compressed High Fiber Chopped Hay. Beginning on 3/15/2013 and continuing through 3/19/2013, 
the horse had symptoms consisting of: Muscle Spasms, Ataxia (loss of coordination), Recumbence 
(lying down), Reduction and refusal of food intake, Loss of weight, Lethargy (sluggish acting), 
Abdominal Pain, Urination was dark yellow with red tint, and Blood in nostril. During the time frame 
of 3/15/2013 through 3/19/2013, consultation and assistance with care of the horse consisted of: a 
farrier, two other knowledgeable horse owners, the  

 and  (rendering services). On 3/19/2013 the Producer's Pride All-
Stock 12% Sweet Feed was discontinued and one feeding of another type of feed was introduced. 
The horse did eat ¾ of its normal intake, but it was too late at this point to rectify the medical 
symptoms which had resulted while feeding the Producer's Pride All-Stock 12% Sweet Feed. Daily 
contemporaneous notes and pictures reflecting the horse's medical status have been maintained, 
plus blood and stool samples have been retained. The manufacturing company denies the same 
product was listed in the Recall Week of July 5, 2012 by recall firm Cargill, Inc. The feed 
representative for Tractor Supply Company states that Producer's Pride All-Stock 12% Sweet Feed 
is not a product of Cargill, Inc. The product tag does not list Cargill, Inc. as the manufacturer but the 
phone number on the tag is to the Purina Mills Company. Additionally, a friend of mine,  

 (Phone: ), informed me that of her 28 year old female horse died on  
while using Wrangler 10% sweet feed purchased at different retailer. The Wrangler 10% Sweet Feed 
is another one of the products that were listed in the Recall Week of July 5, 2013 by the same 
recalling firm, Cargill, Inc.

30 Years Other 800 Pound
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EON‐118118 3/23/2013 15:03 Producer's Pride All-Stock 
12% Sweet Feed

The farrier came & trimmed both of my horse's feet on 3/12/2013. On 3/14/2013 I purchased 2 bags 
(50 lb.) Producer's Pride All-Stock 12% Sweet Feed and one bag of High Fiber Chopped Hay. 
Beginning on 3/15/2013 and continuing through 3/19/2013, the horse had symptoms consisting of: 
Lethargy (sluggish acting) Reduction and Refusal of feed intake, Loss of weight, Jaundice (yellowing 
of mucus membrane), Recumbence (lying down), Muscle Spasms, Abdominal Pain, and on one 
occasion after struggling to stand up he made a noise and actions similar to if he were coughing or 
gagging. During the time frame of 3/15/2013 through 3/19/2013, consultation and assistance with 
care of the horse consisted of: a farrier, two other knowledgeable horse owners, the  

 and  (rendering services). On 
3/19/2013 the Producer's Pride All-Stock 12% Sweet Feed was discontinued and one feeding of 
another type of feed was introduced. The horse did eat ¾ of its normal intake, but it was too late at 
this point to rectify the medical symptoms which had resulted while feeding the Producer's Pride All-
Stock 12% Sweet Feed. Daily contemporaneous notes and pictures reflecting the horse's medical 
status have been maintained, plus blood and stool samples have been retained. The manufacturing 
company denies the same product was listed in the Recall Week of July 5, 2012. Additionally, a 
friend of mine,  (Phone: ), experienced the death of her 28 year old 
female horse on  while using Wrangler 10% Sweet Feed, which is another brand that was 
listed in the Recall Week of July 5, 2013 by the same recalling firm.

31 Years Other 650 Pound
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EON‐118117 3/23/2013 15:03 Purina Cat Chow Indoor Several days after I introduced new dry cat food (Purina Cat Chow Indoors) to , she stopped 
eating food and drinking water and became lethargic and sick looking. I took her to the vet where her 
vet (  DVM of  in ) ordered blood 
test and started first dehydration procedure. Blood tests revealed high ALT (SGPT): 156; high 
Bilirubin: 2.8 (HIGH); Protein: 2+ (HIGH). Calcium 7.9 (LOW)' WBC 3.2 (LOW), HGB 8.5 (LOW); 
HCT 25 (LOW). Prognosis of  was dire with signs of kidney and liver crisis.
Two thousand plus dollars later spend at the vets for antibiotics, hydration and overnight care saved 

 life. The Vet didn't suggest new food as a suspicious variable but upon searching the Internet 
for info about similar experiences after introduction of new kitty food, I found testimony after 
testimony of other cat owners who had their cats get gravely ill after digesting Purina Cat Chow 
Indoor food. Now that the crisis has passed, I have the time and determination to report this 
because, in my opinion, the food should be tested.

11 Years Siamese Cat 11 Pound

EON‐118116 3/23/2013 13:37 Producer's Pride All-Stock 
12% Sweet Feed

On 3/14/2013 I purchased 2 bags (50 lb.) Producer's Pride All-Stock 12% Sweet Feed and one bag 
of compressed High Fiber Chopped Hay. Beginning on 3/15/2013 and continuing through 3/19/2013, 
the horse had symptoms consisting of: Muscle Spasms, Ataxia (loss of coordination), Recumbence 
(lying down), Reduction and refusal of food intake, Loss of weight, Lethargy (sluggish acting), 
Abdominal Pain, Urination was dark yellow with red tint, and Blood in nostril. During the time frame 
of 3/15/2013 through 3/19/2013, consultation and assistance with the care of horse consisted of: a 
farrier, two other knowledgeable horse owners, the Administrator of the  

 and (rendering services). On 3/19/2013 the Producer's Pride All-
Stock 12% Sweet Feed was discontinued and one feeding of another type of feed was introduced. 
The horse did eat ¾ of its normal intake, but it was too late at this point to rectify the medical 
symptoms which had resulted from the Producer's Pride All-Stock 12% Sweet Feed. Daily 
contemporaneous notes and pictures reflecting the horse's medical status have been maintained, 
plus blood and stool samples have been retained. The manufacturing company denies the same 
product was listed in the Recall Week of July 5, 2012. Additionally, a friend of mine,  
(Phone: ), experienced the death of her 28 year old female horse on  while 
using Wrangler 10% Sweet Feed, which is another brand that was listed in the Recall Week of July 
5, 2013 by the same recalling firm.

30 Years Other 800 Kilogram

EON‐118113 3/22/2013 17:21 EVO Turkey & Chicken 
Formula

Off and on vomiting & diarrhea got better.Then the same thing happened again a couple weeks 
later, but had bloody diarrhea
was given medication and stopped feeding the evo cat food and now is better.

13 Years Maine Coon Cat 12.15 Pound
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EON‐117967 3/22/2013 9:00 Beneful Original After feeding my 7 year old German Shepard Beneful, she became increasingly ill. She had 
significant weight loss, trouble controlling her bowls and urine, vomiting, excessive water drinking, 
lethargy and a significant fever. She was taken to the veterinarian, who ran several tests, but could 
find nothing. The veterinarian prescribed antibiotics, anti-inflammatory and specific food. She 
seemed to recover. We again started her on the Beneful we had and she became ill again. 
Requiring another round of antibiotics. Finally, we decided to change food, because she seemed to 
stop eating the Beneful while on the second round of antibiotics. After $1,700 in veterinary bills, she 
has recovered and is in perfect health. She has regained weight and is active. She is no longer on 
antibiotics and has done well on a different brand of food. I have no doubts that this dog food 
caused her illness. I still have the bag of dog food.

7 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 95 Pound

EON‐117956 3/22/2013 1:48 Canyon Creek Ranch Duck 
Tenders

Not sure if tied to jerky treats, but a few weeks ago  became ill- vomiting with diarrhea. Within 
24 hours she had hemorrhagic gasenteritis and her diarrhea was nearly purely blood. She died at 
the vet's office after passing a huge amount of blood. This all happened within a little over 24 hours. 
We had been feeding all of our dogs Canyon Creek jerky treats (chicken and duck) almost daily 
since Christmas (we received a few large bags as gifts). My other three dachshunds became ill (a 
few weeks earlier) as well with same symptoms only much milder. They survived. I just happened to 
notice the recall today and wonder now if they had built up a toxic level of something from the 
jerky??? The date I listed for when the problem started refers to  only. THe other dogs were ill 
prior to this.

9 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 17 Pound

EON‐117952 3/21/2013 19:33 Doctors Foster and Smith All 
Natural Chicken Fillets Dog 
Treats

She started having diarrhea that lasted a couple of days, I did not feed her for 24 hours, then started 
on a boiled ground beef and rice diet for 24 hours then gradually reintroduced her regular kibble. Her 
diarrhea slightly improved, then got worse to the extent of going in the house and/or not making it 
outside. I took her to the vet, who asked about the details and questioned me about anything new 
added to her diet. The only thing I fed her aside from her regular meals was some Drs. Foster and 
Smith Chicken Fillet Dog Treats (item # 9N-37721). The doctor then told me to stop feeding the 
treats immediately and check the manufacturing information immediately to see if the treats were 
manufactured in China. I checked the treats and acknowledged the fact that they were made in 
china. I proceeded to throw them into the trash.

5 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 62 Pound

EON‐117776 3/20/2013 20:54 Adult 1+ years Lite Weight 
Loss Diet. Lamb Meal and 
Rice Formula

I have been getting Natural Choice Adult Lamb and Rice Diet for my dogs for a few months now. 
When I purchased this last bag, both of my dogs wouldn't touch it and they will eat all dog food. My 
oldest border collie treated his bowl of food as if it had a rat or bugs in it. He wouldn't go near it. He 
has never acted like this around food before. How do I go about getting it tested?

EON‐117765 3/20/2013 17:33 evo the ancestral diet turkey 
and chicken small bites

the night of 3/14/13 vommited once. Then 3 times on 3/15/13. Food was withheld after that. Dog did 
not seek out food. vommited on 3/16/13 in morning. Diarrhea throughout the day. Appeared less ill 
on 3/17/13 gave 1/2 of normal dosage of food. diarrhea that night. no food on 3/18/13 continued to 
vommit and diarrhea. brough to vet that afternoon. dog had fever of 103.5 given an anti-nausea shot 
and antibiotics and Hills prescritption ID canned food. fever continued through night. given 1/2 
aspirin. next day weak and lethargic. could not stand without help and was having difficulty walking. 
brought back to vet and blood was drawn.temp was 102.9 later thatt day became weaker and 
walking was worse brought to emerg vet temp 103.9 and was given fluid to rehydrate and sent 
home.

5 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 38 Pound
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EON‐117760 3/20/2013 16:33 Hills Prescription Diet d/d 
canine food

My dog is only allowed to eat duck diet - and I've been giving her Hills Prescription Diet d/d Canine 
canned dog food for approximately 2 years. It can only be purchased with a prescription and from a 
veterinarian and it isn't available in stores. Because of my dog's food restrictions I always purchase 
cases in advance and was dismayed when I opened a newly purchased case that it smelled 
peculiar, and the word that best describes it is "rancid". 

I called Hills and reported it and was advised to return it to the vet and exchange it with another case 
which I did: however the replacement case also had the same bad odor.

I called Hills again, and was advised that the "best buy" date indicated a batch that was made during 
a certain time: and since the April 2014 was stamped on both cases, they most probably both came 
from the same batch.

EON‐117748 3/20/2013 14:18 bil-jac americas vet dogs 
dog treats, waggin train big 
blast chicken wrapped pork 
skins

severe diaharreah, vomitting, no appetite, lathargic 6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 88 Pound

EON‐117705 3/20/2013 10:33 Innova Weight Management 
Adult Dog Food

I purchased a new bag of Innova Low fat food on 2/12/2013.  went to the vet for her normal 3 
week visit on 2/15/2013 and she seemed fine given her condition.  and  were also seen 
at this time for nail trimmings, etc. On 2/16, I called the vet because  was throwing up profusely 
and could not even keep water down and she was extremely lethargic. My vet advised me to take 
her to the emergency vet since dehydration could be a significant problem with the Addison's. At the 
emergency vet, they admitted her saying it was severe pancreatitus. On 2/17 around 6pm she went 
into cardiac arrest and by the time I arrived 30 minutes later- she had arrested twice more, she was 
on a ventilator and I had to have her euthanized. The following week my other 2 dogs started 
vomiting and having diarrhea also. It became fairly severe for , so I brought her to the vet on 
2/26 and she was put on a 3 week course of antibiotics. Becoming convinced the food was the 
culprit, I also switched out the dog food to a different brand and both dogs ceased having any 
diarrhea and vomiting within a day and both are currently fine.

10 Years Chinese Crested 
Dog ¿ Hairless

Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐117700 3/20/2013 8:54 Adult Fish and Sweet 
Potatoe Receipe

The problem triggered on or about March 8th when he could not keep his food down. Prior to that he 
had a licking sound at night that i associated with being thirsty. Brought him immediately into the vet 
on March 10th because my lab would not eat and was throwing up his food. The vet told me he was 
very ill! Kept him at the hospital to do some testing on toxins and to administer medication.  
showed liver problems and his blood showed kidney issues. On the following Thursday my vet told 
me that his blood work showed that his kidneys were failing. I took him out of the vet and 
immediately took him to  for a kidney specialist to examine him. I lost my healthy lab in a week 
and the cause was his kidney failure.  and my other dog have been on Buffalo Blue for two 
years. Believing in the advertising that it is one of the best natural foods to feed your animal I did not 
improvise.  was drinking a lot of water and the licking noise is the only signs I could see that 
may have been a sign of this problem happening and I did not know this at the time. Both vets were 
puzzled to what the toxin was because after all the testing, none showed up for Lepto, antifreeze, 
etc. The vet at  did say that she believed after her tests that 's kidneys had been failing. 
This falls into the poisoning of the food. My husband and I searched the house for any toxin that 
could have affected my dog and found nothing. Puzzled to how a healthy dog dies in a week, we 
researched the symtons and discovered the reports on this food. The symtons that are reported with 
the info on Blue is exactly what my dog had. I am dam made that they can put this food on the 
shelves to sell. This needs to be stopped soon before others loose their animals also.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 72 Pound

EON‐117699 3/20/2013 2:33 Blue Buffalo Indoor Formula For the last 4-6 weeks  1 yr old has been vomiting up his dry food. About 10 days ago ago, 
the other two cats,  age 8 and , age 5, have begun vomiting also. They only eat dry food, 
no treats, no wet food, all indoor cats. I got suspicious about their blue buffalo Indoor dry food and 
now I am convinced they are reacting from the food. 
I have slowly weaned them off of the Blue Buffalo, onto Royal Canin Indoor. Today they are solely 
on Royal Canin so I will monitor closely for any additional vomiting or symptoms.

185 Years Siamese Cat 7 Pound

EON‐117679 3/19/2013 17:18 Purina Beneful My dog was vomiting, had diarrhea, hair loss, no energy and started within a few days of this new 
bag of Beneful dog food to limp on both front legs. This was all within a few days. He was a spunky 
puppy, and I was feeding him Beneful. It didn't occur to me to stop feeding him the food until my dad 
suggested it. I was actaully trying to get him to eat MORE of it, because he was losing weight fast. 
Two days later, on pork chops and steak, he is fine. I have the bag of Beneful still, in case anyone 
wants it for testing or anything. My neighbor today (across the street) just told me her 2 year old dog 
died maybe two weeks ago, and she was feeding him Beneful too. She had taken him to the vet and 
he tested positive for a bacterial infection. I also had a dog die two years ago, and he was also fed 
Beneful. His vet treated him for lyme, but it was only a matter of days that he passed away (on 
2/21/11). He was 12, previously healthy, and he was like my son. I am reporting this because I am 
so thankful my new dog is recovering and I don't want any other dogs to fall ill. Please look into this 
seriously.

22 Months Catahoula Leopard 
Dog

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐117613 3/19/2013 12:45 Diamond Pet Foods Senior 
8+ chicken egg & oatmeal 
dog formula

On first night added 1/2 oz to his usual food- no problem.
2nd nigh added 1 & 1/2 oz to his usual food at 7pm. Dog got me up to go out at 3am at which time 
he had diahhrea and vomited. There was some undigested kibble seen in vomit. Came back in and 
he had to go back out and vomit again a short time later
(10 minutes maybe.) He was sluggish and lethargic afterwards. At 9am he is "better" in that he isn't 
vomiting but I wouldn't say fully recovered. He's still lethargic.

12 Years Cattle Dog - 
Stumpy Tail

Dog 53 Pound
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EON‐117591 3/19/2013 10:54 Blue Buffalo Small Breed 
Chicken & Brown Rice Dog 
Food

 had severe vomiting and diarrhea and was rushed to . They did 
xrays, bloodwork, stool testing and were unable to find a blockage, parasite,etc. They believe she 
got ill from her Blue Buffalo food as they have had other dogs in their facility showing same issues. 
We were lucky that we changed her food immediately so she wasn't being given the toxic food 
anymore. I also changed the food for our other female Shih Tzu and both are now fine. I have been 
hearing more and more owners having issues with their Blue food and clearly testing the food for 
issues.

2 Years Shih Tzu Dog 16 Pound

EON‐117573 3/18/2013 22:03 Fancy feast grilled can food One cat is hospitalized for vomiting, and lost of appetite. Another 2 cats that love to eat acting 
abnormal, lost of appetite and diarrhea.

American Shorthair Cat

EON‐117562 3/18/2013 19:48 Iams Proactive Health 
Indoor Weight and hairball 
car

every time she eats it she throws up right away 10 Years Snowshoe Cat 10 Pound

EON‐117561 3/18/2013 18:48 Evo Cat and Kitten Food 
Turkey and Chicken Formula

Cats vomited and had diarrhea shortly after consuming food. Lethargy and lack of appetite along 
with watery stool continued for 3 days.

3 Years Ragdoll Cat 15 Pound

EON‐117560 3/18/2013 18:45 Newman's Own Organics 
Beef & Liver Canned Dog 
Food

Newman's Own Organics 
Beef & Liver Canned Dog 
Food
NEWMANS OWN 
ORGANICS BEEF & LIVER

After just one week of being fed Newmans Own Beef & Liver my Rhodesian now has diarhea with 
blood. Also my other dog, a 11 year old Miniature Pinscher male has diarhea with blood and is 
lethargic. I have another female min pin who was fed a different brand and type of dog food that was 
not affected.

11 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 18 Pound
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Animal was a 11 year-old terrier mix, named . We first noticed that the dog had some sort of 
issue when she lost interest in eating, and appeared lethargic, sometime in early- to mid-February, 

2013. First saw vet Friday, 2/22/2013. At that time, our vet suggested that her diet be changed in an 
attempt to correct the problem. We next saw our vet on Tuesday, 2/26/2013, when a complete exam 
including blood chemistry and urine tests were performed. Blood chemistry (partial results) revealed 
a BUN of 136, and a CREA value of 8.9. Urine test (partial results) showed diluted urine. X-rays and 
ultrasound performed, but offered little help. After results came in the next morning (2/27/2013), the 
dog was admitted to their vet clinic and placed on IV fluids, with what was felt was a poor to guarded 

prognosis. Also, at that time, first noticed that the dog's blood pressure was significantly elevated. 
Vet suspected chronic renal failure. Also discussed was whether dog's condition COULD have been 
made worse by consumption (sometime in January) of Dogswell Brand Vitality Chicken Breasts with 
Flaxseed and Vitamins. However, vet felt treatment would not differ significantly between treating for 

chronic and / or acute kidney failure, or a combination of both.) After vet detected a heart murmur 
when fluids were being given, we agreed to have dog transferred to 24/7 vet hospital Friday, 

3/1/2013, so as to be able to consult with a doggie cardiologist, and to continue with IV fluids with 
vet oversight during the weekend. Good news: Blood pressure was reduced using drug therapy, but, 

bad news -- dog continued not to eat. Discharged to owner Monday, 3/4/2013, after referral to 
doggie internal medicine. Dog continued to go downhill during week, not eating, and blood taken 

, showed "all parameters worsening and renal failure progressing." Euthanasia 
performed , due to "edema, anorexia, and renal failure." 

As FYI, vet records reflect a history of having eaten at least one Chinese-processed chicken treat 
that owners believe may have had added an acute stressor on already compromised kidneys. 

NOTE #1: The purpose of this filing is to provide FDA with a detailed case history and to offer FDA 
one (opened) treat package and one (unopened) treat package from the same lot, for laboratory 

testing, so as to possibly detect / confirm any toxins or other chemicals that may have contributed to 
our dog's kidney failure. Our assessment is that without a lab analysis of the subject dog treats, it is 
impossible to directly or indirectly link their consumption to what happened to our dog, other to say 
that they may have added an acute stress component to an already compromised kidney function.

NOTE #2: After completing this web-based form, it's unclear whether we are giving (or not giving 
permission) for FDA to review all applicable / pertinent vet records. Our intent to assist FDA by full 

EON‐117559 Pound40DogTerrier 
(unspecified)

Years11Dogswell Vitality Chicken 
Breast with Flaxseed and 

Vitamins

3/18/2013 18:30
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disclosure, so feel free to contact all vets listed. However, the web-based listing we provided allows 
us to list only three vets, and is incomplete, as we also saw three other vets at  

, including , , and , and also a . 
 at , the latter as a referral on 3/4/2013. 

NOTE #3: The exact date that the adverse problem started is hard to pin-point with certainty, along 
with the date that the subject treats were given / consumed. The vet records for July, 2012, include a 

blood test panel that was normal. Perhaps kidney failure started subsequent to that date, but 
unbeknown to us, did not manifest symptoms until February, 2013. Also, we can not state with any 

confidence the precise number of treats consumed by our dog, but it was at least one treat, and 
perhaps more. (No more than two.) Also, the precise date consumed also can not be established 
except to say that it was sometime after Christmas, most likely during early- to mid-January, 2013.
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EON‐117557 3/18/2013 18:00 Purina Beneful Original I have been feeding my dog Healthy Beneful for several years now (a mistake I have now fixed) We 
opened a new bag of food and within a week or so of that she began with diarrhea. The next day 
she was vomiting and had bloody stools. I took her to my vet and they took x-rays and tests. Couldn't 
find anything wrong with her. They gave me meds and we put her on a bland diet of rice and 
chicken. She got better rather quickly and I kept her on the bland diet for about a week and half to 
rest her bowels. I started to slowly put Beneful back into her diet. She got tired and lethargic again 
and began having soft stools. Mind you, I was adding the dry food in slowly. 1/4 cup dry kibble mixed 
with 1 1/4 cups bland diet. It took me about a week to get her back to her full diet of just kibble. All 
the while she was getting more and more tired. She was on the full kibble diet for only 2 days (no 
bland rice/chicken) when she was so bad I had to take her off of it. I now have had her off Beneful all 
together. I put her on the bland diet and began adding Merrick Dog food instead of Beneful. We 
have had no problems. She now has more energy than she has had in a long time. I have 
researched what goes in dog food and I am disgusted. I have her now on one of the best foods I can 
afford. I think it will take her body a while to heal completely for the crap they put in Healthy Beneful. 
Thank-you.

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 55 Pound

EON‐117556 3/18/2013 17:39 Veggie Life Happy Hips 
Sweet Potato Chews Dog 
Treats
By Dogswell

Frequent urination, 3 or 4 times at least a night. Lack of control of bladder. Several accidents in the 
house that were very upsetting to her. Breathing heavy and panting all the time. Drinking more 
water.

We also during this time period purchases some poor quality products (3 bags) from the Pet 
Warehouse and contacted Dogswell by email regarding them. See attachment.

14 Years Retriever - 
Chesapeake Bay

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐117502 3/18/2013 13:48 Revolution (selamectin) For 3 years I have been using Revolution 11-20#s for heart worms
Last years veterinary clinic report said no heart worms, now 3/15/2013 report said she had heart 
worms 
My Veterinary  of  remarked that he has had problems with this product 
before!
Now to treat this problem it will cost $800 to $1,000 
Now I know the old crusade I did not use the product correct!!!
With my two dogs I spend $200.00 every six months (6) why would I not use it and have been for 3 
years!
My dogs mean a lot to me and the family.
I would like to know what and how to stop this problem from happening to someone else!!!

39 Months Pug Dog 17 Pound
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July 24, 2012 I purchased a new bag of Wilderness Duck dry dog food - when I opened the bag I 
noticed the color of the food was different thinking the recipe was changed; I have used the 

Wilderness Duck dry along with several other Blue Buffalo varieties of dry and wet over the past 2 
years without incident;  ate in the evening and the next morning had severe diarrahea that was 

literally exploding from his behind with mucus and blood never thinking it was the food I fed him 
again that evening and for another day while the explosive diarrahea with blood & mucus continued; 
I changed his diet to soft and he improved for the next several days; when I began to slowly mix the 
Wilderness Duck into the food after a few days of soft the explosive diarrahea with blood & mucus 
returned then he just stopped eating except for his treats (I didn't realize he didn't want to eat the 

Blue Buffalo) it had been a week and I took him to the vet. He had high white blood count & elevated 
liver enzyme was tested for EVERYTHING put on antibiotic, steroids, and worm medication (stool 
sample was negative but treated him anyhow); he improved a little refused to eat the Blue Buffalo 
only would eat treats and soft food - he lost 5# - took him back for blood work 2 weeks later WBC 
and liver enzymes were lower but the diarrahea with blood & mucus continued - he stayed on the 
steroid and antibiotics; at this point I realized he would not eat the Blue Buffalo again (still never 

thinking it was the food) and gave it to my other 2 dogs (1- Lab/Mastiff 7 yrs & 1- Cocker Spanies 12 
yrs -who also have been fed Blue Buffalo Wilderness Duck along with other varieties of Blue Buffalo 

dry food over the past 2 years but on this occasion the Wilderness Duck had been intended as a 
special treat for  because he loved it so much) The next morning BOTH dogs had explosive 

diarrahea with blood and mucus in and out of the house and I wondered if it could be the food; when 
I googled it I found the Consumer Affairs website and at that time 125 other dogs had the close to 

exact same issues as  and now my other 2 dogs; However, I only fed it to my other 2 dogs once 
and they recovered after a few days.  never recovered and I had him put to sleep  

 exactly 3 months after he first ate the food; I returned the food to Petco and was told I was the 
2nd person that day with the exact same issues; I contacted Blue Buffalo and opened a claim - I was 

to return the 2 cups of food I kept to the company for analysis but chose to hold on to it because I 
didn't feel they wouldl be truthful about the results and felt at some point an independent lab wouldl 
analyze this food and I maybe I will finally know the truth about the contaminate; When I contacted 
Blue Buffalo they first said it is not the right food for every dog but after hearing I had been using it 

and other variations for 2 years changed that tune & said they were not aware of any issues 
regarding the food; I told them about the Consumer Affairs website and they told me they were not 
aware of any complaints; I told a girl that worked at Petco about the issue & she brought it up to the 
Blue Buffalo rep - I believe the girl working at Petco has since been let go; I also talked to the Blue 

EON‐117501 3/18/2013 13:48 BLUE BUFFALO 
WILDERNESS DUCK

Pound13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 78
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Buffalo rep who said I must have heard it from the girl (no longer working there) & when I informed 
her I was the person who told the Petco employee the rep became very rude and said she believes 

in the company, it's not the right food for every dog (again), there were no reported issues and it 
could not have been the food. I adopted  when he was 3 months old, the only time in his 13 
years he was ever sick was Lyme Disease at 2 years; he was a house dog, exercised daily and 
always fed what I believed to be the best food available; He was kept current on his shots, given 

heartguard monthly, Lyme vaccine booster yearly and in excellent health until I fed him the food July 
24th; I know his time was going to come to an end due to his age but to know he died because I 

gave him a food I am now convinced was toxic is unbearable. Please look into the Blue Buffalo and 
these complaints. Thank you. 
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EON‐117497 3/18/2013 13:03 Meow Mix I religiously purchased Meow Mix for both my cats because my older cat is a picky eater and she will 
only eat that brand. My male cat started experience problems on Friday and was bleeding from his 
penis. It was caused by build up of calcium and phosphates in the cat food and it created glass 
crystals that blocked his urine flow (his bladder was the size of an orange, not to mention the pain he 
must of experienced). We either had to put him down then or pay $400 to try and save him by 
inserting a catheter. He had to be flushed out 5 times for it to finally run clear and free of the crystals, 
but may have long term problems as a result. I am aware of all the dog food issues so I do buy 
expensive dog food and we are upset with ourselves that we weren't more diligent in researching our 
cat food as well. It seems to be fairly common knowledge although the bag does say veterinarian 
recommended. I contacted meow Mix on Friday through their website and we also discussed it with 
the local walmart and hyvee we purchased the product from, but ultimately they said it was not their 
responsibility to notify the public. I did also share this information on facebook so my friends would 
be more conscious of the food they are purchasing for their pets.

4 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐117471 3/18/2013 12:24 Nutro Natural Choice Senior 
7+ chicken whole brown rice 
& oatmeal formula 15 lbs

I gradually switched 3 of my dogs to Nutro Natural Choice. I bought 2 bags; First was a 15 lbs bag of 
Nutro Natural Choice Senior 7+ Chicken,Whole brown rice,&Oatmeal formula (for my 9 yr old 
Australian Shepherd mix) and the second was Nutro Natural Choice Young Adult Chicken, Whole 
brown rice, & Oatmeal formula (for our 11 month old cocker spaniel and 17 month old Siberian 
Husky). I did a gradual mix and about a week after staring the new food my dogs started vomitting 
yellow bile looking liquid substance. At first a different dog would vomit every couple days. then After 
2 weeks there was a different dog throwing up every day between 1:00 -4:00. By this time their food 
was over half the new food but still had quite a bit of their old food (which was IAMS). I tried feeding 
3 times a day but they all 3 still kept vomitting the same yellow consistency but with chewed up dog 
food in it. So I got online and looked under consumer reviews and found tons of similar cases where 
peoples dogs started vomitting on this brand dog food. I immediately changed back to IAMS adult 
food on March 15 and no one has thrown up since. I contacted the Consumer Care department of 
Nutro at 1-800-833-5330 and spoke with  who told me those reviews on line were not accurate 
and there has been no complaints on this food. I believe 100% that the Nutro food was making my 
dogs very sick and hope that someone looks into this.

11 Months Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 28 Pound

EON‐117422 3/18/2013 9:45 Blue Buffalo Lamb and Rice 
dry dog food

Purchased Blue Buffalo Lab and Rice 30lb canine kibble. Opened bag and detected a foul odor of 
dead road kill in the hot sun. Called Blue Buffalo March 5, 2013. All they said was take it back to the 
store for an exchange. I offered to FedEx it to them for analysis, they said no. They do not have a 
process for issues like this. There was a great deal of confusion as to what to do. I asked them to log 
my complaint in their system and give me a ticket number and with great reluctance and indifference 
finally created and gave me a ticket number. I took sample and half of bag package to store. Called 
back March 11, they changed thier message on their phone that a Facebook recall on their products 
was false (I do not have a Facebook account). They still did not make arrangements with the store 
for pickup. They said it would take several weeks to get the sample from the store. Again great 
confusion and indifference about this. Called. March 15. Still no plan to get the food and bag 
package from the store. And, they did not pull the lot number and test it in Quality dept. Best By 
March 18 2014 Lot number P2124 2 2M18. They have no interest in pursuing this issue.
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EON‐117409 3/17/2013 21:45 EVO 95% Chicken & Turkey 
wet cat food

After feeding my cat EVO 95% Chicken & Turkey 13.2 oz canned wet cat food, she became 
extemely ill and was seen by her local vet  from 

 on Wednesday night 3/6/13. She was sent home with pain meds and an antibiotic with a 
diagnosis of Colitis. Upon the vets recommendation she was brought back to the  

 the next morning (3/7/13) since her condition appeared worse. She was seen by her 
primary vet  After lab work revealed her critical status, she had to be 
transferred and admitted to  in 

(seen by ER vet  and ultrasound ER vet ) She had gastrointestinal 
issues, swollen lymphnodes, pancreas and colon, along with continuous mucous diarrhea and acute 
renal failure. Her temperature, BP, and respirations dropped and she had to be intubated since she 
stopped breathing on her own. Fortunately, she was rescusitated, but spent 5 nights at this 
Veterinary ER and was not given even a 50/50 chance of survival. Fortunately, she made it, but the 
whole event has really taken a toll on her overall health. The EVO catfood (including specific lot #'s) 
that she had been eating has recently been under review in Massachusetts for salmonella.  
symptoms are consistent with salmonella toxicity. I purchased several cases from Pet Food Direct 
and also Wag.com. One of the best buy dates is 12/18/14, and the lot #15ECM212 1842. UPC 
5148541452. This specific lot is being investigated for salmonella including many others. I have 4 
remaining cases that I am saving so that can be tested.

5 Years Abyssinian cat Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐117408 3/17/2013 15:33 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight Dry Dog Food

Last Saturday (3/9/13), we opened a new bag of Beneful Healthy Weight dog food. It smelled 
different than usual, but we attributed it to just our having colds that week.  gets fed 2 cups of 
this food twice a day. She was fed in the morning and then began having diarrhea later that day. 
After feeding her 2 cups in the evening, she had more diarrhea. With each day, she was getting 
weaker, uncontrollable diarrhea, accidents in the house, disorientation, lethargic, and just acting 
different. On Tuesday, March 12, she did not finish her breakfast....this is a dog who NEVER leaves 
a crumb of food in her bowl. Later that morning, she did finish the food. We took her to her regular 
doctor that day because she was not getting any better and we were worried about dehydration from 
the diarrhea. The vet ran several tests. She was also examined and the doctor noticed a mass on 
her pancreas and an enlarged pancreas. She also said  stomach was distended. We were 
given antibiotics in hopes that any underlying infection would be cleared up. She was also given a 
probiotic to help with her diarrhea. That evening  was fed at her usual time and given her 
antibiotic. About 20 minutes later, we took her outside to pee and she collapsed on the ground. She 
still had diarrhea, but had to lay down as she went because she had no energy. Once my husband 
got her back up, he brought her back to the house. She vomited on our deck before she got inside. 
All the food she had eaten was undigested and came back up. He brought her in the house and she 
immediately began drinking a lot of water. I thought it could be something with her food, so I began 
researching online. I found over 400 complaints about Beneful with all of the symptoms described 
matching symptoms. We stopped feeding the Beneful and started her on chicken and rice. 
She has gotten more energy since being off the Beneful, but she now has an eye infection and an 
enlarged liver.

12.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐117407 3/17/2013 1:15 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky unaware of the recall, I purchased Kingdom Pets Jerky treats from CostCo in in the 
fall of 2012. I did not give the dogs any until November of 2012. after feeding them the treats, my 
miniature poodle became ill with vomiting, excessive thirst, frequent urination, loss of appetite, and 
lay very still. His condition grew progressively worse and in 3 weeks, he died. I had him to vet 
several times during that period. He treated y dog as best he could. When I asked him what the 
problem was, he told me that my dog had eaten something that shut the digestive system down.

5.5 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 15 Pound

EON‐117406 3/16/2013 21:30 Evo 95% Chicken & Turkey 
Canned Cat Food

I had one cat, , who had been dealing with chronic diarrhea so the vet recommend Evo 
Venison Canned food. Since was doing better I decided to pick up the other "flavors" of Evo 
for my other cats. The Evo Chicken & Turkey, Turckey & Chicken, and Beef was fed intermittionly to 
the other 5 cats over the past 3 weeks. Noticed had intermitton diarrhea but nothing major. This past 
week (March 11-16) I fed Evo canned to them more consistantly and now they all have some form of 
vomiting and/or diarrhea. One cat, , was very lethargic and was given SQ fluids to help her. 
As of today, March 16th, they still have vomiting and/or diarrhea and are stable

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐117405 3/16/2013 16:24 Beneful Owner was at the bottom of the bag of Beneful and dog broke out in large hives (came into the office 
3/11/13). Owner had applied Frontline on Saturday (3/9 I believe). Had normal stool. Decreased 
appetite but did eat some ham after the hives. Doesn't eat table food but ate a crayon 2 weeks ago. 
Had a small piece of pork chop at some point per owner. Owner is using the same shampoo and 
has used Frontline before without a problem. Didn't break out on Sunday but broke out in hives 3/11 
and had hives Saturday night (3/9). At the end of the week prior to 3/11, the dog began not eating. 
Occult Hw -, lyme -, Ehrlichia -, Anaplasma -. Thrombocytopenia seen on 4 cbc's in the office. 71000 
platelets seen but some clumping on sample submitted to  laboratory. 3/13 cbc didn't register 
platelets on my machine but  lab has platelets at 137000 with 1+ clumping. Not certain if signs 
are related to Beneful but people keep coming in with sick animals being fed Beneful recently

1.5 Years Pit Bull Dog 86.2 Pound

EON‐117404 3/16/2013 14:54 Smokehouse Duck and 
Sweet Potato Combo

Vomiting all day about 2-3 hours after eating. 1.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 24.6 Kilogram

EON‐117400 3/15/2013 22:39 Beneful Had started my pets on Beneful in the spring of 2012 to change to a cheaper dog food..since then I 
have noticed the health of my older dog declining. He was panting all the time after eating, which I 
contributed to him getting older or eating too fast..He had been vomiting on and off which I just 
thought may be his age or eating fast..noticed that his abdomen started to bloat...Last month we 
took him to the vet because all the symptoms are worsening-excessive thirst, excessive 
urination,weight loss, cataracts in his eyes,lethargy and weakness in back legs to the point that we 
had to sling him to get up and down a short flight of stairs or he would fall.
During our visit he had labs drawn which showed excessive amounts of glucose in his blood and his 
urine..he was diagnosed with uncontrolled diabetes.His liver enzymes were elevated as were his 
levels to test kidney function-His organs were being damaged!! We stopped feeding him beneful just 
a few days before the vet visit thinking we will feed him home cooked thinking he may have cancer. 
The vet started him on insulin.While trying to regulate him on insulin, we noticed that his blood sugar 
was getting really low at times and when testing him prior to eating the home cooked feed he was 
not requiring insulin because his blood sugar was within the normal range. A week ago I discussed 
my dog's blood sugar results with the vet and his diet..she thought that we should stick with his dry 
food due to it may be much harder for us to always be consistent with home cooking for the dog and 
with diabetes he need consistence with his feedings. We started to introduce a cup of dry Beneful 
with the rest of his home cooked foods and returned to his insulin regimen. Well, since he had been 
back on the Beneful the 15u of insulin is not decreasing his blood sugar to a safe level .His glucoses 
were very high even with his insulin. He is started to pant and appear lethargic again..
Once he returned to the home cooked diet,chicken, brown rice and vegetables, his blood sugar is 
close to normal. He stopped panting and had increased energy-he is now able to walk up the steps 
but still requires help to climb down. I have not seen this energy in my dog in over 6 months.There is 
such a difference in my dog when he does not eat the Beneful.And as for my other pet-I have spot 
checked her glucose a few times and hers happens to be above the limit of normal when eating that 
food-it would only be a matter of time for her also..and other dogs!

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 87 Pound
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EON‐117399 3/15/2013 21:48 Purina Beneful Original 
100% Complete and 
Balanced Nutrition

My complaint concerns two episodes of finding moldy dog food in 3.5 lb. bags of Beneful Original by 
Purina, one of which I still have. Of course, I am not feeding that to my dog and haven't for some 
time, as soon as I read about the problems and heard about them on television.

First of all, although through the grace of God  (my dachshund) did not die from eating Beneful 
dog food from Purina but he did have two episodes of repeated urinary incontinence and one 
episode of hematuria, which I took to represent UTIs. is an "inside dog." This was before I had 
read online and seen on TV that Beneful was having a problem with moldy dog food. He was 
lethargic, he slept all the time, and he was obviously ill at those times. We didn't get a urinalysis 
done but he was spilling 1+ protein from his urine by a test strip (he watered the vet's wall).

I actually had a golf ball sized lump of moldy Beneful, but this was before I knew it was harmful, so I 
just tossed the whole bag out. I can't give you a DATE OF RECOVERY below because I have not 
had the vet check his renal functions or hepatic functions just yet. He could very well still have 
problems in the future. I quit feeding him the Beneful in the fall or winter of 2012, when I became 
aware of this information. Then I found another partially used bag in my pantry, realized quickly that 
it was moldy when I had an allergy attack and it felt sticky and smelled like mold. I saved this dog 
food. 

He also had an episode as described above prior to this, but I can't guarantee that the vet visit on 
05/04/2011 was for urinary incontinence/hematuria. My vet hasn't send me copies of his medical 
records, as of yet. Maybe you can get these, you have my authorization to do so.

I realize that I am lucky that my dog didn't die, but I wanted to bring this to your attention to possibly 
help other pet owners. And, of course, it is still also possible that  may have problems with his 
kidneys or his liver (dogs that die usually bleed out from every orifice) in the future. I would like to 
have the moldy dog food tested and analyzed by someone in your lab.  at the state Dept. 
of Agriculture Lab in  kindly referred me to your website.

To the best of my abilities, the batch and/or serial number on this bag of moldy Beneful that I have, 
along with most of the bag for samples, is 10491087 1744L01. I purchased this bag at  

 in , but I do not save my grocery store receipts. The last part of that 
number was hard for me to discern and I may have it wrong.

9 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Wire-
haired

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐117393 3/15/2013 18:39 Purina Beneful Original My husband decided to try a new food with my dog, so my husband bought the Original Beneful. 
After my dog eating the food for the first time, he began vomiting and became lethargic, his gums 
whitened and we could tell that he became very sick. My dog is ALWAYS hyper, wagging his tail, full 
of energy but this particular day of his life, he vomited about 4-5 times, it was orange and not all the 
food had been digested. I immediately became worried because while I understand that dogs vomit 
a lot, this was different. He had never vomited food before in his life. I have never seen him look so 
ill, look so lethargic and sad. I know my dogs normal demeanor and behavior and something clearly 
wasn't right. The only thing that changed in his life, was the food. 

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐117380 3/15/2013 16:48 Blue Buffalo Wildnerness 
Chicken Adult Dry Dog Food

Our dog was very uncomfortable one evening and had a lot of noise coming from her digestive tract. 
It sounded like gas, but she wasn't actually passing gas at that point. She had multiple episodes of 
diarrhea that evening and then threw up multiple times the next day. She was lethargic the next 
couple of days, and then one morning she just would not eat her food (very unlike her, she typically 
eats in about 45 seconds flat). She was very uncomfortable and again had a lot of noise coming 
from her digestive tract. At this point, we brought her into the vet. The vet did blood work and took a 
stool sample and nothing showed irregular in either of those. Our dog was diagnosed with a 
"stomach bug" and was given prescription soft dog food and antibiotics. Within about 12 hours she 
was back to her old self. When we were finished with the prescription dog food and went back to her 
typical dog food (Blue Buffalo Wildnerness Adult Chicken formula) (and and at this point it was a 
new bag, different lot from what she had originally gotten sick on), she started having problems with 
diarreah again, has been drinking a lot more water than is typical for her, and her energy levels are 
decreased from what they normally are. This has been going on for about 3 weeks now. We will be 
changing her dog food to a different brand this evening hoping it will make a difference and she feels 
better. We have had our dog on this dog food for about 2.5 years and have previously loved it. It's 
just the last two bags we've had her on (since about the beginning of January) that we've started 
experiencing problems. The main/worst episode started on 2/26, but we have noticed some changes 
in her behavior since the beginning of the year.

3 Years Weimaraner Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐117366 3/15/2013 15:24 Hill's Science Diet Advanced 
Fitness Adult Original

I switched both my terrier and border collie to Science Diet Advanced Fitness food from Simply 
Nourish Chicken/Rice over a period of 7 days, gradually becoming more and more science diet. I 
started noticing my dogs becoming lethargic and had diarrhea a few days into the transition. I 
thought it was just normal transitional upset, so I continued the transition. When they where fully on 
the new food (Science Diet) they became lethargic, severe diarrhea, dehydrated, and my terrier 
began vomiting any food given. 
I took the dogs off Science diet and put them on boiled chicken breasts (skinless/boneless) and a 
little white rice. After aproximately 2-3 days their poops began returning to normal and they began 
becoming more active and normal. I didn't realize it was the food at this point, I thought they had 
eaten something that upset them outside, so I began them on science diet again and within 2 days 
we had severe diarrhea, lethargy, and refusal to eat anything. Again the terrier began vomiting 
everything, the border collie also began vomiting. Again, they where taken off science diet and put 
on just boiled chicken, everything returned to normal within 2 days or so. 
I put only a few pieces of kibble mixed in with pieces of the boiled chicken and they began having 
diarrhea again, though not as severe. They were a bit lethargic, but not as bad as before. 

During the entire process they did not recieve any other treats other than milkbones. They recieve 
two milkbones a day, original formal, medium. They recieved milkbones on the same schedule for 
the entire time, including when they where sick and when they recovered, which makes me believe 
they are not the cause. The only difference was the food.

I returned the food to the store, told them it caused both of my dogs to become very ill, and replaced 
the bag with Blue Buffalo Wilderness Chicken formula. No transition on this food, both dogs have 
normal poop, and normal activity. The bag, when returned to petsmart was a little under 3/4 full.

The store I bought and returned it to was Petsmart, addres: , 
 ;  . I returned the bag on 03/13/2013 at aproximately 3:30-

4pm. This was the largest size they sell (I believe 35lbs or 30lb) bag. Bag was not torn or opened 
when purchased, no noticable discoleration or odor as far as I could tell. It is stored at room 
temperature. Kept in bag in a dry closet. Used scoop food to bowls for feedings. My terrier has been 
on Science Diet in the past and he did not have any reaction. Neither dog has had a reaction to any 
other food. 

4 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 14 Ounce

EON‐117365 3/15/2013 15:09 Nutro Natural Choice (New 
& Improved) Adult Small 
Bites Lamb Meal & Rice 
Formula.

January 2013 After purchasing a bag of new & improved Nutro Small Bites Lamb & Rice dog food, 
one of our dogs began to vomit daily like clock work. Frothy bile. This went on for 4 weeks and we 
tried antiacid at night etc. then our other poodle began doing the same thing regulary and almost 
daily. I finally called the store where we purchased the food and have been for the past 4 years. The 
Asst. Mananger googled the food and found 1,340 complaints on the consumer afairs for pets web 
page, desribing my same issues with the food. The store manager said she was very concerned and 
that she wouyld not sell it anymore and would warn consumers. Finally I switched food overnight 
recently. They have not vomited since!

5.5 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 13 Kilogram
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EON‐117355 3/15/2013 14:15 Waggin' Train Duck Jerkey 
(Nestle-Purina)

All of the pets in the household have become ill one after the other recently.  started vomiting 
and feeling nauseous about 3 -4 days prior to presentation. The day prior to presentation they 
noticed PU/PD type symptoms and thta he was shaking. Throughout the veterinary treatment we 
discovered that he became acidotic, had glucose and ketones in his urine. All pets also had some 
degree of shaking during their illness. Symptoms were suspicious for Fanconi's syndrome for all 
three affected pets in the household. The only food in common for all of the affected pets were the 
Duck Jerkey treats.

6 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound

EON‐117352 3/15/2013 13:54 Waggin Tails Duck Jerky 
(Nestle-Purina)

Pet became polyuric, polydipsic recently and started vomiting not long after. This pet started clinical 
signs similar to two other dogs in the household who both became very sick  also started having 
diarrhea today and is not interested in eating. All of the dogs also had various degrees of shaking 
during their illness. After multiple days and visits the dogs were diagnosed with Fanconi's Syndrome 
and had acid/base imbalances and glucosuria with a normal blood glucose and hematuria with a 
secondary bacterial infection.

Chihuahua Dog

EON‐117342 3/15/2013 13:33 Milo's Kitchen Chicken 
Grillers

I had been feeding Lucy Milo's kitchen chicken grillers for 6 months prior to her death. She had 
consumed almost 2 full large bags before she got sick. In the beginning of October she begam 
vomiting more frequently. I also noticed she had been urinating more frequently. On October 17th, in 
the evening  squatted to pee and nothing came out. She then began squatting over and over 
again and nothing came out. I took her to the vet first thing in the morning. The vet diagnosed her 
with a UTI and put her on an antibiotic . By the evening friday,  was very lethargic, 
she would not eat/drink anything, and she was clearly uncomfortable. Saturday morning I woke up at 
7am and she was hiding under my bed shaking and her breathing was labored. I rushed her to the 
vet. The vet took blood and informed me that she was in renal failure and the toxins were building up 
in her body and that the kindest thing for me to do at that point was to put her to sleep because she 
was reaching a level of toxicity that would begin seizures and brain damage. I had to put her to sleep 
that morning, .

4 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy 
(with erect ears or 
with dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog 6.9 Pound
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EON‐117315 3/14/2013 20:00 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Natural Chicken Tenders

9/8/12 Dog had vomiting and diarrhea, was lethagic. Treated with Metronidazole, FortiFlora, Purina 
K9EN. Recovered and returned to normal diet of cooked chicken and rice, Iam's Premium Protection 
dry food, and Canyon Creek Chicken Tenders. 10/9/12: Dog developed terrible itching problem and 
tore his fur out. Treated with Betagen topical spray. Dog continued to have chronic and intermittent 
diarrhea over the next several months which I treated with Immodium. I kept him on his normal diet. 
1/17/13 Dog had continuous diarrhea for 5 days previous, was eating grass, and reached a point 
where his bowel movements were mucous and grass. Treated with Metronidazole, Panacur Oral 
Suspension and Purina K-9EN for approximately 25 days. Dog has now been transitioned to 
Science Diet Canned Food, continues with Iam's product and Pupperoni for treats. Both of my dogs 
the one reported in this case, and a mixed breed, 7 year old, 29 pound dog suffered the same 
gastrointestinal events during the time periods and were treated similarly. On this last adverse event, 
the older dog recovered when treated with Immodium, but was also switched to the identical diet on 
1/17/13. I contacted Purina and was told to destroy the product, even after I requested that they 
allow me to send it back for further testing. I retained the product until their 3rd party claims 
administrator from Sedgwick CMS also told me that no testing would be done. I discarded 18 bags 
of the product on 2/13/2013. I was told today by Sedgwick that  medical records have been 
provided to the FDA for review and that they reported chronic, intermittent diarrhea. I am submitting 
this report to ensure that you have accurate information.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 16 Pound
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EON‐117310 3/14/2013 18:00 Innova Evo 95% Chicken 
and Turkey, Innova EVO 
95% Duck Cat Food, 
Soulistic Good Karma

I purchased two new cases of Evo canned cat food, 95% Chicken/Turkey and 95% Duck on 
Saturday, January 26, 2013. After using the few cans from the last cases, I started to feed the cans 
from the new cases. Wednesday, January 30, 2013 my cats were off their food. Thursday, they were 
lethargic. Friday morning, February 1, 2013, two of my cats  and ) would not even eat 
their morning treats of Whole Life Freeze Dried Chicken. I took them to the vet. They received fluids 
and I was given a prescription for an appetite stimulant. By Saturday, my older cat,  stopped 
eating, too. Now, all three had watery/stinky diarrhea and were vomiting bile. Sunday at 4am we 
went to the ER vet due to vomiting and diarrhea, lethargy and. inappetence. Monday,  was 
constantly vomiting bile and drooling. We took him back to our regular vet. He was given fluids, 
Flagyl, pepsid and an anti-nausea shot. All three have been on Flagyl since Monday, February 4, 
2013 and the diarrhea, vomiting stopped within two days or so. All the cats had normal temperatures 
throughout. The complete blood count on was normal, as was the PCR. The vet advised us to 
throw out the EVO cat food. They were all feeling much better by 2/7.

I had also been feeding Soulistic Good Karma canned cat food when this illness first occurred and 
on 2/13 I purchased a new case. I use 4-5 teaspoons of the juice from the canned food to give 

his Cosequin sprinkles.  and  eat a bit of the food mixed into the Evo. After a day 
or two of giving the Soulistic juice, he started vomiting again. We took him to the 

 on 2/16/2013. 

It turned out that the new case of Soulistic had the same lot numbers as the old cans. also ate 
more of the food than my other cats. Therefor, I'm not sure whether it was the Evo or Soulistic 
canned food that made my cats so sick.

Since, I stopped feeding the Evo and Soulistic, and got them great veterinarian care all three of my 
cats have recovered. I could not upload the information about the Soulistic because it was after the 
date that I started this form. The UPC: 1377801229, the best by date: 6-8/2015 and lot# NX1416. 
Purchased at Unleashed on .

4.75 Years Siamese Cat 9 Pound

EON‐117203 3/14/2013 0:54 Innova Red Meat Small Bite 
Dry Dog Food

Initiated food transition from Wellness Core to Innova purchased from Petsmart in  
by slowly adding small amounts of new food to old food. I noticed severely watery stools in both 
dogs. I slowed the transition until I stopped the transiiotn then began the food transition once again. 
This time one of my dogs,  had bloody stools.

5 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound

EON‐117202 3/13/2013 23:45 Nature's Variety Instinct 
Salmo Meal Formula, 
Nature's Variety Instinct raw 
Frozen Rabbit

After 2 days on new bag of food, our dog was first lethargic then had viokent vomiting that lasted 
throughout the night. He was brought to the vet who has taken blood tests, x-rays, given fluids and 
anti vomiting medication. We are awaiting blood test results back. He has been sick for three days 
and will not eat any food.

Retriever - Golden Dog
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EON‐117167 3/13/2013 13:00 Nestle Purina Beneful Dog 
Food

My friend decided to switch to Purina Beneful dog food. Within 8 hours after ingesting the beneful 
dog food, the dog was found to have watery stool with high amount of blood in it. The dog was 
incontinent within its crate for the first time and appeared to be depressed. After 24 hours, my friend 
switched the food to another brand and the symptoms resolved nearly immediately.

5 Months Terrier - Bull - 
American Pit

Dog 35 Pound

EON‐117132 3/13/2013 2:24 Wellness Healthy Weight 
Cat Food

I submitted a separate report for my dog that is very ill - FDA ICSR ID . My cat also ate this 
food and within hours vomited it up. She refused to eat any more of this food and kept meowing for 
something to eat even though this was available.

9 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 16 Pound

EON‐117131 3/13/2013 2:15 Wellness Healthy Weight 
Dry Cat Food

Dog ate 1-2 cups of the dry cat food and got very ill within a few hours. She vomited repeatedly, had 
diarrhea repeatedly, starting passing a lot of blood and stopped eating completely. We took her to 
the vet who did blood work, gave her fluids and medications, etc. She seemed to get slightly better 
for 3 days but would not eat much, then started vomiting every bit she did try to eat. We took her 
back to the vet, then to the emergency vet and then upon their recommendation, then to  

. She has been admitted to the critical care unit for 4 days so far 
with an acute kidney injury where her kidneys went from fully functioning within 24 hours of eating 
the food to total renal failure. She had no kidney issues prior to eating this food, which I have blood 
work to show that. They have been treating her with various medications and her kidney function is 
slowly returning. She is still very ill and still in the critical care unit.

The dog had no other food that day and did not have access to any other toxin that could have been 
ingested.

I will also file a separate report because my cat also ate this food and vomited it up and then refused 
to eat any more of it to the point of eating no food for several days because that was what was 
available.

9 Years Collie - Rough-
haired

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐117130 3/12/2013 23:30 Evangers Classic Recipes 
Goin Fishin Dinner For Cats

I purchased a case of cat food from  in . In 
one can I opened, I found a hard black rock of some sort. I notified the company via email and 
phone regarding the foreign object and they have not responded about it although they have 
responded regarding calorie content of their dog food.

EON‐117029 3/12/2013 15:45 picture of label attached 
(Pedigree Combo Chopped 
Chicken Beef Liver

Opened a can of Pedigree Chopped Combo Chicken Beef Liver (BB122714 21 2 ) 252 FKKCD 1346 
CM) little smuged may say: last 4 numbers and letters: 1946 CM) stamped on can had shard of 
plastic in it. Found it because I was feeding a little dog by hand and using my fingers to get him to 
eat and found the plastic. Slightly yellowed thin piece of plastic over 1 inch long and 1/2 inch wide. 
Pictures attached.
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EON‐117001 3/12/2013 15:09 Beneful Healthy Weight A bag of Beneful Healthy weight recieved has maggots, pinworms, moths and other parasitic 
infestation, also moldy.Also I noticed a pinworm in my nostril prior to the discovery of them in the 
bag, they settled down in and I used the food 2 days before seeing the infestation, bag bottom burst, 
as I put it in a tub to bring to the vet. Have called my physisian, and vet. Dogs will go tommorrow. I 
will go to doc as soon as I hear from him. because this is a health issue to humans as well, I was 
horrified to see the many complaints on the facebook page for Beneful dog food, and the deaths of 
pets and vet bills. I however also have been infected by this. I picked up what I though was string 
from the bag in the floor and it trashed back and forth trying to latch on, and I later realized it was 
similar to what was in my nose, and believe it to be a pinworm. I have found a few more, but am 
leary of sifting through the bag.Beneful Reps tell different tales. Cannot get a supervisor.

EON‐116998 3/12/2013 15:03 Hill's Science Diet Mature 
Adult Indoor, Purina Friskies 
Indoor Classic Pate Chicken 
Dinner with Garden Greens 
Indoor

This email is a report of a pet death possibly related to the feeding of Hills Science Diet, in 
conjunction with Friskies Indoor Classic Pate Chicken Dinner.

On March 2, 2013, we purchased some Hill's Science Diet Mature Adult Indoor dry cat food as a fill 
in for a prescription diet we had run out of. This was to be fed as the primary food, along with a 1/4 
can of wet food ( Friskies) 2x per day. The important feature of the food was the high fiber content, 
as our cat had his large colon surgically removed back in roughly 2005.  was fed the Friskies 
for several months at least without incident, inconjunction with another prescription diet.

 ate the food, and was fine for a couple of days, but then began to eat less and less, and by 
Wednesday had stopped eating all together, and we made a Vet appt for the next day. He was 
mostly unconscious and weak by ther next morning so we rushed him in before his appointment. 
Initial tests by  of the  indicated he was in liver failure, and his 
blood count was down to ten. She was unable to palpate a tumor, and she stated the blood tests 
indicated toxicity as a cause of his illness. She was unable to treat him further and transferred him to 

 in . The attempted a blood transfusion, but  
passed away before the could get the transfusion done. The vet there was in agreement that it was 
a tumor or toxicity, but again, there were missing signs of cancer.

As the timing and itiology of  illness coincide precisely with the introduction of this food to 
him, we are afraid that something in the food may have caused his death, and thus are reporting it.

12 Years American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐116883 3/11/2013 21:30 Beneful Playful Life We started our shepherd on Blue dog food. He was a purebred from a reputable breeder with no 
known problems. When he turned 4 or so, we switched to Beneful dog food for both dogs....slowly 
incorporating it into their other food (Blue). After a few months, our shepherd starting drinking 
CONSTANTLY and almost not peeing at all. Then he'd run outside all the time, crouch as if to 
defacate, but nothing happened. Yet, he was losing a bunch of weight, over thirty pounds in a few 
months. Two vets and thousands later (they found no cancer, no worms, no bacteria, nothing that 
could explain the weight loss, crying when defacating, letheragy and water intake) I woke up one day 
to find him laying on the floor, five years old, couldn't move and died in my arms.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 120 Pound

EON‐116882 3/11/2013 20:54 purina beneful healthy 
weight formula

became very lethargic, could barely walk up steps, and moaned when doing so. I took him to 
vet, they thought it was a digestive tract problem. Gave him metronidazole, and fed him hills 
prescription diet for 5 days. he recovered nicely, was nearly back to normal. 6th day i returned to 
feeding him Beneful Healthy Weight dry dog food. By noon he was sick, lethargic, and could barely 
get up the steps once again! Fed him another food that evening, which brings me to the time I am 
writing this. I decided to research beneful online. I was floored by what I found! Many other dog 
owners with similar stories. I truely believe that beneful dog food is what caused this illness. I just 
hope my dog recovers a second time.

10 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 23 Pound

EON‐116881 3/11/2013 20:54 Beneful Healthy Weight two weeks into feeding my dog beneful, she started throwing up directly after eating and becoming 
dehydrated. After a couple days of this I called my vet and told them everything. They told me there 
had been results of beneful harming dogs. I stopped feeding both dogs beneful. Fed them boiled 
chicken for a few days and then bought them different healthier dog food. thus far my dog is doing 
beatifully on the new food.

2 Years Beagle Dog 20 Pound

EON‐116880 3/11/2013 20:54 Ol' Roy I gave my 4 dogs, well 2 dogs and 2 puppies Walmart's own cheap dog food (Ol' Roy) and every 
single one of my dogs were either puking or having the runs, which looks like the food wasn't being 
digested properly because of the colour matching the colour of the dog food, or both.

Unknown Dog
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EON‐116879 3/11/2013 20:39 Friskies Indoor Delights My mother moved to four weeks ago. I had not seen her cats in 
years. When I saw  I was horrified. Her entire mouth (lips) was swollen. At 
first I thought maybe this was a bug bite. But her mouth (lips) remained swollen for several weeks 
before we took her to the vet. 

We took her to  in .  saw . When she 
opened up her mouth,  had several tumors growing on the upper palate inside her mouth. 

 made the comment that she thought this might be cancer. We had put under 
anesthesia to have a biopsy made to find out if this was cancer. 

One week later (after the biopsy surgery),  called us and said the good news is that 
does not have cancer. But she has some kind of an allergy, and I suspect it is from the food.

She asked us what my mom  is feeding the cats. I told her, "Friskies Indoor Delights."

suggested that we change the food and that we bring  back in for a steroid 
injection.

We brought  back in (before we had changed the food/brand), and had developed a 
new tumor on her tongue (within one week).

 told us she had never seen anything like this, tumors growing inside a cat's mouth from a 
food allergy.

We have now switched foods, upgraded to a Holistic Premium cat food, and  needs to return 
to the vet again for a second steroid injection.

Time will tell if these tumors will resolve from the switch in food from Friskies Indoor Delights to a 
Premium Holistic cat food.

14 Years Unknown Cat 12 Pound

EON‐116878 3/11/2013 18:18 Purina Beneful started having seizures in Novemer 2013. He had no prior healty issues. His vet could not 
determine the cause of the seizures. After his first bout of seizures, we discontinued his regular 
brand dog food, Purina Beneful for 2 weeks, he did not have anymore until we began giving him the 
Beneful again in December. On  he had severe seizures, his vet could not get them 
under control, he had to be put down. Prior to him having seizures, he would sometimes vomit after 
eating the Beneful.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 84 Pound
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EON‐116870 3/11/2013 16:09 Beneful I noticed numerous reports of adverse events reported to an online outlet called Consumer Affairs - 
specifically about Beneful, Nutro and Blue Buffalo pet foods, yet the FDA/CVM has only a few 
reports regarding Blue Buffalo at this point. Can someone at the FDA or CVM look into these 
complaints? I realize it is not a government website, however I would urge the FDA to remind 
consumers where to report adverse events. Perhaps a public awareness campaign, such as a 
poster or flyer in a PDF format could be distributed to veterinary offices, veterinary associations, pet 
stores, feed stores and any other retail outlet, both offline and off, that could benefit from some basic 
guidance, advice and instructions on how and where to report information about adverse events 
related to pet food and animal feed. Just a thought.

EON‐116863 3/11/2013 14:18 Purina Beneful Original dog 
food

On we noticed that was a little lethargic, but other than being sluggish she had no 
other symptoms, the next morning the kennel had been vomitted in, but all 3 dogs stay in the same 
kennel so we weren't sure it was from her. She went out to the restroom with the other dogs and 
seemed tired, but nothing other than that. We had plans to be gone most of the day. We left around 
8:30 in the morning and returned around 8:00 that evening. When we came home the other dogs 
jumped from the kennel and was unable to get up and breathing hard. My husband rushed her 
to the vet. The vet thought her symptoms were consistent with a stroke and she was getting weaker 
by the minute and he felt there was nothing that could be done. She was put to sleep and cremated. 
I had heard absolutely nothing about a possible problem with Beneful dog food until I ran across an 
article today.

8 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐116831 3/11/2013 9:30 Premium Edge Finicky
Adult Cat Formula

I found this recall notice online and have not found it listed with the FDA?

http://petfoodinformationcenter.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/PE-DN-4health-Thiamine-Recall-
Release-3.10.13.pdf
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EON‐116830 3/11/2013 6:54 Beneful Fiest This is a report involving more than one animal over a period of about a year. 1) In June, 2011, my 
85 lb. 10 year old hound-Lab mix, , began eating Beneful Healthy Weight dog food, 
purchased at WalMart on  in . By May, 2012, was dead 
from an unknown illness that had made him progressively worse over time. We thought he was a 
little young to be exhibiting signs of old age, as in failing organs, but he was, after all, 10, and a large 
dog. So we didn't connect it to the food. 2) My daughter's 8 year old 45 lb. English Sheepdog mix, 

 had to be euthanized in about Aug.-Sept., 2012, due to an unidentifiable digestive illness. 
He was sick over about a 4 month period, with several trips to the vet. An exact cause was never 
determined, but he became progressively worse, to where he couldn't keep any food down at all. He 
had eaten Beneful Playful Life, off and on, purchased at various stores in , for 2 to 3 
years. 3) My 4 year old cat,  like to eat dog food, as well as cat food, and any other food he 
could get. Of course I fed him cat food, not dog food, but he would eat from the dog's dish whenever 
he could. Last month I had to have  euthanized for an undisclosed type of anemia that made 
him so sick, so quickly that I didn't know he was ill until 3 days before he died. It wasn't like he ate a 
lot of Beneful, maybe a few morsels about 3 times a week, over a period of about 3 months. Of note, 
perhaps, is that the cat food my cats regularly ate was Purina One, purchased at WalMart on 

in  4) My 15 lb 1-1/2 year old terrier mix,  began exhibiting 
signs of illness in the form of lethargy and skin problems. She has patches of thick lumpy hide that 
itch, on her back, rump, and chest/throat. She has been eating Beneful Healthy Fiesta purchased at 
WalMart on in The  The last time I purchased Beneful, about 2 weeks 
ago, my son's girlfriend told me about news reports of Beneful killing dogs or making them ill. She 
said her own 2 Welsh Corgis had been eating Beneful for a few years, but when she heard the 
reports, she discontinued feeding it to them. She said her female Corgi had suffered from chronic 
skin rashes up until the time she quit eating Beneful. The male had had no apparent problems. I 
couldn't say for sure any or all these animals were negatively affected by eating Beneful brand dog 
foods. However, it does seem suspicious enough to me to be cause for concern. I will never 
purchase Purina pet foods for my pets again. We also have parrots, my husband's pets, and were 
feeding them parrot food purchased at our same local WalMart, until we heard reports, about a year 
and a half ago, that WalMart parrot food was unhealthy and was allegedly related to several parrot 
deaths across the country.

10 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 85 Pound

EON‐116829 3/11/2013 5:33 Waggin Train Ducky Jerky 
Filets

was a very healthy Small Chihuahua.Vaccinations up to date. Only fed fresh boiled chicken 
breast cooked daily & these Jerky Treats. Over one year ago she had a GI Bleed of unknown origin. 
She received IV Fluids & medications for one day due to dehydration. This was her first non well 
adverse event.

5 Years Chihuahua Dog 3 Pound
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EON‐116828 3/10/2013 21:48 Nutro Natural Choice Toy 
Breed

10 Years Chinese Crested 
Dog ¿ Hairless

Dog 13 PoundOn the first Wed night in Jan after church I raced to Petsmart to buy a new bag of Nutro (toy breed 
natural choice) in the pink bag like I had been for years for my dog  and our new addition,  
~8mos old. Both and are hairless Chinese Crested breed and we spoil them rotten. I fed 
them once I got home and noticed was not into the hard food but she scarfed down the Nutro 
Natural soft food I always put in their bowls (soft dentition so I always blended). was a pig as 
usual and ate remaining hard food, she ate a bit but not much. Thursday and Friday night, 

same thing- ate very little hard food and  being a pig finished hers up. Friday night my hubby 
and I remarked that  was behaving like such a young guy, playing and just happy in general- 

granted he was 10 so that was a bit unusual for him. We attributed that to him being happy was 
home from being spayed just week before and he was happy to see her. Friday night was a normal 
night otherwise, we tucked them in (  in his special bed in our bedroom and in our actual bed 

with us). The next am woke me around 7:20am to potty and I went to get up. He was not 
moving and actually fell out of his bed. He had vomited and it was stuck to his face (had happened 
overnight) and he was very cold to the touch. He had the largest look of panic in his eyes and I lost 
it. I thought to myself, No I am not ready to lose him. We cleaned him up and wrapped him in his 

favorite warm blanket, and raced him to the vet. He finally lost his panicked look and was warming 
up in our arms with the heat blasting in the car and seemed to know we were very worried as we 

were all crying (my hubby, daughter and I). The vet arrived and took one look and I knew. We asked 
to draw blood. Our thought at that time was "what if had caught something at the vet getting 

spayed and gave it to and he got sick first being so old?" We had to protect here. The bloodwork 
came back and all but 3 of the 15 or so items were either low or high and the vet said he pottied 

pure blood while on the table. We also observed him started to swell and turn purple from internal 
bleeding that was rapid onset and the vet told us the kindest thing to do was to let him go. only 

flinched once after being poked 3-4 times before they finally found a vein to administer his last 
meds. I kissed his head good bye and left. The vet later said his pancreas and liver did not seem to 
be functioning at the end. We thought it was cancer or his old age and though we were heartbroken, 
we had him cremated and tried to move on. Then Monday am, began vomiting bright red blood 
and I raced her to the vet. That is when we questioned what the 2 dogs had in common and it had 

been the food...just the food.  had ulcers and had to take IV fluids for 2 days and eat special 
science diet prescribed by the vet. Ever since I have been on a crusade to prevent this from 

happening to someone else. No one should have to suffer this way. No ONE.
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EON‐116827 3/10/2013 18:45 Nutro Natural Choice Lamb 
& Rice Small Bites

My dog has eaten Nutro Lamb & Rice Small Bites his entire life (5 years), but got very sick after 
eating their "new & improved" formula. He started vomiting, having diarrhea, seemed disinterested in 
his food, and became very lethargic. His diarrhea actually got so bad it turned into pure blood, and 
we were having to take him outside every hour. We immediately took him to the vet, but they could 
not figure out what was wrong. They didn't know what to treat him for, so they gave him an antibiotic 
and and I switched him to a bland diet. Once I took him off Nutro, he started getting better. I 
randomly came across all of the complaints on the consumer affairs website, which dogs having the 
exact same symptoms, so I immediately switched his food. He has completely recovered, and 
actually is more active and happier on his new food. I just don't want any other dogs suffering like he 
did.

5 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 24 Pound

EON‐116826 3/9/2013 17:45 Nutro Max Natural Chicken 
Meal & Rice Large Breed 
Adult

my four year old dog, suddenly passed away monday night she started 
vomiting some blood in the morning and was very lethargic and thirsty. within a matter of hours she 
wouldnt even walk. her bloodwork suggested pancreatitis, but the vets were still baffled as her gums 
were light pink like she had been poisoned. she was with me 24/7 while i was home and kenneled 
when i was gone. i searched my house for any kind of possible poisionous items and came up with 
nothing. then i researched her food and found all the complaints regarding her food that led to illness 
and death. they are doing a tox screen of her liver and will received the results soon. also, the vet 
performed an autopsy. she passed away four days after feeding her the new formula of nutro maxx.

EON‐116825 3/9/2013 13:39 NutroMax large breed adult 
natural chicken meal and 
rice recipe

presented for acute onset of an inability to walk. He was laterally recumbant and unable to 
stand or walk without assistance. Urinalysis demonstrated a large amount of melamine crystals in 
his urine. The crystals were identified by .

6 Years Greyhound Dog 95 Pound

EON‐116824 3/9/2013 0:54 Blue buffalo cat food I have used Blue buffalo cat food for several years and never had problems. The past few months 
my cats have started to become ill after eating the food. It started with one cat and than slowly 
moved on to another. We had 4 cats at the time and when I moved out I took the oldest cat with me. 
My mom told me now all 3 cats refused to eat the food (very odd for all of them) and than I started to 
see the same thing with my cat at home. A cat that had to be put on a diet because of how 
overweight she was suddenly refused to eat. I decided to take them off the food and as soon as I did 
all of them started eating and have not had issues since, I talked with co workers at work since I 
work for a petstore about what had happened. Today a customer asked me about the blue buffalo 
food and if it had been sold to a new company. There were reports of other animals getting sick. I 
got two different types of blue cat food at the same time less than a month ago and both houses cats 
reacted the same, refusing to eat.

EON‐116823 3/8/2013 22:15 Kibbles n bits original Opened the new bag of dof food 2days prior. The following day, dog started having diarrhea. 2nd 
day after feeding him the dog food, he had acute onset of a seizure. Took dog to vet hospital. Was 
given multiple doses of I've Valium. Seizure activity never stopped with medication. Had to have our 
pet put to sleep. Sad day!!!!

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 99 Pound
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EON‐116822 3/8/2013 22:15 Purina Little Bites We were feeding our dogs Purina Little Bites and have done so for years. In January, all 3 of them (1 
other female mini smooth dachshund age 12 and 1 5 year-old dachshund mix neutered male) all 
began getting sick. They were vomiting, had no appetite and had diarrhea which quickly became 
bloody. We took them off the food and put them on a diet of rice, yogurt and pumpkin and they 
began to recover. We thought it was a virus and after a few days returned to the Little Bites. They 
started getting sick again as soon as they were eating the food - same symptoms. We again took 
them off and went back to the bland rice/yogurt/pumpkin diet. We then got a different food and they 
had no problems. When the new food started running low we mixed it with some of the Little Bites 
and they started showing the same symptoms again. At that point we got rid of the Little Bites 
completely and we have had no more problems. I think we are lucky that our dogs don't seem to 
have suffered long term effects but it was quite scary as they were sick for several days each time. 
Please investigate the Little Bites product - I reported it to Purina but have not heard anything from 
them.

13 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 22 Pound

EON‐116776 3/8/2013 13:24 before BG grain 96% 
Salmon 2 Complete & 
balanced nutrition for cats

Dear Sir or Ms.,

A few months back I switched my cats to Merrick BC (before Grain) cat food as it was advertise as 
healthy with 96% meat. A few months later I was in the vets office with my oldest cat. He was 
vomiting at least 3 times per night, losing weight, lethargic and just not himself. He had a battery of 
tests and xrays. Nothing was found except his stomach looked bloated. He was given anti-nausia 
medication and sent home with a special diet food. 

Upon returning home I opened a can of Merrick BC canned Salmon food for my other cats. The 
spoon I used hit something hard in the can. I poked around and found it was a hard bone shard that 
was about 1/4 of an inch long. I scopped out about 1/4 of the cat food from the can and picked 
around in it. I picked out about 20 bone fragments ranging in size and shape. Some were small 
others were about an inch long. Imagine being the size of a house cat trying to choke down an inch 
long bone. I called my vets office right away. I was told to stop feeding my cats that food right then 
and there and to buy another brand. I was told that pet food companies put in bone powder for 
added minerals but never bone shards as they can get lodged in throats, stomachs and intestines. 
This was most likely the cause of my cats illness. I was very shocked that this "healthy" food for my 
pets could very well have made him even more sick or worse. I hate to think that other peoples pets 
could be eating the same sharp bone shards right now. I am very concerned. I don't know if this was 
just a very bad batch but someone let this slip by while making their food.

I have taken photos of the bone fragments, I have the shards themselves. I also have other 
unopened cans of the food left over that can be examined.

14 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 9 Pound
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EON‐116768 3/8/2013 12:39 Purina Beneful I adopted  on a Thursday and his first order of business was a physical- he got a clean bill of 
health sans a minor worm condition & ear infection. Until the worm treatment was complete, I had 
him on a wet diet. After he completed his worm treatment, I began transitioning him to Beneful 
slowly, increasing the beneful-wet ratio each day. On the first day that he was 100% beneful, he 
threw up on our way outside after breakfast (i thought he ate too fast) and was really lethargic all 
day. When we got home at 7, ate beneful, threw up again but I didn't realize it for a few hours- this 
time it was a big yellow pile. He went into bed and wouldn't move- even when I was cooking dinner 
he never came out (this is a beagle we are talking about). The next morning brought him to work and 
my boss (who used to work for a vet) said there is something seriously wrong with that dog- I had a 
meeting in my office, 4 people came in and he wouldn't even look at them- normally this dog goes 
otu of his way to greet people or at least sniff them. hH had a complete physical less than a week 
earlier, and aside from the worms & ear infections which were now remedied (he was asymptomatic) 
had a clean bill of health- since he is always with me in my office or in the crate at home, there was 
no chance he consumed anything other than Beneful. I wondered if it was possible to be allergic to 
Beneful so I googled it and found all of these horror stories. I immediatley went to Walmart to get 
Variety wet food and no more throwing up, no more lethargy. I firmly believe the Beneful was slowly 
poisoning him.

3 Years Beagle Dog 28 Pound

EON‐116750 3/8/2013 10:33 KAYTEE Fiesta Healthy 
Toppings (papaya) Treats 
for small animals

We purchased this product from local Petco at  in , 
on Tuesday, March 5, 2013. My daughter gave him some of the treats which was the only 

new item in his diet. Thursday morning March 7th our rabbit  was showing signs of distress. 
Wobbly walking, panting, difficulty breathing, lethargic, not eating or drinking. I called our vet  

 immediately. I took  in and he was near death. She did an xray and did not note 
any swelling of the abdomen. I thought the treats may have caused a blockage of some sort. He 
died within ten minutes of his arrival. She did an autopsy and noted alot of blood in the small 
intestine. She said he was poisoned by an anticoagulant like rat poison. We do not have any rat 
poison or blood thinning medication in our home. He was an indoor rabbit who stayed in my 
daughter's room. He is dead from eating these treats. There was a recall on related bird treats called 
Fiesta Papaya and fruit....but they failed to pull the same treat for small animals. I have saved the 
product and my vet is doing a report on her findings. This is disgusting and could've been prevented 
if they had pulled all the product. Our rabbit is dead and suffered horribly thanks to KAYTEE Fiesta 
treats.
I filed a report with Petco's general manager 

11 Months Rabbit 4 Pound

EON‐116728 3/7/2013 21:03 Merrick Before Grain 96% 
Meat Grain-Free Canned 
Cat Food (Quail)

After eating Merrick canned cat food  started to throw up and had severe diarrhea for 4 days 
in which she was not able to eat. She also developed a fever the morning after eating the suspected 
food. She was treated at her veterinary clinic with subQ flluids and antibiotics.

18 Years Persian Cat 6.9 Pound
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EON‐116706 3/7/2013 15:48 Dingo Wagn' Wraps Meat in 
the Middle

On March 4 around 21:00 EST we gave our dog a Dingo Wag'n Wrap. From 23:00 est she started 
crying to go outside - about every 2 hours through the night. We let her out of our house without a 
leash and did not know she was sick.
On March 5 we went to work and when I arrived home at 18:00 est my dog had vomitted and had 
diarehha in every room of our house. At last count there were at least 15 'messes'. (Some piles were 
difficult to determine if it was vomit or diarehha). Our vet advised to take away all food and water 
through the night, which we did. The diarehha continued throughout the night and next morning. We 
took her to the vet on March 6 and she was given the following medications:
Metronidazole 250 mg
Diphenoxylate/atropine (1/0.1) mg/1.5ml
Endurosyn Canine
As of the time of this report, our dog is still recovering. She continues to have diarehha but it has 
slowed down and is slowly starting back on small amounts of food and water.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐116693 3/7/2013 14:09 Jerkey made from Chicken 
from China

Unknown DogUrge the FDA to Ban Dog Treats Imports Until They are Safe to Consume! 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tell the FDA to block all imports of dog treats from China until the companies find the source of the 
toxins or enact a recall. 

01/30/13: Hartz Mountain Corporation announced a voluntary recall of dog treats made in China 
after tests detected trace amounts of an unapproved antibiotic. The recall comes in the wake of 

recent concerns linking Chinese-made pet treats to illness and death in thousands of pets. The FDA 
continues to investigate but has been unable to determine the exact cause. Continue calling for a 

ban until we can guarantee these treats are safe for our pets!

Goal: 80,000 ¿ Progress: 70,427

Sponsored by: The Animal Rescue Site 

Losing a pet is like losing a family member. When our pet is suffering, we suffer too. These 
situations are real-life for thousands of dog owners whose dogs consumed certain jerky treats made 

in China. Thousands of dogs have fallen ill or died from these contaminated chicken jerky treats.

In response the FDA sent investigators to the plants in China where the treats are manufactured; but 
due to China's stringent laws and other barriers, the FDA can't find the source of the toxin. There 

can be no mandated recall.

Many have requested the companies involved voluntarily recall the products in question, but as we 
often see in these cases, profit trumps protection.

China's obfuscation and companies' unwillingness to recall dangerous products have left us no 
choice but to ban all imports of dog treats from China. Call on the FDA to ban all dog treat imports 

from China until the proper steps are taken to address this problem.
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EON‐116648 3/7/2013 11:18 Kirkland Super Premium 
Adult Dog Chicken Rice & 
Vegetable Formula

has eaten Kirkland Super Premium Adult Dog Chicken, Rice, and Vegetable Formula for 
over 2 years. She is not a picky eater and always finishes her food. With the most recent purchase 
of a new bag of Kirkland dry dog food, she refused to eat. When she did not eat, she would vomit 
yellow bile. When she got hungry enough and did eat, she would have continuous diarrhea. Her lack 
of appetite, gastrointestinal distress, and subsequent weight loss was cause to seek veterinary help. 
She is under care of a veterinarian and is stable. I have discontinued the Kirkland dry dog food, 
switched her to a home cooked diet, and returned the food to the Costco retailer noting the problem.

10 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 22 Pound

EON‐116616 3/7/2013 5:30 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight formula

I bought a bag of Beneful Healthly weight formula at the end of December 2012, and  got 
sick with vomiting, loose and watering stools, did not want to eat or drink. took him to the vet on Jan 
3rd, they put him on antiboitics he had white blood cells in his stools. stopped feeding him the 
beneful and he got a little better, vet said to try feeding him his normal food. gave him some beneful 
and he got sick again. sam got better with the meds again, gave him beneful again and he got sick 
again. It is now march 6th, and he was back at the vet's again today. after he got sick the third time, I 
went online and found all the complaints again beneful. has had blood work , xrays, xrays 
with dye. 5 different antiboitics. we have try 4 different prescription dog foods. He is still sick, still 
losing weight. still has to have pain meds daily , have to take him in to get fluid put under his skin. 
The vet is stumped and has no idea what has caused him to be this ill. We have now sent his blood 
in to get it check for toxicins. 
I call beneful (purina) and they have referred me to the company that handles their claims.

5 Years Chihuahua Dog 11 Pound

EON‐116601 3/6/2013 16:45 Kingdom pets chicken jerky Bloody diaria ,throwing up,cring, stop eating, shaking 9 Days Cesky Terrier Dog 18 Pound
EON‐116589 3/6/2013 14:03 Origen Regional Red My dog got sick over the course of two weeks after eating this product. He quickly got very 

week and would not eat or drink. He had diarhhrea and vomiting and quickly became listless. The 
food we gave him was purchased from Wag. com in October and stored in a dry pantry unopened 
until mid January. The food smelled very strong and different. I thought they might have changed the 
ingredients but something else must have been wrong. I reported to the manufacturer and Wag.com 
when he got sick. The manufacturer told me to throw out the food so I have no sample. They sent 
me a coupon but never got back to me after they said they would check their manufacturing logs. Of 
course they said they couldn't do anything without the lot number which I did not have.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 71 Pound
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EON‐116588 3/6/2013 13:30 Beneful healthy radience in january of 2013 we bought a bag of beneful healthy radience the dog finished her bowl within 5 
mineuts she started to drink a massive amount of water. a couple of days later she stopped eating 
food so we took her to the vets. they took blood because i thought she turned diabetic drinking a lot 
and urinating frequenly. They said after the blood test she had a massive amount of afaltoxins and 
her blood platlets were extreamly low and red cells were not reproducing. They prescribe some 
meds. within a week she stopped drinking altogether and stopped eating. on sunday night  at 
2330 hrs she could not stand up and started drooling white saliva out of her mouth. she died 30 
mineuts later

9 Years Alaskan Malamute Dog 125 Pound

EON‐116567 3/5/2013 17:39 Kaytee forti-Diet Pro Health 
mouse rat and hamster food

We purchased 2 new hamsters for Christmas gifts for our children, along with the Kaytee Forti-diet 
Pro health mouse rat and hamster food. Both were kept in separate cages in separate rooms. 
Hamster #1 died after 19 days and hamster #2 died 1 day later, 20 days from purchase. Both had 
begun urinating excessively for approxmately 2 days before dying. Both were eating the same foods. 
After going back to Petco, where they were purchased, we decided to try 1 more hamster. Staff 
there couldn't see a reason the 2 we had died. For hamster #3 we changed to a different brand of 
bedding and treats, and also switched to bottled water so the only common factor for the 3 hamsters 
was the food. Hamster #3 died 19 days after purchase. I called Kaytee at that point to check if there 
were any other complaints and was told no, but based on what we experienced they would test the 
food and packaging. I was told they would send me a postage paid package to mail it back. I waited 
2 weeks and never received my package, so called again and was told it would ship to me within 24 
hours. That was 13 days ago and I still have not recieved anything from Kaytee. We also had our 
home tested for carbon monoxide to rule that out after the 3rd hamster died, results of which were 
normal.

EON‐116519 3/5/2013 13:48 Purrina Beneful My dog slowly developed a bad liver and/or kidneys and began to suffer seizures which caused 
irepairable damage and ultimately led to him having to be put down to end suffering.

12 Years Unknown Dog 65 Pound

EON‐116408 3/5/2013 10:00 Cadet Real Meat Choice 
Chews

and another dog  were given a bully stick as a treat on Fri. Mar 1.  became ill on Sat. 
with vomiting and diarrhea.  became ill on Sunday with the same symptoms  was with  
on Friday when they ate the bully sticks, but was elsewhere for the rest of the weekend, so they did 
not eat the same food or treats after Friday. Both dogs

2 Years Poodle - Medium 
size

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐116406 3/5/2013 9:48 Cadet Real Meat Snack 
Gourmet Premium Choice 
Chews

was given a bully stick on Friday, March 1 and became sick on Saturday. She vomited Saturday 
morning and had diarrhea. Her stomach made loud grumbling sounds all day. She was somewhat 
more lethargic than usual. By Sunday she was feeling better.

3 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐116360 3/4/2013 17:18 Purina Beneful Playful Life The last couple of days she had been very lethargic. On Sunday she began vomiting and then 
started falling down. She got to the point where she could no longer stand. She became glassy 
eyed, had shallow breathing. When I picked her up she urinated all over. The urine was dark and 
very odorous. I took her to the vet first thing on 3/4/2013 and they stated she was in shock and later 
determined that she may have been poisoned and was suffering from acute kidney failure. Her 
condition is currently guarded after being treated with steroids and antibiotics.

3 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 22 Pound

EON‐116329 3/4/2013 16:15 Beneful Healthy Radiance My healthy pet of 5 years was acting perfectly fine until she starting eating Beneful dog food by 
Purina. She starting acting very lethargic only a few days later she died. When I first started noticing 
the weird behavior I took her to the vet. They did blood work but still after that they said they couldn't 
find anything wrong. So we took her to an ER for dogs. Thousands of dollars later and after doing 
many tests we still had no answers. They only thing the vet said was she thought the dog was 
poisoned but all the tests came back negative. After a few days of spending the night at the vet she 
was getting better (She was also not eating Beneful anymore) she was getting better. Once we took 
her back home she was fine for a day then the next day (after feeding her Beneful) when I went to let 
her out I found her dead. I was devastated. After her death I started doing research and saw that 
there were hundreds of complaints against this company for the same issues that were happening 
with the other dogs, which was causing sickness and death. After doing more digging I found out 
that out of all the dogs they only had one thing in common. And that was the type of dog food they 
were eating, Purina.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 61 Pound

EON‐116227 3/3/2013 15:09 Beneful 2/23/13 dog came in with history of being lethargic for 2 days. Palpable splenic enlargement and 
referred dog to  vets for abdominal ultrasound by . No tumors were 
found. Chemistry revealed Albumin of 2.2 (n 2.5-4.4), Alk Phos of 151 (n 20-150), Total Bilirubin of 
2.2 (n 0.1-0.6), Globulin of 5.2 at higher end of normal. Renal and hepatic and other parameters 
were wnl. CBC revealed WBC of 28,930, RBC of 4.31 x 10 to the 12th, HGB of 10, HCT of 30.76 
and platelet count of 173000. Presumptive diagnosis of IMHA was made based on bloodwork and 
no tumor in spleen. Started dog on lower end of prednisone 2/23/13 but 2/27 dog was not doing well 
per owner and anemia had worsened to RBC 1.63 x 10 to the 12th, HGB 4.3 and HCT of 12.14. 
Prednisone dosage put up to higher end and added vitamin k. On 3/1/13 RBC was 1.92 x 10 to the 
12th, HGB 5.0, and HCT 15.28. Platelets were 179000. Owner has financial concerns so we are 
trying to keep cost down. Very mild improvement so not really stable

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 14.4 Pound
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EON‐116226 3/3/2013 14:54 Beneful Dog began vomiting and diarrhea 2/1/2013 but progressed very rapidly to collapse. He is leash 
walked only and owner was feeding Beneful. There is another dog in the household that did not 
become ill. Hemorrhagic gastroenteritis. Parvo negative. Up to date on vaccinations. Very picky 
eater so does not eat things abnormal per owner. Dog arrived at my clinic on 2/2/13 moribund and iv 
fluids were administered with solu cortef prior to transfer to  for weekend intensive 
care. Chemistry on 2/2/13 revealed Albumin of 2.1 (n 2.5-4.4), Bun of 37 (n7-25), Phos of 10.1 (n 2.9
6.6), Creat of 2.0 (n0.3-1.4), other parameters were normal. On recheck 2/23/13 blood chemistry 
was normal except for Total Bilirubin of 0.9 (n0.1-0.6) with normal RBC numbers but HCT of 33.3 
and HGB of 11.9. Worried about hemolytic anemia so started Comet on 5mg Prednisone once daily. 
Recheck cbc 3/2/13 and RBC numbers still normal and HCT improving to 33.95 and HGB 12.5 
(normal now). Will recheck cbc in 1 week. Reason for my concern about toxic event is due to 
another dog eating Beneful with hemolytic anemia. not certain if it is primary or possibly from the 
diet.. am submitting report about that one also. owner does not have any of the diet in their 
possession but purchased it at Wegman's in and they were near the 
end of the bag when illness occurred.

8 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 24.6 Pound

EON‐116225 3/3/2013 13:45 Milos kitchen While feeding Milo's Ktchen Treats since 2011 before product was taken off shelf.  was 
experiencing bloating vomiting, and increased water consumptio, decreased appetite, I. Had to take 
him to the vet..Thought he had a condition called cushings disease, but no positive tests..had to 
return because of same conditions..including diareaha..starteliver treating for enlarged liver , heart 
complications, and coughing

9 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 21 Pound
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EON‐116224 3/3/2013 10:09 Taste of the Wild
Southwest Canyon Canine
Stew for Dogs
A Grain Free Diet

I bought 2 cases of the canned Taste of the Wild High Prairie & Southwest Canyon which I'd been 
giving my dog every day since the beginning of Feb. My dog had been having stomach issues 
before this and I switched his food from Merrick to Taste of the Wild. I noticed a few days before 
2/23 -- some black in the food and thought it was part of the ingredients. My dog was sick on 
2/23/2013 morning (vomiting and uncomfortable) and wouldn't eat his food (Southwest Canyon - 
canned UPC: 0 74198 61145 4). I threw it away and opened another can about 3 hours later and 
spooned out just a small amount to give to him. This time there was a black hard rubbery cylinder 
shape object in the food --- it was a little more than a half inch long! (Best by Nov 05 2014)
I reported this to the people at Diamond Pet (report from their site) on 2/23. I received an email on 
2/26 from Cordell Schroeder, quality Manager, asking for pictures, can upc & info. He asked if I'd like 
one of their Vets contact me about me concerns for the dogs health. I replied (2/27) with the 
requested info (pictures and can info): bottom of can: P2DSPKN0522A BESTBYNOV052014 15:52
The UPC on the can is:
0 74198 61145 4
and said yes, that I would like their vet to call. I received a call that day from  (vet) 
and she acknowledged that she saw a picture of the object (indicating that it was plastic and I 
corrected her saying that I thought it was rubber) and she said that it would be okay for the dog---
that the object (if he consumed any) should just pass through him. I told her that I wasn't convinced 
and she replied abruptly saying that I should then bring it to my own vet.
I have not heard any more from the quality manager.

I have 7 cans left from the 'tainted' case (TOTW Southwest Canyon Canine) and 9 cans from the 
other case. I will not feed my dog any of that brand again.

Can you please look into this matter? I would hate for other dogs to get sick or worse.
My dog seems okay, but I will keep a close eye on him.
Thank you.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 33 Pound

EON‐116222 3/3/2013 9:46 Purina Beneful IncrediBites I purchased Beneful 2/28/13 from Walmart. Fed dog that evening. Then again the next morning, 
3/1/13. Approx 3pm this afternoon 3/1/13 she developed severe diarrhea. I fed her twice.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 17 Pound

EON‐116221 3/3/2013 9:46 Purina Beneful stated to throw up on Sunday, it grew increasingly worse as the week went by, I noticed signs 
of muscle weakness in her legs took her to vet on Friday . They kept her overnight for IV fluids and 
blood work. On saturday they informed us she was in severe kidney failure and all her lab values 
were off the charts. We had to let her go later that day.

4 Years Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐116211 3/1/2013 18:48 Kirkland Maintenance Cat 
Rice and Chicken Formula

I noticed around Feb 1/13, that my cat was going into the litter box every 15-20 minutes to urinate, 
and only urinating a little bit each time. A few days later I saw a drop of blood-tinged urine on her fur 
on her bottom. A few days later it was the same, so after doing some research online, I thought that 
it might be UTI (urinary tract infection). So I took her to the vet. From my description of her 
symptoms to the vet, he said it most likely is UTI. He prescribed 125mg of Clavamox every 12 hours 
for 2 weeks. This is an antibiotic. I didn't notice any more blood in her urine for a day or two, then it 
returned. She finished the medication last Friday, and there is still blood. I didn't take her back to the 
vet yet. I'm having a wait and see attitude, since vets are so costly. The food we have been feeding 
our 3 cats is Kirkland Maintenance Cat Rice and Chicken formula sold at Costco Canada. The vet 
said that urinary problems can be caused by E-coli contaminated pet food. But I also found out from 
my online research that she could have kidney or bladder stones, which would cause bleeding. This 
could be caused from melamine that could have been added to the pet food. A few years ago in 
China, melamine was added to not only baby formula, but also pet foods, in which deaths occurred. 
Last year, Costco recalled this cat food (Kirkland) due to possible salmonella contamination 
http://consciouscat.net/2012/05/04/diamond-pet-food-recall-expanded-to-include-costcos-kirkland-
signature-cat-food/

So I would like you to do a check on the bag of food I purchased from Costco Canada (Toronto) 
about 2 weeks before my cat's symptoms began. Here is the production code: KFC0107B124MS
UPC: 096619112852
Best Before date: 23/Jan/2014

If you can can check this out for me, that would be really appreciated, and please get back to me on 
your findings. If this food is contaminated, other pet owners should know about it. Thanks so much 
for your help.

7 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 15.6 Pound

EON‐116202 3/1/2013 16:57 Purina Friskies Ocean 
Whitefish & Tuna Dinner

our cat, was given the cat food and seemed to be having trouble eating it. We checked the 
food and found very visible teeth/bone fragments in it. We initially thought the fragments were from 

 and brought her in for a vet visit. We were told by the vet that  teeth were fine, apart 
from one small missing tooth. He said the teeth in the food, which we showed to the vet, looked like 
fish teeth(the can of cat food was Ocean Whitefish & Tuna Dinner).  also had fragments of 
teeth/bone stuck in her mouth, which the vet had to pull out.

10 Months Unknown Cat 6 Pound

EON‐116149 3/1/2013 15:09 Purina Pro Plan Small 
Biscuits

2 hours after receiving treats dog became ill. Vomiting and very lethargic. 1 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 20 Kilogram
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EON‐116093 3/1/2013 13:42 Beneful Healthy Radiance She became very lathargic and unreactionary to the family. We took her to the vet and were told all 
blood work came back fine and they were unable to see any problems. The dog began to drink large 
amounts of water and began vomiting. All white and red cell counts came back normal as well as 
liver function. The dog began to have seizures and had to have several trips to the emergency vet. 
The emergency vet did a full exam including blood work and was unable to find anything unusual 
with her. She was put down after we were told she would never recover. We have spoke with the vet 
again and it is their belief as well as ours that the food is the cause of this problem. The vet 
explained that unless they had been looking for specific toxins it was very possible for all of the 
blood work to come back normal. Please have this food pulled nationwide immediately and issue an 
inspection. Beneful states they have done an inspection and nothing is wrong. They need to test all 
of the ingredients together to make sure they are not combining to create a terrible toxic situation.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐116081 3/1/2013 13:09 Purina Cat Chow Indoor Found a metal oject in Purina Cat Chow. It appears to be a piece of 1/4" copper tubing about 1/8" 
long.
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EON‐116021 3/1/2013 5:12 Natural Balance Sweet 
Potato and Venison L.I.D. 
Grain Free

After switching my pet to NB LID Sweet Potato and Venison gradually (with directions from both vet 
and store retailer) by only sprinkling the new food on top of the old food for the first few days, my dog 
became extremely ill. She had severe uncontrollable diarrhea and bloody stools covered in mucous 
after only 2 days of the transition. I stopped giving her the food on the second day and called my vet 
the next day. They suggested watching her through the weekend and just giving her plain rice and 
boiled chicken. After that I called again on Tuesday to let them know she was still havinf the bloody 
diarrhea. I couldnt get an appointment until 12/14/12. After doing several tests (10 chemistries with 
CBC test,heartworm antigen test,ova and parasite with giardia) she was negative for any 
worms,parvo, giardia. She suffered dehydration from the diarrhea and required fluid therapy. My vet 
gave her Flagyl and Metronidazole and put her on Science Diet GI health i/d and she had to eat that 
for a couple months to get back to regular with probiotics as well. My vet believed the food caused a 
reaction since we narrowed out everything else and it was the ONLY different thing in her diet that 
day. She recommended that i contact the distributor and retailer, which i did. I just recently got her 
back on her old food 100% after slowly transitioning her off i/d. I returned to the food (in the bag) to 
PETCO  in  on 12/11/12 with a strong complaint, but sadly not 
very much concern from the people at PETCO. I wrote down the UPC, lot #, exp date etc and kept a 
small sample in case it needed to be tested. It took me this long to get her back to her normal eating 
habits, I feel that since the incident her stomach has been very sensitive. I don't feel she is 100% to 
this day. My vet has the test results and bloodwork, I only have the invoice. You can contact them if 
necessary. My regular vet is  DVM at , but 

was filling in for him on the day she was examined.

4 Years Pug Dog 23 Pound

EON‐116019 2/28/2013 22:27 Beneful healthy weight She stopped eating and had a kidney problem, then a liver reaction but the vet saved here with 
intervinus meds and other.
We were lucky. A few others we found out werent so lucky, they lost there pets. Someone needs to 
investigate these complaints before more pets die or get sick.  is not the same pet and may not 
live the long life we hoped.

8 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 23 Pound
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EON‐116000 2/28/2013 13:03 Mueller's Angel Hair We are US Citizens living on . We purchased many of Mueller's pasta products over the past 
50 years. And, for years here on  we are getting many insects in their pasta boxes and 
especially the last purchase of Angel Hair which was loaded with bugs. I e-mailed Mueller's two 
times and telephoned them once (got a message machine), and suggested each time that they put 
the internationally shipped pasta in a bag similar to cereal boxes. We get no insects in the cereal 
boxes from the USA, but they have not acknowledged any of my comments. Even if we received it is 
too expensive from them, it would be an answer! Before consuming our meal we have to skim out 
the bugs out of the boiled water that we missed in the box. We never encountered this problem with 
Mueller's while living in the USA. This bug problem has been going on for more then 10 years, but I 
will put the date in (below) that I first contacted them.
Thank you for your assistance.

EON‐115940 2/28/2013 10:09 All Natural Turkey Chips 
contains Omega 3 Krill Oil

(and our male dog who is mixed breed and 45 lbs) were given Health Partner Pet 
Snacks for three days, approximately 4 per day. Both dogs experience extreme diarrhea. Within 24 
hours of stopping the treats, stools returned to normal.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐115917 2/27/2013 19:42 Nutro Natural Choice 
Chicken Rice & Oatmeal

This is my second dog who became sick after eating Nutro Natural Choice Chicken, Oatmeal, & 
Rice. This dog was fed the product in a bag labeled new and improved formula for about a month 
before getting sick. At first she began to vomit every few days then her stool became softer and very 
mucousy. I started feeding her boiled chicken and rice. She got better I put her back on the dry dog 
food and she had bad diahhrea and threw up that night. I did not feed her this food again. Since she 
is much younger than my other dog after a few days of being off the food she started getting better 
pretty quickly.

7 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐115914 2/27/2013 17:54 Dogswell Veggie Life Happy 
Hips with Chicken & Sweet 
Potato, Dogswell Veggie Life 
Vitality with Chicken and 
Apple

My dog consumed a Dogswell Veggie Life Vitality treat with chicken and apple at approx. 7:45pm on 
2-18-2013. At approx. 9pm my dog vomited up this treat and went into shock losing all bodily 
functions just minutes later. She was treated barely concious with only a faint pulse by an 
Emergency animal clinic at 9:30 pm the same day.  started internally bleeding and was given 
plasma early the next morning to rescue her from bleeding to death. She spent the next two days at 
an animal hospital and returned home on2-20-2013 in the afternoon recovering and doing much 
better.

2 Years Chihuahua Dog 10.5 Pound

EON‐115896 2/27/2013 16:27 Nutro Natural Choice small 
breed weight management 
control

After my last purchase 1/31/13 of Nuto Natural Choice small breed weight management control "new 
formula". Both of my Shih Tzu's became ill, vomiting bile, increased thirst, lethargy, and refusal to 
eat the same food they as from puppies.. I didn't know that the company had changed it's formula on 
all varieties until a friend sent me a link to the consumers affair. I also have a posted there 2 days 
ago...I want to help save other dogs from getting sick or dying. I do not have the bag it came in as I 
store my food in pet food container. I turned in the unused food to where it was purchased. I did 
receive a call on Monday, 2/25/13 from Nuto, I was told since I don't have the bag nor product that 
there was nothing that they could do. Besides there is "no problems" with their food .How many 
more sick or dead dogs does it take for them to admit a problem and pull this off the shelves?

5 Days Other 11 Pound
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EON‐115895 2/27/2013 16:24 Full Moon Chicken Jerky Purchased Full Moon Chicken Jerky at a Walmart in  on . When I 
opened the package on 2/27/2013 I noticed that there seemed to be a film on the jerky. After taking 
jerky out of package it was very apparent that there was green fuzzy mould growing on the jerky. 
The date on the package was best by 07/2015. I did return the product to the store for a refund.

EON‐115894 2/27/2013 16:18 dogswell veggie life happy 
hips with glucosamine and 
chondroitin, Chicken & 
Biscuits Tasty & Rewarding 
Treats, Authority Chewy Dog 
Treats Chicken Jerky

Patient presented for routine health check-up. Bloodwork and U/A were done as a health screen. 
The patient had asotemia, glucosuria without an elevation in blood glucose. Urine was sent to 

 for the Fanconi syndrome test. This patient tested positive. Bloodwork one year ago also had 
asotemia with normal U/A. 

Upon further investigation to the owner, this patient has recieved multiple jerky treats over the past 
year. She gave me 4 of the current bags of treats she was feeding. These were not the only ones 
the patient had recieved over the past year.

Dogswell Veggie Life Happy Hips chicken and apple xt122I08a4 to4o 37oopfo1o a01/185 I cannot 
tell between 0 and o sorry
PCI mini chicken and biscuits exp/lot 050115a and 060515b
authority chicken jerky bb140702nt 4120701

She has stopped feeding any treat from china and we plan to recheck the fanconi's test in 2-3 
months.

7 Years Maltese Dog 9 Pound

EON‐115869 2/27/2013 14:42 BENEFUL  first started loosing weight. I had always fed him beneful dog food as I was trying to do what I 
thought to be healthy for him. Suddenly became lethargic began drinking lots of water for about a 
week. Taken to the vet on 2/9/13 and found to be anemic. stool sample negative. Red cells 3.94 
white cells 51.72. Lymphocytes 42.6. Platelets 98. Treated with IV fluids and antibiotic.  
became more lethargic, vomiting, diahrea and non responsive. Taken back to emergency care on 2-
16-13 and white cells and lymphocytes were unreadable. Vet had never seen this before - samples 
were ran to check machine and equipment was fine. Blood smear evaluation showed immature 
white cells predominately lymphocytes. Red Cells had fallen to 2.8; platelets 45 despite aggressive 
antibiotic treatment. capillaries in eyes had ruptured. X-Rays didn't reveal any internal bleeding or 
tumor. Lymph nodes swollen. Overnight fluids, broad spectrum antibiotics with no response to 
treatment.  was euthanized on . Vet believed it to be some type of leukemia but said it 
was very, very rare that a young health dog of his age would get it but that anything was possible. 
After reading all the reports with other customers on consumer reports 428 currently of dogs doing 
the SAME THING!!!! Why are you allowing this product to be sold?!?! Our beloved pet died!!! He just 
turned a year old!!! My son lost his best friend over what ever is in this dog food

17 Months Hound - Afghan Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐115800 2/27/2013 8:03 Beneful Origional Dry was showing signs of usual old age, but was active, eating well also. He was constipated for a 
few days, then he had bowel moovement all at once, alot. He was trying to throw up, but couldnt. A 
few hours before his death, he was walking around then he had a dripping foamy mouth and rapid 
beathing. Then he died.

14 Years Siberian Husky Dog 65 Pound

EON‐115789 2/26/2013 16:57 Petco Natura Pig Ears for 
dogs

Monday, February 18, 2013, I bought a pack of pig ears at Petco in It was the 25 
count of natural pig ears by Petco. On Tuesday morning I gave one when I went to work. I may 
have given her one when I was on my lunch break. I returned to work about 1:00. From 1 until 5:30, 

was alone. When I arrived home, all of the couch cushions were covered in a bloody diarrhea. 
The rug was covered in vomit. I called my vet, who recommended to bring the dog to the  

. My vet was considered there might be some blockage in her system. 
On the way to ,  vomited in my car. Once we arrived, they took x-rays, gave her fluids, and 
medicine to stop the vomitting. They gave her medicine to take for the following 5 days to stop the 
diarrhea. For the vet appointment, it cost $486.86. I restricted her diet to bland foot. On Sunday, 
February 24th, she seemed to be getting back to her usual poop schedule. At this point, she has 
fully recovered.

20 Months Coonhound - 
Treeing Walker

Dog 62 Pound

EON‐115782 2/26/2013 16:33 Boots and Barkley beef 
rawhide beef jerky strips

My dog had recently went in for a check up with the vet. He was in perfect health. A coupel weeks 
later, he got sick. Diahrea, vomiting, and eventually just mucusyblood coming out of his rear, and 
slight fever. He is finally eating normal food, and off medications.

3 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog

EON‐115750 2/26/2013 14:42 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

Opened a new bag of Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky on Jan. 13, 2013. Gave 2 treats/day. On 1/15 
she stopped eating. On 1/16 she had diarrhea & vomiting. Took her to our vet on 1/17. Told me the 
treats made in China have been reported to kill hundreds of dogs, and make others very ill. Gave 
her fluids, blood work, an injection to help settle her stomach and asked that we bring her back on 
1/19 for further treatment. Blood work came back that her kidney function levels were at an 
extremely high level (27). On 1/18, could not eat, drink or walk. I am oxygen dependent, it was 
late in the afternoon, and I am unable to carry our greyhound from the house to the car. I did call our 
vet to report this problem. Luckily..by late that evening, she was able to walk a little. She received 
300ml of fluids at the vet on 1/19. I reported the problem & filed a claim. I believe that Purina should 
be responsible for paying the vet bill of $228.00. If not for those treats, she would not have gotten so 
violently ill.

9 Years Greyhound Dog 73 Pound
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EON‐115747 2/26/2013 14:12 Pedigree+ Healthy Weight Emailed and called dog food manufacturer (Mars Petcare) about foreign objects found in food. 
Disposed of open cans and discussed with store where purchased. Mars declined comment on the 
objects even after we sent pictures and descriptions of the objects only offering us a coupon to 
discount future purchases. We contacted them many times as well as AAFCO but only received one 
excuse after another. Either they had to discuss with their quality dept. or we were requested to send 
more pictures as they had misplaced them. We complied with all requests but got nowhere.

EON‐115714 2/26/2013 12:39 Canyon Creek Ranch I need to change the name of the treats on my initial reoprt. Case ID number is 16102. The name is 
Canyon Creek Ranch.

13 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 19 Pound

EON‐115660 2/26/2013 7:33 Beneful Playful Life I purchased a new bag of Beneful on Wednesday, February 20th at the Acme in  by 
Thursday morning,  had bad diarrhea and was vomiting. She was extremely lethargic. I called 
Beneful and reported to get their standard answer of if she is still sick in 3 days take her to the vet. 
On Friday, Feb.22 I took  to  and she had a complete work up only 
to find her liver enzymes were elevated. They gave her an IV of fluids because she was dehydrated, 
changed the food and some Flagyl. Almost $500 later, I was on my way home. By Sunday, she was 
much better. She only ate three meals from the Bag, but we don't give her any other treats. I 
googled the problems with Beneful and found countless other pet owners with the same issues and 
symptoms.

7 Years Pointer - English 
Pointer

Dog 156 Pound

EON‐115658 2/26/2013 7:27 Nutro Natural Choice Adult 
Lamb & Rice Formula

My dogs have eaten Nutro Natural Choice Lamb and Rice for most of their adult lives. We were with 
her all day and she was healthy and perky. Today we opened a new bag of Nutro. My 7 year old, 
healthy Golden Retriever, ate her dinner at about 6:15. At about 7:20, we offered her a dog treat and 
she refused to eat it. She had never, ever refused food before. We were very concerned. She was 
lethargic and in pain but her nose was wet and her gums were pink and dark. 
At 8:45, she vomited a huge pile of dog food covered in a thick, mucus filled bile. 
She fell down and would not get up. I thought vomiting would bring her relief. She was quiet. We 
moved her onto her bed, covered with towels.
At 9:35, she began to howl in pain. We had never heard this noise.
I called my vet to consult about taking her to the emergency room at 9:40. We decided to take her.
I called the ER at 9:45, to tell them we were coming.
She had a major seizure and lost consciousness.
We rushed her to the Animal HOspital and arrived at 9:59, hoping they could help her. But they told 
us she was dead.
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EON‐115657 2/25/2013 23:09 Cadet Gourmet Duck Brest had the Cadet Duck Jerky Treats we had recently purchased from Costco on Thursday, and one 
more on Friday. Saturday morning, she immediately had diarrhea, and it had continued through the 
day. Through the night it got worse, and  had then started to vomit frequently as well. Sunday 
and Monday this both continued, with tar-ish like stool with blood present, as well as persistent 
vomiting . We have a vet appointment for her tomorrow, but  has never had an issue with food or 
anything ever, so to watch this is completely heartbreaking. Our Rhodesian Ridgeback mix (80 lbs 
Male Neutered 5 years old) also had diarrhea Friday night, and loose stools Saturday Morning, 
which no table food or alternate food was given to either one of them.  has still not recovered 
and is very ill.

3 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound

EON‐115656 2/25/2013 22:09 Nature's Deli Chicken Jerky 
Treats

I purchased 2 bags of the Nature's Delli Chicken Jerky Dog Treats from your Sams Club approx 1-
11-21. My 2 Siberian Husky rescues became sick within days with severe diarrhea and vomitting. I 
took the bag of jerky treats to my vet along with my 2 dogs on 1-25-13 as my dogs still had diarrhea 
and this was the only thing different food or treat wise my dogs had. After paying for tests, medicine 
and vet bills, I went to my Sams Club and returned the one bag I did not give my dogs and filed a 
written complaint. I was supposed to be contacted with a follow up call. I have not received that 
phone call but again while at the Sams Club 2-24-13 I noticed this product that made my 2 beautiful 
dogs so ill was still on the shelves. I informed several customers myself of what my experience had 
been. I recieved a letter today dated 2-19-13 from Frank Yiannas Vice President of Sams Club Food 
Safety that the product had been recalled 2-19-13 but yet I still recived no call after registering my 
complaint and the products were still on the shelf 2-25-13 at the  location in 

. My number is  home or cel  

2 Years Siberian Husky Dog 66 Pound

EON‐115650 2/25/2013 17:24 Wagon Train I bought Wagon Train Treats at PETCO. I started noticing that my pet started throwing up and 
having diarrhea. She would not eat and was sad and moping around. So I took her to the vet and 
they asked me an arsenal of questions. Then it got to the part of the treats. The vet asked me what 
kind I was giving her and I told her Wagon Train. She said some them treats had a recall .

13 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 19 Pound

EON‐115487 2/25/2013 12:24 Beneful Original Both dogs were give Beneful and within two days  the Great Pyrenees had to go to the vets. 
he could not stand , bloody stools dehydrated lifeless

 the second dog is a brussel Griffon about 3 yrs old and only through up

3 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 86 Pound

EON‐115444 2/25/2013 11:18 Purina ProPlan Sensitive 
Skin & Stomach Formula

His stomach didn't feel well. He became letharic and lost his appetite. 13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐115410 2/24/2013 15:48 "Purina Beneful brand 100% 
complete and balanced 
nutrition

SEE ATTACHED LETTER 8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 69 Pound
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EON‐115409 2/24/2013 14:39 Merrick Grain Free 
Smothered Comfort Classic 
Recipe with real chicken 
thighs carrots sweet 
potatoes red delicious 
apples. All Life Stages/All 
Breeds

I opened a can of Merrick Smothered Comfort Classic Recipe dog food which has "Real Chicken 
Thighs" in it. When mixing it in the can with a spoon I hit something hard. When I scooped it out it 
was a 3" thigh bone (that was thick) and a second 2" thin bone.

EON‐115408 2/24/2013 14:27 Purina Cat Chow Naturals 
Plus Vitamins & Minerals

I opened a newly purchased bag of Purina Cat Chow, Naturals and offered it to the cat for an 
evening meal. The cat smelled the food and ran away. Later that evening, the cat went back to the 
food dish and I observed him pawing at the food dish until he had it turned over, then attempted to 
bury the food under a scatter rug in the kitchen. The next morning, I offered him a fresh bowl from 
the same bag: again, he wouldn't eat the food. I left the food in the dish while I went to work. When I 
returned, some of the food was gone. Unfortunately, the cat had also developed diarrhea and was 
showing signs of distress. The next day, I purchased a different brand of cat food and offered it to 
him: he ate immediately. Three to four days later, I again gave him the Purina Cat Chow: again he 
refused to eat. I purchased a new bag of the Purina Cat Chow and, as a test, put the fresh Cat Chow 
in one bowl and the sustitute cat food in another bowl: this time he ate the Cat Chow. When I placed 
a bowl of the tainted Cat Chow next to the substitute food, he again tried to bury the cat chow. This 
happened two weeks ago. I would have ignored the situation if I hadn't mentioned it to my sister, 
who lives in a different state. She had the exact same problem with Purina Cat Chow that she 
purchased for her cat at approximately the same time. Her cat also developed diarrhea and tried to 
bury the food. After that conversation, I mentioned it to one other person here and again, was given 
the exact same details. We strongly believe the food is tainted.

3 Years Russian Cat 12 Pound

EON‐115407 2/24/2013 11:03 Nutro Natural Choice Adult
Chicken Whole Brown Rice 
& Oatmeal

After buying a bag of Nutro labeled New & Improved in late December the dog's stool began to be 
very loose and more frequent. Vomiting in the beginning would be very sparatic, maybe two nights a 
week. Vomiting would very from bile to a mixture of bile/undigested food. This continued for most of 
January as I assumed that she was having some type of problem related to her age. Around 
February 6th, diahhrea began and vomitting started occuring once or twice a day. I switched her to a 
diet of boiled chicken and rice for a few days. She would begin to get a little better so I would start to 
add Nutro dry back into the mix of chicken and rice. One night I fed her almost a normal serving of 
her dry instead of rice and vomitting and diahhrea was bad that night.
She went to the vet two days later. Fecal test was negative a senior panel of blood work showed 
overall good levels but very low protein count which the vet assumed was due to the diahhrea. She 
was put on perscription food and metronidozol. She is very slowly recovering.

12 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles

Dog 12.5 Pound
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EON‐115405 2/23/2013 15:12 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

We started giving our dogs (which are like kids to us) Waggin Train Chicken Jerky as treats in 
October 2009. In October 2011, we traveled with  as which time she got sick and vomitted in 
the vehicle. I dismissed it as car sickness (which she never had car sickness before) but...as the 
weekend went on she became very unattentive, sleep alot, drank alot and was still vomitting. As we 
got ready to leave, fell down the step of the porch and was very lethargic, getting sick again on 
the way home. I took her to the vet the next morning where she was admitted to the doggy hospital, 
placed on IVs for 4 days. The vet diagnosed her with diabetes. We started her on insulin shots 2 
times a day and a very strict diet but we still gave her the chicken jerky treats as a reward for doing 
good at taking her shots. Unaware of the recall, we purchased our last package in September 2011, 
which  continued to receive on a daily basis, sometimes 2 a day. We had trouble getting her 
sugar level regulated and decided to stop all treats as of January 2012 that were processed & I 
started cooking all of  food to include treats. At which time her sugar level seemed to be 
leveling out, then in November 2012, she became worse, wouldn't eat, drank lots, sleep lots, very 
loose stool, and seizures started. Everytime she would vomit or go potty she would have a mini-
seizure then while at the vets office she had a very bad seizure, I didn't think she was going to pull 
out of this bad one but she did. The vet checked her kidney function and other levels and told us 
"she is a very sick girl, that her kidneys were shutting down which was causing the seizures and that 
the most humane thing we could do for her was to put her to sleep" . This was the hardest decision I 
have ever had to make. It broke my heart. I believe that  may have been diagnosed with 
diabetes when in fact it was Fanconi Syndrome cause by the chicken jerkey treats. I miss sweet 

everyday.

12 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐115404 2/23/2013 10:39 Purina Beneful Original Long time user of Purina Beneful Dog food. 3 days after opening a new bag of Beneful on 1/27/13, 
my usually healthy dog exhibited lethargy, fever and then symptoms of a urinary tract infection. After 
researching the product I found a few hundred other complaints of similar symptoms and 
immediately stopped feeding her the Beneful. After that, vet bills totalling $124.50 and a 2 week 
course of antibiotics, and she now seems fine. Have discontinued use of the product.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 64 Pound
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EON‐115403 2/22/2013 21:48 Beneful health life We had been feeding our 4 dogs beneful since 2008. no issues until may of 2012. i was called by 
our pet sitter while on vacation in las vegas and she had indiacted that our black lab was 
throwing up. i did not connect the dog food at the time. and came home and our four dogs seemed 
like they were okay. from time to time our lhaso apso,  would throw up but i figure he was over 
eating and we would pull the dog food from the floor. and ,  our chihuahua would do the same 
thing. but, it was random from may 2012 until august 2012. on  i had noticed that our 
wolfhound ,  seemed a bit lethargic and had thrown up. we gave her fliuds and yogurt and that 
seemed to settle her stomach. she was still going outside to the bathroom and we were spoon 
feeding her and she was going out to the bathroom. we woke up the next day, to find her jaundiced 
and having seizures. we took her to the vet who indicated to us that we could not save her as she 
was beyond help. we had to euthanize charlie that day.

7 Years Irish Wolfhound Dog 80 Pound

EON‐115372 2/22/2013 17:18 Boots and Barkley Colorado 
Naturals Nature¿s Deli milos 
kitchen waggin train natures 
variety honest kitchen 
mwelness dog food dogs 
well

The pet store in my town of  (address: Hometown Pet Supplies -  
 ) continues to sell several chicken jerky teats and dog/cat foods, that have 

been recalled by the FDA, at a discounted price. I have even brought this up to the employees and 
nothing has changed. I want the products removed and disposed of properly so no more pets are 
harmed! Please help sooner than later, this is a very urgent matter. Thank you.

EON‐115369 2/22/2013 16:42 Colorado naturals salmon 
jerky dog treats

Was given Colorado naturals salmon jerky throughout a weekend agility trial, Thursday-Sunday . 
Monday she developed diarrhea-large, frequent, loose stools with mucous

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 45 Pound

EON‐115356 2/22/2013 14:45 Bixbi hip and joint chicken 
breast jerky

I gave my dog  hip and joint checken breast jerky. She started to have diarrhea and seemed to 
be warm (temp?). She still had an appetite, but it started after she got a full strip of "treat". I have 
since cut back on the amount thinking it was too strong. 
When opening the bag this morning to give her a small amount the bag smelled like rancid oil. I 
have taken it back to the story I bought it at.

7 Years Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐115320 2/22/2013 12:00 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Growth for Puppies

When we increased the amount of food she was eating (because of her weight and age) she began 
vomiting. Prior to this she was drinking excess amounts of water. We took her to a vet who could not 
find anything wrong. We then took her off the food and gave her a bland diet. When we returned her 
to eating only the Beneful Healthy Growth for Puppies she began vomiting again.

8 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound

EON‐115291 2/21/2013 17:15 4Health Salmon Dog Food Tractor Supply 4 Health Salmon dog food caused bloody diarrhea, vomiting for my dog. My other 
dog was on Taste of the Wild and did not have symptoms. Once I switched food to Taste of the Wild 
no issues.

1 Years Pit Bull Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐115244 2/21/2013 10:24 wheat free twistix a belly 
licious guilt free dog treat 
peanut and carob flavor

Purchased Wheat Free Twistix dog treat, peanut and carob flavor, developed and distributed by 
Natural Polymer International Corp, Plano, TX, lot Best By 14Feb14.014, made in china. Gave one 
of the twistix to the dog and within an hour, her eye lids and mouth lips were swollen. As the night 
went on, the other side of her face(eye and mouth) swelled up and the swelling was migrating down 
the top of her neck. She was unable to eat do to the swelling. We gave her some over the counter 
generic brand benadryl, antihistamine.

3 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐115213 2/20/2013 20:30 Canyon Creek I do not want to place blame on her current health issue, but I wanted to report it just in case it could 
be pertinent to the investigation. Because  battled an anemia problem, I made sure to get her 
the healthiest food and treats possible. Thus, I thought chicken or duck treats in sweet potatoes 
would be perfect. Now it turns out that these treats are linked to kidney failure. In late November of 
2012, she was diagnosed with advanced kidney failure. Again, she had many other health issues, 
but I wanted to report the possible correlation between her eating the treats (usually from Canyon 
Creek, which is now on a recall list) and her kidney failure.

7 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
English

Dog 28 Pound

EON‐115206 2/20/2013 19:51 Royal Canin Vet Diet Urinary 
SO Feline

I bought a new bag of Royal Canin Urinary SO for my cat . This is a perscription food . After 
feeding from this new bag, he seemed to have some digestive issues. Three days later, he started 
vomiting and quit eating and drinking. I was out of town. The pet sitter checked on him as this 
happened overnight. We decided to wait a few hours before taking him to the vet because he was 
still alert and moving. Within 4-5 hours he was dead. His body was sent to  
for a necrospy. Nothing pointed to toxins in his system, but the voilent vomiting and dehydration that 
occured may have caused him to have heart irregularities which then may be the cause of death.

7 Years Unknown Cat 13 Pound

EON‐115205 2/20/2013 19:36 Smokehouse Brand Pet 
Products - Chix Mix

The only new food we introduced to our dogs diet in the week leading up to the illness was 
'Smokehouse Brand Pet Products Chix Mix." He was not fed more than one treat per day over the 
course of maybe three days. This morning he had diarrhea. After the diarrhea episode he had blood 
around his bottom and down his legs. Shortly after he through up a bloody mixture of stomach acid 
and blood. This happened twice before we took him to the vet. While at the vet through up blood in 
front of the vet and she was VERY concerned. After a day spent at the vet and $500 we have him 
home recovering.

4 Years Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog 17 Pound
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EON‐115046 2/20/2013 12:30 Dingo® Dental Bones For 
Total Care

My dog began vomiting at around 7:00pm on Monday, . He continued to vomit 
throughout the night, at least once per hour. He became very lethargic and would cry out in pain if 
touched. I took him to the vet the next morning when he had not improved. He was on IV fluids all 
day and put out < 2cc of urine, and that urine was mostly blood. The blood tests revealed that he 
was in complete renal failure. The veterinarian told me that he would die within 24 hours due to his 
complete loss of kidney function, and that my best option was to have him euthanized because he 
was in pain and would continue to get worse as death grew closer. Prior to this, he was a happy and 
healthy indoor dog. He was playful and loving, and I took care of him as if he were my child. He was 
on a diet of Blue Buffalo Brown Rice and Lamb formula, and he was not allowed any table scraps or 
other foods. I recently began feeding him "Dingo Dental Bones For Total Care Minis" at a rate of 
about one bone per day or every other day. This is the only product out of the ordinary that he came 
into contact with.

9 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 12 Pound

EON‐115045 2/20/2013 12:24 Dingo® Dental Bones For 
Total Care

My dog began vomiting at around 7:00pm on Monday, . He continued to vomit 
throughout the night, at least once per hour. He became very lethargic and would cry out in pain if 
touched. I took him to the vet the next morning when he had not improved. He was on IV fluids all 
day and put out < 2cc of urine, and that urine was mostly blood. The blood tests revealed that he 
was in complete renal failure. The veterinarian told me that he would die within 24 hours due to his 
complete loss of kidney function, and that my best option was to have him euthanized because he 
was in pain and would continue to get worse as death grew closer. Prior to this, he was a happy and 
healthy indoor dog. He was playful and loving, and I took care of him as if he were my child. He was 
on a diet of Blue Buffalo Brown Rice and Lamb formula, and he was not allowed any table scraps or 
other foods. I recently began feeding him "Dingo Dental Bones For Total Care Minis" at a rate of 
about one bone per day or every other day. This is the only product out of the ordinary that he came 
into contact with.

9 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 12 Pound

EON‐115027 2/20/2013 8:24 Jerky Time Treats - Chick 
Jerky

Did not eat for 6-7 days, vomited twice, depression. Took her to the vet twice and vet diagnosed with 
possible pancreatitus which is common in the breed. We treated this in that way with reduction of fat 
content which I repeatedly told the vet was not hight to begin with.  has recovered, Thank God, 
but I am not totally convinced it was pancreatitus. It may have been this chicken jerky recall from 
China, I was giving this to my dogs in the evening. The other two dogs did not get sick so it may not 
have been the jerky, no way to know, and only time will tell if it is a recurrent problem with 
pancreatitus.

Hope this helps.

3 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐115026 2/20/2013 7:24 Nature's Deli chicken jerky 
treats

I came home from Sam's, with a new bag of the Nature's Deli chicken jerky treats. In a few hours, 
little  was crawling on the floor in short paces, to my feet. She was crying and had a dry nose. I 
stayed up with her all night. Now, she refuses those treats. She has NEVER done that. Always 
strong and healthy. I received a recall for the treats in my email this morning, from Sam's. But, the 
number and date was not the same on the recall, as on the bag. Now, hers says best by 1/21/14. 
But, I know I gave her one when I got home, the same day she was ill. 47263 80021 5 is the upc 
number on this sack. She's never sick...until then. So, I'm wondering if the recall should be 
expanded. I read she can now carry salmonella..and it is transferable. I had a eye problem, 3 days 
ago. I'm not sure what to do. I say she recovered completely. But, is she a carrier now??

4 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 12 Pound

EON‐115024 2/19/2013 22:39 Waggin' Train wholesome 
chicken Jerky Tenders 
chicken Dog Treats

dog ate dog treat (waggin' trails chicken jerky) everyday for 1-3 years and died of renal failure at age 
8

Chihuahua Dog

EON‐115006 2/19/2013 17:45 Evo 95% Chicken & Turkey 
canned cat food

Last of 4 cats with acute GI symptoms, was the only one fed exclusively Evo 95% Chicken & 
Turkey canned food. On 13 January 2013 she stopped eating, and by the next day had severe 
diarrhea and was taken to her primary vet, who suspected IBD. Her symptoms were treated with 
pepcid, mirtazapine, cerenia, and psyllium and slippery elm bark powders, with an effort to switch 
her to another canned food. However, Evo was the only canned food she would eat, and was not 
suspected as contributing to her problems at that time, so she continued eating it. She also 
continued to have intermittent diarrhea and vomiting, which worsened over the next couple of 
weeks. On 28 January she stopped eating, and by the 30th she was vomiting digested blood and 
was referred to internal medicine specialist .  was given xrays, an abdominal 
ultrasound, and endoscopy with biopsies, and was diagnosed with GI hemorrhage and gastric 
erosion.

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8.6 Pound

EON‐115004 2/19/2013 17:39 Evo 95% Chicken & Turkey 
canned cat food

The 3rd of 4 cats to develop acute GI problems,  began showing symptoms in early January, 
when her vomiting became more frequent and contained blood. On 9 January 2013, she was taken 
to her regular vet, and was referred to internal medicine specialist  at  

for an abdominal ultrasound and exam, performed 11 Jan 2013. Diagnosis was possible 
IBD. By 12 January, she also had developed serious diarrhea, which did not completely resolve until 
Evo had been completely removed from her diet.

15 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 7.4 Pound

EON‐115003 2/19/2013 17:39 Evo 95% Chicken & Turkey 
canned cat food

The 2d of 4 cats to develop acute GI symptoms between December 2012 and January 2013,  
had diarrhea, vomiting, inappetence, weight loss, lethargy, anemia, pain and fever, and was 
admitted to the  on 4 January 2013. He was treated 
overnight, given an abdominal ultrasound, and referred to internal medicine specialist  

. Initial diagnosis was urinary tract infection with suspected kidney infection and underlying 
pancreatitis, as well as grade 1 heart murmur and slight thickening around stomach. He was syringe 
fed Evo for at least a week after discharge, and the diarrhea cleared up only after he was completely 
switched to other foods.

15 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 9.6 Pound
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EON‐115002 2/19/2013 17:39 EVO 95% Chicken & Turkey 
canned cat food

was 1st of 4 cats to develop acute GI symptoms during December 2012 and January 2013. His 
symptoms were diarrhea, inappetence and weight loss, resulting in hospitalization, abdominal 
ultrasound, endoscopy with biopsies, and treatment. He was diagnosed with IBD and prescribed 
budesonide, pepcid, appetite stimulants, and supplements of psyllium and slippery elm to control 
symptoms and treat inflammation. Diarrhea did not completely resolve until after he stopped eating 
Evo canned food in January. long-time diet had been Evo canned 95% Chicken and Turkey, 
supplemented with dry California Natural Chicken and Brown Rice, as well as dry Hill's kd and id 
once the kidney disease had been identified. He never ate treats, and has always been separated 
from the other 3 cats, so did not share litter, water or food with them. The only item in his diet that 
was common to the other 3 who also got sick was the Evo. Diet was only suspected after all 4 got 
acute symptoms during the same time period.

15 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 9.2 Pound

EON‐114834 2/19/2013 9:51 Beneful Dog Food My vet thought the  had an infection from eating. We tried different anitbotics and steriods with 
no luck. Her symptoms only got worse and after two weeks we decided to put her to rest.

11 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 98 Pound

EON‐114735 2/18/2013 22:09 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Homestyle Ham, Canyon 
Creek Ranch Brand Wrap 
overs

was only given treats that had no or limited ingredients. After trial and error over the past two 
years, we found the Canyon Creek Ranch treats were tolerated with the exception of natural treats 
prepared at home. I normally purchased my treats the first week of the month as it was a drive to 
petsmart in Henrietta, NY. My pet,  was given several treats through out the day as reward for 
good behavior. She never had a problem tolerating this practice. The last purchase, my daughter 
and I noticed vomited. We withheld food for the remainder of the day, the resumed her diet 
including the treats the following day. Through out the weekend the vomiting persisted followed by 
diarrhea. Her stomach had high pitched bowel sounds audible enough that I recorded it for my Vet. I 
put her on pedal yet and pepto bismol for the duration of the weekend along with some broth. She 
was seen by the Vet and put on Reglan, Pro-Pectalin, and an oral electrolyte. She had lab tests and 
a fecal sample. Nothing was found to cause her illness and we proceeded to treat. By Saturday she 
became worse so she was seen at . They repeated some tests 
and included some radiologic films. They also were unable to find the cause. She was given an 
injection and sent home. She improved within a few days and we resumed her diet including the 
treats. Within a day, she began vomiting and diarrhea but to such a severity that the vet was unable 
to determine cause and we lost our pet. She had suffered for 3 weeks.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 42 Pound

EON‐114728 2/18/2013 15:15 Kingdom Pets Duck and 
Sweet Potato Premium Dog 
Treats

Dog ate treat and an hour after started vomiting white foam, then vomiting white foam and drool in 
large piles. Dog is very lethargic and can not keep water down. Has not eaten. Symptoms ongoing 
last 12 hours with some yelping.

8 Years Mountain Dog - 
Bernese

Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐114726 2/18/2013 13:36 Super premium nutra 
nuggets

 once he started eating the Costco food he became lethargic and started throwing up. refused 
to eat or drink for 3 days even wet food. had to syringe feed and water him he would start feeling 
good enough to eat his dry Costco food then be sick again. once we removed the Costco food he 
was back to his very active self the next day.

14 months old, male,Siamese, neutered, excellent condition became lethargic and did not 
want to eat the food. He would run up to the food then eat a couple of bites and then not be 
interested. He resolved as soon as the food was removed.

Orange 5 years old, male, neutered, mix breed, excellent condition: He was lethargic and throwing 
up. He went outside on the evening of the 16th and has not returned.

7 Months Siamese Cat 4 Pound

EON‐114722 2/18/2013 8:30 Purina Beneful Playful Life My dog consumed Purina Beneful on a regular basis. In the past month he would become sick on 
and off, and this weekend he was sick for one day and then died. Otherwise he was a completely 
healthy energetic dog, but various indications now make the Purina Beneful dog food the prime 
suspect of his demise.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐114721 2/17/2013 17:15 Wagon Train Chicken Jerky We got  a bag of chicken jerky for Christmas. We did not know about the investigation so we 
continue to give him one every day in January I took him to the vet because he was vomiting, 
seemed off balance and over all did not feel well. He seemed very tired and just not himself. The vet 
could not seem to find out what was going on. Our dog liked the chicken chews so much we bought 
him another bag in February. On Saturday February 15 our dog became very ill again vomiting, 
watery stools, off balance. I again took him to the vet they gave him a shot to stop the vomitifng but 
he still seems to be mooping around the house and not himself today. I wish I would have known 
about this sooner. I feel bad for him and feel bad I gave them to him.

3 Years Maltese Dog 11 Pound
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EON‐114720 2/17/2013 15:54 DARWIN'S NATURAL PET 
PRODUCTS

1 Years Pug Dog 18 PoundBegan using Darwin's Natural Pet Products October 2012. A small percentage of the product plastic 
packaging had pinholes. I did not initially associate the leaks contained in our refrigerator with their 

packaging assuming something else been had spilled. This probably happened to no more then 
10% so it was about two months or early December when finally verified. I began conversing by 

email with Darwin's customer service department in January 2013.

In December 2012 she contracted and was treated for tape worms...the manufacturer denied any 
responsibility. 

Shipments consist of 2 lb. packages which are quartered totaling 20 pounds and are received 
monthly. I've been ordering a variety of flavors including chicken, turkey and duck. To date I've noted 
the problems with chicken and turkey which is the bulk of the order. There doesn't appear to be any 

damage to the shipping containers so the holes are formed prior to shipment.

The following identifiers have been reported to the company but only after I started tracking the 
problem, previous instances were not properly identified nor tracked...

TURKEY
MFG DATE: 10/27/12

LOT: 0643

Chicken
Lot 0637

10/24/12. 14:30:17

TURKEY
Mfg. 12/06/12 09:06:41

Lot # 0711

CHICKEN
Mfg. 11/28/12 10:49:21

Lot #0697
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EON‐114718 2/17/2013 12:21 Purina Fit and Trim Dog 
Food

I opened a new 8 kg bag on Purina Fit and Trim dog food. There was an overwhelming "chemical" 
smell ... I poured the food into my dog food bin. Even still, 24 hours later, the food smells like 
chemical ... and the 1/4 cup that I put in the dog dish ... smells like chemicals. I threw out the entire 
contents and won't feed it to my pugs ... I did save the UPC code from the bag and some kernals of 
kibble. I've never had a bag of dog food smell like chemicals ...

I've included a portion of the last e-mail received from the manufacturer seeming to indicate an 
awareness of the problem:

We have been working on resolving the leaking packs. There are several contributing factors we are 
working on and it seems that the leaking may be particular batches rather than an across the board 

issue, though of course packages in any lot could be damaged in shipping.

Please let us know if we can help you with anything else.

Best Wishes,

Darwin¿s Natural Pet Products
206.324.7387

1.877.PET.MEALS (877.738.6325)
www.darwinspet.com

Although this response is encouraging our most recent order still lacks improvement and defective 
product packaging continues to be shipped despite their acknowledgement. Please note the 

company has two distribution centers. I've received product from both having the same issues.

Thank you for looking into this matter.
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EON‐114717 2/16/2013 17:51 Fancy Feast® Elegant 
Medleys® Yellowfin Tuna & 
Shrimp Recipe
With Wild Rice In Gravy and 
Fancy Feast® Elegant 
Medleys® White Meat 
Chicken & Tuna RecipeWith 
Wild Rice & Spinach In Broth

I started feeding Fancy Feast Medleys in addition to regular diet. Three of my cats regularly eat the 
Fancy Feast classic and grilled varieties of canned food. Approximately five or six weeks ago I 
introduced several of the Fancy Feast Medley flavors (i.e. chicken, turkey Tuscany and Primavera). 
They really enjoyed the flavor additions and there were no apparent adverse symptoms or dietary 
issues noted during the several weeks that followed. Three days ago (02.14.13) I bought 2 new 
flavors of the Fancy Feast Elegant Medleys (White Meat Chicken & Tuna Recipe With Wild Rice & 
Spinach In Broth and Yellow fin Tuna & Shrimp Recipe With Wild Rice In Gravy). Yesterday all three 
cats vomited 2 or 3 times. Initially within ~ 1 hour of ingesting the food, and at various times 
throughout the evening and also this morning. Additionally they have all had liquid stools and have 
been noticeably lethargic as well. I have withheld food since the onset of these symptoms although 
they have not showed interest in eating anyway. I have a total of 7 cats who are all male neutered 
indoor cats. The other cats eat different brands of canned cat food and have had no problems 
throughout this ordeal. There has been no additional vomiting since this morning. This cat in 
particular has gagged/yacked several times throughout the day but has not vomited. They have 
water available and have been drinking regularly. If they continue to exhibit symptoms, I will take 
them to the vet. For what it's worth, I was employed as a veterinary technician for 18 years. I quit 
working so that I could go back to school 2 years ago. This is the first time any of my cats has ever 
exhibited gastrointestinal symptoms as severe as these have been. There have been no other 
environmental or dietary changes with regard to their daily lives. This is why I feel that based on the 
events leading up to this "episode" seem to indicate a problem relating to the recent Fancy Feast 
Medley ingestion. I know that it is not unusual for animals to exhibit some gastrointestinal symptoms 
as a result of changes in regular diet. In my experience I have never personally witnessed this to the 
extreme that these have occurred. I will also notify the manufacturer of these events.

1.5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound
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EON‐114715 2/16/2013 11:54 Ever Pet Cat Food My cat wasn't eatting. We thought he had a tooth problem and couldn't eat hard cat food. Well the 
reason he wasn't eatting is because he had swallowed one of my hairs (about 2 feet long) and it was 
stuck in his throat. Before we knew why he couldn't eat I ran to the local Dollar General store and 
purchased a box of Ever Pet canned cat food. He only drank the gravy. Once my husband seen the 
hair in his throat he pulled it and and he immediately started eatting the hard cat food. We had taken 
him to the vet and the doctor had told me it was his liver. I continued to feed him this food because 
he was starting to act very weak and fragile. Plus, the doctor had given me medicine to give him and 
we used that food for him to take the pills. 2 days ago my co worker handed me a list of brands that 
have been making pets sick and the one i've been feeding him is on the list. I immediately ran to the 
store and bought a different brand and he's starting to really eat that one instead of just drinking the 
gravy. My cat's health still isn't good. I just wanted to advise someone just incase they need to pull it 
off the shelves. We may have to put my cat down :(

11 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 8 Pound

EON‐114714 2/16/2013 11:36 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky At presentation, the dog had a several week history of inappetance, lethargy, and some vomiting. He 
had been taken to another vet clinic approximately 2 weeks prior; some elveated blood values were 
found and a toxin suspected. The dog was given medication and improved briefly. The owner was 
unsure of further details of this visit and the clinic was closed at the time, so we were unable to 
access those records. At presentation to us,  was overall weak and uncomfortable during 
examination, obese with a BCS of 4.5/5.0, and had severe dental disease. The remainder of 
physical exam was WNL. CBC results indicated dehydration, and chemistry panel revealed 
advanced kidney failure (BUN >130, Cr >12.5, Phos >16.1), as well as elevated Amylase (1821) and 
Lipase (1890).  was treated on an outpatient basis with SQ fluids and Cerenia that day at the 
owner's request; the owner returned the next morning and requested inpatient care.  was given 
IV LRS and treated with Cerenia then Famotidine throughout the next two days. remained 
inappetant and lethargic. On the first day, a urinalysis revealed protein and RBCs, and on the 
second day trace glucose was noted in the urine. On the third day BUN was still >130 and Cr >13.6. 
The owners were advised of a poor prognosis, but elected to take  home. We were notified that 

passed away one week later. During treatment the owner advised us that  had been eating 
Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky treats, starting about the time the symptoms began.

9 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 62 Pound
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EON‐114713 2/16/2013 10:21 Vitalife chicken treats My Dog 1st started eating Vitalife Chicken Jerky Treats in september 2011 in mid December 2011, 
she started becoming less active, started to not eat her food, drinking excessive amounts of water.... 
On Jan 8th 2012 we went for a walk and she was really active, when we arrived she peed in the 
back yard and her pee was a caramel color, I thought it was a urinary tract infection, our vet was only 
back from vacation on January 10th, he did blood work and x-rays, and told us that her liver 
enzymes were VERY high, and the Bilirubin in her Urine was at the maximum level, her platelets 
were way below normal!! We were shocked!!! By Friday she was in ICU at the  

 the best in !!! we did liver biopsies, more blood work, Ultrasounds, we did 
everything to try and save her.... She developped Chronic Active Hepatitis, her vets were convinced 
in was something she ingested!!!! She only ate Orijen Adult Chicken formula, one of the only 6**** 
human grade dog food, and Vitalife Chicken Jerky strips. She died on 

3.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 96 Pound

EON‐114706 2/15/2013 19:36 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky We fed  one or two Waggin Train chicken jerky treats on a daily basis for years. In April 2012, 
he had a normal examination at his Vet. Then he began to lose his appetite and lose weight. We 
watched him until it became obvious he was continuing to be sick. In early June 2012 I brought him 
to the vet and he was found to be in renal failure with a BUN that was very high. He was hospitalized 
for three days receiving intravenous fluids. Subsequently he has continued to have proteinuria and 
hematuria and low weight. His BUN and phosphorous have been elevated since June 2012. He is 
emaciated.

7 Years Terrier - 
Manchester

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐114686 2/15/2013 16:54 Beneful Healthy weight both of my dogs have been fed beneful and the last bag afterthey started eating this they began to 
vomit after they ate. they also started urinating in the house and drinking massive amts of water . 
prior to this my dogs could hold their urine for up to 12 hrs and were completely housetrained. my 
one dog was found to have a urinary infection and elevated liver enzymes.. i stopped feeding them 
beneful and am hoping the symptoms will subside. I have read of many instances of pets having 
these symptoms after eating beneful and wanted to make it aware so you could investigate this food 
to see if it is containated or something.. i know of 2 dog deaths related to eating this and my own vet 
said she has told all her pts to stop using beneful..

9 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 19 Pound

EON‐114669 2/15/2013 16:00 Beggin Strips, Canyon 
Creek Chicken Jerky and 
Duck Jerky

I was giving her Beggin Strips and chicken and duck jerky strips, 3-4 per day. She got severe bloody 
diarrhea. I took her to the vet, who put her on antibiotics. I threw out the treats. I recently started 
giving her some chicken and duck jerky treats again, and she has been throwing up every few days. 
Yesterday she threw up twice so I just threw the new jerky treats out too. I was reading the recall 
information and noticed that I had the ones that were recalled, but that they really weren't bad for 
them to eat. Well, antibiotic residue or whatever, my dog gets sick from them. She loves to eat them 
though. I am now going to make some chiken jerky treats for her on my own. How can you continue 
to say these are ok for our dogs?????

4 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐114595 2/14/2013 17:30 Purina Beneful Original Sudden onset of severe vomiting and bloody diarrhea. He became dehydrated and weak. 4.5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 62 Pound

EON‐114562 2/14/2013 15:51 Chicken treats for dogs/ 
made in China

acute onset kidney disease 5 Years Terrier - Airedale Dog 50 Pound

EON‐114539 2/14/2013 7:39 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

 got sick with vomitting and diarherrra from eating Waggin Train chicken jerky treats 10 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound

EON‐114524 2/13/2013 18:36 Natural Balance L.I.D. 
Limited Ingredient Diets 
Sweet Potato and Chicken 
Small Breed Bites Formula 
for Dogs 12-1/2-Pound Bag

On the morning of Feb 1, 2013, I was feeding my dog when I noticed a piece of blue plastic sticking 
out of a kibble. This plastic was embedded into the food.

EON‐114508 2/13/2013 16:39 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

On April 11, 2012, my dog was taken to my vet on a Monday morning and was in complete 
renal failure with a BUN of 400. She was immediately put on dialysis but unfortunately died a few 
weeks later when it was discovered upon removing her from dialysis that her kidneys had completely 
shut down. I have another Yorkshire Terrier, the sister of , that had elevated BUN of 67 and 
another one that had abnormal pancreas enzymes on her bloodwork while being fed these products. 
I have since completely stopped feeding my pets commercial foods and treats. What happened was 
a living nightmare for  and almost cost the lives of my other two dogs. I am completely convinced 
the the anitbiotic adulterations are what cost my dog her life and I am so angry that these companies 
have been allowed to use chickens and hogs that have been fed these antibiotics which are not 
even legal in this country and am also extremely upset that three of these companies that are 
manufacturing foods and treats are in violation of the bioterrorism laws instituted to product our 
country. I am not sure whether or not I filed a complaint when this first started with my dog, but am 
filing now, just in case I didn't. You will certainly have to understand that when  first got sick, 
filing a complaint was not my priority. We spent 24/7 for nearly a month trying to keep her alive and 
there are vets that were involved with  care, for one, that feel that there is a 
definite link between the antibiotic residues and the death and sickening of my pets and to find out 
that the FDA has allowed these companies to import these products to the USA is just infuriating to 
me. None of us are safe if you cannot do your job. I have kept the remaining treats in frozen storage 
since the death of for further studies and also have a blood and plasma samples frozen for 
future studies.

14 Months Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 2.5 Pound
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EON‐114503 2/13/2013 15:30 Taste of the Wild High Prarie 
Dog Food

9 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 78 Pound was switched to Diamond brand "Taste of the Wild" Bison in the spring of 2012 after his 
diagnosis of EPI and had a marked improvement in his health after omitting grain. We purchased a 

bag of taste of the wild the second week of December 2012 at  in . We fed the 
food to both of our dogs. A week before Christmas,  started having issues with Diarrhea, 

vomiting and weight loss. Just before Christmas, after several days of vomiting and diarrhea, we 
took him to our vet. The vet did a stool "swab" and reported that  had a large amount of 

camphylobacter in his stool. He put  on Doxycyline, gave him a B12 shot and a steroid shot. 
He reported we should see a rapid turn around in his health. He also warned us that camphylobacter 

is extremely contagious and that there was a 50% chance our other dog would get it and a strong 
chance we could get it too and recommended hand washing and that we not allow anyone to pet 

him for a few days. He also told us we needed to clean all the carpeted floors.

For the following days, we cooked  food for him and quit feeding his taste of the wild. During 
the same time, we also fed our 3 year old Cairn Terrier the same home cooked food that had some 
can food added to it. Once  started showing signs of improvement, we attempted to put his dry 

food back in, mixing it in. He would walk up to the bowl and refuse to eat the food with the taste of 
the wild mixed back in. We never imagined the food was potentitally the problem, so we put other 
things in to make it taste good enough that he and our other dog would eat it. They did....and both 

got sick.  got much sicker than . We would backtrack....put him back on the homecooked 
and can food diet.....he would get better......we would put the taste of the wild back in.....they would 

refuse to eat it.....we would mix it with other foods.....they would eat it.....and get sick again. This 
went on for 3 weeks until we were forced to euthanize  when he continued to lose weight. We 
never questioned the chance the food could have been the cause. Then, after  died, we kept 
attempting to feed , our Cairn Terrier the remained of the Taste of the Wild.  refused to 
eat it. She would go to the bowl, smell it, and refuse to eat. We did the same thing....mixed a little 
can food into it, thinking she simply preferred the can food. For 3 days, we watched  get sick 
each time she ate. Within a couple of hours of eating it, her stomach would start rumbling so loudly 

you could hear it across the room. She was lethargic and refused to get up, began vomiting and 
experiencing diarrhea. By now, we became highly suspicious that something was wrong with the 

food. We took her off it immediately and put her on a different brand of dry food and she has never 
had another incident.  was at high risk for complications due to his EPI.

We immediately began researching the food when it occurred to us there might be a problem and 
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found that there had been recalls last year. We checked the recall lot numbers against ours and they 
did not match. We then contacted the manufacturer and explained the situation to them. Their staff 
veterinarian got on the phone and did not deny a problem and advised that if we would send them 

back the label from the food, they would give us a full refund. 

At that point, the 2nd week of January, we contacted the National FDA number and got a message 
machine where we left a message. Several days later, I got a call and was told that I needed to call 

our regional FDA office. I did so, again getting an answering machine, and left a message. After 
going 2 weeks with no call back, I contacted the Manager ( ) at  and told him what 

happened. He was very upset and asked us to bring him a sample of the food and he would contact 
the local FDA officer that inspects their store and request they come get the sample and test it. On 

Feb. 11, 2013, I contacted  and he advised that he had left a message for the FDA, but had 
gotten no response yet and would try again.

At this point, I decided to call the US Department of Agriculture Office in  and see if they had 
any recommendations. We had never been told to contact them, but thought they could help do 

something. This was yesterday and a report was filed and they sent an investigator to our home to 
get all of the information and photograph the bag of food. They advised they would contact the FDA 

and begin searching for an unopened bag of food from the same lot and have it tested.

This morning, I was contacted by  from the local Dept.of Agriculture office and she has 
apparently been in touch with the FDA who requested I file this complaint, sending me the link.

We would be very appreciative if all actions were taken, particularly in a situation with a dog food 
manufacturer that has had a recent recall, to determine if our dogs food was contaminated with a 

toxin that led to his death.

Thank you.
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EON‐114499 2/13/2013 14:45 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders After feeding Waggin Train chicken jerky treats, his red blood cells decreased to abnormally low 
levels, he is still sick and has increased thirst and urination. His Arthritis has become much more 
painful. He had developed more fatty cysts that have grown exponentially since ingestion of this 
product.

15 Years Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 62 Pound

EON‐114498 2/13/2013 14:39 beneful chicken stew, 
beneful healthy weight, 
beneful beef stew

Dog very healthy. Daily exercise and healthy diet. Dog would go on long walks with owner daily. 
Owner fed dogs Beneful dry and Beneful wet food. Dog began vomiting, diarrhea, and loss of 
appetite. Owner takes dog to vet. Vet runs lab tests and diagnosis is kidney failure. After one week 
of extensive treatment with vet, dog died.

Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog

EON‐114493 2/13/2013 14:24 Waggin Train Jerky Treats We started to give our dog these treats after reading the ingrediants on the package that contained 
Chicken, vegetable Glycerin and Duck vegetable Glycerin listed as the only two ingrediants. We 
were looking for a healthy treat without all of the additives. This was the only change to our little 
murphy's diet as we are very specific as to what he receives. He was 1st ill in November with diarra 
and vomiting. At that time we did not associate the treats as we thought this could be a virus? He 
was taken to the vet and treated with medication, fluids and sent home with a diagnosis of 
pancreatitis. The vet alerted us at that time it was important that we caught it so early. We watched 
him closely and eased him back in to the normal routine. Again giving him the treats and within 1-2 
weeks he was so sick again, same symptoms but this time the diagnosis was worse and hit him 
much harder. He was hospitialized and was touch and go for a while. He did recover, but the vet 
said that was due to him being in such good health prior the exposure. As soon as I took the treats 
in and showed them to our vet, she knew it was the cause of the issue. She said she saw the med 
recall on those the day(s) before.

4 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12.5 Pound
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EON‐114477 2/13/2013 13:24 beneful healthy weight with 
moist chewy chunks
ups 1780013460

First feeding of this bag she up-chucked, next feeding she up-chucked. We changed to a different 
brand of dog food and she has had no more problems. We are reluctant to feed her any more of the 
"beneful healthy weight" dog food and will be returning the bag to the sherman texas walmart store.

5 Years Unknown Dog 105 Pound

EON‐114467 2/13/2013 12:48 Beneful Healthy Weight Dry 
Dog Food

Our dog was found lying deceased outside of unknown causes. We had fed both of our dogs (  
and  --  was euthanized on  after becoming extremely ill -- also I believe 
from being fed Beneful) Beneful Healthy Weight forever. When they were younger, we fed them 
different versions of Beneful. 

Over the years,  would periodically have vomiting spurts. We would switch both dogs to venison 
and rice for a week, and  would be fine. In the month prior to her death, she was drinking 
excessive amounts of water and seemed very tired. I let her out to go potty on the evening of her 
death, and she didn't come back in when I called her. I found her laying outside dead of unknown 
causes. There was no injury to her.

10 Years Beagle Dog 35 Pound
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EON‐114451 2/13/2013 12:03 Beneful Healthy Weight Dry 
Dog Food

Both of our dogs (  & ) had been fed Beneful their whole lives. After died in 
November of 2012 (as will be desribed under a separate sheet) we bought a different brand from 
Beneful when the bag we had was finished (late December of 2012).  started becoming very 
inactive and lethargic the first part of January, and we figured it was depression due to the loss of 
her companion, , in November. However, it seemed odd that she was having a delayed 
reaction.

Then,  started having constant accidents in the house (peeing and pooping) which she had 
NEVER done since she was a puppy. She was drinking a ton and did not want to eat her food (we 
had switched to Gravy Train by then). I then started feeding her venison and rice, and she would 
only eat about half of it. Totally unlike her. She started just laying around crying and whimpering all 
the time and had a blank stare in her eyes. At this point, I started doing research and realized that it 
was not likely depression but some sort of pain due to the other symptoms she was displaying. She 
wouldn't drink any water and would barely eat.

I took her to our veterinarian, and she put  on steriods and antibiotics in case she had some 
sort of intestinal parasite. She said that the steroid (prednisone) would increase her appetite and 
thirst, and she should bounce right back. She didn't. They took blood work at the vet's office, which 
showed that both her red and white blood counts were low. This was on Tuesday, . 

 did not get better. She got worse. I spent the last two nights of her life sleeping with her on 
the couch and crying right along with her. IT WAS HORRIBLE. I made the decision to have her put 
down on Friday the . We we got home to take her in for euthanization, she could 
barely move. I regret keeping her around for myselfishness and because I did not want to lose her. 
She was in pain. I believe that Beneful dog food killed both of my dogs. As for the date the problem 
started that I am listing below, I can only list when I noticed that she was in pain.

8 Years Shepher Dog 
(unspecified)

Dog 75 Pound
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I lost a great puppy and believe that Beneful made by Purina is the ones that are at fault for feeding 
her this food. I got her  from a breeder that had her on Beneful healthy growth for puppies. 

Then When she got older switched her to Beneful Playful Life. Here is what happened

Saturday February 9, 2013
was as active as ever playing with my girl (her sister) and having a great day with them. She 

didn¿t seem that anything was wrong. We put her to bed and she was doing great just laid down 
after her long day of playing.

I woke up at 9 am and was getting her food and water and then take her outside. When I had 
went to the bathroom real quick I heard my daughter yell mom there is a big thump in kennel. I 

went out to let her outside to find her flopping and foaming and drooling at the mouth. I ran right over 
to my neighbors to get him for help. I was so scared. He came over and during the time that he was 
there she had about 3 seizures not lasting long but they felt like they were lasting forever. She would 

just catch her breath and than it would she would start foaming and drooling at the mouth and 
flopping on her side. I called the vet hospital to make sure that they were open and they were and I 
advised her that I would be bringing her right up. We loaded  into the truck in her kennel because 

she was not willing to move and just wanted to lie down. We got her in the back of the truck and I 
drove to the vet we arrived at the vet at 10 am I ran in and got a tech and she came out and  was 
having a grand mal seizure so she hurried to get her out of her kennel and then ran with her to the 

back. They gave her 10mg of diazepam iv and the seizing stopped immediately in the hospital. They 
drew blood for pre-op in house, And also sent some out to the lab to test for Valley Fever and Tic 
Fever. In house blood results came back and there was a slightly elevated creatine and no other 

abnormalities.  was sedated at the time and not fully aware of her surroundings. At 12:15pm  
began to have another seizure At that time they gave her 152mg of Phenobarbital iv at 12:15pm. 

Seizure activity stopped and she became sedated again. Her temp at this time was 103.8. I had got 
the call from the Vet hospital that she had another seizure and that I need to transport her to an 

overnight vet hospital so I went and picked  up at 1:30pm got her into the car and she started to 
foam at the mouth again and twitching. The Dr came out from the vet hospital and told us that she 
be having muscles twitches but she was moving her face very weird. The vet dr gave her another 

65mg of Phenobarbital in her IV. Off we drove to get her to the vet hospital. This was the most 
stressful and scary drive I was in the back with her just hoping and praying that she would make it. 

Pound60DogBoxer (German 
Boxer)

Years1EON‐114429 2/12/2013 19:24 Beneful Playful Life made by 
Purina
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During the ride she would get up out of nowhere and start twitching her head and then after about 2 

mins she would lay back down. She did this the whole ride to the 24/7 Vet Hospital. Once we got 
there my friend that was driving went in and got the nurses they came out and got  and placed her 

on a table. Again she was taken to the back to be checked out. We got to the 24.7 vet hospital 
around 2:45pm. She was on loading dose of Phenobarbital which was finished. I left the vet hospital 
about 4:30pm and At about 4:30 pm is standing in her kennel and starting to circle, she is also hyper 
salivating, foaming and occasional head press, was given 65 Phenobarbital. 5pm  is more active, 

circling the kennel faster, foaming at the mouth and throwing her at the kennel door, she is 
experiencing focal seizures, then fly biting and then a running seizure, gave 109mg Phenobarbital. 
At 6pm  seizures activity had not stopped and they attempt Propfol to anesthetize in her IV, 

Temp at 6pm was 107.9 after infusing a total of 65mls of propofol  temperature began to 
decrease and heart rate decreased. I was informed of all the over at 5:40pm and was discussed at 
that time and that she would like to give her some propofol to help sedate her and then allow  to 

wake up. At about 8pm  was sedated in her kennel. Made a phone call to them about 8:30pm and 
they let me know that  responded well to the propofol and is currently sedated and this is when I 

was made aware that  temp reach dangerously high levels. They had also discussed with me the 
possibly that  may need to go and see  for a scan. They had asked me over and over if 

she got into toxics and I advised them that she hadn¿t gotten into anything. I had searched the 
whole back yard and there was nothing out of the blue. Also the week before this happened it was 
raining her in  so she was inside most of the time except to go to the bathroom. She spent 

most of her time inside unless we were all outside playing in the back yard and the girls were on the 
trampoline. They have asked me the question about twice and then talked with me about 

inflammatory cause, possible epilepsy, or other infectious causes. I asked for a call back if anything 
changed. At 2:20am they did a DVM on  and she started to show signs of seizure holding her 

head down, fly biting and foaming at the mouth. She seemed disoriented administer Midazolan dose 
and  started to relax. At 2:50am lilt started to get restless and circling her kennel, heart rate 

started increasing from 140bpm to 190 bpm. Was also hyper salivating and vocalizing, administered 
5mls of Propofol to assist to relax her. I was notified again of all the above information and talked 

with staff and asked that they give me a call if anything else happened. Received a call at 5am  
had started having a seizure, circling in kennel, hyper savlivating, foaming at the mouth and fly 

biting. Her heart rate was 210 bpm and temp was 102.2. They gave her more medications and she 
was sedated at 6am. Received a call at 6:30am they discussed sending l  home (although shes 

more than likely to have more seizures) or keeping her here (although her seizures are brought on
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more than likely to have more seizures) or keeping her here (although her seizures are brought on 
by stress/noise and would certainly have them there and need propofol CRI) They also discussed 
euthanasia because  is not getting better and I let her know that I couldn¿t keep  in long term 
hospital care. I had consented with nurse at this time that I couldn¿t put  through this anymore 

and her high temps and seizures are very alarming to me and they are not able to stop unless she is 
sedated. I advised the nurse that I wanted to be present for the euthanasia. Advised them that I 
would be there about 8 am¿ I arrived at the vet hospital about 8:15am and was euthanasia I 

chose to be there with  when they put her down. I was informed at the time that I got there that  
had more seizure like behavior was starting so they gave her 3ml of propofol. 

This is what I went though in a 24 hour span with my precious baby girl that I had to make the 
decision to put her down. Once I got home I searched my back yard again because they kept 

thinking that she was poisoned. There was nothing. My neighbor had asked about her pet treats. I 
advised him that I just bought a new box of Delmonte milk bones a 10lbs box¿I did research and 

contacted the company and they stated that the recall was for salmonella and it cause GI problem 
not something that would cause Seizures. I started to look up recalls on baneful and I have never 
found so much stuff online on what this food has been doing to dogs. There were 352 consumer 
affair reports when I looked on 2/4/13 and now there are 392. There are people numerous people 
that have lost their pet or their pet became very ill. The more I read the more I was ashamed that I 
even fed my dog this and to know that she showed signs sooner but I had never thought that it was 
from the food. She did have diarrhea here and there sometimes but I just thought that she may have 

got something in the back yard. Also she would vomit out of nowhere and it was yellow bile now I 
know why she ha d both of these symptoms it was her FOOD. I am so upset I lost my first dog to 
some food that I had no idea was that bad and causing that many problems. I did get ¿s blood 

work back from the vet on 2/6/13 and the Dr let me know that it was negative for Valley Fever or Tic 
fever, there was a elevation in her creatine level others wise everything looked great. I knew at that 

moment that it was her food. I made the call to Beneful and they took all my information and I let 
them know what happened and the lady stated ¿we will have our claims department give you a call¿ 
I advised her I wanted all my vet bills paid for and her response was ¿I have filed this with the claims 

department and they will also reimburse you for the bag of food¿ Then the representative advised 
me that I would be hearing from the claims department within 2-3 business days. On Friday 2/8/13 I 

received a call from  at the segwick claims department; he took down my store as well.  had 
advised me that this story hits close to home for him aas he has 2 boxers his self and also helps out 

at the boxer rescue I took it upon myself to ask what type of food he feeds his boxers and his
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at the boxer rescue I took it upon myself to ask what type of food he feeds his boxers and his 
response was Kirkland.  had asked that I fax him all the information (records and vet bills) and 
then his higher up will review it and then he would be calling back. It is now 2/12/13 and I haven¿t 

heard anything back from them. 
I wanted to file a report because I know in my heart that this food has killed my dog. I would of got a 

necropsy on  but when I had called the vet back to get that done she was already sent off for 
cremation. 

I still have what was left in the bag of food that I was feeding  and I have an unopened bag as well 
because I always bought 2 bags at the same time. I would love for you to look further into this and 

see if there is some type of toxins in this dog food that has reportedly killed numerous dogs. 
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EON‐114269 2/12/2013 11:00 Beneful Orginal brand dog 
food

I have fed her Beneful for several months buying the " Healthy Fiesta" type. I have also bought the 
orginal type, incredibites, and the playful life. The last time I purchased food it was the orginal type. 
About 4 days after, that I had started feeding her the new bag of Original beneful dog food, I noticed 
her acting lethargic. She would NO longer jump up on furniture, our bed, and wanted to sleep all the 
time. She also started having loose stools in the house, which she NEVER did before. She yelped 
out a few times after being on my lap and trying to jump off the furniture. I became very worried. I 
immediately called the vet, they told me to stop feeding her the beneful and see what happens. I 
switched her to the HILLS science diet, and a week later, I have my healthy, normal dog 
back......She is playful, not sleeping all the time, and wanting affection just like before......I returned 
the beneful to the store, and I also called their consumer line. They ignored my complaint, and told 
me it wasn't their dog food.

5 Years Terrier - Silky Dog 12 Pound

EON‐114215 2/12/2013 0:24 BenefulPedegree Since the birth of my dog he was given BenefulPedegree , he always seem sad and depressed, he 
would vomit, and last year grew a cyst on his back leg. This being the first dog I have ever owned I 
thought it was normal, I didn't know any better. Until recently about a month or two ago I read an 
article about this food and realized that this food was the cause of all this. Schnauzer's are suppose 
to be dogs full of energy and I just thought I happen to get a really lazy sad one, but the whole time it 
was his food! Since I switched his food (to blue buffalo) I have seen a completely different dog, I 
can't get him to stop running around! He is happy and alert and not to mention the cyst on his leg 
has become smaller, I'm hoping that eventually it will go away on its on. I just want to let you guys 
know about this because, obviously I'm not the only one with this problem. That food should not be 
sold! I am one of the lucky ones that found out in time to save my dogs life! Hopefully this food didn't 
cause any future unknown damage to our dog!

3 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 24 Pound

EON‐114205 2/11/2013 20:09 Purina beneful healthy 
weight with moist chewy 
chunks

Dog was experiencing bloody diarrhea. Dog is a lab/hound mix. 8 Years Unknown Dog 115 Pound

EON‐114146 2/11/2013 16:00 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
/ Chicken Grillers

Pet got sick from these treats that I have been feeding to him for over a yr. I took the dog to the Vet 
2x and showed signs of kidney trouble with blood test showing high in ALT / GGT results. My pet 
was vomiting and shows signs of increased urination along with decreased appetite. Not knowing 
that this product had something to do with it I kept feeding my poor little dog these treats that he 
loved so much, trusting in the name. This company had complaints since 2007 and there should of 
been something posted in regards to the treat so consumers could make up their own minds to 
purchase or not. Shame on this company!

2 Years Chihuahua Dog 3 Pound

EON‐113970 2/9/2013 19:33 Waggin TRAILS Chicken 
Jerky Strips

 was given Waggin Trails chicken jerky strips by Nestle Purina at  a a present. in 
just 4 weeks he was completely ill and went to the vet to find he had kidney failure. He lasted only 10 
more days till he died.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Ounce
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EON‐113950 2/8/2013 18:00 MIlo's Kitchen Chicken 
Grillers

My dog has become gravely ill--he originally weighed 55 lbs, has lost 15 lbs. in a month --he has 
chronic diarrhea, no appetite,
intestinal cramping, dehydration. We have spent a month and $4000 trying to diagnose and treat, 
and then I realized he had been
eating the Waggin Trails Chicken Jerky and Milo's Kitchen Chicken Grillers as his regular treat prior 
to getting sick.
There is no place on the package where it indicates the chicken came from China or I would not 
have purchased it. I have not received a recall notice from either Costco or Kroger regarding this, 
and only became aware of the problem when seeing a pet owner with similar problems interviewed 
on local news.
I hope with all my heart that my dog survives --it is breaking my heart to look at the poor guy. I hope 
these companies will be held responsible for what they have done to these animals and the suffering 
they have inflicted on the dogs and their owners.

6 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 39 Pound
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EON‐113949 2/8/2013 17:54 PURINA BENEFUL 
ORIGINAL

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound

EON‐113911 2/8/2013 13:09 Waggin Train wWholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

is having trouble controlling his urination. He is vomiting and having terrible diarrhea. I fed 
him several of these treats two days ago.

5 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 30 Pound

I am filing this report on behalf of my next-door neighbors, with whom we are very close. They are 
quite distraught about the sudden death of their companion, so I offered to file for them. Our dogs 

spent a lot of time together too. 

most recent Well-Visit at the Vet, was last week November 2012, at that time he was 
deemed in great health (including standard blood work, which showed NO problems). The dog 

owner (  purchased a new 40lb. bag of Purina Beneful at BJ's Wholesale Club ( , 
 location) on Dec 26th, 2012. As the old bag ran out, he began using the new bag around Dec 

28/29th. Daily feeding: approx. 1.75 cups in the AM, and another 1.75 cups at dinner.

On Monday ,  was acting normal (ate breakfast, played fetch outdoors with our 
dog as usual). Overnight, there was one episode of vomiting. During Tuesday,  he would not 

eat breakfast. He was extremely thirsty all day, lethargic, and vomited some yellow phlegm 2 or 3 
more times. He was able to walk outside when needed, but no interest in play, just licked up lots of 

snow. Overnight Tuesday - Wed, he became too weak to get up and walk, more vomiting yellow 
phlegm. His owners called the VET the minute they opened, and were instructed to bring him in 
ASAP. I had to help them lift the dog, as he was unable to stand, and was very limp and heavy 

(barely alive). The vet found him to be severely dehydrated, so much so that is was difficult to draw 
blood for testing. The blood work indicated acute liver failure. They were questioned about potential 

poison/toxins that the dog may have had access to. The dog is NEVER left unattended, he was 
either retrieving a tennis ball or was in the house with . All human medications are not 

accessible, no items available in the garage for him to get in. 

The VET tried to rehydrate him while waiting for blood work and accessing his condition. He suffered 
a seizure during the day WED, and passed away late WED night. My dear neighbors were in such 

shock, they declined to have a necropsy performed, so the whole thing was a mystery. They gave us 
the remainder of the bag of food, thinking we could use it. Thankfully, I did not feed it to my dog, b/c 
research on consumer complaint websites indicates 382 comments (as of 2/8/2013), many of those 

people reporting similar problems with a recent purchase of this food. 
I still have the bag of food in my possession, and hope for it to be tested, just not sure who/where to 

send it.
The bag info: BEST BY OCT 2013 lot# 22976001 0758L08 40lb bag BJ's Wholesale,  

 Dec 26, 2012
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EON‐113860 2/8/2013 11:39 Healthy Promise Hip & Joint 
with Glucosamine HCl & 
Chondroitin Waggin Train 
Dog Treats

Patient presented for acute vomiting and diarrhea following administration of chicken jerky treats by 
owner. Patient was treated symptomatically treated with anti emetics, antibiotic and antacids. Further 
diagnostics were performed when the patient's symptoms continued to wax and wane. Blood work 
revealed severe azotemia. Bloodwork from 8 months prior had WNL BUN and creatinine. A free 
catch urine sample was submitted for culture and sensitivity. The patient was referred to an internal 
medicine specialist for more rigorous treatment. The kidney failure was managed for the next year 
until it was decided to euthanize due to poor quality of life.

12 Years Terrier - Cairn Dog 18.4 Pound

EON‐113849 2/8/2013 9:33 NUTRO ULTRA NATURE'S 
VERY BEST INGREDIENTS 
WEIGHT MANAGEMENT 
HEALTHY JOINTS 
HEALTHY HEART

Violent, near-death experience: my 6.5lb. healthy Chihuahua became markedly, gravely ill hours 
after eating about 1/8th cup of Nutro Ultra bag states #244C2LEB0419:58.25-22693-01 is printed on 
the bottom, UPC 79105 10373 Best by October 2013. My pet has vomited 2x in her 2yr. 7 month life 
and never had diarrhea.This is a bag of "Weight Management" claiming chicken as the #1 ingredient 
in the food, "powerful antioxidants and whole grains". and I fed it to my pet fresh from the bag (it was 
not sitting out). My pet did not have any other food, water, or treats, or medication just this food. She 
vomited for a course of 3&1/2 hours as much as a human would vomit. Severe vomiting,dry heaving 
and diarrhea. The pet was near death and had to be treated. She was weak, lethargic and had to 
receive forced fluids. I've subsequently seen that NUTRO Franklin, TN 37067-1769 USA had issues 
in the past and was being watched by the FDA. Please investigate this company. With great sorrow 
from a pet owner. This was a close call losing my dear animal and this is my 1st report to the FDA 
on anything in my life. I want to make sure no other pet or pet owner is affected by this horrific 
experience with this food that caused such a reaction. I am 100% positive it was this food as I gave 
my pet nothing but this food in that 24 hour timeframe.

2.5 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound

EON‐113841 2/7/2013 20:03 Beneful Started feeding her Beneful. Before that she was active, skinny, energetic, happy. Ever since we 
started feeding her she has bloated (doubled in size), wheezes when she breathers, whines when 
you touch her stomach, loses control of her bladder, she sneezes and itches herself constantly. She 
refused water and will seldom drink. She mopes around the house and looks to be depressed. 
Doesn't enjoy walks or anything like she used to. She was NEVER like this and I believe it is due to 
eating this horrible food. I have since switched to blue buffalo and seeing some improvements just 
hoping its not too late to get my dog to be healthy and happy again.

3 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐113837 2/7/2013 18:54 Beneful Healthy Weight Dog has been on Beneful dog food (varying types) for 4+ years. Summer 2012 started putting on 
weight, started scratching and licking constantly and became lethargic. Vet did not see anything 
wrong with her. Changed food on February 4, 2013 and already seeing symptoms getting better. 
Date below is approximate.

5 Years Beagle Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐113836 2/7/2013 18:24 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight

My dog, , is a 5 year old rottweiler/pit bull mix. He has always been a happy, fun-loving dog ever 
since we got his as a small puppy. We switched him to Beneful brand dog food, first Original and 
then to Healthy weight about 8 months ago. He has always been a pretty good sized dog. You could 
never see his ribs through his skin until he started eating Beneful. About 4 months after he started 
eating it, we noticed that he started eating much more than normal and drinking tons of water. He 
never gained any weight and actually started losing quite a bit. He's hungry all the time now and he 
seems very sad and tired. We then noticed at about six months that he was chewing and licking 
himself to the point that his back, tail, and legs were raw and bloody. Our vet wasn't sure what was 
wrong and we treated the raw spots with medicine and chew spray. None of the products have 
worked. For the past month he has been throwing up a thick yellow bile and has started urinating in 
the house again, which he hasn't done since he was a puppy. He seems very unusual lately. I just 
recently bought a large brand new bag of Beneful. I was then told by my vet and family member to 
not use Beneful at all because many other dogs are experiencing the same symptoms from eating 
this brand from Purina. Everyone I know has stopped feeding it and their animals have since 
improved their overall health condition and are much happier as well as active again. I will be 
switching my dog to another brand as well as soon as possible. My grandmother's dog ate Beneful 
for years and recently died. The vet never found any signs of him being diabetic until the last few 
months before he died. He had the same symptoms as my dog, . I refuse to let my dog suffer 
the same result from a bad dog food.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐113788 2/7/2013 8:45 Purina Beneful Original with 
Chicken

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 51 PoundOur dog first became sick the week before Christmas. One night after feeding her from a new bag of 
Beneful she started vomiting, had diarrhea and was lethargic. She was very weak and could barely 

walk. There was another time that she had become sick months earlier and we figured she had 
eaten something that didn't agree with her stomach so again figured the same thing had happened 

this time. We watched her the following day, she seemed to be getting better and decided not to 
take her to the vet. A couple weeks later  was out running in the snow and injured her leg. We 
took her to the vet as she was limping. He put her on a pain killer for one week and advised us to 
contact them if it didn't heal. At the time of the visit, her weight was taken, she was 60lbs and an 
overall check was done. We were told that she was perfect weight and seemed to be in excellent 

shape otherwise. Her leg injury healed. We continued feeding her beneful and started noticing that 
she was vomiting a yellow bile on a regular basis. Her bowel movements were back and forth from 
runny to "normal". We started watching her a little more closely and were trying to determine if there 

was a problem. Over the next two weeks we started to notice she was losing weight and seemed 
more lethargic than usual. We began looking up symptoms and were trying to determine if she was 
sick or feeling down as we had been experiencing bad weather and had not been taking her for her 
usual walks. We started taking her out as often as possible and noticed that she wasn't her usual 

self, would walk next to us and only run in small spurts, she was usually full of energy. She had just 
turned 3 at the end of November so figured she was starting to settle down a bit. She started 

refusing to eat her Beneful, so we began introducing other foods. She would only eat small amounts. 
Sometimes she would vomit and we would watch her and try to determine if she needs to see the 

vet, but then she would seem ok the next, however still wasn't eating her normal amounts, we began 
cooking her meals. Rice and Chicken and veg (green beans). She seemed to want to eat, if we gave 

her a milk bone she would gobble it up, but over the last two weeks her weight began to continue 
falling and on Feb. 1st we took her to the vet as she was looking very thin and seemed weak. The 

vet told us that she had a very high temperature, low blood pressure and had lost 9 lbs since her last 
visit a month earlier. Her gums were white and they took bloodwork and xrays. Bloodwork showed 

she had a very high white blood cell count. She was anemic. They thought that she may have 
pyometra and scheduled an emergency spaying for the am. Xrays showed something around her 
spleen that they were concerned about and they could see that something was pressing on her 

stomach. They put her on iv fluids overnight and told us she should be fine after she was spayed, 
but that they would do some investigation as to what was pressing on her stomach. Surgery started 

and within half an hour we recieved a phone call that they had found tumours on her liver and 
spleen. They told us that they were too large to remove and that we would have to decide whether 
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she should be put down. The vet couldn't believe that such a young dog would be so sick. We 

decided to have her euthanized after the vet told us that she would suffer and be in pain if we took 
her home and that she would only live a couple more weeks at the most. After she was euthanized, 

the vet asked us if we would be ok with him doing an autopsy free of charge as he wanted some 
answers as to why her condition was so bad. He called us later to tell us that her liver was 4 times its 

normal size, had tumours on every node, same with spleen, tumors and oversized. As well, her 
gallbladder had tumors as well. We never mentioned to the vet what food she was eating, he never 
asked. After our initial grief we began looking for answers and came upon the Beneful issues that 

people are reporting.  had most of the same symptoms as these other dogs. Her illness seems to 
have started in December and she died about a month later as we are seeing with the other dogs. 
We felt that we needed to report her death to you as we are certain that the Beneful caused these 
problems. It is starting to look like some batches of the product were tainted and that is why some 

dogs are becoming ill and dying, while some have not been effected. We have her last bag of 
Beneful, half full, but aren't certain this was the problem bag. She had also eaten some of the 

Beneful moist food during the Christmas holidays.
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EON‐113785 2/6/2013 22:09 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Radiance

This animal has eaten Purina's Beneful for several years with no issues. On Monday, January 28, 
2013 I purchased a bag of Beneful Healthy Radiance at Wal-Mart on , . 
Beginning Tuesday morning, my dog had diarrhea, by Friday, going 2 or 3 times in the house 
overnight. This dog never has accidents in house. The following Saturday morning, I began to 
suspect her food and did some internet searches for "Beneful" and was horrified to see how many 
stories are on the internet about dogs becoming sick or dying after eating Beneful. There seems to 
be a spike in the last several months. Beneful denies there are any problems, yet they will not 
investigate these claims. I fasted my dog on Saturday and began feeding her food I prepared myself 
that afternoon. From that point on, she had no diarrhea. Clearly there is a link between her stomach 
issues and this particular batch of Beneful. If Purina won't voluntarily test its product, they should be 
forced to.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐113780 2/6/2013 20:54 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats Chicken Jerky

Because of  special diet I had to be very careful with treats that we gave her. I purchased 
Milos Kitchen Chicken Jerky because they had very limited ingredients and was basically just a dried 
chicken breast. They were given to her very sparingly. However in December she started getting 
lethargic, having accidents when anxious, drank water non stop, peed more often and wouldn't eat 
her normal food. I had to trick or coax her to eat and gave her more treats and soft dog food 
because it was all she would eat. We took her to the vet and they put her on an antibiotic thinking 
she may have a bladder infection. The antibiotics didnt help and her symptoms became worse. She 
would no longer eat anything and I had to force feed her but she continued to drink alot of water. 
She was getting weaker and weaker and more lethargic. We took her back to the vet for blood work 
and they didn't see anything they felt should make her feel that poorly and gave her pain pills. When 
that didn't help either and she only got weaker yet and lost so much weight we had to Euthanize her.

3 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 13 Pound
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EON‐113779 2/6/2013 20:54 Unsure of package name as 
the bag was thrown out 
because we put the food in 
container spouse beleives 
he bought Purina Beneful for 
older dogs.

My dog was in excellent healht in the month of december 2012. We bought our last bag around mid 
december. We gave it to her and we noticed that her hair was coming out in clumps, more then her 
usual shedding. Then we noticed one day that her eyes were swollen almost shut and red. It went 
away within a couple days.  and gave me her dog 
food, specialty from the vet ( I could ask her the brand). We fed that to our dog and she was healthy 
as always. Without realy thinking about it I switched again to the other brand up until the day she 
passed, never switched her food since. After returning to this dog food(cheaper brand), I noticed she 
was drinking a lot more water, excessivly and seemed lethargic. On January 31st, 2013 I noticed 
she was puking yellow bill. She kept puking yellow in our home until saturday but kept eating and 
drinking her water. By Saturday night she had no energy and by Sunday, Febuary 3rd, 2013 she did 
not want to move from her bed, not even to go outside and pee, her eyes were bloodshot. We could 
only go to the veterinian on , Monday morning. The vet thought it might be food poisining 
or ovarian cancer. So we got an x ray on her, she showed to have no cancer. The then did some lab 
tests, and the toxins were so high in our dog that the vet said she had never seen those levels in a 
dog that was living. She asked if we had fed her some antifreeze and explained the dog would be 
drunk if she had drank this. We answered no. Her kidneys had compleatly failed and we had to put 
her down.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Kilogram
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EON‐113778 2/6/2013 19:30 Beneful and mighty dog A few weeks after I switced to Beneful dog food, my Whippet started urinating a lot. She also had 
blood in her urine. She also started going in her sleep. The Vet put her on medication which she will 
take for the rest of her life and the peeing in her sleep stopped. I noticed that she was laying around 
more. I also noticed that she was still peeing a lot and it continued to get worse. a few weeks ago I 
noticed that her skin on her belly was very wrinkled and she was losing weight. I figured she was 
dehydrated. She has been drinking a lot since I put her on this food. She needs drinks in the middle 
of the night in the bedroom and will cry to get out if she doesn't have water. She immediately would 
run to the toilet for a drink too, like she just couldn't wait. At the same time, my little Italian 
Greyhound started to get very restless at night. He was waking up and pacing the floors. He would 
lie on the floor and shake. He never would be on the floor before. Then he started throwing up 
nightly and gagging a lot. He couldn't jump up on the bed. His eyes also started to water constantly. I 
was suspecting something wrong with my Whippets kidneys because of the peeing, dehydration, 
drinking and light colored urine. The weight loss of three pounds since October was also concerning 
considering I was feeding her Beneful and Mighty dog (another purina product). She had a big 
appetite and was eating but losing weight. I happened to be at a Superbowl Party when someone 
told me of the Beneful scare. When I saw the symptoms, my Whippet had almost every one and my 
Italian Greyhound had some. I immediatly made an appt with the vet, knowing that kidney failure 
could be delayed if caught early. As I thought, her creatine was a little high and her sugar. Both 
symptoms. She was dehydrated and given IV. She was put on a perscription low protein dog food. I 
have taken both dogs off Beneful and mighty dog. Since then, every person I asked or told about 
beneful had dogs or young puppies exhibiting some or all of these symptoms. Every one! Something 
needs to be done. I switched their food around Sept or Oct of last year. At first I saw more energy, 
but things quickly declined. It is too early to tell if I caught the kidney problems early enough. Only 
went to the vet on Monday.

12 Months Hairless Dog - 
Mexican

Dog 26 Pound
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EON‐113777 2/6/2013 19:18 Beneful Incredibites In November of 2012, we started feeding our 8 year old chihuahua beneful incredibites following an 
oral surgery (he had a couple of teeth removed). He had blood work done to make sure everything 
was ok, and the results showed that he was very health, He began to defecate a lot more than usual 
but we attributed it to the pain medications he was on. After two weeks, he was still defecating a lot 
more than usual, so we reduced the amount of beneful we were giving him. This seemed to help, 
and since the bowel movements were not loose, we did not think it was the beneful itself causing 
any problems. In Januuary 2013, we purchased another bag of Beneful Incredibites (INFO HERE!!!). 
We started feeding him the contents of the bag at the end of January (probably around the 29th) and 
this past weekend (the first) he began to defecate profusely. On Tuesday, February 5th, he had 
diarrhea and was vomiting. He had a fever and was shaking all morning from the chills. We took him 
to the vet that same afternoon and he had a fever of 104. He was put on an IV so that he could 
remain hydrated. Today, we took him to the vet again and he had to stay to receive antibiotics 
through an IV. The blood work showed a very high amount of white blood cells; neutrophils, to be 
specific. He is currently still hospitalized. We believe that the food has caused these health 
problems, as he was healthy indoor dog (he is never outside unsupervised) before we began to feed 
him the Beneful. We have read and heard stories about very similar symptoms from the Beneful 
food. We urge that the food be investigated. We have the bag with most of the food still in it (he only 
had a few cups over the span of a few days).

8 Years Chihuahua Dog 11 Pound

EON‐113776 2/6/2013 18:18 Beneful Dry Dog Food Purchased Beneful dog food (Purina) and fed to both of my male collies for about 8 months. Both 
developed drier than normal skin, but  developed red hot spots all over his back and legs. I 
made several calls/visits to vets to help the issues. Nothing worked. I stopped the dog food after all 
else failed and after a month, he is now getting back to normal.

4 Years Collie - Rough-
haired

Dog 84 Pound
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EON‐113774 2/6/2013 16:15 Beneful Dog Food On  I woke to find my 2 year old Pit Bull dead. He had died in his sleep at some time 
during the night. My family and I were dumfounded by what could have happened. It wasn't until 
about a week later that we started finding reports (ie.. consumeraffiars.com) that hundreds of other 
pet owners were losing their pets or they were sick and were on Benenful. That's when we finally 
figured out what had happened. Our pit bull was also on benenful. He had displayed many of the 
symptoms, vomiting, excessive water drinking, mild lethargia. We never realized it was the food. We 
thought he was drinking excessively because he had just vomited or vomited becase he had drank 
too much water. It's not a coincidence that hundreds off animals are dying and the one link between 
them all is BENEFUL. Please investigate and get this poision off the shelves before more families 
loose a beloved memeber.

2 Years Pit Bull Dog 90 Pound

EON‐113770 2/6/2013 16:00 Nutro Natural Choice Large 
Breed Adult Weight 
Management Chicken meal 
Whole brown rice and 
oatmeal formula adult dog 
food

Dog developed bloody diarrhea in sept, oct 2012, then settled to loose stool 3-4 times a day, not 
regular or controlled. Took him to vet who gave him a O&P stool test, which was found to be neg. 
but he had Flagyl course for 10 days. Changed his food, stool better, put him back on Nutro stool 
bad again, changed food t days ago.

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 81.5 Pound

EON‐113703 2/6/2013 10:39 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats

Within 45 minutes of first ingestion Chicken Jerky, she went outside ate grass vomitted violently. 
 was lethargic and anorexic the rest of the evening. Vomitted one subsequent time, which 

consisted of bile. During the evening she started licking at her forelimbs and rubbing eyes 
excessively. The owner was awakened by restlesness in the middle of the night and 
noticed that her lips and the skin on her muzzle was swollen.

5.5 Years Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog 41 Pound
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EON‐113662 2/5/2013 21:54 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Dog became noticeably lethargic, inactive, drank water excessively, and did not eat dog food 
normally approximately three days before hospitalization. The dog has always been in excellent 
health, fed a strict and proper diet, and walked/exercised every day - daily walks are at a minimum of 
2 miles/day. Exercise limitation is the owner, not the dog! 
The night before hospitalization, the dog uncontrollably vomited bile (no solids) and slept peacefully 
on her dog bed the entire night inside the house (atypical behavior because this was over Labor Day 
weekend and because of the summer heat, the dog is mostly nocturnally active).
Early in the morning the dog was found, slumped on the porch stairs (has doggie door access to 
inside/outside home) completely non-responsive, eyes open, tongue hanging out, and breathing so 
shallow I initially thought she was dead. The dog was immediately brought to a veterinarian clinic 
where the prognosis was not good. The dog was stabilized and transported to an animal hospital. 
The dog was touch and go (wouldn't take food, diagnosed with complete kidney failure, and a 
kidney/urinary tract infection) for three days - exploratory surgery was a discussed option. The dog 
started to recover and was released in "guarded" condition after 5 days of hospitalization. The dog 
has recovered since this episode.

Only identified problem dog ever had is a gluten allergy. This is the reason why she has a specific 
diet and the only treats ever given was chicken jerky or other non-filler meat treats. I am posting this 
scenario because I only recently found out about the Chicken Jerky recall and the associated reports 
issues dating as far back as 2007. My dog has been given these treats since before 2007 - it would 
have been nice if the FDA was more vocal about reporting any of the food related concerns for pets. 
I also believe the 2200 reports and 360 deaths associated to this product is probably way under 
reported so add my dog to the list! Properly informing the public would have saved me from a lot of 
family anxiety and concern over a beloved family member and a lot of expensive treatment costs.

12 Years Siberian Husky Dog 35 Pound
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EON‐113655 2/5/2013 21:30 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight

Back in October, my lab stopped eating his food which was not like him. He had no interest in eating 
and began vomiting more and more each day. I took him to the vet and blood work was sent to lab. 
He was found to have mild to moderate renal and hepatic failure. He was tested for leptospirosis 
also but that was . He has since been put on mirtazapine to stop the vomiting and stimulate his 
appetite. He no longer eats dog food and only eats small amounts of food I have to cook for him 
each day. He has become increasingly lethargic, wretches almost everyday with occasional 
vomiting, continues to lose weight, has lost control of his urine, has "foamy" urine and breath that 
smells like urine due to the uric acid built up in his system. He has recently been incontinent of stool 
also which has streaks of blood in it. It is a struggle to get him to eat and move each day. The only 
food he ever ate was Purina Healthy Weight Beneful and Purina Milk bones. I do have another dog 
and feed him the same food and he has had problems with vomiting and dehydration in the past but 
nothing this severe.

13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 55 Pound

EON‐113654 2/5/2013 21:30 100 pk Twist Sticks Chicken 
Basted Beefhide Chew

Found metal shavings in a chicken basted beefhide chew - Twist Sticks.

EON‐113653 2/5/2013 18:48 Ol" Roy brand dog biscuits I found a small piece of metal stuck in a dog bone
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EON‐113639 2/5/2013 16:00 Beneful Healthy Weight was a 12 and half year old Mixed breed. He had Lyme disease years ago and would 
occasionally bother him every few years, but not on a regular basis. He became lethargic on 
November 21 and by the 23rd he wasn't eating, vomiting, diarrhea and had trouble standing. On 
Friday 23, I took him to the Vet. The doctor found he had a fever, and thought it might be a virus - so 
he gave him a shot and gave him medicine for his legs thinking he might be in pain from arthritis. A 
few days later he began getting nose bleeds and again, took him to the vet and he gave him another 
medication. After a day and a half the nose bleeds stopped but he never got his appetite back, he 
continued to deteriorate and stopped eating, and couldn't stand without help - on  we woke 
up and he wouldn't let us touch him, he wouldn't eat and was having trouble breathing, his eyes 
were oozing. We decided not to let him suffer anymore and brought him to the vet to have him put to 
sleep. The doctor felt he was old - probably had cancer (because of the nose bleeds) and was 
suffering. My sisters dog had gotten sick the week before mine and a few weeks later - she has a 
one year wheaten terrier - was hospitalized for dehydration. A few weeks later she found out that the 
treats she was giving her dog were recalled. She will also be sending you a report. Today I found out 
that there has been reports about Beneful Products - I feed my  dry Beneful with table scraps 
every day. I also had bought treats to help hide his pills in, but I don't remember what they were, as I 
donated them to the animal shelter the day we put him to sleep,. My sister also feed her dog the 
small containers of Beneful. I can't say that is what did this, but it would make sense that both dogs 
got sick around the same week, but mine was to old to recover.

12.7 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 52 Pound

EON‐113614 2/5/2013 14:30 Nutro Natural Choice Adult 
Toy Breed

We have been using Nutro for years to feed our Chinese Crested and he loved it. On 1/9/13 we 
need to buy more and the bag states new and improved. On the 12th our 10 year old, who was 
previously health, was so sick we had to put him to sleep. At that time we were stunted because he 
had been fine. Just to note, his last vet appointment in November. 

On the 1/14/13 our 9 month old Chinese Crested started vomiting blood. We are blessed that after 
two day of treatment she is during better.

The only change that we can think of was to the food, Nutro Natural Choice for Toy Breeds. I called 
Nutro and the rep said the only change to the formula was to add flavor. (Green Tea and Spearmint 
extracts) They are sending us a sample kit to test the food and we are having a copy of the 
veterinarian report faxed to them for both dogs. Unfortunately, from our conversation I got the feeling 
they are used to this kind of phone calls. There really was no compassion what so ever, just a lot of 
questions.

9 Months Chinese Crested 
Dog ¿ Hairless

Dog 7 Pound
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EON‐113612 2/5/2013 14:15 Nutro Natural Choice Adult 
Toy Breed

We have been using Nutro for years to feed our Chinese Crested and he loved it. On 1/9/13 we 
need to buy more and the bag states new and improved. On the  our 10 year old, who was 
previously health, was so sick we had to put him to sleep. At that time we were stunted because he 
had been fine. Just to note, his last vet appointment in November. 

On the 1/14/13 our 9 month old Chinese Crested started vomiting blood. We are blessed that after 
two day of treatment she is during better.

The only change that we can think of was to the food, Nutro Natural Choice for Toy Breeds. I called 
Nutro and the rep said the only change to the formula was to add flavor. (Green Tea and Spearmint 
extracts) They are sending us a sample kit to test the food and we are having a copy of the 
veterinarian report faxed to them for both dogs. Unfortunately, from our conversation I got the feeling 
they are used to this kind of phone calls. There really was no compassion what so ever, just a lot of 
questions.

10 Years Chinese Crested 
Dog ¿ Hairless

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐113602 2/5/2013 13:03 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats (Chicken Jerky)

started vomiting and had diarrhea intermittently over a period of several weeks. It would come 
and go, but continued, so we brought him to the vet where he was treated. His vet could find no 
underlying cause. We realized recently that our dogs were eating chicken jerky treats that had been 
recalled and believe both became ill and had to be treated. Our dogs live in 2 different states  
and ) as one of our dogs is with our daughter who is at college in  We realized that the same 
thing must be causing an illness in both of them.

5.5 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 32.4 Pound

EON‐113569 2/5/2013 10:15 Ol' Roy Healthy Mix Weight 
Management

Vomiting, excessive thirst 10 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 16 Pound

EON‐113556 2/5/2013 9:48 Nutro Natural Choice Adult 
Oatmeal Chicken and Rice

Our dogs have been eating Nutro Natural choice Oatmeal, Chicken and Rice since they were 8 
weeks old. When the formula changed, they have had diarrhea and vomiting. They cannot hold it in 
and it is very foul in smell. We have NEVER had this consistent problem with our dogs in the 6 years 
of them being a part of our family. They are dehydrating and sometimes even refuse to eat.

6 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 1115 Pound

EON‐113553 2/5/2013 8:33 Beneful the dog started throwing up his food and became ill. Vet indicated that all symptoms matched what 
has been reported connected to feeding Beneful dog food. this dog has had no other food than 
beneful. Initial Blood work indicated a BUN of 112, Creatinin 7.1 and Phospherous of 14. Test and 
symptoms inicate renal failure. the acuteness of the conditions, and all symptoms are consistant with 
wath has been reported by numerous consumers all have the common thread of the dogs were 
eating Beneful. My dog's condition is worsening with a prognosis as grim.

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐113521 2/4/2013 22:45 Waggin Train Big Blast Pork 
Skin Twist with Chicken 
Liver

had this product from a newly opened bag on Jaunaary 17 and January 18, 2013. On the 
morning of January 19, she threw up birght yellow foam with solid pieces in it. In the following days, 
she developed mucusy reddish orange stool and by January 21 had diarrhea which became very 
bloody on January 22. In the early evening on January 22, she began to also vomit and began to 
have blood in her vomit that evening. She had both bloody vomit and bloody diarrhea until about 1 
am on January 23. She finally fell asleep and did not have diarrhea again unitil about 8 am that 
morning. This diarrhea had so much blood that it looked like slightly runny ketchup (I took a photo). I 
took a sample of this diarrhea to my vet that same morning. did not vomit again and had two 
more bloody diarrheas that day. On the morning of January 24, the stool sample came back to the 
vet negative for all parasites and they commented that there was so much blood that she should 
come in if she was still vomiting as well. She has not had diarrhea or vomit since then, but she does 
seem to be drinking more water now. Although, I did take in her stool sample to be checked, I did 
not take her to the vet for an appointment since she stopped having the vomiting and diarrhea under 
my care.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 64 Pound

EON‐113520 2/4/2013 22:45 Nutro Natural Choice Senior 
Large Breed

Dog had been on Nutro Senior for Large Dogs for many years. Nutro recently changed their 
packaging and formula. I slowly incorporated the new food into her diet. Shortly after, she started 
having terrible gas and had several accidents in the house. She also started waking us up in the 
middle of the night to let her out. You could tell she didn't feel good. She would go hide in her kennel 
in the basement for no reason. We had also started her on Rimadyl abou the same time, so I 
assumed that was the problem. I took her off the Rimadyl, but the problems did not go away. A few 
days ago I decided to put her on a bland diet of rice and hamburger. She seemed to feel better. Her 
gas lessened, and she did not get us up to go outside at night. This morning my husband fed her the 
Nutro again, and the awful smelly gas came back terribly. So I am now putting her back on the bland 
diet and will start her on a new food. I can't be certain, but it seems pretty clear to me that it is the 
new formula for Nutro that is causing the problems. Also, I have had her to the vet. They did blood 
work, checked her urine and stool and found no problems.

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐113517 2/4/2013 21:30 Purina Beneful My dog  a beagle was being fed Purina Beneful dry food in a bag for a few years. He suddenly 
became very sick over Christmas 2012, and got worse. Vet diagnosed him with kidney failure, he 
had dialysis. After changing his food to natural food (people food), he started to get better and then a 
week later got bad overnight and died in my dad's arms. His disease was too far advanced. I noticed 
an article on the Beneful dog food causing pets to get sick and die, mostly from kidney disease. I 
started talking to others online who had gone through the same thing. Their dogs either got sick on 
Beneful or died form kidney failure. They all had the same symptoms.

11 Years Beagle Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐113516 2/4/2013 19:48 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Vomited for 24 hours, eventually vomited what appeared to be brownish bloody substance. No 
appetite, extreme thirst, lethargy, and fixed gaze. I expected my dog would pass away at any point 
during this time. After 12 hours of vomiting, went to his Vet, she administered a shot to stop the 
vomiting. Introduced water by 1/4 cup, threw up for another 12 hours. Eventually started keeping the 
water down, slowly ate chicken & rice over the next 3 days. 5 days out from initial illness dog is 
feeling a bit better, but still not back to normal.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 84 Pound

EON‐113512 2/4/2013 18:09 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Growth for Puppies

 has been fed Purina Beneful for puppies all her life. Upon opening a new bag in January, she 
periodically vomited. After purchasing a fresh bag, the vomiting ceased.

1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐113504 2/4/2013 16:03 Beneful 100% Complete and 
Balanced Nutrition Healthy 
Radiance

5 Years Unknown Dog 77 PoundOn the 14th of January my husband noticed a large wet spot on  bed, when she went to move. 
After I checked out ( by smelling the spot) it had a light odor of pee. I then noticed has a soaked 

right outter thigh. This is out of character for her she had a whopping 2 potty accidents since I got 
her at 4 months of age. The only complaint I have ever had is she shedded. I let her outside, and 

when she came back inside she drank a lot of water. She went and lay down on my living room floor, 
and within minutes she urinated on herself again. Being concerned I put up her kennel and made 

her sleep there to avoid an accident over night. On the morning on January 15th, I awoke to a 
soaked dog and kennel. I let her out to the bathroom and fed her, as I usually do and called the vet 
to set an appointment. While waiting for her appointment time, I did as much searching the internet 

for any reason this might happen, this is the first time I ran on to several complaints of other pet 
owners whose stories were just like mine.That afternoon we went to our vet. I discussed her 
urinating everywhere, and the article I had read, I even pulled it up on their computer on their 

request. The vet said she would take a blood draw and urine, but her bladder was empty, and they 
kept her there until they eventually had to cath her for the sample. Picked  up from the vet that 

evening,, still urinating and drinking. We ran to the store to get another dog food, I didn't want to take 
any chances, and switched her to taste of the wild, water fowl no grain formula. The next morning 

the vet called me and her tests came back. Kidneys had no crystals, liver was okay, but her thyroid 
was .5. or maybe it could be incontinence. I DO NOT believe this, I have a spotless home and small 

children I would have noticed leaking and this happened soo fast.So we start her on a thyroid 
medication. Still urinating! I am not talking sqwatting...it came out while she was laying down like a 

large water balloon let loose. I have a pic to show the amount and how soaked she was. We 
watched and we waited. The morning of the ,  began pantting and she couldn't even sit 
without peeing. Her pee had a pink tinge to it. With the option of treating it like incontinence, we 

looked into it, and the possible side effects of aggression, we chose to not chance that due to our 
littlest child. We called another vet that would put  down for cheaper than my vet and my vet is 
closed after noon on Wednesdays. We had just paid bills and a vet bill, I had to borrow money to 

have her put down. I just couldnt risk my kiddos or property with the amount of urine I had to keep up 
with. I kept what food I had left, and I just want at this point to make sure that nobody else loses a 

pet. I believe it was the food. When looking at her report from the vet...please note her weight 
jumped from 59 to 77. We measured her food from the day we got her, and had only used Beneful 

Healthy Radiance since the start of Janruary.
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EON‐113502 2/4/2013 16:03 Natural Balance Dog Treats Our dog died unexpectedy in mid Dec 2012. During Thanksgiving weekend she had experienced an 
event where she was breathing heavier than normal with appetite loss. That lasted about an hour. 
The night of  she was happy and running around like normal but passed away in her sleep 
during the night. My son told me he thought she had been breathing heavier again after I went to 
bed so he sat with her for awhile. We thought she passed away from an old age related issue but 
I've always wondered if there was any pet food poisoning we were not aware of. I've always tried to 
purchase food I thought would be more trustworthy but had a close call last year when Solid Gold 
Wolf food was recalled. I had been purchasing a different type of Solid Gold (green bag) but 
because of that recall I started feeding her Science Diet. Because the cause of her death was still 
bothering me, today I was checking for dogfood recalls on your website. I found a recall for Dick Van 
Patton's Natural Balance dogfood that occurred in December. Recalls were for different meat blends 
in various size bags. We had been giving our dog this company's dogfood treats in many of these 
blends for the past 6 months or so, but they came from 8 and 16 oz bags of dog treats. I still have 
some of the dog treats left over, as well as my receipts for the purchases at PETCO, incase there is 
any need to verify them.

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐113501 2/4/2013 16:03 Canyon Creek Duck 
Tenders

Canyon Creek Duck Tenders made my dog sick on several occasions. At first she was fine with 
them but then began to throw up almost immediately after ingesting them. She would stay slightly 
listless for a while after eating as well. I have, of coarse, stopped giving the treats to her and have 
had no future problems.
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EON‐113500 2/4/2013 16:03 Beneful Original adult dog 
food

We purchased a new 31 lb bag of Beneful Orignal dry dog food from Pet Smart and just opened it a 
week ago. It was poured into a large sealed container we keep in our pantry. We started noticing 

 stool was getting softer and didn't think much of it but kept an eye on it. He was nomal 
otherwise. On the 30th he started wanting to go outside a lot. He tried pooping but nothing would 
come out. Early this morning he vomited and had diarrhea a
All over our home. He won't eat and his stomach is making horrible noises. We are taking him to the 
vet in the morning. We have 3 other GoldenDoodles dogs and they haven't shown symptoms. Bailey 
is sensitive to food and was sick like this the last time when our new bag of Beneful contained grain 
mites. Please recall this food until this is investigated!!!!!

4 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 54 Pound

EON‐113499 2/4/2013 16:02 Diamond Naturals Active Cat 
Chicken & Rice Formula , 
Taste of the Wild Rocky 
Mountain Feline Formula

We have a cat rescue with 32 cats total. All eat from common food bin & bowls. Opened 2 new bags 
of food. Diamond Active Cat Prod# DAC1102 A21MS1938 KWG and Taste of the Wild Prod# 
TCR1103 C31MS0653 TPB. Food was mixed 50/50 and distributed to all cats. The cats seemed 
reluctant to eat...some did not.  and 9 others began to vomit. Ultimately they were vomiting blood 
and mucuous mixture. The 4 sickest cats were taken to the vet who immediately suspected rat 
poison due to symptoms. I called my wife who IMMEDIATELY removed all food & water bowls. 
Leaving the vet I bagged and retained the food and immediately washed and sanitized all containers 
and bowls. The vet ran blood, urine, fecal and xrays. No underlying medical conditions explained the 
symptoms. However, upon reintroducing a NEW bag of Diamond Active Cat (not mixed 50/50) the 
cats began improving. No medications, including antibiotics were administered. Removing the 
suspect food all cats have become markedly improved in 48 hours. Consulting a 2nd vet she 
concluded an adverse reaction to either pesticide or microtoxin.

12 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 16 Pound

EON‐113498 2/4/2013 16:02 Beneful Healthy Weight The dog became bloated after eating a bowl of the beneful healthy weight dog food. we tried to 
comfort her and walk her around as to help her try and expel some gas. As the evening went on we 
noticed she became even more swollen and started to whimper and cry. We immediately took her to 
the Emergency Vet Clinic. The dog was still in excruciating pain when we arrived, The immediately 
took her back and attempted surgery, upon opening her up it was discovered that she had became 
so bloated that her stomach had twisted and ruptured. The stomach had already begun to die and 
there was soo much food and stomach acid that surgery would not have saved her. At that time we 
had to have her put down so she would no longer suffer. Upon thinking back about everything I cam 
to realize that this was not the first time it had happened. Once before she had become very bloated 
and uncomfortable but after a night of sleep she was fine the next day and in good spirits.

7 Years Coonhound - 
Redtick

Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐113495 2/4/2013 16:01 Beneful We changed from purina pro plan chicken and rice to Beneful fish and rice at the recommendation of 
our vet to reduce the cholesterol intake of the dog. We bought a small bag over the Christmas 
holiday to make sure he liked the food and had no adverse reactions. After getting through the small 
bag with, we recently bought a larger bag in the last two weeks. Since we have changed him over, 
he has vomited 3 times in the middle of the night and overall been a very needy dog. After a friend 
posted potential harmful effects of Beneful dog food, we have since ceased use of the remaining 
dog food and for the time being switched back to purina pro plan. There have been no further 
incidents since the switch.

5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐113494 2/4/2013 16:01 Benful Radiance My female miniature schnauzer started vomiting every time she drank water or tried to eat anything. 
She continued to throw up until she was lethargic. I took her to my vet and she ran a blood test and 
found out that her liver and kidneys were in bad shape. The vet kept her for 4 days and gave her 
intravenous feedings every 3 hours and some medication to help her liver and kidneys. She asked if 
my dog could have licked up antifreeze or got into something toxic. I knew she had not because she 
is in our house most of the time and we walk her on a leash when we go outside. The vet asked 
what she had eaten the days before. I told her I had gotten a new brand of Beneful dog food called 
Radiance. She ate it twice and started getting sick. The vet did not think that a dog food would make 
her sick and that she must have gotten something on her feet when we walked her. She had to have 
intravenous feedings once a day for about a week, even after we brought her home. She almost 
died. I never knew what had caused it.

1 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐113493 2/4/2013 16:01 Beneful Original & Healthy 
Weight

Throwing up, loss of appetite, runny bloody stools, not being able to focus on anything around him 12 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 13 Pound

EON‐113492 2/4/2013 16:01 Waggin Tails Chicken Jerky Back in May 2012 my dog started drinking and urinating excessively. I took him to the vet, thinking 
diabetes. She did tests and said no it looked like possibly Cushings disease. She needed to do more 
tests. After doing the test she couldn't say conclusively it was Cushings but they were still leaning 
towards that. She redid the test and still it was not conclusive. After consulting with another vet, they 
recommended that we start on medication for Cushings. After 3 pills Rufus went from an active dog 
to barely being able to lift his head off the pillow. It was at this point that I made the decision to put 
him down. Still feeding my lab the jerky treats he loved, we could no longer find them in the stores. I 
assumed they were sold out and went online to try and get some. That is where I read about the 
recall. The one site I looked at said that symptoms resemble fanconi (?)disease which is sometimes 
mistaken for cushings disease. My heart sank. To think that a treat we were feeding them (and 
paying good money for) might possibly have made him sick.

10 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 9 Pound
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EON‐113491 2/4/2013 16:01 Beneful Original Recipe 
Adult Dog Food

I had fed both of my dogs ( , Lab-3 years old) and (  beagle mix 3 years old) Beneful food 
for about 2 years without a problem.

This past week, both of them started with diarrhea and vomiting. I took them both to the Vet. They 
ran tests to see if anyting was wrong and there was nothing in their stool samples that the Vet 
tested.

I switched their food to another , non purina food, and their symptoms stopped almost immediately 
and they ate hungrily from their bowls. They had acted like they weren't that interested in the 
beneful. The food would sometimes sit in the dish without them eating it all. This new food, they eat 
it up immediately like they are starving.

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 59 Pound

EON‐113490 2/4/2013 16:01 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Radiance

We opened a new bag of Purina Beneful Healthy Radiance fed it to my dog 2 days later my dog 
began vomiting and diarrhea, stopped eating. began drinking excess amounts of water. had a stuffy 
nose. Would not eat, had fever and shivers, began having difficulty breathing, bloody stools vomiting 
white mucus and then vomiting blood. totally black sludge like bowel movements. and eventually 
died all with in a matter of about 2 and half weeks of opening new bag.

9 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐113488 2/4/2013 15:15 Milo's Kitchen Chicken treats 
(various types)

We understand Milo's dog treats made in China are under recall. Early in 2012 our dog got very sick 
we believe from eating this product. Our dog had the following symptoms:
Lethargic
Extreme diarrhea
Bloody stools
Vomiting
No appetite. 
He was drinking water.

He was so ill we took him to the vet on several occasions and spent several hundred dollars on x-ray 
and blood work. The doctor was not able to find a cause for his illness. We took him to the Vet with 
the same symptons on:

4-2-2012
8-6-2012
11-5-2012

We stopped all treats after the illness of 11-5-2012 and purchased all new dog food.

We still have a small amount of the latest package of Millo's treats we purchased. If you are 
interested in analyzing this package, let us know and we would be happy to send it to you.

If this product is the underlying reason for our dog¿s illness, it should be determined what is in the 
product causing the symptoms. Is it possible it could cause health issues for humans?

Thank you for your time.

12 Years Unknown Dog 27 Pound

EON‐113482 2/4/2013 14:03 Jerkey Treats OUr dog began to have severe thirst followed by a bloating stomach.
This happened very quickly. The vet had scheduled a series of tests to be done but before this coulc 
happen she began getting lethargic and would not eat, only drink a lot of water and urinate 
constantly.
Her stomach was bloated and her breath became rancid.
She died on 

9 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐113474 2/4/2013 13:24 Beneful Original & Healthy 
Weight Food

Throwing up, runny bloody stool, loss of appetite, very tired 7 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 28 Pound

EON‐113473 2/4/2013 13:24 Beneful Original & Health 
Weight

Throwing up, Bloody Stool, Very tired 5 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 22 Pound
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EON‐113472 2/4/2013 13:24 Beneful Original My dog has eaten Beneful for about 6 months with no big problems. The latest bag was purchased 
from Kroger on January 22, 2013. After eating it for a couple of days she started having diarrhea. 
The digestive symptoms continued for several days. I stopped giving her Beneful and fed her 
another dog food to see if it was something else causing her symptoms. The symptoms stopped so I 
thought maybe she had had a virus. I began feeding her Beneful again and the digestive symptoms 
have returned along with respiratory symptoms- wheezing, sneezing and difficulty breathing. I am 
convined that it is the Beneful so I dumped her food out today.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 150 Pound

EON‐113443 2/4/2013 11:39 Purina Beneful Original 15 Months Spaniel - Springer 
(unspecified)

Dog 20 PoundOur dog developed properly during his first year as a puppy and had no health concerns. He takes a 
once-a-month heartworm preventative (Advantage) and we use a once-a-month "topspot" for flea 

and tick prevention (Vectra). No other medicine has been given to our dog.

We switched from feeding our dog a puppy food (Puppy Chow) to Purina Beneful - Original in 
November 2012. On November 14th, 2012 our dog experienced 2 seizures about an hour apart. Our 
dog has been seen by our local emergency veterinary clinic and has been followed up at least twice 

by our primary vet since the first seizures on 11/14/2012. Since the initial event, our dog has 
experienced seizures on 6 other occasions, the most recent on occurring on January 7, 2013. We 

took him back to the vet on Wednesday, January 9th. The vet drew blood for more tests, not having 
any reason or easy explantion for the seizures, and also scheduled a day-long adrenal test series for 
the following Friday, 01/11/13. During the next week, the vet followed up to say that the adrenal tests 

all came back withing normal levels and there seemed to be nothing "wrong" with the dog's 
bloodwork, either. He said the seizure activity may never be expalined, and advised on proper 

treatment for seizure control and prevention.

We purchased a new bag of Purina Beneful - Original during the second week of January 2013. On 
January 16th, the dog began vomitting soon after eating this dog food (fed twice a day). He 

continued to vomit like this for 36 hours (approx). He did not have loose stools and voided about the 
same as he usually does. I stopped feeding him the Beneful and instead gave him fresh chicken & 
rice. Within a day he seemed to have a regulated GI system again. I reverted back to his Beneful 

diet, but the dog did not show much interest in the food, and would only eat it if I poured some 
chicken broth on top of it. he was lethargic and slept much m ore than he had been sleeping. I 

attributed it to the very cold weather and the fact that our entire family stayed inside for many days. 
But his activity level was reduced enough for both my husband and I to note it as odd.

During the 4th week of January, (maybe the 23rd or 24th) a co-worker whose dog had died a week 
prior shared an article with me about Purina Beneful and numerous complaints from owners about 

illness, including vomitting, seaizures and death. This co-worker's dog was older - about 9 years old, 
but had been eating Purina Beneful for about 2-3 years, during which time he developed two 

significant health complications which eventually led to kidney failure and his death. 

Once reading this article, I stopped feeding the dog Purina Beneful - Original and he has not had 
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EON‐113378 2/1/2013 15:57 Ol Roy kibbles and chunks 
and chews

This report is conected to a report I filed about .. 
 seemed fine the evening of , but of course we were looking for her dog brother 

 that evening also because he had just disappeared. The next morning  acted a little 
different but in my mind I thought she was missing  which had still not been found yet. At 3:00 
on  A family member returned home and could not find  so was looking around 
found her lying at the back of the yard. She hollared at her but there was no response from  
like she would normally do. She went down there and she was alive but didn't want to move. She 
picked her up and carried her close to the house. At that time she put her down and  tried to 
walk but was dragging her front feet. She picked her back up and immediately rushed her to the vet. 
Blood work was done and  was in Kidney failure at this time. She went down hill so fast that 
she started having seizures shortly after we got to the vets office. She was euthanized to keep her 
from suffering any more. 

I purchased this bag of dog food on Friday and both of my dogs were dead by Thursday. I have to 
know if this food was the cause. In my mind it was..

6 Years Beagle Dog 20 Pound

EON‐113375 2/1/2013 15:36 Beneful Healthy Radiance Bought Beneful Healthy Radiance on Thursday January 24th and my dog ate a bowlful that night. 
The next morning Friday January 25th she was very ill and was taken to the vet. Bloodwork and 
xrays were done but did not know what was causing her illness. Told Vet about the food and she 
suggested it be discarded. Luckily our dog began recovery that Saturday and is doing fine now. 
Have since heard there have been hundreds of complaints about this product and nothing is being 
done!!!!

8 Years Mastiff Dog 90 Pound

EON‐113360 2/1/2013 14:21 Beneful Healthy Weight My dog developed diarahea at begining of October. This has been an ongoing problem since. The 
vet has tried three different meds and we have switched her to science diet and she continues to 
have diarahea. I have been notified of the problems with beneful and that was the food she had 
been eating prior to the symptoms.

9 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 42 Pound

g , pp g g g
any continuing complications. Likewise, his activity level and interst in play has returned to a normal 

level.
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EON‐113358 2/1/2013 14:00 Ol'Roy Kibbles Chunks and 
Chews

became missing on Jan. 30th afternoon. A family member seen him around 12:00 that 
afternoon and he was acting fine. When a family member returned at 3:00 he was nowhere to be 
found. We searched for him all night and the next day. He was finally found in the neighbors yard 
dead. was our beagle and on the  she was found very sick. Her story adds to  
story. This is why this issue with the dog food has come up.
I am also filing a report for 

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound

EON‐113354 2/1/2013 12:36 Beneful Original We began feeding our dogs beneful in late October 2012. About a month later  began 
having urinary problems, specifically increased thirst and having accidents in the middle of the night. 
We took him to the vet and couldn't really find anything wrong other than his thyroid was slightly low, 
so they started him on levothyroxine. The urinary problem continued. He lost his appetite and began 
vomitting and losing weight. His hair also began to fall out. We took him back to the vet. Again, they 
could find nothing wrong. After about 6 weeks, began refusing food completely. At this 
point he had lost 25 pounds. Our vet did xrays and ultrasounds of his liver and decided to biopsy it. 
When he did the biopsy, he found the liver to be dangerously small- about 30% of the size it should 
have been. Unfortunately,  liver was so damaged that it was unable to process the 
anesthesia from the biopsy procedure and he never woke up. He passed away the evening of 

 The pathology report showed that the liver had converted to scar tissue as a 
result to repeated long term exposure to a toxin. 

Our other great dane began acting lethargic and uninterested in food after the death of . At 
first, we attributed his lethargy to the death of his friend. When he began vomiting and needing to 
urinate in the middle of the night, we took him to the vet for labs, a liver ultrasound, and series of 
xrays. The vet found  to have similar findings to  and began treatment. Hopefully we 
are catching it early enough to save him.

3 Years Great Dane Dog 151 Pound
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EON‐113353 2/1/2013 12:27 Beneful Original We began feeding our dogs beneful in late October 2012. About a month later  began 
having urinary problems, specifically increased thirst and having accidents in the middle of the night. 
We took him to the vet and couldn't really find anything wrong other than his thyroid was slightly low, 
so they started him on levothyroxine. The urinary problem continued. He lost his appetite and began 
vomitting and losing weight. His hair also began to fall out. We took him back to the vet. Again, they 
could find nothing wrong. After about 6 weeks,  began refusing food completely. At this 
point he had lost 25 pounds. Our vet did xrays and ultrasounds of his liver and decided to biopsy it. 
When he did the biopsy, he found the liver to be dangerously small- about 30% of the size it should 
have been. Unfortunately, s liver was so damaged that it was unable to process the 
anesthesia from the biopsy procedure and he never woke up. He passed away the evening of 
January 13, 2013. The pathology report showed that the liver had converted to scar tissue as a 
result to repeated long term exposure to a toxin. 

Our other great dane began acting lethargic and uninterested in food after the death of . At 
first, we attributed his lethargy to the death of his friend. When he began vomiting and needing to 
urinate in the middle of the night, we took him to the vet for labs, a liver ultrasound, and series of 
xrays. The vet found  to have similar findings to  and began treatment. Hopefully we 
are catching it early enough to save him.

5 Years Great Dane Dog 150 Pound

EON‐113347 2/1/2013 1:12 cesars, cesars 
savorydelights..filet mignon 
w/bacon &potatoe

I got up and fed him and went back to bed.he ate his food and jumped in bed with me .Within 20 to 
30 minutes he was throwing up an shaking really bad .he was sick and shaking until the next day 
.Since this happened his urine has been very dark and he has developed a very bad smell.he is up 
and around but he sleeps alot more than he did before. I was not able to take him into his vet 
because of job loss but they have cared for  since I got him as a puppy so they know him and 
we consulted back and forth until he was eating and doing better.as for the date its app. but the vet 
should have the date.I notified safeway and called mars to let them know the food was bad,and they 
offered to send me a cupon.I told them if my dog had to go to the vet that I expected them to pay for 
it so they said to take him in and have my vet call their vet but I couldnt take him in because I didnt 
have any money.

3 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 13 Pound

EON‐113346 1/31/2013 23:57 Purina Beneful Original My beautiful healthy dog was fed Purina Beneful Original at 9p on Friday  and was 
found dead the following morning.

9 Years Corso Dog Dog 90 Pound
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EON‐113345 1/31/2013 22:42 Waggon Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

After feeding my dog Wagon Train Chicken Jerky Treats, he experienced very bad diarrhea, and 
wasn't eating or drinking. He has been off of them for 2 weeks, and is back to normal, but I dont 
want to see any other pet owners subject their pet to this pain. Please don't allow these to be sold 
anymore!

EON‐113344 1/31/2013 22:15 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Adult Small Dog
Chicken Rice and Vegetable 
Formula

About 4-5 days after I began feeding  and  a newly opened bag of Kirkland Signature 
Chicken small dog food,  began refusing to eat anything at all. As the days progressed, she grew 
more and more lethargic and ill. After not eating for 4 days, I took her to her vet who noted  
gums were white, her spleen was enlarged, she had a very rapid heartbeat and rapid respirations. A 
blood test showed an extremely low hematacrit level and other blood issues. He indicated we 
needed to take her to a pet hospital 30 miles north in  immediately for a blood transfusion 
or she would die within 1-2 days. We took her up and they immediately admitted her and drew more 
blood and aspirated her spleen to send away for further lab testing. They did an abdominal 
ultrasound and ruled out any masses that could be cancerous, but noted an enlarged liver and 
spleen. Lab testing showed she had nearly no red blood cells in her blood but no known cause. 
They gave her a blood transfusion and did a bone marrow extraction. The resultis of her bone 
marrow testing showed it was no longer producing blood cells and that the spleen had taken over 
this function, albeit inefficiently. It ruled out any forms of cancer and strongly pointed to unknown 
toxins as the cause. Further testing is continuing.

Our 5 1/2 month-old puppy, , also started refusing to eat (extremly abnormal for her - not 
finicky at all) a day or so after  fell ill. At this point, I suspected the new bag of dog food and 
immediatlely stopped feeding it to her. I took  to the hospital where was at and they took 
her blood today to test it. We do not yet have results. The vet asked me to bring him the bag of dog 
food so he could submit it to the FDA for testing, which I also did today.

 prognosis is uncertain at this time and they don't know if her bone marrow will resume making 
red blood cells on its own.

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐113343 1/31/2013 22:06 Waggin Train Big Blast Pork 
Skin Twists with Chicken 
Liver

 had this product from a newly opened bag. He had one treat on January 17 and rejected the 
treat on January 18. On January 19 he had a large volune of diarrhea with blood through out the 
day. He continued to have diarrhea through January 22. He did not have any more of this product 
after the diarrhea began on January 19. He is still drinking a lot of water to this day

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 95 Pound
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EON‐113335 1/31/2013 18:21 Beneful Healthy Radiance I adopted  at 12-14 weeks old and right away started him on the Beneful Puppy formula. All 
throughout his puppy-hood he had cysts that had to be removed from his legs, he would bite at his 
paws (which I was told could be an allergy or anxiety) and constant ear infections. Once off of the 
puppy formula, I changed him to the healthy weight. He started to develop dandruff and dry skin so I 
switched me to the Healthy Radiance brand of Beneful about a year prior to his passing. In 
September of 2011, he started fly-biting at things that were not there. I was told to watch him as it 
could be a sign of seizures. He never experienced a full seizure but when fly-biting would act 
strange. I took him in but everything seemed ok. He was still playing and stuff but had not been 
eating as much. Come end of October 2011, he started hiding in the closet and acting strange. End 
of November, he developed pro-longed diarrhea that lasted until February 2012. I took him to the vet 
a handful of times for tests, etc. Took him off Beneful and started him on a Prescription food. We 
were too late. He never got better. By the time I rushed him to the emergency vet on , he 
had lost movement in his legs, had developed a lump in his stomach and his kidneys were not 
functioning right and it looked as though he had a large mass in his tummy. They pulled pus out of 
his bladder and an ulcer ruptured. He had to be euthanized that day. The vet asked me if he had 
digested anti-freeze. Said they saw no sign of a foreign object and maybe it had to do with his food. 
Now, I see a lot of complaints with dogs who have the EXACT same symptoms as my and 
also have died because of this food.  was only 5 years old. Please, please do something 
about this.

5 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐113286 1/31/2013 11:42 Milo's chicken jerky I had bought Milo's chicken jerky treats for my sons dog. Us being home and her being extremly 
good I fed her 5 pieces of jerky over a 3 day period. On the third day after giving her the 5th treat, 
she only ate half of the treat and went to her bed unable to move like she was sick or had poisioned, 
Knowing what this looks like, because Ive had dogs poisioned before. 
I informed my son he needed to take her to the vet and see whats wrong with her. The vet advised 
her kidneys were failing and she probably would not make it. 5 days later she passed away. I was 
informed through a friend that the dog treats made in china were responsible for multiple dog 
deaths, and the FDA had a warning on the treats. I informed the vet, he did investigate, and said this 
was probably the problem. The vet put out a Youtube video. I contacted Delmonte foods to file a 
complaint. The company has looked at all the evidence, and said they need further review. If you 
wish to see the video I will email you the link. There is no doubt that these treats killed our  
(The week before my son brought the dog to get her heart worm pills, and had her checked out at 
vet, vet said she was extremly health.) 

7 Years Corgi (unspecified) Dog 35 Pound
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EON‐113285 1/31/2013 11:21 Beneful Original with 
Chicken

My dog was very sick, vomiting and had diarrhea. My other dog got sick as well. I had not fed them 
anything but Beneful. Although I have fed my dogs Beneful for several years, I knew that they were 
getting sick from this food. I returned the food immediately to the grocery store. I was given a refund. 
I got a new bag of Beneful with a different batch code and my dogs were still VERY sick eating it. 
The first batch was dated best before August 13th, 2013....the batch ID number was 22200673 and 
238L06.
The second bag I fed to them that they got sick from was best before October 13th, 2013 ID# 
22960637 2045L06. I do still have some of this kibble if you would like to test it.

I stopped feeding my dogs beneful. I told the grocery store that they should notify the company of the 
problem. I just saw online that someone's dog died of kidney failure from eating Beneful. I would like 
this looked into. I spent several hundred dollars at the vet's. The fact that this is widespread 
information on the internet is EXTREMELY concerning.

9 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog

EON‐113279 1/31/2013 10:36 beneful It is obviously a well known issue that beneful brand is causing illness and death in our dogs. Why is 
the FDA turning a blind eye to this? I would say it is time for an investigation on your part.

EON‐113233 1/31/2013 9:12 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Radiance Dog food

On May 24th my healthy dog started shaking, which then led to a full on seizure. We took her to the 
emergency vet in  where she was reported with a 110 degree fever. They gave her 
medication to stop the seizures, and we transported her to another emergemcy pet hospital (piper 
memorial) Over the next few days, she continued to seize, as well as develop brain swelling and 
pneumonia. many tests were taken, including a cat scan. Her neurologist could not determine the 
cause of the illness, and said it looked like it could be a toxin. She was always in out sight, and did 
not get into anything different. on , after days of expensive medication and wonderful 
medical treatment, her death was iminent, a her brain was pushing down through her brainstem, and 
could not breathe. I made the choise to put her down, as they said she would go within the hour.
The only food  ever ate was Purina Beneful. Both Healthy Radiance and Healthy life. For a 
2 year old dog to die, with no trauma or immediate cause, Iwould like this dog food to be 
investigated.

2 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐113231 1/30/2013 23:30 Milos Kitchen Chicken Jerky I purchased Milos Kitchen Chicken Jerky treats for my dogs in 2012. In Jan 2013 my family had to 
euthanize our pet . I read today of this product being recalled and began to research this 
further. I was sad to discover that the symptoms our dog had were aligned with the many deaths 
reported because of this product. I believe my dog was affected by this product. I was shocked to 
see the number of reports and the length of time since the reports began. If I had known of this I 
would NEVER bought, nor given, our dogs these treats. Now, after learning of the dire affects this 
product had, I will have to take our other dog in for complete diagnostics as a very steep expense. I 
am also very disappointed that a product with this track record was still acceptable to be sold. If this 
was a product affected/killing humans this would have been pulled immediately. What steps can I 
take to be reimbursed for the care we had to pay for our dog that had died ( ) and our dog that 
will now have to be completely examined for affects )?

7 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐113230 1/30/2013 23:27 purina beneful healthy 
weight

Since probably march of 2012 we switched our 2 dogs to Beneful healthy weight. in Nov 2012 my 
 became ill, he was throwing up, then trying to throw up with nothing coming up. He started 

going in circles, lying down then getting back up...repeating this continuousy. He began whinning 
and i knew something was diffently not right and call the vet. I rushed him to the vet and they did 
xray. He had Bloat and his stomach began to twist! he was already becoming shocky! Within an hour 
of having noticed him getting sick we had to put him down.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 90 Pound
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EON‐113229 1/30/2013 23:00 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Duck Jerk Tenders

8 Years Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 60 PoundFor the past three months I have been feeding my 8 year old coconut retriever Waggin Train Duck 
Jerky Tenders that I bought on sale at the local Wal-Mart. She has been having lots of explosive 

watery (sometimes yellow) diarrhea for some time although I cannot say for sure this started when I 
began buying the wholesale 16oz duck jerky treats at Wal-Mart. Approximately early December I 
noticed she was becoming lethargic, wouldn¿t get up to greet me when I came home, laid on the 
floor instead of the couch, and seemed to be having respiratory trouble which included panting at 
random times for no obvious reasons and loud breathing when she was lying down with expiratory 
wheezes that seemed to cycle in intensity every couple days. Some strange things I observed were 
frequent very loud gurgling/rumbling sounds coming from her abdomen. Also she kept going under 
the bed and kitchen table for long periods of time. It is my opinion that this is photophobia because 

she only does it when I have the lights on full brightness-when I dim them or turn them off she 
comes out from under the bed and table. I do not know if this behavior is related but looking back it 

did start after I started giving her the treats daily. On 12/16/2012 I also bought Waggin Train Big 
Blast Duck Wrapped Pork Skin Twists with Chicken Liver and Waggin Train Ham Slices and was 

giving her one or two of these treats a day in addition to a couple of the duck tenders. On 
12/24/2012 my dog¿s lethargy and breathing difficulty became so bad that I took her to  

 emergency clinic in the middle of the night. At  they could find no reason 
for the breathing trouble or lethargy, X-rays showed no sign of pneumonia or infection, she did not 
have a fever, Urinalysis was normal, blood work was essentially normal except for mildly elevated 

liver enzymes - ALT of 124 (normal is 12-118), EKG showed 1st degree heart block (a benign 
condition), no signs of heart failure. I was later told by the vet the official radiology report included 

the possibilities of inflammation or infection of the trachea, lungworm, or a slight degree of tracheal 
collapse, but none conclusively, and which may or may not be related to her present condition. The 
vet recommended a cardiovascular evaluation due the incidental finding of a faint 1/6 heart murmur 
she heard and to return for more blood work in a month to test liver function because of the slight 

elevation. When I returned home I immediately stopped all of the dogs jerky treats until I could find 
out the cause of her illness - feeding her only her normal dry food. I also ordered Fenbendazole 
online to cover lungworm and pressed the vet for antibiotics just in case she did have a lower 

respiratory infection not picked up on the X-ray. After some research online I emailed Waggin Train 
asking them what the source of the glycerin in the jerky was from and asked for reassurance it was 

not produced from the poisonous Jatropha plant. I received no response. Within 1-2 weeks of 
removing the jerky treats from her diet and treatment with antibiotics and fenbendazole her 

respiratory issues started slowly improving. For the first time in months she was having normal solid 
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bowel movements and much more energy. After her improvement on 1/18/2013 she had her 

cardiology work up at . Her echocardiogram revealed 
a functional ejection murmur and trace mitral and tricuspid valve regurgitation with an ejection 

fraction of 70% (very good EF). The vet concluded her respiratory trouble definitely was not related 
to her heart. He viewed the previous X-rays and did not think there was an obvious tracheal 
abnormality. Relieved by her normal cardiology exam and improvement in her diarrhea and 

respiratory health I decided to resume feeding her only 1-2 of the Waggin Train Duck Jerky tenders 
daily - only because I had some still left over from before her original vet visit 12/24/12. The FDA 

reports I read online were mostly from chicken, not duck so I assumed it was probably ok. Within a 
couple days her watery yellow explosive diarrhea returned, she once again was panting, wheezing, 

and lying flat on the carpet all the time, lethargic, not eating much, and disengaged. She also started 
going under the bed and kitchen table again when all the lights were on. Yesterday I called Nestle 

Purina and asked for a refund on the rest of the duck treats and once again asked about the source 
of the glycerin used in the treats and asked if it was derived from the Jatropha plant. The manager 

was consulted and I was told they could not give me an answer. The only ingredients in the jerky are 
duck and glycerin. Nestle Purina does not know what one of the two main ingredients in their 

product is derived from? I find that very hard to believe. Today I inspected her stool and noticed 
blood in her diarrhea. She currently continues to be lethargic and have respiratory trouble and 

diarrhea, but not to the degree when I had to take her to the vet 12/24. At this time she is not getting 
worse. I have no doubt in my mind at least some if not all of her health issues are related to the 
Waggin Train Duck Jerky treats. I take them away and she gets better. I start giving them to her 

again and she gets worse. The reason I was feeding her duck jerky (instead of chicken jerky) was 
because she had what I thought was pancreatitis from overfeeding/allergic reaction to Waggin Train 

Chicken Jerky treats one year ago! At that time she had constant vomiting of green-yellow liquid, 
diarrhea all over my apartment, drinking bowl after bowl of water, lethargy, and two seizures (one 

witnessed by my friend) with the onset exactly a day after I gave her a handful of the Waggin Train 
Chicken Jerky! I thought it was because she may have allergies to chicken, I never even suspected 
the actual jerky/brand could be related to that event. Now, after reading dozens of identical reports 
online I do not doubt it was caused by the treats. She recovered from that incident in a little over a 
week refusing to eat anything for several of these days. Anyways, I am taking her again to the vet 

this week because of the blood in her diarrhea and to recheck liver function. My veterinary bills so far 
total over $2,000.
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EON‐113228 1/30/2013 22:00 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Radiance Dog Food

We had fed our 3 dogs Beneful for a couple years. All of a sudden my oldest dog (7 years old) had 
diarrhea and vomiting. The next morning I took her to the vet and they did xray and blood test for 
pancreatitis. Blood test was positive. She spend 4 days in the vet hospital on IV's and meds. Now 
she is on Hills Prescription ID Low Fat diet. A week later my middle dog (6 year old mixed breed, 
female, neutered dog) started the same symptoms only not quite as severe. I took her to the vet and 
she too tested positive for pancreatitis. Now I have two dogs on the prescription diet (2 cans per 
day) and I can only hope the third one doesn't end up with this disease. I have seen many 
articles/sites where I am not the only person experiencing problems. The only common denominator 
was the food. I believe something should be done before more poor animals die of extremely painful 
deaths or are hurt for life.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 37 Pound
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EON‐113226 1/30/2013 20:36 Wagon Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

In November he peed on a chair in the house. This was not normal for him so I took him to the vet. 
He has also been extremely thursty and urinates more often than normal. He has since become very 
lithargic. The vet did a series of tests and bloodwork, since his urine was so diluted the results were 
non conclusive but his calcium levels were high. He has since had 2 of 4 of his parathyroid glands 
surgically removed. His health continues to decline. His favorite treats were WAGON TRAIN 
CHICKEN JERLY. He ate about 5-8 of these daily. All current tests at the vet are still inconclusive 
and all symptoms remain.  was an extremly healthy dog who very active. His weight, bones, and 
spirit before this incident were that of a 6 yr old dog. His entire life I have either prepared his food or 
he has eaten oraganic dry meal. the WAGON Jerky treats and greenies (which he only had about 
twice a week) were his go to treats.I am having further urin and kidney tests done this week. His vets 
name is  at .  

11 Years Siberian Husky Dog 53 Pound

EON‐113225 1/30/2013 20:15 Snausages in a Blanket 
(Beef & Cheese Flavor)

On three separate occasions,  (breed is a Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever...not on your drop 
down breed list above) was given Snausages in a Blanket, beef/cheese flavor (1 to 1.5 treats) each 
time before going to sleep. The following morning, we observed diarrhea and vomiting with some 
lethargy. The treats were not administered on consecutive evenings, and the symptoms between 
consumption of each treat resolved completely (e.g, each incident was separated by at least 3 days 
without a treat, where symptoms cleared up). There is a perfect correlation between treat 
consumption and illness. Having endured this previously with the Waggin' Train treat incident, I am 
quite comfortable stating that something isn't quite right with these treats. It could be simple 
intolerance or an allergy to one of the slew of artificial coloring agents or preservatives in the treats, 
but nevertheless, this is an unexpected adverse event.

6.3 Years Unknown Dog 58 Pound

EON‐113148 1/30/2013 13:51 Yam Good wholesome yams 
wrapped with chicken

We noticed our dog became weak, blood in stool, bruising, short of breath, couldn't go for a walk, 
increased panting, and would just collapse on the floor. The only thing different were the new treats 
Waggin Train Yam Good wrapped with chicken. with all this happening she than also suffered a 
slight stroke from it and has weakness from that. For some reason I had a feeling it may be the 
treats and put them away and noticed today at the grocery store there was a recall. At the time I was 
worried the treats may of been contaminated in some way with rat poison or something. The dog 
was taken to the vet and they did lots of testing and found the one thing that was very abnormal was 
her platelet count was dangerously low. They wanted us to take her to the Emergency Vet Hospital 
for a blood transfusion. They put her on antibiotics for 2 weeks and prednisone and she is doing 
better. She still has some effects from the stroke and has difficulty going upstairs and vision issues.

11 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 78 Pound
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EON‐113086 1/30/2013 10:36 Wellness Small Breed super 
5 mix Healthy Weight

2 weeks ago in petco store i bought a bag of wellness small breed super 5 mix healthy weight in it 
were maggots, spider webs, moths very disgusting. I returned it. Now yesterday i bought the same 
brand of food again in different store petsmart i have the same problem with the food is off color, 
long spider webs, and some insects. The food said it was best by 04/Apr/2013 Upc code 
076344a91192 12 pounds. i purchased the product yesterday 1/29/13 at petsmart of  

.

EON‐113085 1/30/2013 10:27 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders 
Chicken

August 12, 2012 after eating approximately one third of a 40 oz bag of Waggin Train CHicken 
jerky/tenders, he
suffered a grand mal seizure. January 28, 2013, after consuming more than normal but less than in 
August, he suffered another grand mal seizure. His bloodline is known and shows no evidence of 
seizures
problems or disorders. He was back to normal within 48 hours both times.

8 Years Mastiff - Tibetan Dog 107 Pound

EON‐113050 1/29/2013 23:36 Kingdom Pets Chicken & 
Sweet Potato (Delicious 
Jerky Treats - All Natural 
Ingredients)

We adopted  from PAWS rescue in December 2007. At that time, she had delivered a litter 
of puppies and had urinary stones. After healing, she was in excellent health and had a great 
amount of energy and vitality. In 2011,  was rewarded with Kingdom Pets Sweet Potato 
treats twice a day for about 30 days. By December 2011, she almost went into total kidney failure. 
Our other dog,  died from kidney failure since she was older and had a more compromised 
system from years of prior abuse at a breeding farm.  was a fit and health dog, but since 
ingesting these treats we have had to place her on a special kidney diet, and put her on daily 
medication. Just this week, she has gotten worse and we are today treating her with intravenous 
fluids at our veterinarian. I believe that both  and  kidney issues are totally due to 
their eating these Kingdom Pets Sweet Potato treats since they both developed similar symptoms. 

 health has been tenuous, but improving, but she is currently in decline. I am very unhappy 
that Costco continues to sell these treats since despite the reports of them being safe, I believe they 
are the direct cause of both of my dog's health problems. 

It is now a month later and  is days away from our decision to put her to sleep. We have 
spent thousands of dollars to try to maintain her as long as possible, but her kidney values are going 
up and we are losing the battle. I truly believe that these treats are the direct cause of her demise 
and of our other rescue dog, Shelby since they both are going to die after eating the same product.

6 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 23 Pound
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EON‐113035 1/29/2013 20:15 Purina Beneful Original 2.5 Years Mastiff Dog 95 PoundI purchased Beneful Dog food to try a new food that would help with my dog¿s gas... We started 
giving the food to her about January 10th; I purchased it from Sam¿s Club in  on January 
8th. On or about January 20th my family noticed our dog was not acting her usual self. We watched 
her for a few days and just figured she was a little off and never really gave much thought to it... On 

Saturday evening January 26th she started vomiting. She vomited a few times and started becoming 
more lethargic. Sunday morning she didn't show much improvement. She was getting around OK 

but wasn't eating or drinking. Monday morning her condition had worsened exponentially. She could 
barely walk on her own. We called the veterinary Monday morning and took her in. She had to be 

carried to the car and into the vet¿s office. It was determined that she was dehydrated and she was 
started on a saline drip, given antibiotics and vitamins and something to help with the vomiting. A 

blood chemistry was run on her and her blood toxins were very high which showed possible 
poisoning (per the vet). We admitted her to the hospital and went home to try and determine what 

she might have eaten to cause this. We could find nothing in the house or in the back yard. We have 
small children and anything toxic is locked up and out of reach for them or the dog. We were at a 
complete loss as to what might have happened to her and so was the vet. The following morning 

 the vet called and told us she was showing some neurological symptoms now and her 
new blood tests shows her blood toxins had elevated. Her body temperature was down to 96 

degrees (100-101 being normal). At this time the vet told us there wasn't much we could do for her 
and suggested euthanasia to not prolong suffering the inevitable. At a total loss for what might have 

happened I started searching the internet for answers and that is when I discovered several 
hundreds of people with the same issues feeding their dog the same Beneful dog food we were 

feeding our dog. I printed an article out and took it to my vet and she was in disbelieve but said what 
was described in the reported Beneful related deaths was exactly what her symptoms and tests 

showed and that it answered all the unknowns. So I find it to be more than a coincidence that my 
healthy 2.5 year old dog can go from great health and physical condition to not being able to walk 

and death in 2.5 weeks time after switching her dog food.

I have contacted my vet to see what kind of tests/autopsy we can do to prove that it was in fact the 
dog food that caused this to happen. She has contacted a university and a few other labs and is 

awaiting instructions from them. I also have the remaining dog food so tests can be run on it also.

I do not know what needs to be done from here, but I definitely wanted to report this issue to the 
FDA.
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EON‐113032 1/29/2013 18:57 Beneful Original I was feeding both of my dogs beneful for about a year. In late October/early November both dogs 
started to throw up after eating. They became a daily event. About a week after the throwing up 

began, my Beagle became very lethargic and stopped eating entirely. We took her to the vert where 
they discovered she had a severe yeast infection throughout her body- they put her antibiotics, drew 
blood and sent us home. The next day when her blood test results came in I was informed she was 
in the late stages of Renal Kidney Failure. In the next 3 weeks we would spend $5200 dollars on vet 
bills and medical stay trying to save our dog. She died in early December after she developed blood 
clots throughout her body and one went to her brain- we had to make the unbearable decision to put 
her down. She was in so much pain and the vet said there was no chance she would recover. One 
of the vets said her sickness was similiar to what would happen if she would have ate antifreeze. 

The same week our beagle was diagnosed with kidney failure our lab developed knots all over his 
body (there was about 7). We took him in and they tested them and determined they were not 

cancerous. Within 1 week of taking him off the Beneful, they completely disappeared. I am extremely 
upset and just frustrated beyond belief with Beneful. I have ready over 315 complaints- same 

symptoms and same ailments that my dog died from. I have reached out to them several times and 
just get the same answers- that there is nothing wrong with their product and there is a lot of 

misinformation involved. Hundreds of dogs have become ill and many have died and something 
needs to be done. I beg you to please do something. This is not right.

7 Years Beagle Dog 28 Pound

EON‐113026 1/29/2013 17:57 Wagon trail chicken jerky She developed liver failure after eating wagon trail chicken jerky. She died 9 Days Pit Bull Dog 46 Pound
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EON‐113025 1/29/2013 17:36 President's Choice Nutrition 
First Premiere For Skin and 
Coat chicken strips

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 60 Pound was a 5 year old male dog of mixed breed. He was strong and
healthy and had no previous health issues.

 was rewarded with a couple of President's Choice Nutrition First
Premier for Skin and Coat Chicken Strips on

December 24th and then again on December 25th during a morning walk.I had purchased the 
chicken strips from a  store in  and brought the strips to  

thinking they were safe. 
When we were returning from the walk  had diarreah.

By the middle of December 25,  had begun vomiting and we noticed
that there were undigested pieces of the chicken strips in his

vomit.He lost his appetite.
His health continued to deteriorate over the next couple of days as
evidenced by his lack of appetite and thirst, as well as lethargy. We

decided to take him to the vet on December 28th because we had not
seen any improvement in his constitution.

The vet informed us that  was severely dehydrated and treated him
with intravenous fluids.They kept  overnight. The next day

December 29th, ¿s liver function was tested.
The liver test came back normal and the vet believed that  would

recover on his own. We took  home that afternoon and he
appeared to be feeling much better. His energy had returned and he was
excited to be home. That evening  exhibited a normal appetite and

we were hopeful that the situation had been resolved.
Dec 30th  condition deteriorated. He no longer had an appetite

or would he drink water. In the early afternoon we began to notice
that  was displaying weakness in his hind legs and within the hour

he was unable to stand. We rushed him back to the vet.We were informed
that he was dehydrated again.

We requested that the vet test ¿s kidneys to ensure that they were
functioning properly. The

vet kept  overnight and again provided him with intravenous
fluids. When we returned the following day we were informed that 
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EON‐113003 1/29/2013 15:36 Milos Kitchen chicken 
grillers, Waggin Train 
chicken jerky tenders

throwing up, would not eat, got so she would not move, just layed around. 10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 69 Pound

g
had kidney damage. The extent of the damage could only be confirmed by

ultrasound which meant  would have to endure a 2 hr drive over rough roads.
The results of the ultrasound would not change the

treatment. Due to his lower kidney function,  would be required to
survive on a modified, low-protein diet specially formulated for dogs

with kidney problems. He would also have to consume a greater volume
of water to replace fluids lost through increased urination. We

purchased the food and electrolyte powder from the vet and returned
home with .

It was now late afternoon on December 31, 2012 and we had plans to
travel for a few days to a different part of the country. We were

scheduled to depart early New Year¿s Day and had arranged to have a
neighbour look after  while we were away. We were extremely
concerned that ¿s condition would deteriorate again when his

hydration level dropped. We provided the neighbour with several litres
of electrolyte-infused water and the low-protein food purchased from

the vet. We also instructed her to bring  to the vet if he
experienced any complications.

As communicated by our neighbour, ¿s condition appeared to
stabilize over the next few days. He adjusted to the low-protein diet

and seemed to be consuming a sufficient volume of water. While we knew
that ¿s kidney disease was a long-term condition that would

require constant monitoring, we were hopeful that he would be able to
live a relatively normal life. However, during a phone call with the

neighbour on January 4, we learned that  was not doing well and
that she had decided to take  back to the vet.The vet said he ate
and drank that night. At 1:13 am on  ,  woke the vet as he
was crying and panting A few minutes later he died. The vet gave him

cardiopulmonary resuscitation but couldn't bring him back.
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EON‐112985 1/29/2013 14:00 Beneful Dog Food Recently, I lost my 8-yr-old Pomeranian due to renal failure. He was previously a healthy dog. I fed 
him Beneful brand dog food almost exclusively, giving him other brands of treats. After his death, it 
came to my attention that there had been numerous reports of similar dog deaths following the 
ingestion of Beneful. I read many testimonials from dog owners whose precious pets had the same 
symptoms of diarrhea, vomiting, lethargy, and then either liver or renal failure. These reports dated 
back several years, and it sounds as if the FDA was notified. 

Can you please clarify this for me? It is distressing to think that a product caused so much suffering 
without the FDA knowing about it, testing it, and/or not acting upon it to notify the public as to its 
safety.

Thank you for any information you can give me. 

8 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 17 Pound

EON‐112944 1/29/2013 9:36 Hartz Oinkies Pig Skin 
Twists Original

Gave Oinkies chew sticks about 8pm, pet woke up at 3am vomitting then had diarrhea several times 
after.

3 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 35 Pound

EON‐112940 1/29/2013 9:06 Beneful Healthy Weight Dog went from perefectly healthy and energized on Saturday to being in liver failure and dying on 
Monday.  had vomitting, difficulty breathing, loss of limb function and complete loss of appetite 
prior to being admitted for liver failure. Her doctor was shocked how fast she became ill. He had 
seen her the previous Thursday and she was happy and healthy.

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 57 Pound

EON‐112916 1/28/2013 23:03 Waggin Train Big Blast Pork 
Skin Twists with Chicken 
Liver

She had a large volume of diarrhea starting the day after consuming this product from a new 
package and continuing through January 22. She was fed this product twice more on January 17 
and 18, always one per day.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 62 Pound
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EON‐112909 1/28/2013 20:06 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky Our 2 cocker spaniels have never been sick and have never been boarded so they do not come in 
contact with other animals. One of our dogs ( ) started vomiting and had diarrhea on and off 
beginning in November 2012 and to be seen and treated by our vet. She could not determine the 
cause of the illness. In January 2012 our other cocker started getting lethargic, drinking a lot of 
water, not eating, and had diarrhea, and we could also tell he was feverish. I immediately took him to 
the vet where they kept him for observation, gave him fluids to get his fever down, and placed him 
on antibiotics. They could not find the cause of the illness in  either. While I was leaving 

at the vet's, I attempted to purchase Milo's Kichen jerkey treats and was then informed they 
had been recalled. I spoke to the vet immediately and told her we had been feeding the jerkey treats 
to both dogs and in fact still have some of the treats left at home. She felt that since both dogs (living 
in 2 different locations - one in  - and the other with our daughter in ) had 
been sick with similar symptoms and been fed the jerkey treats every day, the treats could be the 
cause. We immediately stopped feeding them the treats and they are recovering. They have 
remained on the same dog food (Pinnacle Trout and Sweet Potato) for several years and were given 
no other food.

8.5 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 38 Kilogram

EON‐112840 1/28/2013 16:21 Milo's Chicken Jerky Strips After ingesting Milo's Chicken Jerky Strips, sudden onset of vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy, no appetite. 
Within 24 hours of being admitted to the hospital, she passed on.

7 Years Beagle Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐112719 1/28/2013 13:42 Beneful Heathly Radiance 3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 18 PoundBack in June of 2011, my little girl  who is half Italian Greyhound and half Min Pin started 
getting sick. She was very healthy and had a vet visit the month before which was all good. The vet 
said she was really healthy and all her tests were negative at that time. Then in June,  started 
getting what the vets call "wheals" but I called them hives because I didn¿t know what they were. To 
me it looked like an allergic reaction to something. She had it all over her head and face and down 
her neck and onto her back. It didn¿t seem to bother her but I knew something was wrong. After a 

while she started acting funny and little did I know that this was the beginning of a very long journey 
for both of us.  started getting very slow and very hot feeling. This little girl has always slept in 
bed under the covers since she was a pup and she was sleeping on the floor or in the kennel which 

she never does. She started getting distant from me and he feeding habits changed. I wasn¿t 
seeing her drink much but she sure had to go potty a lot. When  got swelling in her throat 

area, she would look like a pelican, I immediately took her to the vet! I have a picture of the swollen 
neck and this was the 3rd time she had gotten it. The picture I have was taken on 11/28/11. When 

she did get the swelling on her neck it would happen within hours and her neck would swell right up. 
That's how fast what she had would progress! When she had the swelling on her neck and the 

wheels, she acted like herself with no recourse. After a couple of days, sometimes only a day, the 
sickness would set in and FAST! She would go downhill in a matter of hours and I rushed her to the 
vets many, many times to keep her alive!  would start acting very lethargic, would refuse to 

eat (even the good stuff, you know people food), wouldn't drink, start to shake, have loss of control 
of limbs (head, neck, couldn't walk), had a hard time seeing things (still does at night, she can't see 
anything and will bark at me sometimes when I walk into a room), have a very high fever of 104 to 

105, start panting, restless but can't move so she would cry and probably more that I can't think of. I 
took her to 2 different vets, many times, at least every 2 weeks or when she had an episode and all I 
got was that this might be a tick disease and gave her meds with prednisone as one of them. Every 
time I took her in blood work was done and her platelets were so low they didn¿t know how she was 
still with us. She was extremely dehydrated, weak and her fevers were always around 104 degrees 

or more. I was at the time feeding  Beneful Healthy Radiance after a switch from Natural 
Balance small breed food. She had eaten Beneful since she was a pup but I tried the Natural 

Balance in January ¿ April of 2011 then I switched her back to Beneful in May.  was at the 
time a little over 2 years old. The vets had no idea what was causing her very weird onset of 

symptoms and tried a prescription allergy medicine which made the wheals worse but like I said I 
noticed things would go away with the Prednisone. I had enough with the vets not knowing what was 

wrong and they even told me I should see a specialist that I went to the . I 
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g y p y
figured that if I would spend the money for my little girl, I might as well make sure it¿s worth it! After 
bringing  in for a consultation and running some blood work, she broke out in the swelling on 
her throat so I immediately scheduled an appointment to show them what I was talking about. They 
were baffled at what they saw when I brought her in and told me they would like an aspiration of that 
swelling because all of the other tests they ran were negative but her white blood cell count was very 
low and they couldn¿t understand why, and they ran a lot of tests! They still did not know what they 
were dealing with but did prescribe prednisone because we knew that worked. I had the aspiration 

done and the results came back with Immune Mediated Vasculitis which was given to me in 
December of 2011. We went through this up and down battle for over 6 months and I was so scared 
I was going to lose her many times but with my perseverance, quick response to when she needed 
the vet and her holding on for me, we finally got an answer. This is something very rare the vets told 
me and I would have to keep her on medicine for a long time if not her entire life to keep her alive. I 
have spent thousands and thousands of dollars on my little girl but no amount of money can replace 
her, she is one of a kind and I will beg, borrow and steal to make sure she gets what she needs to 

survive! I do have a great job so the stealing won¿t be happening, lol¿ I have had  on Atopica 
which is a steroid but does not allow weight gain and the many potty breaks that prednisone does 

and she also takes Pentoxifylline since January of 2012. The Atopica is very expensive but it works 
and she is doing fabulous! She has not had any of the symptoms since she has been on these 

medications and she is also on a special raw organic diet and dropped the prednisone weight! After 
all these symptoms started I really researched the food industry and her symptoms. I went through 
all kinds of foods but I settled on a raw organic diet. I have tried placing her back on dry food but I 

am so scared that this could happen again and her tummy prefers the raw, she gets horrible 
diarrhea when I try dry foods that I just take the risk of feeding the raw diet. I know some people 

have gone through the symptoms that I listed above I had to push things aside to cover her bills but I 
did it and her and I both survived! I don¿t know for sure what caused this to happen to my  but 
from what I have read with the reactions from other dogs to the Beneful, my  symptoms are 

very similar and it is very scary that they have not done a recall with this food! I think Purina is 
scared because if they do a recall, then they may have to compensate to all the families that have 
lost and/or paid excessive amounts of money for this needed vet care to save or try and save their 
family members life! This is preposterous and a malicious way to treat these wonderful creatures, 

that to many are family! Step up to the plate Purina and take care of the people that have put there 
trust and faith in you! That is all as pet parents we ask. To help us all get through this and save as 

many lives left that we can! Please Recall this food!!!! Thank You
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EON‐112670 1/28/2013 12:06 Chicken Breast Tenders Persistant glucosuria began with housemate dog " " a 5yr old 21lb FS cockapoo in August 
2012. 
" " is having similar symptoms and is doing poorly.

10 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐112656 1/28/2013 10:57 beneful incredibites, beneful 
puppy

lethargy, itchy, flaking, red, hot to touch skin, raw skin. Fur loss 1 Years Shih Tzu Dog 16 Pound

EON‐112653 1/28/2013 9:48 Beneful Original Both dogs were fine. First our pit bull started vomiting up her food about an hour after eating. Now 
our Boxer is doing the same.

5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐112652 1/28/2013 2:06 Hills Science Diet Adult Dry 
Cat Food Light Formula

I purchased a bag of Hills Science Diet Adult Dry Cat Food Light Formula on 27 January 2013. I 
brought it home, opened the bag (which was sealed) and dumped the contents into another 
container for food storage. At the end of pouring the cat food into the new container, a giant clump of 
moldy cat food fell out of the bag. All of the dry cat food that came from the bag had a very foul odor.

EON‐112650 1/27/2013 20:12 Beneful red, flaking, itchy, bleeding, skin. Vomiting foamy bile repeatedly, excessive thirst, restlessness. 7 Years Shih Tzu Dog 20 Pound
EON‐112649 1/27/2013 18:27 waggin tails my dor went into renial kiddney failer and died in 5 days with no reason was at vet for bianully exam 

a few months before with no problems have feed her these treats for years loved them always 
purchased at walmart they both need to be held acountable

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 120 Pound

many lives left that we can! lease Recall this food!!!! hank ou
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EON‐112648 1/27/2013 17:42 Nature's Variety Instinct 
Grain Free Nutrition Venison 
Formula Nutrition for Cats

Nature's Variety Instinct 3oz Can Venison formula cat food. I opened the can (which had been 
stored in a cupboard in the kitchen), to find what looks like a wet white powdery substance on the 
food, lid, and lining what I could see of the sides of the can, along with the expected yellowish 
coagulated 'gravy'. Food was not fed to cat, and returned to the store it was purchased from (Petco 

 Number stamped on bottom of can:23UNM4 0314 Best Buy: August 06,2013 
Photos are available.

EON‐112647 1/27/2013 16:42 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Natural Chicken Tenders

6 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 23 PoundAbout Dec. 21, I noticed that one of our two dogs was vomiting a little bit, but was unsure which one. 
Once I realized it was , I tried some clear chicken broth to see if maybe her stomach was just 
a little irritated with regular dog food. When she vomited that back up, I got her to the vet quickly. He 
did some tests and informed us that her liver enzymes were elevated "off the chart", along with high 

bilirubin numbers. He sent us to , here in . 

She was a patient with  for several days as they tried to determine a diagnosis and what they 
could do to help our dog. They started I.V. fluids, took blood samples for bile acids, did an abdominal 

ultrasound, and began treatments of "IVF, GI protectants, liver protectants", etc. 

By  after extreme measures were taken to help our dog, and after performing all kinds of 
tests, she clearly was dying, and nothing more could be done to save her. We held her and loved 

her as she was euthanized, and then my husband and I transported our little girl, ourselves, directly 
to the vet school at , in . Our family vet had made 

arrangements on our behalf for them to do a necropsy on our pet. 

I wanted a necropsy performed because I wanted to know what had killed our dog. 

The results that came back from were incomplete and not specific to any one cause. So 
that's where we've left it.

TODAY, I read that illnesses and deaths have been linked, unofficially, I guess, to dog treats 
manufactured in China. A bell went off: I'd bought at least two packages (maybe even three or four 
over time?) of Canyon Creek "Tenders" preceding my dog's illness, and given these "treats" to her. 

TODAY, in the back of my pantry, I found what's left of one of those bags. Sure enough, it was made 
in China, it's "Canyon Creek Ranch Natural Chicken Tenders". Here's the LOT NO.: G1CA3716A

I realize I've given informal and inexact information here, but perhaps it might be possible to gather 
Punkin's actual medical records from 1) the family vet, 2) , and/or 
the vet school at  that performed the necropsy. However, about 13 months has passed 

now, so perhaps the records have been deleted or otherwise destroyed. 
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EON‐112646 1/27/2013 0:42 Waggin' Train Western Style 
Chicken Bites Honey Basted

All three dogs had vomiting and several bouts of diarrhea, then they were lethargic until the next 
day.

3 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐112645 1/26/2013 21:48 Waggin train wholesome big 
blast pork skin twists with 
chicken liver

Has had mucousy green diarrhea that comes on suddenly several times throughout the past 48 
hours. Little appetite, tolerated some biscuits, drank some water. Refusing dog food. Excessive thirst 
at times. Condition remains same at present.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 63 Pound

EON‐112641 1/26/2013 18:42 Waggon Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

In the middle of December, my dog,  developed constipation so I tried to give her 
Metamucil to help her go to the bathroom. When that didn't work and I noticed she was having 
trouble going up and down stairs, we took her to the vet. Without drawing blood, he diagnosed a 
kidney infection and put her on antibiotics. A few days later, on Monday, January 14, 2013, when 
there was no sign she was getting better, only weaker, we took her back to the vet where blood was 
drawn and it was determined that her kidneys were failing. The doctor prescribed a 3-day diuresis to 
flush out her kidneys in the hopes of regenerating cells. On the 3rd day,  seemed to be 
coming back to her old self. The vet said we should be cautiously optimistic - and in a side note, 
mentioned that many dogs had been having kidney failure due to Waggon Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders. She came home and ate some boiled chicken, drank water, peed, didn't vomit, begged for 
treats, etc. Unfortunately, by the next day, she was back to lying around, not eating, and barely 
drinking water. Over the next several days, we tried everything we could to rehydrate her and settle 
her nausea, but it was no use. She ended up vomiting up blood and died in her sleep later that same 
night, Sunday, .

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Ounce

That's where it stands NOW. I'd still like to know what killed my dog.

Thanks.
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EON‐112640 1/26/2013 17:15 Purina Beneful Dog Food Around the last part of October  suddenly began having seizures. I took her to the vet and he 
determined that she had a very high fever and gave her antibiotics. She improved slightly, and the 
seizures slowed, but she began to go downhill again within a couple of weeks. She became lethargic 
and started vomiting constantly. She started having diarrhea. She was constantly thirsty and would 
drink so fast that she would choke and vomit. She lost 10 pounds in 7 days and I took her to the vet 
again. Her abdomen had begun swelling and he thought it was her liver. He gave her antibiotics and 
told us to bring her back in two days if she wasn't better. She improved for one day, then her 
condition quickly degraded. The night before  she began vomiting and having diarrhea 
constantly, thick black goo from both ends. She wanted to go to the woods but we kept her in her 
crate. Thanksgiving morning she was cold and still, breathing shallowly. She began to convulse and 
died after 15 minutes of that. When my son picked her up to carry her to the backyard to bury her, 
thick black goo ran from both ends, as if she had melted inside. 

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐112639 1/26/2013 17:15 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Radiance

I purchased Beneful Healthy Radiance for my 6 year old Boxer a few weeks ago. As he started 
eating it, he became lethargic, then he started to have diarrhea, vomiting, weight loss, drinking 
excessively, and then ultimately stopped eating it a few days ago. We brought him to the vet and she 
said his liver enzymes were extremely elevated and he was slightly anemic. She asked what he was 
eating and we told her Beneful and she said to discontinue immediately because of the recent 
reports about aflotoxins in the food. She referred him to an emergency clinic and they wanted to run 
$2300 in tests. We couldn't afford it, so we brought him home, switched his food and gave him Milk 
Thistle for his liver. He seems to be responding well; he started eating again since yesterday and 
he's up and around the house. In a few days we want to bring him back to the vet to see if his liver 
enzymes came down. I work for Health Care Compliance for a major healthcare company and I 
know how regulated our industry is around manufacturing. After seeing my dog before vs. after the 
Beneful, I have no doubt that the food caused his illness. There are over 300 reports on Consumer 
Reviews and vets and PetSmart employees are wondering when the food is going to be recalled. 
Cornell University is also doing a study and for $1000 my vet can send them the dog food I 
purchased to analyze, which I'm not going to pursue. I already spent close to $300 this week in 
trying to diagnose the illness. I have the bag of Beneful. The Bar Code # is 017800135757 and the 
other manuf. number is 17800-13575. I can provide the food if you'd like to test it.

6 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐112637 1/26/2013 16:48 Christmas stocking rawhide 
treats

I gave my dogs rawhide chews that were packaged as Christmas treats. All of my dogs suffered 
gastro-intestional upset, some worse than others. Black diarrhea, vomiting, abdominal pain. After 
examination by the vet he said they had been poisioned by the treats. Despite his best efforts my 
dog died after 10 days due to liver failure. My other 4 dogs had the same symptoms but less severe 
and made recoveries. I thought one dog would also die but I was able to save her and she was 
younger than the shepphard.

15 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐112635 1/26/2013 15:12 Smokehouse chicken breast 
strips

Husband decided to purchase treats in the spirit of Christmas holiday. We NEVER buy dog treats! 
we only feed carrots, apple, and bananas as treats. A few days after the holiday my husband gave 
all three of our dogs the treats.  being a large dog received multiple treats while our other 2 
dogs a Chihuahua 11 pounds and a terrier mix 7.4 pounds each only received 1 treat total. A day or 
so passes and my husband gives  more of the treats...the other dogs none. My husband thinks 
he only gave them to  3-4 days total. 
I thought we noticed drinking more water then usual but did not mention it to my husband. A 
day or so later  is drinking and my husband stated he thought she seemed to be drinking more 
water then usual. 
I immediately went to the jerky treat bag and saw on the back lower corner that they are made in 
China. Front of the bag has a sticker stating Tested in the USA! The next day I got an emergency 
vet appointment and had 2 of the dogs tested because my husband didnt want to tell me he gave to 
all three dogs.  and (terrier mix 7.4 pound) get bloodwork done. Liver and kidney 
function tests.
Vet calls to tell me  is in Acute liver Failure. I do not have any copies of the labs. The date was 
1/11/13. I immediately took  to  in  

.  was admitted to the hospital for the elevated liver enzymes, low platelets. IV fluids, 
platelets , and medications to support her liver started. Lab testes revealed negative results for other 
tick born illnesses that would lead to elevated liver enzymes and her Lyme titer was considered low 
meaning she did not have active Lyme disease that would cause elevated liver enzymes. Spleen 
biopsy was done to rule out cancers that would cause liver enzyme elevation. Over the course of 3 
days  liver enzymes started to decrease  was discharged on 1/13/13 and was on 
supportive care since her discharge.  continues to have follow up blood testes to monitor her 
liver. Her enzymes are slowly coming back to normal.

7 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-
haired

Dog 68 Pound
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EON‐112599 1/25/2013 9:39 Dentley's wrapped rawhide 
sticks with real chicken

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 8.7 PoundI have a 4 year old Morkie (Maltese/Yorkie mix). She has always been a finicky dog but the one thing 
she loved were chicken treats and she had been given them since she was about 6 months old. I 

gave her all brands and varieties. All were from China, I now have discovered. Around Nov. of 2012, 
I tried Dentley's rawhide sticks wrapped in chicken. She never ate the rawhide, but loved chewing 
the chicken off of these sticks. She loved these so much that I would give her them throughout the 

day, sometimes the entire bag of ten. I didn't see any limit on how many you could give, and the 
chicken on these rawhide sticks was very thin, so I figured that the amount of chicken she was 

eating was equal to about two large chicken strips. On Jan 11th, my dog stopped eating. We were 
having a number of family stresses at the time, so I thought she may have been reacting to our 

stress. But she started vomiting and was drinking and urinating more than usual. I started giving her 
a concentrated nutrient/energy paste supplement and took her to my vet on jan20th. My vet x-rayed 
her and did blood work and found both normal. So she was hydrated and given Cerenia for nausea. 
I was told to feed her chicken and rice and was told that she had depression based on my history. (I 
told the vet that I gave her these treats everyday but she, like myself, was unaware of the warnings). 
My dog continued not to eat and on Jan22nd I took her to the hospital. There she was found to be 

dehydrated and tests showed she had glucose in her urine, as well as low potassium and low blood 
sugar. She had the classic symptoms of Fanconi syndrome and based on her history and the fact 
that she is not a breed that gets this genetically, it is believed that it was acquired from the treats 

made in China. She spent two days in the hospital. She is home now but is still not herself. She has 
very little energy and continues to drink and urinate a lot. The sad part of this is that I had no idea 

these treats were dangerous. Upon researching this on the internet, I am now aware that there have 
been reports of dogs becoming ill on chicken Jerky from china since 2007. I read a number of stories 
of people who lost their dogs to this problem, and it just breaks my heart. I don't understand why you 

don't demand these treats be removed from the shelves. We depend on you to protect us. I 
understand that the reason there was not a recall was that it was not known why dogs were getting 

sick and dying. But if potato chips were making humans sick and die, would you wait to find out what 
it was about the potato chip before removing them from the shelves? I understand that Australia 

banned these products from China and Vietnam and the cases of Fanconi Syndrome abated. I was 
clueless and so was my Vet. On Jan. 9th, three major manufacturers of these treats did a voluntary 

recall. No mention of dogs getting sick was in that recall. It sounded like they were just being 
cautious. So people still are not taking this as something to be worried about. My vet bill so far is 

$3000. And her life , if she survives this, will most likely be shortened and consist of continual visits 
for lab work and follow up appointments. I would do anything for her. I thought I was giving healthy 
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treats. And the brand I was poisoning my dog with is still on the shelves. Please don't let another 

dog owner go through what I am going through right now. If the voluntary recalls were done after it 
was discovered that there were traces of antibiotics found in the chicken, and we now know that the 

Chinese feed their chickens these antibiotics, I think we can assume that this is probably the 
problem. It would make sense that dehydrating chicken meat from chickens fed antibiotics may be 
the problem. Especially knowing that there are cases of antibiotics causing Fanconi syndrome in 
dogs. So please recall all of these treats. Every brand should be off the shelves. And any product 
made in the USA that uses ingredients from China should be made to put that on their packaging. 

Right now I can go to Pet Smart and buy the product that caused my dog's illness. I just want to add 
that I have been told that the FDA posted a warning. Where does one have to go to see this 

warning? Do I have to Google search things I buy for warnings online? If there is a risk of illness, 
and you don't issue a recall, shouldn't that warning be on the packaging of the products that are 

dangerous? Please do something about this. Please protect us. Thank you
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EON‐112583 1/24/2013 19:45 BENEFUL 7 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 6 PoundMy little teacup poodle  died of kidney failure on  between 3am-430am. We used 
to feed him the Beneful brand of dog food made by Purina. Last week I found out from my mom that 
Beneful causes blindness, seizures, and kidney failure in dogs, my mom found out from a friend, and 

a number of people have complained about the dog food to the FDA and to Purina because they 
had to put their dogs down because of the illnesses the food caused and they refuse to take the food 
off the market. My little baby  went blind in December of 2011, and got depressed and didnt 

want to do much but he was eating and drinking just fine. A couple months later his poop starts 
having blood in it and was runny and slimy so we switch his food from beneful to EN which is a vet 

prescribed diet that one of my other dogs has to have because her digestive tract is messed up. The 
EN seemed to help  for a good few months. Around the late fall of 2012  started 

throwing up but he continued to eat and drink and use the bathroom like normal, at first I thought it 
was normal cuz another one of my dogs throws up sometimes. The throwing up had gotten more 

worse and we brought him to the vet on 01/11/2013 and the vet said he had some parasites so she 
gave him a shot for nausea and stuff, for 4 days he didn't puke so i thought he was getting better. 

The spring semester started here at  on  and my little baby  went down 
hill the next day or so and got depressed even more and started throwing up again but it was worse 

than it was before. This time he refused to eat and drink and that is when my mom told me about 
how beneful was bad for dogs because she had just found out. My mom brought  to me on 

Friday and he tried to drink water but he threw it up. I was so worried about my baby, and on 
Saturday morning we brought him to the Vet and she said it was kidney failure and she did some 

blood work to be sure and re-hydrated him and gave him another shot for nausea and we took him 
home and i gave him water through a dropper and we pulverized his food and i was feeding with a 
dropper. We found a natural/ herbal medicine called kidney rejuvinator and we bought that so we 
could try to save him but sadly he died yesterday so we couldnt save him. After we buried him the 
Vet called and told us it was Kidney Failure and that his kidney enzyme levels were so high they 
were off the charts and there was nothing they could have done. I can't let Purina get away with 
making bad food that kills animals. Other people have complained and it doesn't do anything. All 

they did was put a complaint number on the website and continue to sell the food so other animals 
can get sick. I think that is wrong. Animals are my life especially my animals and I believe that if a 
dog food is bad for an animal then it shouldnt be on the market. If you people don't investigate of 

why dogs are getting seriously ill and dying from this food and take it off the shelves, I will be sure to 
file a LAWSUIT against you and Purina. I have already contacted a layer about it.
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EON‐112571 1/24/2013 16:24 Xylitol Spry Dental Defense 
System

One of my dogs accidentally ate a product containing xylitol. The packet was in a bag of items from 
our dentist. We were unaware that it was in there. When we realized it, we called ASPCA poison 
control who told us to take the dog to the emergency vet asap. I realize that it is our responsibility to 
monitor our dog's behavior, but when I contacted the manufacturer about the toxicity of xylitol to 
dogs, they denied that it was toxic and copied me a list of items the ASPCA calls toxic to dogs. They 
conveniently left off xylitol which is also on the list. Xyclear, the manufacturer is saying there is no 
evidence to support this, when both the FDA and the ASPCA list xylitol as toxic. They are giving out 
incorrect information to consumers which can result in the death of their pets. We took our dog to the 
vet where she was monitored for 12 hours. The amount she ate was on the borderline of toxic, but it 
was judged that she remain to be monitored. Fortunately my dog is fine, but I think that Xyclear is 
being irresponsible telling people that there is no evidence for xylitols toxicity.

EON‐112555 1/24/2013 13:54 Waggin Train chicken jerkey 
also Milo's chicken jerkey

Notable water intake and increased urination. Little leakage and soften stool. 7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 83 Pound
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EON‐112519 1/24/2013 0:06 Eukanuba Dachshund Adult 69 Months Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 9.5 PoundDescription and Details Information Also included on attachment)

Date problem started 12/15/2012 
Date of recovery 01/22/2013 on going

Date problem started 10/20/2012 
Date of recovery 01/22/2013 on going

Describe what happened
For the past 5 years I have been feeding my miniature dachshund (date of birth ) 

Eukanuba for dachshunds. My daughter who does not reside with me has been feeding her 
miniature dachshund dog  (age 6) the same food. (the dogs are not related) For the past 

several years we have been purchasing 2 14lb bags from Pet flow. At times  will stay with me 
and  will stay with my daughter at which time they are both fed from the same bag of food. 

Until recently, both dogs have been the picture of health and have
been seen by the vet for routine vaccinations. On Sunday October 14, 2012 my daughter left  
with some friends as they were going to be out of town until October 20, 2012. These friends have 

watched him in the past and have never had any problem. During his stay he eats his normal 
Eukanuba for dachshunds food.

When they returned their friends said that  had been acting strange and was not his normal 
self and did not really want to eat. They said he would whine when they tried to pick him up and was 
somewhat lethargic. When my daughter returned home they also noticed that he was not feeling well 
and his stomach was a little bloated and hard. He was very sensitive to the touch and would screech 

when we tried to pick him up. Initially they thought he was just out of sorts from being away from 
home. His condition worsened and on October 24, 2012 they took him to the vet. At that time the vet 

ran several blood tests and advised them that his liver numbers were high. And that they believed 
that he had a liver infection. They were asked if he had eaten anything that was dangerous to his 

health like mushrooms or other plants. To our knowledge he had not eaten anything out of the 
ordinary.  does not typically eat things or chew things other then his own food and toys. At that 

time the vet put  on an antibiotic and liver enzyme pills to help with his ailment as well as a 
pain pill to help with his stomach pain. At that time they did not suspect his food was an issue so he 
continued on his food. Although he did improve somewhat, he was not getting back to his old self. 

He stayed on his
antibiotics for two weeks and was showing some improvement. On November 28, 2012, my dog 
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 went to stay with my daughter while I was on vacation. During this time both dogs were fed 

the same food from my daughter¿s supply. During this time  was still not 100% On December 
9, 2012, I picked up  and took her home.  seemed to continue to get sicker and he was 

so sick and in pain that they had to take him to the vet again. At that time the bold tests were run 
again and his liver count was high again. This time he was placed on two antibiotics and they were 
told to change his diet to boiled rice, boiled chicken, cottage cheese and Hill Prescription i/d low fat 

food. On Sat December 22, 2012, I called my daughter and told her that  had not been feeling 
too good and was not herself. She was lethargic and not acting normal in addition she screeched at 

the touch of her upper body. Late in the day Dec 24, 2012  and I went to my daughter¿s 
house for Christmas. When  got there my daughter said she has the same symptoms as 

. We then thought that the only thing that the two dogs had in common is that they were both 
fed from the same bag of food while  was with them end of November beginning of 

.  was taken to the vet on Dec 26th 2012 and was diagnosed with pancreatitis, the 
vet put her on a pain pill, antibiotic, muscle relaxer and was on IV until  and placed on 
a limited diet Caned Hill Prescription i/d low fat food and medication. Both  and  
vets said their conditions could have been caused by contaminated food and suggested we notify 
the manufacture. Since December 24, 2012  and  have not had any Eukanuba for 

dachshunds, they have both been on special diets and both are making recoveries. On January 7, 
2013,  went back to the vet for a recheck and his liver enzymes were normal. My normal 

practice for storing the Eukanuba for dachshunds is to place it in a plastic container to keep it fresh 
and dry. I have always done this and did not notice anything abnormal about the food. I had just 

ordered and received a new batch of Eukanauba for Dachshunds; I had opened my bag and was 
going to take the closed bag to my daughter. I noticed that the new food had an entirely different 

look, I also have a sample of that new food but I had notified Pet Flow of our problem and that both 
dogs were now on special prescription food. They told me to return the closed bags (which I have 

done) and to discard the new opened food which I had transferred to my Plastic container. I did take 
out a small sample should it be needed for checking. My daughter has a sample of the food in 

question and is trying to locate a testing facility to see if there is a problem with the food. Since there 
seems to be no other logical explanation for why both dogs became sick with similar ailments and 

when both were taken off of their shared food, have been recovering,

 also has a problem with his leg, and  a problem with her neck. I believe that in addition 
both dogs may have injured themselves in their weakened conditions as these problems did not
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both dogs may have injured themselves in their weakened conditions as these problems did not 
exist previous to their illness. There are no other explanations.

It would appear to have had something to do with their food. My daughter is willing to allow you to 
have a sample for testing if you provide instructions and pay for any cost associated with the testing. 
It is our intention to notify the FDA with a copy of this letter and the supporting documents also. My 
daughter has researched the issues related to contaminated dog food and found that it is not an 

uncommon occurrence. It is our desire to try to determine the cause of our dogs¿ illness and if it is 
related to the food we would be hopeful that Eukanauba (Proctor and Gamble) would both take 

financial responsibility and attempt to determine if any other dogs were affected by this food.
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EON‐112518 1/23/2013 23:15 Joint MAX Triple Strength 
Soft Chews (240 Chews)

I have ordered Joint MAX Triple Strength Soft Chews to help with arthritis problem. When the 
product came the dog was attracted by the smell of it. The box with chews wasn't properly stored or 
closed. Nothing to seal it out so the smell wouldn't attract the animal. The dog opened the carton 
box, easily open the lid on the product and ate all 2 pounds of it. He immediately started vomiting 
and having diarrhea. I took him to the emergency room. Vets gave him IV and left him in the clinic till 
morning. Next day they called me around 11 am saying that the dog started uncontrollably bleeding. 
Two days later despite the plasma treating the dog died. I have left a bad review for this product on 
Amazon, and two more people reported that their dogs died from liver failure from this product since 
September 2012. There also two old reviews for this product that dogs died from a smaller dose. 
There is no warning on the package that it could cause overdose. There is no warning on the 
website that the smell of the product attracts dogs. Please do something to stop all these deaths of 
our pets. They are like children to the owners.

8 Years Dobermann Dog 110 Pound

EON‐112517 1/23/2013 23:00 Milo's Chicken Jerky loss of appetite, diarrhea, vomiting and would just lay around-no energy. Just a sip of water would go 
right trough her. 

2 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Long-
haired

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐112516 1/23/2013 22:21 Waggin train Yam Good 
treats

My 7 yr old cocker vomited with diahreah for 2 days, then got better, the younger dog, continued 
vomiting and had to go to the vet. the dog treats waggin trail yam good jerky treats were still on the 
shelf at our local walmart at this time the dates are an estimate.

1 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐112448 1/23/2013 0:42 Beneful Playful Life She started hiding and not wanting to come play as usual on Saturday. Then we woke Sunday 
morning to her wreching sounds, her mouth as very wet and she wasnt responding. We rushed her 
to the er vet, but she was dead before we even got there (only 5mi). She spasmed in the car and 
just stopped breathing.

5 Months Shepherd 
(unspecified)

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐112447 1/22/2013 22:51 Purina Friskies with Tuna & 
Egg in Sauce

We found a bone in our cats canned friskies food. It appears to be a tooth. We are DISGUSTED that 
a company can get away with endangering pets like this!! If my cat had eaten this bone he would 
have choked and died. I have heard stories about companies like friskies putting road kill and 
euthanized pets in their food but I didnt believe it until now. Consumers have a right to know and 
understand that when feeding their pets this junk that their lives are at risk. Please take action on 
this. Thank you

EON‐112439 1/22/2013 19:15 Hills Science Diet Adult liver 
& chicken entree minced

The female cat became lethargic, anorexic and severely dehydrated. She was diagnosed with 
pancreatitis. One of the male cats became lethargic and anorexic and had diarrhea. The other male 
cat vomitted several times.

11 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 9 Pound
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EON‐112435 1/22/2013 17:06 Wagon Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Two weeks before death dog had above problems but was doing relatively ok. He was eating and 
drinking and active. Owner bought Wagon Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders and fed them in 
moderate amounts for two weeks. Dog presented for vomiting and diarrhea and not eating.

Blood tests revealed severe azotemia and dog was hospitalized and given IV fluids. He also had a 
seizure and another smaller one once hospitalized that responded to diazepam. Leptospirosis tests 
(PCR) were negative. Dog continued to deteriorate and died in the hospital three days later.

A necropsy was done and kidney, bladder, and liver tissues submitted to , .
Kidneys: A) Chronic interstitial nephritis. B) Glomerulonephritis
Bladder: Minimal cystitis
Liver: Hepatopathy characterized by marked vacular congestion and mild hepatocellular swelling 
and hepatocellular vacuolation (hepatocellular degeneration).

12 Years Bichon Frise Dog 14.5 Pound

EON‐112416 1/22/2013 13:51 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Thursday,  , went to work -  was fine - playing, barking - no sign of illness. Got 
home from work about 4 p.m., he was listless and acted like he didn't feel good. About 7-8 p.m. 
started vomiting. Would drink water, but wouldn't eat. Layed around all evening. I woke up about 1 
a.m. and found him breathing rapidly and moaning whenever I touched him. I took him to the 
Emergeny Vet then. They did blood work, gave him IV fluids and pain medicine. By about 4 a.m., he 
was having loose stool with blood noted. By 6 a.m., he was bleeding orally and was basically non-
responsive. I took him to our regular vet at 8 a.m. They did x-rays and found blood in his belly; the 
vet said he either ruptured his gallbladder or had bleeding from his liver. He was in extreme pain by 
this time and even the pain med they gave him did not help. I had to make the hardest decision of 
my life and ended up having him euthanized. Less than 24 hrs. had transpired and my beloved dog 
was dead. He was an indoor-outdoor dog, stayed only in our yard (had an underground fence), no 
visible signs of injury. Did not relate his death to the chicken jerky treats until a recall was started. 
Our dogs ate at least 3 jerky treats daily. We feel terrible knowing that we contributed to his death. 
Knowing that this company knew what was happening is outrageous and is unconsciousable. If we 
can help one animal from becoming sick or dying, we are ready to help however we can. Going thru 
this was torture for our dog and ourselves. He is missed every day. His companion dog is still 
wandering from room to room looking for his "brother". The saddness persists - waiting for him to 
greet us at the door, letting us know he was ready to eat and just being a source of comfort. We no 
longer have that comfort because of these "treats".

10 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐112405 1/22/2013 12:21 Beefeaters Sweet Potato 
Snacks for Dogs

Purhcased Beefeaters Sweet Potato Snacks from Stop & Shop in 

Opened bag - gave treats to my dog. After a few days, (dog ate about 2 or more a day) - my dog, 
- stopped eating. She became lethargic. Stopped drinking. 

Took to vet on Thursday, 1/17, and on Saturday 1/19. Vet took bloodwork and xrays. Couldn't find 
out what was wrong, and the dog was presenting worse by Saturday. Referred to 24/7 animal 
hospital.

Took  to  on Sunday, 1/20. They did more tests, bloodwork, urine analysis, etc. 
Decided to keep her overnight, tests showed some issues related to kidney function.

Went home - looked up Beefeaters Sweet Potato Snacks for dogs on google. Noticed an article 
related to kidney failure w/ dogs who ate these snacks. Called the animal hospital to inform them of 
what we had been feeding our dog prior to her falling ill.

Met w/ internal medicine vet & ER vet on Monday, 1/21. They agreed the cause of  health 
problems was a direct result of contaminated treats, and we showed them the treats. They stated 
they would write me a letter indicating this was the cause of her illness & that she might have kidney 
damage. They are hoping the effects are reversible.

She stayed overnight for 2 nights, and we are taking her home today. We have to inject her w/ fluids 
1 x per day until her next check up on Saturday. At this time, we do not know if the kidney damage is 
permanent, but we are hoping for the best.

In the meantime, I have racked up over $2,000 in medical bills.

2 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 23 Kilogram

EON‐112391 1/22/2013 9:21 American Kennel Club 
Chicken Jerky

Bought American Kennel Club Chicken Jerky-a foreign object appearing to be a thick string of some 
sort found in a jerky my dog had been trying to chew. Results the string was found, dog is alright but 
is still a safety hazard if i had not found it.

EON‐112335 1/21/2013 21:24 Milos Kitchen home-style 
dog treats Chicken Jerky

Diarrhia, some bloody 11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 101 Pound

EON‐112334 1/21/2013 18:39 Kingdom Pets All Natural 
Ingredients Chicken Jerky

On 1/17/13 Presented for anorexia x 1 day for his dog food, but would eat the jerky treats they had 
been giving him. No urination that day, no straining. Thought they saw "white material" at the 
urethrostomy site. Dog had lost 4 lbs (19.5 to 15.5) since surgery 3 weeks prior. Urinary catheter 
passed easily, looked grossly normal, but did urine dipstick to look for occult blood. All was negative, 
except urine glucose was of the scale!!! Repeated to be sue. Blood suga was 131. In researching, 
found that Fanconi type syndrome was a sequelae of Chicken Jerky toxicosis. Owner advised to 
stop feeding the chicken jerky, and dog has improved.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15.5 Pound
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EON‐112333 1/21/2013 16:24 waggin trail lasso's pork and 
chicken doggie treets

 ate a waggin trail treet that was made from chicken from china...she then developed 
pancreatitis and spent 3 days at the vets office and was given treatment...total cost was $305.00

11 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐112332 1/21/2013 16:21 Beneful In mid December of 2013 we began mixing Beneful (dry, active variety, bought at Sams Club in 
) brand dog food into our puppies(2) regular dry mix.  (60lb black lab) 

fell critically ill after consuming small ampunts over a period of time. Meal previousle eaten was 
finshing up mix and was mainly Beneful. Upon onset of illness she rapidly went from playing puppy 
to lethargic, drooling, struggling to breath, vomiting, and having gross bloody
stools full of clots. Lab work showed an ALT level over 1000 (10 times the normal), low WBC count, 
thrombocytopenia, and hypokalemia. We had to rush her to the emergency vet clinic during a
horrible snpw storm or no doubt she would have died. They were able to stabilize her and we 
transferred her to a reg vet office, 

By the next afternoon, my second lab  (80lbs) began vomiting. We immediately rushed her to 
the vets for treatment. Both tested negative for Parvo. Both tested negative for parasites. There was 
no evidence of them coming in contact with a toxic chemical at home. We are concerned that the 
Beneful dog food given in small doses over a period of weeks have poisoned our puppies. This is 
the only change to their activity or daily living, it is the only logical link for both puppies to have fallen 
ill(mysteriously). Both are currently re-cooperating. I have copies of all reports and will gladly give 
you permission to have their records released to you for investigation.

Please investigate, I hate to see other families see their puppies as sick as mine were. 

Sincerely, , 

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐112329 1/21/2013 12:21 Waggin Train Chik'n Biscuit 
Recipe

My little poodle died on . I gave him Waggin Wheel chicken biscuits. After 3 days he started 
throwing up and wouldn't eat anything. He continually got sicker and wouldn't even try to walk. He 
just lay on his pillow. He was always a very lively dog and loved to eat. Finally on  at 9:44PM 
he took his last breath.

9 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 10 Pound

EON‐112320 1/21/2013 1:51 Purina Beneful Incredibites We had been feeding her Beneful Incredibites since November, but the bag that we bought in late 
December made her start acting weird after feedings. She started coughing/sneezing/breathing 
strange, but we just put it off as a cold at first. Then she started not finishing her food which is very 
unusual for her. She also started drinking excessive amounts of water, and started vomiting. She 
vomited on two occasions and the only thing that came up in the vomit was the dog food. She also 
continued to dry heave for the rest of the second day of vomitting.

5 Years Greyhound - Italian Dog 12.8 Pound
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EON‐112319 1/20/2013 20:54 Waggin' Train and Canyon 
Creek Ranch chicken jerky

Had an allergic reaction, scratched a raw path on his head, thew up multiple time. Was lethargic and 
had seizures. 
Vet said he is going blind - gave topical meds did not do blood work.

5 Years Pekingese Dog 22 Pound

EON‐112318 1/20/2013 20:30 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

My dogs have eaten Waggin Train Chicken Jerky treats daily for 1.5 yrs but this time they 
experienced Diarrhea w/ blood, vomitting, wouldn't eat for 4 days. Symptoms lasted for 4 days for my 
Yorkie .

The symptoms started a day later for /Shih-Poo. Similare symptoms w/ diarrhea w/ blood, 
vomiting, wouldn't eat for a few days. He wasn't as sick as my yorkie. He is bigger at 15lbs vs. 10lbs. 
This could be the reason. However, they were both really sick and they have been on the same 
food/treats for 2 yrs so I know the Waggin Train Chicken Jerky was the cause of their illness. 
Especially when I was told they were recalled.

2 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound

EON‐112317 1/20/2013 19:15 Waggin tails chicken jerky 
treats

Dog had uncontrollable diareaha diarrhea and was lethargic for 2 days after eating chicken jerky 
treat by waggin tails purchased at Walmart. Did not realize illness was from treats so gave her 
another treat
When she was feeling better and it started all over again. Finally took her to vet who put her on 
antibiotics and threw treats away. Few days later I saw reports about waggin tail treats. Luckily my 
dog survived.

4 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 22 Pound

EON‐112316 1/20/2013 18:15 Beneful  had seizures and vomiting within minutes of eating. He has extreme skin issues now as well as 
an ear infection. This began in late 2012. The itching and ear problems continue. Without a muzzle 
and cone on he will chew his skin off his body in seconds. He had incredible thirst but now I cannot 
get him to drink water. I cook him food and add extra broth to get him to consume enough liquids. 
Since discontinueing the Beneful dog food and putting a muzzle and cone on him his wounds are 
healing and his hair is beginning to grow back. I give him alergy medication 2 times a day and 
cleanse his wounds with antiseptic as well as cook rice and veggies with chicken or beef for him. 
With just the muzzle he was able to nibble away at his legs so we also had to put a cone on. He is 
uncomfortable and paces alot because his skin bothers him. When his muzzle and cone are off for 
eating and drinking he has to be watched every second or he will chew his skin off. We at first just 
used the cone but he got it off during the night and I woke up to a very bloody mess of a dog with 
raw skin all over laying outside my bedroom door. I got sick.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐112314 1/20/2013 15:45 Purina Beneful Healty 
Weight

My dog was sick for 5 days and had constant diarrhea. I took him off the food and eventually came 
back to good health, and solid poop. We tried giving him the dog food again as I cannot afford to 
waste it, and he is now back to having diarrhea. I will not be giving him any more of this food.

11 Years Chein Francais 
Black et Orange

Dog 23 Pound
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EON‐112313 1/20/2013 12:45 Nature's Deli Chicken Jerky 
Dog Treats

Gave the dog a Nature's Deli chicken jerky treat. The next day he threw up. Didn't give him treats for 
two days. Gave him a treat again, and then again, he threw up yellow bile-type vomit. Checked for 
recalls and saw the warnings. Why are they allowed to continue selling these tainted products???

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound

EON‐112312 1/20/2013 11:45 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain 
Turkey Meal & Sweet 
POtato Formula for Dogs

We started feeding new bag of food last night before. After taking him out to go potty, he had to go 
out again shortly after. This morning, we came down stairs and the dog looked at me and attempted 
to walk in the living room. He was off balance and used the couch to lean up against to keep from 
falling over. When he made it to the dining room, he had his paws spread out to try to keep himself 
from falling over. The dog went straight to the back door to be let out. He had already been let out in 
the last 30 minutes. We have notified the store.

7 Years Catahoula Leopard 
Dog

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐112311 1/20/2013 10:39 purina friskies grillers blend 
cat food chicken beef & 
turkey flavors accented with 
garden veggies & grill flavor

when i gave my cats purina friskies grillers blend dry food all 3 of them developed diarrhea and 
vomiting... I then searched and found a recall on this product... they still have diarrhea and vomiting 
and i am very concerned... one of the cats seems to be getting worse

Unknown Cat
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EON‐112310 1/20/2013 10:36 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Radiance

Our dog  was a very energetic boxer. She has been on Beneful Healthy Radiance since we 
got her at 1 year old. As she aged she would go a few days without eating and then everything 
would be normal again and she'd eat fine. This began infrequently but the past year, it really began 
increasing. We hit the point of no return December 23, 2012. She began puking daily sometimes 
once a day, sometimes 7 times a day. She also had diarrhea the first few days. We took her to the 
vet. The first vet, , from  in  recommended we change her 
dog food to Science Diet Lite. We tried this.  would not eat it and continued to puke daily. We 
took  back to the vet on . (We primarily dealt with  and  
from this point on.) This time we did bloodwork on her. Results showed that she wasn't in liver or 
kidney failure. Finally on the last visit we had x-rays done to see if there was a foreign object lodged. 
There was nothing abnormal, except  had a slightly smaller liver. At this point,  felt 
comfortable treating her symptoms and gave her serenia to treat her puking  stopped puking 
for 3 days. We were also giving her chicken and rice to eat at this time. We had 1 pill left and the 
vets told us to see what happened when she didn't take the pill. She began excessive drooling. 
When we spoke to the vet, they said  was nauseated. We gave her the last anti-nausea pill. It 
didn't work. She puked blood in the morning and was still excessively drooling. We spoke to the vet 
again and they decided that  did not have gastroentitis or pancreatitis like they thought. More 
than likely it was a gastric ulcer, gastric tumor, or cancer. We chose not to confirm the diagnosis due 
to the cost and the outcome for these were all the same. On  we put our 6 year old 
hyper boxer down. 
Today I was on facebook and saw a post about beneful dogfood killing animals. Unfortunately, it's 
too late for us, but if this is the cause for my dogs unexpected death I am extremely disappointed 
that there is no FDA regulation on dogfood. This has already caused 220 deaths that I have read. 
Please do something, so other dog owners do not have to undergo unfairly losing a loved one like 
we did.

6 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 170 Pound

EON‐112309 1/20/2013 8:54 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Big Blast Pork Skin Twists 
with Chicken Liver

I gave my pet a Big Blast Pork Skin Twist with Chicken Liver made by Canyon Creek Ranch brand 
and I noticed while he was eating it there was a very funny smell. The next morning he had vomited 
the entire thing up on the stairs.

Mixed (Dog) Dog
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EON‐112308 1/19/2013 23:36 Beneful original Both of our dogs had this food (fox terrier and Maltese). Our Maltese,  was the first to get sick. 
She got sick in December. She starting throwing up and had diarrhea. She was taken to the vet. 
They did fecal samples and blood work. Everything came back normal. She had been lethargic for 
weeks and also randomly shaked during the day. They decided to switch her to prescription gastro 
dog food along with putting her on a probiotic and daily pill. After 1.5 weeks she was better (  
was also given the gastro food for easier feeding). On Jan 11, 2013 ,our fox terrier starting 
throwing up and had diarrhea. She was also lethargic and constantly shaking. We took her into the 
vet to day (1-19-13) and thy Dan a bunch of tests and did blood work. Everything cam back normal. 
We too them that we were feeding her the Beneful. They mentioned that another dog had come in 
today with the Sam symptoms and was also on Beneful. When I got home I google the name and 
saw the recent problems dogs are having when eating this food.  was put on gastro dog 
food, probiotic and a daily pill.

7 Years Terrier - Fox 
Smooth

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐112307 1/19/2013 22:45 Beneful Original (Dog Food) My complaints for both of my dogs are due to concern of the Beneful pet food accusations.
During the Summer of 2012,  began losing weight and was panting at night. Our other dog 

 passed away on  which we suspected was causing stress on  and the 
symptoms. On   was pacing the house drooling and would not sit or lay 
down. She was take to the vet and it was determined that she was experiencing GDV. She was 
euthanized that day  was 49lbs on the day of her death, she was 63 lbs just a few months 
prior.  consumed 3 cups of Beneful original per day for the past 6 years.

14 Years Weimaraner Dog 49 Pound

EON‐112306 1/19/2013 22:30 Beneful Original (Dog Food) During the Spring of 2012  began having incontinence issues and it was determined that her 
liver was not functioning properly, an ultrasound was done and several masses were found on her 
adrenal glands, and kidneys- and she was losing weight rapidly. On   became 
bloated and was suffering from GDV. She was euthanized that same day. 

We have 2 Weimaraners. My other dog  (14 yrs old), began to bloat and had to be euthanized 
on . (filed additional complaint for ). Both of my dogs consumed 3 cups of 
Beneful dog food everyday for the past six years.

12 Years Weimaraner Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐112305 1/19/2013 19:15 Milo chicken jerky My husband commented that  had been drinking a lot lately. The next day on Facebook I saw 
a warning about dog treats from china that were making dogs sick. On the list was Milo's Chicken 
Jerky. We had bought a small bag to see if  would eat them. She had eaten all of them over a 
couple of wks. We had just bought a big bag but she hadn't eaten but a few of those. I looked up to 
see what the symptoms were. One was excessive drinking and frequent urination..  usually 
goes to bathroom right before bed and doesn't go again until morning. That night she went before 
bed twice on paper during night and again in the morning. We called our vet and took  in. Our 
vet checked urine and did blood test. Her liver and kidney numbers were up from test done 2 years 
ago. We have  on a low protien diet. We are making sure she drinks a lot and we will take her 
back in 6 wks if we don't need to bring her back in sooner. We took  to the vet on January the 
9 of 2013.

8 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 6 Pound

EON‐112304 1/19/2013 17:24 Milo's Kitchen Chicken 
Grillers

The owner gave  two treats that he had not had before. About 30-45 minutes later,  
 had a seizure-like episode in which he fell on his side and had generalized tremors and 

vocalizations. The seizure lasted about 2 minutes. Afterward, his legs trembled slightly for a period 
of time.  appetite has not been very good for about 5 days, and he has also had bad gas 
since the event. The owner is concerned because on January 15, 2013, the product given to  

 was voluntarily recalled due to residual antibiotics.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 22.3 Pound

EON‐112303 1/19/2013 14:30 Purina Cat Chow INDOOR Around Christmas, I was feeding my usual food, Purina Indoor formula. I have three feeding stations 
(a bag fits at each one)
At one station, the cats quit eating the food, and one became sick. , quit eating, starting 
vomiting. Within two days, , began doing the same. 
At the second station, a third cat,  did the same as described above.
I immediately removed the food and verified the bags were all of the same origin. I called Purina to 
notify them and see if there had been a recall.
The rep informed there had not....
I treated all cats with supportive therapy, SQ fluids and force feeding....They turned around with 7-10 
days.
Unfortunately, I had forgot a little amt. of Purina food in a station tupperware, I had previously mixed 
the food to transfer to a new brand (after this situation).
Well,  ate it and became sick again. I felt it was necessary to take him in to the vet this time, 
to make sure his kidneys/liver had not been affected.
Luckily, they had not, but the vet verified, it was probably some sort of intestinal infection (to the best 
of his knowledge), possibly induced by the food. 
I have now switched brands. I was a previous Purina customer for over 15 years,

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound
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EON‐112302 1/19/2013 13:36 Dentley's Natural Flavor 
Rawhide Chew Chips

there have been 3 separate days when I gave her a whole piece, she ate it and had a seizure that 
evening. this was about a month ago.
there have been 2 separate days where she has gotten a hold of the same treats chewed on them 
for up to an hour (because I was unaware she had it), but they were taken away before she could 
eat it entirely, and those evenings she had a seizure. 1 day where she had gotten a hold of one for a 
few minutes (i had to pull the pieces out of her mouth and throat) she had a very short/minor seizure 
that evening this was all this week.
in this same week 2 other dogs were given these same treats (same bag) , but no noticeable side 
effects and no seizures.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐112301 1/19/2013 13:24 Great Life Freeze Dried 
Meat Treats Chicken breast 
for dogs

Two of my dogs were given this treat and both had diarrhea and vomiting at the same time, didnt pin 
point was made them sick until the remaining bad of treats was givin to my daughters dog about 
4wks later and her dog also had diarrhea and vomiting.

8 Years Beagle Dog

EON‐112300 1/19/2013 10:36 Waggin' Train and Canyon 
Creek Ranch Chicken Jerky

We brought our Boston Terrier on 12/24/10 and she was 8 weeks old. In 3/27/11 we gave her 
Chicken Jerky from Wlamart to chew on and one piece about the size of a fifty cent piece got lodged 
in her throat. We took her to the Vet and they ran X-rays to see what was wrong with her. They did 
several different treatments and nothing was doing the trick to dislodge it. We spent almost 
$1000.00 dollars and then we were told they would have to do exploratory sure and it would be over 
$1800.00 more. I can tell we are so extremely upset but we are normal people and spending 
thousands of dollar is not available to us. We told our Vet we would give it until Monday which was 
two more days. On Sunday 4/3/11 we took her for a ride in the car and she was so ill we took her 
home as we were walking into our home she started to throw up and up came the piece of the 
chicken jerky which had been in her throat for 8 days. Crazy how something could be in her body 
and when it came out the structure was still the same. I will never allow any person I know to buy or 
use that product again. While in that state for 8 days it has caused my stomach issues that we still 
deal with today. We have had to continue with giving her stomach medicine and the Vet today is not 
sure if the issues she had during that 8 days have lead to her allergies. When I total up our medical 
bills for our 2 year old dog, We are at over $5000.00.
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EON‐112299 1/19/2013 10:36 Cadet Gourmet Ducky Jerky I bought this product in late July 2012 and gave it to , and .  is a 90lb and was 
almost 11 at the time. I also gave the jerky to  who is a 60 lb dog and was about 10.5 at the 
time. Both of those dogs violently vomitted about an hour after eating the jerky. They vomitted in a 
way I have never seen in all their lives nor have they ever again. I immediately stopped giving the 
jerky and contacted the distributor. , however, visibly began to lose weight about the middle of 
August/early September and then became lethargic. I took her to the vet and the vet began by doing 
a fecal and testing for Lyme's and heartworm. The tests were negative. Her decline continued and 
so the vet did a full blood panel. We got the results indicating acute renal failure. The doctor told me 
that she probably had lost 75% of her kidney function and that she was going to die. We made the 
decision to humanely euthanize her the day after we got the results from the vet. We are currently 
working with ,  and  at the FDA. 
We have had regular contact.

7 Years Beagle Dog 22 Pound

EON‐112298 1/18/2013 22:54 Royal Canin Puppy / Choit
Extra Small puppies up to 10 
months. 
Dogs up to 8lbs. 

Green and white bag.

I went to Pet Supplies Plus in . asking for the best food for a toy sized puppy. They 
pointed me to a 3lb bag or Royal Canin, green bag, X-Small, puppy/choit, for extra small puppies up 
to 10 months and 8lbs. 

My puppy was passing iams puppy food normally with solid stool 24 hours ago. I've fed her this food 
a total of 4 times. She immediately started to have soft stool, then diahrea, and now she is pooping 
blood in less than 24 hours. she appears to be having trouble urinating as well. Her spirits remain 
high. I have taken her off the food and put her on the old food again. I will notify the company and 
pet store asap about this problem. 

I want to reiterate that my puppy was PERFECTLY HEALTHY 24 hours ago. I have her back on her 
old dog food and I hope she recovers.

12 Weeks Chihuahua Dog 3 Pound

EON‐112294 1/18/2013 19:39 Purina Beneful I was told by someone who feed their animal Purina Beneful (spelling of Beneful?) that their dog got 
really sick after eating it. I did not see this first hand and I saw on the internet that people posted the 
same problem - some animals had died or had kidney problems. I am just asking you to look into 
this further - I love animals and I am speaking for them. I spoke to  on the phone and told her 
verbally (FDA). I also called the company and they said they stand by their product. So, please 
investigate this for the animals. Thank you. I know that their treats had antibiotics in them and were 
recalled.
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EON‐112291 1/18/2013 17:24 Purina Beneful healthy 
weight

2 known seizures from above mentioned dog. Vet is aware of & now trying to determine background. 
All canines have been on Beneful healthy Weight purchased @ Sams Club w/in the past 6 months. 
My other canine passed away March 2012 due to a seizure as well, makes me wonder. Our other 
living canine Shetland Sheepdog tends to drink a lot of water, albeit, none of my canines are kept 
very active...I hope I don't have exorbitant vet bills or heartbreak for something I may have given her. 
Also hoping we don't witness a seizure from her...was bad enough seeing 2 animals suffer. Please 
research Purina's pet food...it may not help pets lost, but perhaps can prevent heartache for others 
IF Purina may be a culprit.

Would be happy to provide you w/ vet info related to above referenced dog upon your request.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐112269 1/18/2013 15:24 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight

My dog was a very healthy bulldog who received regular vet check-ups and had very few medical 
issues throughout her life. At the time of her death, she had no medical issues and was not being 
treated with any medications. Her diet consisted of Beneful Healthy Weight formula twice a day. The 
day she died, she ate her breakfast normally and suddenly became extremely lethargic with a loss of 
appetite and vomiting. We left home for a short outing and returned to find her dead. She was only 7 
years old, still young for her breed.

7 Years Bulldog Dog 40 Pound

EON‐112253 1/18/2013 13:30 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight dried dog food

My dog was seen by her vet on 12-12-12 for her yearly shots. No problems. She has been eating 
Beneful healthy weight for approx 1.5 years to lower her weight. She has had no problems until this 
last bag 31.1# UPC 17800-13460 code #22781085-0804L06. Then we noticed that she was 
excessively drinking but her urine output had not increased to match the intake. Then I saw this 
notice on the internet.
http://www.examiner.com/article/purina-s-beneful-dog-food-killing-dogs-nationwide-no-recall-issued-
by-
fda?fb_action_ids=515110285186564&fb_action_types=og.likes&fb_source=other_multiline&action
_object_map=%7B%22515110285186564%22%3A394739263949622%7D&action_type_map=%7B
%22515110285186564%22%3A%22og.likes%22%7D&action_ref_map
if you check out this notice you will see that excessive thirst is one of the noted side effects. I 
removed my dog yesterday from Beneful and have placed her on Iams dog food. This dog food 
should have been recalled but to date it has not. I do not know if my dog has sustained any long 
term ill effects or health problems due to this dog food as we are now playing a waiting game. 
Waiting to see if the problem will correct itself.

6 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 35.7 Pound

EON‐112223 1/18/2013 11:33 Innova Cat & Kitten Food Fed Innova Cat & Kitten canned food in the evening of Jan 17. Next morning, cat wouldn't eat 
anything and threw up bloody liquid

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Pound
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EON‐112199 1/18/2013 10:00 Purina Beneful Healthy 
weight

Starting in June 2012 I switch dog food brand from pedigree to Purina Beneful healthy weight. About 
2 months later my dog starting vomiting and eating less. I took her to the vet. in August 2012. They 
did test and said she was healthy. They told me to keep her on the same food and give her pepto 
bismal if she continues to vomit. After about 2 months, we noticed less eating and excessive hair 
loss. In December 2012 we took her back to the vet. for more test. The vet told me that her kidneys 
were failing. They gave her an IV and antibiotics. We again took her back to the vet a week later for 
more IV and test. She then became lethargic and would not eat. A few days later she could not walk, 
she began shaking. We took her back to the vet. again 2 days later. The vet. agreed that her kidneys 
were failing and he thought she was eating something bad that was making her sick. A day later we 
put her to sleep. My cat also had the same symptoms as my dog. Three weeks ago we put my dog 
to sleep, over the past week my cat has not thrown up or losing any more hair. I threw away my dogs 
food and bowls 3 weeks ago. After investigating Beneful food online, I saw that several hundred 
other people were having the same problem with their pet and were feeding them beneful. I really 
believe beneful killed my dog and almost killed by cat.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐112181 1/18/2013 0:03 Dick Van Patten's Natural 
Balance Premium Dog Food 
Rolls

I opened a new Natural Balance dog food roll. Mold was found inside. Turkey formula. Lot # 222002-
004-301. Best by 10/07-10/13.

EON‐112176 1/17/2013 20:00 BENEFUL DOG FOOD http://www.examiner.com/article/purina-s-beneful-dog-food-killing-dogs-nationwide-no-recall-issued-
by-fda

5 Years Unknown Dog 50 Pound

EON‐112170 1/17/2013 16:09 Milo Chicken jerky treats Gave dog Milo's chicken jerky treats purchased at Walmart She went in to seizures and would not 
ever unseize. Went to Emergency vet and she had gone into severe kidney failure. We had to put 
her to sleep. Broke my heart. This was a most beloved and cherished pet and this was so 
unexpected.

10 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 5 Pound

EON‐112168 1/17/2013 16:03 Purina's Beneful dog food There have been hundreds of dog deaths and illnesses from feeding Purina's Beneful dog food. Mixed (Dog) Dog
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EON‐112153 1/17/2013 14:39 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Chicken Tenders Low Fat 
Genuine Treats for Dogs

18 Months Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 22 PoundProduct: Nestle Purina Canyon Creek Ranch 30 oz. Chicken Tenders 2220T027 101CK1 B/B Aug 
2014 CA 6986 Aug 2012

Emergency Vet:  
Regular Vet:  
Purchased early Dec 2012 Petsmart 

Fed 1 strip per day (bag recommends 2 per day) to healthy energetic 18mo old, 22lb female mini 
cattle dog.

After feeding for approx 30 days, dog became listless with vomiting on Jan 10, 2013 with loose stool. 
On morning of Jan 11, 2013 vomiting continued with unproductive bowel straining resulting in fresh 
red blood coming from rectum. Same day visit to regular vet who observed fresh blood in rectum. 

Prescribed Flagyl and sent stool to lab for parasite, giardia tests. Same day dog quit eating 
everything except the CC chicken strip(1) and was extremely listless with more vomiting.

Vet called on Jan 12, 2013 with lab test on stool all negative. Suggested to feed baby food, dog 
drinking lots of water and urinating, continued vomiting and listlessness. Jan 12 thru the am of Jan 

14, 2013, dog refused all food but continued drinking water and urinating.
Morning of Jan 15, 2013 dog extremely listless, vomiting, refusing food, shivering. Vet performed 

blood profile work and called later in the evening recommending I take the dog to Emergency 
treatment as the liver and kidney enzymes were "off the chart".

Evening of Jan 13, 2013 dog admitted to  for treatment. At 1:00am on Jan 14, 2013 
Vet called me at home to say dog was in crisis, heart rate of 38, and was currently stabilized. While 
talking to her, the dog went back into crisis and vet had to call me back after re-stabilizing the dog. 

On morning of Jan 15, 2013 the dog was transferred to the day care of regular vet for continued 
observation and IV fluids. That evening dog returned to ER for maintenance and recheck of 

electrolytes. Condition was slowing improving and on the morning of Jan 16, 2013 the dog was 
readmitted to reg vet for IV fluids. The afternoon of Jan 16, 2013 we brought the dog home where 

she is slowly recovering. She lost 4 lbs in 4 days. 
On Jan 16, 2013 the blood profile tested for Addison's disease with almost total adrenal failure. Dog 

is prescribed prednisone 2X per day and percorten injection every 25 days for life.
I still have the uneaten CC chicken tenders (5) in the original bag. I did not learn of the recall until 

the morning of Jan 14, 2013. 
I think someone ethical should test the remaining treats in the bag. My dog was completely healthy 

prior to eating these contaminated treats and has never been treated for any health issues.
I did report this to the Petsmart store and was given a full refund. The manager told me they would 
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EON‐112136 1/17/2013 11:48 waggin train i gave my dog a waggin train dog treat that was peanut butter wrapped with rawhide the wrapped 
with chicken jerky approximately 5 hours later i took her to  

due to severe abdominal pain. they x-rayed her and asked me to bring her back the next day for an 
ultra sound.
the ultra sound showed fluid in her abdomen. and they immediately did surgery.
they prescribed her amoxicillain and tremadol as well as pepcid ac 
and a diet of lean meat and rice
she seemed to improve but had no appetite . 
After 3 days I called dr labonde and he suggested I start using baby food to stimulate her appetite
this seem to work but after a few weeks she seem to be relapsing
on Jan 3rd I called  on the 4th of jan. and he suggested to give her some pepcid ac and if 
she didn't get better by Monday bring her in.
the next day I rushed her to the vets office as she was declining fast.

 saw  and immediately took in back to give her fluids
and ask me to call in 2 hours 
2 hours later he called and said I had to take her to a critical care hospital 
I lost her at 3 am Sunday morning.

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐112130 1/17/2013 10:24 Wellness Simple Limited 
Ingredient Diet
Turkey and Potato Formula

Opened Can of dog food on January 17, 2013 to find mold on the top of the Wellness Simple brand 
of canned dog food (Turkey and Potato). Opened another can as a reference and it was fine. Took 
picture of the cans to compare.

EON‐112126 1/17/2013 9:54 Beneful Playful Life Dog 
Food

After feeding  Beneful Playful Life dog food for two months, she lost a noticeable amount of 
weight, has been vomiting and has diarrhea. At first I thought she might have gotten worms from my 
puppies. But she has been treated for worms and without noticeable improvement in symptoms. She 
is going to the Vet for a blood work-up on 1/19.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

g g
destroy the returned unopened bags of treats. I am keeping the original opened bag for myself in the 

hope some testing can be done. The manager was not interested in the lot number of the opened 
bag. The store shelf did have a sign posted that the treats had been recalled and none were on the 

shelf. I am also reporting this to the State Dept of Agriculture/Oregon and the Pet Food 
Manufacturer.
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EON‐112114 1/16/2013 21:30 Purina's Beneful Healthy 
Fiesta

8 Years Schnauzer 
(unspecified)

Dog 28 PoundTo Whom It May Concern;

My name is , last month my dog passed away due to an illness of unknown causes. 
When he got sick I checked the FDA¿s recall list to see if Purina¿s dog food, Beneful, was on it. At 

the time it was not, but weeks later I am seeing complaints and cases where beloved pets have 
been becoming sick and/or dying after eating this food purchased between October 2012 through 

currently January 2012. I believe this could be the answer to this unsolved mystery.

, a then 8 year old Schnauzer, was always happy and active. He carried himself with pride 
and always appeared to have a smile on his furry face. He stopped being himself the week of 

Thanksgiving this year. He began to lose interest in his food (Beneful Healthy Fiesta), and within 
days refused to eat it and would only drink water excessively to the point of vomiting. He lost all of 
his energy, had runny stool and even began to urinate in the house. All of these signs screamed 
something was seriously wrong; this was no upset stomach or doggy depression. I got him an 

appointment with  at  in  She soon realized  
sickness was more than her small clinic could handle so she got us in at  in 

 with .

At the time we did not know  would become a large part of our lives for the weeks to come. 
Numerous tests were done, with no answers as to what was wrong. Clearly he needed medical 

attention so the clinic kept him for a week to get him fluids. Over that week  consulted with 
other doctors and even called in a blood specialist, debating heart problems, liver and kidney failure. 

Still, the cause of his illness, or even what it was, remained a mystery. Finally, they settled for 
Addison¿s Disease. There were no clear signs this was the problem, but it was the only option they 

had to choose from considering the situation. Something had to be done or we would lose him. 
 was sent home for a week on medication. At first he seemed to have some of his energy 

back, started eating again; and I can¿t tell you how relieved I was to see that beautiful  smile 
again. It did not last long though.

Days after he came back home he began to go downhill once more; tired, glazed eyes, vomiting, 
wouldn¿t eat/drink, and even started to develop bruising on his chest. We went in for our follow up 

on  to see how the medication was working, which it no longer seemed to be.  
 was very disappointed to see he was no longer improving, so she ran some more tests and 
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g g
consulted with a specialist again. It appeared the bruising on his chest was being caused by blood 

clots. Something was causing his blood to constantly clot, and the only option left was to try 
bloodletting. Half way through the procedure they had to stop, his blood was clotting too fast for 

them to keep up with. The only option left was to put him down, or send him home to pass with those 
who love him there by his side.

There is nothing worse I could ever imagine than that moment when I was told they could send him 
home with sedatives to keep him relaxed. No one spoke the word death, it was just implied. For 

hours I laid with him on the floor, telling him how much I love him. It was clear then, he couldn¿t hold 
on any more. He began to get lethargic, standing up to cough and then dropping to the floor due to 
lack of energy. Around 11pm he began to cough up blood, I made the hardest decision a pet owner 
can make, and decided to take him to , in  to be put 
down. Once we arrived there, he passed away in the exam room before the doctor ever got the 

chance to come in. Weeks later, I am still traumatized by seeing the life go out of his eyes, his paws 
go limp and the unforgettable smell of death.

I now have a void in my life that can never be replaced. Myself, my family, and the precious 
veterinarians that did all they could, have been left without any answers. If this is happening to other 

owners and trusting customers, it could happen to us as well. It seems to be the only answer 
available, and I want to get to the bottom of it. If this product is to blame, someone needs to take 
responsibility. I should not have to feel like I killed the most important living being in my life, just 
because I was foolish enough to put my faith in a company that claims to promote overall good 

health in pets.

Praying for justice,

Product Details:

Purina¿s Benful, Healthy Fiesta w/ moist chewy chunks (15.5 lb bag)- description on bag, w/ real 
chicken & wholesome rice, accented with vitamin-rich vegetables and avocado.

This food was purchased in October 2012, at Walmart on ., in .
Best by date: August 2013
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Best by date: August 2013
Lot number: 22381084 0437L06
UPC/Barcode: 0 17800 14197 0

Barcode on Walmart Sticker: 17800 13468
Bag also claims to be manufactured at Nestle Purina Petcare Company, St. Louis, MO 63164
I do still have the bag, there is a bit of food left for testing. Most of the food was wasted due to 

¿s refusal to continue eating it. Maybe he sensed something I just couldn¿t understand. Up 
until he got sick, consumed at least 2 cups of this food per day, sometimes more considering 

his appetite. 

Veterinarian Contact Information:

Finally, my contact information:
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EON‐112102 1/16/2013 19:15 Waggin Train Chicken 
chews and strips

The symptoms vomiting, loose bowels, uncontrolled bladder, seizures, lost of hair, ear and throat 
infections, tumors, addiction to the product. the dogs got terribly sick after the holidays, 2012, and in 
January 9, 2013, I had to put then down at vet's office 

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐112090 1/16/2013 15:54 canyon creek duck yams after eating the treats (which Santa brought them for Christmas) she became so thirsty and had to 
urinate frequently - had accidents in the house which she NEVER does. . . vet tests to follow.

9 Years Whippet Dog 27 Pound

EON‐112087 1/16/2013 15:24 Waggin Train
Wrapples 2 treats in 1
3.5 oz bag from Target

drinking large quantities and at more frequent intervals
frequent urination
threw up
punky feeling, not active,

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐112084 1/16/2013 15:09 Milos Kitchen Chicken 
Grillers

After  ate Milo's Chicken Grillers she started acting strangely, vomited a lot of bile up and 
pieces of the treats, took her to the vets, she was in kidney failure, I rushed her to the Intensive Care 
Unit in another city, she had extensive testing, was on IV for 3 days, all tests show no signs of 
infection however the blood work and her ultrasound show she is in kidney failure and the vet 
confirmed it was from toxins, all other possibilities were ruled out.  is a coton de tulear, their 
normal life is 16 - 20 years, I had blood work done this past summer and she was fine.  
remains listless, she is not eating and she has a very high amount of protein in her urine. I am 
beyond anger and I have saved the toxic treats, I plan to have them tested, I have also saved all of 
her medical records.

7 Years Coton de Tuléar Dog 11 Pound
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EON‐112078 1/16/2013 14:39 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight

We have been purchasing beneful for years, but this one particular bag caused many problems. Our 
dog eats like a fiend. She is obsessed with food (lab/basset mix and also has previous homeless 
fears of never seeing food again). A couple of days into this bag we noticed she was slower to eat it 
than usual. We thought maybe her mouth was hurting so softened it or added dry food and she 
would eat it right up. This last a couple more days. Finally she started grazing (huge warning 
sign...never seen this before). A couple days after this she stopped eating, became lethargic, had 
upset bowels. We took her to the vet and got xrays and lots of blood work with nothing determined. 
We got some antibiotics and antacids and she was good as new (we also threw out the bag of food 
as our vet said this was likely the case). She has now been eating (another brand) problem free.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 44 Pound

EON‐112066 1/16/2013 13:48 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Radiance

I mixed Purina Beniful Healthy radiance in with my normal food of Natural balance Potato & duck 
formula, to try to switch them to a cheaper food. Within 10 minutes after eating they vomited all the 
dog food they ate, I thought it was strange, since they rarely ever vomit, and when they do its always 
been bile from eating grass outside. The next time they ate same thing happened, they also were 
not as excited to eat their food, its been 4 days and I just looked on line and a ton of other 
consurmers have the same problem. I called the manufacturer and the customer service rep said 
they do not have any recalls on this product and has not had any complaints...I guess he would be 
called an excellent employee if I was employing him, however, this is affecting the health of many 
animals who have no voice. Please initiate a recall, I normally never get this fired up about 
something, however I know for a fact that my dogs were sick because of the food. No doubt about it. 
I will be getting my current 15lb (lovely that I bought so much) tested to see whats wrong with it, and 
should have those results soon.

2 Years Shih Tzu Dog 9 Pound

EON‐112065 1/16/2013 13:48 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats
Canyon Creek Chicken 
Jerky Treats

Dog had diabetes under control for two years.
Dog had been given Waggin' Trails and Canyon Creek brand chicken tenders which she would eat.
Dog became lethargic and not wanting to eat normal kibble/moist food meals.
Dog became unsteady on feet and would fall over. Vet diagnosed kidney failure. The vet did not 
understand how this came 
on so suddenly when the dog had been in good health prior. In fact, the dog was in good enough 
health to have had $6,000 
worth of catarac surgery just prior to this happening.
Dog died tragically from renal failure.

13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound

EON‐112059 1/16/2013 13:18 Waggin Train chicken jerky 
treats

Liver enzymes over 900 count - got UTI and ear infection as well 7 Months Chihuahua Dog 10.2 Pound

EON‐112058 1/16/2013 13:09 Waggin Tails After feeding my dog these treats she started passing blood in her urine. 7 Months Other Canine/dog Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐112048 1/16/2013 9:54 WAGGIN TRAIN I WAS FEEDING HIM THE WAGGIN TRAILS TREATS DAILY. ABOUT TWO TO THREE PER 
DAY. HE WENT FROM ENJOYING THEM TO NOT WANTING ANY AT ALL. SEVERAL WEEKS 
LATER IT WAS DETERMINED THAT HE HAD A STROKE OR A BRAIN aneurysm. 
UNFORTUNATLY WE HAD TO PUT HIM DOWN. HE WAS UNABLE TO SEE IF HIS HEAD WAS 
TILTED DOWN AND UNABLE TO FUNCTION

11 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 31 Pound

EON‐112046 1/16/2013 9:00 Beneful Beef Stew On Sunday, I fed him Beneful Beef Stew. He threw it up later that night. He was not a dog that 
normally threw up. He became quite ill, due to his age, he could no longer have shots and was afraid 
to take him to vet, due to germs. He died on Friday .

20 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 8 Pound

EON‐112045 1/16/2013 8:33 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight

My 6 yr old Bichon/Cairn mix has always eaten Beneful by Purina and has always been healthy with 
no medical problems. We bought a new bag of Beneful Healthy Weight from Walmart around 
Christmas. (22931085 2047L08 October 2013) Our dog has been plagued with vomiting since 
opening the bag. We have been trying to figure out what is causing the vomiting which happens after 
she eats her food and continues as just bile. I am now reading that this problem is not just isolated to 
my pet but is widespread for pets consuming Beneful products. In addition, I have noted that Beneful 
has been associated with pet illness due to mold in 2007. I am extremely disturbed that neither 
Purina nor the FDA has taken action to notify pet owners of the widespread complaints or to 
reasonably address this matter. I will no longer be purchasing or feeding my pets ANY Purina 
products until this issue is addressed. Purina¿s response is to simply tell consumers how great their 
product is. I have kept a sample of the food in question and will be arranging to have the food tested 
whether through our vet, the ASPCA, or any other independent organization.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 17 Pound

EON‐112042 1/16/2013 3:00 Treats 
100%natural
Chicken Breast Tenders
100% chicken Breast Fillets
CPI Brand

After eating chicken jerky the chihuahua vomited the whole treat. No other problem detected as treat 
was not given again. 
This treat was made in China distributed by 
Pet Center Inc, L.A. Ca.

8 Months Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound

EON‐112041 1/15/2013 22:30 Cadet Brand Chicken Jerky, 
Waggin Train chicken jerky

He stopped eating and lost a lot of weight. He was throwing up a lot. I took him to the vet and they 
said he was in kidney failure and he died five days later.

9 Years Shar Pei Dog 136 Pound

EON‐112040 1/15/2013 22:00 Purinal Beneful Dog Food Apparently you are NOT ISSUING A RECALL of Purina Beneful Dog Food that has caused serious 
illness and death. Please review the issue and take steps necessary to protect our pets from this 
harmful product.
The link that got my attention and should get yours.
http://www.examiner.com/article/purina-s-beneful-dog-food-killing-dogs-nationwide-no-recall-issued-
by-fda
Thank you.
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EON‐112034 1/15/2013 19:54 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Adult Dog Chicken 
Rice & Vegetable Formula

I fed  out of a brand new, just opened bag of Kirkland Signature Super Premium Adult Dog 
Chicken, Rice & Vegetable dog food. Later that night she had diarrhea and it continued on into the 
next day. She had been eating this brand and variety of dog food for over a year. I have ruled out 
that she may have developed an intolerance to something in the dog food. I have another dog 

, approx. same size but different breed also developed diarrhea at the same time after eating 
the same food.

5 Years Akita Dog 30 Pound

EON‐112033 1/15/2013 19:33 Milo¿s Kitchen Chicken 
Jerky

After giving my dog the treats, she increased the amount of water she was drinking and was unable 
to control her bladder. There appeared to be blood in her urine. After this continued for two weeks 
and due to her age, we put her to sleep.

10 Years Samoyed Dog 45 Pound

EON‐112023 1/15/2013 15:18 Beneful Healthy Radiance Please see above--very strange behavior, aggression, aloofness, sense that the dog was in some 
kind of pain, stopped eating, possible seizure.

10 Years Retriever - Nova 
Scotia Duck Tolling

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐112022 1/15/2013 15:18 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Duck Jerky Tenders

She ate the treat before bed on Fri evening. On Sat morning I let her out and she urinated and came 
back in. I noticed she was licking herself frequently and around 10:30 am was laying in a puddle of 
urine. I had herget up and go outside. On her way out she was dripping urine. She went outside and 
relieved herself again. I brought her in wiped her down and dried her off then started cleaning up the 
spot she had been laying in. I looked over and she has in a puddle again. I took her to the 
Emergency Vet Clinic. The ran a quick dip test that showed no infection but an increse in protien and 
low specific gravity. So they did an x-ray to see if she had any stones that could be causing this. The 
x-ray showed everything to be fine. So they ran a blood panel to check her kidney values. Her blood 
panel came back fine. There was no medical reason for the incontinence. The only thing we can 
think may have caused the incident is the treats. They were a brand new bag. She only had 4 (daily 
max on bag says 5). They were the Waggin Train Wholesome Duck Jerky Tenders best before Dec 
20013. Other date codes include CA6693 Jun 2012 2177T028 0101WG2

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐111991 1/15/2013 9:39 Milo Chicken strips We had recently switched from a different treat exclusively to Milo Chicken strips which she 
absolutely loved. This went on for approximately 3-4 months during which she contracted a severe 
urinary infection requiring numerous visits to Vet and multiple medications. She would wake up at all 
hours crying and would need to go out. After 2 weeks of Bayril we seem to have gotten her condition 
under control. We have stopped the Milo treats. 

My dog has NEVER previously been sick, and never even required a visit to the vet other than 
normal checkups and shots.

I had never seen her so uncomfortable and in so much pain.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐111987 1/14/2013 23:54 Purina Beneficial http://www.examiner.com/article/purina-s-beneful-dog-food-killing-dogs-nationwide-no-recall-issued-
by-
fda?fb_action_ids=515110285186564&fb_action_types=og.likes&fb_source=other_multiline&action
_object_map=%7B%22515110285186564%22%3A394739263949622%7D&action_type_map=%7B
%22515110285186564%22%3A%22og.likes%22%7D&action_ref_map

7 Years Bulldog Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐111980 1/14/2013 21:09 Eukanuba Dachshund Adult 6 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 12 PoundFor the past 5 years I have been feeding my miniature dachshund  (date of birth ) 
Eukanuba for dachshunds. My mo, who does not reside with me has been feeding her miniature 

dachshund dog  (age 6) the same food. For the past several years we have been purchasing 2 
10lb bags from Petflow. At times  will stay with us and  will stay with my mom at which 

time they are both fed from the same bag of food. Until recently, both dogs have been the picture of 
health and have never been seen by the vet for anything other than routine vaccinations. 

On Sunday October 14, 2012 we left r with some friends as we were going to be out of town 
until October 20, 2012. These friends have watched him in the past and have never had any 

problem. During his stay he eat his normal Eukanuba for dachshunds food. When we returned our 
friends said that  had been acting strange and was not his normal self and did not really want 
to eat. They said he would whine when they tried to pick him up and was somewhat lethargic. When 
we got home we also noticed that he was not feeling well and his stomach was a little bloated and 

hard. He was very sensitive to the touch and would screech when we tried to pick him up. Initially we 
thought he was just out of sorts from being away from home. His condition worsened and on 

October 24, 2012 we took him to the vet. At that time the vet ran several blood tests and advised us 
that his liver numbers were high. And that they believed that he had a liver infection. We were asked 

if he had eaten anything that was dangerous to his health like mushrooms or other plants. To our 
knowledge he had not eaten anything out of the ordinary. does not typically eat things or 

chew things other then his own food and toys. At that time the vet put  on an antibiotic and 
liver enzyme pills to help with his ailment as well as a pain pill to help with his stomach pain. At that 
time we did not suspect his food was an issue so he continued on his food. Although he did improve 

somewhat, he was not getting back to his old self. He stayed on his antibiotics for two weeks and 
was showing some improvement.

On November 28, 2012, my mom¿s dog  came to stay with us while she was on vacation. 
During this time both dogs were fed the same food from our supply. During this time  was still 

not 100% On December 9, 2012, my mom picked up and took her home. 
 seemed to continue to get sicker and on Christmas Eve he was so sick and in pain that we 

had to take him to the vet again. At that time the bold tests were run again and he liver count was 
high again. This time he was placed on two antibiotics and we were told to change his diet to boiled 

rice, boiled chicken, cottage cheese and Hill Perscription i/d low fat food. 
On Sat December 22,2012, my mom called and said that wasn¿t feeling too good and was 
not herself. She was lethargic and not acting normal. On Dec 24, 2012 my mom and came to 

our house for Christmas and when got here she had the same systems as I then 
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g
thought that the only thing that the two dogs had in common is that they were both fed from the 

same bag of food while  was with us in November.  was taken to the vet (see statement 
from  re details)and diagnosed with pancreatitis, and placed on a limited diet and 

medication. Both  and  vets said their conditions could have been caused by 
contaminated food and suggested we notify the manufacture. 

Since December 24, 2012  and  have not had any Eukanuba for dachshunds, they have 
both been on special diets and both have made great recoveries. On January 7,2013,  went 

back to the vet for a recheck and his liver enzymes were normal.
My normal practice for storing the Eukanuba for dachshunds is to place it in a plastic container to 

keep it fresh and dry. I have always don¿t this and did not notice anything abnormal about the food. I 
have a sample of the food left and am trying to locate a testing facility to see if there is a problem 

with the food. 
Since there seems to be no other logical explanation for why both dogs became sick with similar 

ailments and when both were taken off of their shared food, have been healthy, it would appear to 
have something to do with their food.

We are willing to allow you to have a sample for testing if you provide instructions and pay for any 
cost associated with the testing. It is our intention to notify the FDA with a copy of this letter and the 
supporting documents also. I have researched the issues related to contaminated dog food and see 

that is it not an uncommon occurrence. It is our desire to try to determine the cause of our dogs 
illness and if it is related to the food we would be hopeful that Eukanauba (Proctor and Gamble) 

would both take financial responsibility and attempt to determine if any other dogs were affected by 
this food. 
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EON‐111979 1/14/2013 21:09 Purina Benefical http://www.examiner.com/article/purina-s-beneful-dog-food-killing-dogs-nationwide-no-recall-issued-
by-
fda?fb_action_ids=515110285186564&fb_action_types=og.likes&fb_source=other_multiline&action
_object_map=%7B%22515110285186564%22%3A394739263949622%7D&action_type_map=%7B
%22515110285186564%22%3A%22og.likes%22%7D&action_ref_map

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐111977 1/14/2013 19:33 Milos Kitchen home style 
dog treats

I have been feeding my dog, , Milo's Chicken Jerky's for a long time 6months or longer. She 
had gotten sick about a month ago with vomiting, gastrointenstinal issues such as vomiting up 
blood, her leg was so swollen that she couldn't walk on it, it was bleeding out of her leg. Very 
depressed state and unable to eat for a week,lost a lot of weight at the time prob 6 pounds. Took her 
to family doctor, then she got worse with vomiting blood, took her to the emergent animal clinical and 
then the next day back to my family doctor and then referred over to  in  for follow up on 
blood work. Her white blood count cells were very low and then wanted to admit her and do a blood 
transfusion. They were not sure what the problem was, that thought that she had eaten something 
that she shouldn't have. They said her blood was not coagulating for some reason They wanted to 
admited her for blood transfused but I was scared and asked if there was anything else we could do 
for her at home. They put her on various medications,about six different ones, to treat this problem 
that they didn't know what it was. It took her two weeks to recover from this incident and I thought I 
was going to lose her. I spent about 1500.00 or more on hospital visits and doctors appt and 
medications only to find out they didn't know what it was, but I do believe now that it was from the 
Milos' Chicken Jerky she has been ingesting.

6 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 25 Pound
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EON‐111975 1/14/2013 18:45 Beneful Healthy Weight  was our 7 year old Italian Greyhound. We also have a 8 year old Schipperkee as well. we 
began using Beneful dog food about a year ago and noticed that  began urinating & defecating 
in the house and in his crate. About the in October 2012,  began vomiting quite frequently and 
often refused to eat. By November,  would have bouts of bloody diarreah and refuse to eat. We 
took him to the vet where they did blood work and stool samples and began testing him for diseases. 
By December, we had to almost force feed  and within 6 months he has lost 4 pounds. While 

 was never overweight you could begin to see every single bone in his body and was looking 
malnutrioused. After going to the vet at least once a week to see what was wrong with , they 
sent us home with a stool hardener and some anti-vomiting medicine.  would still not eat which 
made giving him his medicine very difficult. My ,  could barely walk, refused 
food at all, was vomiting up to 5 times a day and had bloody stools. We've spent over $800 in vet 
bills ruling out disease after disease. Soon,  begin having an odor about him and on  

, we took him back to the vet. The vet took one last look and  and told us we should 
probably put him to sleep as his condition was deplorable. This was heart breaking...I never wish 
this feeling upon anyone in the world and our pets mean more to us than just animals. By the end of 

 our other dog began refusing to eat...without hesitation, we took him to the vet and the 
vet suggested we change dog food immediately. After seeing these articles about Beneful dog food, 
I cannot help but think it killed our little . Our other dog (since being on the new food) has been 
100% himself. He is loving his new food, is health and active. I beg you to research the Beneful dog 
food. I would be more than happy to provide all of our vet bills and research testing in this research 
as this may save another dogs live. Please do not hesitate to contact me at the numbers provided. 
Sincerely, 

7 Years Hound - Italian Dog 9 Pound

EON‐111974 1/14/2013 18:24 Beneful Healthy Weight 
Beneful Original

My dog broke out with a scabby red rash on his belly, has been acting lethargic and out of character. 
He has been crying in pain when the affected area is touch. He was vomiting, shaking and panting 
before being taken to the vet where finding out that he had a fever, he was given a shot of antacid 
and given antibiotics for the rash. He is still suffering from the rash and is lethargic. Upon stopping 
beneful healthy weight dog food, he will be getting a blood test and full check up at the vet.

4 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐111967 1/14/2013 14:09 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky After giving the treat for 2 consecutive days she started having severe diarrhea. Had to take her to 
the vet where he did a stool sample and blood work. Without performing additional tests he 
concluded it was from the treat.

3 Years Pug Dog 24 Pound
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EON‐111957 1/14/2013 12:30 Canyon Creek Ranch Big 
Blast Pork Skin Twists 
wrapped with duck jerky with 
chicken liver

Pet ate 4-5 Canyon Creek Ranch Big Blast Pork Skin Twists (wrapped with duck jerky with chicken 
liver). Pet developed uncontrolled urination and thirst. Pet was taken to the vet and kidney failure 
was diagnosed. Stage III kidney failure.

9 Months Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 27 Pound

EON‐111951 1/14/2013 10:24 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

After eating the treats she vomitted 4 times over night, became very lethargic, had no appetite, 
drank large amounts of water, and urinated frequently.

12 Years Water Dog - Frisian Dog 80 Pound

EON‐111949 1/13/2013 2:09 WELLNESS Beef Stew with 
carrots & potatoes

Dog vomited contents of stomach minutes after eating Wellness Beef Stew mixed with her regular 
kibble. This happened three times on separate evenings. The first event was about an hour after she 
had her monthly Trifexis pill, so I blamed the pill. But it has now happened two more times.

7 Years Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐111948 1/12/2013 19:48 Waggin train wholesome 
chicken jerky tenders

Animal stopped eating, became lethargic, drinking excessive water. Was taken to the vet and 
diagnosed with kidney problems. The vet notified me of a potential issue with the chicken jerky that 
dog was consuming.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 85 Pound

EON‐111946 1/12/2013 10:48 milos kitchen I started giving  treats made by Milos Kitchen in August 2011. She didn't like the jerky, so I 
started giving her the cutlets. Within two weeks after introducing each product, she refused to take 
the treat out of my hand. By mid September, she became listless. By the end of September, she 
started wetting areas that she slept in. We took her to the vet, who told us that kidney damage had 
started. The vet put her on medicine. We took her back to the vet after 10 days and the damage was 
increasing.  our family member had to be put down because her kidneys shut 
down. I told the vet what I suspected right from the beginning.  had never stopped eating 
treats or her regular food. We still grieve the loss of our perfect little girl. I was angered every time I 
saw Milos Kitchen commercials or in the grocery. I now check ALL foods that are made out of the U. 
S. Please stop allowing food products from other counties to enter our borders.

13 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 28 Pound
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EON‐111945 1/12/2013 0:03 Milk-Bone Brand All Natural 
Trail Mix With Real Beef & 
Sweet Potato

After feeding our dog Milk-Bone Brand All Natural trail Mix With Added Nutrients (included as a free 
sample in a box of bones we purchased), he began showing signs of illness, vomiting often multiple 
times a day. When we stopped feeding him the food, he seemed to recover. Two days ago, after 
giving him some of the Trail Mix again (unaware of the connection between the food and his 
sickness), he again began to vomit multiple times daily. After researching online, we discovered that 
despite the "Made in USA" label on Milk-Bone dog treats, they are in fact made from ingredients in 
China. When reading the many reports of dogs becoming ill and dying of Chinese dog treats, we 
became very concerned, and have stopped feeding him the dog treats and are hoping for a full 
recovery soon. The FDA should be more strictly regulating Country of Origin Food Labels to specify 
where each ingredient was found.

7 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy 
(with erect ears or 
with dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog 9 Pound

EON‐111942 1/11/2013 20:00 Purina Dog Chow Active Life Bought a new bag of Purina Dog Chow Active Life 12/30/12. Fed it to her on 12/31/12 @ 7 pm. On 
1/1/13 at 5:45 am she began vomiting. She continued vomiting though out the day. On 1/2/2013 she 
refused to eat and could not keep water down. Bought her into the emergency Hospital on 1/3/13. 
They performed x-rays. blood work and noticed she had a slightly elevated temperature, they gave 
her sub-q fluids and an injection of Cerenia and sent her home. On 1/3/13 her symptoms worsened 
as she refused all food and water and would not get up without coaxing. On 1/5/2013 in the am she 
began stumbling until she collapsed on the floor. At that point we rushed her back to the emergency 
hospital where she spent the night. Her temperature at the time she was admitted was 104.5. The 
doctors gave her IV fluids immediately. Since her tests came back negative for urinary infection and 
tick born infection. Her x-rays were all negative. The doctors do not know what exactly caused the 
episode. 
I have a second dog who refused to eat the food altogether and did not get sick. I tossed out all the 
food and bought a different brand from another company which both dogs are eating and doing fine.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐111938 1/11/2013 16:33 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 7 Months Beagle Dog 10.5 PoundI gave my Beagle some Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky treats in the afternoon and early evening of 
1/2/13. He would not eat any food for dinner and then he began moaning as if in pain in the late 

evening of . I thought that his teething may have been the cause. He moaned all night long 
and by morning on  his moans began being followed by barks. Again he would not eat. I called 
for the earliest appointment with his veterinarian and got scheduled for early afternoon on . He 

threw up five times before leaving for the appointment and moaning/barking continued. I noticed 
chunks of Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky in his vomit. Once at the vet's office, his condition became 
increasingly worse. They ran several tests including Parvovirus, CBC, Chem. profile/electrolytes, 

radiograph and intestinal parasite screen, but could not determine what was wrong. They suspected 
it was some sort of toxin from something he had ate, but blood work came back normal. He was 
terribly weak and seamed to lose his vision. He no longer moaned, just barked profusely as if in 

terrible pain. The vet gave him fluids, steroids and antibiotics and sent him home with instructions of 
how to care for him during the night. I was to update the vet with his status first thing in the morning. 
When I got him home, he was even more weak. He could barely stand, and when he tried to walk he 
would stumble as if he was intoxicated. He began urinating uncontrollably and vomiting returned as 
well. He developed diarrhea later in the night and at this point, he would cry out in pain with a bark 
with each and every breath. This continued throughout the night until the early morning of . I 

gave him his oral anitbiotic, Clavamox, as instructed by the vet, but his condition had not improved. I 
tried to contact the vet but had to leave a message instead. Without wanting to wait, I then took him 

to a local pet hospital. He was tested again for Parvovirus and it came back negative. He then 
passed away, at about 10:20am on  before any other tests could be performed. The hospital 

offered to perform an autopsy and I gave them the go ahead. The autopsy determined that his heart, 
lungs and liver seemed to be normal. He had small traces of round worm in his stomach, but not 
enough to cause any serious bacterial infections. A very small bone was found in his stomach as 

well, but they said it was not blocking anything, nor did they think it could have due to it's small size. 
They concluded that he must have ingested something toxic, but they did not have the required 

equipment to test a tissue sample to determine the exact cause. Whatever the cause, it took hold 
and ended his life within 36 to 48 hours.
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EON‐111926 1/11/2013 14:48 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand -
Western Style Cowboy 
Steaks

Dog, , ate 1 Canyon Creek Ranch Cowboy Steak, made with chicken jerky, on 1/6/13. The 
next day, 1/7/13 he began experiencing the following symptoms, vomiting, diarrhea and loss of 
appetite. He experienced these symptoms until 1/11/13 and has no recovered fully. He was taken to 
the veterinarian on 1/9/13 and his vitals came back normal and they indicated it must be something 
he ingested. Outside of his normal food, this treat was the only thing he consumed.

6 Years Chihuahua Dog 5.5 Pound

EON‐111910 1/11/2013 12:45 Waggin Train Chik'n Biscuits 
Recipe

 was given Waggin Train Chik'n Biscuits Recipe dog treats within 60 days of her getting very 
sick, eventually, she wouldn't eat, but she continued to eat the treats. I did not know that I was 
continuing to hurt her health by doing so, but since she wouldn't eat anything else, I thought 
something was better than nothing.

I have read all of the comsumer report online postings of aver 145 individuals that gave their dog 
these same treats, they all have complained of the same symptoms that my dog experience. I can't 
help but think that this could not be a coinincidance. The single number one symptom that occurred 
with all of these dogs was that they would no longer eat, something in the treats, was poisoning their 
system. My dog started vomiting, had diarrhea, kidney issues of constantly dringing water and 
urinating. Later, as she continued to get sicker and sicker, she begin to pant heavily, shaking, 
gurgling in her stomach, became sleepy and had low energy level. The vet diagnosed her with a 
kidney failure. I did not know at the time that the China made treats were being recalled at the time 
and did not suspect them as the cause of my dog's illness. Only as of November 9, 2013 did I hear 
about the recall on my local news channel in . I am just heart broken that my little 
dog is gone, that something that was to be a treat, apparently helped to end her life or did end her 
life

12 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐111903 1/11/2013 12:00 SmokeHouse brand Chicken 
Breast Strips

Dogs have become lethargic and drinking excessive amounts of water. Dogs are being taken to vets 
today. I am reporting this now so it is on record. I will update put status.

7 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 68 Pound
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EON‐111889 1/10/2013 23:03 Barnsdale Farms Chicken 
Jerky

crystal in the urine, liver enzymes sky high, internal hemmoraging, diarrea, some vomit, limp, no 
energy, retinal detachment, blood pressure almost double, more thirsty and complete kidney failure. 
Symptons start slowly showing about a wk before he died. Different habits, like for e.g., not sleepin 
in bed with me for the last 2 wks. More thirsty, longer pees, then diarreah, not so good on his feet, 
like he was losing control a bit sometimes, not too steady. Not going down the stairs as much, 
looking up at the ceiling. One morning I thought he was dead, he was so limp, took me a while to 
wake him. Found out later he had hemoraged 
behind both eyes, (retinal detachment). Vets said he had fanconi syndrome symptons, but never 
saw anything in their 30 yrs of practice so severe, On dialysis 2 days and they had to put him down. 
Vet asked what I had been feeding him. One of the things I had been giving him was Barnsdale 
Farms Chicken Jerky, only half a bag over 2 months period. He thought that is what killed him, giving 
him complete kidney failure...

6 Years Maltese Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐111888 1/10/2013 22:33 Dingo Dental Mega Bones 9 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 40 PoundSaturday 12/29/12: gave her a newly opened Dingo Dental Mega Bones. After she ate half of it I 
took it away from her to save for the following day.

Sunday 12/30/12: I gave her the remaining half of the Dingo Dental Mega Bone and she finished it. 
Monday 12/31/12: she ate dry dog food in the morning as usual but by that evening she was 

uninterested in her dry dog food dinner and would only eat some dry dog food with coaxing. This is 
unusual for her. 

Tuesday 1/1/2013: early in the morning she defecated in the house. She has never done this before. 
When she was outside she was lethargic and eating grass. She refused to eat her dry dog food 

breakfast. I offered her yogurt and she refused that too. That also has never happened before. By 
early afternoon she was vomiting white, foamy bile and grass, at least 3 times. She wouldn't leave 

the yard when I tried to walk her. By mid-afternoon she defecated bloody diarrhea in the house. 
Between 4 and 10pm she vomited white, foamy bile 3 more times and eliminated a blood 

(75%)/water (25%) mix from her rectum every 45-60 minutes 6 times. All evening she was lethargic, 
lying down, shaking, with her eyes half open. I got 1 dose of Pepto Bismol into her.

Wednesday 1/2/2013: She was given a second dose of Pepto-Bismol and continued to drink water 
and urinate - but she continued to refuse to walk or eat (dry dog food or yogurt). By later in the day 

she was standing/walking again without coaxing and wagging her tail. 
Thursday 1/3/2013: She was given a third dose of Pepto-Bismol and continued to drink water but 

refused her morning dry dog food. In the evening she finally ate a small serving of boiled fresh 
chicken and white rice. This was her first meal since Monday 12/31. 

Friday 1/4/2013: She had bloody diarrhea in the house twice and urinated in the house twice. Food 
was stopped again and an appointment was made with the veterinarian for the following morning. 
Saturday 1/5/2013: She woke me to go outside 3 times between midnight and 6am and eliminated 
more bloody diarrhea. More bloody diarrhea on the way to the vet. The vet who examined her said 
she was mildly dehydrated. Fecal and blood tests done. Red blood cells (PCV) were elevated at 

65%. I was told she had Hemorrhagic GastroEnteritis (HGE). The vet offered to admit her but 
because it was the weekend staff would only be in the office to administer medications, not for 
observation. I was given instructions to withhold food for another 24 hours, administer 150ml of 
saline subcutaneously two times per day and give the following medications two times per day: 

Sucralfate 1gm, Metronidazole 250 mg, and Amoxicillin 250 mg. I was also given Cerenia 60 mg 
tablets to administer in the event of nausea. The bill for her services was $240.41. 

Sunday 1/6/2013: Saline and medications continued as instructed. No elimination. Small amounts of 
fresh, boiled chicken and white rice were given. She tolerated it well. 
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EON‐111887 1/10/2013 22:33 waggin train chicken jerky gave my dog the waggin train chicken jerky nod Milo's chicken jerky for the past year, now my dog 
has liver problems associated with the treats.

2 Years Maltese Dog 5 Pound

EON‐111882 1/10/2013 20:33 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

I have been feeding the Wagon Train chicken jerky treats for years. About 6 months ago I increased 
her treat to a full treat instead of a small amount. In Sept/Oct she was diagnosed with Kidney 
Failure. I have been told that she has months to live and I give her fluids everyday. I had NO idea 
the risks of these treats as they are available at Wal Mart. If there is a problem you should pull these 
off the shelf!

6 Years Mastiff Dog 195 Pound

, g
Monday 1/7/2013: Saline and medications continued as instructed. Slightly larger amounts of fresh, 

boiled chicken and white rice were given. She tolerated it well. 
Tuesday 1/7/2013: Saline and medications continued as instructed. Small amounts of her regular 
dry dog food were added to the fresh, boiled chicken and white rice. She has had her last dose of 

Sucralfate. She is to be on the Metronidazole and Amoxicillin until Tuesday 1/15/2013.
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EON‐111878 1/10/2013 16:39 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky On Jan 3 2013 at 5:00am,  was whining and woke me up. I found that she had pooped in the 
house, near the door. The stool was partially formed and then a lot of liquid diarrhea. I let her outside 
and she had explosive liquid diarrhea. She had no change in her food or the possibility of getting into 
anything. She acted fatigued and disinterested and slept the rest of the morning. I went home at 
lunch and she continued to have moderate amounts of liquid stool. That night she stopped multiple 
times on her walk for small amounts of liquid stool. I fed her some rice with a small amount of soft 
food later that evening. She was fine through the night and ate breakfast in the morning and was 
acting her normal self again. I gave her some chicken jerky when I put her in her crate for the day. 
When I got home she had 2 large liquid stools in her crate. She continued to have medium liquid 
stools that evening. I gave her a Pepto-bismol that night and only gave her small amounts of food 
over the weekend. Her stool returned to normal and she was behaving normaly. I did not give her 
any treats all weekend. On Tuesday 08 January she was given a couple of pieces of the Milo's 
chicken jerky. On Wednesday 09 January, she again woke me up in the early morning to have 
explosive diarrhea. I felt like there was something wrong with that bag of treats but couldn't quite 
figure out what other than to say that I couldn't find a big whole piece in the bag. They all seemed 
small and odd pieces. I suspected there was something off but then just saw the news report about 
the recall and I will definitely not feed her any more.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 42 Pound

EON‐111861 1/10/2013 12:09 Milo Kitchen 
Chicken Jerky and Chicken 
Grillers

I was picking up my 1 year 8 month old puppy when I noticed she had some diarrhea in her crate, 
upon inspection it was a massive amount. Upon learning this I called her vet and we collectively 
decided to monitor her for the night. Upon getting her home and she went outside to poop, she had 
more diarrhea this time it had blood. Her regular vet was closed so I rushed her to an emergency vet 
and they decided she had some gastrointestinal "bug" so she was sent home with antibiotics. We 
followed up with her regular vet the next day and a fecal sample was submitted. My pup does not 
normally have a sensitive stomach, so it was out of the ordinary she had diarrhea especially had it all 
over her crate.

1 Years Collie - Border Dog 31 Pound

EON‐111844 1/9/2013 21:24 waggin train chicken jerky has siesures when given a jerky treat 10 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 14 Pound

EON‐111842 1/9/2013 21:00 MILO'S KITCHEN CHICKEN 
GRILLERS

Each time had one was never fully digested it and would vomit piece of Milo's Kitchen Chicken 
Grillers in same size it was eaten as. Would occur within 2-3 hours after having treat. First couple 
times thought was activity she was doing after treat of running, but put bag to side and rarely gave to 
her, had just recently in last 30-60 days purchased this and out of the 6 or so times given to her she 
has vomited it up hours later.

6 Years Maltese Dog 13 Pound
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EON‐111840 1/9/2013 17:45 Waggin Train Chik'n biscuits had been having stomach issues with vomiting, diarrea, lack of appetite, and not her usual 
happy self. She had been to the Vet various times but we never really knew what was wrong. In  
of she got worse and was at the Vet hospital for about 10 days before her organs finally shut 
down. They did everything to try to save her but she was suffering too much and I decided it was 
time to put her to sleep. I never realized that it was the Wagon Trail Dog treats (chicken biscuits and 
chicken jerky) until we got another dog and noticed the same yellow vomit, diarrea and other 
symptoms after feeding him the treats about two weeks ago. I then had a conversation with an 
acquaintance that have the very same experience and had one of her dogs recently die. She said 
she reported it with with the manufacturer and FDA, so I felt it was my duty to report it too.

3 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 3 Pound

EON‐111839 1/9/2013 16:48 Nutro Lite Lamb and Rice 
formual Dry Dog Food - new 
and Improved formula

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 PoundHere is the email I sent to Nutro directly which I believe explains the issues well. Please feel free to 
contact me should you require any further information.

Have been feeding our dog your Nutro Lite Lamb and Rice for years (she is now 9) and there would 
appear to be something terribly wrong with your recent formulation change (Nov 2012).

Between Thanksgiving and Christmas we diligently followed a phased approach to weaning her onto 
your "New and Improved" formula and she went from eating her food to barely touching it, to not 

touching it at all by Christmas Eve 2012.

Then came the disorientation, the equilibrium issues, the vomiting etc, to the point where she 
appeared to age five years overnight. She could no longer navigate steps and even had difficulty 

standing at all. We were convinced she'd be dead on Christmas.

In desperation my wife did some web searching and found numerous similar complaints about dogs 
having trouble with your new formulation of food. We immediately removed her from your food and 

began home cooking food at our Vet's suggestion and she made a dramatic improvement. 

Unfortunately she still refuses to navigate steps which is proving to be an issue but one we'll gladly 
deal with so long as we can keep her alive. 

We returned all the new formula of your food to our local Petco in ,  and will no 
longer be using your food.

I strongly suggest that you look into this matter further and consider pulling the food off the shelves 
until such time that the food can be examined and the cause of our and others problems can be 

thoroughly understood.

Please feel free to contact me directly for any further information you need relative to this concern.

Sincerely,
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EON‐111838 1/9/2013 16:33 Milos Kitchen Home-Style 
Dog Treats Chicken Jerky, 
Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

After beginning a regimen of 1 small chicken jerky treat (Waggin Train) on a daily basis I noticed that 
the animals (I have 3 dogs, 2 cats) began drinking more water than usual. I assumed this might be 
due to one of the ingredients in this specific treat so I began alternating it with several others 
containing beef or other ingredients and prepared differently than the jerky. I also tried another brand 
(Milos Kitchen) to see if it made a difference. It did not. Recently, within the last week, one of the 
animals (Leo) began acting lethargic, diminished appetite, and sleeping more than usual. At that 
point I began surfing the web to look for information and discovered that your agency was 
conducting an investigation into these products. I then contacted the manufacturers and inquired 
about any action they were taking. I did receive a response from Nestle (Waggin Train) offering me a 
full refund on what remained of their product and informing me of what I already knew about the 
investigation. They did emphasize that this was a "voluntary" action and that no official recall had 
been instituted. As of this writing I have not received a repsonse from the makers of Milos Kitchen 
products.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 8 Pound

EON‐111837 1/9/2013 16:30 Purina Puppy Chow the puppies and their mother was fed the puppy food - when we got up the next morning the puppies 
were having seizures - the next day a couple more had the seizures and the mother was just laying 
around and throwing up she also had loose stool

7 Weeks Terrier - Scottish Dog 1 Pound
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EON‐111834 1/9/2013 15:54 Pedigree-meaty round 
dinner, Pedigree, Pedigree-
chopped beef

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 33.4 PoundWhile treating the esophagus I cooked her meals of chicken and rice. After about a month of this I 
decided to try some can dog food to see if it would stay down without the throwing up returning. I 
bough Pedigree can dog food. She ate it, she liked it, it stayed down, so I bought more. Between 
December 31, 2012 to January 5, 2013, she ate 8 different cans of Pedigree and had 6 seizures. 
First one on December 31, 2012 she was lying down and tried to get up. It was like her front legs 

were having cramps and she couldn't get up. That didn't last long so I really didn't suspect anything 
serious. Then on January 1, 2013 we were out walking and 2 times in a 27 minute period she 

staggered to the right, as if someone had punched her. Her left legs kept trying to walk, but it was 
like a swimming motion and she couldn't get her footing. This was brief, she continued walking as if 
nothing had happened, then the second time was the exact same way. Took her to the vet on 1-3-
2013 for follow up X-rays on esophagus and a new vet in the office, not my normal one I see there, 
diagnosed her with an ear infection. I got her home and she had a terrible staggering spell, came 

walking down the hallway leaning on the wall with her body to hold her up. January 5, 2013 she was 
asleep in the bed with me it was 1:30 a.m., I was watching TV. Suddenly she jerked her head up wild 

eyed and scared looking, tried to crawl to me, couldn't. I grabbed her, she began jerking all over. 
Body spasms, head jerking all around, she was breathing hard through her nose, eyes wide with 

fright, this lasted 3 to 4 minutes. After she quit jerking she seemed afraid but okay. Then at 3 a.m. 
she had a repeat of the 1:30 episode. So back to the vet she went on January 5, 2013. He ran a 

serious of test, x-ray lungs and heart for possible Congestive Heart Failure, talked about a Cat Scan 
of her brain. Gave her a water pill to take twice a day. I had a friend tell me about a dog her daughter 
had who had seizures due to dye in some foods. So I immediately decided to stop the can food and 
go back to cooking for her. I searched the internet and found a lot of complaints on Pedigree. One 

woman in California wrote on Consumeraffairs.com about her 6 year old dog having the exact same 
symptoms as . But she had dry dog food, not the canned food.  has not had any 

Pedigree since Friday evening January 4, 2013. The Last seizure was January 5, 2013 at 3 a.m. 
She is now acting normal and bouncy, have not seen any sign of staggering, spasms, or seizures. 

She is a house dog and does not go outside unsupervised.
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EON‐111830 1/9/2013 12:03 Blue Buffalo canned/dry food 
(feline maintenance)

The owner has several cats currently eating Blue Buffalo canned/dry food. One of her cats had an 
acute 2 day history of vomiting and resultant blood work revealed acute renal failure. She is currently 
doing poorly on IV fluids and her values are not improving.  will likely have a renal biopsy 
performed today, but her next step of treatment is dialysis. The other cats in the household on Blue 
Buffalo have elevated calcium, bilirubin, and globulin levels on blood work. Another cat in the 
household on a different diet does not have these abnormalities. These cats were evaluated at 

  Phone ꞏ  Fax  
.

5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 6.04 Kilogram

EON‐111825 1/9/2013 1:00 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Duck Tenders

Petco 

I recently purchased "Canyon Creek Ranch" brand "Duck Tenders" by manufacturer "Waggin' Train" 
from a Petco store in . I have been purchasing products from Petco stores for my 
Yorkshire Terrier since we got her as a puppy a year ago. I thought that this would be a nice treat for 
her training needs. I purchased a bag and began "rewarding" her with a jerky treat about once a day 
(instructions tell me that I can give more, but one is enough). After only two days, my Yorkshire 
Terrier began to exhibit severe vomiting and diarrhea lasting through the second evening, night and 
into the next morning. She became lethargic and unresponsive that next morning. She was 
immediately taken to her veterinarian who began a treatment based on the symptoms and product 
description (we brought the product to office with us). Our terrier ( ) was placed on 
intravenous medication to flush her system and reverse renal failure. On her 2nd day of treatment to 
try to bring her out of renal failure. Treatment was continued for two days until the pet stabilized. The 
only change to our pets very stable diet was the introduction of these treats. Our Veterinarian 
recommended that we not ever use pet food that had been imported from China. I contacted 
"Waggin Train" via telephone, as well as their website and facebook page. I also have contacted 
Petco, where we purchased the product. After some research on the internet, it appears that this is a 
well known issue with this product, and has even been reported by the FDA.

12 Months Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5 Pound
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EON‐111824 1/8/2013 23:48 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Radiance

We started mixing Beneful with her old food, Science Diet, to save costs beginning in May 2012. 
Eventually the Science Diet was gone, and she was only eating Beneful. Nov. 6, she ate a whole 
bowl and vomited. She vomited 4-5 times that day. She barely ate at all the next week. Nov 13 she 
vomited all day again, 4 - 5 times. She still wasn't eating. Went to the vet Wed. Nov 21. WBC count 
was high (17) with high neutrophils. Liver enzymes elevated. Started antibiotic. Saturday, Nov 24, 
she almost died - wouldn't eat or drink, feverish and lethargic all day. Next couple of days, she'd 
drink, but still wouldn't eat her Beneful. Wed. Nov 28, went to the vet again, and started on chicken 
and rice diet. She was STARVING for decent food. Vet diagnosed pancreatitis based on her species 
specific canine specific lipase = 649. Normal is up to 200. Suspicious is 200 - 400. Over 400 is 
diagnostic for pancreatitis. She is recovering beautifully on home cooked food and raw meaty bones.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 34 Pound

EON‐111823 1/8/2013 21:45 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Adult Dog Chicken 
Rice & Vegetable Formula 
(maroon 40lb bag from 
Costco)

My female Labrador has been eating Kirkland Superior Premium Adult Dog Food Chicken Rice and 
Vegetable Formula since June of 2012. We bought a new bag on 12/17/12 and started feeding it to 
her on 12/23/12. She has been throwing up a lot and has had terrible smelling gas. We checked 
some of the uneaten food on the evening of 1/8/13 after our dog vomited immediately after eating. 
She didn't eat the food we gave her that morning. The kibble smells very odd. We have saved some 
in a zip lock bag and returned the remainder to Costco. We have recorded the manufacture 
information from the bag.

I researched this food and a lot of people have been claiming their dogs have been getting sick 
recently from this food and several have claimed their dogs have died. This brand was subject to a 
recall in May of 2012 but our dog was on a different brand at that time (puppy food).

19 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 63 Pound

EON‐111818 1/8/2013 20:18 Wagon Trail Chicken Treats began to lose weight over a month long period from January 1, 2012 to February 4, 2012. 
She became disinterested in food and increased her water intake. We had been using the Wagon 
Trail Chicken Jerky treats for a period of months before this. Her condition was somewhat gradual in 
that we did not notice a sudden change - a month long questioning about her weight became 
serious when she finally refused to eat at all. She had been active, vital, muscular and absolutely no 
health problems whatsoever. We took her to the vet, a blood test revealed kidney failure and within 2 
weeks she was gone. Chicken treats are the only suspect. Although she was eleven, many of her 10 
siblings are still thriving. She was by far the youngest looking for her age. No way to know if the 
chicken treats were the cause as I learned of this issue soon after her passing as I was sharing our 
story.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 78 Pound
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EON‐111792 1/8/2013 12:33 Waggin Train They have all started to have very loose and slimy repetitive diarrhea and excessive drinking of 
water by all 4.

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 13 Pound

EON‐111785 1/8/2013 10:00 Wellness CORE Grain Free 
Original Formula

Patient presented for evaluation for pancytopenia. Bone marrow aspirate showed evidence of 
ineffective erythroid hyperplasia with evidence of mild dysplasia; mild megakaryocytic hyperplasia 

The two primary differential etiologies for ineffective erythroid hyperplasia include a non-regenerative 
IMHA (i.e., targeting of erythroid precursors) and myelodysplastic syndrome. The dysplasia within 
the erythroid lineage may either be primary (myelodysplastic syndrome) or secondary to a severe 
bone marrow toxic insult or an underlying neoplasia. 

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 24 Kilogram

EON‐111779 1/7/2013 21:54 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Wrapovers 
Apples Wrapped With 
Chicken

The day after consuming Canyon Creek Ranch "Wrapovers" (Apples wrapped with chicken), our dog 
refused to eat and has been unusually lethargic - even for a greyhound.

8 Years Greyhound Dog 65 Pound

EON‐111775 1/7/2013 18:03 Waggin Train
Wholesome Chicken
Jerky Tenders

Vomiting, bloodwork shows elevated BUN, Creatine, Phosphorus and low SG in urine 6 Years Shepherd 
(unspecified)

Dog 71 Pound

EON‐111774 1/7/2013 17:48 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky Pet began to drink excessive amounts of water; frequently urinating and showing sporadic loss of 
apetite. This began after giving the pet the product. When we stopped symptoms abated for a short 
period of time, but returned resulting in death.

15 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 20 Pound

EON‐111773 1/7/2013 17:03 Milo's Kitchen home sytle 
dog treats

PU/PD. Fanconi Syndrome 4 Years Shepherd 
(unspecified)

Dog 49.5 Pound

EON‐111753 1/7/2013 14:30 Kingdom Pets nausea, lethargy, diarrhea, drinking a lot of water 9 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 20 Pound
EON‐111728 1/7/2013 11:48 Vitality Duck Breast with 

Flaxseed & Vitamins
was presented for evaluation for protein losing nephropathy (PLN). Infectious disease testing 

was positive for Lyme and Bartonella and was started on treatment for PLN and suspected 
immune-mediated glomerular nephritis. However, the owner reported that she had been feeding 
jerky treats and was concerned that the treats could have caused proteinuria.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 5.5 Kilogram

EON‐111722 1/6/2013 20:09 Milos Chicken Jerky Over the period of a few weeks we fed Milos chicken jerky to our dog. He became ill and had bloody 
diarrhea, vomiting, lethargy and loss of appetite. We took him to the vet and they checked is blood. 
His liver enzymes were over 1500. They put him on a medication to help lower his enzymes and 
gave him something for the diarrhea. We took him back in for a 2 week checkup of his liver 
enzymes. They were cut in half by the medication. He was feeling better. We gave him more treats, 
not knowing that was the thing causing the problem. He passed away 4 days later.

15 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 58 Pound

EON‐111721 1/6/2013 17:03 Before Grain Chicken 5.5 oz 
Cat

I opened a can of cat food and there was severe mold on the food. I noticed that the can did not 
make a noise if it was vacuum sealed. I started going through other cans and they were not sealed, 
if you pressed on top of the lid the lid would cave. I have encountered at least 20 out of 48 cans from 
the 2 cases I purchased.
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EON‐111720 1/6/2013 17:03 Kirkland Signature Mature 
Dog Food

I have been feeding my dogs Kirkland Mature Dog for years and the dogs seemed to like it however 
the bag that purchased in Dec 2012 the dogs would not eat. I thought they were just being finicky so 
I mixed wet dog food in it so they would eat. would eat all of his food however my other dog 
would only eat the wet food. A few days after he started to eat the new food he appeared to be 
having problems with congestive heart failure. The vet stated that his liver and spleen were enlarged 
and his lungs were filling with fluid. We thought this was his congestive heart failure worsening so we 
put him down. My other dog did finally start eating some of the dry food 12/27 - 12/30 however ate 
very little. She stopped eating completely on 1/2/2013 and I took her to the vet on 1/4/2013. The vet 
said she has an enlarged spleen. She is an older dog so we thought this was her aging process 
however the fact that they both would not eat the food and both have spleen issues a few days after 
makes me wonder if something is wrong with the dog food. Is there someplace I can send the food 
to be tested?

11 Years Bulldog - American Dog 105 Pound

EON‐111718 1/6/2013 8:24 MILO'S KITCHEN chicken 
treats and chicken meatballs

Prior to consuming MILO'S KITCHEN chicken treats and chicken meatballs, Iris was a very healthy, 
very active 4 year old 11.5 lb miniature dacshund. I noticed she was drinking and urinating more 
often which is a sign of diabetes. As an RN, I was able to check her urine and it showed trace 
glucose in her urine. She was brought to the Veteranarian for a complete physical and blood 
workup. Her blood glucose was within normal range however her urine still showed glucose. The 
veteranarian discovered via the FDA these symptoms were appearing on pet foods manufactured in 
China and MILO'S KITCHEN was among the culprets. Iris is now continuing with (Polydispsia and 
Polyuria) , listless and has to be coaxed to eat. There is a toxin in the food manufactured in China 
that causes kidney dysfunctioning and large polymers such as glucose are not able to filter through 
the kidneys. This excess glucose causes increased thirst, increased urination, listlessness and 
predisposes the animal to increased risk for infection. MILO'S KITCHEN is directly resposible, and 
should be held accountable for the comprimised and deteriorating health of an otherwise healthy 
dog. I will be using social media to spread the word to NEVER USE ANY ANIMAL PRODUCTS 
MADE IN CHINA ESPECIALLY MILO'S KITCHEN.

4 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 11.5 Pound

EON‐111717 1/6/2013 5:03 Milo's Kitchen Home Style 
Dog Treats Chicken Grillers

Within past 5 days purchased and gave Milo's Kitchen Home-Style Dog Treats. Starting 1.4.13 
decreased appetite and 1.5.13 severe hematemesis and lethargy. No other changes in diet or 
environment

2 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 21 Pound

EON‐111708 1/4/2013 17:57 Waggin' Train brand - 
products given: Chicken 
Jerky Freshies PBJ Yam 
Good Country Crunch

became lethargic suddenly in the afternoon - had difficult standing up from a lay down 
positition - walked a few steps and seemed to just fall down. Appeared uncomfortable, in pain - was 
not her usual self. Contacted our Vet who had us bring her in - was diagnosed with Pancreatitis.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 67 Pound
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EON‐111705 1/4/2013 17:15 Chicken Soup for the Dog 
Lovers Soul Senior Formula

She became very ill, vomiting, noisy breathing, labored breathing, disoriented, diarrhea, abdominal 
pain, anxious.

14 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 91 Pound

EON‐111598 1/4/2013 7:36 Wagaon Train jerky - we 
dont currently have them in 
the house. The chicken 
strips the chew sticks and 
the yams are ones we had.

We have two dogs. Both like the Wagon Train jerky treats. They are very picky dogs, but they will eat 
these treats. One of our dogs LOVES them and will sit near the cupboard where we keep them and 
bark and bark til given one or told to stop. She may have 2 or 3 small strips a day. The other dog 
has 1 every so often. Our dog who loves them had severe diarrhea for nearly a week. She was also 
was unusually thirsty. We thought she had caught a bug that had been going around our family. 
During this time I only fed her a bland diet and she didn't get any treats. Now I am thinking that 
perhaps they were the cause.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 5 Pound

EON‐111597 1/4/2013 1:51 Cadet Gourmet Salmon 
Snack

I purchased Cadet Gourmet Salmon Dog treats from Costco. I fed my Yorkie--after breaking into 
small pieces--2 fish shaped treats as I was working with her on training (i.e. sick, lay down, etc.) 
Within 30 minutes of consuming the toxin laced treats made in China she had a decreased appetite--
and she hadn't eaten all day; decreased activity--she wouldn't hardly move and if you touched her 
she wobbles, decreased water consumption and while laying on a blanket she urinated (she's 
completely house broken) but when taken outside stood on only three legs wobbling and refused to 
go to the bathroom when she normally never has any issues. Just before I fed her these treats she 
was playing and running around and had lots of energy. After she urinated in the blanket we gave 
her a bath and while drying her she fell over. I'm very scarred for the well being of my dog and I 
cannot take her to the vet until the morning at 7:30am.

3 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5 Pound

EON‐111593 1/3/2013 21:30 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Natural Duck Tenders treats 
for dogs

Excessive thirst/drinking/urination once I started feeding Canyon Creek Ranch Duck Tenders to my 
dog. He doesn't even get dog toys made in China...I have no idea how I missed that these treats are 
made in China, and part of the problematic ones dogs have been getting sick from.

8 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 20 Pound

EON‐111592 1/3/2013 19:45 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders We fed our dog  Waggin trail jerky tenders, and today I saw a post about a waring of illness 
and death from these. My daughter& son in laws dog just had to be put down a few weeks ago from 
kidney failure and we fed him the waggin train jerky tenders!! He was only 8 1/2 years old. 
It is so sad that may have caused the demise of our pet. He was brought to the vet and after test we 
were told he had kidney failure, they gave him an iv and meds but nothing helped. So we had to 
make a hard decision to let our  go and suffer no more. Now we have an almost $1,200 vet 
bill to deal with.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐111591 1/3/2013 17:42 Nature's Variety Instinct Raw 
Boost Chicken Meal formula

Feed Nature's Variety Instinct Raw Boost Chicken and my puppy came down with Campylobacter 
infection.

8 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 57 Pound
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EON‐111589 1/3/2013 16:42 Catswell Vitakitty chicken 
breast w/ flaxseed and 
vitamins

Healthy until this time, has lost 4 of 11 lbs, vomits frequently, no appetite 9 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 10.5 Pound

EON‐111585 1/3/2013 14:21 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky less than 24 hours after eating treat she became Lethargic, stopped eating, and would not drink 
water.

13 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐111582 1/3/2013 13:45 CHEWMASTERS Chicken 
Strips

Gave our dog Chicken Jerky treats made by Chew Masters, obtained from Costco. The next day our 
dog became sick, symptoms worsened with time. Symptoms include vomiting, diarrhea, diarrhea 
with blood, lethargic, excessive thirst. He did still have an appetite.

Took him to the veterinarian, they analyzed a stool sample, placed him on an easy to digest diet, 
and gave him a week¿s supply of antibiotics. The veterinarian could not determine what the cause 
of his illness was. The stool sample was negative for parasites.

He became better after he was on his special diet and not eating his normal food or treats. We 
reintroduced his normal food slowly. He was doing well. Once he was completely off the special diet, 
and fully on his normal diet, he was still doing excellent. We reintroduced his treats (chicken jerky) 
and he instantly became sick again.

We placed him back on the special diet and he eventually regained normal health. We did not give 
him any more chicken jerky treats. He has been on his normal food for approximately 1.5 months 
and he is doing great. It is very clear that the cause of his illness was the chicken treats, as we have 
returned him to his normal diet; the only thing that has changed is the absence of the chicken jerky 
treats. He has consumed chicken that was cooked for human consumption, and had no reaction to 
the cooked 'human' chicken.

1.5 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 50 Pound

EON‐111561 1/2/2013 22:57 WagginTrain Wholesome 
Chicken Jerkey Tenders

I received these treats from my sister for a Christmas present for my dog and I gave her one right 
after Christmas and she had some loose stools but I did not think too much of it as she is an older 
dog and sometimes that has happened, but then this past weekend I gave her one on Saturday and 
one on Monday and then she got severe diahreah and did not want to eat.

15 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
English

Dog 44 Pound

EON‐111518 1/2/2013 13:36 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky vommiting and diarea. Decreased appetitie. 2 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 13 Pound
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EON‐111517 1/2/2013 13:30 Milo's Kitchen® - Home-style 
Dog Treats

Shortly after buying the product Milo's Chicken Jerky Treats (for dogs) we realized our dog was 
getting skin irritation (an allergic reaction of some sort), where he started getting scabs on his skin 
and itching them profusely. This went on for a couple of weeks. The last episode happened when he 
was given his last treat of Milo's Chicken Jerky and he froze and looked in pain. He started 
whimpering and could not move, he was frozen like a popcicle but kept crying like he was being 
tortured. At first we thought he was chocking and maybe had the treat stuck to his throat. We took 
him immediatly to the Vet Hospital where his X-rays came back normal and there was nothing in his 
air vent. We are still waiting on the test results. Our vet advised us to keep our dogs from any jerky 
treats made in China because they are making dogs very ill. Our dog is doing much better today 
after we stopped feeding him the treats. His coat is much healthier and he stopped bitting/itching 
himself.

5 Months Maltese Dog 7 Pound

EON‐111516 1/2/2013 13:27 Kingdom Pets has had repeated vomiting and diarea and decreasing appetite. 2 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 13 Pound

EON‐111479 1/1/2013 23:06 Kirkland Super Premium 
Adult Dog Lamb Rice & 
Vegetable Formula

The dog (goldendoodle) started vomiting and became very lethargic. He didn't eat for a couple of 
days, and drank little. He started to rebound after about three days, becoming more energetic and 
hungry. We fed him the Kirkland dog food again (It was a new bag), and within a few hours he began 
to vomit again. The next day he was very depressed, and vomited multiple times and had no interest 
in eating or drinking.

2 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 80 Pound

EON‐111478 1/1/2013 15:27 meijer main choice chicken 
jerky for dogs

Gave chicken jerky, without knowing that there was a problem, days later the symtoms started of not 
eating, a little vomit and diarreha, and over the course of the next month and a half condition 
worsened until had to be put to sleep on 

4 Months Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound
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EON‐111477 1/1/2013 15:21 Kirkland Super Premium 
Sweet potato and salmon

5 Days Terrier - Airedale Dog 47 PoundFor over a year we have been feeding our two dogs Costco Kirkland Salmon & Sweet Potato dry 
food along with Kirkland canned dog food. A week and a half ago I bought a new bag of the dog 
food and new cans of the dog food. Within 24 hours both our dogs threw up & had had very bad 
diareah. The older dog, 5 year old  began to feel worse very fast and was much more quiet 
than usual. We took him into our vets office for treatment. They 1st did a check of his stool and 

found a hi level of bacteria. He was put on antibiotic pills and sent home. He seemed to get better for 
a few days then started to fall apart again. While he was home we fed him only special bland canned 

dog food from our vets. This time when he started to feel bad it was much worse and he became 
very weak, turned down food and water, & began throwng up again, . We took him in to the vets, 

they injected him with fluid via an i.v. They also put him on i.v. antibiotics, he did not show any 
improvement over a few days. A blood test was taken and it showed trouble with his liver and 

kidneys as well as bacteria in his blood. He remains at the vet's office but does seem to be looking 
better. We will see him again tomorrow. After we took him in the vets I called Costco corporate office 
to tell them about  troubles. They asked me for the bad i.d. number for the dog food, but I told 
them I threw it away as I always place new dog food in a bin at home. The 1st person I talked to at 
Costco told me that they just announced a new recall of dog food within the past week. The next 

time I called Costco later that day I tried to speak to the same woman as she gave me her name and 
extension. My call to her extension was transferred to another Costco rep. I told them my story and 

asked to speak with the woman I spoke with earlier that day. The Costco rep told me that the woman 
I spoke with earlier had made an error and that there is no new recall for the dog food. Every time I 
tried to reach the 1st woman I spoke with my call was transferred to a new person. They confirmed 
to me that I bought the dog food under recall earlier in the year, but the last bad I bought was is not 
on a recall list. I imagine there is a chance that the LAST of the older dry food was fed to the dogs 

the day before they ate from the NEW bag I bought recently. I still have all the dry dog food in the bin 
at my home. I am sure there is some of the OLDER dry dog food at the bottom of the bin - maybe 

dog food that was under the recall.
Today I looked at the website dogfoodadvisor.com and there are posts by people saying that there 

may be a brand new problem with Costco's dog food - several dogs sick, at least one dead - all 
within the last two weeks ( December 2012) - same time frame of our problem. So far we are out 

$1800 and will have at least $300 more for . Like many dog owners, we believe  a 
member of our family. He showers us with love and devotion every day and we hope he gets better 

very soon. In terms of our other dog who also ate teh same food,  our three year old female 
Airedale is concerned, she threw up and had diahrea and the same time as  at the beginning of 
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EON‐111476 1/1/2013 13:06 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

I purchased Waggin Train brand chicken jerky dog treats from my local Ingles supermarket. I gave 
my dog  two pieces the first day and that night he awakened me throwing up a yellow slimy 
material. Otherwise he acted normal. Two days later I gave him another treat and within four hours 
he was throwing up again. Same vile yellow substance. He threw up two more time and now his right 
lips and part of his muzzle are reed and inflamed looking. He is lethargic and doesn't act like he 
feels well at all.

17 Months Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 71 Pound

EON‐111475 1/1/2013 12:36 Chicken Strips from Trader 
Joes

Both times she ate chicken jerky, She first started shaking and panting very fast, she then started 
scooting all over the floor, but it seemed that she could not stand up. She continued to shake and 
then threw-up blood and some dark yellow color, then she urinated, and had very severe diarhrea. 
Her eyes were very glassy and her pupils were very large. After about 20 minutes she was able to 
stand again. However, she was not herself for days. She still had diarhrea and could not keep food 
down. She was very quiet, weak and had a hard time holding her urine.

10 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 14 Pound

EON‐111474 12/31/2012 21:51 Canyon Creek Ranch® 
Chicken Tenders Dog 
Treats, Canyon Creek 
Ranch Cowboy Steaks Dog 
Treats

After feeding my Akita (100lbs) 3 of the Canyon Creek cowboy steaks she became extremely ill 
within hours! She started vomiting uncontrollably and than defecated and urinated at the same time. 
This was the second day she had the treat. I had previously tired Canyon Creek Chicken Tenders 
with her and that too made my dog ill with diarrhea. After doing some research online I found many 
websites with the same complaints. How can you allow PetsMart and other national stores in the US 
carry such a terrible product!! What a horrible experience my family and pet had to endure. No family 
should have to deal with this!!

6 Years Akita Dog 100 Pound

, p g g
the problem and she threw up in the middle of the night last night. Other than that she seems fine 

right now.
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EON‐111471 12/31/2012 21:30 Waggin' Train Chik'n 
Biscuits Recipe wrapped 
with chicken breast

Was fed 2-3 Waggin' Train Chik'n Biscuits Recipe treats on Christmas morning and within an hour, 
she went into a type of seizure where her eyeballs rolled into her head and her head was twisting to 
the left side uncontrollably. She couldn't stand and fell into an end table in the living room. We got 
her to sit and tried comforting her and petting her while we were completely confused about her 
condition. After a couple minutes her body began to relax, her eyes began to focus and she started 
panting. We then called the Vet who listened to these symptoms and asked us to keep her quiet and 
watch for recurring seizures or a pattern that he might evaluate. There have been no further 
episodes. We began thinking that these treats might be the problem and in researching this product 
have seen many complaints about this company specifically (Waggin' Train) and the health issues 
for dogs consuming their products, mostly those with chicken jerky imported from China. Just 
wanted to let someone know of our experience with this product for future health pet concerns.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐111470 12/31/2012 19:15 Yam Good Yams Wrapped 
With Duck

Suspected seizure. My other dog would not eat the product. 2 Years Terrier - Scottish Dog 18 Pound

EON‐111435 12/30/2012 15:00 Diamond lamb meal and rice 
natural red 40 pound bag

She began urinating on the floor it was the color of rust. She became lethargic and would no longer 
stand. Her breathing became labored and she quickly became jaundice do to toxin build up in the 
liver. Breathing became labored and difficult. Rushed her to the emergency vet where we had to put 
her down.

7 Years Shar Pei Dog 40 Pound

EON‐111434 12/30/2012 14:42 Diamond lamb meal and rice 
Natural

Started with urination on the floor, became Lethargic and would no longer stand on his legs, eat or 
drink. The vet did a house call. He had a temp of 105. We pumped him full of antibiotics 1000 mgs 
of Keflex twice daily. We pulled his food and fed him cooked hamburger and rice. After three days he 
began to bounce back. He would not touch his food till I switched brands.

4 Years Saint Bernard Dog Dog 140 Pound

EON‐111433 12/30/2012 14:06 Greenbrier Kennel Club 
Munchy Bones

Purchased Greenbrier Kennel Club Munchy Bones at the Dollar Tree in  and gave 1 
bone to dog. He became viiolently sick, pukeing and diaria. He could not keep anything down for 2 
days.

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

EON‐111432 12/30/2012 13:15 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Duck Tenders

Bought home from groomer(Pet Smart) last week and purchased a bag of Canyon Creek Duck 
Treats. He has never had them before. Starting feeding them on Saturday. By Tuesday noticed 
change in . He started acting lethargic. Thursday started vomiting but got better on Friday as 
he had no treats on Thursday. Was still eating, voiding and having regular stools. On Friday he was 
given another treat and later he was vomiting and refusing to eat that continued into Saturday when 
he was taken to the vet. He was dehydrated and given fluids and a shot for nausea and vomiting. 
The vet suggested a battery of test to rule out pancreatitis and kidney problems but we decided to 
see if he improved after the initial treatment.

3 Years Maltese Dog 9.5 Pound
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EON‐111431 12/30/2012 13:12 Purina Friskies Both cats consumed Purina Friskies canned from the same batch 3 months apart,  ( ) was 
ill & hospitalized May 24, 2010, he is now suffering from kidney failure.  gt severely ill after 
eating from the same batch which I saved & accidentally gave him, he was hospitalized Aug. 4 2010. 

 passed away  from Lymphoma. Now  has failing kidneys....I have 
connected the dots & it points to Purina.

12 Years Bengal Cat 8 Pound

EON‐111430 12/30/2012 10:06 Purina Tiny Bones Christmas i gave my 3 poodles the Purina tiny bones as a gift. i gave them 2 a day. 2 days later 
 had severe diarrea and throwing up. I made an appt for Jan 2nd at my vet, but  died 

the next day Saturday . We found around our house the treat still intact but the outer part(white 
part) gone(in their fecal matter). We discontinued given them the treat on Thursday the 27th cause 
of all the diarrea. All 3 eat the Cesars canine cuisine for years(no problems) Their treat was the Pup 
Peroni for years(no problems) I gave them the tiny bones and  dies and the 2 others are 
recovering with lots of water and no more tiny bones. I just want to make a note of this in case there 
are any other problems with the product. Thank You 

17 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 12 Pound

EON‐111429 12/29/2012 15:51 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky I purchased Kindom Pets chicken jerky products. My husband wrapped 3 bags to give to neighbor 
dogs and left them on the counter. They each had approximately 6 treats in them - 18 total. We left 
the house and my dog took them off the counter, opened the bag and ate them all..approximately 
18. Being that they are supposed to be a 100% chicken product, the dog should not have gotten sick 
but he did. For approximately 48 hours he had severe diarrhea, vomiting and bright red blood in his 
stool and he could not control his bladder and peed all over. Obviously there is something other than 
chicken in this poisonous treat. from CHINA.
After some internet research, I have learned that this has been going on for several years, yet the 
FDA does nothing to take this poison of the market...WHY????

2.5 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 70 Pound

EON‐111428 12/29/2012 14:51 Dogswell Chicken & Sweet 
Potato

My Yorkshire Terrior became very ill ... and I had to take her to the emergency vet at 2:00 AM. She 
had vomited 3x the evening before. She was very lethargic the 24 hours prior. She had diarhhea the 
evening before. By 2:00 AM, her breathing had become labored and I found an "accident" where she 
had blood in her stool (and it was runny). 

When I took her to the vet, she was almost dehydrated. If I had waited til morning, the vet would 
have most likely put her on IVs.

6 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound

EON‐111427 12/29/2012 14:30 Waggin' Train Apple & 
Chicken Wraps

I gave her 1 treat 12/24/12, around 2:00 pm, my husband gave her 1 treat around 2:30. She then 
would not eat her dinner that night or breakfast the next day. I know she vomitted outside at least 
once, possibly more. She did start eating again the evening of 12/25/12.

5 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 51 Pound

EON‐111426 12/29/2012 14:15 Waggin' Train Apple & 
Chicken Wraps

I gave her 3 treats, she vomited 3 times in the house during 2 days. I'm not sure if she vomited more 
outside. She still wanted to eat, but not her usual amount.

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 66 Pound
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EON‐111423 12/28/2012 21:42 waggin train wholesome 
chicken jerky tenders

She started having seizure like actions and then basically collasped. Took her to emergency vet 
clinic who advised she was bleeding internally and also had cancer. At that time i chose to euthanize 
her. I strongly believe that the irradiated waggin train dog treats had some degree of cause for her 
sudden decrease in health and death. She had been eating the treats for a while then suddenly 
started refusing to eat them and within a month she was gone. I do not know if these treats have 
always been made in china and have always been irradiaited but i have noticed a different texture 
and structure to the treats in the past several months.

12 Years Beagle Dog 45 Pound

EON‐111262 12/28/2012 0:42 Happy Hips Chicken Jerky; 
Happy Hips Duck Jerky

I am a law professor who specializes in FDA law. As a litigator, I did product liability / product defect 
law. I am an informed consumer and a devoted "mom" to our family's beloved Keeshond. He loves 
"Happy Hips" jerky treats and lately, we have stupidly been indulging him with these, thinking that 
the advertised glucosamine / chondroitin supplements would help his joints.

My dog is presently in  with advanced renal failure and is probably dying. I am 
devastated and I am FURIOUS that these products are allowed access to U.S. markets after years 
of poorly advertised reports of similar complaints from dog owners who are spending $1000's and 
suffering immeasurable heartbreak due to these toxin-laced products from China.

13 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 16.7 Kilogram

EON‐111192 12/27/2012 9:30 Nutro Natural Choice Lamb 
Meal & Rice Adult Limited 
Ingredient Diet

12-27-2012
On Wednesday 12.19.2012, I purchased a 5lb bag of Nutro Natural Choice, Limited Ingredient Diet 
dry dog food with a UPC code of 79105 51352, from PetsMart located at  

. I fed my 12yo golden retriever mix the dog food the next evening. The morning 
after I fed her I noticed that she had vomited all of the food back up, she was not hungry and I could 
tell she didn¿t feel well. She continued to throw-up the rest of the day. Saturday she had ceased 
throwing up but had no appetite and had no energy. I called the PetsMart where I purchased the 
product on Sunday to let them know there was a problem. On Wednesday 12.26.2012, I contacted 
Nutro on their Facebook page and they sent me an email through Facebook wanting me to contact 
their Consumer Affairs dept at an 1800 number. I called them. A woman named  tried to shift 
responsibility to the consumer side of the transaction, I finally convinced her that she need to 
seriously look into this from their side. Wherein she said she would send me a sample kit where I 
could send them a sample of the food in question.  my dog, has now been sick for 6 days, I¿m 
feeding her milk and chicken broth which seems to be the only things she¿ll even allow under her 
nose. Given the accounts that I¿ve read, vets are useless in treating or diagnosing the problem. 
Their only solution seems to be to put the animal to sleep. I¿d like to have the food tested for 
contaminants such as melamine, so a proper diagnosis and treatment can be made.

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐111191 12/27/2012 9:00 Nutro Natural Choice Limited 
Ingredient Diet Adult Lamb 
Meal & Rice Formula

12.27.2012
On Wednesday 12.19.2012, I purchased a 5lb bag of Nutro Natural Choice, Limited Ingredient Diet 
dry dog food with a UPC code of 79105 51352, Best by date 13 Nov 13 27 2, Lot# 246C2LEB0419: 
25, from PetsMart located at  I fed my 13yo golden 
retriever mix the dog food the next evening. The morning after I fed her I noticed that she had 
vomited all of the food back up, she was not hungry and I could tell she didn¿t feel well. She 
continued to throw-up the rest of the day some green bile was noted. Saturday she had ceased 
throwing up but had no appetite and had no energy. On Monday I contacted the PetsMart where I 
purchased the product to let them know there was a problem. On Wednesday 12.26.2012, I 
contacted Nutro on their Facebook page and they sent me an email through Facebook wanting me 
to contact their Consumer Affairs dept at an 1800 number. I called them. After a bit of time where a 
woman named tried to shift responsibility to the consumer side of the transaction, I finally 
convinced her that she need to seriously look into this from their side. Wherein she said she would 
send me a sample kit where I could send them a sample of the food in question.  my dog, has 
now been sick for 6 days, I¿m feeding her milk and chicken broth which seems to be the only things 
she¿ll even allow under her nose. Given the accounts that I¿ve read, vets are useless in treating or 
diagnosing the problem. Their only solution seems to be to put the animal to sleep. I¿d like to have 
the food tested for contaminants such as melamine, so a proper diagnosis and treatment can be 
made. 

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐111190 12/27/2012 1:21 Bulk Smokehouse Chicken 
Jerky Strap

5 Years Chow Chow Dog 70 PoundI came home on Friday Dec 14, 2012 and took my dog for a walk like I normally do. He vomited 
undigested food twice on the short walk. The next day he continued to get worse but the vomit 

turned to yellowish bile with foam. I called the vet on Sun 12/16 because he was still vomiting on a 
pretty regular basis- every 3-4hrs. I took him in for an appt on Mon 12/17. He was given anti-nausea 

injections and fluids. The next morning he was visibly worse and could no longer open his eyes. I 
took him in immediately and he put on IV fluids and blood was drawn. Subsequent tests revealed 

that he was experiencing severe acute kidney failure. I watch my dog constantly and knew there was 
no possibility that he got into antifreeze or ibruprofen or raisins or grapes. I suspected his dog food 

because I had recently purchased a new bag of food and he had only been eating from it for several 
days. 

I purchase Premium Edge Lamb & Rice Meal made by Diamond. They recently had yet another 
recall on their dog food, this time due to a Salmonella outbreak. I called the number on the bag on 

Thurs 12/20 and spoke with a customer service rep named  and a veterinarian named  
.  assured me that the food I had purchased was not under recall and 

asked instead about treats. She mentioned that  symptoms sounded a lot like "fanconi 
syndrome" that dogs were experiencing from eating Chicken Jerky treats. I had also purchased 

three Smokehouse Chicken Jerky Straps the day I bought the dog food. I had fed some, but not all, 
of the product to my dog in the days preceding his illness. 

A subsequent search revealed that the FDA was investigating the danger of these treats to dogs 
(which have caused thousands of illnesses and many deaths). I relayed the information to my vet  

 and  at  in  and supplied  
 with information for contacting the FDA and also a piece of the jerky to be sent in for 

testing. I also have an additional piece of the treat my dog ate, plus the other two treats that were 
purchased. 

After leaving the vet hospital I went to the store where I purchased the items,  
 in  I spoke with the owner and they in turn spoke with the distributor and 

informed me the jerky treats I purchased in bulk were manufactured/distributed by Smokehouse and 
were made in the US. However, additional research has shown that Smokehouse also imports part 
of it's stock from China. I requested that the Chicken Jerky Straps be removed and sent back to the 

manufacturer and that a warning sign be placed to alert unsuspecting shoppers from purchasing 
these potentially lethal treats for their pets.
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EON‐111163 12/25/2012 21:51 Nature's Variety Instinct Raw 
Lamb Formula

2 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 8 PoundDecember 14, 2012 -  was given a raw formula diet of Nature¿s Variety Lamb starting on 
Friday night. It was mixed with her regular kibble of Avoderm. She ate it with strong interest and 
finished the bowl. We went for a walk later that night and she had a normal bowel movement. 

December 15, 2012 ¿ I took  out in the morning and her stool was a little softer than normal. 
Fed her with the raw food and continued to mix in the Avoderm kibble. I left for work around 9:30 am 

and returned around 7:15pm. I came home to see  sitting in her own diarrhea in her crate, 
something she has never done before. Took her out for a walk, was too dark to tell what her feces 
looked like but when I returned home, she had blood on the fur around her anus. I still continued to 

feed the raw food mixed with the dry kibble. 

December 16, 2012 ¿  had episodes of diarrhea with blood throughout the night on the carpet. 
Took her for a walk in the morning and her stool was semi-loose. I thought that she was adjusting to 
the food so I fed her again with no kibble mixed in. I left for work at 11:30 am and returned at 6:15 
pm to find her sitting in diarrhea in her crate again. Went for a walk outside and it was too dark to 

see her feces. I went to visit my sister and took  with me, she threw up white foam in the car. I 
offered her raw food to eat at my sister¿s apartment, she ate half but declined the other half so I 

threw it away. We returned home, and got in bed. I woke up during the night and found  
sleeping on the couch after having more episodes of diarrhea on the carpet. 

December 17, 2012 ¿ I walked  in the morning, stool seemed to be getting more firm. Went to 
work and then came home on my lunch break to pick  up and bring her with me to work to have 

 examine her. We took a fecal sample and decided to continue feeding her the raw food 
since her bowel movements seemed to be improving.  and I went home that night around 6:00 
pm. I fed her the raw food and we went for a walk. She had a bowel movement that seemed loose 

again. When we returned to my apartment, she ran around with her tail down so I opened the door to 
my patio and she had diarrhea. 

December 18, 2012 ¿  still continued to have diarrhea so I mixed in some kibble with the raw 
food. I went to work and discussed the situation with  in which she decided to get her on 
metronidazole, her fecal came back negative. As the day went on, we got busy and I left, forgetting 

to get the medication. I Came home to  sitting in her own diarrhea in the crate. Walked her, was 
too dark to see her bowel movement but when we returned to the apartment, she showed evidence 
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of blood again around her anus. 

December 19 ¿ I decided to withhold food from her this day to try and calm her stomach. Came 
home from work around 6:30 and took  for a walk. There was no accident left in the crate. 

When we returned from our walk, I offered her a frozen pumpkin ice cube, which she rejected and 
immediately after threw up clear bile. She went to bed while I was in the other room. About half an 
hour later, I went to check on her and she had vomited clear bile with small white foam all over the 

sheets. She came and sat in my lap, shaking. After texting  throughout this time, we 
decided it would be best to take her to ER to at least get on fluids. When we arrived at  

, she had diarrhea in the lobby in the color of strawberry jam.

While in the waiting room at , she was acting calm and not her normal self, she was laying down 
a lot although still very alert. The doctor that saw her at  had made suggestions and came up 
with an estimate of over $2,000. I discussed things with  and we decided to have  

stay overnight at  for IV fluid therapy and to receive antibiotic and antinausea meds and would 
then continue treatment the next day at .

 ¿ I picked up  around 8:00 a.m. I was told she did not have any episodes 
of vomiting or diarrhea. We went straight to  and  seemed feeling better already. 
When  arrived around 9:00 a.m., we drew blood from  and put her back on IV Fluid 
therapy. Her bloodwork results came back close to normal with her ALT slightly elevated and BUN 

slightly below normal but nothing that came even close to alarming. We administered an injection of 
Cerenia and she threw up bright yellow bile about 15 minutes later. She was very restless in trying to 

get comfortable in her bed but finally calmed down and rested while  and I talked about 
aftercare treatment. Around 11:15 a.m.,  had her head up listening to  and I talked 
when all of a sudden her eyes closed and she fell over. We pushed epinephrine and atropine into 
her IV, inserted an endotracheal tube, hooked her up to oxygen and started compression. She still 

had significant jaw stricture when we inserted the endotracheal tube. After trying CPR and 
administering more atropine and epinephrine for 10 to 15 minutes, there was no response and we 

called time of death at 11:30 a.m. 
She was submitted for a necropsy at the  to try and determine cause of death. 
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EON‐111162 12/24/2012 18:51 Royal Canin Special 33 She had severe diarrhea within 12 hours of eating food for the first time. Stopped eating/drinking. 
Fluid in abdomen - had blood and urine tests, x-rays and two abdominal scans. All tests negative for 
any disease/illness. Mild pancreatitis - vet concluded that it must be due to gastrointestinal illness 
caused by contaminated food. Cat ate nothing else - is indoor cat and we have no other pets. She 
received intraveneous fluids, anti-biotics and pain medication and forty-eight hours later she is 100% 
better.

3 Years American Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐111161 12/24/2012 14:00 Waggin' Train On November 6, 2012  presented for lethargy of just over 1 week duration. Inappropriate 
urination in home. Hyporexic, PU-PD. Renal &/or prerenal azotemia (BUN 132 mg/dL; creatinine 4.2 
mg/dL); hyperglobulinemia (5.6; decreased A/G 0.5; hypercholesterolemia (370 mg/dL); 
hyperproteinemia (8.4 g/dL); hyperphosphatemia (7.4 mg/dL); increased B/C ratio (31.4); 
eosinopenia (0.9)

2.5 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 9 Pound

EON‐111160 12/24/2012 11:21 Hartz All Natural Premium 
Chews

Purchased a 3-pack of Hartz all natural premium chews for dogs; smokey pork bones. As soon as 
he began chewing on one of the bones, it splintered all over the place. A large sharp piece, 
triangular in size fell on the carpet. I immediately grabbed it. If he had swallowed it, his throat, 
stomach, intestines or bowel could have torn. I was horrified. After this incident, I read the fine print 
on the package which warns of splintering! How could they produce and sell such merchandise? 
The package was purchased at K-Mart and it says that it is proudly produced in the U.S.A.
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EON‐111159 12/24/2012 5:27 Arm & Hammer Advanced 
Pet Care Fresh Breath & 
Whitening Dental Water 
Additive

About 2-1/2 weeks I purchased Arm & Hammer's Pet Dental Water Additive to address my dogs bad 
breath. I gave him a capful for every 8 oz of drinking water daily for a few days until I noticed he 
wasn't eating much of his dog food I stopped giving him the additive for several days. He had 
several episodes of vomiting and I noticed sudden weight loss. Now, he's in the hospital and 
experiencing renal failure.

3 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 10.6 Pound

EON‐111158 12/23/2012 19:36 Purina Gourmet Gold 
Double Delicacies

 is normally a happy and healthy cat, i brought him purina gourmet gold double delicacies and 
have been feeding him it for a less than a day before he began to show symptoms of what i 
considered to be a upper respitory infection or influenza. After routing around online and talking to 
friends, it was brought to my attention that these symptoms were cropping up all over with peoople 
feeding there cats the Purina brand of food. These symptoms ranging from third eyelids showing all 
the way to the severity of death directly after the food was adminstered.

 has been sluggish and slightly feverish ever since consuming the food, and also seems 
instinctivly to sense something wron with it , a sign that has again showed up in other animals 
regardin this brand, actually across even species barriers as dos seems to have similar issue with 
this brand of food.
I was increadbly worried after reailising this and immediatly stopped feeding him the Purina, even 
though admittedly he seemed to no longer want to eat it. After these fact were brought to my 
intention me and those that had been previously feeding there pets this brand ceased to so and 
noticed within a day there animals returning to tehre normal behaviour and looking much healither.

Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat
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EON‐111157 12/23/2012 10:12 K9 Advantix II On Thursday 12/20/12 my husband administered K9 Advantix II to our dog on the back of the dogs' 
neck and down his back at approximately 7pm EST. About 2 hrs later he started acting strange, 
spinning around,clawing where he was sitting and after these episisodes he would start stating. 
About 10 hrs later, on 12/21 the symptoms were more pronounced- and we suspected the 
symptoms were due to the K9 advantix II application. We called the vet who instructed us to 
immediately wash the product off with dish soap which we did 24 hrs later.....By that time the dog 
started more exaggerated limb movements-circling around ,digging at the place he is sitting- then 
staring into space.. He seemed to react to ie: our other puppy and even us with disinterest..just 
curling up and closing his eyes and sleeping. His personality is definitely changed. He is 
withdrawn,lethargic. 24 hrs after administering this dose we started at the recommendation of the 
Vet Emergency Clinic - to administer Benadryl which has helped subdue the dogs seizure like 
activities- . Noteworthy our emergency visit to the vet clinic solicited no abnormal behaviors....!!!!! 
Lab work-a complete blood count and all vital signs were normal!! His pupils were noted to be 
dilated,though. The dogs' appetite and urinating/defecating is normal...But the dog's personalty is 
very changed- and this day 4 after the Advantix application the dog still experiences seizure type 
activity although diminshed in nature. I have read on the Internet all kinds of articles /personal 
stories just like ours of owners experiencing seizures/neurological issues with their dogs after K9 
advantix- dogs of all sizes ...having neurological isusues- and even death. There are so many 
reports out there I was surprised about this product. We wanted to report our issue in the hopes that 
you investigate further this drug and maybe save future dogs. I am definitely done with applying 
pesticides to my dogs-and will look at other alternatives.

2 Years Shih Tzu Dog 18 Pound

EON‐111156 12/22/2012 22:00 Purina beggin strips 
applewood smoked flavor

Severe diarrhea 3 days after feeding treats, then stroke like symptoms (unbalanced and can't walk). 
Still can't walk well after 1 week.

13 Years Chihuahua Dog 18 Pound

EON‐111155 12/22/2012 18:36 Waggin train wholesome 
chicken jerky tenders

I have been feeding him several chicken tenders a day for the last 1 1/2 weeks. I have noticed 
excessive thirst, lack of energy and an inability to climb stairs

10 Years Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog 21 Pound
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EON‐111153 12/21/2012 23:27 VitaLife Chicken Tenders passed away from Kidney Failure due to eating VitaLife Chicken Tenders (Jerky Treats). He 
was a happy, healthy 8 year old pup until August when I fed him a jerky treat a day for one month. 
He was sick and had symptoms but sadly Kidney Disease is hard to detect until it's too late. His 
regular diet was nothing but a pure homemade diet of fresh meats and vegetables and the treats 
appeared to be a wholesome and healthy snack. They were marketed as 100% NATURAL, NO 
CHEMICALS, 100% CHICKEN. The packaging had a certification stamp that read "Quality Certified 
in CANADA" - since then they have placed a sticker covering this stamp that now reads "Proudly 
Made in our facility in THAILAND'. I was fooled and manipulated by marketing.  death came 
way too early.

8 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 15 Pound

EON‐111152 12/21/2012 23:06 PURINA MIGHTY DOG 
PROTEINPACKED WITH 
LAMB & RICE

Opened a container of the product and found bacteria growing in the can. Opened a second 
container and found the same thing.

EON‐111136 12/21/2012 16:51 BLUE WILDERNESS High-
Protein Grain-Free Natural 
Evolutionary Diet With Life 
Source Bits DUCK RECIPE

All cats would avoid the last bag of Blue Buffalo Wilderness Duck Recipe, with increased vomiting of 
undigested food when it was consumed. I threw that bag away, and opened bag I am reporting now. 
Vomiting continued, with  becoming increasingly lethargic. He was coughing/gagging like he 
had a hair ball, so we thought nothing about it, and delayed taking him to the vet for no more than 3 
days. I found him on  hiding and acting like he was getting ready to die (I've been around 
cats my whole life, they act a certain way). He was losing copious amounts of hair, as well as 
rejecting all food, bottled water (something he loved more than life itself), milk, and cat nip. He was 
taken to the vet where it was found that his entire intestinal tract was full of gas and had ceased 
functionality. Gas build up in the stomach and esophagus was the cause of gaggingHe underwent 
exploratory surgery, in hopes of finding a block. He had bile, and a dark brown "sludge" inside of his 
intestines that was "milked out through the packed off enterotomy incision", there was little to no 
feces inside the intestine, with small amounts of feces found in his colon that was worked to the 
rectum. He was unable to recover from the surgery, again filling with gas, and becoming neurologic. 
He had to be euthanized on . With a change of food the remaining 3 cats have all 
recovered.

8 Years Abyssinian cat Cat 7.2 Pound

EON‐111087 12/21/2012 14:15 Waggon Trail chicken Jerky Bought the waggon trail chicken jerky treats and they made my dog sick to her stomach--throw-up. I 
threw the rest out because they smelled bad/looked bad and I told the Walmart manager about it.
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EON‐111070 12/21/2012 12:12 Waggin Train Jerky Treats Our dog was a consitent diet of quality pet food and milk bones which did not change before or after 
the incident. He did not have additional treats or table scraps. The only other item in his diet was 
Waggin Train Jerky treats when he because violently ill and had uncontrollable vomitting. The first 
time he vomitted it was a partially digested jerky treat and no other food. After 24 hours the dog had 
stopped eating and would vomit any water that he consumed. He was taken to the emergency 
clininc who unable to diagnose a problem but he was held over night and was rehydrated via a drip. 
He recovered and the jerky treats were removed from his diet, there has been no additional 
problems.

3 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐111067 12/21/2012 11:36 Sildenafil The pet was on compounded sildenafil for management of the pulmonary hypertension and right 
sided congestive heart failure. A new compounding pharmacy was used. The owner reports that it 
took approximately 1 week from the date the medication was placed in the mail until it arrived at her 
door. Shortly after starting the new bottle of medication the pet became very lethargic and was 
urinating more frequently. After a series of visits and diagnostic tests the pet was diagnosed with 
protein losing nephropathy. The owner is concerned that the new formulation of sildenafil may have 
caused this. The pet did have two siblings who died at a very young age of renal disease. The date 
problem started is an approximation. The date that I first saw the animal for the complaint was 
11/20/12.

14 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 2.41 Kilogram

EON‐111022 12/19/2012 19:15 Boots and Barkley Rawhide 
Retriever Sticks

She had a seizure in March, followed by one in September, then in November had a seizure that 
resulted in her death. She was tested for toxins for the initial seizure. Nothing was found; diagnosed 
with epilepsy. She was often lethargic which was unusual for her. The last seizure resulted in her 
death. The emergency vet said it caused her to stroke. I didn't think anything about these chew 
bones until I gave them to my sister and one of her dogs had a similar incident although it wasn't as 
severe. This dog was 6 and had never had any seizures before. She too was lethargic for a couple 
of days following the incident. The rawhide bones are the only common factor.

3 Years Collie - Border Dog 40 Pound
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EON‐110991 12/19/2012 0:57 Kingdom Pets All Natural 
Ingredients Chicken Jerky

We purchased the chicken jerky treats at Costco several months ago. We noticed the dog was 
throwing up quite often. We changed his dog food and changed his treats. Symptoms got better. 
Then, the next time I was at Costco, I purchased the dog treats again (assuming that it was probably 
the food we were giving him that was causing his throwing up). A few days ago we realized he has 
been throwing up EVERY morning. We stopped giving him the treats for a couple of days and the 
throwing up stopped. Gave it to him again yesterday and he threw up this morning.

I went to his groomer today and asked her what kind of treats she would recommend. I mentioned 
that we had been giving him the Chicken Jerky treats from our Costco store and her eyes got big. 
She said that they were made in China and that there may be a problem with the treats. I actually 
thought maybe she was a little crazy. But, when I came home and checked the bag; they are 
distributed by a company in the US but made in China. I then did a google search and see that there 
may have been several reports of possible problems. So, here I am, adding my 2 cents into the pile.

I am fairly sure he will throw up in the morning; since I gave him some earlier today ---before I talked 
to the groomer. :( Would you like me to save the vomit for you????

2.5 Years Havanese Dog 14 Pound

EON‐110974 12/18/2012 17:28 Kibbles n Bits Meatballs & 
Pasta Dinner

Purchased 12 variety pack of Kibbles n Bits in October 2012 and 2 dogs loved it. These were 
purchased at either Tom Thumb or Kroger in  Purchased second 12 variety pack. Fed 
the meatballs & pasta to  on 11/7. A 10 year old lab/chow mix. She ate, went outside, came 
back in within 10 minutes shaking, limping and thirsty. She would not eat for 5 days. On 11/11/12 I 
gave the Puggle a can of the same food and she refused it. (she eats EVERYTHING). Took  to 
the vet on 11/12 and they were unable to determine cause with just blood work. Did not have $ for 
additional tests. Vet gave antibiotics and fluids.  appetite picked up and she would eat small 
amounts. On 11/21 she ate a little in the a.m. and then would not eat. She seemed to go downhill. 
Called Banfield @ 5 but they were leaving shortly. Following day was . I woke up at 4 
on Friday morning and  was laying on the floor. I put her on the bed and gave her some water. I 
layed down beside her and she died about 5 minutes later.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 31 Pound
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EON‐110970 12/18/2012 17:06 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky  was apparently normal for a majority of the day on 12/17/12. His owners gave him a Kingdom 
Pets Chicken Jerky treat at about 8pm. By 10pm  had begun to act restless and was groaning. 
Then he began to vomit and become more lethargic during the course of the night. On presentation 
at Lifetime Animal Center today,  was mildly tachypnic, lethargic and mildly dehydrated. Blood 
work revealed an elevated white blood cell count and mild hypokalemia. Treatment has been 
instituted with IV fluids, antibiotics and anti-emetics.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 85.8 Pound

EON‐110894 12/17/2012 20:21 Canyon Creek Ranch I brought to her Vet on Dec 3rd because she was coughing. The vet said it may be kennal 
cough and prescribed antibiotics and cough syrup. On  at 11:30pm, I came home, gave 
both dogs a Chicken Breast treat and started to clean up diareah from one of the dogs. I then 
noticed that  was wheezing and coughing. She had clear white liquid and foam coming from 
her mouth. I brought her to an Emergency and they gave her something for her stomach and I said I 
would take her to her doctor in the am. I went to her vet at 7:30 am. They kept her for the day and 
did exrays of her chest and saw something a mass in there. He couldn't tell what it was. He said to 
take her tomorrow to a . He said tell them it is an emergency 
to see the doctor quickly. I took her instead that night at 7pm. They took exrays and said that the 
mass looked beter, broken up. The next morning is when the surgeon  
came and he did surgery to see what was there. He said it was a form of food. She died on the table. 
I had a biopsey done to see what it was and it was the chicken breast treat from Canyon Creek 
Ranch.

16 Years Maltese Dog 8 Pound

EON‐110850 12/17/2012 15:06 Simply Nourish Adult Dog 
Food Lamb and Rice

Purchased Simply Nourish Dog food, from Petsmart, their own brand supposedly, and there were 
maggots when I opened the bag.
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EON‐110803 12/17/2012 11:42 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Canine Formula

 has been eating Taste of the Wild (TOTW) dry dog food for 2 years. Sometimes different flavor 
formulations of TOTW are rotated. I feed twice per day at 10am and 10pm. 

I purchased a 30lb bag of Taste of the Wild dry dog food on 12-14-12 and began feeding the food to 
 that evening. At 5am  vomited. 

I fed the food again in the morning and evening 12-15-12 and again at about 5am vomited. I 
began getting concerned that he is ill, but did not associate the vomiting with the food yet.

I fed the food again in the morning and evening 12-16-12 , once again  vomited just before 
5am.

The only thing in routine that has changed is the new bag of food. I am going to buy new 
food today.

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound

EON‐110757 12/16/2012 9:24 Pedigree Jumbone Mini We are temporarily taking care of my daughter's dog. We have him Pedigree Mini Jumbones (2) and 
he has been vomiting for three days. After researching similar problems online we decided to report 
the issue. I have already notified Pedigree.

3.5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound

EON‐110755 12/16/2012 0:24 Purina show goat I work at a co-op that is selling pet foods infested with bugs. Pantry moths and grain mites. Right 
now, on the shelf are 3 bags of goat feed that is infested with grain mites. There are bags of dog 
buscuits that have webbing in them from worms. The bird feed has all been replaced finally. But 
some of it was in bad condition and I don't think it should of been fed to the wild birds. I take the feed 
off the shelf only to have my manager put it back. I can't sell these products to the customers. When 
they bring them up to check out, I point out the webbing and the bugs. I know I would lose my job, 
but I can't have our customers feed this nasty feed to their pets. I love my job, I just can't do this to 
pet owners who trust us. There is an end cap in the store and some of the cat food is 2 years old! I 
think my manager buys too much feed and it sits in the warehouse over the summer months and 
gets infested. The store is located in . It is the .  

. If you just tell them you received a complaint from a customer and not 
an employee, that would be great. They would fire me for sending a complaint to the FDA. The co-op 
is under the name of . I hope you can help me, I don't want someones dog or horse or goat 
to get sick.
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EON‐110750 12/15/2012 18:36 Pet Shoppe Mixed Dog 
Treats MY 4 month old puppy has same symptoms Fanconi Syndrome. Without my knowledge of Made In 

China Chicken Jerky, I gave him treats from Pett Shoppe bought at Walgreens and all symptoms go 
hand in hand as Wagon Train Treats, Made in China. Heres the eye opener: Both products are on 
the same shelf at Walgreens. Are all Chicken Jerky Treats Made in China making our dogs sick here 
in AMY 4 month old puppy has same symptoms Fanconi Syndrome. Without my knowledge of Made 
In China Chicken Jerky, I gave him treats from Pett Shoppe bought MY 4 month old puppy has 
same symptoms Fanconi Syndrome. Without my knowledge of Made In China Chicken Jerky, I gave 
him treats from Pett Shoppe bought at Walgreens and all symptoms go hand in hand as Wagon 
Train Treats, Made in China. Heres the eye opener: Both products are on the same shelf at 
Walgreens. Are all Chicken Jerky Treats Made in China making our dogs sick here in 
America...Anyone else living this nightmare?at Walgreens and all symptoms go hand in hand as 
Wagon Train Treats, Made in China. Heres the eye opener: Both products are on the same shelf at 
Walgreens. Are all Chicken Jerky Treats Made in China making our dogs sick here in 
America...Anyone else living this nightmare?merica...Anyone else living this nightmare?Why is this 
important to you? (Optional)

4 Months Black Forest Hound Dog 15 Pound
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EON‐110737 12/14/2012 18:15 Milo's Kitchen Home-Style 
Dog Treats Chicken Jerky

Presented 10-15-12 non-specific pain. Poor response to anti-inflammatory Prednisolone, Tramadol 
and Methocarbamol therapy. Represented 10-17-12 vomiting. Discontinued Prednisolone and 
Methocarbamol, treated with Cerenia, Metoclopramide and bland diet. 10-18-12 not better. Spec 
CPL negative for Pancreatitis. Labwork submitted including urinalysis, CBC, chemistries, Heartworm 
Test and Ova/Parasite with Giardia IFA. Leukocytosis (20600) found, Creatinine elevated (5.9) and 
BUN elevated (156). Urine Sp Gr 1.019 and no bacteria seen, but trace Glucosuria. History 
suggested pet had been getting 1 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky Treat daily for the last 3 months. Diet 
Nutro Natural Choice and Iams. Other treat had been a "Vitabone" twice weekly. No exposure to 
ethylene glycol or other known toxins. Only medication was a heartworm preventative monthly 
(Ivermectin/Pyrantel). 
Had no prior history to suggest renal disease. Had not been losing weight prior to clinical signs, and 
was not polyuric/polydypsic. PCR submitted for Leptospirosis (blood and urine) as well as tick borne 
disease serology...all tests negative for disease or prior exposure.
Over the next 10 days,  was hospitalized twice for diuresis. He was anorctic and continued low 
grade vomiting. He was also painful about the dorsal abdomen suggestive of potential renal pain. 
Over the 10 day period, his signs subsided. Labs on 10-24-12 had Creatinine at 3.0, BUN 53. On 10-
22-12, Creatinine was down to 2.2 and BUN 46. 
Clinically,  is now doing fine. We have not had any further labwork or follow up to date.
I suspect (but cannot prove) that the Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky Treats may have been involved in 
his nephropathy and trace glucosuria (and suspected renal pain). I still have the last bag of product 
the owner had in my possession. A report has been filed with the manufacturer.

8 Years Maltese Dog

EON‐110735 12/14/2012 16:45 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Duck Jerky Tenders

One evening our dog started limping, her back legs were giving out and she stumbling when trying 
to walk. She was very lethargic and we could not get her to walk. Her pupils were dilated and not 
responding or contracting to light. eyes were shut tight because of this. She was like this about 24 
hours hours and we took her to the vet and they said it was a neurological problem and she had 
most likely ingested something toxic but could not do any tests to prove it.

4 Years Siberian Husky Dog 70 Pound

EON‐110690 12/14/2012 12:30 Milo Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Treats made in China

I gave  Milo Kitchen chicken jerky treats. Did not realize until later that they were made in 
China. Within 30 minutes, she was frantically eating grass to make herself throw up. She vomited a 
total of four times. She also had alergic reaction - rubbed her muzzle until it was swollen. Vet is 
running blood tests to make sure there is no kidney problem.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 140 Pound
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EON‐110649 12/13/2012 16:36 Merrick ball park bonanza 
five star entrees for dogs

Found piece of plastic, about two inches in length and with one end sharp, other squared off, in 
bottom of can of Merrick dog food in November 2012. Our dog did not consume the piece, as my 
husband detected it prior to leaving the food bowl. We were unable to contact Merrick as it was a 
holiday weekend here in Canada. November 11 weekend. However, we contacted the pet store of 
which we purchased large case lots of Merrick and they sent out a Merrick rep to the house here to 
view the plastic and record the can lot number. I also contacted Merrick and they are investigating 
the matter. They have requested the plastic as well. We will be giving it to the customer rep as we 
are not sure how mailing this type of matter across the border is handled. Please note that a very 
similar event happened recently to a consumer in the states, and the merrick can carried a similar 
type of sausage dog chunks as the can we found our plastic in - plastic pieces also look identical, 
although her piece was significantly smaller. Another consumer has reported nails in his Merrick dry 
dog food. Merrick told me that they are not aware of any renovations happening at the plant, but I 
wonder if this is how the material ended up in the cans. However, I am an RN, not an investigator, 
so will leave this is your hands and am thankful for any follow up you may do. I have included the link 
of the other lady who reported her Merrick incident but this is NOT related to me in any form, jsut 
noted it online when we were panicked and researching any other incidents online the day we found 
the plastic piece. Thanks Kindly.
http://www.truthaboutpetfood.com/articles/response-from-merrick.html

EON‐110639 12/13/2012 15:21 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats Chicken Grillers

fedMilo's Kitchen dog treats Chicken Grillers 14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 11 Pound

EON‐110621 12/13/2012 10:09 Blue Basics 
Sensitive Solution Formula
Turkey and Potato

Starting feeding this new food in late August 2012, purchased 2nd bag in October 2012 only went 
threw half of bag. Cat was 11 years old never had any problems or history with urniary track or 
kidneys. Cat suddendly had problem urinating and within 12 hours was completing blocked and 
could not urinate at all. Emergency care blood work showed elevated kidney values and creatin, just 
had blood done prior in late July 2012 both levels normal prior to starting this food. Utlrasound 
showed several bladder stones and one that preferrated bladder, had to euthanize cat. Cat never 
had any issues with bladder, uti, kidneys etc until now 11 yrsold. Have researched and found that 
many cat owners have had similar problems after starting this food. One vet stated that the company 
changed the formulation of the food in 2010 and since then most cases of stones he has seen have 
been in cats eating this product. Compay also had recall of dog food in 2010 for too much vit d 
causing kidney stones.

11 Years Tonkinese Cat 7 Pound
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EON‐110605 12/12/2012 22:03 Doctors Foster and Smith 
Healthy Snax Sweet 
Potatoes Snacks

After giving my dog several of the sweet potatoe treats, he had an immediated reaction with foaming 
at the mouth, excessive salivation, vomiting and diarrhea.

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 90 Pound

EON‐110599 12/12/2012 17:24 Ol Roy complete nutrition We had always purchased purina dog chow from tractor supply. They were out so I went across the 
street to Wal Mart when I noticed the Ol Roy brand said (compare to purina dog chow) so I decided 
to try it. I started feeding it to my dog around Saturday Dec 1. On Wednesday Dec 5 I noticed that 
she had ate about half of the food in her bowl and vomited up the other half. I brought her in the 
house where she vomited a large amount of liquid mostly water. This was followed up with no more 
eating of anything, but she drank 2 gallons of water in a matter of hours with frequent vomiting. I took 
her to the Vet on Friday Dec 7 and again on Saturday Dec 8 she was so weak I had to carry her in. 
We had bloodwork done and it revealed that her kidneys were shutting down and there was no hope 
for her. Before this she was completely healthy and after a few days of feeding her this Ol roy food 
all of these problems started. After researching the Consumer affairs website I seen story after story 
Just like or very similar to mine. I would like have the food tested if possible I have most of a 50lb 
bag left.

23 Months Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog

EON‐110592 12/11/2012 20:24 Waggin Train chicken jerky After consuming small pieces of chicken jerky treat over a period of approx. one month the dog 
became lethargic, had vomiting, diarrhea and lungs filled up with fluid. He was treated by a vet and 
seemed to be improving when his abdominal became swollen and distended. Was treated by vet 
again of excess fluid in abdominal cavity. Continued diarrhea, then started having seizures and 
difficulty walking. (He had 5 pounds of fluid) last day of life he was crying out with pain at intervals. 
Deceased 

12 Years Maltese Dog 11 Pound

EON‐110590 12/11/2012 18:33 purina puppy chow 
complete&balanced

dog had bad diarrhea and vomit a lot ... 1 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 16 Pound

EON‐110584 12/11/2012 14:39 Milo's Kitchen chicken 
grillers

See above PU/PD and glucosuria with normal blood glucose. Recently started feeding Milo's 
Chicken Grillers.

8 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12.4 Pound
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EON‐110512 12/10/2012 17:48 Purina Puppy Chow 
complete and balanced

4 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 8 Pound

EON‐110435 12/10/2012 14:27 MILOS KITCHEN After feeding my dog a treat of Milos Kitchen Chicken Jerky she had diarrhea and blood in stool. I 
found a piece of bone in the dogs stool. Had to take her to the vet.

7 Years Beagle Dog 39 Pound

EON‐110429 12/10/2012 13:54 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
treats

Use of chicken jery treats from Milo's kitchen as snack. Acute onset frequent urination, glucose in 
urine. Fanconi like syndrome.

8 Years Unknown Dog 33 Pound

I purchased a bag of Purina Puppy Chow on December 3rd, at the Dollar Market in y 
which was on a Monday. I brought the food home and proceeded to feed my three dogs,a beagle, 
pug mix and minature schanuzer. I began to notice on Wednesday the  the dogs outside were 
lethargic and had vomited. My schnauzer inside ate on Wednesday evening but not as much as 

usual. On Thursday all 3 dogs were vomiting and had diarrhea which smelled really bad. My 
schnauzer ate a small amount in the morning and basically laid around all day which was very 

unusual. She began vomiting on Thursday evening a large amount of undigested food that had a 
terrible odor. She proceeded to vomit several more times and became very lethargic. I work as a 

nurse on nights so I crated her and had my husband and son watched her. She vomited one more 
time during the night but finally went to sleep. My husband said whe was making sounds as if she 
were uncomfortable during the night. The next morning when I got home whe was unable to stand 
and was vomiting every few minutes. I immediately took her to the vet and he kept her. He started 

an iv and started her on antibiotics. She passed away during the night. I picked her body up on 
Saturday morning and she was so bloated it didn't even look like my dog. I came home and checked 
out the other dogs which were drinking but not really eating. The vet told me to watch them and that 

if they had made it this far they would probably be ok. I stopped feeding them the dog chow on 
Thursday simply because I noticed the dog food had developed a really bad smell almost a rotten 

smell.
My dogs have had puppy chow and dog chow for years without problems but I have never smelled 

anything like what was in this bag and what was coming out of all of them was a rotten smell. I 
contacted the company and expressed my concerns. This food is becoming more rancid as the days 

go on. I have been on several forums and it is the same symptoms as my dogs had and in some 
instances death, which occured with my schnauzer. I want this to stop and as I explained to the 

company, it is not about the money because you can not replace my dog.  was a part of our 
lives and my son's best friend. I will be happy to do whatever I can to make sure this horrible thing 
does not happen again. I can My dogs and kept up and do not roam so I know they did ot get into 
anything and my schnauzer was always inside. I also have 2 shepherd which were not given this 

food and they are fine with no symptoms.
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EON‐110411 12/10/2012 10:48 Dreamcatcher's High 
Performance Raw Diet

of  , is advertising 
under the name of 'Dreamcatcher's High Performance raw diet'. He obtained a satin balls recipe, 
slightly modified it, and is marketing it as his own creation. He makes claims that it will add a pound 
of muscle weight daily to dogs, improve their metabolism,, performance, etc. To my knowledge, he 
has not obtained a business license, obtained any necessary approvals, and is not inspected. He 
doesn't have a facility or any quality control measures. He makes up batches in his back yard in a 
food processor. He will ship a frozen raw product nationwide. My concern is the safety of the food he 
is selling, in particular the potential risk for salmonella, etc. Also I don't believe the product is labeled 
properly. Please investigate this for the safety of dogs nationwide and also the people who may 
handle this raw product. Thank You.

EON‐110391 12/9/2012 13:09 nature's deli chicken jerky Pets were fed Nature's Deli Chicken Jerky and had severe diarrhea with blood for 1 week. Spent 
$300 at the Vet and he gave them antibiotics and they were better after 1 week of treatment

6.5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 16 Pound

EON‐110388 12/8/2012 23:09 Waggin' Train Wholeome 
Chicken Jerky Tender

After giving my dog this treat almost daily for approximately 5 months last week she started to vomit 
and began sleeping all day. I took her to the vet and after extensive testing it was discovered she is 
in kidney failure, with only 25% of the kidney functioning now. I take all my pets to the vet regularly 
and truly believe there is no other reason for this fast kidney failure. I have now seen online many 
people with sick and or dead dogs due to this product, I only wish I had seen it before. My dog is 
now on medication but is not expected to live a long natural life, and will probably die within the next 
6 months.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 23 Pound

EON‐110387 12/8/2012 23:09 Waggin' Train Fiddlestix I had given a few treats and the next day, He began vomiting white thick vomit and having 
green diarrhea for three days. He has been lethargic and basically sleeping non stop.

3 Years Shih Tzu Dog 16 Pound

EON‐110384 12/8/2012 18:11 Wagon Train Wholesome 
Chichen Jerky Tenders

started having bouts of diarrhea, itching around anus, decreased appetitwe, decreased activity, 
increased water consumption and increased urination.

6 Years Hound - Italian Dog 17 Pound

EON‐110358 12/7/2012 17:24 Purina mighty dog with 
lamb&rice rice

My dog died 4 days after she ate mighty dog lamb&rice she was just at the vet for check up and she 
was in good health the vet said the last thing she ate was the mighty dog can food that morning she 
got sick when a few hours the vet said right when she died her suger level was over 1200 ?? She 
also had fuild on the lungs also her Keddies was shutting down ,it's so hard to come home now and 
not seeing her its so so sad, 

12 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐110229 12/5/2012 20:42 MAZURI MINIATURE POT 
BELLY YOUTH PELLETS

taken to vet for simple spay. No pre-blood work performed as she was healthy. Surgery went 
fine we were told and we picked her up later that day. When in vets office  found a used 
hyperdermic needed that had been discarded and the bio-hazard box was missed and it fell to the 
floor. I found needle in her mouth and removed it, sticking myself in the process. Vet dismissed as 
not important. That night, at home, she slept and we put her to bed around 11:00pm. That next 
morning at approx 7:00am I woke to find her dispondent and covered in vomit. I took her 
immediately back to the vet where they put her in a warming bed and administered iv fluids and pain 
meds. Later than night she passed away. 

We have autopsy performed by  which resulted in discovery of improper incision 
closure that resulted in a hernia. Lungs were found to be congested and upper intestines riddled with 
salmonella lessions. Copy of autopsy is available.

3 Months Other 
Mammals

4.6 Pound

EON‐110204 12/5/2012 15:39 Dave's Chicken and Rice 
Delicate Dinners - Canned 
Dog Food
HEALTHY NATURAL AND 
EASY TO DIGEST with 
ADDED VITAMINS & 
MINERALS.

 (2 years old beagle) and her sister (13 years old beagle) ate Dave's Chicken and Rice 
Delicate Dinners, canned dog food for dinner. ate all of her food, but threw all of it up an hour 
later. didn't finish her food and she loves to eat, and then approixmately 6 hours later threw up 
a couple of times and was lethargic. I took to the vet's office where it was determined her liver 
values were at 3,029 due to toxcity. was admitted to the hospital for 2 days of IV fluids where 
her value finally dropped to 533, and she will be rechecked in a week. liver values were 
tested and were over 300+, but was determined she can recover on her own. I'm to bring her back in 
a week also to recheck her liver values. I have 7 dogs, and no one else is sick. Both dogs seemed to 
like the food less and less over the past couple 2 days, so I just thought they were being picky. 
Neither dog is allowed off leash or to roam in a backyard as I live in a condo. The vet determined 
this wasn't due to infection or cancer, but a toxin. I have since contacted the Manufacturer of this 
dog food by their website "contact us" form today, Dec 5, 2012, and advised I contacted the FDA. I 
wrote that possibly too much of one of the minerals has been changed in the formula by accident. I 
want this company to continue to sell this food after what made  and  sick is fixed. I'm 
sure there a good company that needs to find out immediatly what happened to their daily 
production of this food. Otherwise it seems to be a good food.

13 Years Beagle Dog 35 Pound

EON‐110190 12/5/2012 14:03 Canyon Creek Ranch Yam 
Good

Dog became ill approx 6 hours after given a yam good chicken wrap. She threw up her food that she 
ate that evening. Next day she had no appetite and skipped eating. Gave her 1/2 of another treat the 
next morning. After eating her dinner about 6 hours later she again threw up. Now she is not eating, 
throwing up and defecating large quantities of blood.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐110150 12/4/2012 21:33 Premium Pet all natural dog 
treats duck sticks

Our beloved dog stopped eating and was vomiting and had uncontrollable mucousy watery stools 
dripping from her bottom. Her blood test results were off the charts and was suffering from kidney 
failure and pancreatitis. She could not keep her water down so I had to take it away. We went to the 
Pet ER twice for fluids and anti nausea medicine. She suffered tremendously before we put her 
down. She was an older dog but very healthy. I know her death was caused by these treats. I 
believe she was slowly poisoned

16 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐110146 12/4/2012 19:09 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders, 
Milo's Kitchen Chicken 
Grillers

Dog began vomiting and had diarrhea which lasted for a month. Vet did blood work and discovered 
elevated ATL levels. Put her on Denamarin and brought her back for a retest in a month. ATL levels 
were higher even though vomiting and diarrhea had stopped. Did an xray which showed an 
undersized liver. Did a bile acid test which showed elevated pre test levels, but normal post test 
levels. Believe that liver damage is from chicken jerky treats. Has been eating one a day of the 
Waggin' Train and/or Milo's Kitchen for close to a year. Stopped treats and will retest in a month.

9 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound

EON‐110145 12/4/2012 17:48 Nutro Natural Choice Lite 
Weight Management 
Chicken Whole Brown Rice 
& Oatmeal Formula

I bought a new bag of Nutro Natural Choice Lite Weight Management. The day after I started 
feeding  the food, he started throwing up. After two days of throwing up, I took him to the vet. 
They ran a few tests on him and they couldnt find anything wrong from the blood tests. For the next 
three weeks, he threw up two or three times a week, has been laying around, and has been drinking 
alot more water than usual and hadnt been eating all of his food during feedings. I never thought it 
may be his food because he has been on the same food for a few years and has never had these 
issues. I gave some of the food to  and  because I was running low on their food and both 
of them started throwing up. I googled info about nutro and saw that there was numerous complaints 
about the same food my dogs were on and they had the same symptoms that my dogs were having. 
I changed their food and neither one of them has thrown up since and have been acting more 
"normal."

5 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐110143 12/4/2012 17:42 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats Chicken Grillers

After  bout of vomiting and diarrhea in June 2012, the owner stopped feeding table foods and 
started buying a new type of dog treat she had never eaten before called Milo's Kitchen Chicken 
Grillers. In October 2012 she presented for acute polyuria/polydipsia (PU/PD) and decreased 
appetite of 3-4 days duration. Urinalysis revealed significant glucosuria but her CBC/Chemistry 
results were normal (normoglycemia). Both blood and urine testing were repeated with new samples 
and the results still revealed glucosuria with normoglycemia. After doing research on possible 
causes for these symptoms and results, differential diagnoses included Acquired Fanconi's-like 
syndrome and so the owner was questioned on everything  was eating and it was revealed that 
she was eating chicken treats that originated in China. The owner stopped feeding these treats and 

 symptoms have since resolved (no longer PU/PD, appetite is normal again and no longer 
glucosuric) although she is still experiencing issues with urinary tract infections.

4 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 16.5 Pound
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EON‐110072 12/3/2012 17:54 Purina Dog Chow 4 Years Shepherd 
(unspecified)

Dog 65 PoundTwo dogs and a cat. 5 year old healthy cat  eats Purina Cat Chow and occassionally the dog 
food. 4 1/2 year old litter mate Shepherd mixed dogs eating Purina Dog Chow  and ." All 

animals are indoor animals and very healthy and active. Several weeks ago noticed some 
intermittent vomiting and diarrhea from all of them. Contacted the Vet who advised possible worm 
situation, gave de wormer to all of them. Shortly after that point they stopped eating dog food and 

would only eat treats or people food. Tried changing to a new bag of Dog Chow, ate some but then 
wouldn't eat again. Took  to the Vet as she was exhibiting the worst symptoms and was 

found to be in acute renal failure with a poor prognosis. Aggressive treatment was attempted but she 
passed away a few days later. Brought the cat and remaining dog to the vet and there were also 

found to be in acute renal failure.  was given a prognosis of "fair" pending hospitalization and 
aggressive treatment.  was able to return home with us on a home cooked diet only with 

instructions to bring him in immediately if dog appeared sick or distressed again.  was kept at 
the vet for several days and has since returned home not knowing if he will survive several days or 

months. Both of the animals kidney damage is permanent and irreversible and at the time it was 
detected it is estimated that the animals have probably lost approximately 75 % of renal function. 

Their urine was tested along with blood work to rule out any obvious toxins such as antifreeze. We 
were advised by our Vet practice that they generally see about 2 cases of renal failure a year which 

are generally a result of aging animals or ingested toxins such as antifreeze. They cited some 
concerns that they had 10 cases this month alone. We have no such toxins in our home, and 

anything likely to be in that same manner is in the garage, out of reach and not accessible to any of 
the animals. The house and yard were scoured all to no avail. Knowing that so many other animals 

had been affected we thought about the dog food. I researched several Purina websites, FDA, 
various sources and have found that there seems to be an alarmingly HUGE recent incidence of 

pets in acute renal failure nationwide all being fed a variety of Purina Pet Food products. All dates in 
this report are close estimates as I cannot recall specific days. We have even offered the cat his 

original food out of curiosity, obvioulsy not to cause harm, and he fishes it out with his paw and will 
not eat it. Nor will teh dog eat the Dog Chow in question. We do not have the original package for 

the cat chow as we store it in an airtight plastic bucket alongside his food bowls which are 
inaccessible to the dogs. The cat will occassionally be found eating the dog chow though. Both 

remaining pets will need to have follow up lab work this week to see if they will be able to survive this 
event and maintain any kidney function off continual supplemental IV fluids and medications. We 

had to make the heartbreaking decision to euthanize  as she was clearly suffering, had lost 
most of her sight, couldn't eat, continual vomiting and diarrhea, becoming very confused, and her 
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g g g
breathing was becoming very labored. The vet advised that it would be a painful death for her 

otherwise and was progressing rapidly as toxins accumulated in her system.
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EON‐110050 12/3/2012 10:18 Beef Pro There is a dry dog food product sold in the Philippines under the brand name BEEF PRO 
manufactured by Northwest Pet Products Inc of Woodland WA, USA. The product is exclusivly 

distributed in the Philippines by Dancor Marketing. I tried to search the web for information on the 
product and manufacturer however to my surprise there was none from the USA websites. My 

concern was to verify whether the guaranteed nutritional analysis in the label is accurate and that the 
product is registered with the proper authorities in the USA.

I am attaching three (3) URL links for your reference. Please click.

http://www.google.com.ph/imgres?q=beef+pro+dog+food&hl=en&sa=X&tbo=d&biw=1885&bih=1217
&tbm=isch&tbnid=Qr_d9xui3tVbPM:&imgrefurl=http://www.sulit.com.ph/index.php/view%2Bclassifie
ds/id/2178288/Beef%2BPro%2BDog%2BFood%2Bfor%2BSale%2B%40%2BPETiks&docid=BOue6
92Bd6gxKM&imgurl=http://img217.imageshack.us/img217/8306/beefproadultdogfoodjpg.jpg&w=359

&h=640&ei=9bi8UIuSN-
miiAeWuICQDQ&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=4&vpy=75&dur=4841&hovh=300&hovw=168&tx=70&ty=14
5&sig=107417599511175746442&page=1&tbnh=141&tbnw=80&start=0&ndsp=80&ved=1t:429,r:0,s

:0,i:81

http://www.google.com.ph/imgres?q=beef+pro+puppy&hl=en&sa=X&tbo=d&biw=1885&bih=1217&tb
m=isch&tbnid=nkb8yv0u9OFqQM:&imgrefurl=http://www.newtree.com.ph/product/OFBPPY504&doc

id=YA6ZFK_548W0JM&imgurl=http://www.newtree.com.ph/products/849-
2.jpg&w=461&h=615&ei=Bre8UOzbIIyHrAfxpoDABQ&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=71&vpy=19&dur=1531
&hovh=259&hovw=194&tx=103&ty=115&sig=107417599511175746442&page=1&tbnh=140&tbnw=

98&start=0&ndsp=79&ved=1t:429,r:1,s:0,i:84

http://www.google.com.ph/imgres?q=beef+pro+puppy&hl=en&sa=X&tbo=d&biw=1885&bih=1217&tb
m=isch&tbnid=JiCC1lWfJRLVeM:&imgrefurl=http://www.sulit.com.ph/index.php/view%2Bclassifieds/i
d/6093436/Beefpro%2Bdog%2Bfood,%2Bbeef%2Bpro%2Bdog%2Bfood%2Bfree%2Bdelivery&doci
d=F3__DqVOx_OLzM&imgurl=http://cdn.sulitstatic.com/images/2012/0722/232522383_imagefile1.j
pg&w=375&h=500&ei=Bre8UOzbIIyHrAfxpoDABQ&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=1449&vpy=19&dur=4793
&hovh=259&hovw=194&tx=116&ty=129&sig=107417599511175746442&page=1&tbnh=140&tbnw=

98&start=0&ndsp=79&ved=1t:429,r:11,s:0,i:114
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EON‐110034 12/2/2012 17:03 Purina Beneful Playful Life purchased purina beneful playful life for a change to her original dog food. she was given a bowl at 
night for 3 nights, on the third night she ate it then a couple hours later she started vomiting. she 
continued to vomit that night till it was just dry heaves the next morning. she's been lethargic since 
starting the new food so i looked on consumeraffairs.com and found over 200 reports of similar 
problems with beneful and even dogs that have died from eating it. something should be done.

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 160 Pound

EON‐110033 12/2/2012 16:12 Hills Prescription Diet i/d 
feline gastrointestinal health

Upon opening a can of food, there was discoloration and a funny smell. I opened another and, 
although there was a little discoloring, I fed some to the cat. A few hours later we discovered the cat 
vomited on the floor.

14 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 10 Pound

EON‐110032 12/2/2012 15:57 Mini "Dingo" Jerky Chewz 
chicken chips

I would give a treat usually once a day, and I started to notice that his stomach was getting big. A 
few days later he started vomiting about every other day. By this time I had stopped giving him the 
jerky treats, knowing something wasn't right. He was very lethargic also. I saw a report on the news 
about the "made in China" dog jerky and looked at the bag to confirm they were from China. He 
vomited for a few more days, then stopped, and his bloating went down, and he feels fine now. 
I still have the bag of treats- over half full- and the receipt. Please let me know what I should do with 
them.
Thank you

2 Years Bichon Frise Dog 17 Pound

EON‐110031 12/1/2012 7:03 Wagon Train Vomitting and diarrhea with bright red blood in diarrhea. Vet put her on special GI restore food and 
some meds. Told me to feed only special food. On the road to recovery everything was great until. 
Two days later she found one of the wagon train treats and ate half before I realized it,.and now the 
symptoms are back again!!!

1 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 7 Pound

EON‐109941 11/30/2012 13:39 kingdom pets chicken jerky 
item 169728

I bought a new package of jerky treats from costco and the next day, 8-26-12, the dog became very 
ill. I took the dog to the emergency clinic and they ran numerous tests and told me she was not in 
imminent danger and to take her to her regular vet on 8-27-12. The vet ran numerous tests on her 
and said she might not live. I saw a notice on the door about the chicken jerky and thought that 
might be the problem. The vet concurred. She was fine before I gave her the jerky. She survived. I 
have the rest of the jerky in my procession. Please advise. Thanks, 

12 Years Chow Chow Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐109937 11/30/2012 13:36 Dave's Chicken and Rice 
Delicate Dinners - Canned 
Dog Food
HEALTHY NATURAL AND 
EASY TO DIGEST with 
ADDED VITAMINS & 
MINERALS.

(2 years old beagle) and her sister  (13 years old beagle) ate Dave's Chicken and Rice 
Delicate Dinners, canned dog food for dinner.  ate all of her food, but threw all of it up an hour 
later.  didn't finish her food and she loves to eat, and then approixmately 6 hours later threw up 
a couple of times and was lethargic. I took  to the vet's office where it was determined her liver 
values were at 3,029 due to toxcity.  was admitted to the hospital for 2 days of IV fluids where 
her value finally dropped to 533, and she will be rechecked in a week.  liver values were 
tested and were over 300+, but was determined she can recover on her own. I'm to bring her back in 
a week also to recheck her liver values. I have 7 dogs, and no one else is sick. Both dogs seemed to 
like the food less and less over the past couple 2 days, so I just thought they were being picky. 
Neither dog is allowed off leash or to roam in a backyard as I live in a condo. The vet determined 
this wasn't due to infection or cancer, but a toxin.

2 Years Beagle Dog 30 Pound

EON‐109933 11/30/2012 13:09 Purina ProPlan Selects 
natural beef & barley formula 
adult dog food

When I opened a new bag of Purina Pro Selects dry dog food, 6 pound bag, beef & barley adult dog 
food, it was full of insects. Appear to be all life stages of the Indian Meal Moth. 
I immediately contacted Purina 1-800-776-7526 and was not satisfied with their explanation that the 
"insects chewed into the bag after purchase". Since I couldn't find my receipt, I notifed Tractor 
Supply, WalMart and PetSmart, as those are the 3 stores where I could have made the purchase. I 
also notified a website (poisoned pets) to see if there had been a recall of this item.
When I located my reciept, I went to PetSmart on Nov 29, 2012 to see if the item was still available. I 
intended to buy several more bags to check if insects were in more than one bag. All the bags were 
gone from the PetSmart shelf. No explanation was given to me by a store manager, other than 
"maybe there was a problem with the beef". There were other flavors of the same type of food, but 
all the 'beef & barley' was gone from the shelf; there wasn't even a price label remaining on the 
shelf. Just an empty space.

EON‐109878 11/29/2012 22:30 Waggin' Train started acting dizzy and off balance and that was the first sign she was getting ill. After that, 
her bladder was not functioning properly as she was having many accidents in the house. Vomiting 
and weight loss followed. She started having hallucinations and was biting into the air (Fly catching 
as the vet called this). She was taken to the vet and her Blood test (Pun level was over 200) 
indicating Chronic Kidney Failure.

12 Years Shar Pei Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐109877 11/29/2012 21:57 Kraft Foods-Oscar Mayer 
Chopped Ham(Water 
Added)

I bought 6 packages of Oscar Mayer's Chopped Ham from Walmart. When I arrived home and 
opened the one package, there was plastic INSIDE of the actual ham. My husband and children had 
made sandwiches and when they were eating they realized there was the plastic. 
I called the company and spoke with a very rude operator who would not direct me to the right 
person to speak to about the problem. After being persistent, she finally transferred me to someone 
who did not answer their phone. I left a voice mail, and they did call me back. When I spoke to this 
person and told them about the problem, they then transferred me to someone else. This person told 
me that they would be sending me a package in order to send the packages of meat back to the 
company. I do not feel as though they will handle it properly and I felt the need to report it to HHS. 
This is very unacceptable and the correct actions need to be taken. We do not know where this 
plastic was before or if it's contaminated and it should not be in the food my family and I eat. I still 
have a package and a half of the meat (stored in the freezer) and I would like for this issue to be 
resolved in the proper manner or I will feel the need to elevate the issue. Thank you.

EON‐109870 11/29/2012 17:06 Milo's Chicken Grillers, 
Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats; Chicken Jerky

Pet developed Fanconi syndrome (PU/PD; weight loss, glucosuria without hyperglycemia, Severe 
amino aciduria; veriified via Univ of Penn Fanconi Screen). O had been feeding both Milo's chicken 
treats and Waggin Train chicken jerky treats.

5 Years Chihuahua Dog 10.2 Pound
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EON‐109869 11/29/2012 15:42 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Fiesta Dog Food

4 Years Havanese Dog 10 PoundI have been feeding my dog Purina Beneful dog food for over the past year. I gave her the 
¿Original¿ variety initially, and then switched her to ¿Healthy Fiesta¿ around May 2012. On or 

about, September 25, 2012 I took my dog to the vet for an annual exam. My veterinarian examined 
her, and despite a few small symptoms such as paw licking which he believed to be related to 

seasonal allergies, she was in ideal health. Approximately, two weeks ago, I purchased another bag 
of ¿Healthy Fiesta¿ Beneful dog food from ); 10 

lb bag, Best by: Aug 2013, Lot #: 224010850246L09. I began noticing changes in my dog¿s 
behavior after opening the new bag and feeding it to her. During the course of the week she was on 

the new bag of dog food, she was listless, barely eating her food, and vomited twice on Friday, 
November 16th, 2012. During this period, she was not exposed to any new foods, treats, nor were 

there any signs that she had gotten into any trash or ingested any other product. 

On Monday, November 19, 2012, her stomach was very upset and she refused to eat her dog food 
and attempted to eat grass when she was outside. Her skin felt extremely hot to the touch and she 

was lethargic. On Tuesday, November 20th, I arrived home to find diarrhea in the bathroom and one 
of her eyes swollen shut. I rushed her to the emergency medical clinic where blood work was done. 

Her screens came back ok, but she was dehydrated and had to receive fluids and antibiotics. 
Unfortunately, the vet was unable to find a cause for the eye swelling but provided instructions on 

how to treat the symptoms.

At my follow-up vet appointment, after describing the symptoms above and my dog¿s changes in 
behavior, my veterinarian believes that there is a strong relationship between Purina¿s Beneful dog 
food and my pet¿s onset of health problems. Additionally, the symptoms that he originally believed 

to be as a reaction to seasonal allergies, could likely be a result of this dog food. He notated the 
name of the dog food, lot number, and the place of purchase for future reference for his other 

patients.

After my experience, I conducted some internet research to see if there was a possibly a recall, and 
found hundreds complaints on http://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/beneful.html of pet owners who 
had dogs that exhibited similar symptoms as mine, and some who eventually lost their pets due to 
organ failure and other complications. I also spoke with several of my friends and acquaintances 
who have heard similar complaints surrounding Beneful dog food, especially within the past two 

months. 
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EON‐109868 11/29/2012 13:06 Milo's Kitchen HomeStyle 
Dog Treats Chicken Grillers

On 11/20/12 was presented for urinating and drinkling a large amount. His physical exam was 
essentially within normal limits. We submitted blood work. blood work was suggestive of 
Fanconi syndrome. I asked the owners if was eating any dehydrated chicken treats. The 
owners reported that they were feeding Milo's Kitchen treats,

13.5 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 21.7 Pound

EON‐109862 11/29/2012 11:00 Nature's Beauty Premium 
Bird Feed

Bought a bag of wild bird food at a  store and when I poured some out to feed the birds, there 
was what looked like the remains of a bird with feathers.

Fortunately, due to my quick response in seeking medical attention, after receiving medication and 
being on a bland diet for approximately 6 days, my dog is in recovery and seems to be stable. I am 
slowly incorporating Blue Buffalo Grain-Free Freedom dog food back into her diet. Also, I still have 
the Beneful dog food and the original packaging at my house. It should be noted that the bag has a 

very strong, pungent, smell to the food. 

I believe it is imperative for FDA to explore some of the complaints made against Purina, and 
specifically the Beneful dog food product. I have contacted my veterinarian, emergency vet clinic, 

groomer, and have encouraged others with pets to file formal complaints with your agency. I plan to 
contact the company directly, as well as the distributor, and other associated entities in order to 

prevent any other pets from being harmed either directly or inadvertently as a result of this 
company¿s products. 
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EON‐109860 11/29/2012 10:45 Dick VanPattens Natural 
Balance Healthy Bones for 
Dogs Turkey Oatmeal and 
Cranberry for SMALL 
BREED dogs

I have two yorkshire terriers,  and .  is 5 years old and weighs 5.5 pounds.  is 
4 years old and weighs 7 pounds. They have been eating "Natural Balance Health Bones Turkey 
Oatmeal and Cranberry" for a couple of years. They get these as a treat. They do not eat any other 
dog food product. They eat a prescribed, measured home cooked diet. On Sunday I purchased a 
new bag of these bones. They had two bones each on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday morning. 
When I came home from work on Tuesday afternoon,  had thrown up his breakfast and the 
bones from the morning and had diahreaa in his crate.  had thrown up a little in her crate.  
pooped immediately (not usual) when I took her out. They both ate their usual food for dinner and 

proceeded to projectile vomit this up and then vomit about 8 more times until just yellow sticky 
goo came out. I took to the vet and left  home. The vet gave  an injection of fluid 
under his skin so he would not dehydrate and told me to withhold food until Wed a.m. and then to 
feed him only small portions of plain chicken and rice for the next five days. When I returned home I 
found that had diahrrea in her crate. 3:00 a.m. Wed morning  woke me and had diahrea 
once again. I fed  plain chicken and rice and nothing else as instructed on Wed a.m. and did 
the same for  since she seemed to be getting sick too.  had loose stools after eating. I 
went to work but came home early at 12:30 p.m.  was OK but  had thrown up her entire 
breakfast and had bad diahreaa in her crate. I took  to the vet that afternoon and he gave her a 
fluid injection, Cerenia and put both dogs on a course of metroniadizole. Both of my dogs were 
violently ill. My dogs do NOT go outside except if carried. They go to the bathroom on wee-wee pads 
in the basement and they do not come in contact with any other dogs. The single change that was 
the common denominator and consistent relative to timing for BOTH dogs was the Natural Balance 
bones product. My dogs have food reaction when I try them on something different but these bones 
they have had before AND they have NEVER had a reaction this severe. I am seriously concerned 
that there is something bad in this batch of bones. I tried twice to call Natural Balance and left a 
message with Customer Service yesterday but never got a return call. I will try them again today.

5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5 Pound

EON‐109859 11/29/2012 10:30 Wagon Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Vomitting clear thick mucas. Blood, fecal and unrine test all came back normal. Prescribed anti 
vomitt meds 4 days. When meds completed vomitting returned but was dark with fowl smell. Vet 
suggested it was bile as it was mid day and her moring food has been digested. Prescribed anti acid 
treatment by Vet. White and red cell blood work done and came back normal. Continue anti acid 
meds, with the next steps xray and ultra sound.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 172 Pound

EON‐109858 11/29/2012 10:27 Brew Chews I am just concerned with a dog treat company I have learned about in . The 
Company is called Brew Chews and I just felt the way these treats were being created could be 
harmful to pets without anyone knowing. I have heard these treats were made in a apartment 
kitchen. My concern is if these treats were produced in a random kitchen what type of sanitary 
procedures are taking place. Along with the treats are made with used beer grains which the grains 
came from where? and how were they handled also. I see to many areas of potential hazards. 

here is the website. www.brewchews.net.
also these are in the  being sold to the public
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EON‐109856 11/28/2012 22:00 Cadet Sweet Potato & Duck 
Wraps

2 hours after eating 2 treats (Cadet brand Sweet Potato & Duck Wraps),  became extremely 
lethargic, did not eat, did not drink, and only got up to go outside to potty. Came back in immediately 
and laid back down. She was worse the next day, feverish and shaking. We then took her to vet, and 
she is receiving fluids and slowly recovering. CBC normal.

2 Years Retriever - 
Chesapeake Bay

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐109854 11/28/2012 17:57 Iams Proactive Health 
Mature
It took me a few day's to 
catch on to the fact that it 
was the food making her ill.

I purchased the bag of Iams Mature Dog Food on Sunday Nov. 25th. Fed my dog the new food at 
approx. 4:30 pm Sunday Night.On Monday morning at approx. 5:00 am she awakened me by 
coming over to my bed, she was trembling as if in fear. I checked the weather/NO approaching 
storm there was nothing to be fearful of.) So, I took her outside. She walked unsteadily and was 
trembling the entire time, she went outside and did her morning business (which was unusual she 
usually waits until 7:00 am, I checked her stool and it looked a little 'loose')When we went back 
inside was very clingy and continued to follow me around looking to be comforted. She needed to go 
out again(which in not her normal) to void her bowels, Then she began pacing unsteadily and 
walking with her nose on the ground as if she were skulking looking for small places to hide ie., 
bathroom between the bed and wall. She obviously was not herself so I made a Vet's appt. and we 
went to see the doc in the afternoon(soonest appt available)
She appeared to have gotten better as the day went on. So, I assumed she was ok. The next 
morning she woke up looking ok went out did her biz came back inside and ate. Approx. 45 mins to 
an hour after eating she became ill again, only worse. 
Went to see my vet at 2:00 pm on Tuesday Nov. 27th, he referred me to  

.Started the process at at approx 3:15 Since they have more diagnostics available. I 
have not gotten the test results but I spoke with a  who mentioned her liver panel was 
elevated. I will have her checked in two weeks again.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 66 Pound

EON‐109853 11/28/2012 16:51 DENTASTIX DAILY ORAL 
CARE Fresh

Nov 4, 2012 about 6pm had a grand mal seizure, took her to the ER Vet where she was kept 
overnight, took a lot of bloodwork, urinalysis, x-rays, watched her for the night, had no further 
seizures. The following day transferred her to regular Vet for remaining 24hour period to make sure 
she had no other seizures. Vet found nothing obvious that would have caused this seizure, she only 
found "Ketones" in  urine, which can indicate diabetes, but her blood sugar levels were fine. 
Took  to the Vet a week later, and while waiting to leave the Vets office she started having 
another seizure, they took her back to a room, gave her some valium, and kept watch on her for a 
few hours. Vet thinks since never had any other seizures that this was remnants from 
whatever had caused the first seizure. Ome of our other Dogs, , had a seizure 2-1/2 days later, 
very similar to , since neither dog had seizures before I figured it had to be something 
environmental. After ruling out anything around the house, such as poisons, wild mushrooms or 
weeds etc, I asked my husband if there was anything new in their diet and he told me about the new 
"Fresh" Dentastix. When I call Mars Petcare to report this I asked what were the additional 
ingredients in these new "Fresh" Dentastix than the other, and they told me "Eucalyptus Oil". After 
doing some researching I have found out that "Eucalyptus Oil" can be toxic to canines, and also 
cause seizures.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 23 Pound
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EON‐109852 11/28/2012 15:51 Young Again Zero Carb Cat 
Food

A patient in our hospital is being fed one of the cat foods from this company: 
http://www.youngagainpetfood.com/10browse.asp?category=cats&ProductCode=92100. Having not 
heard of it before, I looked into it. There are some incorrect and questionable legal health claims on 

the website as well as questionable labeling/product naming. Among other things, the website 
implies or directly states that their diets, because of the low carbohydrate concentrations and no 
grain, can be free-fed and will prevent or cure obesity, despite the extremely high caloric content 

(~590 kcal/cup). 

Even more concerning, there are also many statements regarding the use of the product for diabetic 
cats including the statement "With a carb-free diet, Type 2 diabetes, if caught early, will often 

become dormant or may even be reversed. And studies show that about 80% of all cats that develop 
Type 1 diabetes will no longer need insulin shots if they're switched to a zero carb diet soon after 

developing the condition."

Conveniently, one of their cat foods is called "Zero Carb". I'm concerned that pet owners might think 
that they can stop giving their cats insulin if they use these diets. Even more disturbing is that cats 
with Type 1 diabetes will ALWAYS need insulin, regardless of diet. There are also no studies that I 
am aware of that utilize "zero carb" diets as they are pretty hard to formulate as compared to "low 

carbohydrate". 

Additional info from website:
Young Again Cat Food Benefits

In less than three months, Young Again may help your diabetic or pre-diabetic cat :

Better manage their diabetes and possibly reduce or eliminate their need for insulin
Increase lean muscle and lose excess fat

Want and need to eat less - and never go hungry
Quickly achieve and stay at their healthiest weight

Have much more energy and a friendlier disposition
Also avoid urinary tract issues

Produce less solid waste for a cleaner litter box
Have the soft, kitten-like fur you love to touch

Although our patient has no obvious ill-effects other than morbid obesity (which the diet either 
caused or didn't fix), I really worry that other cats could suffer health problems (obesity, uncontrolled 

diabetes) if owners took the information on the product website as factual.
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EON‐109775 11/28/2012 1:21 Nature's Variety Instinct 
Grain-Free Nutrition Rabbit 
Meal Formula

11/10/12: I purchased a new bag of dog dry kibble--Nature's Variety Instinct Rabbit from  
--and fed my dog that same evening of the new kibble for dinner. She had extremely 

loose stool/diarrhea (pretty much watery); needed to potty multiple times that night--almost every 
15mins to 60mins. My dog also vomited everything she ate. Her whites of her eyes also looked red. 
Later that night--close to midnight--I feed her some rice and boiled chicken breast--no vomiting.

11/11/12: I continued to feed her the new kibble the next night. The exact same symptoms occurred.

11/12/12: I phoned the  regarding my dog's symptoms. I also told them 
the night before the new kibble was given my dog missed her evening medicine. Since they could 
not diagnose my dog over the phone, they advised me to only give her the Soloxine medicine only--
until she was back to normal. I also asked if it was okay to give her rice and boiled chicken breast 
instead of her kibble--they said that is fine.

11/12 ~14/12: I did not feed my dog the new kibble. Dinner consists of white rice and boiled chicken 
breast. Loose watery stool/diarrhea continued but improved. No vomiting. On 11/14/12, stool was 
soft but not watery.

11/15/12: Since her stool was not watery, I decided to feed my dog the new kibble for dinner. The 
exact same symptoms as 11/10-11/12 occurred. My dog's stool was extremely loose and watery. My 
dog had to potty multiple times that night. She also vomited everything she ate. Her whites of her 
eyes also looked red. This is when I know that the new kibble was the culprit since her normal 
routine was the same (excluding Vet's recommendation of staying on the Soloxine medicine only).

11/16/12: I returned the new kibble bag to the feed store.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 53 Pound

EON‐109774 11/28/2012 0:12 UNKNOWN - SOLD AT 
COSTCO

MY DOG BEGAN TO LOSE HER APPETITE OVER A PERIOD OF 3-4 MONTHS BUT I THOUGHT 
IT WAS DUE TO THE TYPE OF DRY FOOD SHE HAD. I TRIED 3 DIFFERENT BRANDS BUT I 
DID NOT SEE AN IMPROVEMENT IN HER DESIRE TO EAT. THEN ABOUT A MONTH BEFORE 
HER DEATH, FREQUENT URINATION BEGAN TO OCCUR, NERVOUSNESS, 
UNCOMFORTABILITY, THEN FINALLY VOMITING HER FOOD AND THEN BILE THE DAY I 
TOOK HER TO THE VET. HER FLUIDS IN HER KIDNEYS WERE LOW AND DRS WERE UNABLE 
TO STABILIZE THEM OR HER HEALTH AFTER 4 DAYS. THEY SAID HER KIDNEYS WERE 
FAILING.

7 Years Pit Bull Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐109750 11/27/2012 12:06 Milo KitchenChicken Jerky 
Treats

Dog came in for skin issues and was placed on antibiotics and steroids. 2 weeks later, she began 
having episodes of dyspnea. Bloodwork, abdominal ultrasound, and echocardiogram were 
unremarkable. It was, however, discovered that she was extremely hypertensive and had a severe 
protein-losing nephropathy. Urine Protein/Creatinine ratio= 5.8. ACTH stim test was normal. She did 
not have any glucose in her urine. Specific gravity was 1.037. Urine culture is pending. The owners 
mentioned that she had been eating Milo Chicken Jerky treats and the ingredients stated that the 
chicken came from China. She had been eating them for 6 months. The owners had already thrown 
out the bag when they told me this, as they had seen something about kidney issues and the treats 
on the internet.

5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 11 Pound

EON‐109664 11/27/2012 8:45 milo's chicken jerky after eating Milo's chicken jerkey dog became very sick,, he had trouble with his bowels throwing up 
and always sleeping

12 Years Beagle Dog 38 Pound

EON‐109663 11/26/2012 22:15 waggin train chicken tenders Fed dog some jerky treats. Dog became very lethargic. Began vomiting everything up. Could hardly 
walk. Took him to the vet, advised to give only water and special food- hills science diet canned 
food.
He took a few days and was back to old self. Gave him 1 jerky treat not knowing that this was what 
was poisoning him. Dog got ill again a few hours after injesting product. Could not walk. Took 
several months to recover completely. Not sure if he has anylong term effects
This crap is poison and must be removed from store shelves!!

5 Years Shih Tzu Dog 11 Pound

EON‐109653 11/26/2012 20:57 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Duck Jerky Tenders

My dog had five pieces of Waggin' Train Duck Jerkey Tenders over the course of two days. Then he 
stopped eating for two days. After this, he began to have frequent bloody diarrhea, later diagnosed 
as hemorrhagic gastroenteritis. In addition, he vomitted twice. Since this happened over 
Thanksgiving weekend, I was unable to see a veteranerian until he had been sick for four days. My 
vet prescribed several medications to treat my dog's condition. I believe the jerky treats were the 
cause of his illness, since this was the only new food item given to my dog during that time. I am 
very confident that my dog did not consume anything that I was unaware of during this time. My dog 
is current on all of his shots and received a flu shot in September. He is still unable to eat, but I 
expect him to recover.

3 Years Shih Tzu Dog 13 Pound

EON‐109650 11/26/2012 19:42 Sergeant's Canine Prime 
Naturally Roasted 
Bullwrinkles

developed glucosoria with normal blood glucose and azotemia - suspect Fanconi-like syndrome or 
proximal renal tubular injury. He has been eating the Seargent's Canine Prime Bullwrinkles daily for 
2-3 ears.

5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5.6 Kilogram

EON‐109629 11/26/2012 13:30 Trifexis Our dog  less than a week after taking the medication had a seizure. 2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 100 Pound

EON‐109600 11/26/2012 11:36 Cadet gourmet sweet potato 
& chicken wraps

Loss of appetite, dark urine, lethargic, vomiting. 1 Years Coonhound - 
Redbone

Dog 79 Pound
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EON‐109496 11/25/2012 23:06 VitaLife Chicken Tenders 8 Minute
s

Terrier - Boston Dog 15 PoundI am writing to you today to address an issue of great concern and urgency that is very personal to 
me and my family as we have 1 dog who is suffering kidney failure due to eating VitaLife Jerky 

Treats. After 2 months of suffering I will need to put him down this week. Pet treats imported from 
China continue to sicken and kill pets at an alarming rate - a tragedy that can be prevented if the 

FDA takes three important and available steps.

By the FDA's own count, there are well over 360 deaths and over 2200 illnesses currently linked to 
these treats. In truth, the ACTUAL number of pets that have perished or become ill, but whose 

owners have failed to make any association, may very well reach into the tens of thousands. The 
known numbers alone warrant action.

In 2011 President Obama signed into law the FSMA. The FDA now has the tools with which to put a 
halt to the death and chronic illnesses being suffered by our family pets. I am asking you to take 

these steps:

- Deny Entry
Under FSMA, if a food producer in another country does not permit the FDA to inspect its facility, the 

FDA can refuse to allow food from that facility into the United States. In April 2012, Chinese 
government officials overseeing plants that make chicken jerky pet treats refused to allow U.S. 

inspectors to collect samples for independent analysis. This act by Chinese officials gives the FDA 
the right to deny entry to the USA for products produced in these facilities, as provided under FSMA.

In addition, Section 801 of the Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act gives the FDA the power to 
refuse import of animal feeds if they even appear to be adulterated. Section 801 also allows the FDA 

to make admissibility decisions using information and evidence from sources other than their own 
examinations, such as the test results from Germany provided to the FDA in September 2012 from 

CBC Marketplace. These test results showed that some samples of chicken jerky dog treats contain 
an unknown compound; something that should not be there and that wasn't in the control group of 
samples - evidence that some jerky products for dogs are adulterated. The same jerky treats that 
contain the compound had been fed to dogs that then had to have emergency vet care to survive 
what presents as toxic poisoning. Dogs continue to have serious health issues ¿ this confirms the 

evidence provided by the thousands of reports of kidney disease, liver disease, Fanconi-like 
Syndrome, and death in dogs that have consumed imported jerky products. I am asking that the 
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FDA invoke that power and refuse import to any jerky products for dogs that are manufactured in 

China until the manufacturers can identify the compound and show proof that it has been eliminated 
entirely from their products.

- Enforce a Mandatory Recall
Direct quote from the FDA website: 'Before FSMA, FDA had to rely on a firm¿s voluntary decision to 
remove food from the marketplace that could be hazardous to humans or animals. Under the new 
law, the agency can order a recall if the company does not cease distribution itself and recall its 

product. If there is reason to believe that the food is adulterated or misbranded and that use of the 
product could result in serious illness or death, FDA can order that distribution be halted and all 

implicated products recalled. '

The FDA now has the authority AND a preponderance of evidence to enact a recall. Hundreds of 
deaths, thousands of illnesses, an unknown compound identified and submitted to the FDA and the 
fact that the Chinese refused the FDA samples to be independently tested; these facts are all RED 

FLAGS that, in the VERY least, suggest that these imported pet products should no longer be 
GRAS!

- POS Warning
There are 3 major petitions started by victims of imported chicken jerky that have garnered over 

165,000 signatures to date. These people are crying out for the right to have the expectation that, 
when they shop in a store in the USA, they are buying safe products. If the FDA chooses not to 

enforce a recall, then it is incumbent upon the agency to exert due diligence in alerting the public to 
the investigation of these products.

Many pet owners have already made the connection, either through painful circumstance or 
publication, but there are many thousands of others who have not. Such pet parents deserve the 

right to make informed decisions for themselves. It is within your purview to require that all retailers 
of said product conspicuously post a cautionary notice AT POINT OF SALE. Such a notice should 
state that the FDA and CVM are currently conducting investigations regarding the safety of these 
foreign-sourced products, known symptoms and where to contact the FDA to report a death or 

illness. This notice will need to be posted regardless of denial of entry unless the recall is enforced 
and all product is pulled from the market.
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EON‐109495 11/25/2012 21:15 Nature's Logic Canine Lamb 
Meal Dinner Fare

Found mold like, white substance on several pieces of dog food kibble, appx 1/3 of the way thru a 24 
pound bag. Photo available.

and all product is pulled from the market.

Thank you for your consideration. I would very much appreciate a personal response to each 
individual request - as I stated this issue is very personal to me - as well as thousands of other 

affected pet parents. If only this information had been available to me, my dog and my family could 
have avoided a great deal of suffering and over $6000.00 in veterinary care. Please help others 

avoid my fate by upholding the FDA¿s commitment to the American (Canadian) public and assert 
the power and responsibility afforded by the FSMA: 'working to ensure that unsafe foods are not 

distributed in the first place.'
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EON‐109493 11/25/2012 11:27 Waggin' Train Cowboy 
Steaks

At 5pm on 11/24/12, I went grocery shopping at  on (I've called them to request 
they take the brand off the shelves), and decided to give Waggin Train Cowboy Steaks(has chicken 
in it) a try. I looked at the packaging to make sure it wasn't made in China(after all the problems with 
dog food in China, I've been very wary) and I saw a big label that said it was Manufactured for and 
Distributed by a company in Anderson, S. Carolina. I fed  one of the treats at 6pm. Between 
6pm and when I went to bed,  was already acting strangely. She didn't want to sit next to 
me..she actually sat very far away from me on the couch which is atypical for her. She seemed very 
sleepy. At 2am on 11/25/12, I was awoken abruptly to  violently vomiting. She vomited at 
least 8 times within 1.5 hours and so I thought maybe it was the treat since it was the only thing 
different that I fed her. I looked, and in smaller, hardly legible font, the treats said, "Made in China". I 
looked up this brand online to see if it was recalled, and read about many cases of dogs getting sick 
from this brand and even dying! I immediately called the Emergency Vet in NYC to rush her to the 
hospital and tests were performed and she was given a a shot in her back for hydration. She 
seemed to have stabilized. My orders are to keep her on a bland diet, monitor for troubled urination, 
increased water consumption, lethargy etc.

I am currently monitoring her to see if her condition improves. She has not thrown up in the past few 
hours, but she is licking her lips a lot(a sign of nausea in dogs). She seems "okay" but she is still 
lethargic and has been resting a lot. I am withholding water and food. I will be introducing W/D(sort 
of a bland diet from the Vet) in a few hours if she does not throw up the water I give her. I have 
made an appointment with my regular Vet tomorrow to do blood work and check her kidney and liver 
stats, since Waggin' Train treats are allegedly responsible for some incidents of kidney failure in 
canines.

Please feel free to contact me if you need anymore information via phone. I'd be more than happy to 
help prevent more dogs from getting unnecessarily sick. I read that the FDA did perform some tests 
on this brand's treats, but the toxin in this treat is probably something we wouldn't expect or normally 
test for...I still have the treats I gave her on a shelf(as evidence) so if you would like me to give you 
those, I can give you those as well.

7 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7.5 Pound

EON‐109492 11/24/2012 12:51 Fromm Four-Star 
Nutritionals Chicken A La 
Veg

The store was out of the food we had been feeding the kitten so at the owner's recommendation we 
bough a bag of Fromm Family Chicken a la veg. We began feeding it on Monday, November 19 or 
maybe earlier in the weekend. On Tuesday, November 20 we gave him 1/3 cup of the food in the 
morning. That afternoon he started throwing up and that evening he started acting quite sick-listless, 
a little weak or wobbly. I brought him to the vet first thing in the morning and her tests revealed that 
his kidney values were elevated (I'm not sure if I'm saying that right.) We brought him to the larger 
animal hospital where they attempted to flush his kidneys for 48 hours. His values continued to get 
slowly worse. We made the decision to euthanize him yesterday.

The Best By date on product was 2/7/2014, the lot number is B08 10:50.

6 Months Unknown Cat 6 Pound
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EON‐109491 11/24/2012 12:21 Ol Roy Complete Nutrition Everyone ate the dog food (including , who was a cat... and  which is kept outdoors)... 
within two weeks the cat suddenly died and the next day the dogs came down with what appeared to 
be parvo. The vet did not test and merely treated for parvo. 

In the two weeks before death, their stomachs gurgled alot, they had gas, and drank water way more 
than usual.

4 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 2 Pound

EON‐109490 11/24/2012 11:15 Milk-Bones Dog Biscuit I have contacted Del Monte Foods to advise that their product Mild-Bones Dog Biscuits, regardless 
of purchase location, contain a tiny roach looking insect. These tiny insects hide inside the biscuit as 
well as at the bottom of the box. I just recently purchased a large box of the biscuits for "large dogs" 
and had to remove the biscuits from the carton and shake each biscuit to remove the large 
infestation of this insects. I do not want my two dogs to ingest these. 
I did not receive any comments from Del Monte only 2 coupons for free boxes of these biscuits. This 
is a nice gesture from them but this was not the purpose of my communication with them. I would 
really want this matter resolved, which could probably be resolved by changing the type of 
packaging to a seal-tight plastic bag, similar to those used by other companies.

EON‐109483 11/23/2012 14:21 Milo's Kitchen Chicken 
Grillers

We began giving  Milo's Kitchen Chicken Grillers periodically which she had never had 
before. We did not change her food or medication other than the Chicken Grillers during this time. 
We gave her about 3 pieces per day and toward the end of the bag (about 5 or 6 days later) she 
began vomiting and fainted. She also cried when her abdomen was touched. We took her to the 
doctor and she was diagnosed with pancreatitis.

10 Years Terrier - Scottish Dog 22 Pound

EON‐109480 11/23/2012 12:57 Priority Total Pet Care 
Bacon Flavored Strips

After eating Priority Total Pet Care bacon Flavored Strips for the first time she vomited, had diarrhea 
and became very lethargic for 3 days

7 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐109476 11/23/2012 11:51 HOME 360 PET I feed her from a new bag of HOME 36O PET dog food just one night and the next morning... she 
has been lethargic, throwing up, not eating ever since... just two feedings. I have taken her to the 
vet, who said she seemed to have gotten into something contaminated, and has been treating her 
accordingly for 3 days now. has not responded to that (yet), and going back to the bet today.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 62 Pound

EON‐109472 11/23/2012 6:36 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky After several months of receiving small pieces of Waggin' Train chicken jerky--to or three small 
chunks per day--  was diagnosed with kidney disease in October 2011. She wasted away over 
the past thirteen months, kept alive by special diet and extensive medication. She went from 39 lb in 
October 2011 to 17 lb this week; she died last night,  nothing but skin and bones, too weak 
to even stand up.

11 Years Beagle Dog 17 Pound

EON‐109471 11/22/2012 14:12 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Duck Tenders

After feeding my dog 3-4 Canyon Creek Ranch brand duck tenders every other day for about two 
weeks she became lethargic and had difficulty breathing. Additionally, her appetite has been 
reduced and she no longer comes to the door to greet people. She seems "off". The veterinarian 
says she is currently stable and we are awaiting blood tests, although they suspect kidney or liver 
problems.

10 Years Spaniel - Springer 
English

Dog 58 Pound

EON‐109470 11/22/2012 13:30 Petlife Beff & Cheddar 
Cheese flavor Burger for 
dogs.

After eating the correct amount for the size of the animals, they all vomited. and wouldn't eat after 
that.

5 Years Chihuahua Dog 5 Pound
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EON‐109468 11/22/2012 12:21 Sam's Yams sweet potato 
dog chewz

Purchased "sweet potato dog chewz" make by Front Porch Pets Inc. and gave about 1 per day as a 
treat. After several weeks, the dog became very ill. The vet determined he had a gastric obstruction 
and performed emergency surgery. The stomach contained numerous pieces of the product, which 
was the cause of the obstruction.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 62 Pound

EON‐109446 11/21/2012 15:00 Pet Shoppe Chicken Jerky 
Premium Chicken Dog 
Treats

Friend with new (3 mos.) Jack Russell puppy shared newly purchased Pet Shoppe Chicken Jerky 
treats purchased at Walgreens with my Poodle mix (9 yrs, 18lbs) & Chihuahua (1 yr, 5lbs). 
Chihuahua began having diarrhea hours later and was taken to the vet after 24 hours of continual 
diarrhea. The jerky treat was the only thing consumed that was different from every normal feeding. 
Vet fecal sample confirmed bacteria, blood work confirmed high white count, low protein. Vet said 
that she thought it was the jerky treats as she has seen these symptoms in several dogs. I let the 
owner of the Jack Russell know, he has not seen any diarrhea. My poodle mix has not had diarrhea. 
The vet confirmed that not all dogs have problems with the jerky treats, but the ones that do can get 
very sick.

1 Years Chihuahua Dog 4.7 Pound

EON‐109441 11/21/2012 13:45 EverPet
Real Chicken
Chicken Chips

See attached medical notes 8 Years Bichon Frise Dog 34 Pound

EON‐109370 11/21/2012 9:45 Waggin Train My grandmother bought Waggin' Train dog treats, the chicken flavored. She gave them to my dog 
 when I would visit her once a week. This went on for about 1 month until I was informed 

about the chicken from China killing dogs. I told her to stop and threw the treats out.  ate 
about 3 chicken strips each time I went to her house, so he probably consumed about 15 total. I 
started noticing that he was drinking excessive amounts of water and peeing a lot, every hour, when 
he usually would only pee 3-4 times a day. He is house trained and has been for years, but started 
peeing inside. I took him to the vet and they said his kidneys were going bad. I switched his food to 
an all natural diet with no grain, wheat, or phosphorus. He seemed to be getting better after a few 
weeks. He wasn't peeing inside anymore. But then I noticed he wasn't peeing a lot at all. Maybe 
twice a day. This happened the past week; in the past week he has decreased in his urination and 
water consumption (after it went back to normal) and hasn't eaten anything. Every morning he 
throws up yellow bile and if he does eat a little he throws it up within 1-3 hours. I took him to the vet 
and his numbers are insane, the vet said he was in renal failure and the only thing I could do is give 
him fluids through a shot for the rest of his short life. The vet said he could live for days or months, 
it's hard to tell. His BUN level is 138 and it is supposed to be 7-25. I know this is from the Waggin 
Train treats because I have had many people tell me their healthy dog was fine until they ate these 
treats. My dog was in perfect health until he ate these treats. YOU NEED TO TAKE THESE OFF 
THE MARKET THEY ARE KILLING PETS!! How many pets have to die?

8 Years Corgi (unspecified) Dog 18 Pound

EON‐109360 11/21/2012 9:06 Waggin Tails wholesome 
duck jerky tenders

 began vomiting and not eating his supper like usual. We were not sure why, we thought at 
first it might be the stress of the hurricane, but once we heard about the problem with the product 
and stopped using it he slowly showed signs of improvment

4 Years Shih Tzu Dog 16 Pound
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EON‐109345 11/20/2012 23:36 American Kennel Club Lamb 
Jerky, Waggin' Train 
Wholesome Duck Jerky 
Tenders

Patient presented to our hospital following a 4 - 5 days history of lethargy, hyporexia, and vomiting. 
The owner reported patient had been having polydipsia and polyuria for several weeks. Bloodwork 
performed on site showed patient was severely azotemic and in acute kidney failure. A urinalysis 
sent to Idexx laboratory confirmed glucosuria in the absence of hyperglycemia, as well as 
proteinuria. A leptospirosis panel on the patient was negative. Based on these findings, a diagnosis 
of Fanconi syndrome was made. The patient was hospitalized on IV fluid therapy however his kidney 
values failed to improve over a 48 hour period. Based on financial constraints of owner and  
failure to respond to fluid therapy, humane euthanasia was performed. The same day  was 
euthanized, another housemate of  (also a Basenji but unrelated to ) who had been fed 
the same treats presented for sudden onset polyuria and polydipsia. On examination, this 
housemate ( ) had normal kidney values (BUN, Creatinine were normal) but did display 
glucosuria and proteinuria in the absence of hyperglycemia.

7 Years Basenji Dog 25.9 Pound

EON‐109255 11/20/2012 13:36 Waggin Train Dog became lethargic, stopped eating, vomited, had darrhea and wouldn't eat. 7 Years Spitz (unspecified) Dog 15 Pound
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EON‐109225 11/20/2012 13:06 9Lives Tender Slices (beef) 
with Real Beef Gravy

Here is a copy of the message I sent to Del Monte, parent company for 9Lives Foods....November 
20, 2012

Dear Del Monte,

Yesterday I purchased two four-packs of your canned 9Lives Sliced Beef in Gravy for my cats. I 
made this purchase at my local Publix ( ) When I pulled out a can I noticed that the 
top and bottom of the can was bulging although there were no obvious dents or nicks in the can. 
The can almost ¿exploded¿ its contents.

I notice that there are people commenting on the Internet about canned 9lives cat food cans 
¿exploding.¿ The comments go at least as far back as August 2012.

Something is definitely wrong here and I would encourage you to investigate at least this particular 
batch of food.

The bottom of the can reads¿

Best By 10-104-15
2278BC A1BEF1443

Thank you for your consideration. I will be returning to my local Publix for a refund but I hope you will 
pursue this matter further.

I have seen the standard automated reply that most people receive from your company but it would 
be helpful to know that a real person will read this message.

Best,
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EON‐109204 11/20/2012 11:57 Beefeaters Chicken Fillets 
Natural Dog Treats

Only snack she received was chicken jerky strips, which were supposed to be healthy as they were 
98% fat free. All of a sudden, she started not playing, not eating, vomiting, having diarrhea, drinking 
water excessively, and then after a couple of days she had no control of her kidneys at all. Dog 
would walk across room and just pee as she was walking. Or she would be sleeping and area was 
dry one minute, then completely wet the next as she had peed in her sleep and didn't know it. Took 
her to our Veterinarian and he ran blood tests. They came back as complete kidney failure. We tried 
5 days of pumping fluid under the skin to flush the renal system and 3 kinds of antibiotics. Instead of 
getting better, she got worse in the space of a week. We had to put her down as there was nothing 
else the Vet could do and we didn't want her to suffer with a body full of toxins due to kidney 
shutdown. 

FDA really dropped the ball on making sure these types of foods for dogs or humans were safe to 
eat. I didn't realize that there was an issue back in 2011 or earlier. These things should have been 
taken off the market completely since there was an issue!

In my opinion, the FDA owes me $1,000 for the cost of a purebred miniature dachshund at $500, 
and another $490 for Vet services. That doesn't take into consideration the emotional trauma you 
put my husband and I through losing an extremely young dog that we loved like a child. Or the 
trauma we had to put the dog through to try and save her. 

Truly, I expect a check from someone for $1,000 as reimbursement for something that should have 
never happened in the first place. I'm sick over the fact that FDA didn't take these chicken jerky 
strips off the market. 

My sister also has a dog (black lab) that had kidney failure and all she was getting for snacks is the 
chicken jerky too. Luckily being a larger dog, her system didn't go into such drastic illness and their 
Vet was able to bring the dog back around. But none of us should have to go through this if you 
were doing your jobs and inspections correctly.

1 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 9 Pound

EON‐109121 11/19/2012 23:42 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Dog has been sick several times in the last 8-12 weeks. He gets sick after eating Waggin' Train 
Jerky Tenders chicken dog treats. Symptoms are: drooling, vomiting, lethargic. Will be taking to vet 
tomorrow morning.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

EON‐109115 11/19/2012 21:21 Purina Beneful Original Destiny has vomiting and severe diarrhea on the morning of 11/17/2012. She was taken to our 
regular vet. He examined her. He wasn't sure what could be causing her distress. He did a complete 
blood panel. He determined that she had pancrea

10 Years Dobermann Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐109114 11/19/2012 20:12 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

We were on our second bag of Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Tenders. Our dog probably gets 2 strips 
per day, usually when we have to leave her home alone during the day. Last week I noticed she was 
being unusually somber acting and lethargic, which is totally unlike her. Later that evening she all of 
a sudden started violently vomitting all over the house. I noticed there were chunks of what 
appeared to be her jerky treats. I thought that maybe she had gotten into something that made her 
sick to here tummy. Although I couldn't figure out how she would have gotten into anything because 
she is an inside dog and is always being watched when she is outside. The next day she was still a 
little somber acting but after a few days she was back to her playful, rambunctious self. I didn't give 
her any of the treats for a few days just because I didn't want to give her anything that might be hard 
to digest. After a few days, I gave her another treat when I left in the morning for work and again that 
evening when I left to pick up my daughter. Later that night, she started throwing up again. This time 
it was just the chunks of treat along with a clear liquid (she hadn't really been eating much after the 
first episode). I was totally baffled as to what was going on with her. Then my daughter told me that 
she had heard they were recalling the treats that we give our dogs. I looked it up online but couldn't 
find any official recall. Tonight I was watching our local news and they had a story on the dog treats 
and sicknesses it was causing. All of the symptoms they discussed were exactly what our dog 
experienced.

1 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐108976 11/18/2012 22:21 Iams Proactiv Mini Chunks I have three dogs. They were fed Iams Proactiv Mini Chunks on 15 Nov 2012 at 4:00 pm. At 7:00 am 
, I discovered two of my dogs deceased. One surviving dog was ill and had to be given 

fluids and medication by veterinarian for dehydration and diarrhea. There was a large amount of 
vomit and feces in their kennels. They are house pets and are supervised when outdoors. The UPC 
code is 1901401852 and lot # J1US561591 Best used by date 24 Jan 2014. There are also two 
additional numbers on dogfood bag-998622309, 22684177. The bag is 17,5 lbs. I think I purchased 
bag from . 

The deceased was a 7 lb shih tzu and a pug shih tzu mix who was 15 lbs. The surviving dog is a 25 
lb pug. The vomit consisted of dog food.

4 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐108975 11/18/2012 17:51 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

 got a bladder infection, then stopped eating and starting drinking constantly, and begin 
peeing excessively. When taken to vet he had sugar in his urine and not in his blood. So the vet 
starting running tests to see what the problem was and was diagnose with Fanconi Sysdrome

7 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 8 Pound

EON‐108973 11/18/2012 11:51 Waggin Train Big Blast pork 
skin twists with chicken liver

 was given treats, one each day for three consecutive days. On day three,  had an 
enormous increase in drinking and in urination, to the point where she even had an "accident" in the 
house in the morning of the fourth day, something that has not happened for several years. A friend 
mentioned hearing on the news something about a recall.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐108972 11/18/2012 10:45 Purina Cat Chow Healthy 
Weight 3.15 lb. bag Best 
Used by date: Dec 2013 No. 
21721085-0530L01 on the 
fold: 41309488-SP74030 
UPC code: 1780014841.

7 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 18 PoundComplaint involving Purina Cat Chow Healthy Weight dry cat food

RE: Purina Cat Chow Healthy Weight, 3.15 lb. bag, Best Used by date: Dec 2013, No. 21721085-
0530L01, on the fold: 41309488-SP74030, UPC code: 1780014841.

 is a domestic shorthair cat who is 7 years old. He has always been extremely healthy. He and 
his three cat companions are and always have been exclusively indoor cats.  tends to be 

overweight, so between his checkups of May 2011 and late May 2012, I had cut back on his food 
some, and he had lost 1/3 of a pound over that period. At his vet checkup on May 27, 2012, he was 

in perfect health, as are all of my other cats. 

Around late September or early October 2012, I switched  and another cat,  (about 11 
years old), to Purina Healthy Weight dry cat food. A third cat,  (12 years old), was fed a 

different food (and in a different location) because she is too thin (but she had access occasionally 
to small amounts of the Purina food. My fourth cat eats wet food only, not dry food. 

I probably bought and fed three or four bags of the 3.15 lb. Purina Healthy Weight cat food to my 
cats over the next several weeks (October¿November). During this time, I noticed that both  
and  had personality changes¿they both seemed ravenous and agitated.  began to 

throw up all the time, not only always and shortly after eating this food, but at other times in the day 
and in the evenings.  and  also began to throw up frequently. 

On November 13, I found  in the basement having a Grand Mal seizure. He recovered that 
evening, and later I fed him only some wet food, which he threw up. Later in the evening, he seemed 
to be better and was able to hold down some food. I have no toxic plants in my house, and I had not 
used any chemicals or cleaners that might have caused this. I knew that the change in food to the 

Purina was the only change that could have caused this to happen. 

The next morning, November, 14, I went straight out and bought new food that was not Purina 
brand, and I fed this to all the cats.  did not throw up¿for the first time in many weeks; in fact, 

none of the cats threw up, and they all seemed so much calmer. There has been no vomiting and no 
seizures since I took them off that food. 

That afternoon, November 14, I took  to the vet ) and  had a 
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EON‐108971 11/18/2012 2:12 Red Barn Bully Springs I bought two boxes of Red Barn Bully Springs. I don't give  every night one but one, though 
she loves them. Night one, I noticed the next morning that she had vomited inthe night in her crate. 
Did not connect it to anything. I also gave a bully spring to my daughter's Chi-hua-hua, . Next 
day my daughter mentioned that  had thrown up. Still did not make a connection. Last night I 
gave a bully Spring and sure enough in the night she threw up in her crate. I am suspecting 
that it might be the bully springs. The paper around the bully spring states that they are made in 
Paraguay. The company that sold the boxes is Osbo or Ozbo through Amazon.com. I have not 
contacted the Company. I have the un used 2nd box and the loose ones in case you need them for 
your investigation. I would like to know if they have bacteria that caused these two dogs to vomit.

3 Hours Terrier - Welsh Dog 15 Pound

EON‐108970 11/18/2012 1:12 Canyon Creen Chicken jerky 
treats

Owner came home to find  dead in the garage, with evidence of a seizure: stool all over her, 
including in her collar buckle. She was over 105 degrees on admission, despoite having been dead 
for over 1/2 hour at that point. The other dog was fine. With questioning, it was noted that she had 
increased frequency and number of chicken strips, made by Canyon Creek. Her owner had been 
feeding several per day over the past couple of months, intermittently.

7 Years Dobermann Dog 31.5 Kilogram

EON‐108969 11/18/2012 0:06 Waggin' Train Chicken 
Jerky. Made in China

Re Dogs dying after ingestion of small amount of Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky. Death is directly, 
repetitively, after eating this product. Can you immediately recall with this unmistaking, evidence, 
please? As owners of consequential, dead dogs, are still reporting seeing this product on shelves of 
Safeway & several other stores. I am particularly emailing you to please investigate this product by 
microscopic means, or investigation/revelation of all contained ingredients, performed by Analysts 
and NOT by poor unfortunate 'subject' animals, tested on and then euthanazed. Please don't find 
the latter necessary when Food Analysts can identify offending ingredients with help of Science. This 
will provide proof without deaths.

Basset - Fawn 
Brittany

Dog

EON‐108961 11/17/2012 0:15 oinkies pig skin twists 
(original hartz)

both dogs were healthy before given the treat. within 2 days both of my dogs experienced 
uncontrollable diarrhea and one has blood in feces. never before have i had problems with any 
treats before. one more day and i am going to take them to vet.

6 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 10 Pound

, , ( g g )
complete workup, including a physical exam and full blood work. These tests showed absolutely no 

problems¿but  had lost over one pound in just the prior few weeks. The vet prescribed 
something for the seizures, but I did not fill that script. After  seizure, I reflected back on the 
prior weeks and realized that there was clear evidence that  had had two additional seizures 

during that time. 

There is no other possible cause for my cats¿ illnesses but the Purina Healthy Weight food. I believe 
that this food is possibly deficient in Thiamine (just as some of the Purina Veterinary Overweight 

food was found to be), and/or that it is toxic, deficient, or contaminated in some other way. I am not 
sure which store I purchased this food from, but it was either Safeway in  or the 

Giant Food, in either , or  I did save some of the food, and I would be 
happy to send you samples of this product for testing. 
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EON‐108901 11/16/2012 15:00 New Zealand Brushtail & 
Vegetables Entree

I gave two of my cats Addiction brand, New Zealand Brushtail & Vegetables flavor food on 
Wednesday morning (Nov 14, 2012). In fishing out some of the largish potato pieces to try to make 
the food more appealing to one of the cats, I felt bone pieces in the food. I hunted and found several 
bone fragments, two of which were about a third of an inch long, and too hard to break by squeezing 
them with my fingers. I went to the website for the company and they declare that their Brushtail 
flavor has "peasized" bones in it and they claim that this is fine. Still, I'm concerned that these bones 
are a) too large and hard to be bio-available -- but might be needed for sufficient calcium, and b) that 
some of the pieces are potentially sharp enough to cause harm to a cat's digestive system. 
The can I opened was marked:
PFNZ2: NOT FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
BBO3APR2015: 16: 17: 04: 2013: 2230
I have an unopened can that I bought at the same time. I gave a third can to my mother, and when I 
described my problem, she finger squished and found bones of similar sizes to my description. 
Although she could not break the bones by squeezing them with her finger, she could shatter them 
by pressing on them with a fork. (I did not try this with mine.)
I'm super disappointed to have found these bones because my allergy-prone (and picky) cat very 
much liked the flavor of it.

EON‐108841 11/16/2012 6:15 Pork skin twist with liver 
center

Dog got sick, then died Retriever - Labrador Dog

EON‐108840 11/15/2012 22:06 Pounce Cat Treats Catnip 
Flavor 4.5 oz.

Gave about 20 Pounce Cat Treats to both cats (20 each). (the second cat is a 10 year old Bengal, 
neutered male). The next day the Manx was vomiting and had diarrhea. No appetite and extremely 
lethargic. The Bengal had no appetite. Neither cat had any appetite for a week and are just eating a 
few spoonfuls of babyfood now.

19 Years Manx Cat 15 Pound

EON‐108839 11/15/2012 21:57 Weddel Natural Rawhide for 
Dogs chicken basted 
rawhide

After feeding my dog a Weddel Limited, Laval , Quebec, distributed chicken basted hide, my dog 
became violently ill for several days. He lost his appetite, vomited frequently, gagged a lot. 
Subsequently, he became super thirsty and eat all house plants.
Eventually he recovered after several days of lean diet and careful attention. However, he recently 
started to show signs of brain damage. I am horrified and desperate of answers. The hides were 
bought at  stores in . The feedback/question section on Weddel's site 
doesn't work at all - no one can contact them... Please investigate!
They claim that their imports are from Brazil... what are Brazilian standards, are we certain that 
these hides didn't came from China, is anyone inspecting South American treats and food. This is 
highly alarming!!!!

5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Belgian Tervueren

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐108799 11/15/2012 15:12 Grammy's Pot Pie Classic 
Recipe. Natural Food for 
Dogs

A can of Grammy's Pot Pie Classic Recipe for dogs had an in-tact bone in it. It was thin and about 1" 
long. Obviously, the claim in the list of ingredients of "deboned chicken" is not correct. The "Best by" 
date is 03 Aug 14. It is a 3.2 oz can. Numbers on the bottom (I don't know which is the lot number) 
are 12216 CL1 35203 1437.
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EON‐108735 11/15/2012 0:45 RAID ANT KILLER, Various 
Pet food brands

On Nov. 14, 2012 I visited the Albertson grocery store #  located at ., 
. At the pet food aisle is also the insecticide aisle. However, both the insecticides 

such as RAID Ant Killer is stocked right next to and touching the bags of pet food on all the store 
shelves. I spoke with the morning store manager about this being a problem of storing a poison next 
to a food item, but she defended Albertson's decision of where to place items in that store since it 
opened in the year 2000. I told her that surely the insecticides would not be put next to people food 
or baby food and she agreed, but then I said that pet food is still considered a food too and shouldn't 
be next to the insecticides. This manager said she would call and ask someone in the Albertson's 
offices, but I didn't feel that she cared to make any changes. I told her I thought that this store's 
practice of placing insecticides with the pet food must be a violation of some kind and that I was 
going to try to find out. She had no response, and I said goodbye and left the store. I will stop in this 
store tomorrow, Nov. 15, 2012 and take a picture if there hasn't been any changes made.

EON‐108600 11/14/2012 0:12 Milo's Kitchen Home Style 
Treats Dog Treats Chicken 
Jerky

Have been feeding Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky treat for about 1 year prior then stopped feeding 
around April 2012. With the last bag purchased threw up twice after being given the Jerky 
treats.

2.5 Years Fish 48 Pound

EON‐108551 11/13/2012 14:21 Treat samples have already 
been submitted

Purchased dog jerky treats and found out they were produced in China. My dog was not her self and 
I stopped giving her the treats and she is now back to normal. I am requesting an analysis be done 
on these treats, examples already submitted, to determine if the treats are safe or should they be 
added to the list of dangerous treats for dogs.

EON‐108537 11/13/2012 13:57 Veggie Life Vitality with 
Flaxseed & Vitamins Sweet 
Potato

Around 30-45 minutes after giving him one of these sweet potato treats last night, our dog (who is an 
extremely healthy and active two-year-old) suddenly vomited and began acting ill. As of this morning, 
he is still clearly not feeling well, whining for no reason, moving weakly, and showing no interest in 
treats and toys he is usually excited about. Until giving him the suspect treat last night, he was 
completely alert, happy, playful, exhibiting no signs of illness or distress.

2 Years Dobermann Dog 89 Pound

EON‐108393 11/13/2012 10:30 The product name is on the 
sample submitted for 
analysis

I am submitting jerky treats that I have purchased for my dogs to determine if there are any potential 
health issuses associated to the product. .

EON‐108361 11/12/2012 14:27 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
chicken tenders

was having trouble walking. Her head was bobbing and she was very dizzy. I thought she 
was going to pass out. I rushed her to my vet. They gave her oxygen and fluids. The doctor was not 
there, but was on the phone. She told the tech to send us to the emergency. When I got to the 
emergency they thought she had a possible allergic reaction or toxicity. She was given an xray to 
see if she had any foreign body. That was negative. They thought she had gotten some oleander. i 
was sure that she hadn't.  was released the next day. She was fine until the next morning 
when the symptoms reappeared. I rushed her to my vet.  had read the report sent to her by 
the emergency and wanted to know what brand of chicken jerky she was eating. After checking on 
the internet it was the same brand that was making dogs sick and dying. My other dog refused the 
treat.
In fact they ate the same food except for the chicken jerky. Basically I only used the jerky as a treat 
for paper training. These two visits cost me $1577. The vet told me to freeze the remaining jerky 
treats.

17 Weeks Terrier - Boston Dog 11 Pound
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EON‐108354 11/11/2012 16:00 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats - Chicken Jerky

4 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 19 PoundI bought a bag of chicken jerky treats manufactured by Milo's kitchen home style dog treats about a 
week ago. After about 15-20 minutes of her ingesting, it, my dog started gagging & vomited. She 

was not previously ill at all. Two days ago, I gave her a chicken jerky treat from the same bag. The 
same thing happened-after about 15-20 minutes of ingestion, she started gagging & vomited. That is 
when I thought that I gave her the treat the week before & she had vomited after the treat. I became 

suspicious-again, she not ill & is a healthy dog. I checked the expiration date which was 11-13. I 
then googled the treats. I was shocked & appalled to find that they "were responsible for causing 

canine deaths & illnesses". I immediately sent a letter of complaint to the company. There are 
numerous negative articles regarding these products on the internet, including the one that I have 

included at the end of my letter. I am shocked & appalled that major stores-such as Walmart are still 
selling these products.A thorough investigation needs to be performed. My dog is very precious to 
me. She is fine now, but vomited twice that last time I gave her the treat. Then she was fine. It was 
not a coincidence that 2 times she ate it, 2 times she got sick after 15-20 minutes of ingesting the 
product. Please help us pet owners that cannot do what you can do for our precious pets. I am so 

grateful that my dog is fine, but what about the other dog owners & the helpless pets that are not? I 
thought I was giving her a HEALTHY snack. I could have harmed her irreparably. Thank you for your 
time & consideration regarding this matter. I look forward to hearing from you soon. Sincerely  

 
FDA: Nearly 1,000 Pets Sickened by China-Made Dog Treats

By Terri PousMy 23, 2012Add a Comment 

inShare63

Related

Nearly 1,000 dogs now sick from jerky treats, FDA reports say MSNBC

Follow @timenewsfeed

Suddenly, ¿sick as a dog¿ isn¿t so colloquial.

According to updated records kept by the Food and Drug Administration, chicken jerky pet treats 
from China have sickened nearly 1,000 dogs in the U.S. in recent months.
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EON‐108353 11/11/2012 12:27 Whiskas Temptations Treat 
For Cats

Indoor pet cat vaccinated and parasite free. No other pets in household, no toxic compounds used in 
household, no history of trauma. Pet seen last month after owner believed she saw a small drop or 
two on bllod on floor but cat showed no major pathology. Owner started feeding Whiskas 
Temptations Treats for Cats three weeks ago as only thing different in cat's life. Cat presented on 

 at emergency for acute collapse and bleeding from the rectum. Radiographs were 
unremarkable except for a possible enlargement of one kidney and some cavity effusion. Cat died 
twelve hours later of shock.

4 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 9.9 Pound

EON‐108347 11/9/2012 22:00 dingo chip mixc chicken in 
the middle

He ate 4 treats in one week, then got a fever, not eating, whined, diarrhea, sleepy. Vet asked if he 
had ate any toxins.

9 Weeks Great Dane Dog 25 Pound

g

The FDA has logged 900 reports of illnesses and deaths from vets and concerned pet owners since 
November, when it issued warnings about health problems associated with the products known 

variously as chicken jerky strips, treats and nuggets.

Recorded problems stemming from the treats range from vomiting and diarrhea to kidney failure and 
death. The complaints have contributed to mounting pressure on the FDA to address the issue.

Despite repeated tests, however, FDA scientists have been unable to detect any toxin responsible 
for the animal illnesses, officials said. And no results of a review conducted at Chinese treat 

manufacturing plants earlier this year are yet available, according to FDA spokeswoman Tamara 
Ward.

China¿s spotty record on food safety only complicates the issue: in recent years the country has 
dealt with numerous food scandals, involving toxic baby formula, tainted pork products, rice 

contaminated with heavy metals and the reuse of discarded cooking grease nauseatingly known as 
¿gutter oil¿ . In 2007, more than 100 pets in North America reportedly died after eating pet food 
whose China-sourced ingredients were tainted with the plastic melamine, prompting a massive 

recall. No wonder folks are quick to worry.

The three top brands of chicken jerky treats among those most recently cited in complaints included 
Waggin¿ Train and Canyon Creek Ranch brands, produced by Nestle Purina PetCare Co., and 

Milo¿s Kitchen Home-style Dog Treats, produced by the Del Monte Corp. According to the 
msnbc.com report, Waggin¿ Train and Canyon Creek Ranch are both produced and supplied by 

JOC Great Wall Corp. Ltd. of Nanjing, China.
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EON‐108339 11/9/2012 19:42 Boots and Barley Chicken 
Rawhide Twists

 began vomiting in the middle of the night 6-8 times. She was vomited bile until she could 
only dry heave. She was extremely lethargic and had a low temperature of 99 degrees. She started 
to shake and became extremely lethargic. She refused food or water for two days and continued to 
vomit 3-4 times each day. After two days she was interested in food again, so I gave her a rawhide 
chew for a treat. She drank profusely that evening. Late that evening she began to vomit thick yellow 
mucus profusely 6-8 times. For the next three days she refused to eat or drink, and was extremely 
lethargic with dilated eyes. I had to give her water with a syringe. She was extremely dehydrated, 
lost over three pounds, and became unresponsive and too weak to walk. Her gums were almost 
white and dry to the touch.

5 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐108243 11/9/2012 10:21 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky After eating the waggin train chicken jerky treats both dogs developed GI upset. Both had vomiting 
and bloody stools. The male dog stopped eating. I thought the fault was the dogs not chewing the 
treats and gulping them. I gave the treats to my daughter for her mother in law's siberian husky. A 
few months later I purchased the treats again and they both were sick that evening again with 
vomiting and bloody stools. I recently found out the Siberian Husky was sick with GI symptoms after 
eating the treats. All dogs have recovered, thankfully I discontinued the treats immediately after the 
second episode and will never purchase them again.

9 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 27 Pound
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EON‐108219 11/8/2012 21:12 Waggin' Trail Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

She has been getting Waggin' Tails chicken jerky a few times a week for the past year and pretty 
much every day starting in August 2012.

September 18, 2012- She became extremely lethargic and stopped eating or drinking. She was 
taken to the vet the morning of September 19th and had a fever of 106.1. They did blood tests and x-
rays and ultimately diagnosed her with pancreatits. She was treated with IV fluids and IV antibiotics 
for 3 days. She was given 136 mg/day of Baytril for 3 days followed by 68 mg/day for 7 days to 
continue the antibiotic treatment at home. We put her on a restricted diet of boiled chicken, veggies, 
and rice for two weeks. 

The situation seemed to resolve itself and she was mostly back to normal by early October, so she 
went back to her regular diet (Nutro dog food) and started getting chicken jerky treats again.

October 20, 20120- She didn't eat her dinner and seemed a little slow. Over the course of October 
21, she started becoming lethargic again and wouldn't eat or drink. We returned to the vet the 
morning of October 22. After repeat x-rays, she was referred to a specialist for an ultrasound. IV 
fluids and IV antibiotics were given again for two days. Here are the vet's notes from that visit:

"Abdominal ultrasound was done upon initial presentation. It was overall within normal limits for a 
dog  age. The liver did appear coarse and needle aspirates were taken. The sample came 
back within normal limits - a possible elevation in the lymphocyte count was noted (this is a 
diagnosis made by biopsy). There was a scant amount of fluid around the gall bladder. Urine was 
obtained for USG (1.015) and bacterial culture and sensitivity. This test is pending. Changes in 
antibiotic treatment may be needed once culture is received. Blood was drawn and  kidney 
enzymes were elevated. This combined with low USG indicated mild to moderate kidney failure. 

 was hospitalized for supportive care and has improved during her stay - both in her 
demeanor and appetite as well as her kidney values. Her fever broke soon after treatment was 
begun."

The result of her urine test was normal, so she was on put of 500mg/day of Clavomox and 170 
mg/day Baytril for 7 days. The situation has again appeared to resolve itself. 

November 7, 2012- She had follow-up blood and urine tests. The urine test showed her urine was 

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 37 Pound

EON‐108218 11/8/2012 18:27 Milo's Kitchen Chicken 
Grillers

Ingestion of treats from new bag of treats - vomiting/hemorrhagic diarrhea/hypoglycemia/glucosuria 8 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 6.5 Pound

EON‐108202 11/8/2012 16:06 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky My lab which weights 65 lbs developed severe hot spots after feeding him Kingdom Pets chicken 
Jerky purchased from Costco in  At the recommendation of the vet I stopped feeding him 
the treats and within five days the hot spots were reduced to just areas that he felt sensitive and 
within 10 days all signs were gone.

I contacted Costco where I purchased the product and the distributor Globalinx Pet, LLc of  
 I was called and requested to send in the bag which I declined and sent in instead a 

sample for testing to Golbalinx. I have the original packaging and about 1/2 the original product.
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EON‐108168 11/8/2012 10:30 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Natural Duck Tenders

On two incedents I had given the animal approximatly 3 canyon creek duck jerky treats about an 
hour after he had eaten his dinner. (about 8pm on 11/04/2012 & 11/06/2012) The next morning he 
had vomited his stomach contents.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 116 Pound

EON‐108151 11/8/2012 0:15 Waggin Tails Chicken 
Tenders

3 Years Maltese Dog 5.2 PoundI started feeding my dog Waggin Tails chicken tender treats which I purchased at PetSmart as a 
reward for potty and good behavior. About a month after feeding the treats she started having 

stomach issues and was throwing up foamy yellow/green stuff. At this time we had no idea the treats 
was what was making her sick and we took her to the vet. They said she had an upset tummy and 

gave her meds to coat the stomach and throat since the bile in the throw up had burnt her 
esophagus and stomach lining. It took several weeks to get her back to eating her dog food again 

since she was on Gerber Baby food for her stomach issues. Once she was better and started eating 
again, we gave her the treats again because she loved them and was using them as rewards again. 
After about another month she started the same thing over and yet again, we were back at the vet. 

This time she had severe hair loss on her back and was also throwing up again. This was an 
everyday event usually 1-2 times a day. At this time, the vet decided to run some test and found that 

her liver enzymes was elevated and and she had a kidney infection. The vet also suggested she 
may have food allergies that was irritaing her tummy/ gastro tract and could also be causing the hair 
loss. They put her on a perscription diet that was very expensive and more meds to coat her tummy 

to get her back to a regular diet again. We then asked about the treats and he did not seem 
concerned but the problem with these treats had not leaked to the media yet. After getting her well 
again, the hair loss got worse, her eyes became cloudy and she just was not herself and it was a 
fight to get her to eat. We once again gave the dog treats as rewards and this time she became 

deathly ill. She was throwing up bright green and uncontrollable diarreah that was also green. We 
took her to our regular vet and he immediately called  and said we 

had to get her there at once or she was not going to make it. We drove 30 min to the clinic and they 
took her out of my arms as we came in the door since they were expecting her and I did not see her 
again for 6 long days. She was on the brink of death. She was severly dehydrated from being sick 

that day while we were at work. Our house was covered in this green diarreah and throw up from her 
being sick. They told us they had to get her stable in order to run test but the main goal was to just 

get her stable for now. She had around the clock care for 24 hrs and started to show signs of 
improvement but sill very sick. The gastrologist told us to prepare for the worst because she was so 
small and little dogs didn't have a good success rate when they were this sick. On the third day she 
was stable enough to run test and run a light down her little throat to look into her tummy. What we 
were told was that her esophagus and stomach lining was severly burnt from the acid from being 
sick and her kidneys were not functioning properly. They asked us to give them a list of all meds, 

foods, treats etc that she had taken so they could try to find out what caused her to be so ill and at 
that time, was only 2 years old. In the end and over $2500 later, we were told they had other similar 
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EON‐107917 11/7/2012 15:06 Ol' Roy Dog Treats
Grilled Chicken Strips, 
Ol'Roy PigZ N Blankets

Her whole body lymph glands became swollen, respiratory distress and swollen stomach. was 
examined by her Vet.  in  Vet. submitted blood specimen to  

. Lab results Lymphoma cancer.
This is the second dog in the last 7 years now that has died. They both ate Wal-Mart Ol¿Roy 
Chicken Dog Treats. For extended amounts of years prior to their deaths.
Neither animal had any other history of illness other than cancer. 
I believe from my college chemistry that of the listed ingredients that long term use of the ingredient: 
PROPYLENE GLYCOL is responsible for the cause of Cancer in my dogs.

7 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐107873 11/7/2012 12:45 EXER-HIDES Rawhide 
Munchy Dumbells. Wrapped 
with chicken jerky.

Dog had an ongoing history of mild gastritis (some mild vomiting, decreased appetite, diarrhea) 
beginning on 10-3-12. Dog never fully recovered per owners. On 11-2-12 dog had some vomiting, 
lethargy and on 11-5-12 owners returned with dog because of perceived pain. Dog was bright, alert, 
responsive with normal temperature during all exams. Dog would eat small chicken treats. 
Bloodwork was done on  and showed increased BUN, creatinine, and phosphorus with a 
urine specific gravity of 1.010 and significant debris in sediment. Owners elected euthanasia based 
on prognosis. 

Necropsy showed small, lumpy kidneys with abnormal texture. 

Owners often reported that the preferred food was chicken with chicken jerky being a major part of 
the treats.

5 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 10.5 Pound

situations with other dogs and the cause was the dog treats. The damage that was caused to her 
stomach was so damaging that she is now on a perscription medicine everyday for the rest of her 

life. Her hairloss issue worsened and now she has very thin hair and you can see bare skin all over 
her trunk area. What fell out ,came back wirey and grey. Her skin on her back is a purplish color and 

stays dry and cracked. She is very sensitive on her back and is also on perscription dog food now 
that is a chore to get it forced down her everyday.  is not the happy little dog we had before all 

of this happened and it breaks my heart that these treats are still on store shelves.
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EON‐107696 11/6/2012 15:06 Label not provided - product 
described as Vegecat¿ 
supplement

This patient is one cat in a multi-cat, multi-dog household. This cat ate primarily a vegan diet, but 
has sporadically been supplemented with cooked duck egg. The owner has also used Vegecat 
supplement. Earlier this month the cat presented for a cough and voracious appetitie, for which she 
was treated with antibiotics. Signs and clinical findings progressed to include lethargy, hypothermia, 
anemia, hypoalbuminemia, hypocholesterolemia, dehydration, vomiting with hematemesis, diarrhea. 
She was transfused. The cat subsequently died on  and presented here at the  

 at  for a complete 
necropsy. The necropsy report can be provided, but I have not found a way top attach it here. There 
was a perforated gastric ulcer, an acquired diaphragmatic hernia, and severe peritonitis and pleuritis 
grossly.

As part of the post-mortem work-up, our clinical nutritionist evaluated the diet, using the ladvertised 
analysis and instructions for the Vegecat product indiciated as a supplement used, per label 
directions, and calculated the approximate diet contents. Those calculations can also be provided, 
but I can't figure out how to attach a report here. The concern of the nutriotionist is that the selenium 
and iodine levels per the label analysis and directions for used, exceed the requirements excessively 
and if the analysis is correct, would pose a risk for toxicosis associated with either selenium or 
iodine. The NRC requirement for a 4 Kg cat is selenium 19.46 ug/day and for iodine is 98 ug/day. 
The amount supplied just by 5 grams of Vegecat supplement, per label analysis, would be 6940 ug 
of selenium and 2690 ug iodine. At this point, histopathology is pending on the tissues from this cat. 
Tissues have been retained that could be tested for mineral levels.
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EON‐107680 11/6/2012 13:27 CANYON CREEK RANCH - 
DUCK JERKY & SWEET 
POTATO JERKY, WAGGIN 
TAILS JERKY TENDERS - 
CHICKEN

 was a very healthy Pomeranian who was given 1 Waggin Tails chicken, yam & chicken jerky 
per day since he was 3 years old in 2005. In late 2008,  was very ill with excessive vomiting 
& diarrahea. He became very lethargic and was rushed to our vet The vet observed 
a huge growth internally with low albumin levels. He immediately sent  to  

 in   removed a 2.5 growth which was attached to his 
internal organs (liver, kidneys) in Jan 2009. Post surgery he was placed on bland diet and protein 
change in feeding. NO MORE CHICKEN JERKY. NOW  HAS LIVER DISEASE FROM 
THIS JERKY!

We did not know about bad jerky and have given him DUCK jerky and sweet potato jerky from 2009-
2012. NOW, If he eats any of the duck, sweet potato (all within his dietary restrictions) he gets 
immediately ill with vomiting & diarrhea and MUST be taken predisone daily for this issue.

WE HAD A HEALTHY DOG - TRUST "WHOLESOME" TREATS AND IT HAS CAUSED 
PERMANENT DAMAGE NOT TO MENTION EXTREME VET BILLS WITH ROUTINE BLOOD 
DRAWS AND $4000 SURGERY!

 our 8 year old Pomeranian also gets vomiting & diarrhea if she eats jerky.

ALL MEDICAL BILLS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.

10 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 9.5 Pound

EON‐107666 11/6/2012 12:06 Beneful Original Dog Food My father purchased Beneful Original dog food. Within days of feeding his purebred Pomeranian 
dog this food he started severe vomitting, became lethargic and was taken to an animal hospital 
where they administered an IV and 2 stomach medications due to being dehydrated from vomitting. 
He was put on stomach pills for an additional 5 days. Two days later my dads cat became ill with the 
vomitting also, yes his cat likes to eat the dog food. Today my dads Beagle became ill with severe 
vomitting.

2 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 5 Pound

EON‐107443 11/5/2012 12:30 Nutro Ultra Senior He starteda new bag of Nutro Ultra Senior on 10/25 and couldn't eat for 4 days, couldn't walk and 
diarrhea. On  he went to Animal Control and the medical staff had recommended to put him to 
sleep.

Dachshund - 
Standard Long-
haired

Dog

EON‐107316 11/4/2012 10:21 Purina ProPlan Sensitive 
Skin and Stomach Formula

I have been a loyal Purina customer for over 30 years and have a Rottweiler who began showing 
signs of a food allergy and has been treated twice by our vet. Last week I switched him from the 
Lamb based ProPlan to the Sensitive Skin and Stomach ProPlan that is salmon based. His 
symptoms got worse immediately and hoping that was a coincidence, I continued giving him the 
Sensitive Skin and Stomach ProPlan. Last night when I was feeding him, I saw a VERY GREEN 
piece of food in the otherwise dark brown food. Suspecting mold or mildew I pulled that piece out to 
test it but don't know where to take it for testing. I stopped feeding that food to him and am returning 
it to Pet SuperMarket at  in  where I bought it. I also 
reported this to Purina through their website. The "Best By" date on this bag is March 2014 and the 
code under the date is 22751079101SL13 and the UPC code is 38100-13195.
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EON‐107315 11/4/2012 4:57 Ol'Roy Complete Nutrition 
100% complete & balanced 
nutrition

well I fed my dog the day of 11/2/12 they each get about half a coffee can full.. My Male 8 month old 
pitbull ate more then he normally does i though you know growning spell well the next day 11/3/12 
he started acting very ill couldn't stand right couldn't hold his back legs up he then continude to try 
and walk dragging his back legs... I then brought him inside put him in the bathroom by this time he 
couldn't walk at all an looked like rigamortis had already set in before he was really dead from there 
he acted like he had the hiccups with proseded into seizures. He is dehydrated but his gums are red 
red he would still drink water but wanted nothing to do with food.. He was a hundred percent health 
young boy that are family loved dearly. I would really like some answers to what happened as 5 
others ate the same food and started acting weird on 11/2/12 same day  did. they are very 
calm which is very unusal for any of my babies this is ho i new something was wrong i truelly believe 
it is the dog food makin my babies sick and would love to find out.......

American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog

EON‐107314 11/3/2012 21:42 happy Hips with 
glucosamine and chondroitin 
Chicken and Sweet Potato

After giving our dog  several of these treats on separate occasions she vommitted profusely until 
it was bile. She was very ill and lethargic. We immediately stopped giving her the treats and gave 
her very bland food until she regained strength and was able to keep food down. 
She had never been ill prior to being given the treats.

6 Years Black Mouth Cur Dog 50 Pound

EON‐107285 11/2/2012 20:21 Pedigree Little Champions Pedigree Little Champions 12 pack variety pack (4 chicken & beef, 4 chicken, 4 turkey) UPC 
2310027221. When packaging was opened, a strong odor of decomposition emanated. There was 
food on the outside of the individual pouches.

EON‐107196 11/2/2012 13:42 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand
Duck Wrapped "Big Blast" 
pork skin with liver center

The incident happened several months ago but a recently saw a local news story regarding dog 
treats made in China. I read the FDA report and realized that my dog had a similar experience with a 
dog treat. I still have the product so I looked at the bag that I kept and realized they were treats 
made in China and wrapped in Duck Jerky.

I purchased a chew bone type treat that is pork skin covering liver with Duck Jerky wrapped around 
the pork skin from a local PetSmart. I gave one to each of my dogs and within a couple hours the 
one dog began suffering from severe mucousy diarrhea with blood. Knowing that the only new food 
item introduced was the chew bone, I removed both and threw them away immediately. I fed the dog 
hamburger and rice until the diarrhea was resolved and she has been fine since. I have not given 
her or any other dog anymore of the treats however, I kept the remaining product for some reason. I 
didn't give the incident much thought since she has recovered without medical intervention until I 
saw the news story about treats imported from China. That is when I pulled the bag out of the back 
of my cabinet and saw what they were made of. The date below is approximate since I can't 
remember the exact date the incident occurred. I do still have the product.

3 Years Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐107124 11/1/2012 20:12 Nature's Animals All Natural 
Dog Biscuits Big Bite Peanut 
Butter Treat

On October 14, our neighbor brought our dog a peanut butter Big Bite Dog Biscuit made by Nature's 
Animals, Inc. On the 16th, wouldn't eat. On the 17th, he vomited 8 times in a couple of 
hours while we were gone for surgery on my hand. I made him rice and kept him quiet that day. He 
developed diarrhea. On the 19th he began to vomit blood and was kept over night and treated with 
IV fluids and Flagyl at the  in . He was very ill for a 
couple of weeks and is just now seeming to feel somewhat better. The hospital treatment that he 
required was quite expensive. The total bill, not including his prescription, was $872.25. He is now 
back to eating his regular food. The only thing that he consumed that he not had since was that 
biscuit.

6 Years Spaniel - Springer 
English

Dog 71 Pound

EON‐107123 11/1/2012 18:36 EvoraPet 5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 24 PoundThe incident occurred with my two dogs.  is 24 lbs, a cocker-poo, and age 5 1/2 yrs.  is 9 
lbs, a chihuahua-mix, age 3 yrs. For about a year or so I was using Teddy's Pride, Probiotic Oral 

Care. I sprinkled it on the dogs food every morning per recommendation. On September 5, 2012, I 
ordered EvoraPet, Probiotic Oral Care, from Amazon.com. The product is manufactured by 

Oragenics, Inc. and is "Made in the USA." It notes the manufacturer is FDA-certified. I found out 
after the incident that EvoraPet IS the same as Teddy's Pride. 

I started using the product around October 1, 2012. Please note no new food or other parameters 
were changed in the dogs' routine. My two dogs started scratching. They both are treated for fleas 

so I wondered what the problem was. I started to notice an increase in scratching and became 
concerned. By October 19th, both dogs had pink inflamed skin and were scratching incessantly. 

Both were biting at their abdomen and feet. They were licking all over.  had the worst reaction. 
He scratched sore all over his head and suffered bite marks on his underside. I gave both dogs 

Benadryl, which only slightly helped.  was pulling his hair out and was in distress. I took  
to the vet on Monday (October 22nd) where he was treated with antibiotics, steroids, and blood was 

drawn. The next day I took  to the vet and she was treated similarly. I had to buy a collar so 
 wouldn't lick and special Royal Canin hypoallergenic food. The cause of the problem was 

unknown at that time. I had spent $500 on the vet and special food by October 23rd. I started the 
new food that evening. 

I decided to stop giving them EvoraPet on Tuesday the 23rd (their last dose was the 22nd). By the 
24th I noticed improvement. I notified , Customer Representative, Oragenics, Tampa, FL 
on October 25th. We exchanged emails between the 24th and 25th. After I happened to sign my 
name with Ph.D., I received an email from , Oragenics, Alachua. He asked for a 

sample of the product for analysis. I mailed it on Monday the 29th and it was received October 31st. 
I emailed him on November 1st asking if he analyzed the product yet. He said it was "under 

investigation."

EvoraPet Probiotic Oral Care for Cats and Dogs--2 ounces--Lot. HO318, Best Buy 04/2013. 
Ingredients: soy protein isolate, silicon dioxide and various Strept. bacteria.

No refrigeration required. I stored the product in the cupboard. 
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EON‐107029 11/1/2012 9:06 Waggin Train Jerky tenders On Oct. 24th gave both of my dogs waggin train duck jerky treat. While other dog got seriously ill, 
this dog, was onl;y sick one day. The afternoon of the day he ate the jerky, he vomited on the 
couch and recliner. Laid around all day, but seemed better in the evening.

5 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 27 Pound

EON‐107028 11/1/2012 8:51 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders Gave Waggin Train duck jerky treat Wed. am, October 24th. the next day, Thursday, October 25th, 
she started vomiting and had diarrhea. Friday, October 26th, she would not eat, continued with 
diarrhea about 6 times that day. Dog slept all Thought she was better on Saturday, but late in day 
diarrhea and vomiting. Had not eaten since Thurs., Oct 25. Sunday brought her to emergency vet 
clinic. She was diagnosed with Pancreatitis from duck jerky treats! Vet kept bag of treats. Dof 
received fluids under skin, and sent home with antibiotics. Vet wanted to keep her overnight for an 
extra $1000.00. I said no. I would bring her to her regular vet next day. I would do anything for my 
dogs....but I can not believe these treats caused her to be so sick I thought I was losing her! So one 
duck jerky treat from Waggin Train almost took the life of my dog plus cost me $634.00

13 Years Poodle - Medium 
size

Dog 24 Pound

EON‐107026 10/31/2012 23:06 Waggin' Train Big Blast Pork 
Skin Twists with Chicken 
Liver

Dog started becoming lethargic, weak in the legs and drank excessive amounts of water. As time 
went on, he became more weak with excessive urination and finally couldn't walk or even hold his 
head up to eat or drink. Being new to the area, I attempted to locate a veterinarian who would make 
a house call without charging me an arm and a leg, all to no avail (I have severe Aorta Problems and 
can't lift more than 15 lbs myself). The dog continued to worsen, hanging on as best he could, until 
he died on the 22nd of September. I learned of the problem with Pet Treats after he started getting 
sick.

9 Years Akita Dog 80 Pound

EON‐107025 10/31/2012 22:36 Waggin' Train Big Blast Pork 
Skin Twists with Chicken 
Liver

Dog started becoming lethargic and her legs seemed weak. Drank a tremendous amount of water, 
but ate her usual amount. As days progressed, she became weaker and weaker, still drinking large 
amounts of water, until finally was unable to walk. I spent the last week holding her head up to drink 
and eat her food. Her urination also became excessive. Finally, she died.

7 Years Akita Dog 50 Pound

 lab analysis: Indicated an allergic reaction--Basophils 182, Globulin 4.4, Total Protein 8.3

The dogs are fine now, however, the weekend of Oct. 19th was very stressful dealing w/the allergic 
reaction. I had to wait until Oct. 22nd to go to the vet.
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EON‐107024 10/31/2012 22:21 Beefeaters Chickentops 
rawhide roll with Chicken 
Meat

presented with a urinary tract infection with bloody urine beginning around Sept 21, 2012. 
She is being treated with Baytril and now has been diagnosed with Fanconi Syndrome with 
4+protein and 4+sugar in her urine. Blood glucose is normal. She has a history of ingesting 
Beefeaters ChickenTops Rawhide (produced in China) It is a rawhide roll that has chicken wrapped 
on the outside. I FIRMLY believe that is is something with the Beefeaters product has induced the 
Fanconi Syndrome. Her doctor will be performing electrolyte blood levels to determine the degree of 
damage to her kidneys. Her prognosis is unknown at this time. Prior to this she was very healthy and 
active. These products SHOULD BE TAKEN OFF THE MARKET ALONG WITH ALL PET 
PRODUCTS FROM CHINA!

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 104 Pound

EON‐107016 10/31/2012 20:21 Purina Beneful Brand 
Original

My dog began vomiting last Sunday morning after eating his breakfast. It was just his undigested 
dog food so I didn't think much of it. He threw up again after eating his dinner on Tuesday, but again, 
just his undigested dog food and only once. However, by Thursday, he was vomiting uncontrollably 
immediately after eating both breakfast and dinner. By this point, he was looking ill and was starting 
to look like he was losing weight. It occurred to me at that point to check for a possible recall. While 
my internet search did not produce results for a recall, one of the first links in the list was to 
Consumer Affairs which showed a couple hundred complaints about Purina Beneful do food, many 
of them from the last couple of months, with people reporting symptoms of vomiting, diarrhea, 
seizures, kidney and liver failure, and sometimes death. I immediately discontinued using the dog 
good and took my dog to the vet the following day. He needed to be given medication and a bag of 
IV fluids for the vomiting and blood tests showed abnormal results with his liver. (Not sure what they 
test, but normal range is 10-100 and my dog's result was 194.) He had also lost a little weight from 
his previous visit. My dog stopped vomiting after I discontinued feeding him the Beneful. He's eaten 
this particular food most of his life, but this was a new bag that was recently opened. 

I have a number of co-workers who also have dogs so I mentioned to them about my dog and what I 
read about it making other dogs sick. Two of them said their parents feed their dogs Beneful. Each 
set of parents have 2 dogs. All 4 of those dogs have had vomiting and diarrhea in the last couple of 
weeks and one of the smaller dogs had a seizure. I do not think this is a coincidence.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 63 Pound

EON‐107015 10/31/2012 19:57 Barnsdale Farms Chicken 
Jerky

I have given you all the details I can think of for now. My vetrinarian was very, very concerned about 
what happened to my dog. You would have to get a hold of him for further information. , 
his clinic is the  in .

6.5 Years Maltese Dog 8 Pound
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EON‐107001 10/31/2012 16:21 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Western Grill Assorted Dog 
Treats

Gave my 10 lb. female dog a Waggin' Train Chicken Drumette - after 2 hours and finishing it all, she 
seems fine. Gave my 20 lb. female dog a Waggin' Train Big Blast Pork Skin Twist. After about 15 
minutes, I heard a thud in the living room (I was in the kitchen) - thought it was the wind blowing 
against the front door. Then I heard it again, and I went into the living room and  was down on 
the floor shaking and drooling. I picked up the remainder of the twist (she probably ate no more than 
1/3 of it). Gave  some hydrogen peroxide so she would throw up, which she did after about 
10 minutes. (The throw up was kind of gelatinous). She drank some water and moved to a sitting up 
position. I took her for a walk - she had some diarrheal issues. We got back - they are both up on the 
couch snoozing. Hope this will be it for both of them.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound

EON‐106969 10/31/2012 12:42 Rachel Ray Nutrish Chicken 
& Veggies Dog Food

I purchased a large bag of Nutrish dog food from . The bag contained 4 crushed 
roaches. I notified the store as well as contacting the makers of Nutrish. The maker said it could not 
have come from them as there are no bugs in . I returned my unopened bag. 
1 month later I purchased another bag of Nutrish from a new Kroger store in town. The bag 
contained 6 large dead roaches. I called the maker again and was told they still don't have any bugs 
in the state of  and this must be coming from the store. They then left me a voice mail 
message saying that they have investigated all of their warehouse facilities and trucks and found no 
roaches so the problem must be in the store or the stores warehouse.

EON‐106927 10/30/2012 20:51 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Fed her Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats. She ate these for 2 years. When we heard of warning 
of health prolems caused from them we stopped buying them.  now has health problems 
caused from kidney failure. The vet says all her health problems are stemmed from her kidney 
problems. There seems to be no hope for her to live much longer. The vet is consulting specialist in 
hopes of finding something he can do.

4 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound

EON‐106895 10/30/2012 14:12 Taste of the Wild Rocky 
Mountain Feline Formula 
with Roasted Venison& 
Smoked Salmon (SAMPLE 
PACK)

We have been feeding our cat Taste of the Wild Rocky Mt. Venison cat food for years, no problems. 
I ran out of the food, and all of the local distributors were out of it, so I got 4 sample bags to hold us 
over until they got the full bags in. Our cat is a 100% indoor cat, no other pets, she does not eat any 
human food or food other than this. We fed one bag of the sample (about 1.5 servings, then started 
on the 2nd bag of the sample.) The next day our cat had diarrhea, she could not even hold it in her 
body. In her entire life she has never experienced anything like this. The following day was the 
same. Today is day 3, so we will see. Again, this was the same kind of food she's been on for 3 
years, so it was not a switch in food, just using the sample packs of the same brand. The sample 
packs do not have any coding or dating, but I called the pet store and the pet store owner said they 
were recently delivered (2 weeks prior to 10/26/12)

7 Years Unknown Cat 13 Pound

EON‐106850 10/29/2012 10:57 Greenies Joint Care - Large Note to Nutro (10/29):

I just opened the Monday tab of the Greenies Joint Care - Large and found at least 3 live maggots, 
thousands of eggs and a silky web/nest material spun over the product. I had found similar issues 
with other cavities in the same box but didn't think it was an infestation issue until I saw the maggots. 
The seals appear to have had a complete closure so the infestation seems to have occurred during 
the manufacturing process. The box is from lot 210A2KANJ1 15:48. I have kept the batch as 
evidence and have documented the infestation contents if you want to review.
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EON‐106845 10/28/2012 22:51 Wagon Train Chicken Jerky After eating 2 maybe 3 Wagon Train Chicken Jerky treats over a 1 week period of time my dog 
became violently ill; he had insatiable thirst, severe vomiting, lethergy, absence of appetite and 
difficulty walking. I had to spoon feed him water to maintain his hydration as every time he drank he 
vomited. It was 5 days before he returned to eating and again I was spoon feeding him boiled 
chicken or beef to ease the stress on his system.

9 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 35 Pound

EON‐106844 10/28/2012 14:21 Waggin Train My dog ate chicken jerky purchased at Walmart and he only vomited once but he would not take any 
food or water for 14 hours. He constantly was licking his lips. We took him to our vet and his blood 
tests showed increased levels in the liver and pancreas. His liver number should have been 117 and 
his were 1784. He was on IV's for fluids and antibiotics for 24 hours. It was about two days before he 
would eat but he started taking water after about 48 hours. I am certain it was the treats because our 
dog is not a grazer and his food consists of science diet, meat which we also consumed, and Purina 
Healthy Pet. I give him the chix treats nightly but had never had a problem or heard of any. I don't 
know if it was just one treat, or the fact he eats them every night. But, this was a sudden attack 
because he was behaving normally the day before, and when we woke up, he was acting 
depressed. We didn't realize he was ill until that evening when he would not eat, or drink. We took 
him to the vet the next day.

10 Years Unknown Dog 105 Pound

EON‐106842 10/27/2012 19:21 Milo's Kitchen homestyle 
dog treats beef jerky

Dog was given Milo's Kitchen beef jerky a few times and vomited the next morning. The dog also 
became very thirsty as a result of eating the jerky.

9 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 7 Pound

EON‐106841 10/27/2012 12:36 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats
Chicken Grillers, Waggin 
Train Jerky Tenders

On Sunday 10/21/12 I fed  several small bits of Waggin Train chicken jerky and one piece of 
Milo's Kitchen chicken grillers. She vomited at least 4 times that night, then was lethargic and 
avoided food and water on 10/22/12. On the evening of 10/22/12 and morning of 10/23/12 she had 
bloody diarrhea, and was obviously very sick and shaking with pain. I brought her to the vet on the 
morning of 10/23/12 and she received an IV antibiotic and pain meds. Then on 10/24/12 and 
10/25/12 she stayed at the vet office and received IV fluids each day, along with antibiotics and pain 
meds. She was unwilling to eat anything until the evening of 10/25/12, and as of now (10/27/12 AM) 
she's only intermittently interested in food, but otherwise she seems normal and not in pain.

5 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 28 Pound

EON‐106834 10/27/2012 11:36 Sweet Potato and Fish 
Formula Treats Natural 
Balance L.I.T. small breed., 
Salmon Jerky , Blue Buffalo 
Wilderness Trail Treats

Began intermittant vomiting with diarrhea over a 3 week period. Clinical signs worsened to vomiting 
after each meal. Laboratory blood panels and autoimmune tests were within normal limits. 
Radiographic studies including a barium series were wnl. Laparotomy was normal except for 
thickened bowel and small intestines and enlarged mesenteric lymph nodes. Clinical signs worsened 
after surgery and pancreatic enzymes spiked. Biopsy report did not establish a cause but the tissue 
changes were consistent with allergic reaction to food. Cause of death is considered to be from 
pancreatic changes from inflammation or duct blockage

13 Months Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog 5.9 Kilogram

EON‐106818 10/27/2012 6:21 Milo's Kitchen home style 
dog treats

My dog became lethargic, confused,loss of balance,consuming more water.malaise 7 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 27 Pound
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EON‐106817 10/27/2012 0:51 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

My dog  was fed Waggin Train Chicken Jerky purchased at Costco over a period of several 
years. He would periodically have diarrhea or vomit bile during this period. We attributed this to the 
sensitive nature of German Shepherds to diet and could not be certain any specific food had caused 
this. During the summer of 2012 he began to act lethargic and losing weight. In mid August we 
bought more Waggin Train chicken jerky because he normally enjoyed eating that. He was fed a few 
pieces of the chicken jerky during that week. By the end of that week he became severely ill and we 
had to take him to a night emergency clinic where they stated he had Kidney failure and his 
condition was guarded. We then had him examined at the  in , 
and the internal veterinary doctor said his Kidney function was below 4%, and he would likely only 
survive a brief period. Two days later he was continuously vomiting and we tried intravenous fluid 
treatment which briefly helped. He had to be euthanized after slightly after a week past the treatment 
when his symptoms got severe.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 115 Pound

EON‐106812 10/26/2012 18:36 Iams Smart Puppy Large 
Breed Proactive Health

After eating Iams Large Breed Proactive Puppy Food,  began vomiting regularly. He also had 
extreme diarrhea.  veterinarian took x-rays and tested his blood. The veterinarian found 
nothing wrong with him. After hearing of the food recall, she stated that his dog food was causing his 
sickness. He lost 4 pounds in 7 days and his vet bills totaled over $400.

8 Months Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 67 Pound

EON‐106785 10/26/2012 12:39 Nutra Selection Gourmet 
Grill can dog food

Bought case of can food. Thought it was Nutro instead its Nutra. Really smells bad and full of 
byproducts. Dog only fed 2 cans got sick and threw up. Tried looking for contact info none on can or 
online. When Googled co others having same prob. with no contact info either. It says its a USA 
product but made in Canada. Co name is MFLOP 8 Falconer DR Streetsville ON Falsy labeled as 
USA product and concerned dog threw up and no contact info avalible

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐106767 10/26/2012 9:39 Diamond Pet Foods Hi-
Energy

3 Years Coonhound - 
Treeing Walker

Dog 50 PoundThere were orignally two dogs involved.
Dog A (male intact, walker coon hound, 9 years old) presented on 10/13/12 for lethargy and weight 

loss of two weeks duration. 59.4# and on 5/27/11 was 70.4#. On PE, patient was bcs 2/5, temp 
101.8, hr, rr wnl. Blood work -no major changes except for low wbc and low neu and high globs. dog 

was sent home on metronidazole 250mg bid for 7 days and given panacur 14ml sid for 3 days. 
Prostate was normal. Heartworm test (3dx) negative. Dog is kept on ivermectin PO every month and 
was vaccinated with a distemper vaccine as a puppy but not kept current. Is current on Rabies. Dog 
is used to hunt coons. Kept in a kennel at all times except when hunting. Another dog 3 months ago 
that was on the same property and had contact with dogs died 3 months ago and was neurological 

but tested negative for rabies. Dog A went home. 
On 10/16/12 I took over the case when dog A presented again for no improvement and dehydration. 

Dog is still not eating. Started the dog on iv fluids LRS and on baytril 5mg/kg parentally, given a 
convenia injection. Dog's stool and U/A wnl. No parasites seen on fecal. At the same time, Dog B 

presented (walker coon hound 3 years old, male intact). This dog is kept in a kennel next to dog A. 
Dog B presented for bloody diarrhea that had started today. It is also lethargic and not eating now. 
Dogs are on continuous feeders and waters so owner is unsure how much they are eating, but he 

doesn't think they are eating at all. Dog B on PE has extremely watery bloody diarrhea. 101.8 temp, 
50.5#, fecal- no parasites seen, 3dx heartworm negative. Gave drontal plus and started dog on 

baytril 5 mg/kg parentally and convenia injection. Both dogs are on diamond dog food, however, the 
specific bag that the owner has, hasn't been recalled.

10/17
Dog B was tested for Parvo and that came back negative. He was started on IV fluids (LRS). Dog 
still not eating or drinking. Dog began to drool and was given cerenia sq. Continued baytril on both 
dogs every day. Dog seems very anxious. HR at rest is 120. Breathing abnormally hard. x-rays no 

sign findings. Gave buprenorphine and seemed to help some. Blood work ran on dog B- no 
significant findings. Ran blood work on Dog A. All WNL. Feces was still normal on this dog. Still not 

drinking but did eat a little a/d off and on throughout the day if hand fed.
10/18

Dog B not eating and drinking so ran bloodwork. No significant findings except for neutrophils 
slightly elevated, TP slightly low, Alb low. Diarrhea is less effusive and is started to look like soft 
served icecream. Continued cerenia injection and medications. Nose is becoming plugged with 

crusty material. Gave buprenorphine for pain. Did seem to improve slightly. Straining to defecate. 
Dogs seems to stare past me and not all there. plr normal. xrays of abdomen no sig findings, xrays 
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of skull wnl. did a saline flush. Dog A still eating some a/d but not drinking water. feces still normal. 

Both dogs still on fluids.
10/19

Tapered both dogs off fluids to see if they would drink on their own. Dog A begins to have softer 
stool. Ate in the morning but not at night. Still not drinking. Started drooling so gave cerenia injection. 

Dog B is eating great and looks a lot better today.
10/20

Put both dogs back on iv fluids.
Did bloodwork on Dog A again- low wbc, low mono (platelets low but took a while to put in EDTA). 
Looked at cytology and saw some bands but not crazy stuff. Sent off chemistry since our IDEXX 
messed up- alb low, globulins high, ggt low, ck high. Continued medications and cerenia since 

drooling and eating grass. Dog B is still eating but not as much as yesterday. Continued medications 
and cerenia (started giving tabs).

10/21/12 Dog A ate some dry food (just a little). No longer wants a/d. Drank a little water for the first 
time today. feces is still soft. Dog is still drooling so gave cerenia and baytril, also started 

ketoconazole 10mg/kg bid po. Another veterinarian on duty gave the baytril in the morning instead of 
at night. (got a dose 12 hours sooner than normal to both dogs). That afternoon both dogs had 

fevers. (dog A-103 temp 57.1#, Dog B- 102.5 temp, 49.1#) Dog B Ate dry food and some wet food, 
still not drinking. continued baytril and cerenia. Dog A looks lethargic, added some dextrose to lrs.
10/22/12 Dog A didn't eat anything or drink today. 58.2# 100.2 temp. looks brighter than yesterday. 
PUt new catheter in and continued fluids. Drooling a lot and eating grass. Didn't eat or drink today. 

Dog B 48.7# and 101.6 temp. stool is still loose but formed. Ate a little dry food and drank some 
water.

10/23/12
Dog A 55.9#, 101.4 temp. started on famotidine so I could stop cerenia. Giving it twice a day po 

40mg. Ate a lot of food in the evening (entire bowl of dry food when I mixed in some beef and gravy). 
Drank a little. Dog B- didn't eat at all or drink. Loose but formed stool. Started on famotidine 40mg 

bid. drooling still.
10/24/12

Dog A- Ate a little bit of cat food this am. didn't drink. BAR continuing on medications. Dog b- not 
eating or drinking, seems a little more lethargic, drooling. Continuing on medications but adding 
ketoconazole 10 mg/kg bid (shotgun theory). Dog b started vomiting water with bile (twice) on a 

walk. Gave 60mg cerenia. Also gave some activated charcoal.
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EON‐106742 10/25/2012 21:15 Meow Mix Turkey and 
Giblets

About once every 2 weeks, I feed a small portion of a tub of wet cat food as a special treat. This is 
the first time I have purchased Meow Mix. The first time I feed approx. 1/3 of the tub. Within about 
20 min. she had projectile vomiting. When it was thrown up, she was ok. I refrigerated the rest. I 
thought it was an isolated incident because she never throws up. After several days, I fed another 
1/3 of the tub to her again. Within 20 min. she did the same projectile vomiting and was ok after. I 
have fed another brand and she never has thrown it up. I never purchase anything that has any fish 
in it. The tub said Turkey and Giblets, but When I looked at the back label, the number 1 ingredient 
was fish broth followed by tuna and tuna by-products.

12 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

walk. Gave 60mg cerenia. Also gave some activated charcoal.
10/25/12

Dog a- eating a lot of wet food and some dry. Drinking water and BAR. Continuing medications but 
increased to 10mg/kg baytril via advice from classmates. Almost normal feces, just a little soft. Dog 
b is still lethargic, had green mucous from nose this morning, not eating much, but did drink some. 
He ate part of a blanket in his cage today and then threw up. Dog b has been relinquished to me. 

Gave cerenia again since drooling a lot and vomited. Stool is still formed but soft. 

So throughout the entire process- xrays were taken of both dogs A and B- chest and abdomen and 
skull of the sneezing dog. I couldn't find anything significant on them. Another thing is both dogs 
seem very tender along the back. When I touch them, they hunch down. They seem to wax and 

wane as far as looking BAR and being lethargic. Dog A originally presented sick but looked ok when 
it was brought back in but dog b looked horrible. Dog b looked bad for a while, then they switch and 

the opposites looked worse. Redid a 4dx on Dog A since I originally did a 3dx to see if there was any 
difference. Dog A was negative on everything. I had sent in salmonella PCR on Dog B since he had 
the worst diarrhea. This came back negative. Sent in a Distemper PCR on Dog B since he had the 
most signs consistent with distemper. This came back negative. I have done rectal scrapes and am 
waiting for results on those and also sent in lepto serology for Dog A since that owner is still paying 
for things. I have the diamond dog food and plan on sending it in for testing but need to figure out 
what I want it tested for. Went to the property where dogs A and B were kept strictly in a kennel. 

They are on concrete in wire kennels. Nothing obvious stands out other than the cement was laid 
where they used to farrow pigs. 
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EON‐106741 10/25/2012 20:00 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

We bought the treats on Wednesday  at the Walgreens in ,  
We fed 1 treat to our dog on that same day early evening. Thursday morning the dog had diarrhea, 
we fed the dog plain white rice and boiled chicken, he threw it up 20 min after he ate it. He would 
throw up any water he drank. We did not give him any food, we gave him pedialyte as directed by 
the vet and he would also throw that up. Early Friday morning at 3 am the dog had diarrhea with 
blood. The bloody diarrhea happened every 2-3 hours. We took the dog to the vet on Friday at noon. 
He was given an anti vomiting shot and anti diarrhea shot and antibiotic shot. We were given 
medicine to give him for a week. Friday night at midnight he had continuous severe bloody diarrhea 
and he was extremely lethargic so we took him to the ER vet. His temp was down to 92 degrees. 
They put heating blankets on him and gave him an IV. We got a call from the vet at 7 am that he had 
stopped breathing and was dead. 

The Chicken Jerky treats were the last thing that he had eaten. We never fed him anything but 
Natural Balance. He had been eating that food for 2 years. He was a perfectly healthy and young 
dog that ate that treat and died 3 days later. He was current on all his vaccinations.

3 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 14.5 Pound

EON‐106740 10/25/2012 18:06 Beefeaters Sweet Potato 
snacks for dogs

Dog started urinating in house, very dilute urine. Unable to control her urine output. Polydypsia. Took 
her to vet- glucosurea but not high blood glucose. Blood panel okay.

3 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐106727 10/25/2012 15:21 Canyon creek ranch brand 
trail chews wrapped with 
chicken

My dog died suddenly after eating Canyon creek ranch trail chews - wrapped with chicken. She had 
been given these for a 2-3 months as a treat. She had no symptoms except an occasional loose 
stool. She was fine the day before she died. I found her in the morning. I had heard nothing during 
the night and was taken totally be surprise. I had no idea what had happened to her until my 
daughter started doing research about the food and treats I was giving her. By the time I discovered 
that the treats were probably the cause she had already been buried.

8 Years Schnauzer 
(unspecified)

Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐106719 10/25/2012 13:51 Smokehouse Chicken Chips Our little Yorkie was always finicky with food, but loved the Smokehouse Chicken Chips as a treat 
only. We probably gave her 1-2 of the chicken chips/day as a treat for telling us when she had to go 
out. We started noticing she had some diarrhea problems, so converted to a "grain free" diet, but 
continuing with the treats. We then noticed she was starting to slow down, but attributed this to age; 
however there were days when she had more energy. She started throwing up more frequently, 
which was mostly bile, but thought it was because she quit eating on a regular basis. Her normal 
schedule was to eat 1/2 c. 2x daily, then she went to 1/2 c. 1x daily and then to about every other 
day. We also noticed her drinking lots of water---much more than usual. We were scheduled to go 
back to  with her on a trip, so tried to get her in to our vet, but couldn't on such short notice. 
Once back in  we took her to a vet there. We were concerned with the extreme water she 
was drinking she might have diabetes. The vet did a blood test and said she didn't have diabetes, 
but was between Stage 3-4 of kidney failure. We cancelled the remainder of our trip and brought her 
back home to  immediately as per our vet's recommendation. She looked at the tests done 
and confirmed kidney failure. We tried 2 treatments of laser to stimulate her kidney cells and 
appetite, but to no avail. At this point,  had not eaten for 5 days and was getting very weak. 
We made the determination not to put her through any more procedures and since the vet 
determined she couldn't be cured at this stage, we had her put down. Our vet asked us if we had 
been giving her any chicken jerky treats from China. We checked and found that we had and threw 
the bag away; however, the pet supplier is still selling these treats through KV Supply over the 
internet and by catalog. When I checked the internet this morning about chicken jerky from China 
causing kidney failure, we were devastated to learn we may have caused our pet's problem. 
PLEASE ISSUE SOME RECALLS AND DO WHATEVER YOU CAN TO STOP THIS FROM 
HAPPENING TO OTHER PEOPLE!  was a member of our family.

13 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 8 Pound

EON‐106714 10/25/2012 13:21 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders 
chicken

every time I gave  a piece of Waggin' Train chicken jerky tenders she had orange colored 
diarrhea. It took a couple of days for her stool to return to normal color and consistency. 
When I realized that the jerky was causing the problem above, I threw away multiple bags of the 
product so that there was no chance of further problems. Therefore, I do not have the specific 
package information.

9 Years Pug Dog 13 Pound

EON‐106670 10/25/2012 2:45 Milos Kitchen home style 
dog treats

My dog was sleeping and all of a sudden went into shakes and struggled for air and looked like she 
was having a siesure with mouth wide open and shaking foaming at the mouth. She deficated on the 
rug laying down and came to and started breating normaly again after about a minute. I have been 
feeding her Milos Kitchen home style dog treats and heard from a friend to stop for there was a story 
about jerky treats in china making dogs sick. She has neverhad an episode like that nor had an 
episode since. I had her in the vet for a full check up about a month earlier and everything was fine. 
The dog is 10 and I first thought it was a siesure but now not so sure. I thought she was going to 
pass away. Now she is fine. I called the 1 800 number on the bag to see if there were any recalls or 
problems and they said no. The only issue they ever had was about a year ago. After googling the 
product and it poped up I got angry that the manufacturer would not release that information that I 
read on line. I do think this treat made my dog violently ill. I still have the product.

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 180 Pound
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EON‐106637 10/24/2012 11:09 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Big Blast Pork Skin Twists 
with Chicken Liver

On Sat 10/13/12 I noticed that  was trembling (in the rear) - he did not eat his dinner but 
was drinking a lot of water. On Sun 10/14/12 the trembling was All Over so I rushed him to the vets 
office. " " was put on fluids, antibiotics and pain meds - he was removed from ICU the next 
day and had started eating again. I picked him up on 10/16/12 and took him home - cause was not 
determined. Once home he seemed fine; however on Monday 10/22/12 the trembling started again 
and by morning had not stopped - back to the vet. " " is still there with an inflamed pancreas 
and possible "renal failure". The only thing in his life that has changed is these treats (my other dogs 
will not touch them). I purchased them several days before " " first episode and continued to 
give them to him until he was rushed back to the vet on 10/22/12.

2 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 57 Pound

EON‐106590 10/24/2012 8:54 Boots & Barkley Chicken 
Stuffed American Beef 
Femur Bone

On 10/23/2012, I purchased a Boots & Barkley Chicken stuffed American Beef Femur bone from a 
Target Store. Upon returning home, I unwrapped the bone from its packaging and noticed a 
greenish black substance came off on my hand. After further inspecting the bone , I noticed that a 
large portion of the bone has a mold growing on it. Thankfully, my pet never came into contact with 
the bone, and no harm has been done. I've put the bone in a ziploc bag in anticipation of returning it 
to the store.

EON‐106552 10/23/2012 15:51 Nutro Natural Choice Adult 
Small Bites - Lamb Meal and 
Rice Formula

About one month ago, we were running out of  normal dog food and since it was not 
available, we tried Nutro Adult Small Bites Dog Food. During first week, we mixed it with his 
old/normal dog food without incident. Two weeks later, he was in severe abdominal distress - 
pacing, couldn't get comfortable for more than a minute. He vomited and was better within a couple 
hours. On Oct. 14, he had another occurrence of servere abdominal distress, had loose runny stools 
and threw up multiple times. Was lethagic and did not get any better. We took him to an emergency 
vet in  at 4pm where they did blood work, x-rays and an ultrasound. They did not find any 
conclusive cause. He was given an anti-nasuea medication and we were told to feed him a bland 
diet for the next few days. If he seemed better, we could gradually re-introduce normal dog food. 
After two days on the bland food (white rice and chicken), he had more energy and had his appetite 
back. Stools were still loose but starting to firm up. Over the weekend of 10/20-10/21, we gradually 
starting adding his old food back into his meals (not the Nutro). His energy is back, appetite is back 
and his stools are normal.

8 Years Harrier Dog 37 Pound

EON‐106527 10/23/2012 13:36 Bacon and Cheese , Peanut 
Butter and Molasses, Texas 
Munch, Chicken and Potato

A local company is selling improperly labeled pet foods. The labels don't indicate what species the 
foods are for and the packaging doesn't list the company's name and address, guaranteed analysis, 
or quantity statement. Additionally, they're improperly named, failing to meet the 95% and 25% rules.

EON‐106499 10/23/2012 10:06 Pup-peroni Combo Bites--
Original Beef Recipe with 
Cheddar Cheese

I bought the treats and gave the treats to my dog for about 2 days, and then she began vomiting, 
had diarrhea, wasnt eating or drinking and she was shaking non-stop. We took her to the vet who 
told us that she had an intestinal infection and gave her some medication for that. After a few days 
she was better, and I gave her the the same treat as before (Pup-peroni combo bites) and within a 
few hours the same symptoms started again, so I began to look online and found that those treats 
had been making several other dogs sick as well so I contacted the vet and threw the treats away.

3 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5 Pound
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EON‐106459 10/22/2012 19:45 Canyon Creek Ranch Duck 
Tenders, Dogswell Breathies 
chicken breast with mint & 
parsley

started drinking excessive amounts of water. Took him to Vet who thought he had cushings 
disease. Did blood work and liver ultrasound. All came back negative. Gave dog Denamarin (milk 
thistle & SAMe) to regulate liver enzymes. Saw the recall and stopped feeding him the treats. Liver 
enzymes starting to come back down to normal levels.

12 Years Siberian Husky Dog 70 Pound

EON‐106411 10/22/2012 12:51 Purina Friskies Chicken 
Dinner in Gravy

We discovered a shard of dark wood in a can of Purina Friskies Chicken Dinner in Gravy. The piece 
of wood is 1" in length. One end is approx. 1/8 inch in width and the other end tapers to a sharp 
point. 
UPC code: 50000 42194
Code from bottom of can: 22331161 L33811112
Best by date: Aug 2014

We have contacted Purina and they have requested that we send both the can and piece of wood to 
them. They are sending us a check for the price of the can.

EON‐106319 10/21/2012 15:24 Iams MiniChunks Proactive 
Health

As soon as he ate the food, he began vomiting the food up within 10 hours of eating. Vomited the 
food each time we tried feeding it to him. He has been eating this food consistently for 5 years with 
no problems until this particular bag of food.

7 Years Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐106311 10/21/2012 10:24 Waggin Trails Chicken 
Biscuits, Kingdom Pets 
Chicken Jerky

She has been diagnosed with cronic kidney disease. After discussing her diet, I told the vet that I 
had been feeding her chicken jerky treats from Waggin Trails and the Costco brand(Pet Kingdom). 
Both where made in China. My vet on a recent visit informed me that these treats are being 
investigated for causing kidney failure.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐106310 10/20/2012 22:15 Great Life Grain Free Wild 
Salmon

Bought a 25 pound bag of Great LIfe Dog Food Salmon at  in  
This was approximately on Oct 15, 2012. Upon arrival home, and opening the bag, a distinct rancid 
smell was noticed. My dog absolutely would not eat this food that she loved till now. I returned the 
food to the pet store, who advised me she had two bags of Great LIfe Bison returned as rancid also.

EON‐106307 10/20/2012 13:15 Dogswell Vitality Chicken 
Breast with Flaxseed & 
Vitamins

On Monday, October 8, 2012, around mid-morning, I opened a new bag of dog treats which I 
purchased at a grocery store. I gave Flash one piece of chicken jerky. By about 1pm Flash was 
visibly in distress. He was shaking, and had a very high heart rate. I took him to the vet where his 
heart rate was found to be 200 bpm. Neither I nor the vet knew what was causing this. He was given 
fluids sub-cutaneously and returned home with me. By evening he seemed pretty much ok. 

Two days later, on Wednesday, October 10, again around mid-morning I gave Flash another piece 
of the chicken jerky.
That afternoon I noticed him hovering around me and trembling again, with a very high heart rate. I 
thought to offer him a treat to comfort him but then I realized the chicken jerky might be part of the 
problem. I gave him a bowl of bland beef broth to get fluids in him to help flush his system. By 
evening he was pretty much fine agian.

3.5 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 23 Pound
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EON‐106306 10/20/2012 3:09 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Strips

 loved the chicken strips, so I gave her a couple every day. She did not have a good appetite, 
and often I would have the Vet give her a B-12 shot for energy. She often had diahareea. She drank 
a lot of water. I was working out of town when my husband called me on  and said he had 
found Page dead. I had heard about the chicken strips issue a while back and actually called the 
company who assured me this was unfounded. Recently my daughter was telling me about the issue 
with Waggin Train and dogs dying after eating this product from China. I have been wondering if this 
is what happened to .

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐106295 10/19/2012 19:16 Grain Free FOR GROWTH 
& MAINTENANCE 
PRECISE holistic 
COMPLETE. NATURAL 
FOOD FOR DOGS wih 
ADDED VITAMINS & 
MINERALS BEEF WITH 
VEGETABLES FORMULA 
IN GRAVY MADE IN USA 
Net wt.13.2 (374 G)

 started itching, and the itching has increaed. We will be going to the Vet tomorrow. I didn't 
know why this was happening at frist, but after seeing the spoiled can of dog food. I'm thinking the 
dog food may have cause it.

6 Years Basenji Dog 58.8 Pound

EON‐106294 10/19/2012 19:16 Grain Free FOR GROWTH 
& MAINTENANCE 
PRECISE holistic 
COMPLETE. NATURAL 
FOOD FOR DOGS wih 
ADDED VITAMINS & 
MINERALS BEEF WITH 
VEGETABLES FORMULA 
IN GRAVY MADE IN USA 
Net wt.13.2 (374 G)

I found this after i open the can. I try to call you and precise.

I'm unable to copy picture.

EON‐106293 10/19/2012 18:21 Milos Kitchen home-style 
dog treats

The animal was given Milos kitchen chicken jerky and was quiet and not eating for 2 days before 
starting to drool. I took her to the vet on the Sat, Sunday and Monday as she was not improving. On 
the monday she was admitted to the emergency vet where she received extensive treatment for her 
condition.

12 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound

EON‐106292 10/19/2012 18:06 Milos Kitchen home-style 
dog treats

I bought and fed Milos chicken jerky to my pet and he became ill, after a day of being quiet and 
lathargic he started vomiting. He was vomiting clear liquid which continued throughout the night.

Next morning I left him alone for 3-4 hours and when I arrived home he had passed bloody diarrhea 
and mucus from his rectum and had died.

13 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 23 Pound
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EON‐106288 10/19/2012 16:46 Grain Free FOR GROWTH 
& MAINTENANCE 
PRECISE holistic 
COMPLETE. NATURAL 
FOOD FOR DOGS wih 
ADDED VITAMINS & 
MINERALS BEEF WITH 
VEGETABLES FORMULA 
IN GRAVY MADE IN USA 
Net wt.13.2 (374 G)

I found this after i open the can. I try to call you and precise.

I'm unable to copy picture.

EON‐106195 10/19/2012 11:39 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

 was given a Waggin Train chicken jerky treat on October 18, 2012. At about 4:30 am on 
October 19th  started to cry in her crate, so she was taken out, which was when she had very 
bad diarrea. She had diarrea again at 6:30am and then at 8:30am. She will not eat and is drinking 
very little on her own. The treats were the only thing that changed about her diet so they must be the 
culprit.

3 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound

EON‐106152 10/19/2012 4:45 Special Kitty Chunky 
Chicken Dinner in Gravy

LOVES canned food and only gets it - because he is allergic to dry food. When I was 
opening the can, he was meowing and trying to get at it. However, he sniffed at the bowl and then 
refused to eat it. He has NEVER refused canned food before. I tried to feed it to my other 2 indoor 
cats - (  - age 12 - male, and  - age 10 - male). They also LOVE canned food, and 
never get it. They also sniffed it and refused it. I thought maybe they didn't like it because it was 
chunky chicken. So I put it outside for the stray colony cats I feed, who only get dry food. Some of 
them ate it - (  - age 12 - female, and - age 1 - 7 lbs. - female) and I noticed they both 
immediately vomited it up. Then they came over and drank a lot of water and went over and ate 
grass and lie down in the grass for a long time. Then they vomited again and ate some of the grass, 
drank some more, vomited again, and drank some more. They seemed very tired and weak. I saw 
them later and they seemed alright. They are fine now and eating well. (I buried the vomit so none of 
the other animals could get to it.) I repacked the three cases of food that I purchased and put it into 
my car to return to the store. The next day, before I could return it, I noticed the smell of death 
coming from my car and realized it was coming from one of the cases of food. I have wrapped the 
case of food in a plastic bag and tied it shut to contain the odor.

17 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐106143 10/18/2012 21:30 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

I bought the product two weeks ago from Sam's club (10/04/12). First time ever buying this 
brand/type (was my first time in a sam's club in years too). I gave my dog two treats a day (one in the 
morning and one in the evening). Within a week he started acting funny. He wasn't getting up, wasn't 
eating, wasn't drinking, and wasn't going to the bathroom. He started yelping like he was in pain. I 
kept feeding him the treats because it was the only thing I could get him to eat. I never thought they 
would be what was causing it. 

I saw the recall ad for the other chicken jerky treats and started researching what was going on. My 
dog has the same symptoms as the other dogs who were taking the recalled treats. I didn't think 
about it but he finally went poop today and it was YELLOW. I'm scared to death. I can't afford to take 
him to the vet. He's showing signs that he's in pain. 

Something is wrong with these treats and they need to be investigated and/or recalled.

8 Years Beagle Dog

EON‐106141 10/18/2012 19:00 Purina Dog Chow complete 
and balanced total care 
nutrition

My husband bought a new bag of dog food and gave the new food to our dog around noon on 
10/17/2012. She was energetic and normal at the time. At 3 PM she was laying in floor 
unresponsive. Breathing was labored, she had thrown up and pooped. Her gums were gray and she 
was in bad shape. My husband rushed her to the vet. They gave her two litres of fluid and did blood 
work. Her hct, hgb, glu, and alt were high. The WBC, MONO, EOS and PLT were low. I have copies 
of the treatment and blood-work from the vet. In her opinion  was exposed to a toxin or a 
substance that was toxic to her that sent her into anaphalactic shock. We have removed the suspect 
food and she is doing much better. This was the only environmental factor that changed and she 
had no opportunity to ingest chemicals. She is an inside dog and only goes out on a leash. We 
found no chewed up packaging and there is no way for her to get to the cleaning products in the 
home as they are stored outside in a laundry room.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 52.6 Pound

EON‐106137 10/18/2012 16:24 Milo's Kitchen Home-style 
Dog Treats; Chicken Jerky

My dog developed GI distress in the form of vomiting after receiving Milo's Kitchen chicken jerky 
treats. We brought him to the veterinarian after 3 full days of vomiting and he underwent an 
exploratory laparatomy based on Xray imaging which showed a potential bowel obstruction. 
However, the doctor was unable to find an obstruction and noted that the intestines were extremely 
inflamed with friable vasculature. He was diagnosed with hemorrhagic gastroenteritis and put on IV 
and then oral antibiotics, to which he has responded well.

14 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

EON‐106080 10/18/2012 11:39 Milos kitchen home style dog 
treats, milos kitchen home 
style dog treats

starting 3 weeks ago, she started acting different than she has ever acted, constantly drinking water, 
not eating normally much less, throwing up water all over the house and urinating in the house. She 
is totally trained for 8 years and only barked when she had to go outside, not any problems ever, not 
even a vet visit in 8 years. Took her to the vet oct 13. 2012, 3 weeks after the 3 weeks of problems. 
They ran all the blood and urine test with no conclusion, gave me some antibiodics. As I was 
leaving, I brought up food, they than said what treats do you give her, I said 1 treat-2 treats aday and 
they said is it made in China, I said I wasn't sure. When we got home we went on line, was I 
surprised to see it was Milos kitchen home style, that was tainted, just what I had been feeding her 
for 3 weeks. I stopped giving them to her immediately and all problems disappeared right away. I 
never gave her any of the anti biodics they gave me, so I know it was the Milos.

8 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐106079 10/18/2012 11:30 Purina Beneful Original, 
Jerky Treats Tender Strips 
Dog Snacks

had eaten Purina Beneful Original dry dog food that I got from Target. He is also been 
eating Jerky Treats distributed by Del Monte Pet Products that I got from Costco. After a few days, 
he started getting itchy and lost of appetite

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 15 Pound

EON‐106058 10/17/2012 19:39 Milo's Kitchen My dog's thirst level seemed to increase steadily over the course of a few weeks in which she 
consumed a bag of Milo's Kitchen Chicken treats. I thought maybe they were too salty and didn't 
give her as many and then finally threw the bag away with a couple still inside. This was their largest 
size bag that retails for 11.99. I noticed that her thirst didn't get better and she even started urinating 
in the house. Where she would normally drink one bowl of water a day (we would dump and give her 
fresh a couple of times but she would never finish), now she goes through 4-5 bowls of water. I took 
her to the vet today and they detected glucose in her urine. We are waiting the blood test results. 
After doing some online research, I found that Milo's treats are made in China and that they are part 
of a group of treats that have allegedly caused Fanconi-like symptoms (glucose in urine) in dogs.

5 Years Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog 11 Pound

EON‐106057 10/17/2012 19:36 Meijer Main Choice Chicken 
Jerky for dogs

I gave her a piece of the Chicken Jerky treat as I put her in her kennel. The next day she whined and 
cried a lot and didn't want to eat or drink. I gave her a small piece for bed . She vomited blood and 
had diarrhea , would not eat and took only a small amount of water upon rising. I called MedVets 
and described her symptoms, unfortunately her Dr. was out of the office. they called me back and 
said I should take her to my regular vet and not to wait. I took her to my regular vet office and they 
diagnosed her as having food poisoning. (sp

3 Years Bichon Frise Dog 10 Pound

EON‐105938 10/17/2012 11:06 Merrick BG Tuna 3 Merrick BG Tuna 5.5 oz cat food (best by date Feb. 2013, other numbers on can are 12034 CL2 
20470 1532) purchased from Petco in Decatur, GA on October 2 = found large amounts of green 
mold in food.

EON‐105855 10/16/2012 19:51 canyon creeek ranch brand My dog vomitted after being given a chicken jerky on two different occassions 4 Months Retriever - Curly-
coated

Dog 32 Pound
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EON‐105807 10/16/2012 15:21 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky 
, Milo's Kitchen chicken 
Jerky Treats

I never buy dog treats, but on a whim, purchased a large bag of Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky from 
Costco in  about 2 months ago. I gave my dog about 1 treat a day for the next few months 
until they ran out. And then purchased a smaller bag of Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky from Target 
because I thought my dog had enjoyed the previous ones. During that time, he threw up a couple of 
times, but I didn't think much of it. That said, looking back, I can't remember the last time my dog 
threw up previous to this. Four days ago, I noticed he had a sore paw so I took him into the Vet to 
have it looked at. It was determined that he needed surgery to remove a small growth and as a 
matter of procedure had his blood work run. That's when I found out my dog was in severe kidney 
failure. The vet was shocked at his numbers and asked if he had gotten into any antifreeze or 
prescription pain medication. Knowing my dog (never a chewer and rarely a trash sneak) and 
knowing my house (I have three small children and anything toxic is behind a child lock) I knew this 
dog had not gotten into anything. He said the only possibilities for his kidney failure were old age or 
toxicity related, but with his shocking numbers, likely toxicity. I was devastated. I couldn't believe that 
my seemingly healthy dog was on death's door. After the first day of IV fluid treatment, the vet and I 
were talking and he said,"There's one more possibility... have you been giving your dog Chicken 
Jerky Treats?" I was shocked. I told him I had been giving him 1 a day for the last 2 months. He then 
proceeded to tell me about all the controversy related to these products. Four days of IV treatment 
and $1500 later, my dog is doing much better. However, he will have to continue to be given IV (Sub 
Q) fluids at home indefinitely until we can stabilize his numbers and will be on a special diet for the 
rest of his life. FDA!!!!! Please, get this stuff of the shelves. Do the study... do whatever it takes, but if 
a dog can eat one bag (and part of another) of these and almost die... there is a problem! I am a 
college educated responsible dog owner who had no idea this was an issue. My husband is an 
Assistant U.S. Attorney here in . Please listen to our story and contact us anytime for 
more details.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐105694 10/16/2012 13:00 Smokehouse Duck & Sweet 
Potato Combo

Glucosuria with WNL BG, clinically healthy. 8 Months Maltese Dog 4.6 Kilogram

EON‐105679 10/16/2012 11:21 Simply Right Pet Care high 
performance dog food

As soon as my dog started eating this dog food, he became very ill with diarrhea and was vomiting. 
At first we thought he was sick just because it was a new food for him, but after a couple of weeks, 
he was still very ill. The vomiting and diarrhea were continuing along now with lethargy and 
significant hair loss. Since he continued to be so sick, we thought he had some other issue. After 
trying to eliminate other issues it could be, nothing was making him better. I finally decided it had to 
be the food we were feeding him, because that is when it all definitely started. I looked to see if the 
food had been recalled and it hadn't,but I came across a website that rated and reviewed dog foods. 
This site gave the food we were feeding him a 1 star and there were several complaints from other 
people who had used the food that it had made their pet terribly ill. We went out and bought him 
another brand of dry dog food and he started showing signs of improvement after eating the first 
bowl. He is no longer vomiting, having diarrhea, and his energy levels are back up.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 100 Pound
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EON‐105632 10/16/2012 4:09 Milo's Kitchen homestyle 
chicken Jerky Milo's kitchen 
beef sausage slices with rice 
Milo's kitchen homestyle 
chicken grillers.

My dog became ill 2 months ago with severe vomiting and diahrrea. The vet thought she got into 
some kind of poison. Last Saturday, we fed her 3 Milo's kitchen treats before bed. One was the 
sausage, one was a grilled chicken, and the other was a chicken jerky. 1 hr after she ate these, she 
started vomiting profusely for 12 hours, there was blood in her vomit. That day, she started having 
bloody stools. 2 days later, she has now started eating and drinking again but stares off into space 
and is very lethargic. I googled her symptoms, and found that these treats ARE making animals ill. If 
I had known, I would NEVER have fed her these treats... I hope she comes out of this...

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 24 Pound

EON‐105631 10/16/2012 2:15 Feline Greenies -dental 
treats

after feeding my cat treats several times; i noticed that shorly after i fed her the greenies brand treats 
- she would vomit (green) and now she has diarrhea that is green. i never had a problem previously - 
but noticed that the greenies are no longer made in the usa, and include salt - which in cats -can 
cause the heart to pump irregularly; causing blood clots, which travel to the spin - and cause 
paralysis - or can lead to death! for now, she seems ok, but while i was feeding her the greenies; she 
also had mouth sores on her gums - which i also attribute to the addition of salt in the ingredients.

17 Years Maine Coon Cat 14 Pound

EON‐105626 10/15/2012 19:51 Milo's Kitchen hom-style dog 
treats Chicken Jerky

Dog ate one Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky treat and vomited approximately 5 minutes later. I 
returned the product and went on-line to find the FDA had put out a warning about this product 
earlier this year and numerous reports of dog's sickened or fatal due to ingesting this product. 
Please consider issuing another warning or a recall before more dogs are killed by this product. I 
was lucky that my dog vomited it back up quickly. He has not vomited anything else prior to or since.

2 Years Beagle Dog 45 Pound

EON‐105615 10/15/2012 17:21 Waggin train chicken jerky 
tender treats for dogs 
2146T031-0101WG1 - 
owner observed darker color 
of the jerkies compared to 
previous packages

Musculoskeletal problem (chronic, progressively getting worse). Drinking and urinating excessively. 
CBC, chemistry and UA on 9/1/12. Deteriorated and was euthanized in .

13 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 89 Pound

EON‐105347 10/13/2012 22:24 California Natural Chicken 
Meal & Rice Formula Adult 
Dog Food

 and my other dog,  both had bouts of vomiting and diarrhea over a period of two to three 
weeks. They would both get better when I took them off the California Natural Chicken Meal & Rice 
Adult Dog food, and fed them a homemade diet of boiled chicken and rice, and they would get sick 
again when I returned to feeding the California Natural Chicken Meal & Rice. It took me awhile to 
figure out that it was the food that was making them sick. On 9/29/12, I took  to the veterinarian, 
where she had blood work done, X-rays, and a fecal exam done. She was given subcutaneous 
fluids, Flagyl antibiotics, a pepcid shot, and a prescription bland diet. At  follow up 
appointment on 10/5/12, the veterinarian agreed with my belief that the dog food could be 
responsible for her sickness.

8.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound

EON‐105343 10/13/2012 19:21 Kingdom Pets All Natural 
Ingredients Chicken Jerky

After giving the chicken jerky treats, 1 per day for about a week, the dog all of a sudden became 
lethargic and stopped eating and was barely drinking water. She would cry and whine like she was 
hurting.

2 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 48 Pound
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EON‐105303 10/12/2012 19:24 Cat Cuisine Savory Salmon 
Dinner

I bought a few cans of Cat Cuisine cat food July 10 from my local Save-A-Lot
Store( ). Upon opening a sealed can of Savory Salmon
Dinner I found 3-4 large drops of "bright purple/pink neon liquid" on the meat,
about a 1/4 inch deep in one spot and it looks like some type of colored dye(I have it saved in HD 
video).
UPC# 5193359715. I reported it to Save-A-Lot foods and then was contacted by Sim Foods(I 
believe that the name) and was asked to FedEx the product to them which I did and never received 
any info back. I quit buying the food for a couple of months but I bought more yesterday thinking the 
problem may have been fixed by now but today(10/12/2012) I opened another can
and found the same thing. I'm not sure if it's something harmful but I'm really worried about the 
product and especially
my cats health being they ate from the same lot that this can came in the day before.

EON‐105301 10/12/2012 19:00 Snausages Snaw Somes! 
Beef & Cheese Flavor

Our female Beagle Mix with no known health issues unexpectally died the day after eating one of the 
Snausages Snaw Somes Beef & Cheese Flavor treats. We are baffled at our loss and are looking 
for answers.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐105294 10/12/2012 17:21 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Duck Jerky Tenders

A routine urinalysis revealed very dilute urine plus elevated levels of protein and glucose, despite 
normal serum glucose levels. Upon questioning, the owner reported using Waggin Train brand duck 
jerky-tenders treats for dogs; a food product that has been implicated in Fanconi-like disease.
Diagnostic testing is proceeding to quantify the degree of renal damage, but at present the dog 
compensates for the kidney damage by drinking and urinating at a minimum of every three hours.

7 Years Havanese Dog 16.4 Pound

EON‐104880 10/10/2012 21:45 Best-1 Instant Hummingbird 
Nectar

A new container of Best-1 Instant Hummingbird Nectar, Clear, 14 oz. was opened and mixed and 
placed into hummingbird feeder. We have used this same brand for years without issue. This 
particular container was purchased about 1 week ago but opened today. Upon drinking from the 
nectar, the 3 hummingbirds that initially approached the feeder instantly died and fell to the floor. 
The nectar was replaced with a different brand (same feeder) and the hummingbirds are now 
feeding without incident. The Best-1 container was taken to the store it was bought, H-E-B grocery 
store on  in . The manager there was given the 
container and informed of the incident. Best-1 Hummingbird Feeders, the store that manufactures 
the product in Poteet, TX, was informed of the incident.

Other Birds

EON‐104876 10/10/2012 20:24 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

She ate these treats for years. My daughter told us of the problem with them so we stopped giving 
them to her. She loved her one jerky tender as a treat for eating her dinner, so we resumed giving 
them to her. About two weeks later, she stopped eating, started vomiting and was very lethargic. 
She was diagnosed with kidney disease, has an enlarged kidney, protein and blood in her urine. I 
filed a claim with Ralston Purina ( Sedgwick co. is representing them) Today they rejected the claim 
saying there is no confirmed link to their product.

8 Years Unknown Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐104846 10/10/2012 16:45 petshoppe chicken jerky 
premium dog treats

I purchased 2 bags of Walgreens Petshoppe Chicken Jerky dog treats Sunday, October 7, 2012. 
The first piece I gave  was Monday morning. She refused to eat it, so I took it away and gave it to 
her later in the day. She ate it and vomited within minutes. I did notice that when I pulled it out of the 
bag it seemed sticky. I had purchased a total of 3 bags one each for the months July, August and 
September. Every piece I pulled from the first 3 bags was very dry (not sticky) as I would expect 
them to be. Not knowing it was the chicken treat I repeated giving them to her Tuesday and today 
Wednesday. She refused it early and just to check I cut off a small piece and gave it to her. Within 
minutes she vomited. I am convinced it is the treats. I called Walgreens and explained this to the 
customer service representative their 800 number. The woman was very polite and said someone 
would call me in 2 days. I asked her to pull the product off the shelf in the  store 
where I bought them. I also gave her the UPC code and the Lot #Y107J28A12775.

6 Years Maltese Dog 11 Pound

EON‐104770 10/10/2012 14:30 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats - beef sausage 
slices with rice

On 10-9-12 at about 3:00pm,  was given "milo's kitchen beef dog treats", one treat, broken in 
half. By the next morning, he was very sick. He wouldn't eat or drink, wouldn't go potty, and was stiff 
and moving very slowly, as if he were in a lot of pain. I took him to the vet,  at  

 in  at 7:30am. They ran blood tests, which were all normal, and did an xray of 
his belly, which was painful. The stomach look normal, but the vet luckily noticed that the bottom part 
of his esophagus did not look quite right, it looked dialated. She did an xray of the chest with barium 
which showed a large foreign body in the bottom of his esophagus, just above the opening to the 
stomach.  was referred to  at  in , as 
he was the closest vet with an endoscope.  tried for 45 minutes to remove what was 
stuck in his esophagus, but the substance just broke apart in little pieces. He also tried to push the 
substance into the stomach, without success.  had to open up  stomach, and 
surgically go in through the stomach and esophagus. He was finally able to dislodge the substance, 
which turned out to be two undigested pieces of meat, that were essentially the same size as the 
dog treats he had been given some 27 hours prior. Apparently, they would not digest or pass on to 
the stomach. We were lucky that  noticed that  esophagus did not look quite right, 
and that she ordered the second xray with contrast.  is doing fine today, just in pain and tired. 
We are hopeful that he makes a full recovery. I was very alarmed to find out that these same treats 
have been linked to hundreds of dog deaths. I hope that this information is helpful in your 
investigation, and that these "treats" will be taken off of the market to prevent further deaths and dog 
injuries.

2 Years Maltese Dog 6.5 Pound

EON‐104449 10/10/2012 1:00 Waggin Train Sweet Potato 
Treats

Violent vomiting with bile and large quantity of clotted blood 5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐104439 10/9/2012 20:15 American Kennel Club Duck 
Jerky, American Kennel 
Club Duck Jerkey

Fed  American Kennel Club Duck Jerkey treats in May, Jun, July of 2012. Aprox 2 per day. 
She had an episode of bloody stool and vomiting in July, 2012. We thought she had recovered, but 
in September of 2012 she has had kidney issues according to a local vet and been treated with 
cortizone and antibiotics. She has developed tumors and seizures. She continues to vomit bile every 
3 or 4 days and has serious balance problems. We are in a remote area with limited financial means 
and vet is at a loss here due to limited facilities to operate and we cannot afford further testing until 
next month, if she survives She also eats Pedigree dry food, purina 1 various with rice, and IFA farm 
and dog biscuits.

9 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐104421 10/9/2012 16:21 Purina ONE Lamb and Rice 
Formula

My dog has been ingesting worm and web tainted Purina One Lamb and Rice dog food for the past 
3 weeks. I discovered the tainted dog food on 10/8/12. I stopped feeding from this bag immediately.
I have noticed symptoms of intermintent lethargy, loose stools, and 1 episode of vomitting.

Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog

EON‐104309 10/9/2012 0:36 Milk-Bone Healthy Favorites 
Natural Granola Biscuits 
w/Real Beef.

Purchased Milk-Bone Healthy Favorites Granola Biscuits with Real Beef from Pet Smart this past 
Saturday, Oct. 6, 2012. 
This morning opened box to feed to my pets and a moth flew out of it!! In further inspection the 
interior of the box has evidence of mildew as there is something like web and humidity. there were 
moths sitting ON THE COOKIES and even on the flaps of the box.
You can see this web like between the cookies in the outside display plastic window of the box. 
The box has an expiration date of 9/27/2013. How can they sell this to customers?
Who is responsible for this? The store for wrongly storing the product or the manufacturer for not 
making a safe product?
Please investigate this further as I understand this is not the first time this occurs.
This is total irresponsibility and absolute negligence with our pet's health! Ludicrous!
Please keep me abreast of the outcome of your investigation.
Thank you for performing your job!

EON‐104307 10/8/2012 19:54 Mini Dingo...Meat in the 
middle 21 pack

8am gave  a Mini Dingo treat like I have been for 7 years. He chewed it for about 1 minute and 
then came out of the room he sleeps in and was panting, shaking and could barely walk. He just laid 
on his side almost unresponsive to me. This lasted for about 30 min and then he started to return to 
normal. I wasn't sure what caused it and thought maybe he had some sort of gall bladder attack or a 
stone somewhere. 6pm same day after I got home from work I saw the barely eaten Dingo treason 
the floor and I gave it to him since I didn't think there was a issue with it since he never had a 
reaction to one. Two minutes later he came out of the room again with same symptoms and even 
worse. I though I was gonna lose him for a little while. He just laid on his side shaking with tongue 
out and his heart racing. I now obviously realized it was the treat I gave him. I'm not sure if they have 
been contaminated or sprayed with some chemical but he had a reaction as if he was almost 
poisoned. The 2nd time it lasted about 30 min and then back to normal. Very scary.

8 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐104298 10/8/2012 1:24 Royal Canin Feline Health 
Nutrition Special 33

 was diagnosed with a urinary tract infection on May 12, 2012, although I believe she had 
symptoms prior to me realizing what was going on. She had frequent urination with straining, blood, 
and extreme discomfort. Her urine tested for positive for blood, 8.5 pH, and 4+ struvite crystals. 
Throughout antibiotic treatment in May, her severe symptoms returned on several occasions 
followed by additional antiobiotic treatment. Today, she struggles with feline lower urinary tract 
disease.

11 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14.5 Pound

EON‐104297 10/8/2012 1:24 Royal Canin Feline Health 
Nutrition - Special 33

 presented three primary episodes of illness over six months with symptoms of lethargy, 
discomfort, abdominal pain, vomitting, and decreased/absent appetite. His first incident was early 
December 2011 (seen 12/06), second incident early March 2012 (seen 03/13), and last mid-May 
(seen 05/21 and 05/23).

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Pound
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EON‐104296 10/7/2012 23:21 Milk-Bone Healthy Favorites 
Granola Biscuits with Real 
Beef

Purchased Milk-Bone Healthy Favorites Granola Biscuits with Real Beef from Pet Smart yesterday.
This morning opened box to feed to my pets and a moth flew out of it!! In further inspection the 
interior of the box has evidence of mildew as there is something like web and humidity. there were 
moths sitting ON THE COOKIES and even on the flaps of the box.
You can see this web like between the cookies in the outside display plastic window of the box. 
The box has an expiration date of 9/27/2013. How can they sell this to customers?
Who is responsible for this? The store for wrongly storing the product or the manufacture, DelMonte 
Foods?
Please keep me abreast of this situation as it seems this is not the only time this has happened.
I expect you guys to do a thorough job about it.
Tomorrow I will be heading to store where I purchased this product to speak to the store manager. 
This is not right. It is absolutely NEGLIGENT!!!!!!!

EON‐104295 10/7/2012 20:24 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Treats

About an hour after eating the treat she started vomiting. Was sick for a day and a half, wouldn't eat 
anything during that time.

3 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 12 Pound

EON‐104252 10/7/2012 12:06 Ol Roy I am very careful about Pet food & Pet product ingredients & where manufactured as my dog has 
seizures. His diet (and knowing what is in it) helps reduce his seizures notabley. Recently I inquired 
to Walmart online where their Ol' Roy pet products are MADE. They only list where they are 
"Marketed" (In Arkansas) Today they responded and said they are all made in China! Isn't that 
suppose to be disclosed on their packaging?

EON‐104212 10/6/2012 11:39 Certifect for Dogs 45-88lbs I applied Merial's Certifect to my dog following the manufacturer's recommendation provided on the 
box. 24 hrs later the dog was totally lethargic and his pulse was significantly reduced. He had 
coordination problems and was not able to walk. I had to rush the dog to a veterinary clinic for 
treatment.

1.5 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 58 Pound

EON‐104210 10/6/2012 3:30 Hills Prescription Diet w/d 
Canine
Low Fat - Diabetic 
Gastrointestinal

On October 3, 2012 I purchased a sealed case (12 cans) of canine 'Hill's Prescription Diet W/D' from 
my Vet. I used one can on 10/4/2012 without incident. When I opened the second can of canine food 
today I noticed a small black object about 1/4 of the way down the can. I removed the object and 
placed it in a clear baggie. When I applied pressure the object oozed blood. I sealed the can and the 
object in another clear bag and placed both in the refrigerator.

I notified the CDC, the manufacturer, and I will call my Vet tomorrow morning.

Please advise.
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EON‐104209 10/5/2012 22:30 Doctors Foster and Smith 
Veggie Wraps low fat treats 
for dogs

5 Years Havanese Dog 12 PoundI received a new order on 09.08.12 of treats from DrsFosterSmith.com. There was one new treat in 
this order we'd never had before. It was their private label Veggie Wraps: Chicken & Carrot Item # 

75910 CRT. These are dried carrot sticks with dried chicken (jerky) wrapped around them. I thought 
I was getting my girls good nutritious treats. 

During the next 2 weeks both my dogs got sick a couple of times. They had been given this treat (?) 
6-8 times during that 2 week period. When  got sick the first time, we quit giving them these 

since they were the only thing that was new. Then, everything seemed ok, so resumed a few days 
later. But¿.that wasn¿t the end of it. There was both vomiting and diarrhea. The second episode for 

 I found in the hallway one morning, I couldn't tell for certain if it was vomit or diarrhea w/ 
undigested food, but there were chunks of carrot in it. I know this was from  because she tends 
to not chew her food as well. My other one, chews everything very slowly and carefully and wouldn't 
have had any "chunks" this large. There had been another episode of vomiting a (?) - a week (+/-) 
earlier. If there was more diarrhea outside, I don¿t recall and may not have seen it if someone else 

had taken her out. On the 14th day after receiving these treats, and both dogs being sick... I stopped 
giving them to them, but hadn¿t thrown the bag away yet. 

We heard another news report on Tues., 10.02.12, about jerky treats from China making dogs sick. I 
went back to their website to see where these had come from. It didn¿t occur to me to simply look at 
the package .. duh! Finally, outside the description and ingredient boxes on the web page and below 
some other ads and links for social media sites, I found a link for Questions & Answers. There had 
been 1 previous question regarding this product. Where did it come from? The answer was China. I 

was livid! Had I known that, I never would have ordered these treats. I proceeded to write them a 
scathing email and sent it off via their website. That information should have been clearly visible and 

included with all the other information regarding this product! I also requested that if they wanted 
these back, they needed to let me know immediately, before I threw them away. 

I¿ve received 2 phone messages from them- one the following day, on Wed, and another yesterday. 
Today I finally spoke to a Customer Service Supervisor. I¿d suggested they pull these products, and 
all food products from China, from their website and quit selling them. I was so angry both my girls 

had been made sick. They could get their products manuf. here, in the USA -- with USA ingredients, 
creating jobs and helping the economy, as well as, providing safe treats for our pets. While speaking 
with her, I found out that their Sweet Potato Treats, I¿d also bought a bag of, comes from China as 
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EON‐104208 10/5/2012 22:09 canyon creek ranch natural 
duck tenders

dog had vomiting and diarrhea for 14 hrs after having snacks took her the vet twice treating her for 
vomiting took 6 days for her to recover she also drank alot of water and urinated alot she was 
lethargic also

4 Years Coton de Tuléar Dog 15 Pound

EON‐104196 10/5/2012 16:15 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

To begin, over the last 4 months, her diet has been unchanged, just kirkland puppy food with which 
she has had no problems. The only change has been the addition of these "Waggin Train LLC" 
Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders purchased from costco approximately 1 month ago. The batch 
number on the bag is 2147T021 and upc code 807020777482. since I purchased the product my 
puppy has received these treats daily, and according to the schedule chart on the product bag for 
her weight she has had no more than 3 pieces of jerky a day. After the first week I noticed 
decreased appetite in my dog, slightly less at first and now signifigantly less to the point she is losing 
weight. Now this week on oct 1 and since she has developed chronic diarreah and vomiting within 
an hour after eating these treats. Needless to say she will receive no more of these ever, but I will be 
watching her condition over the next couple days to see if there is any improvement.

5 Months Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 26 Pound

, , ¿ g g ,
well. Both bags of treats are being thrown away and they are issuing a refund. 

I'm not certain of the dates the girls got sick except the last time.... see Poco's report. I'm hoping that 
there are no lasting effects. 

Also, don't know if, as in food poisoning, was result of treat given that day or a day or two before.... 

FYI Just noticed on Bag when getting information off it for this form........This product was treated by 
irradiation. Something else that would have been nice to know and should have been noted on the 

website with the Description and Ingredients.
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EON‐104161 10/5/2012 12:21 EverPet real chicken 
Chicken Chips DOG 
TREATS, EverPet Jerkey 
twists with Sweet Potato & 
Chicken TREATS FOR 
DOGS

Patient presented for boarding 9/27/12 for boarding. Owner brought treats but none were given in 
hospital

 vomited a about 1/8 - 1/4 cup of clear colorless vomit, then the same amount of vomit with 
blood flecks, then about 1/4 to 1/2 cup of foamy vomit with a large amount of fresh blood within 1 
hour of initial vomiting episode. Famotidine 5 mg was given subcutaneously, and 300 mg Sucralfate 
was given by mouth. Cerenia 0.75 mg was given subcutaneously. No more vomiting occured until 
water was offered at about 3:30 p.m.. Then about 1 cup of brown tinged fluid was vomited. Water 
was withheld again and 150mls 0.9% NaCl was given subcutaneously. The patient was painful in the 
abdomen so Torbugesic was given (1 mg) subcutaneously. along with repeated doses of Famotidine 
and Sucralfate. The respiration and heart rate were mildly elevated. Mucous membranes remained 
pink with a CRT of less than 2 seconds. When we returned in the morning, the patient was 
deceased with large amounts of bloody vomit and rusty diarrhea in cage. Tissues were sented to 
ARUP reference lab for histopath which revealed a large amount of rod shaped bacteria in the 
intestinal tract. Tissue samples were also frozen in 0.9% NaCl. Urine and Stomach contents were 
obtained and frozen. After informing owner that patient had died, owner stated that Bo had vomited 
the day before he came in one time but was acting normally. He had also applied Frontline that he 
purchased at the co-op. He had used that product without problems in the past.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15.2 Pound

EON‐104106 10/5/2012 9:45 Boots & Barkley American 
Chicken Jerky

8/11/12 or 8/12/12 - had one Boots and Barkley American Chicken Jerky piece.
8/13/12 - picked at his lunch. A few hours later vomited bile 3-4 times in rapid succession.
8/14/12 - Vet advised Pepcid for 4-5 days; bring dog in if not getting better
8/18/12 - No better, diarrhea, saw vet. steroid and antibiotic injection, Flagyl for 10 days; very 
anxious at vet

8/22/12 - Vomited bile several times upon arrival home from class; was preparing to take him to ER, 
but he suddenly stopped; drank a lot of water all evening.

8/23/12 - Saw vet, another shot, continue meds. GI xray taken; looked OK.

8/24/12 - Developed pain overnight, possibly from neck/ shoulder. another GI xray and 
neck/shoulder xray taken; all OK. Injection of Metacam and Robaxin, continue prior meds. Would not 
eat or take meds that day, but drank water often.

 - Overnight started pacing and drinking more water; later started vomiting bile. Stopped 
drinking water and continued vomiting. Few drops of blood in vomit, then increasing amounts. 
Hospitalized with high kidney numbers; given 1 liter of fluids and meds for vomiting; doing better at 
4:30 p.m. Still vomiting at 7 p.m. Passed away around 10:30 p.m.

9 Months Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 74 Pound
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EON‐104079 10/4/2012 17:09 Del Monte "Meaty Bone" 
Dog Biscuits Canine Carry-
Outs Beef Flavored

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 67 Pound

EON‐103986 10/4/2012 10:15 sdfsdf sdfsdf Basset - Artesian 
Norman

Dog

EON‐103973 10/4/2012 7:06 Canyon River Ranch The owner feeds Canyon River Ranch jerky treats to the dogs. This one had a small seizure, then 
shortly after vomited frank blood. The owner brought him in for evaluation and said that the other 
dog had recently vomited as well but seemed to be fine now. also had soft stool with frank 
blood in the exam. A complete blood count and chemistry panel were normal. Urinalysis and 
abdominal radiographs were also unremarkable.

5 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 32.3 Pound

I think you may need to put the Canine Carryouts Meaty Bone dog biscuits (made by Del Monte) on 
a recall list. I know treats containing chicken have been contaminated, and while these treats are 
beef flavored, the first ingredient listed on the bag is chicken. My dog became sick about 2 weeks 
after introducing these treats to her. I know there is not an official recall out, but I have read the 

symptom list of some of the contaminated treats out right now. This past week, I have spent over 
$1200 in vet bills. According to the FDA website, the symptoms of the poisoning are ¿decreased 

appetite; decreased activity; vomiting; diarrhea, sometimes with blood; increased water consumption 
and/or increased urination and can involve severe signs such as pancreatitis or gastrointestinal 
bleeding. Blood tests may indicate kidney failure (increased urea nitrogen and creatinine). Urine 

tests may indicate Fanconi syndrome (increased glucose). Although most pets appear to recover, 
some reports to the FDA have involved pets that have died.¿ 

My dog first showed signs of the problem around September 24th, by eating less and less and then 
not eating anything for two days. After that, she had diarrhea everywhere. My dog was eventually 
experiencing ALL these symptoms, including severe bleeding in the vomit and diarrhea. I have 

missed days of work to take her to the vet to prevent her from dying. She is going back to the vet for 
the fourth time today to get another blood glucose check. Her glucose level was so high that the vet 
thought she was having pancreatitis or was diabetic . This leads me to believe that this problem was 

caused by the treats, as she has never shown high glucose on any previous blood tests. I later 
found out that having pancreatitis can lead to temporary or even permanent diabetes in dogs. She is 
still showing high glucose readings, drinking large amounts of water, and urinating frequently even 
inside the house since she can no longer hold her bladder. My dog has never done this before or 

shown any signs of diabetes and I'm afraid that these poisoned treats ended up giving her this 
disease. I will gladly send in a sample of the treats she was given, as I have kept the bag. I can also 
fax over her vet records that will show the symptoms, tests, medications, and the vet¿s concerns. I 

bought these treats to reward my dog and make her happy-- yet I spent more than my entire 
paycheck to save my pet. If these treats are the reason why so many dogs are becoming sick, I think 
a recall should be issued immediately and all affected pet owners NEED to be reimbursed for their 
expensive vet bills that were caused by these knowingly contaminated, yet still unrecalled treats. 
How much money has to be spent and dogs sicken and possibly die before a recall is ordered?
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EON‐103971 10/3/2012 22:00 kirkland signature super 
premium puppy chicken rice 
& vegetable formula

ate her dog food and was let out into back yard to eliminate. Approximately 10-15 minutes 
later we saw
she was laying down unresponsive. Her eyes were fixed. We brought her inside and started to call 
vets. Within approximately
10 minutes her eyes became responsive. She was unable to stand still.
By the time we got to the emergency vet she was just about able to stand. spent 2 nights and 
days in the hospital.
Her liver levels were extremely high, vomiting and bloody diarhea. She appeared to have had a toxic 
reaction/episode
after she ate her dog food. Her liver levels reached 9000. She is still recovering her last liver test 
was around 1400. There
was nothing new or toxic in our yard. The dog did not want to eat this food which was purchased 
back in june.
When I put this open bag in our car to talk to Costco about it, the next day (the food was left in the 
car overnight)
the car smelt very bad. This food was safely stored in my kitchen in my climate controlled home. No 
humidity to cause
mold and nothing spilled into the food.

2 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 11 Pound

EON‐103970 10/3/2012 21:45 Milo's Kitchen chicken jerky 
treats

Died after eating a Milo's Kitchen chicken jerky treat 6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON‐103943 10/3/2012 15:06 Ol' Roy Complete Nutrition Purchased a bag of dog food and upon opening the bag we found an open safety pin in the food. 
This is the second time in two weeks that we have purchased this dog food and found a foreign 
object in the bag.

EON‐103936 10/3/2012 14:54 Ol' Roy Dog Food
Complete Nutrition

Found a pop can tab in a bag of dog food purchased.

EON‐103862 10/3/2012 4:36 Canyon Creek Chicken 
Jerky

 had been eating these treats for several months, but a few days before getting sick he had 4-5 
treats over a 2 day period. He became lethargic, had excessive drooling, and was not eating. After 2 
days of symptoms we took him to the vet. His ALT liver enzyme was found to be over 1000 and he 
was diagnosed with acute liver failure. He had to be taken to a specialist clinic and admitted for 10 
days of IV fluids and supportive care. He had no evidence of an infection and an ultrasound of his 
liver showed no evidence of any longstanding liver disease. The vet said that his liver failure was 
likely due to exposure to a toxin. is an inside dog and had not gotten into anything in the house. 
We are very lucky that survived and is doing well at this point, but we spent over $3000 in vet 
bills to save his life.

10 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 11 Pound

EON‐103861 10/2/2012 21:36 Kingdom Pets All Natural 
Ingredients Chicken Jerky

After giving the Chicken Jerky treats he started having diarrhea, and his appetite has 
decreased.

10 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 14 Pound

EON‐103851 10/2/2012 20:51 Kingdom Pets All Natural 
Ingredients Chicken Jerky

After giving and  (other poodle) chicken jerky treats for a few days they both started 
having diarrea.  was also vomiting.

12 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 28 Pound
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EON‐103843 10/2/2012 16:30 President's Choice Nutrition 
First - Premiere for Skin and 
Coat chicken strips

Fed President's Choice Nutrition First Premiere (Chicken Jerky) for Skin&Coat to both dogs 
, who got sick, and Fritzi, a 30 pound Chihuahua mix who is diabetic, had no obvious 

immediate adverse reaction.  ate the treat only twice and shortly afterwards vomited on both 
occasions. I assume that there was something wrong with those treats to which  reacted, 
since I fed my dogs various kinds of Chicken Jerky and never observed such an immediate adverse 
reaction, and the feeding of these treats was directly followed by  throwing up.

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 15 Pound

EON‐103841 10/2/2012 15:54 Dingo chicken jerkey
Last week I had to put my dog to sleep. He was suffering, couldn¿t eat, breathe or swallow. The vet 
said he would not last another 2 weeks and he would suffer. The next day a neighbor brought me an 
article she had received about dog treats being dangerous and even causing deaths to dogs. I had 
been guilty of giving my dog, , 4 of the treats on the list of dangerous treats. The most recent 
one I gave him was Dingo brand Chicken jerky treats. That was about a week before he began to 
not seem to be himself. I¿m sending this e-mail to those of you who may have dogs or have friends 
who do so they may be cautious. The treats I gave him on that list were Puperoni, Snausages, 
Beggin Strips and Dingo chicken Jerky.
I asked my son to research the net and see what he could find out for me. His e-mail is below and it 
will astound you. I hope I have saved at least 1 dog.

7 Years Unknown Dog 49 Pound

EON‐103838 10/2/2012 13:36 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

I bought the Waggin Train Jerky Tenders at Walmart and gave the dogs pcs of the treat that night. 
By the morning my older dog had vomited on my bed. During the day she and my male dog ) 
had each vomited again in my family room.  lost her appetite and would not eat her dinner that 
night nor her breakfast the next day. Knowing that the only change to her and diet routine was 
the addition of this treat, I decided to check the bag and discovered this brand of treats was made in 
China. I had heard about problems being reported about Jerky treats made in China so I decided not 
to give any of my three dogs any more of these treats. In addition, I took  in to the vet the next 
day and he agree that the treats could be the cause of the vomiting and he advised me to 
discontinue giving any of the dogs these treats. The vomiting stopped on the third day and both dogs 
appear to be fine now. I plan on returning the Waggin Train bag to Walmart for a refund this week.

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound

EON‐103834 10/2/2012 12:09 ANY dried chicken treats 
imported from CHINA

Nothing happened...I'm just trying to get an email to whomever regarding all the poison that we 
import from China. Why in the name of all that is holy are we importing CHICKEN from China? Are 
there not enough chickens in the United States to feed our pets? Why are ANY dried chicken jerky 
treats still on shelves in this country? I don't understand. Can you help me to understand? Why is 
money so much more important than people or pets in America? How many animals have to be 
sickened by asian garbage? I'm reading reports of upwards of 3000 dogs sick or dead from this 
garbage. How many more? Doesn't ANYONE at the FDA own animals? Aren't ANY of you 
outraged? I'm so tired of asian garbage in this country. SO tired. When is it going to change? When 
are we ever allowed to feel safe again?

Collie - Rough-
haired

Dog

EON‐103830 10/2/2012 11:30 Dogswell Vitality Chicken 
Breast Jerky Dog Treats

 consumed several bags of Dogswell Chicken Jerky treats before she began to reject them. 
She was diagnosed by a vet as having CKD about two weeks ago.

17 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 43 Pound

EON‐103820 10/2/2012 10:30 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats Chicken Jerky

Loss of appetite, shaking, and vomiting after eating chicken jerky treats; laboratory results support 
Fanconi syndrome

6 Years Maltese Dog 9 Pound
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EON‐103802 10/1/2012 19:15 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

I was giving Waggin Train wholesome chicken Jerky Tenders one per day to my dog, after 6 days, 
my dog name lucky started having coughing attacks all through the day, I thought at first maybe she 
had a jerky tender stuck in her throat so I took the bag and the dog to the vet at Woodcrest Vet, in 
California, and they told me there is nothing stuck in her throat, and the Waggin Train Jerky Tenders 
could be causing her problems, they put my dog on antibiodics, and she had these coughing attacks 
all day long for 3 days, the antibiodics are working, and she is doing better today. the antibiodics she 
was given was dextromethorphan/guaifenesin tablets 1/2 tablet every 8 hours, and doxycycline 
capsules one every 12 hours. She has never had coughing attacks before these treats were given.

1 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 11 Pound

EON‐103801 10/1/2012 19:09 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Dog Biscuits

I opened a new box of the dog biscuits late afternoon 9-30-12.  got 2 biscuits in late 
afternoon/night. She was in GI distress through the night, needing to go out several times with 
diarrhea. She got another bone in the morning of 10-1. Came home from work to find diarrhea on my 
kitchen floor that either came from her or the other uncrated dog ( ). Crated dog ( ) had 
diarrhea accident in his crate. went outside with more GI distress. Refused food 10-1-12 p.m. Both 
the accident in the house and the food refusal is a first in 7 years. The only new/unusual food item 
was the new box of bones.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐103796 10/1/2012 17:15 WAGGIN' TRAIN CHICKEN 
JERKY TREATS

Small symptoms start before you realize there is a problem. When you are made aware, THAT IS A 
HUGE PROBLEM. BY THEN FULL BLOWN! My pet consumed these treats over long period time 
now, has led to diagnosed diabetes, cataracts, high glucose, blood in urine, and who knows at this 
moment WHERE this will lead.... i dont even think i want to continue my HEART FELT SAD reality 
by detailing at this moment, but i DO CHOSE , to make sure it is reported.

8 Years Schnauzer 
(unspecified)

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐103736 10/1/2012 12:36 PRIORITY Toatl Pet Care 
with Chicken Cuts in Gravy

Found a 2" chunk of hard rubber with fibers woven into the rubber (piece of carpet?) in a can of 
PRIORITY dog food - with chicken cuts in gravy. Bar Code is 2113042105, additional numbers 
adjacent to the bar cade are - RD07131 and M02-AXC104. I photographed this object if you would 
like a copy or I can forward the actual object to you.

EON‐103733 10/1/2012 12:24 Natures Recipe Grain Free 
Dog Food

Started with new bag last Saturday and saw both dogs started eating grass, and a LOT of it after 
eating a meal. Then  vomited at least 4 or 5 times. Partially digested food. Just in one day and 
after each meal! Vomited second meal I gave to him too. Then figured something with new bag as 
has been on Natures Recipe for a while now and no problems. Other dog was eating grass but only 
having loose, watery stools. Then  started with them too.

6 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 44 Pound
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EON‐103728 10/1/2012 12:06 WAGON TRAIN CHICKEN 
JERKY

she had eaten wagon train chicken jerky for years, she loved them, the last bag I bought her was 
Aug. 25 2012. she had one piece and got deathly sick from that bag, took her to vet, described what 
I thought was wrong, they doctored her for blown disc, ulcer and any things other than poisoning. 
took her back 4 different times because my dog was getting more sick she couldn't walk. they finally 
did blood work and her red cells and platelets were almost gone. they gave her predisone and ulcer 
medicne. 4 days later which was  I had to take her to a different vet and pay to have all 
the tests done over because the vet she first visited was not in office. the blood work from the 
second vet showed the same that her red blood cells and platelets were extremely low. my  
died sunday morning on . besides the $1,500 I paid the vets, my baby died. I am 
devastated that a simple product can kill something that meant my world, I am just sick. Her 
stomach was swollen, she had black poop, she was sick and couldn't eat and later to the end 
couldn't stand. I think this poison should be taken off the shelves, i got mine at walmart and they are 
still selling. shame! I think Wagon Train should have to pay my expenses and some on the side to 
pain and suffereing. why hasn't this poison been taken off the shelf. They kill my best freind and pal. 
i miss her so much

Years Treeing Feist Dog 30 Pound

EON‐103704 9/30/2012 23:15 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky I gave our puppy one piece of chicken jerky before I learned of all the problems associated with this 
product. Three days later she had to be euthanized due to kidney failure. The vet believes that it 
could be due to this product.

14 Weeks Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐103703 9/30/2012 21:51 Milo's Kitchen was fed Milo's Kitchen chicken jerky from Walmart. The dogs never have had that type of treat 
before. ( swallows jerky treats whole. The other dogs are much smaller and have to chew them 
into little pieces and they eat less of the jerky.)  first symptoms were vomiting with severe gas 
and diarrhea and all had a very foul odor, lethargy and dehydration. She was taken to the vet and 
they were unsure what was wrong but treated her for pancreatitus. She was admitted into her vets 
hospital and transferred to the  for 3 nights. She was placed 
on steroids, vitamin B12 shots, antibiotics, iv's and a special diet. She had lost her hair and vision 
and went from 12 pounds to 5 pounds.  has since regained weight and now weighs 8.4 pounds 
but is blind and is starting to grow hair again. (Almost a year later.)

6 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12 Pound

EON‐103702 9/30/2012 21:15 Bacon and Cheese, Chicken 
and Potato, Texas Munch, 
Peanut butter and molasses

This company is selling improperly labeled pet treats online through Craig's list and 
skarzclothing.com. I'm concerned these may not be safe for pets.

I'm providing links to both the Craig's list ad and the retail site.
http://collegestation.craigslist.org/pet/3296268534.html
http://shop.skarzclothing.com/Pets_c14.htm

EON‐103701 9/30/2012 20:21 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Duck Jerky Tenders

stopped eating or drinking, she wouldn't walk and couldn't stand up. We took her to the vet 
and the vet could not diagnose a cause. They thought she had a vestibular disease and deemed it 
idiopathic. All the blood tests the vet ran came back negative for poison. She was at the vet's office 
for a week and finally started recovering. That was the last week of July/first week of August. On 
Friday,  she seemed fine but by Sunday,  she was no longer eating or 
drinking and couldn't stand up. She died at 10 am on . We didn't have time to get 
her to the vet.

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 93 Pound
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EON‐103700 9/30/2012 15:09 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats. Chicken Grillers

Initial symptoms included profuse urination (large quantities of diluted urine very often), increase in 
drinking water, and a lack of bladder control. The dog became severely lethargic and was rushed to 
the veterinarian. Urinalysis and blood work was performed. The dog was stabilized with fluids and 
supportive therapy. Analysis showed large amount of glucose in urine (4+). The dog lost 
approximately 10% of its initial weight within a week and subsequently developed a urinary tract 
infection.
Previous to symptoms, the pet had been consuming Milo¿s Kitchen home style dog treats (Chicken 
Grillers) on a more than usual basis (pet was undergoing obedience training and the treats were 
given as rewards often). After stopping giving the treats, the pet has slowly gotten better. 

2 Years Havanese Dog 12.8 Pound

EON‐103699 9/30/2012 12:51 Fromm Adult Salmon tunalini Dog began vomiting. Though had flu. A week later vomiting continued and we realized it was the 
food. Tested theory by feedin g an alternate food. vomiting stopped. After well again. tried the food 
again and dog would not eat it. When he did the womiting started again. This was Fromm Salmon 
adult food. (Our dog had been fine on their Surf and turf prior and only ingredients differing were 
caviar, more salmon, and eggplant - our dog has not reacted to eggplant ever). Require vet visit 
because entire health did not recover for 6 weeks. I feed this bad bag too long and he lacked 
nutrition due to vomiting. His coat was destroyed and he slept a lot for weeks.

1 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐103698 9/30/2012 12:15 Waggin Train Chicken 
Jerkey Treats, Canyon 
Creek

Decreased interest in food, vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy. Sudden onset of Kidney Failure followed by 
extremely rapid deterioration and onset of what we believed was a fast moving lymphoma - lymph 
nodes swollen to the point that the dog was in physical pain when his neck was touched. Dog had to 
be euthanized approximately 1 week after onset of kidney failure.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 43 Pound

EON‐103693 9/30/2012 1:36 Kingdom Pets Wholesome 
Duck & Sweet Potato (above 
that it says "Premium Treats 
for Dogs")

He was fed one Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato treat on Friday, September 14th. The next 
day, Saturday, September 15th, he was fed five. He lost his appetite on Sunday, September 16th, 
and appeared to be in pain. Two days later (Tuesday, September 18th), he was urinating with blood 
in his urine. He was taken to the vet's on Wednesday, September 19th, who said he had a raging 
urinary tract infection with evidence of kidney involvement. He had e coli greater than 100,000 
organisms per mil of urine. The veterinarian prescribed SMZ TMP 480 mg: four tablets per day for 
10 days. He's still taking the medication. Our other three dogs got 2 treats each but have shown no 
symptoms.

14 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐103690 9/29/2012 16:24 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats chicken jerky no 
artificial flavors or colors

We have two dogs, one 5 yr old lab mix, one 8 yr old maltese/poodle mix. Both dogs are healthy. 
Noticed both had EXPLOSIVE diarrhea, increased thirst, increased urination, loss of appetite, 
dehydration, decrease energy. We thought it was the canine stew I cooked for them. Threw 
everything out, switched entirely to different meats/veggies from a different store. Didn't get better. 
Happened to read an article on chicken jerky coming out of China, checked the label, was very 
surprised that this California company imported their jerky from China. Stopped giving it to them, all 
the symptoms went away. Tried to give it to them again, all the symptoms came back. Stopped it 
again, all the symptoms went away. The FDA must do something about this. Issue a formal warning 
to pet owners to buy at own risk or stop allowing the import of pet foods/treats from China because 
our pets are becoming quite ill and some are dying.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 82 Pound

EON‐103689 9/29/2012 16:21 Waggin Train Yam Good Dog became sick after consuming Waggin Train Yam Good dog treats 8 Years Rottweiler Dog 84 Pound
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EON‐103688 9/29/2012 10:39 Waggin' Tails Chicken Jerky was fed Waggin' Tails chicken jerky treats. He soon stopped eating and was lethargic. The 
veterinarian diagnosed him with kidney problems. was put on an IV, fed special food and put 
under 24 hour care of the veterinarian. Within one week, died from kidney failure.

7 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐103684 9/29/2012 9:51 pup-peroni mix sticks Kidney Failure After Taking Treats 9 Years Unknown Dog 50 Pound
EON‐103683 9/29/2012 9:45 Rice Select Texmati Rice I had to euthanize my dog on  after he suddenly became lethargic and could barely walk. 

Emergency vet did ultrasound and found tumor rupture on his spleen, indicative of 
hemangiosarcoma, a very aggressive cancer, which had likely already gone to his liver and/or lungs 
as well. He had significant blood loss from the rupture of the tumor. During the course of his life, he 
ate a lot of white "Texmati" basmati rice, which he really enjoyed. He has also had dog food and 
biscuits containing rice during his life as well. After he died, I did some research and saw that 
arsenic is a known cause of this cancer. Coincidentally, I also saw the recent Consumer Union study 
on arsenic in rice - especially rice from the south and Texas. I was wondering if anyone has looked 
into the levels of arsenic in dog food and treats made with rice and what guidelines there are now for 
feeding pets rice from the south and Texas? I would like to spare other dog owners the grief I am 
going through now.

11 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 79 Pound
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EON‐103667 9/28/2012 16:45 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats - Chicken Grillers -
Chicken recipe with natural 
smoke flavor

The owners report that  appetite declined on 8/8/12 or 8/9/12. The 's were out of town 
from 7/31/12 to 8/25/12 and a pet sitter was watching . She was fed Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats on 8/10/12. She was evaluated by the primary veterinarian on 9/10/12 for a poor appetite 
and blood work was normal. She was placed on amoxicillin and an appetite stimulant at this time. 
She had an episode of vomiting on 9/21/12 and was rechecked by the primary veterinarian again. 
Blood work revealed increased kidney values (BUN >130mg/dL and creat 2.4mg/dL), low blood 
glucose (50) and a snap test for pancreatitis (snap PLI) was abnormal. Urinalysis showed casts. She 
was transferred to  for further evaluation.

On presentation to  (9/21/12), she was mild to moderately dehyrated. 
Brief BW revealed BUN > 140, creat 2.4, K 2.3, BG 203 and a metabolic acidosis (pH 7.303, HCO3 
12.2). Blood work submitted to Antech revealed azotemia (BUN 105, creat 1.7) and hypocalcemia. 
Urinalysis revealed dilute urine (USG 1.020) with glucose and trace protein in the urine. She was 
diagnosed with acute renal failure and probable Fanconi's syndrome. Her renal values have been 
waxing and waning and her blood glucose has been intermittently decreased. Her renal values have 
progressed over the last couple of days. She has been treated aggressively with IV fluids with 
potassium supplementation, ampicillin, an anti-emetic (cerenia), famotidine, and supportive care. 
The hypoglycemia may be secondary to liver disease. Leptosporosis titers, ACTH stimulation test to 
evaluate for Addison's, bile acids to evaluate for liver function, and urine culture were all 
unremarkable.

 was discharged from the hospital on 9/28/12. The owners will give SQ fluids daily and we will 
recheck a blood chemistry next week.

NOTE: When I filled out the date that her clinical signs started and when the treats were fed, I was 
upable to submit the form because the decline in appetite started prior to the treats being fed. 
However, the decline in appetite initially was likely because the owners were out of town. I spoke 
with  and she said to document that her appetite declined on the same day that the 
treats were fed, so that the form could be submitted.

6 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 2 Kilogram

EON‐103657 9/28/2012 15:15 Waggin Train Ham It Up I started these new treats and within a day or so the dog just wasnt himself, no energy, no eating, 
didnt want to go for walk, very legartic, when we went back to the vet on 9/24/12 I thought my dog 
was going to die.

5 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐103651 9/28/2012 15:00 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Meat Blast

In the end of Aug.  started vomiting, refused to eat, drooling excessively. The next day he 
developed neurological symptoms. His hind legs stopped working, uncontrolled muscle spasms, etc. 
After a few weeks he began to recover. On   began drooling excessively, difficulty 
breathing, retching, etc. Within 20 minutes he dropped dead.

6 Years Great Dane Dog 130 Pound

EON‐103225 9/28/2012 9:51 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Natural Duck Tenders

Noticed that  was drinking more water than normal. Being a veterinary technician in an earlier 
life, I knew that this could be the beginning of a kidney problem.

8 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 33 Pound
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EON‐103209 9/27/2012 19:51 Hill's Prescription Diet J/d 
Canine Dry Food

My dog was favoring her left rear leg. My Vet did X-rays which showed hip displasya in the left rear 
leg. After a discussion we decided to begin feeding her Hills Prescription Diet J/d Canine dry food. I 
mixed a transitional mix of Hill's Large Breed Light 60% with Hill's Prescription J/d dry food, 40%. My 
dog began drinking very large amounts of water, was lethargic, drooled, and had some breathing 
difficulty. She was on this diet for about 5 days, then she stopped eating altogether. She did not eat 
for 6 days, I then began feeding her small amounts of cooked lean hamburger and white rice. She 
showed signs of activity, normal water intake and a willingness to take long walks. I talked to my Vet 
again about her condition and he reccomended that I place her on the 60/40 mis of Hill's. I did this. 
She eat 3 meals of this over a perion of 30 hours and then died!

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound

EON‐102989 9/27/2012 13:00 Waggin Train wholesome 
chcken jerky tenders

came home from kenner on Friday evening, saturday received 1 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
tender. Saturday evening noticed lack of appetite, lethargy, respiratory difficulty/ shuddering of 
forlimbs. Given small asprin. Noted vomitting later that night and next morning. taken to vet 
prescribed antibiotics and other meds for digsetion. Returned to vet 3 times over last two weeks 
taken to Animal hospital this morning after diarhea last night and lethargy,shuddering and white 
gums this morning. 

 is still being worked up at the  in , . Initial results 
show anemia, elevated AST, low WBS, low platelets (72K now) CRE abnormal ascites in abdomen 
chext Xray normal but abdominal ultrasound shows abnormalities in duodenum, gall bladder and 
swollen liver albumin low- 1.8 at Vet 1 week ago now 1.2 ALT now 369 was ~200 a wek ago. 
received Awaiting bile acit test and bone marrow analysis and re-test of hepatic and general lab 
panel.

5 Years Basset - Artesian 
Norman

Dog 56 Pound

EON‐102822 9/27/2012 10:21 Dingo Munchy Stix Chicken 
in the Middle!

We gave the dog a Dingo Munchy Stix (chicken). That night the dog started throwing up and did so 
several times during the night and the next morning and is very lethargic. I am currently watching the 
dog carefully and giving a bland diet to see if it helps.

3 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Wire-
haired

Dog 22 Pound

EON‐102818 9/27/2012 9:21 wagon train chicken jerky 
tenders, canyon creek ranch 
brand chicken jerky dog 
treats

 became lethargic and had loss of appetite. upon examination by vet it was discovered that 
he had renal failure.  ate contaminated product for over 1 year and a weekly basis, most 
often several times a week.

12 Years Shih Tzu Dog 14.5 Pound

EON‐102816 9/27/2012 8:51 EverPet Basics Cat Food Feeding stray cats in neighborhood (very hungry cats) won't eat Everpet Basics dry cat food. They 
seem to think something is 
wrong with it. Had to buy another brand. They like it fine.

EON‐102814 9/27/2012 8:36 Veggie Lite Happy Hips with 
Glucosamine & Condroitin 
Chicken & Sweet Potato- By 
Dogswell

After our 2 yr old goldern retriever had a 2 1/2 week bout of diarrhea that had to be treated with a 
shot and meds (cause untermined by the the vet) and our 5 yr old border collie had a week and a 
half of vomiting and lack of appitite (also undertermined cause) treat by vet with 2 injections a family 
member noticed the treats we had been recently giving. She knew them to be suspect by some 
animal advocates as causing illness in dogs. 
After treatment we have also stopped giving these treats and the dogs seem fine.
The treats were Happy Hips with Chicken and Sweet Potato by Dogswell- Veggie Life
Produce control number SEW 11CP011001/01 Made in China.
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EON‐102802 9/26/2012 21:21 Dingo Chip Twists Chicken 
in the Middle

Dog has been diagnosed with kidney failure. Has been fed one Dingo brand Chip Twist daily for 
several years. I noticed the Dingo brand on a tainted treat list after my dog received the diagnosis.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 45 Pound

EON‐102799 9/26/2012 19:21 Waggin Trains At the age of 3 my dog randomly had a seizure, it occured at night and the next morning i rushed her 
into the vet, they did hundreds of dollars worth of testing with no answer as to why she had a 
seizure. Months went by and she had another. this occured every 3-4 months since April 2011. I 
dont like to give her the same treats all the time, i like to switch it up between id say 5-6 different 
kids. my boyfriend made a point that it seemed it only happened when i fed her waggin trains 
chicken jerky treats. So i stopped buying those ones, however i occasionally got the duck ones or 
the little cookies wrapped in the jerky. Now i have come across other people stating their dogs have 
had seizures from eating these treats at all! I stopped giving them to her about 2 months ago and we 
have been seizure free...Since they were every few months im giving it a little more but time at this 
time I am 99% sure these treats were the culprit!! GET THEM OFF THE SHELF!!!

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 5 Pound

EON‐102722 9/25/2012 20:09 canyon creek ranch brand 
natural chicken tenders

Developed acute multiple episodes of vomiting immediately after ingestion of chicken strip from 
newly purchased bag. Developed 1 episode of bloody diarrhea. Became lethargic, taken to vet. 
Found to be profoundly hypotensive, necessitating intravenous fluids, complete blood panel, x-ray, 
and 1 day hospital stay.

1 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound

EON‐102717 9/25/2012 18:30 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky was diagnosed with hypercalcemia and renal disease after losing a large amount of weight 
over a period of several weeks. After extensive diagnostics, including an ultrasound that deemed her 
kidney architecture largely normal, she was asked about chicken jerky treats. The owner turned over 
3 large bags that she had been giving to both of her pets. The brand is Kingdom Pets chicken jerky.

8 Years Beagle Dog 9 Pound

EON‐102667 9/25/2012 13:24 Happy Hips Chicken Breast Came in for wellness exam and vaccines. Owner stated panting more than usual and drinking more 
than usual. Bloodwork showed elevated kidney values. BUN-41, Creatinine - 2.3

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 17 Pound

EON‐102665 9/25/2012 12:51 Waggin Tail  started showing symptoms of not eating and very tired, we took him to the vet where he was 
diagnosed with kidney problems and passed away 2 days later from renal failure

11 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐102617 9/24/2012 21:15 Kingdom Pets Wholesome 
Duck and Sweet Potato 
Premium Treats for Dogs.

Severe Diarrhea with Mucous coating . Explosive , liquid stool. One week after first consumption. 
Only consumed 2-3 treats or less x 6 days

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 24.5 Ounce

EON‐102614 9/24/2012 18:45 Beneful Healthy Weight I switched my dogs food from Purina Fit n Trim to Beneful Healthy Weight. Within the first 2 weeks 
one of the dogs refused to eat. Then one of my dogs began to vomit every night after eating. When 
another of my dogs started to do the same thing I decided I should switch back to the Fit n Trim and 
all of the vomiting stopped. I went on the internet and found a website called consumer affairs and 
there are over 180 reports of the same thing happening to other animals even death in some cases. 
They are reporting that when they complained to Purina they were told that there were no complaints 
and they would send free coupons. This is the same as I was told. I think this food should be 
investigated to find what is causing so many serious illnesses and it should be recalled before any 
more animals die from the effects of it.

3 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐102613 9/24/2012 18:15 IAMS Proactive Health Mini 
Chunks

Sunday night: Diarrhea x2, Vomited x1
Monday: Not eating, Vomiting x2, 
Tuesday: Acting "lazy" but not yet lethargic, eating boiled chicken and rice
Wednesday: Urine on floor, becoming lethargic, would not eat
Thursday: Dropped off in early AM to vets office
Friday: Not eating, getting fluids, tested high on Liver profile per Vet
Saturday: In complete kidney failure, IV fluids in and nothing out, euthanized

22 Months Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐102612 9/24/2012 17:51 Dingo Munchy Stix Chicken 
in the Middle

 was given 1 Dingo Munchy Stix last night. This morning (Monday, the 24th) he wouldn't eat his 
food. He walked normally on his walk to a vacant lot to run, but he didn't run around. A couple hours 
later, he was just lying around and wouldn't play with our other dog, who did not get that stix treat. It 
is 5 pm and still won't touch his food. He is just lying around. Have not seen vomiting. Do not 
know if he has had any diarrhea, but will be watching for it. When he was given a bit of bread, a 
favorite, he took it in his mouth for several seconds, then dropped it and walked away to lie down.

3 Months Shepherd 
(unspecified)

Dog 13 Pound

EON‐102610 9/24/2012 17:30 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

Sunday Sept. 16, 2012 Had his regular breakfast then gave him a Waggin Train jerky treat. He 
grabbed our other dogs treat before she could get it so he ate 2 and she had 1.Diarrhea started that 
evening. Had to go out numerous times during night. Was drinking water.gave him a pepto tab and a 
small jerkey treat.By morning diarrhea was still bad it was like explosive. Started him on rice with 
hamburger with little plain yogurt and half Pepcid tab. He was still eating and drinking but I have 
never seen him have diarrhea this bad. You could tell he had cramps because he kept laying down 
in different part of the yard. He never does that. He kept moving to different spots, going, than laying 
down than moving again.  our other dog started with it on Monday evening but just not near as 
bad as . This went on until Wednesday when it started to get a little better. Still diarrhea but less 
times. I did continue with rice yogurt and pepcid for both dogs the whole time as suggested by the 
vet on a previous unidentified diarrhea episode. Trying to figure out what may be causing the 
problem I checked the FDA site for any dog food recalls I found the chicken jerky warnings. I thought 
it was ok to give them the jerky because it was only chicken.I guess I was wrong. They were both 
back to normal by Friday the 21st.

8.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐102571 9/24/2012 15:27 Evanger's Organics Turkey 
& Butternut Squash Dinner

I fed my cats a can of Evanger's Organic Turkey & Butternut Squash. I have 4 cats, 3 of whom ate 
the food, one can divided into 4 bowls. The 3 cats who ate it became extremely ill with repeated 
vomiting, at first projectile, which continued long after the food was purged. I had purchased 2 cans 
of this food together at a local holistic pet food store earlier this month. This is not their regular food, 
but a treat that I have bought for them several times in the recent past, with no adverse reactions 
until this particular can was fed. The other can that I purchased along with the one that made them ill 
was identical, except that the batch/best by date was different, and it had not made them sick. The 
contents of this can had a different consistency, wetter than the other can. I noticed it, but didn't think 
it was significant because often small companies don't produce consistently identical batches. I did 
not notice that the food smelled different or off. Eventually they were vomiting bile, and then foam. I 
was worried that they would have to go to the emergency vet, and then they stabilized and started 
drinking water. By this time I had started Googling the product to find out if there was a recall. 
Although I did not find this information, I did find a whole lot of information about Evanger's that I 
found really disturbing. Consequently, Evanger's response to the situation has also been disturbing.

10 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 9 Pound

EON‐102467 9/24/2012 13:24 waggin train chicken 
wrapped yams

i had been feeding my small dog waggin train chicken jerkey wrapped yams.....and now he has 
major health issues and is sick alot......
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EON‐102461 9/24/2012 9:03 Nature's Variety Prairie Beef 
Meal & Barley Medley

7 Years Havanese Dog 23 Pound

EON‐102460 9/23/2012 22:48 Canyon Creek Ranch - "Yam 
Good" (duck with sweet 
potatoes) "Yams" (sweet 
potato fries) "Duck Tenders" 
(duck jerky) "Cowboy Steak" 
(chicken with white fish)

For the past month, following ingestion of the treat in question, noticed gastrointestinal upset, 
accelerated respiration (bordering on hyperventilation), acute thirst, and a propensity to release 
bladder during subsequent sleep (uncharacteristic of this dog); activity had been atypically lethargic. 
Since onset of symptoms & awareness of public notice to be wary of dog treats manufactured in 
China, we stopped administering the treats. Symptoms dissipated over 2 days since termination of 
the treats, and 7 days later, our dog has resumed normal activity and characteristic behaviors.

Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog

I have fed my dog Nature's Variety Prairie Chicken & Rice and Beef & Barley exclusively for the past 
6 years. I ordered 2 15 lbs. bags (one of each) in May 2012 from MrChewy.com. When I opened the 

Beef & Barley variety, I detected an usual off odor, but thought that maybe the formulation had 
changed. When I fed the kibble to my dog, he eat gingerly and after finishing half a bowl, walked 

away. Highly unusual behavior for my dog . I reported the problem to Nature's Variety and they 
told me that they were unaware of any problem, but to discard the bag (which I did) and offered to 

send me a coupon for a complimentary replacement bag. I purchased the replacement bag 
approximately 2 weeks later at my local Pet Supplies Plus, and this bag of Beef & Barley had the 
same distinct, off odor. I again called the company, that seemed to suggest it was my "nose" or 
misfortune for having a bag with an off scent. They strongly maintained there was nothing wrong 

with the product.

About 2-3 weeks later in mid June 2012,  would refuse to eat and started vomiting. This was 
accompanied by chronic diarrhea and an unusual listless disposition. After a few days, I took him to 
our vet. Xrays, blood & fecal tests taken were all negative, however based on presenting symptoms, 
my vet treated  with antibiotics, on the assumption that his problem was gastrointestinal. Over 

the next 2 weeks, his symptoms remained unchanged despite being administered different 
antibiotics and his condition gradually worsened. He was seen 4X between  and , at 

which point he was eventually hospitalized for intravenous fluids and antibiotics. Over the weekend, 
a sonogram revealed enlarged lymph nodes and a fluid build up in his abdomen, and was diagnosed 

with lymphoma. He declined rapidly within the next 2 weeks before putting him down on .

By sheer coincidence, I came across online at petfoodindustry.com that Nature's Variety Beef Meal 
& Barley Medley was recalled by the company on 7/12/12. This is the same product I complained 

about in May 2012, just prior to my extremely active & healthy becoming ill 4 weeks later. Had I been 
made aware of a recall or problem with the product, maybe my vet would have explored another 

course of diagnosis and treatment for my dog. As a long term loyal consumer, I was signed up on 
Nature's Variety's website, as well as on record for complaining about their product; yet I was never 

notified that this product was recalled voluntarily. To date, it still has not reappeared on store shelves 
and my request for any testing done have been denied.
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EON‐102458 9/23/2012 16:24 canyon creek ranch big blast 
pork skin twists with chicken 
liver

vomiting and direahea 1 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 62 Pound

EON‐102456 9/23/2012 12:06 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Gave dog 3 treats, 1 less than recommended maximum for the dog's weight (over 50, we assume 
the units are pounds although the product does not specify) in the evening. That night, we awoke to 
hear our dog vomiting and upon observation for a few hours afterward she seemed sluggish and 
suffering general malaise, uncharacteristic for her normal behavior.

4 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 55 Pound

EON‐102455 9/23/2012 3:27 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Chicken Tenders

Fed my dog 3-4 pieces of Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Tenders made by Waggin' Train, 
LLC a subsidiary of Nestle Purina ove the course of 2-3 weeks and the dog got severe diarrhea and 
also began vomiting. He has not yet recovered and is being treated by our vet. I've stopped feeding 
the treats.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 78 Pound

EON‐102454 9/23/2012 3:15 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

On 9/20/2012, I gave her a Waggin Train chicken jerky tender treat and during the night she urinated 
on the floor, which she never does, and also at the door when I was letting her out for the morning. I 
noticed that she was unusually thirsty. The next day she defecated on the floor and again urinated at 
the door. As the day progressed she became increasingly lethargic and listless; she didn't want to 
walk or move about, she just sat around. I noticed that her stomach was bloated and tight and she 
seemed to be in pain and didn't want to be touched; her anal area was swollen as well and she had 
a vaginal secretion with a very strong odor. I scheduled an appt. with her vet for the next morning. 
That evening she began vomiting constantly and when she drank water it came right back up; her 
breathing became labored, she began shivering and was glassy eyed. At bed time she defecated 
once again, without even any attempt to go outside. I took her out to see if she would urinate and 
she seemed to be wanting to squat but couldn't and she just stood still; so I carried her in and took 
her to the ER at approx. 3:00am (PT) on 9/22, and they ran a blood panel, did x-rays and an 
ultrasound of her abdomen. All test came back negative. The Dr. said she clearly was ill but he 
couldn't really determine the cause. However, he did detect traces of what appeared to be an 
abdominal and vaginal infection in her blood panel. She was diagnosed with and treated for a 
bacterial infection; she was administered an Ampicillin injection, fluids, anti-nausea medication and 
prescribed Clavamox drops for 7 days. When I got her home it was as if she had no strength st all. I 
put her to bed ad she stayed in the same position the entire night; she urinated on herself but didn't 
move. I turned her over to clean her up and she yelped and vomited water but didn't even lift her 
head from that. She hasn't moved at all and when I lift her, her body seems totally limp. It is now 
12:07am (PT) on 9/23/2012 and her state hasn't changed and she's beginning to convulse 
frequently.

9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5.15 Pound
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EON‐102452 9/22/2012 21:06 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders I gave  one Waggin Train Jerky Tender chicken treat. The next day he was throwing up, 
lethargic, and putting his hind quarters up while the front legs were in the laying on the floor. We 
noticed he was drinking a lot. He was so sick I was worried about him surviving the night. I called the 
vet the next morning. They did an xray and bloodwork. His blood sugar was over 500. He was given 
antibiotics as the vet thought he had an infection in his digestive tract. We began treating him for 
diabetes, even though he had never had these symptoms before. He seemed to go from a healthy 
energetic dog to an old dog all of the sudden. We gave him about 5 more treats the next week (one 
a night) until we saw the Chinese Jerky Treat story online. illness began the day after his 
first treat. We also thought it was odd one night that he didn't finish his jerky treat. We have never 
known  to not finish a treat. He is not the same dog he was before the treats. He is more 
lethargic, lays on the floor instead of on the couch, pants and breathes hard. He went from a dog 
who drank very little to a dog who drinks a lot. Even his eyes look different...more like an old dog. 
We are still giving him 2 insulin injections a day. He has gone from needing 6 units to 3 units twice a 
day. I don't know if he will ever fully recover. In addition to spending nearly $1000 on his medical 
care, I suffer the guilt of knowing he got sick from something I gave him. We do not consider  
property...he is one of our family and didn't deserve this. It is an outrage that this product is still on 
the shelves. As consumers, we trust the manufacturers and stores to do the right thing. Neither has 
happened in this case.

8 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 13 Pound

EON‐102451 9/22/2012 17:36 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

On 9/20/2012, I gave her a Waggin Train chicken jerky tender treat and during the night she urinated 
on the floor, which she never does, and also at the door when I was letting her out for the morning. I 
noticed that she was unusually thirsty. The next day she defecated on the floor and again urinated at 
the door. As the day progressed she became increasingly lethargic and listless; she didn't want to 
walk or move about, she just sat around. I noticed that her stomach was bloated and tight and she 
seemed to be in pain and didn't want to be touched; her anal area was swollen as well and she had 
a vaginal secretion with a very strong odor. I scheduled an appt. with her vet for the next morning. 
That evening she began vomiting constantly and when she drank water it came right back up; her 
breathing became labored, she began shivering and was glassy eyed. At bed time she defecated 
once again, without even any attempt to go outside. I took her out to see if she would urinate and 
she seemed to be wanting to squat but couldn't and she just stood still; so I carried her in and took 
her to the ER at approx. 3:00am (PT) on 9/22, and they ran a blood panel, did x-rays and an 
ultrasound of her abdomen. All test came back negative. The Dr. said she clearly was ill but he 
couldn't really determine the cause. However, he did detect traces of what appeared to be an 
abdominal and vaginal infection in her blood panel. She was diagnosed with and treated for a 
bacterial infection; she was administered an Ampicillin injection, fluids, anti-nausea medication and 
prescribed Clavamox drops for 7 days. When I got her home it was as if she had no strength st all. I 
put her to bed ad she stayed in the same position the entire night; she urinated on herself but didn't 
move. I turned her over to clean her up and she yelped and vomited water but didn't even lift her 
head from that. She hasn't moved at all and when I lift her, her body seems totally limp. It is now 
1:40pm (PT) and her state hasn't changed.

9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5.15 Pound

EON‐102450 9/22/2012 16:57 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

started vomiting, which lead us to the vet, who diagnosised him in kidney failure, didn't know what 
caused this, we tried the auto immune shot, which didn't help, lead to no eating and he died a week 
later

6 Minute
s

Other Canine/dog Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐102449 9/22/2012 1:45 wagon train started giving chicken jerky strips and she loved then. gave her 1/2 the am and 1/2 in the pm. at 
about 2 weeks noticed decreased appetite, vomiting even when not having eaten anything,(just 
vomiting bile) then very loose stool. took her to the vet where blood tests were run. liver enzimes 
were greater than twice what was normal and severe pancreatitis. was treated with liver medication 
but vomited with each dose. was also given panceas med. Changed food to a 5 star recommended 
brand (was already feeding her a 4 star food) and started treating her aggressively for the 
pancreatitis. kept her home and in calm environment for several weeks to try and recover. It really 
seemed she was dying right before my eyes. before this she was energetic, playful and loved to 
travel. next blood test, about 6 weeks later and liver seemed to be recovering but the pancriatitis is 
still severe and she is on medication before each meal. vet says she will most likely be on this med 
for the rest of her life. she still vomits occasionally and doesn't eat sometimes. it has now been aprox 
3 months and she is lethargic only having energy for a short walk twice daily which she loves. 
Traveling is out, just too stressful, even short trips of 30 miles. we used to go visit relatives in so calif 
(300 miles) with no problem. all products were made in china and you have to be very careful 
because label will say distributed in US but fine print says made in china. I will not be buying 
anything from china if I can help it. They care nothing about the well care of our citizens or our 
animals. please try to expedite the recall process for these products. too many broken hearts. 
THANK YOU

12 Weeks Beagle Dog 22 Pound

EON‐102440 9/21/2012 19:00 Milo's Kitchen Chicken 
Jerky, Canyon Creek Ranch 
Duck Tenders

dog was up all night 2 nights in a row with diarrhea and vomiting, drinking lots of water. Had given 
her chicken jerky ...later read that this ma be causing many06

9 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 45 Pound

EON‐102404 9/21/2012 13:51 Dogswell Happy Hips For years I have fed my dogs Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Tenders. Over the last 3or so years 
Snickers started loosing his appetite, became lethargic, had bloody stools off and on and then this 
past March he passed away from Renal Failure. I thought I was doing the right thing by giving him 
an all natural chicken product for a daily treat.

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Ounce

EON‐102402 9/21/2012 13:00 Waggin Train Yam Good, 
Milo's Kitchen Jerky Treats

My 7 year old, HEALTHY dog was given both Milo's Kitchen Jerky treats, as well as Waggin Train 
jerky treats, and Waggin Train Yam Good treats over the past six months. The recommended 
feeding dose was NOT exceeded. Two weeks ago, he urinated in his sleep two times. I took him to 
the vet, and they did testing and determined he was in kidney failure. He deteriorated very quickly, 
and had to be euthanized on . I do believe that I was sold a bag of one of these 
treats (definitely purchased at Target) that killed him.

7 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 25 Pound
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EON‐102401 9/21/2012 12:57 PetGuard Venison and Rice I purchased a case of PetGuard Venison and Rice canned cat food from an online store, Wag.com. 
(Wag.com P.O. Box 483 Jersey City, NJ 07303), as I have in the past. Upon opening a can of the 
venison and rice cat food, it was a different color, different texture, and different smell.. but it did 
contain rice bits. Code on bottom of can: X9S4 07:08 BEST BY 08/02/13. The usual color of the 

food is pink-gray and crumbly, and it smells like venison. I thought perhaps it was a new formula of 
venison and rice as an improvement, so I fed it to my cat. No problems. Then I ordered another case 
of PetGuard Venison and Rice. When the new case came, I opened a can and it was the usual pink-
gray meat that smelled like venison like I had always gotten until the previous case of dark stuff. The 

date on the new case of cans showed it was manufactured after the *mystery meat* case I 
previously got. 

I still have a couple cans of the mis-labeled venison and rice. I emailed PetGuard many times in 2 
weeks, at both of their email addresses, and I emailed Wag.com that I bought the mystery mis-

labeled cat food from. Wag.com said to tell them what PetGuard says. In not getting any response 
from PetGuard, I tried to contact them on Facebook, but they took their page down. I tried Twitter, 

but they won't answer a twitter. I tried calling 2 separate times but each time, after the recorded 
message says the call will be monitored for quality, it transfers to another phone and continued to 

ring and ring. I've never gotten through to a real person in these 2 weeks.

I took pictures, opening a can of the correct venison and rice cat food, and a can of the dark mystery 
meat that smells like fish. I sent these pictures to PetGuard, still with no replies from them. I sent 

them also to Wag.com. I wrote reviews for the food at different online stores, uploading the pictures 
to show the wrong food is in the Venison and Rice cans. 

I stopped feeding the mystery food in the venison and rice cans to my cat, so I have a can I can 
send you to test. My cat never got sick, fortunately she is not allergic to fish. People buy the venison 
and rice if their cat needs a limited protein diet. There is concern if someone buys the venison and 

rice because their cat is allergic to fish (or whatever food is in the can), and the cat's health is at risk.

Summary: wrong food in PetGuard Venison and Rice canned cat food 5.5 oz. cans, with code X9S4 
07:08 BEST BY 08/02/13 stamped on the bottom, purchased online at Wag.com located in New 

Jersey. PetGuard does not respond to emails or answer phones for these 2 weeks I've been trying 
to get a hold of them. Wag..com has been notified and saw pictures of the wrong food in cans and 

said to tell them what PetGuard responds.... but PetGuard is not responding.

Thank you!
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EON‐102395 9/21/2012 12:12 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders The patient started vomiting on a regular basis and became less active over about 2-3 weeks. At 
this time the owner had been feeding a lot of chicken jerky treats for several weeks time. The patient 
still had a good appetite and appeared to be normal on routine examination. The patient was sent 
home on an antiemetic for several days. The vomiting improved while on the medication, but 
returned as soon as they finished giving the meds. The patient returned and labwork was done. 
Azotemia was present with a normal phosphorous and hematuria was present on urinalysis. The 
alkaline phosphatase was normal on this labwork, but soon rose dramatically on the next serum 
chemistry 2 days later. The patient was hospitalized on IV fluids and was started on antibiotics and 
kept for 2 days. The patient responded to medical treatment and was sent home with dietary 
changes to a prescription kidney friendly diet. The owner had stopped feeding the jerky treats 
sometime between the first and second visit. The labwork was checked again about 2 weeks later. 
The azotemia was still around the same levels as it was when it went home.

9 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 12.4 Pound

EON‐102348 9/21/2012 9:36 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky
, Waggin' Train Yam Good

Our dogs developed severe diarrhea, lethargy, and started having urine "accidents" after being fed 
these treats for several days. Before the dogs were fed them their stool was normal, they were more 
active, and they rarely if ever had accidents. It took us awhile to decide what we changed that could 
have caused the change, and ultimately it was the Wagin Train treats.

We decided to not giving the dogs Waggin Train treats for several days to see if they improved. As 
soon as we did that their symptoms were mostly gone in as little as a day.

5 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 13 Pound

EON‐102342 9/21/2012 8:00 Milo's chicken 
jerky...pupperoni...waggin 
tail jerky treats

My beloved dog , passed away last year. Since his passing I've read about the jerky treats and 
it is devastating to me..because I fed those treats to my Ollie everyday. I DID see symptoms of 
vomiting, listlessness, diarrhea full of mucous. It would happen on and off. One day he'd seem 
ill...the next he'd be ok. I never ever connected it with those jerky treats. He absolutely loved 
those...so I bought them all the time for him. Last year he suddenly started to strain to urinate...did 
seem to want to drink excessively...all of the symptoms described. I of course took him to his 
vet...who treated him as if he had a UTI...although he never did a culture.  never seemed to 
fully recover. He went on to having severe breathing problems...and had to undergo a thorocentisis 
to remove fluid from around his lungs. When he did come home he stopped eating...had 
vomiting..and just did not come out of it. I had taken  to 3 hospitals....and to 2 different vets 
besides his own within 10 days...trying to save him. I never learned for certain what killed ...but 
after reading about the treats...I have to believe...from the symptoms that I saw...that they were the 
real cause of  illness. was my best friend...and a year later...I still cry everyday for what 
I saw him go through. He was like a child to me. I spent thousands of dollars...trying to save him. I 
don't care about the money...but I do care that I thought I was giving my little buddy treats that were 
good for him...and I might have actually caused his death. I can't believe that they show 
commercials on t.v. showing these treats....making it look as if you're doing a good thing for your pet 
by giving them those treats. If I had ever known about this...I NEVER would have given those to 

. I'd have made my own from scratch if I had to. I don't understand why the public wasn't made 
aware of the possible danger. I never saw anything saying there was a problem. And no one I knew 
had ever told me that they knew about it either.
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EON‐102338 9/20/2012 18:45 milo chicken jerky I have two shih-tzus. one is 10 and the other is 8. They both got deathly ill from eating milos chicken 
jerky treats. Diarhrea and vomiting.

10 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐102337 9/20/2012 18:15 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky In the morning before leaving for work we would give our dog a chicken jerky treat. When we 
returned home on several occasions he had vometed or had direhea. Normally he never has a 
problem with going to the bathroom in the house. After many attempts to understand what is wrong 
with our dog we called the vet. The vet spoke to us and asked what do we give the dog to eat. When 
we mentioned the chicken jerky he asked us while he was on the phone to read the lable to him. He 
asked where were the treats made and at first it appears that they are made in Newport Beach 
California, that is just the distribution site. The vet asked us to turn the bag to the left and look under 
the UPC code and there is was MADE IN CHINA. We have stopped giving our dog these treats and 
since then he has been fine all day no messes in the house. He seems to feel better overall but it 
has only been a week since we stopped giving the treats.

1 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐102331 9/20/2012 17:27 Canyon Creek Ranch letargy, depress, vomiting, low apetite
EON‐102329 9/20/2012 16:36 Waggin' Train Wholesome 

Chicken Jerky Tenders
My dog hurt his leg,so I took him to the vet to have him checked out.The vet informed me that he 
would need surgery for a torn ligament.The vet perfromed blood workand informed me that  
was suffering from kidney failure.The vet kept him for 3 days and tried to help him with iv fluids to no 
prevail.

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 20 Pound

EON‐102328 9/20/2012 15:57 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders 's basic diet was dry kibble with 1 T. moist. Occasional dog biscuit and Waggin' Train chicken 
dog jerky. Started throwing up small portions of food, once or twice a month. Food consumption 
decreased, he became listless. Sept. 17, 2011 took to emergency, kidney function was a problem. 
Was put on intraveneous fluids and kept overnight. Put on KD renal diet.  regained some 
energy, still not able to walk around the block with out carrying part of the way. Fed some chicken 
jerky to encourage eating. Energy continued to decrease, diet became poor, and personality was 
lethargic.

 called vet as could hardly walk, vet came by our house, looked at his gums - 
which were white/grey, and immediately said he needed to be euthanized.

12 Years Terrier - Cairn Dog 19 Pound

EON‐101794 9/20/2012 6:30 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

I have noticed that he tends to have a bad stomach when the increase in consumption occurs. Most 
recently, he has been vomitting more frequently. He tends to be lethargic, sleeps alot and loses his 
appetite. He has shown an increase in water intake.

9 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 110 Pound

EON‐101793 9/20/2012 2:57 Meaty Treats ..made of Real 
Beef...Steak Nite...Kabobs 
treats for dogs.

fed my dog treats...he got sick, but at time i did not relate the treats to the sickness. last week fed 
him two of the treats. he developed vomiting and diarrhea. then read a report by Dr. Karen Becker 
yesterday about the propylene glycol in dog treats and food that would make them sick or perhaps 
kill them. went and got the dog treat bag...sure enough it has the chemical in it. my dog was throwing 
up and had lose bowels all day. luckily i did not feed him any more of this product. the product is 
"Meaty Treats" brand and is manufactured by Sunshine Mills, inc n Red Bay, Alabama. I know they 
had problems a few yrs ago with some of their products being recalled...as i have been researching 
them since this has happened. You need to also add to the list of dog food products that have the 
chemical as i have found numerous products today that have it in them. Why do yall let this happen? 
please get this stuff off the shelves...dogs are getting sick and dying..so glad i did not feed my dog 
any more of this product. i just thought it did not agree with him..but know now it made him sick 
because of the antifreeze in the product.

1 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐101791 9/19/2012 22:15 NUTRO'S NATURAL 
CHOICE GRAIN FREE 
VENISON AND POTATO 
DOG FOOD

PRIOR TO USING NUTRO'S NATURAL CHOICE BY DOG HAD NO INCONTENINCE ISSUES OR 
VOMITTING.
I HAVE BEEN USING NUTRO'S NATURAL CHOICE FOR ABUT 4 MONTHS AND THATS HOW 
LONG THIS HAS BEEN GOING ON. MY DOG HAS DEVELOPED A BALDDER INFECTION FROM 
E.COLI. SHE URINATES AND DEFICATES IN THE HOUSE. SHE HAS BEENHOUSE TRAINED 
AND DID NOT START THE INCONTENINCE UNTIL AFTER FEEDING HER NUTRO'S BRAND. 
SE ALSO STARTED VOMMITING AND VOMMITING YELLOW BILE.
THERE ARE OVER 1200 COMPLAINTS RELATING TO MY CLAIM ON 
WWW.CONSUMERAFFAIRS.COM!!

THIS ISSUE NEEDS TO BE ADDRESS NOW BEFORE MORE DOGS HAVE TO SUFFER 
BECAUSE OF A COMPANY JUST TRYING TO MAKE A PROFIT!

23 Months Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 63 Pound

EON‐101790 9/19/2012 21:51 Vitality The dog developed diarreah, letharagy, loss of appitite, pancreatitis, diabetes 5 Years Whippet Dog
EON‐101777 9/19/2012 16:42 EverPet Mini Dogs Dog 

Treats
My husband has been giving our Pomeranian, dog treats purchased at Dollar General - Ever Pet 
Canine Carry Outs and Mini Dogs - for at least a year. I never considered the treats as a possibility 
for her illness. She started having digestive issues several months ago. We took her to the vet, 
where tests were done, and she was given special canned food and medications. She recovered 
from that bout. Then, over the next few months, she had digestive issues off and on, but they were 
occasional, and were either vomiting or diarrhea. A month ago, she started vomiting her food every 
time she ate. We changed her so the veterinary low residue digestive formula food, which helped for 
a couple of days. Then she started vomiting even the special food. Because of her age, we decided 
not to invest the hundreds of dollars in tests that the doctor was recommending to try to diagnose 
her problem. We decided to euthanize her on . She had lost a total of 3 pounds from 
her high weight of 9 pounds, and was 6 pounds at her death. Just a few days ago, a friend put a 
post on FaceBook about warnings concerning dog treats. I started researching and found the FDA 
warning, which included the treats we were giving our dog. Before our dog started getting these 
treats, she was completely healthy and had no problems at all. Now, we believe that our dogs death 
is directly related to eating the treats from Dollar Genera.

11 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 6 Pound

EON‐101775 9/19/2012 16:30 Meaty Bone dog biscuits Gave my miniature Pomeranian a treat, Meaty Bone dog biscuits, on a Friday and Saturday. By 
Sunday morning she was vomiting and as the day wore on she started having bloody diarrhea. She 
wouldn't eat anything, just layed around, only drank water. This went on for a few days. At first 
thought she just wasn't feeling well, but my other dog was having similar problems at the same time! 
Traced it back to the only new food in their diet, Meaty Bone dog biscuits that I had just bought.

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 6 Pound
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EON‐101774 9/19/2012 16:27 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Natural Chicken Tenders

On Sept 4, 2012, I purchased a 30 oz. bag of Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Tenders from Petsmart 
in . Over the next ten days, our dog consumed maybe three to four treats a day. On 
Sun,  we had to seek emergency vet care for our dog. She was extremely lethargic and no 
appetite. Most concerning were the repeated attacks of bloody diarrhea and vomiting bile. We were 
shocked to discover that what we had fed her could have caused this. We had no idea that this 
product was from China, let alone that this treat could be harmful. Five days into this and she is 
slowly becoming more active, however she has only eaten maybe one cup of boiled chicken and 
rice.

10 Months Siberian Husky Dog 64 Pound

EON‐101771 9/19/2012 15:57 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Duck Tenders

On August 14, 2012, I purchased several bags of Canyon Creek Ranch Brand Duck Tenders, 30 oz 
bag, at Petsmart on  in . When I brought them home, I noted that 
one bag had EXTRAORDINARY HEAT radiating from the deoxidizer pack inside the unopened bag. 
Assuming this to be a safety issue, I saved the bag and the deoxidizer pack, with the intention of 
contacting FDA . . . but got distracted!
Then on September 16, 2012, I purchased two more bags. Upon bringing them home, I experienced 
the identical event with one of those bags. I saved that bag unopened.
These treats indicate on the bag that they were treated by irradiation.
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EON‐101770 9/19/2012 15:51 By Nature Organics 7 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 25 Pound

EON‐101744 9/19/2012 14:46 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

After consuming Waggin Train Wholsome Chicken Jerky Tenders my dog started having diareha, 
throwing up ,loss of appetite. This happened on two occassions.

9 Years Pointing Dog - 
Portuguese

Dog 78 Pound

EON‐101740 9/19/2012 14:00 Waggin Train Chicken 
Jerkey Tenders

Started giving the dogs Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Tenders from Sam's Club, and/or Walmart 
about 2 years ago. They became more lethargic all the time. Both started drinking more water and 
urinating more often, and sleeping most of the day. Yesterday we had a blood test done, and the 
youngest dog is suffering from kidney failure and liver problems. The older dog's blood picture is OK, 
but has the same symptoms. They were both started on medication and a special diet dog food KD 
kidney supporting food, canned and dry. We don't know if we will be able to save the younger dog.

12 Years Terrier - Scottish Dog 22 Pound

We ordered "By Nature Organics - Organic Turkey" Canned food as part of our last order (number 
). The food was ordered from www.wag.com from the below link. 

http://www.wag.com/dog/p/by-nature-organics-canned-food-12x13-oz-117876

This food was fed by me to our dog, on Saturday (09/15/12) morning for the first time,  
seemed to eat it well and did not show any signs of concern. However, little did we know that the 
same food that we purchased as an Organic alternative (better option?) to the food we typically 

order from you would be the cause of an immense amount of pain and suffering to the poor dog and 
an immense amount of anxiety to us, his parents. Later the same day, when we took  out to 

defecate, he had severe diarrhea, still we did not get very concerned as we expected him to take 
time to adapt to his food. Next, 30minutes later,  needed to go out again, at this point, when we 
took him out, he attempted to defecate multiple times, with only raw blood coming out of his anus. 
This continued for about 5 times; when he continued to defecate blood. Ofcourse, at this point we 

were concerned and took him to an emergency vet hospital (diagnosis and invoice attached); please 
note that it was roughly 8pm by this time; the Vet at the hospital diagnosed  condition as 

"Hematochezia and Lyphoplasmocytic Colitis secondary to dietary Intolerance"; after multiple X rays, 
blood test/screening and immense amount of injections/medication it was determined, as afore 

mentioned that  was suffering from this severe condition due to a dietary intake. The xrays did 
not show that he had swallowed any external objects (toys) that may cause this issue, but just 

something he ate. The fact that the attached diagnosis states that  was suffering from Dietary 
Intolerance; shows the Doctors confirmation that his condition was due to something he had eaten. 

The ONLY thing had eaten all day was "By Nature Organics - Organic Turkey". 

Later that night, we brought  home, only to be woken up at 3am to find that  had bled all over 
our Bedroom carpet, carpet stairs and various other spots in our house. He was now unable to 

control the outflow of blood from his anus. This now showed that  was in a much worse condition 
than before; again concerned we contacted the hospital around 4am and stayed awake with  to 

monitor him.  became worse and in his weakness and suffering fell asleep. 
We continue to take care of our dog to make sure he gets better. Please note that  is a healthy 

dog with a clean medical record and no history of such severe dietary issues. (detailed medical 
record can be provided upon request)
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EON‐101739 9/19/2012 14:00 Wagon Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

 has had two Grand Mal seizures. The first one after eating Wagon Train chicken jerky treats, 
and the second six months later after she had eated Milos' chicken jerky treats. The second time I 
rushed her to the Vet and he suggestedd that it may have been the result of the treats. I threw out 
the whole package both times, and wish now that I hadn't so they could be tested. Both packages 
were bought at Walmart in . They should be taken off the shelves of all stores carrying 
these products. I am so LUCKY to still have my dog. She has never had another seizure.

3 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog

EON‐101736 9/19/2012 13:12 Waggin Tails Chicken Jerky Well it took a while to figure out that this product was the cause of my dog's death. This happend in 
2008.
She was in perfect health and my mother started feeding her the waggin tail chicken strip treats. 

 loved them. She was given the treats on a daily basis for over a month when all of a 
sudden she started acting strange and lethargic, So we took her to the Vet and we were told that 
she was dehydrated. So we made sure we were giving her plenty of water. She still did not improve. 
My mother noticed the only thing she really enjoyed getting up to eat were the chicken strips. But it 
still did not occur to us these were the problem. A few days later  would not get up, on our 
way up to the vet she died in the car. We were all baffeled. Then the last couple years I started 
seeing articles about people's pets getting sick or dying from this product. It dawned on us that this 
is the most likely cause as she was perfectly healthy until this treat took its affect.

7 Months Rottweiler Dog 60 Pound

EON‐101735 9/19/2012 12:51 Sorry I do not know Bought a bad of chicken beef jerky at our local Sams Club in , i apologize I threw the 
bag away, shorlty thereafter we noticed my dog would vomit - we did not put it togehter right away, 
he started not wanting to eat, not moving his bowels properly, no motivation as normal- however he 
still wanted the treats. We even changed the dog food to a better brand thinking maybe that was the 
issue, not knowing about the beef jerkey issue/ when we found out we threw the bag our right away. 
I just saw the headline on website and decided to write in to notify as another person who's dog had 
been affected to the beef jerkey as well. He seems to be back to normal now thank God !! :) It did 
take a bit though honestly..

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 135 Pound

EON‐101734 9/19/2012 12:45 Milo's Kitchen Chicken 
Grillers

Our 3 dogs,  a 6 year old Bichon, , a 6 year old Pomeranian, and , and 11 year 
old Pomeranian ate 2-3 (apiece) of the Milo's Kitchen Chicken Grillers on 9/16/12. On 9/17/12, all 3 
dogs were lethargic, no appetite, and  was vomiting. We pulled apart of piece of what she 
had vomited and discovered it was the chicken. None of the 3 dogs ate all day. On 9/18/12, we 
consulted with the vet, and they were put on a hamburger/rice diet and Pepto Bismol.  has 
receovered, and  and  are alowly coming back around. suffered the most, and 
still does not have a full appetite. Her stomach is still upset. On 9/18/12, our daughter found an 
article about the chicken imported from China had caused dogs to become ill. The product was 
made in China. We do have the bag of treats if samples are needed.

6 Years Bichon Frise Dog 10 Pound

EON‐101725 9/19/2012 10:30 chicken jerky Developed diarria - took to vet - saw warning posted regarding chicken jerky treats - stopped giving 
treats - diarria stopped

6 Years Great Dane Dog 140 Pound
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EON‐101711 9/19/2012 10:06 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

I began buying him "Waggin Train" chicken Jerky Tenders for dogs from Pet Smart about 5 years 
ago and gave him one about each day. I did not realize that I was doing him any harm at all. And I 
did not get any notification about the dangers involved with the product by email or the postal 
department. I slowly saw my dog changing his eating and drinking habits and he was having 
accidents in the house, which he never did before. Then he started to eat less and he drpped from 
47 pounds to lees than 30 pounds, and I had taken him to his vet and he took a complete blood 
analysis. He called me and said his kidneys are failng and are nearly shut down. He did a blood 
transfusion for 2 days, and now I have him at home , but he is continually getting worse. He is so 
weak I have to carry him up and down the stairs or he will fall down. and he looses his balance 
sometimes when he walks. his urine is completely clear and he is constantly drinking and peeing. 
But not eating, only a little of what I feed him. He is supposed to eat the KD food I had to buy but he 
refuses to eat it in any fashion, so I jsust give him healthy food what he likes, just to get something in 
his stomach and stay alive for as long as possible. Usually boiled chicken and rice. I had him for 15 
years and he is all I have. I live alone, and he is by besy friend. I am devistated over this. Now I feel 
so guilty over what I have done to hime. I cry every day over it, and I will never forgive myself for 
what I did to him. I love my dog so much. This poison must be removed from the market. Why is Pet 
Smart still selling this garbage? Why haven't they removed it from their stores? I don't understand? 
They are killing the poor animals. I am filing a report with my state's FDA Consumer Complaint 
Coordinators Department. This is what I have been going through the past several months, and it 
has severely has depressed me. I don't know where to go from here? Please help me with whatever 
you can do for my loving dog. He is all I have. 

15 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 30 Pound

EON‐101702 9/19/2012 9:27 wagon train western grill  ate Wagon Train Jerky chicken treats and with in 24 hours he became sick with vomiting and 
diarrhea this lasted for 3 days he is just now starting to recover.

1 Years Shih Tzu Dog 22 Pound

EON‐101695 9/19/2012 7:57 hartz flavored beef on 09-01-2012 purchased a HARTZ chew bone at a local store called . Arrived home 
and found the female chihuahua at a point of near death. Took dog the my local vet on a emergency 
situation. Doctor performed blood work and performed physical. No problems noted. Appears that 
the female had a severe reaction to the chemicals used in china to make this product. Severe 
neurological disorder during this incident. The FDA needs to pass very strict laws for these animal 
food makers. Everything is made in china and packaged in the united states.

9 Months Chihuahua Dog 4.5 Pound

EON‐101694 9/18/2012 23:42 Waggin Train Vomiting, diarrhea, listless 3 Years Havanese Dog 21 Pound
EON‐101693 9/18/2012 23:30 Milo's Chicken Jerky My Maltese was limping and acting lethargic. Took to vet who ran bloodwork. Her creatinine levels 

were extremely high and my vet was concerned that she was going into kidney failure. He asked if 
there was anything different or new that we were feeding her. The only change was Milo's chicken 
jerky treats. After stopping feeding them to her we repeated the bloodwork a month later. Thankfully 
her kidney values returned to normal. This was all due to Milos dog treats.

10 Years Maltese Dog 6 Pound

EON‐101692 9/18/2012 22:36 Milos Kitchen home style 
dog treats

Constipation and lethargy. 8 Years Beagle Dog 17 Pound
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EON‐101557 9/18/2012 18:51 Happy Hips After receiving and eatting "Happy Hips" the dog became very ill. Took her to the vet, who was 
unable to determine the cause since all of her tests came back negative. Took her to a second vet 
who determined she had a strange and very rare liver condition. Recently was told to stop giving the 
dog "Happy Hips" treats. The dog appears to be getting better but unfortunately the treats have 
damaged her liver.

14 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 56 Pound

EON‐101556 9/18/2012 18:45 Smart Bones Peanit Butter, 
Canyon Creek PBJ Wrapped 
with Chicken Jerky, Waggin 
Train Chicken Jerky Tenders

She began to be lethargic, throwing up, loose stools, loss of appetite 7 Months Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5.5 Pound

EON‐101554 9/18/2012 18:00 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Dog Treats

I have 2 dogs. On the evening of , my older dog who is a 45 lb. mixed breed, was found ill 
at our home. We arrived home to find that she had vomited a foamy white substance multiple times 
and had appeared to possibly have convulsions based on items that had been knocked over in the 
house. She was leaning against a recliner and was unable to move at all. Her breathing was labored 
and she was drooling heavily. We took her to the emergency vet where they were unable to 
determine what was wrong, but did discover that she was dehydrated and they suspected some type 
of neurological condition. By the time we left her for overnight observation, she had begun to be able 
to use her front legs again. The next morning, our 3 year old Yorkie was let outside for his normal 
morning bathroom trip. When I went out to let him back in the house 20 minutes later, I found him 
laying flat on the ground with foamy vomit next to him. He was unable to move and his breathing 
was labored. I called our vet and took him in to be evaluated. By the time that I had gotten him to the 
vet, he was in shock and his blood pressure had started to drop. They started an IV and gave him 
some medicine which did help him to improve. He started moving again, but then started to have 
bloody diarrhea. They decided that they would need to keep him for observation as well. While our 
older dog improved and recovered, our Yorkie did not survive the night and passed away. The only 
change that had been made in their diet was that I had bought a pouch of Waggin Train Chicken 
Jerky dog treats earlier in the week as a special treat for my dogs.

3 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12 Pound

EON‐101553 9/18/2012 17:42 Milo's Chicken Jerky started having issues with appetite. 10 Years Maltese Dog 11 Pound
EON‐101552 9/18/2012 17:36 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 

Treats &
Canyon Creek Chicken 
Jerky Treats

We got as a rescue in August 2009. She got a clean bill of health from our veterinarian. After 
exploring various kinds of dog food and treats for her, we found she LOVED chicken jerky treats. 
Soon after she started consuming the chicken jerky (specifically Waggin' Train first, then Canyon 
Creek brands), she started urinating in the house. This went on for about 6-8 mos. We finally had 
her urine tested Oct/10 and realized she had developed a urinary tract infection. She would get 
antibiotics, it would clear up, but infection would soon return. She also had multiple episodes of 
diarrhea and vomiting during this time. She had been consuming these treats for approximately 2 
years when we heard reports of possible health problems related to the treats. When we 
discontinued these specific treats, her chronic urinary tract infections ceased & her health is now 
good (other than the allergies).

3 Years Unknown Dog 14 Pound

EON‐101550 9/18/2012 17:06 Waggin' Tail Chicken Jerkey 
Treats

My dog suffered from kidney failure after eating chicken jerky treats. She now has to have an I.V. 
twice daily just to prolong her life. This problem almost killed her and has cost thousands of dollars 
in vet bills.

11 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 26 Pound

EON‐101511 9/18/2012 16:57 Milo's kitchen treats started throwing up would not stop 2.75 Years Beagle Dog 25 Pound
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EON‐101263 9/18/2012 15:42 Beefeaters Natural Chicken 
Fillets

 loved these chicken jerky treats. Every evening he would consume 2 to 3 strips. After a few 
months of eating these items. became deathly ill. He stopped eating everything and was 
rushed to the vet. The vet treated  for pranciatitis but the diagnosis was not totally conclusive. 

 was hospitilized for 2 days and had to be given intravenous fluids. Thankfully recovered 
but we are quite convinced his illness was directly related to all these chicken strips -- Beefeaters 
Natural Chicken Fillets.

8 Years Beagle Dog 135 Pound

EON‐101045 9/18/2012 14:21 Canyon Creek Ranch
Natural Duck Tenders

First my dog is on a strict diet only eating high quality dog food (inovia), organic treats, and no 
human food. So when we were given FREE Sample Treats from our PetCo representative that look 
healthy I thought nothing of it. I fed my dog on Sunday these treats and by Monday afternoon he 
started having Diarrhea. We simple thought he lick or smell something from his regular walk. By 
Monday night he diarrhea became liquid and very watery. By Tuesday he started to vomit bile. We 
were not sure what this was so we carefully watched him. By Tuesday night his diarrhea became full 
of BLOOD and his vomit started to also carry blood. We rushed him to the doctor where they gave 
us stool medication and also took a stool sample. By Wednesday early morning at 5:00 AM he 
started panting very heavily. By 7:00 AM a sniff of food made him vomit bile and more blood. We 
rushed him to the Vet once again where they ran more test. All test came back Negative. All X-Ray's 
came back negative. The doctor asked if he ate anything unusual I said no because my dog has 
NEVER had a reaction to food like this before. It was not until i did some research at home on pet 
treats that I was made aware of Canyon Creek Ranch dog treats( duck tenders) the recall. These 
are made from in China and I am positive that they made my dog sick and almost die. My vet bill is 
over $1000 and I needed to let the FDA know.

8 Years Ridgeback - 
Rhodesian

Dog 115 Pound

EON‐100858 9/18/2012 12:06 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

Dog presented for lethargy, vomiting and anorexia. Owners were unaware that sone had just started 
feeding Waggin Train Chicken Jerky treats 2 days prior to event.

1.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75.6 Pound

EON‐100669 9/18/2012 10:21 Waggin" Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders Low 
Fat

Diarreha, vomitting, poor appetite, panting, attempts to have a bm without success, laying on tie 
floor (its cool and she was panting alot)

7 Years Basset - Griffon 
Vendeen 
(unspecified)

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐100666 9/18/2012 7:00 Milo's Chicken Jerkey I gave my dog Kane a Milo's CHicken Jerky treat on 09/09/12, and he did throw up 1 time on, I think 
09/10 or 09/11/12 and we didn't think anything of it, just thought he got sick or something, no other 
simtoms, until we gave him another treat on 09/12/13. Then he threw up 2 times that day. So we 
thought he was getting sick. But by the weekend we noticed he is getting lethargick, and by Sunday 
we noticed that he hasn't pooped since Saturday. It has been 4 straight days of constant throwing 
up, and 3 days of no pooping. Got an appoitment with the vet, and getting tests done.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐100665 9/18/2012 0:27 JERKY TIME CHICKEN 
JERKY

I GAVE HIM SOME CHICKEN JERKY (JERKY TIME BRAND) BECAME ILL FOR A COUPLE OF 
DAYS HE HAD BEEN VOMITING WAS LAYING AROUND AND DRINKING WATER...I THOUGHT 
SINCE HE WAS DRINKING WATER HE WAS HYDRATED AND SINCE HE HAD A SENSITIVE 
STOMACH I THOUGHT HE JUST NEEDED A LITTLE PEPTO BISMO WHICH I HAD ALWAYS 
USED IN THE PAST TO SETTLE HIS STOMACH....SINCE I WORK I DIDNT NOTICE VERY 
MUCH BUT HIM LAYING AROUND THOUGHT HE WAS STILL A BIT ILL UNTIL THURSDAY 

HE WAS BREATHING VERY SHALLOW AND THEN HE PASSED AWAY AT 4:21PM 
WHEN I WAS LOOKING FOR AN ANIMAL EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBER

12 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 24 Pound
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EON‐100653 9/17/2012 19:27 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders Two events of hemorrhagic gastroenteritis, both of 3 days duration and requiring treatment with 
Cerenia and fluids. Bloody vomiting and diarrhea, extreme lethargy, and pain on abdominal 
palpation. The first event was in June, the second in July. Discontinued product use.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12 Pound

EON‐100492 9/17/2012 13:42 Celeb Corp Chicken Jerky 
(distributor)
Costco ref on return 105711 
Chicken Jerky

Post 2012/02/29 purchase of the "chicken jerky" @ Costco  ( )  had periodic 
episodes of throwing up yellow green bile & diarrhea which continue & as of the past month can't 
control his bowel movements. Noting NBC channel 4 news this past week report on the chicken 
jerky, took him to the Vet ($92.25) September 15, 2012 who prescribed 20 Metronidazole 100mg 
tabs 2 Xs daily; appetite was non remarkable other than eating later and later in the day to food 
(mixture hard and canned soft) served in the AM tho' he prefers table food samples. Threw up 
yellowish brown water bile this morning and stools were whole mushy tootsie rolls type reddish 
brown and lethargic on the walk-about not in character w/ his usual self leading the walk (approx. 1 
mile). Defecating in the apartment during the night although additional walk-about occurs between 
10 & 11 PM.

Costco says their inspectors have checked out the Chinese plant distributor Celebrity Products 
Inc.Toll Free (US & Canada) 1 866 843-4810 
500 Keele St. # 208
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M6N 3C9

Vet says his analysis inclusive and attributes cause to any one of 3 possible causes  
 ,  also 

prescribed Diet Canine I/D-case 12 $39.41

16 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12.6 Pound

EON‐100395 9/17/2012 12:51 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky After eating the Milo's chicken Jerky  had diharrea and vomiting. He was also lithargic. 1 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐100387 9/17/2012 12:15 petshop chicken jerky 
premium chicken dog treats

diahrea 13 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 40 Pound
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EON‐100382 9/17/2012 12:06 Smokehouse Brand Pet 
Products Duck & Sweet 
Potato Combo

In June, I was giving these treats to my dogs. Allie suddenly became very listless and lethargic, with 
no appetite and appeared to be running fever. Took her to the vet, where it was determined that she 
was having kidney issues and that her red blood cells were lysing. We put her on an intense 
regimen of steroids, antibiotics and fluid flush, but the vet was unsure what the cause could be. I quit 
using the treats for a period because one of our other dogs would have REALLY bad gas from the 
treats. Two days ago, I needed treats to entice my Golden Retriever,  back in the house and 
grabbed the Smokehouse Duck & Sweet Potato Combo, as they were close by. I gave her a couple 
of treats and then again gave her some yesterday. Again,  is showing the EXACT symptoms of 
the episode in June. She won't even drink chicken broth, has no appetite (keep in mind, this is a 
young golden, she is usually HIGH activity level) and is extremely listless and lethargic. I have 
thrown the treats away (but kept the bag) and have started the regimen from last time to see if she 
gets any better, before spending another $400 at the vet, again (last time's bill). I'm optimistic that I 
caught the issue soon enough, but can't help but believe that the timing and consumption of the 
treats are connected. I made sure I had no chicken treats (one of my other dogs is allergic to 
chicken, so I do NOT purchase chicken treats) after hearing about chicken recalls, but never saw 
anything until now on the duck treats. :( I'll just be sick if something I did caused my baby to be sick. 
:(

1 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound

EON‐100343 9/17/2012 10:45 Waggin Train Chik'n Biscuits 
Recipe

I gave my shih tzu 2 of the treats at 6:00 PM on 9/16/2012 and by 9:00 PM the same day, my dog 
started having diarrhea and vomiting. The diarrhea continued through the night and seems to be 
subsiding as of 11:00 AM on 9/17/2012. I contacted Waggin Train LLC at 866-283-2923 to report the 
sudden onset of illness and asked if there were any known issues with that product. I gave the bar 
code: 07020 99517, and the manufacturing codes from the bag: 2090T027 0102WH8, Best Before: 
Sep 2013 and another code: CA6210 Mar 2012. The representative denied any product problems 
and offered to send me a coupon for additional products. I purchased the treats from WalMart  

 at 4:07 PM on 9/16/2012.

11 Years Shih Tzu Dog 7 Pound

EON‐100312 9/16/2012 22:36 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Chicken Breast Treats made 
in China

Pet was in good physical condition. Normal Friday evening routine included going out with friends 
and then brought home. Have been gving her Caynon Creek chicken treats. Reently switched to
This brand from another brand. Have been giving her less than 1 treat each evening for a week-10 
days. Within 2 hours she was vomiting repeatedly all food in stomach and then 
Water/bile, including brownish yellow foamy vomit and mucus. Very lethargic Took to emergency vet. 
Stomach and intestines were bloated, gassy, distended, tender and very inflammed. 
$300 vet bill for IV fluids, anti-nausea medicine and other treatments. Diaharrea started, very watery, 
and constant for 24 hours. Became bloody. Pet recovered after about 48 hours of
Distress and began eating bland food and baby food. Regained some energy.

9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5.5 Pound

EON‐100311 9/16/2012 22:00 Waggin Train Jerky Treats Very healthy almost 1 year old Golden Retriever went into incessant vomiting and cough for over a 
week. Vet could not identify culprit. Anti-nasuea and other medications were of no help. Dog lost 
much weight, could not hold down any sustenance. Esophagus was enlarged. Tragic.

1 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐100310 9/16/2012 19:06 Milo's CHICKEN Jerky After feeding  a bag of Milo Chicken jerky treats over a period of 7 days,  developed 
severe diarrhea. She required assistance with going out 4 to 5 times through the night. She also 
experienced accidents within the house in several areas. A trip to the vet revealed she had bacteria 
in her stool and that she had been feed something that was contaminiated  is on a very strick 
diet and was not given any table scraps or other treats. She was feed she dry dog food and the 
treats.

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 105 Pound

EON‐100307 9/16/2012 18:15 Kingdom Pets Duck and 
Sweet Potato

On or about Sept 9th, my dog started having severe diareha and vomiting for three days. My dog 
never says no to food or treats and he would no longer eat or drink and was dehydrated. I took him 
to the ER vet where they admitted him right away and began a battery of tests. They did xrays which 
showed nothing had been ingested which would have created a blockage. The vet did extensive 
blood work and other tests. They put him on an IV drip to get fluids back into his system and he has 
been on a very bland diet of chicken and rice.  has started to come back around and has not 
been given any of the jerky for a week. The vet knew he ate something but we could not pin point it 
until I saw an article about jerky from China and this was the the only jerky he has had and I just 
opened his second bag. Since being off of this treat, he has been responding to the therapy the vet 
gave him. The product he had been ingesting is Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato treats from 
Costco. Lot NO. WPKPDSP03033 Use by date 12/01/2012 P154AG3B2 Costco Item # 661192 
Purchased in  in August and September 2012

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 74 Pound

EON‐100304 9/16/2012 14:30 Trader Joes Organic 
Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe Sticks

After feeding  and the other small dog the Trader Joes Organic Chicken and Brown Rice Recipe 
Sticks...they started having loose stools and vomiting. The one dog ) got very sick with 4 days of 
severe diarrhea and vomiting. Just got back from the emergency vet and was diagnosed with high 
levels of backteria in the fecal count. Is now on antibiotics and fluid....this treat cost me a $250.00 
vet bill.

12 Years Maltese Dog 14 Pound

EON‐100303 9/16/2012 14:21 waggin train western grill she started to vomit and had dirreha as well wont eat 8 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐100299 9/16/2012 12:27 Pinnacle Holistic Canine 
Nutrition
Chicken & Oatmeal Formula

09/15/2012 Purchased a 30 lbg bag of Breeder's Choice , Pinnacle Brand Chicken & Oatmeal 
Formula dry dog food. Inside I found numerous weblike objects, some with a black cocoon-like 
shells inside. These were clearly visible throughout the food.

EON‐100296 9/16/2012 7:15 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders After several months of giving the Waggin Train Jerky Tenders, vomiting, explosive diarhhea and 
dehudration for several days and is still not fully recovered. Veterinarian did IV fluids and on anti-
biotics. Vet feels that the cause of this may be related to the product Waggin Train Jerky Tenders 
and recommended to give  any more of these treats.

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 66 Pound
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EON‐100294 9/16/2012 0:57 Healthy Hide - Triple-Flavor 
Chews

Both dogs have choked while trying to consume (eat) the Raw-hide chews.
Healthy Hide - Triple Flavor Chews - Marketed by Salix Animal Health, LLC Deerfield Beach, FL 
33442
Patent # 6,895,900
ISBN 0 91093 82227 3
Item # 82227
Made in China

When chewing on a full "raw hide chew", the male swallowed most of the chew, but could not 
swallow the rest, because of the unsoftened knot at the top of the chew. I pulled the chew 
completely out of the dog's mouth - including some inches of softened chew, which had already 
been swallowed. - The dog was unable on it's own to spit up the chew, and was unable on it's own to 
swallow the chew.

The female also had a similar choking problem with the product. She was having extreme difficulty 
breathing, because of the partially swallowed product.

On both dogs, I had to forcibly open their mouths, and grasp the portion of the chew I could find, and 
forcibly extract it from their mouths, so that they could begin breathing again.

The product is unsafe for dogs - because it is too small, but too tough - so that only a portion of the 
chew at a time becomes softened by the dog's chewing and saliva, and the dog chokes on the 
unsoftened part - which is tied in a knot.

I had to reach into each dog's mouth, and grasp the por

4.5 Years Shih Tzu Dog 13 Pound

EON‐100293 9/16/2012 0:21 Blue Buffalo Pet became hyperthyroid. The only change was diet. Some Blue Buffalo diets contain kelp which 
has high levels of iodine. I suspect is the cause for this patient hyperthyroid status. Stopped 
supplementation and pet was still hyperthyroid. Had owner stop diet and look for a diet without kelp 
and pet normalized. Getting ready to retest to attain a baseline thyroid functionality to place her back 
on thyroid supplementation. Currently patient is showing signs of hypothyroidism again.

10 Years Ridgeback 
(unspecified)

Dog 51 Pound
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EON‐100292 9/15/2012 23:00 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Natural Duck Tenders

8 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 102 Pound (8 yr old Staffordshire Terrier) began having diarrhea after purchasing a new bag of Canyon 
Creek Ranch Duck Jerky Treats.  had allergies to alot of things & one being Chicken. This is 
why he ate Holistic Select Duck Dog food & I gave him these duck treats. Was packaged as being 

98% duck. Was not aware they were made in China (when 1st purchased read larger print that they 
were manufactured in Anderson South Carolina). A few days after diarrhea began, he became 

excessively thirsty & was urinating more. In addition his abdomen was swelling like a pot belly pig. 
Never told any of his vets about eating treats made in China, as was not aware. Took him to  

 & xrays, kidney & liver function tests & urinalysis were done. All test results came back within 
normal range except a few things. His Platelet count, hematocrit, hemoglobin, and a few liver results 
(ALT & TBIL) were high. Vet was not concerned about the levels that were high, as his kidney tests 

were all in normal limits. Was refered to a internist who did a ultrasound & aspirated the fluid building 
up. Fluid came back as inflammatory fluid, but no abnormal cells. Ultrasound normal, no tumors & 

heart normal size. No diabetes. Tests done on thyroid , all normal. His appetite remained the same. 
Continued to give him the duck tenders not knowing any better. Ascitis getting worse & had to be 

aspirated. Took him for CT scan which gave inacurate results showing obstruction ocotal vena cava. 
More fluid aspirated.  was restless at night - up/down & wanting to go outside to urinate & 

drink water. Appetite still good & still giving treats. Took him to  to see a 
cardiologist . Was going for consult for noninvasive cardiac cath w/stent placement. 

Another extensive ultrasound done & was determined circulatory system completely clear & no 
obstruction. Dr. said he could do an angiogram, but he was 80-90% sure no obstruction at all (false 

reading on CT scan due to delay of contrast material). His feeling was that  had cellular 
cancer in his omentum as he had a dog recently with same symptoms & test results. Said  

omentum "looked thick". He had diagnosed this with the other dog during the dogs autopsy. 
Abdominal surgery w/biopsy's was an option, but was told very risky due to the ascites (plus very 

expensive). All along  continued to eat his dog food & the duck strips for treats. Decided to 
go with the treatment option of lasix with close monitoring w/blood work & periodic removal of fluid 

building up  @  said the other dog he had like  lived an 
additional 9 months with lasix. The next day  started not eating dog food, but ate over the 

normal 3-5 duck strips he typically had per day. Since he acted like he was craving them & would eat 
them, I think I gave him 12 or so that day. BIG MISTAKE! That night he started vomiting and 

became lethargic. Still drinking alot of water & urinating though. Still having diarrhea & abdomen 
continued to fill up. Offered him rice w/boiled hamburger, would not eat. But begged for the duck 

tenders.  deteriorated quickly and the next day we had to make the painful decision to put 
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EON‐100291 9/15/2012 15:42 milo's kitchenhome style dog 
treats

on a routine preanesthetic bllod test and urinalysis, it was noted the pet has glucosuria and normal 
blood sugar suggestive of acquired fanconi-like syndrome

9 Years Bichon Frise Dog 15 Pound

EON‐100289 9/15/2012 15:21 Waggin Train (Purina) SHEP 
Woof Woof Wow! Baconz, 
Purina Busy Bone, Mighty 
Dog, Kibbles and Bits, Milk 
Bones

She loved chicken jerky treats. I had been feeding them to her for about 5 years. In that time she 
had thyroid issues first, then she had problems growing her fur back after she was clipped, then she 
became incontinent. I had started noticing a pattern in the past year or so that when I gave her jerky 
treats she would be sick a couple of days later. Then for no apparent reason her health seemed to 
take a turn. We took her to the vet who kept her overnight because her sugar was high, she had a 
fever, and he kept her overnight. We had her home for one week but she was throwing up outside 
but we didn't notice it for a way. Glycosuria is what he said she had.
He was always thirsty, loss of appetite; which for her was notable... she never has loss of appetite. 
We took her back to the vet and he had us take her to the  because he 
said it seemed she had gotten something toxic. She lost 10 pounds in the week or so before and at 
the hospital she had respiratory probllems, fever, and her kidneys shut down. This all seemed to 
happen overnight. She passed away at the end of . Just two weeks before she was good. 
We had given her Waggin Train jerky treats. We had bought other brands too but these were the last 
things she had. We are sure that is what took her from us so quickly. She should have lived a few 
more years.

11 Years Collie - Border Dog 50 Pound

q y y p p
him to sleep on . Was offered an autopy, but declined. Now, after the fact It was brought to 

my attention that his treats were made in China and that other pet had become ill & some died from 
these same treats. I wish we would have followed through with the autopsy. I am so angry that these 
treats are still being sold in the USA after all the complaints of illness & death with our pets.  

was a very special dog to us as my son had brought him home when he was 16 yrs old. & 
 were inseparable. Then, right after my son turned 18 yrs old, he was killed by a drunk 

driver.  was there with me through my sons viewing (which he attended & believe it or not he 
actually understood what had happened to as afterwards, he quit looking for him when he 

heard someone come thru the door), the grieving, the drivers trial & sentencing, etc......  & I 
had a bond & I do not know how I would have made it without him. I feel so responsible for giving 
him those treats! He was a healthy dog & was walked, played with & very well taken care of. How 

dare the FDA not have these treats removed from the shelf! After watching this hit  so 
quickly and him deteriorate like he did, and go through all that extensive testing with nothing 

showing absolutely wrong, my gut & heart tell me it was those jerky treats! Sure do wish I could 
prove it! In addition, I still have that bag of treats. Wish I could get them tested somewhere to!
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EON‐100288 9/15/2012 14:51 Waggin Train Chicken and 
Biscuits. Milos Kitchen 
chicken jerky.

My dogs had been vomiting and having diarrhea occasionally. On 9/2/12 on of my dogs became 
very ill within a few hours. This included diarrhea, vomiting, lethargy, no desire to eat, refusing water, 
and unresponsive. I took her to emergency where they gave her fluids and medicine. They said the 
signs were indicative of kidney problems or bacteria related. Earlier this week I came across several 
news articles stating that jerky treats made in China have been linked to illness and even death in 
animals. Both of my dogs have been eating Waggin Train and Milos kitchen treats. Unfortunately I 
did not know this issue has been ongoing since 2007. I assumed that since the products are still on 
the shelves that they are safe but this is obviously not the case. I am thankful my dog recovered on 
9/2/12 and I have stopped giving them these treats. I pray that there will not be any long term 
damage. Something needs to be done, this problem has been known for years yet the poisonous 
treats are still being sold.

4 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 25 Pound

EON‐100287 9/15/2012 14:42 waggin' tails jerky tenders had been giving approximately 3-5 pieces of waggin' tail chicken jerky treats bought from Costco 
almost everyday as reward about 2-3 months ago. my dog started to lose control of one hind leg a 
month later and then both several weeks later. brought him to vet thinking he had severe hip 
dysplasia. vet said the problem was with the spine. it was a progressive paralysis. my dog never 
went home - had to have him put to sleep that day.

9 Years Shepherd 
(unspecified)

Dog 95 Pound

EON‐100286 9/15/2012 14:21 Natural Chicken Fillets 
Waggin' Train
Wholesome chicken Jerky 
Tenders

NOTE: treats are rarely given. Noticed a change in typical drinking and onset of grass eating about 
24 hours after treat
Waited a few days between each treat and noticed similar changes. Decided to break off small bits 
to see if product was "too rich" or too much change in diet. 

In July noticed a sudden development of black spots on belly which cleared in 3 weeks.
In late August there was a sudden development of 15 large indurated crusted non-painful lesions on 
chest and forelegs
noticable increase in drinking and unusual thirst and onset of grass eating
change in stool consistency
lethargy

Takes preventive Trifexis for heartworm prevention/tick and flea control

2 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 38 Pound

EON‐100275 9/15/2012 12:30 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Have been giving my 3 dogs Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats for years. Occasionally have given 
them Waggin Train Yam Chicken treats as well as other types of Waggin Train chicken treats. Took 
Buster in for yearly check up. A growth was discovered on his gum. He needed to have it removed 
so they gave him a full blood test to make sure he could tolerate the anesthesia. The blood test 
came back indicating one of his kidneys was not functioning correctly. The blood test was taken on 
6/12/12. After I received the results I stopped feeding my dogs the jerky treats. Not sure if kidney 
function has anything to do with treats, but now I only buy treats made in USA. P.S. The growth on 
the gum was benign and they put him on an IV during anesthesia as a precaution. I believe those 
treats are addicting. Those dogs would do anything for those treats. Ten years ago, you couldn't 
have told me I would have spent the money I did on those treats, but the dogs love them so much 
better than anything out there that I did. I will probably ask that another blood test be done next year 
during his checkup to see if kidney function has gotten better.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 22 Pound
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EON‐100274 9/15/2012 12:06 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders, 
Waggin Train Peanut Butter 
Flavored Biscuit

Our dog ( ) was found laying in the yard few weeks ago. He ws panting heavily and could not 
lift himself up. We took him to an emergency vet, where he was treated for the symptoms of 
anaphlylatic shock. His blood pressure was extremely low, and he required several IVs, steriods, 
and anti-inflammatories. No reason for his sickness could be found by the vet or ourselves. A few 
days after the incident he started vomiting several times every day and could not eat or drink water. 
Our vet told us the likely cause is a stomach ulcer. He is now on a stomach acid neutralizer and a 
special food, but he still vomits occasionally. He has now also developed joint pain and he cannot 
walk on his right rear leg. The start of the symptoms coincide with the purchase of Waggin Train 
Chicken Jerky Tenders Lot # B1CA6102A and Waggin Train PBJ Treats Lot # G2CA6212A. We are 
concerned from recent reports that our dog could have been sickened and eventually die from the 
treats. We stopped feeding the treats since 9/03/2012, but we have retained the bags and remaining 
treats. A few of the treats were also given to a 3 month old American Bulldog ( ), but we have 
not seen any symptoms in that dog.

5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐100273 9/15/2012 12:00 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

We have been giving our pet the Nestle Purina Waggin Train Chicken Jerky. We have been giving 
her the product for a couple of months. A few weeks ago she developed severe diarrhea and 
vomiting as well as being disinterested in her normal activities as well as eating. We took her to the 
vet and they diagnosed Enteritis and Colitis. She was given a week's supply of antibiotics and she 
began to feel better. At the same time we (by sheer luck) we stopped giving her treats. We gradually 
started giving her treats this week and she started vomiting again along with very loose bowels. I 
stopped giving her the jerky treats and she has returned to normal within 24 hours. I had no idea 
what the problem was until I read the article on the Internet about the deaths of several dogs.

7 Months Alaskan Malamute Dog 68 Pound

EON‐100272 9/15/2012 11:42 Wardley Goldfish Flake 
Food

I purcahsed a new fish food called Wardley Goldfish Flake Food. I have been feeding the food for 
about a week. I have not changed the way that I have fed. I was feeding the same amount at the 
same times every day. I had on fish die on Wednesday , two died on Thursday  and 
the other four died Friday . This is the worst rap that I have ever fed. I had the fish for three 
years.

Fish

EON‐100271 9/15/2012 10:51 Waggin Train Chicken 
Jerkey

began to lose control of her bladder. She was put on medication. She occassionaly had 
diarrhea and vomitting. She stopped eating and drinking. She was put on more medication, but 
within a couple weeks completely stopped eating and drinking and could not stand or walk. I was 
shocked to learn that she had kidney and liver failure, pancreatitis and fluid in her abdomen. She 
had to be put down.

I had fed her Waggin brand chicken jerky because she loved it and I thought giving her 100% 
chicken was the best I could feed her. Her sickness was so sudden I was completely taken by 
surprise. This dog was well cared for by me and our vet.

9 Years Akita Dog 80 Pound

EON‐100269 9/15/2012 10:00 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Her composure totally changed and she wanted to withdraw from us. Her appetite changed and 
would not eat or drink water. Her body appeared to be shaped like contorted. She threw up and had 
diarrhea. She appeared lifeless not wanting to play or even be held.

4 Years Maltese Dog 7 Pound
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EON‐100268 9/15/2012 9:45 Milo Chicken Meatballs My jack russell started throwing up slightly after becoming heavier and what I will call a little slower. 
We started continual vet care and completed tests ranging from blood work to spinal tap, MRIs to 
muscle biopsy's. I am positive the problem started with the chicken meatballs from Del Monte the 
Milo brand. I just read the FDA findings and symptoms today and I was speechless. These tests 
were conducted by three different facilities and approximately 12 different DVMs. I would like to 
touch base with you on any newer information and to share our experience with you, we tried 
everything possible to save her and nothing worked, the last tests were for hormone levels and they 
were no where close to explainable.

6 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 8.8 Pound

EON‐100267 9/15/2012 7:30 Waggin Train Treats Dog was given Waggin Train jerky treats on multiple occasions before I heard of the problems 
associated with these products.

8 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐100266 9/15/2012 1:21 Purina ONE SMARTBLEND 
Healthy Puppy Formula

I bought a bag of Purina Smart Blend Puppy Food as I usually do. I noticed a web lie substance in it 
but didnt see any animals so ignored it. My dog started vomiting a day later and didnt want the food. 
I just thought he was sick so I kept on giving him the food. A week later I found moths and larvae in 
the food. I was disgusting!!! The web I saw in the beginning wasnt web it was caccoons from the 
moths!!!

2 Years Chihuahua Dog 4.7 Pound

EON‐100265 9/15/2012 0:51 Natural Choice Sensitive 
Skin and Stomach Adult Fish 
& Sweet Potato Formula 
Premium Ground

My daughter has been using Nutro dry dog food for her little Maltese for approx. 6 months. Over that 
period of time we could not figure out why this little dog was losing weight (lost 1 pound over that 6 
months) that's alot of weight for a 7 lb dog. He started to get diarreh then started throwing up 
constantly. He was taken to the vet and all kinds of tests were run on him and all came back 
negative. But the dog was still throwing up going on 1 week. Hes had to have IV fluids and now a 
feeding tube. We couln't figure out the problem until we came upon the consumer affairs site about 
1227 compalints about other dogs getting sick on NUTRO dog food. Then we realized that her dog 
started to get sick since starting to eat NUTRO food. He progressivly got sicker over the 6 months 
that he was eating this food. When his stomach and esophugus was scoped red crystals (burns) 
were found inside his little stomach and throat! Since this food has been discontinued the dog 
seems to be getting better but is still on a feeding tube for now (3 weeks). Up to this point close to 
$5k has been spent to get this dog well and he is still on meds and we still don't know if he's going to 
be alright. Please look into what is in the NUTRO DOG FOOD to be making all of these animals 
sick. It's not a coincidence that there are 1227 complaints from pet owners about their pets getting 
sick on this food. From dogs dying to liver failure. Please investigate this dog food. Thank you!

EON‐100263 9/14/2012 23:49 chicken jerky and chicken on 
a stick

I had started buying some chicken on a stick, and chicken jerky. I noticed Moxie not wanting to go 
run and she would just lay around, so not like her. Then she lost her appetite. Then the main thing, 
she started walking around the house bumping into things and getting caught behind a door, and 
unable to jump on the bed. So I took her to a vet and he did not do anything but told me to put her 
on a diet with little protien and more fiber, said she might just be toxic and needs to flush it out. In 2 
days she was worse, and acted in pain. I called a different vet and he took some blood and said she 
was poisoned and asked if I had ever given her treats and what kind. I told him the kind she has 
been having lately and he said they there are cases of sever illness and death from said treats. 
Moxie's kidneys had failed and her eyes were fully dialated, that's why she was walking into things. 
She was put to sleep that day.

6 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐100260 9/14/2012 23:49 Waggin Trian wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

we started giving our dog  the treats. She started getting very tired all the time, her stomach 
swelled up. We took her to the doctor and he put her on and antibiotics. she was still not feeling 
much better. we then had to take her for an ultrasound. that is when the doctor tolds us that she is at 
the begining of kidney failure. now she is on a special diet and will need to be for the rest of her life.

Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 88 Pound

EON‐100256 9/14/2012 22:32 PURINA FIT & TRIM DOG 
FOOD

BOTH OF MY DOGS DEVELOPED DIARRHEA AFTER EATING THE FOOD AND MY YOUNGER 
DOG, , VOMITED.  BECAME VERY ILL AND IN A LOT OF DISTRESS AND PAIN 
OVER A 24 HR. PERIOD. SHE BECAME UNABLE TO WALK & WAS INCONTINENT. BY THE 
TIME WE GOT HER TO THE VET, SHE WAS IN A VERY BAD STATE AND WE HAD TO MAKE 
THE DECISION TO PUT HER DOWN.

14.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 35 Pound

EON‐100255 9/14/2012 22:32 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Natural Chicken Tenders

Both dogs were given Canyon Creek Chicken Jerky Treats over a period of 3-4 days. The bigger of 
the 2 dogs (the Australian Shepherd) then had a large amount of diarrhea while crated during the 
day. She had diarrhea for 3 days total. On the 2nd day Dresden (a Yorkshire Terrier) also developed 
diarrhea which persisted for 5 days. The next week  was taken in for her spay and they 
discovered her liver enzymes were slightly elevated. Reexamination a month later showed a return 
to normal.

1 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 8 Pound

EON‐100254 9/14/2012 22:32 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders Dog showed typical syptoms such as vomiting, diarhea with blood, decreased activity. 2.5 Years Pointing Dog - 
Hungarian Short-
haired (Vizsla)

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐100253 9/14/2012 22:32 Jerky Chicken Treats no 
longer have any packages

Started throwing up, eating grass, took her in for testing, kidney functions were compromised. 
Figured out it was the treats because my husband was giving her a lot during the day, the other dog 
was only getting about 1 or 2 a day. Stopped giving her the treats, put her on K/D kidney food and 
chicken. After a year she is much better.

6 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 35 Pound

EON‐100252 9/14/2012 22:32 waggin train chicken jerky 
tenders

Difficulty standing, and walking, listless and throwing-up with convulsions. 6 Years Pit Bull Dog 75 Pound

EON‐100251 9/14/2012 22:32 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders, 
Waggin' Train Yam Good 
Wholesome Chicken 
Wrapped Yams

My dog used to enjoy the Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats and Yam Good Treats. She was 
diagnosed with failed kidneys in February 2012 at a young age for her breed. She has been 
receiving treatment at the vet and the animal hospital, but she is declining and may not last long. 
She receives medications twice daily and subcutaneous fluids regularly, usually every other day. Her 
bloodwork indicates high values for BUN and Creatine and she is also getting a supplement for 
calcium due to the kidney malfunction. We have spent considerable money on her since she is like 
family to us. She had seizures earlier this week which required 3 regular vet visits, plus two daytime 
stays at the vet and two night stays at the animal emergency center. Her condition is still unstable.
She had lost weight before the February diagnosis, so I'm not exactly sure what to use for Date 
Problem Started, so I will use the diagnosis date. The problem would have actually begun before 
that because I had stopped giving her the treats before February due the adverse information on the 
Internet. The Waggin Train Treats were stopped first because the articles I had seen seemed to 
implicate them.

11 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 8 Pound
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EON‐100249 9/14/2012 22:31 Tail Waggin Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Pet was given the tail waggin chicken jerky treats a few times then she started showing signs of 
illness. Took her to the vet to treat her for gi upset and seem to relieve symptoms briefly then 
problem just kept re occurring with gi upset vomiting diarrhea lethergy and not acting normally or 
wanting to eat. Treated her symptomactically whilre trying to find out want the issue was. After 
weeks of occurring problems and being hospitalized off and on during this time. All labwork showed 
up normally at first then changes in labwork values showed that she had kidney and liver issues. Pet 
was treated daily to determine cause of illness and to treat symptoms to make pet feel better, but pet 
continued to decline over the next few months then had to be euthanized as a result of all the 
problems since she had been given these treats. Pet was healthy and doing great up until she was 
given the tail waggin chicken jerky treats. Sent a few of pieces of the product to FDA in original 
package with some info in August 2012, but not sure if they recieved it or not .

13 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 14 Pound

EON‐100248 9/14/2012 22:31 Wagontrain Chicken Jerky 
Treats

I had been feeding  Wagon Train Chicken Jerkt treats and noticed he seemed off. He later 
began to throw up, wanted to go outside far more often and began licking and scratching. Upon 
taking him to the vet I learned about the reported issues with the Chicken treats being shipped from 
China. I threw away the remaining treats and kept  on Cephalexin for 2 weeks and the 
problems subsided. I don't understand why these products are still being imported and sold in the 
US.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 95 Pound

EON‐100247 9/14/2012 22:31 Priority Dog Food: Lamb 
Meal and Rice

One our pets showed food allergy signs to a food product, so we fed her a bland diet. Then, we went 
to buy another brand of food however she refused to eat it. Then, we bought a Safeway Brand 
Priority Dry Dog Food (Lamb Meal and Rice). I have fed another dog canned versions of Priority and 
they have never had any issues. She was fed this food, seemed to like it as she ate it, but got sick. 
She got sick right after eating it and then hours later. There was food chunks and the food seemed 
not to digest. The food was not expired as Safeway has been tending to sell expired products, and it 
was a just opened bag.

7 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 11 Pound

EON‐100245 9/14/2012 22:31 Vitalife duck tenders large 
bags and small
, Chewmasters Chicken 
Jerky

Went to the vet because she had collapsed 2x and to my shock she had renal and heart failure. Now 
2 weeks later she is dead!

Before that I had fed my pack except  Chewmasters chicken tenders, they instantly had 
diarrhea and I stopped, threw out the bag. I did not know till i started researching what made my 
dogs sick!! Vitalife duck tenders were deemed to be safe and  loved the duck. It has killed her..

4 Years Saint Bernard Dog Dog 120 Pound

EON‐100232 9/14/2012 15:06 Canyon Creek Ranch 
brands

We had a 10 year old yellow lab that was diagnosed with kidney disease and had to be put to sleep 
in June of 2012. Now our 4 year old Chihuahua, l, has been diagnosed with kidney disease 
and we suspect our, second, 5 year old Chihuahu, , is also sick with kidney disease. We had the 
vet pull blood from for testing today, Friday September 14th 2012. The main "common" food 
item between all our pets is chicken treats from china.

4 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐100230 9/14/2012 12:36 Diamond Pet Foods Lamb 
Meal & Rice Large Breed 
Adult Dog

After eating Diamond Pet Foods Lamb Meal & Rice Formula for 8 meals, dog  had diarrhea 
containing bloody spotting 6 or more times.

5 Years Setter - Gordon Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐100213 9/13/2012 18:54 Kingdom Pets Wholesom 
Duck and Sweet Potato

All three dogs were given a couple of duck and sweet potato treats. One dog refused them, one dog 
developed explosive diarrhea (separate report filed for ), third dog vomitted throughout the day 
and then developed diarrhea. Two and a half weeks later he is still having diarrhea despite 
prescribed meds and a bland diet.

3.5 Months Akita Dog 45 Pound

EON‐100212 9/13/2012 18:36 Kingdom Pets Wholesome 
Duck & Sweet Potato

All three dogs were given a couple of the duck and sweet potato treats. 2/3 dogs ate their treats, 
both had diarrhea. This dog, , never has intestinal upsets so explosive diarrhea in the middle of 
the night is VERY unusual for him. It lasted about 24 hrs along with lack of appetite and overall just 
not feeling good.

8 Years Akita Dog 110 Pound

EON‐100210 9/13/2012 17:54 Pedigree Little Champions I fed both of my inside dogs on 9/4/12, Pedigree dogfood in a pouch.  was throwing up within 2 
hours and continued until I got him to the vet the next morning. The treated his symptoms and I 
picked him back up that evening. He was still very sick and had to take him back and he was treated 
again and various tests were run. The vet it had to be the food that he ate, because all of his 
bloodwork was fine. He spent friday and saturday at the vets because he was extremely dehydrated 
and almost in shock. We almost lost him. I spent over $1,300 on him in vet cost and he has 
recovered. Both of my dogs were extremely ill and that is the only food they were given. The do not 
go outdoors unsupervised.

10 Months Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 14 Pound

EON‐100139 9/13/2012 13:09 Milo's Kitchen Chicken 
Grillers, waggin Train Duck 
Jerkey Tenders

 was in very good health, running, playing, chasing rabbits, etc on Sunday, August 26, 2012 
on Thursday,  I had to put him down. I was giving him Milo's Kitchen home-style dog 
treats, I was also giving him Canyon Creek Ranch Cowboy Steak Drumettes. It began with vomiting, 
dia then lethargy, he wouldn't eat or drink water. I had to physically carry him to the car and into the 
vet (this is a dog that absolutely did not like to be carried). The vet kept asking me if he got into anti-
freeze or how he was poisoned. He was tested for Addison's Disease - test results came back 
negative. It only took three days (3 days) for him to be healthy, poisoned and euthanized.  is 
an inside pet with a fenced in yard with other pet owners around us. I do not have anti-freeze at my 
residence and I get along well with my neighbors. There was no poison! The only difference in his 
food was these treats!  died from acute kidney failure caused by poisoning. I had him at the 
vet for a complete physical on July 20, 2012 and he was in excellent health. This should have never 
happened. It wasn't after he become sick that I started researching these treats and found that I am 
not the only pet parent that has lost a pet due to acute kidney failure from these treats. I didn't know 
that they were manufactured in China - I would NEVER have bought them. Who would ever think 
that pet treats would be made in China!

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 48 Pound
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EON‐100137 9/13/2012 12:00 Milo's KItchen home-style 
dog treats Chicken Jerky

I purchased and fed my dog, , Milo's Chicken Jerky Treats for the first time approximately 1 
1/2 weeks ago. I had purchased them from the local Walmart in . I had only given her 3 
of them over a 3 day period when on the 4th day she vomited and had a speck of blood in her vomit. 
I was concerned that she was not digesting them so I save the rest but did not feed her anymore. 
Since the first sign of vomiting she has had loss of appetite, some additional vomiting, both normal 
bowels and diarrhea over the course of the past 1 1/2 weeks. She has also been drinking large 
amounts of water. I took her to her vet today and they proceeded to do blood work on her to rule out 
kidney infection. The lab results confirmed no infection present however her Creatinine and BUN 
were extremely HIGH and I was told she is in kidney failure. The vet told me that the Milo Chicken 
Jerky Treats have been causing similiar reactions in other dogs and that there was a recall on them. 
My dog, , has to stay in the vet hospital and receive IV fluids overnite.

6 Years Beagle Dog 34.1 Pound

EON‐100136 9/13/2012 11:24 Milo's Kitchen Home-Style 
Dog Treats Chicken Jerky

Within 12 hours of consuming product, canine displayed complete loss of appetite, vomiting, and 
fatigue. Symptoms peaked at 72 hours and completely resolved within 4 days of withdrawal of 
product.

11 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 63 Pound

EON‐100072 9/12/2012 14:36 Waggin Tails Chicken Jerky 
Treats

My dog was given Waggin Tails Cicken Jerky for approximately 3 weeks when she started vomiting 
and blood in her urine one day, next day refused food, next morning died.

8 Years Bichon Frise Dog 12 Pound

EON‐99969 9/12/2012 2:24 Purina Dog Chow Dog Food 
Complete & Balanced

On the evening of September, 10, 2012, I opened the newly purchased Purina Dog Chow (green 
bag) from my local K-Mart. I found out there were tons of flying insects/bugs inside the dog food. I 
saw insects that are mature enough to fly and also ones that are still in egg shape. I immediately 
contacted Purina regarding this matter via their web site's "contact us" link. However, it has been 24 
hours and they have not yet contacted me.

On the next day, September 11, 2012, I video recorded and photographed the defected dog food 
which is still in its original bag. 
The UPC is, 017800129145. Its expiration date is best by APR2013 and has these following number 
127910861939L03.

After this incident, I came to realized that even my other Purina Active Senior 7+ also contains 
something like thin thread inside the dog food. 

I respectfully request FDA to start an open investigation on Purina's whole dog food line up 
immediately, so other dogs can enjoy pet foods that are up to the quality.

EON‐99964 9/11/2012 18:36 Dogswell Vitality Chicken 
breast

acute onset lethargy, vomiting, decreased appetite and increased drinking. Bloodwork consistent 
with renal failure.

History of receiving Dogswell Vitality chicken breast jerky treats within a few days of illness.

4 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐99928 9/11/2012 12:30 Waggin' Train 
WHOLESOME CHICKEN 
Jerky Tenders Low Fat 
TREATS FOR DOGS. Real 
Ingredients

Date of event: 09/04/12 I gave  my Yorkie Poo, 2.2 years old, @6lbs : 1 chicken jerky treat from 
a new unopened bag of Waggin' Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Treats purchased from Sam's 
Club on 08/24/12. Within a very short period of time she had an allergic reaction with a rash on her 
belly and very swollen eye lids. She became very hyper trying to rub her face and eyes. That 
evening she vomitted twice, the next day twice her vomit was very dark. She became very lethargic 
and quite the opposite of her normal active and playful demeanor. She stopped eating and drinking. 
May I say here, I do not allow her to run free and I do not ever allow her to eat anything I DO NOT 
approve of. Worried I took her to my Vet. A Doctor I have had for many many years, one who knows 
me regarding the love and care I have for my pets.  ran blood test with the results to be 
available the following morning. In the mean time,  began drinking an abnormal amount of 
water. Results indicated kidney failure. I rushed her to the Emergency Vet Hospital where she was 
admitted. I visited on the same day and on her cage door was posted the following by THE 
hospital "  Waggin' Train chicken treats, PU/PD-renal failure, melamine tox . THEY 
know it why don't you??? I almost LOVED my dog to death. If I can help get in touch!

26 Months Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 6 Pound

EON‐99922 9/10/2012 17:39 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Chicken Tenders

She has a problem holding her urine at times, and excessive thirst and labored breathing at times. 
Seems to happen after having a chicken tender, and progressively worse in the week, the more she 
has had them over the week....

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐99920 9/10/2012 16:51 Waggin' Train chicken jerky In Feb 2012 after being given a Waggin Train chicken jerky treat,  started shaking. I rushed her 
to the vet and by the time I got her there she had to be carried in. They immediately started working 
on her and sent me home to see if there was something poisoneous she could have gotten into. 
While my husband and I searched the house and yard to not avail, the Vet called and said I needed 
to get her to the hospital. As I drove her to the hospital, her breathing was extremely fast ans hard 
and her whole body was shaking uncontrolably. Just after arriving, she started having seizures and 
they started treating herewith charcoal for poisoning. They worked with her all night and released her 
the next day and sent her home with medication. She was still suffering and did get energy back for 
about two weeks. She had been perfectly healthy prior and has not been sick or had seizures since. 
Nothing was found that could have poisoned her, but she presented with and was treated for 
poisoning because of the symptoms she presented. Then about two to three months ago we saw a 
news piece about Waggin Train chicken jerky poisoning dogs. That explained what had happened to 

 I e-mailed them to let know that our dog obviously had been sickened by that product. They 
were very quick to respond and opened a claim with the claims firm they have hired. They requested 
and received the vet info and then denied the claim stating that didn't have the symptoms they 
claim she would have had. (The vets clearly treated her for poisoning.). They also stated that she 
could have a seizure disorder (which she doesn't) and that they don't know what I might have 
around my house or if someone could have sprayed something poisonous in my (fenced) yard. They 
also said people see the news and "jump on the bandwagon" wanting reimbursement for the bills. I 
find it very disturbing that they don't want to take responsibility that their product has made animals 
sick.  almost died. I had not made contact with them to get money, but to let them know of 
another case that is most likely related to the product. That is the only thing that could have made 
her sick. Thank you.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 67 Pound
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EON‐99918 9/10/2012 16:24 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Duck Jerky Tenders

Pet became extremely lethargic and painful; increased thirst/water intake 1 Years Maltese Dog 13 Ounce

EON‐99859 9/10/2012 10:30 wagon train chicken jerky 
treats

all my dogs began to get sick, throwing up, drinking lots of water. i had the two girls in with kidney 
infections on numerous times. my boy dog dakota was rushed to the hospital couldnt stop throwing 
up he had a pancreas attack. my chelsea had continuing diarrhea and they ran numerous tests all to 
find out her pancreas is getting worse she is now on special food and viakose to try to save her. my 
dogs were all very healthy before all this. why in the name of god are they still selling these bones 
when all kinds of dogs are sick and dying. this is killing me to see my babies go threw this when all i 
have done is trusted in that company and its now killing my baby.

5 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 17 Pound

EON‐99844 9/10/2012 9:24 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Patient became acutely ill, very lethargic, anorexic, polydypsic, anemic, dyspneic. No vomiting, no 
diarrhea.

10 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 17 Pound

EON‐99842 9/9/2012 22:15 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky tenders Low 
Fat

I fed my dog a Waggin Trail chicken jerky treat on Monday around noon - by early afternoon she had 
very bad diarrhea, going about every 30 minutes , very liquid stool. she was up going outside most 
of the night. She drank a lot of water - I started feeding her white rice only - she continued with 
diarrhea , no energy and really thirsty for four days. Her sttols are more formed now and she has 
started eating regular dog food again after almost a week.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐99841 9/9/2012 10:51 waggin train wholesome 
chicken jerky tenders

I have been giving my dogs these treats for a year with no problem then just this week I noticed that 
they were not eating or drinking water like they used too. Then Friday the 7th of september, I woke 
up to several diahera piles in my house and then they started to vomit. This continued the rest of the 
day and into Saturday and today Sunday the 9th I woke up to another pile of diahera this time with 
blood in it. I will be making an appointment with my vet on Monday to get this problem treated. 
Please help me. I can not afford a large vet bill. I live in a small town and we are suffering with the 
economy worse than larger towns. I am on a limited budget and can not afford large vet bills.

7 Years Unknown Dog 70 Pound

EON‐99834 9/8/2012 21:30 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

Aug 30 -  started to vomit and show signs of intestinal pain/cramps, after the 5th time 
vomiting took him the emergency hospital for X-rays, Sonogram, full blood work. All test results 
showed normal, but while at hospital vomited twice more. Left him there overnight for IV fluids and 
monitoring. We initially thought the vomiting was due to eating grass or mushrooms in the yard. But 
event on the 9/6 changed our minds.
Aug 31 - Returned home weak and without appetite. On meds to control vomiting and diarrhea. 
Sept 1st - Sm amount of bland food and water
Sept 2st - Sm amount of bland food and water
Sept 3rd - Continue with bland food diet
Sept 4th - Back to normal diet
Sept 5th - Normal diet and energy level
Sept 6th - Same as above, gave  jerky treat (Waggin Train name brand from Costco)
Sept 7th - Started vomiting in early morning thick paste, vomited twice more before seeing vet mid-
morning. rec'd injection of anti-vomit meds. No food or water all day. Low energy level
Sept 8th - Refused food and only small amounts of water. Low energy level, very weak. Spiting 
green phlegm, no vomiting.

5 Years Retriever - Flat-
coated

Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐99833 9/8/2012 18:45 Hartz Oinkies Pig skin twists I gave him a Hartz brand "oinkies"pig skin twist. Within about a half hour, he vomited twice. 6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 84 Pound

EON‐99830 9/8/2012 10:06 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats. Chicken Jerky.

I purchased a 20 oz. package of Milo's Kitchen home-style dog treats, Chicken Jerky at my local 
WalMart. The expiration date is 11/03/13 and the lot number is 2132HV B. Over a two week period I 
gave my dog,  (an 18 pound four and a half year old miniature American Eskimo Dog), no 
more than 1/2 a strip each day as a treat when I arrived home from work. The packaging 
recommends 2-3 full strips per day for his weight class. Besides this product there were no other 
variants to his diet. 

My dog started vomiting and suffering from non-stop diarrhea throughout the house. He stopped 
eating and was not drinking normally. He seemed despressed and a bit mortified that he had made 
messes in the house. He was extremely anxious and kept needing to go outside to strain and squirt 
liquid. I rushed him to the emergency Vet clinic. They did a full blood panel and exam, but could find 
no blood levels out of the norm except one indictating he was under stress. The Vet gave him an 
anti-nausea injection and prescribed and antibiotic and bland diet. (chicken and rice, low-fat cottage 
cheese) and told me to bring him back if his condition hadn't improved in three days. 

His vomiting stopped immediately and his stool remained very soft and runny for three days, but he 
seemed much less stressed and hungry. As I slowly added his regular food (Blue organic brand and 
Beneful) over the next few days his stool got more firm, but is still not "normal" or as before. He still 
refuses to go out in the yard by himself as if he's afraid of something and will only defecate when I 
take him on his two daily walks. His appetite and thirst have returned to normal and his energy and 
personality are nearly normal.

4 Years Spitz - American 
Eskimo Dog

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐99829 9/8/2012 0:33 Milos Kitchen home-style 
dog treats - Chicken Grillers -
Chicken Recipe with Natural 
Smoke Flavor - No artificial 
flavors or colors - 100% 
REAL - wholesome and 
delicious

Dog was perfectly healthy, going in for routine blood work to monitor medication levels for epileptic 
seizures. Suddently started having a decreased appetite, increased water consumption, more 
frequent urination, very watery and dark diarrhea. Took to vet who did additional blood work and 
requested he be brought back in for immediate hospitalization as the dog for some reason had gone 
into sudden onset advanced kidney disease and was in kidney failure. He was hospitalized for a 
couple of days, given IV fluid therapy and antibiotics, which helped for a short period of time. After 
about eight weeks, his condition again started deteriorating and it became evident that he was not 
going to survive.

6 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐99719 9/6/2012 18:48 Waggin Trani She vomited after eating the chicken strip. I noticed this happening each time after I gave her a 
chicken strip. After the 3rd time, I stopped giving her the chicken. The chicken strips were purchased 
at Costco, under the name Waggin Train.

3 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 14 Pound

EON‐99703 9/6/2012 15:57 Smokehouse Chicken 
Breast Strips

Renail failure 6 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 13.2 Pound
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EON‐99701 9/6/2012 15:36 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders 
Treats for Dogs

Dog presented after having vomiting and being ADR for 5 days duration. Dog had history of being 
out in back yard unattended 5 days prior, but owner could not find anything specific that dog had 
gotten into. Dog initially vomited some black, unidentified object, but subsequent vomitus was bile 
and/or food. Dog seemed like she wanted to eat and drink, but could not keep down. Dog was 
vaccinated 1 month prior to event, vaccines included DHPP, bordetella, lepto, lyme, and 1 year 
rabies. Dog eats Purina Beniful food and was given Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky treats daily.
Routine bloodwork, urinalysis, and radiographs were performed. Significant findings included 
elevated kidney enzymes at BUN 79 and CRE at 5.8. CBC was wnl. Urine showed a dilute urine with 
glucoseuria, proteinuria, and ketonuria. Many tubular casts were noted on the urine sedement exam, 
no crystals, white blood cells or bacteria. Urine culture preliminary results are negative for bacterial 
growth. Abdominal radiographs revealed no significant findings. 
Fanconi-like syndrome and acute renal failure diagnosed and hospitalized dog. Dog is currently 
hospitalized on IV fluids, anti-emetics, and antibiotics.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 37 Kilogram

EON‐99664 9/6/2012 13:36 EverPet real chicken 
Chicken Chips

Bought EVERPET brand Chicken Chips to give to both my Chihuahua and Dachund. Have been 
giving them this treat for the last year about 3 times a week. This last batch had white circles on the 
Chips that I had never seen before. About a week ago my Chihuahua started to yipe when I went to 
pick her up. Checked her over and no injuries, lumps etc. Then she stopped eating. Then she 
wouldn't go for a walk with me which she loves to do. Now she wont drink anything. She had a bowel 
movement yesterday but still will not drink any water. I bought a plastic syringe today to push water 
into her mouth and she seems to be doing a bit better. She hasn't had any treat for a few days and 
the Dachund is 18 and off her water too.

2 Days Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound

EON‐99640 9/6/2012 11:42 Purina Pro Plan Shredded 
Blend Weight Management 
Formula

Tuesday August 28, 2012 between 2130 and 2330,  vomitted 6 times. On Thursday, August 30 
at 2130, she vomitted 2 more times. I stopped feeding her the dog food she was on after Tuesday's 
incident.

2.5 Years Pug Dog 21.4 Pound

EON‐99510 9/5/2012 12:48 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

He was vomiting, got progressively worse, the vet dismissed the first time we brought him there in 
Dec. 2011. He started having good days & bad days, loosing weight, brought him back to vet in June 
2012, the vet found elevated levels in his blood work, proceeded with ultrasound & x-rays, found 
numerous tumors in his liver. He died . We were feeding him the Waggin Train 
chicken jerky treats in 2010/ 2011, until we heard about the dogs getting sick. Don't know if it has 
anything to do with it, but he was very young.

6 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound

EON‐99489 9/5/2012 10:52 Dogswell Mellow Mut 
Chicken Breast 
Natural with Added Vitamin 
E

was given one Mellow Mut treat around 9pm August 30th. Approximately 30 minutes to an 
hour following, she became restless and appeared very uncomfortable. This continued throughout 
the night. She could not find a comfortable position and she was very flatuent. The following morning 
she was listless and lethargic as well and so we decided to call our vet. Our vet was gone because it 
was the Friday of a holiday weekend and we were directed to contact the local Animal Hospital. We 
did so and  was seen on an emergency basis. Bloodwork was drawn, X-rays were done to rule 
out foreign body. She was given an antibiotic and Pepcid and we were told to feed her a bland diet. I 
originally thought it was something else that had made her sick, however, she was feeling better and 
so on Saturday night September 1st, 2012, we gave her another treat from the same bag. She 
began with the same symptoms all over again. I can only conclude that it was the chicken jerky 
treats.

4 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 16 Pound
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EON‐99485 9/5/2012 9:27 Waggin Train wholesome 
chicken jerky tenders

We have fed her chicken jerky treats for about two weeks and have noticed vomiting, diarrhea, 
lethargy, and more frequent urination. We stopped giving them to her yesterday 9/4/12. She had 
both Kingdom pets and waggin train brands

8 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 9 Pound

EON‐99480 9/5/2012 3:42 WAGGIN TRAIN JERKY 
TENDERS

I had been feeding my dog this treat and did not realize it had been recalled/ FDA had put warnings 
on it until i researched it myself. My dog loves this treat and is addicted to it which is surprising 
because he is such a picky eater. He does not eat all treats, yet he loves this one. However I 
realized after a long time of feeding him this treat that it is making him very very sick. He has intense 
diarrehea constantly when i feed him this treat. His stool is very very fluid and liquidy. It is so 
unhealthy for dogs to have intense diarreha for such long periods of time. I am surprised this product 
is still on the shelves. This will cause many law suits I'm sure. These poor dogs did not do anything 
to deserve this. I blame the FDA for not putting a national recall on this product. I had to do my own 
research to find out there was even a question regarding the safety of this product that is sold 
EVERYWHERE. My dog is very sick from this product. Please take action!

3 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐99478 9/4/2012 23:21 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

Within 3 hours of getting a Waggin Train Jerky Treat, she threw up 3 times. 7 Days Retriever - Labrador Dog 95 Pound

EON‐99476 9/4/2012 20:42 Kingdom Pets Jerky treats I had been giving  chicken jerky treats from the companies Kingdom Pets, and Waggin' 
Train for months. I had purchased these products from our local Costco. She was given 
approximately a half a jerky treat a day. All of the sudden in March of 2012 I noticed her vomitting a 
lot, not wanting to eat anything, and acting unusual (Chewing on herself because she was so 
nauseated). I took her to my local veterinarian where I had worked for 5 years. They ran some blood 
tests and an x-ray. Her liver enzyme levels were extremely high and I was told that she was in 
extreme kidney/liver failure. It was recommended that I get an ultrasound done to see if the cause 
was cancerous, (which we later found out it was not). She was put on multiple medications to help 
her liver enzymes come down, and she is still on some of the medications today. I was told that she 
is lucky to be alive by my vet due to her extremely high blood count. She is recovering slowly, but it 
has been a long and hard 6 months of recovering for my beloved pet. I hope that these treats are 
taken off the shelves so that nobody has to go through this kind of pain with their dog.

5 Years Chihuahua Dog 5 Pound

EON‐99466 9/4/2012 18:36 milos kitchen home-style 
dog treats

i gave my  the milos chicken treats every day, i would buy two bags, not knowing that it's on 
recall but yet the stores is still stocking them on the shelves, for the reason of this i lost my  last 
thursday on , i am so upset and heart broken, i miss my  but yet no one is doing 
anything about this, my  was my baby, i have no kids of my own she was my baby, to come 
home to see her dieing is not a happy or joyful thing, i want some answers, why would you let stores 
stock them on the shelves, i can't belive i lost my baby that i had for five years. i just dont 
understand, why?

12 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐99428 9/4/2012 10:33 Canyon Creek Ranch After having a treat in the evening, later that night he had both acute/violent vomiting and diarrhea at 
the same time. There was some blood in the diarrhea in the morning which prompted me to take him 
to the vet. His exam was otherwise normal and he wasn't acting sick so he thought it was maybe 
something he ate. (i didn't make the connection with the treat then) the diarrhea lasted for almost 
four days, but he was eating and drinking normal and did not act sick otherwise. Two days after he 
recovered I again gave my dogs the chicken jerky and that same night my OTHER dog got sick with 
the same symptoms. This is what finally made me suspect the treats.

6 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 20 Pound

EON‐99424 9/3/2012 22:33 Milo's Kitchen CHicken Jerky Milo's kitchen Chicken jerky caused vomiting. Tried again after a few days and thne determined it 
was the treat that caused her to vomit. Through away the China manufactured treats.

1.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐99420 9/3/2012 19:18 Snausages in a Blanket Product: Snausages in a Blanket- Beef & Cheese Flavor
UPC/Purchase Seal: 7910050273

After giving treats to both of my 10 lb dogs, both had the following adverse reactions: severe 
vomiting, lethargic, loss of appetite, not drinking water. At first, I didn't realize it was the treats- but 
after a few days of not giving them the treats and then re-introducing them back into their diet- the 
exact same thing happened. The color of the vomit- was orange- which is the same color as the 
treat.

8 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐99419 9/3/2012 18:06 Waggin Tails PBJ The day after giving my dog a Waggin Tails PBJ treat she had severe diarrhea and I had to take her 
to the vet after 24 hours of these symptoms continuing. The vet gave us Kaopectate and Anti-biotics 
and the sysmptoms slowly began to diminish.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐99416 9/3/2012 14:27 Milo¿s Kitchen Home-Style 
Dog Treats

 and are both Golden Doodle  birthday is  and  is . 
I purchased the Milo Chicken Dog treats at K-Mart for them back in July. Both became ill and threw 
up and had diarrhea this went on for almost a week that I had to give them hamburger and rice only 
to eat. They always eat Fromm Adult Gold dog food and we have never had a problem with 
anything. Only reason why I bought these treats was because it was their birthdays and wanted to 
do something special for them. I usually always purchase Marro Bones for them and will never 
purchase another Milo product again.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐99415 9/3/2012 12:48 Milo's Kitchen
Chicken Grillers
home-style dog treats
Chicken Recipe with Natural 
Smoke Flavor
No artificial flavors or colors

She got sick, throwing up, and lethargic, would not eat. I seen the warning on facebook, checked it 
out to make sure it was legit, and I have the snacks still here, not sure what to do with them...don't 
want another animal to get a hold of them.

8 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 4 Pound

EON‐99414 9/3/2012 12:48 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Skin & Coat

is a 8 year old rat terrier in excellent health condition prior to giving him the Canyon Creek 
Ranch Chicken Jerky treats. I gave him a couple of jerky treats and he had excessive diarrhea right 
away for approximately 24 hours. He recovered completely as far as I can tell. I have not gone to the 
vet for a kidney analysis yet as there might be kidney damage from news reports that I have read.

8 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 24 Pound
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EON‐99400 9/3/2012 11:33 Kingdom Pets Duck and 
Sweet Potato

My wife bought a bag of Kingdom Pets duck and sweet potato treats for dogs from Costco. I was 
using them to teach our dog tricks. On Wednesday August 29th I gave the dog several treats in the 
morning. I noticed later in the day that she became lethargic and spent most of the afternoon laying 
down. When my wife drove in the drive way the dog couldn't jump and run to the car she could 
hardly walk and was shaky. We took her to the vet for treatment. They thought that it might be from 
swimming in our pond which has algae. We kept the dog out of the pond after getting her home. 
When she was better the next day I was glad she was ok and gave her one more of the duck and 
sweet potato treats. She started acting weird again after I gave her the treat. She was staggering 
and having trouble walking. I immediately said no more on the treats. My wife checked and found out 
that there is reason to suspect this companies products. item 661192 bar code number847130015 
Lot numberwpkpsp03032

7 Months Bloodhound Dog 66 Pound

EON‐99399 9/3/2012 11:27 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

 loves treats and he consumed an entire bag of jerky treats in about a three hour time span. He 
has had diarrhea last night and again twice this morning.

4 Years Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 100 Pound
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EON‐99398 9/3/2012 10:36 Waggin' Train Yam Good 
Duck-wrapped yam, Waggin' 
Train Wrapples, Waggin' 
Train Lassos Pork Skin 
Chews Wrapped with 
Chicken Jerky, Waggin' 
Train Happy Trails to Chew, 
Waggin' Train Cowboy 
Steaks Steak-Shaped Treats

2 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 14.2 PoundI purchased one bag of Waggin' Train Yam Good with duck, Happy Trails to Chew, Chicken and 
Apples, and 2 bags of Lassos on August 23rd, 2012 from the York Galleria Target Store in . 
This is the only time I have ever bought the yam with duck dog treats; my dogs enjoyed them and no 

more treats remain in the bag. The empty bag was thrown out , as well as my other healty 
miniature dachshund , were boarded at a local kennel (  in ) from 

the morning of August 24 through the evening of the 26, 2012. , my mother's dog who also 
resides in the same household, was kept at a friend's home during this same time period. 

Approximately 0300 Tuesday, August 28, 2012,  woke up and produced 2 episodes of 
diarrhea and again at approximately 0530. He, as well as  and , were crated during the 

workday.  again produced multiple episodes of diarrhea through the evening. At 
approximately 2000 Tuesday evening,  was noted with chills/shaking followed by one episode 

of projectile vomit of a frothy-like liquid. Later that same evening, his behavior seemed to have 
improved slightly and was drinking water without coaxing. That evening, I spoke with the kennel 

owner regarding this new onset illness. He had stated no one else had reported such a illness. He 
stated he has recently experienced some occurrence of kennel cough, but what I was reporting did 

not appear to be kennel cough. The owner mentioned the possibility of some separation anxiety 
from the weekend in the kennel. He had suggested to put  on a bland diet (rice and 

hamburger) and encouraged liquids to avoid dehydration and would follow up with me the following 
evening.  continued with diarrhea (yellowish, extremely foul-smelling, watery, and gritty) 
Wednesday with 1 episode in his crate during the workday and multiple episodes Wednesday 

evening. However, at this point no other dogs had become ill and his behavior was normal, aside 
from the loose stools. Thursday evening, I spoke with a receptionist at my vet's office (  

 in ) regarding 's diarrhea and asked if I could bring a stool sample in to be 
tested for parasites, worms, bacteria, etc. He suggested bringing  in, so I scheduled an 

appointment for Friday, August 31, 2012 at 1900.  continued with diarrhea and low appetite. 
Friday afternoon, at approximately 1800,  had 2 episodes of explosive and watery diarrhea. At 

the vet's office, no observeable illness was noted and a stool sample was sent away for testing. Test 
results are still pending. However, upon weighing,  had lost 2 lbs since his last yearly exam in 

July 2012. The vet prescribed DiaGel and Metronidazole. Also at that time, I had reported 's 
diarrhea. The DiaGel was given Friday evening with more formed stools Saturday morning. By 

Saturday morning, 's diarrhea continued with new onset explosive diarrhea from . I 
contacted my vet's office and explained this new situation and the vet provided me with 2 additional 
doses of DiaGel, one for  and one for .  nor  has not had any further episodes 
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EON‐99397 9/3/2012 1:51 Special Kitty Cat was examined 8-10-12 appeared healthy presented 9-2-12 with history of 1 day anorexia, 
lethargy, and diarrhea. Diagnostics performed revealed: increased bilirubin, pancreatitis, urinary 
tract infection, and azotemia. Treatment has been initiated but cats prognosis is currently guarded.
Three other animals also have eaten the food. A dog that ate the food died 2 days later, one cat that 
ate the food was just diagnosed with a urinary tract infection, and final cat who ate the food currently 
appears healthy.

9 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 6 Pound

EON‐99395 9/2/2012 21:06 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders After eating the treat,he was sick for nearly three days with vomiting and diareah.Have not given him 
any more,and he has had no more ill effects.Finally started eating again on the third day.

12 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 18 Pound

EON‐99394 9/2/2012 20:27 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders (Low 
Fat)

We began feeding one of the Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders a day to our 
Cockapoo. We purchased this bag in July at Costco in . Our dog then began 
have loose bowl movements, was tired, and had elevated kidney levels. After realizing the issue 
could be this product after seeing our vet, we stopped feeding them to him immediately and he 
began acting like himself again. We paid for a vet visit, blood work, and a pill to firm his bowl 
movements. I would like to report the seriousness of how ill our dog became after consuming this 
product.

1 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐99393 9/2/2012 20:21 Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast Recently had a blood test on her. Liver enzymes abnormally high. Thyroid down very slightly. Tested 
negative for Cushing's disease. I was doing some research on the Internet and saw that there have 
been problems with jerky treats made in China. I have been feeding her Cadet Duck jerky (about a 
half a strip a day for over a month. Could this be the cause? How can it be tested/investigated?

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 64 Pound

EON‐99390 9/2/2012 16:33 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

After feeding chicken jerky treats, she became listless and stopped eating for approximately 4 days 
with moderate water consumption and infrequent urination.

2.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 10 Pound

EON‐99383 9/2/2012 12:51 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Gave the dog some Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Treats. Overnight, dog had severe diarrhea with 
blood in stool. This happened about three times as we tried to isolate the cause of the diarrhea.

36 Months Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 90 Pound

, y y p
of watery diarrhea since been given the DiaGel. vomited after her dose of DiaGel on Saturday 

afternoon at approximately 1400.  diarrhea continued with multiple episodes Saturday and 
Sunday. She also displays low appetite and lethargy. Monday, September 3, 2012 at approximately 
0900 had an episode of projectile vomit and another episode at approximately 0930. She continues 

with extremely foul-smelling, watery, yellowish with a red tinge at this time. We have tried to 
determine the exact reason why all three dogs have displayed similar symptoms including the canine 

influenza, parasites, bad food, etc. All three dogs have been on the rice-hamburger diet since 
Wednesday with no treats being given. I became concerned regarding the Waggin' Train products 

when a friend on Facebook posted a picture of a petition to remove Waggin' Train products from pet 
stores.
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EON‐99381 9/2/2012 11:27 Nutro Ultra Adult 3 cocker spaniels all start throwing up minutes after eating. All food is evacuated. 

We are visiting my mother, who owns two of the cocker spaniels. One of her dogs started throwing 
up a few days ago (when she refilled the food container with new bag of food). She just thought he 
was sick so has been mixing rice with his food to keep it down. She didn't make the connection until 
we visited and our dog started experiencing the same symptom. Our large lab seems to be ok, 
though lethargic.

3 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐99380 9/2/2012 10:06 Waggin' Train This is absolutely ridiculous. There are over 1000 confirmed cases of Waggin' Tails treats causing 
harm and death to dogs and nothing happens about it. Multiple people have filed reports and the 
FDA decides this isn't something they need to concern themselves with. News flash, it is. This is one 
of the worst side effects of a product available on the market, and instead of doing a recall or having 
the FDA do some research on the origin on the product (China, did your homework for you) they let 
our pets suffer. This is completely unacceptable and this will be escalating rather quickly if nothing is 
done. I know I'm not alone when I say I am more than willing to file a lawsuit against not only the 
company, but against the organization that is responsible for protecting my family, which includes my 
pets. You best believe that if this happened to my pet I wouldn't rest until someone opened their 
eyes and actually did something about this situation. This is more than unacceptable. It shows how 
corrupt of an organization is really in charge of anything and how they aren't worried about 
repercussions. This is sick and everyone involved should be ashamed. Something that is intended 
to make a pet happy ends up being the cause of their death because some greedy person decides 
they would rather keep stuffing their pockets instead of doing what they are responsible for. The 
FDA has done some stupid stuff before, biased studies and unproven data being published just for a 
few examples, but never in my life have I ever seen something as morally wrong as this. To anyone 
that is involved with this, be ashamed. You deserve no better than what you are subjecting our pets 
to.

Spitz (unspecified) Dog
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EON‐99375 9/1/2012 23:21 Just Dry Cat Food - Mostly, 
Provolone Cheese, Bill's 
Fishy Stew Cat Food

2.5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9.5 PoundTHE ODYSSEY, TRANS. BY A. T. MURRAY
Book I

The gods in council
Athena's visit to Ithaca

The challenge from Telemachus to the suitors
TELL ME, O MUSE, of that ingenious hero who traveled far and wide after he had sacked the 

famous town of Troy. Many cities did he visit, and many were the nations with whose manners and 
customs he was acquainted; moreover he suffered much by sea while trying to save his own life and 

bring his men safely home; but do what he might he could not save his men, for they perished 
through their own sheer folly in eating the cattle of the Sun-god Apollo; so the god prevented them 

from ever reaching home. Tell me, too, about all these things, oh daughter of Zeus, from whatsoever 
source you may know them.

So now all who escaped death in battle or by shipwreck had got safely home except Odysseus, and 
he, though he was longing to return to his wife and country, was detained by the goddess Calypso, 

who had got him into a large cave and wanted to marry him. But as years went by, there came a 
time when the gods settled that he should go back to Ithaca; even then, however, when he was 

among his own people, his troubles were not yet over; nevertheless all the gods had now begun to 
pity him except Poseidon, who still persecuted him without ceasing and would not let him get home.
Now Poseidon had gone off to the Ethiopians, who are at the world's end, and lie in two halves, the 
one looking West and the other East. He had gone there to accept a hecatomb of sheep and oxen, 
and was enjoying himself at his festival; but the other gods met in the house of Olympian Zeus, and 
the sire of gods and men spoke first. At that moment he was thinking of Aegisthus, who had been 

killed by Agamemnon's son Orestes; so he said to the other gods:
¿See now, how men lay blame upon us gods for what is after all nothing but their own folly. Look at 
Aegisthus; he must needs make love to Agamemnon's wife unrighteously and then kill Agamemnon, 
though he knew it would be the death of him; for I sent Hermes to warn him not to do either of these 

things, inasmuch as Orestes would be sure to take his revenge when he grew up and wanted to 
return home. Hermes told him this in all good will but he would not listen, and now he has paid for 

everything in full.¿
Then Athena said, ¿Father, son of Cronus, King of kings, it served Aegisthus right, and so it would 
anyone else who does as he did; but Aegisthus is neither here nor there; it is for Odysseus that my 
heart bleeds, when I think of his sufferings in that lonely sea-girt island, far away, poor man, from all 

his friends. It is an island covered with forest, in the very middle of the sea, and a goddess lives 
there, daughter of the magician Atlas, who looks after the bottom of the ocean, and carries the great 
columns that keep heaven and earth asunder. This daughter of Atlas has got hold of poor unhappy 
Odysseus, and keeps trying by every kind of blandishment to make him forget his home, so that he 
is tired of life, and thinks of nothing but how he may once more see the smoke of his own chimneys. 
You, sir, take no heed of this, and yet when Odysseus was before Troy did he not propitiate you with 

many a burnt sacrifice? Why then should you keep on being so angry with him?¿
And Zeus said, ¿My child, what are you talking about? How can I forget Odysseus than whom there 
is no more capable man on earth, nor more liberal in his offerings to the immortal gods that live in 
heaven? Bear in mind, however, that Poseidon is still furious with Odysseus for having blinded an 
eye of Polyphemus king of the Cyclopes. Polyphemus is son to Poseidon by the nymph Thoosa, 
daughter to the sea-king Phorcys; therefore though he will not kill Odysseus outright he torments
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EON‐98746 9/1/2012 14:03 Provolone Cheese, Just Dry 
Cat Food - Mostly, Bill's 
Fishy Stew Cat Food

THE ODYSSEY, TRANS. BY A. T. MURRAY
Book I
The gods in council
Athena's visit to Ithaca
The challenge from Telemachus to the suitors
TELL ME, O MUSE, of that ingenious hero who traveled far and wide after he had sacked the 
famous town of Troy. Many cities did he visit, and many were the nations with whose manners and 
customs he was acquainted; moreover he suffered much by sea while trying to save his own life and 
bring his men safely home; but do what he might he could not save his men, for they perished 
through their own sheer folly in eating the cattle of the Sun-god Apollo; so the god prevented them 
from ever reaching home. Tell me, too, about all these things, oh daughter of Zeus, from whatsoever 
source you may know them.
So now all who escaped death in battle or by shipwreck had got safely home except Odysseus, and 
he, though he was longing to return to his wife and country, was detained by the goddess Calypso, 
who had got him into a large cave and wanted to marry him. But as years went by, there came a 
time when the gods settled that he should go back to Ithaca; even then, however, when he was 
among his own people, his troubles were not yet over; nevertheless all the gods had now begun to 
pity him except Poseidon, who still persecuted him without ceasing and would not let him get home.
Now Poseidon had gone off to the Ethiopians, who are at the world's end, and lie in two halves, the 
one looking West and the other East. He had gone there to accept a hecatomb of sheep and oxen, 
and was enjoying himself at his festival; but the other gods met in the house of Olympian Zeus, and 
the sire of gods and men spoke first. At that moment he was thinking of Aegisthus, who had been 
killed by Agamemnon's son Orestes; so he said to the other gods:
¿See now, how men lay blame upon us gods for what is after all nothing but their own folly. Look at 
Aegisthus; he must needs make love to Agamemnon's wife unrighteously and then kill Agamemnon, 
though he knew it would be the death of him; for I sent Hermes to warn him not to do either of these 
things, inasmuch as Orestes would be sure to take his revenge when he grew up and wanted to 
return home. Hermes told him this in all good will but he would not listen, and now he has paid for 
everything in full.¿
Then Athena said, ¿Father, son of Cronus, King of kings, it served Aegisthus right, and so it would 
anyone else who does as he did; but Aegisthus is neither here nor there; it is for Odysseus that my 
heart bleeds, when I think of his sufferings in that lonely sea-girt island, far away, poor man, from all 
his friends. It is an island covered with forest, in the very middle of the sea, and a goddess lives 

2.5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9.5 Pound

EON‐98544 9/1/2012 0:42 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Natural Chicken Tenders

The dog exhibited severe diahrea and vomiting symptoms, approximated 1-1/2 days after having 
consumed a Canyon Creek Ranch chicken tender. This happened very early in the day, and later 
that day she was fine.

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐98536 8/31/2012 20:57 Dogswell Mellow Mut 
Chicken Breast Natural with 
Added Vitamin E

My Jack Russell terrier  has been vomitting in the morning for the past two days and not eating 
much. I noticed two of his stools were very dark, almost black. I took him to the Banfield Veterinary 
Clinic at PetSmart in  on 8/30/12. The veterinarian did some blood tests 
and found elevated pancreatic enzymes, lipase and amylase. He was also suffering from an 
infection in his left eye and a swollen lymph node that was biopsied. The vet gave  an 
antiobiotic injection, prescribed a low fat dog food, and Sucralfate and Pepcid AC, gave us 
Neopolydex ointment for his eyes. We have take him back to the vet for a follow-up visit in a week to 
test his pancreatic enzymes again. I told the vet that Jacob has been given chicken jerky treats on 
daily basis, a small piece every morning as a reward for going into his enclosure area while my 
husband and I are at work all day. We have been giving him the chicken jerky treats for atleast 1 
year now, today I googled "chicken jerky treats for dogs" and learned about the recall and current 
FDA investigation regarding chicken jerky treats made in China. The brand we have been buying is 
Dogswell, Mellow Mut Chicken Breast, Natural with Added Vitamin E, purchased from MudBay Pet 
Stores in Federal Way, Washington.

2 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 17.8 Pound

EON‐98503 8/31/2012 15:42 No Fleas on Me Biscuit Person is selling dog medication for fleas in home baked biscuits. 
http://chambana.craigslist.org/pet/3226350767.html

EON‐98405 8/30/2012 22:33 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

After eating the Waggin Train jerky treats she became lethargic and stopped eating. When taken to 
the vet she was found to be in kidney failure and near death. Through a week of veterinary care, and 
flushing her kidney's with large amounts of fluids, she began to get better and her BUN and 
creatinine levels began to fall.

3 Years Siberian Husky Dog 45 Pound

EON‐98393 8/30/2012 22:27 Purina One Smartblend 
Large Breed Puppy Formula

was diagnosed with pancreatitis after being fed several 16 pound bags of Purina Smartblend 
Large Breed Puppy formula over a 2 month period stretching from December through March 2012. 
The food was purchased at Wal-Mart and was in a large plastic tote at room temperature. She was 
fed only the recommended amount for her weight. She was diagnosed as having pancreatitis after 
extremely high levels of libase and adibase were found in her blood. After closely examining her diet 
over the period prior to her sickness, the vet concluded that the Purina One Smartblend caused it.

10 Months Siberian Husky Dog 45 Pound

EON‐98366 8/30/2012 22:12 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Taking my dog to the Vet for her shots I asked for a blood test. The test shows abnormal liver and 
kidney CO2 results.
She gets only the very best food except for Waggin Train Jerky Tenders 48 oz code 070207748 
about 2 day per her weight
I got this from Cosco the best before date is oct 2013 --I would have bought this in the month of Aug 
2012.
Sadly she has been getting these treats for about 2 years now.
I have not given her any more. And I will not. Something is wrong here and I know what the only 
cause could be.
Lucky for me I have gotten this caught early and now under the Vets care she will be getting better. 
But only because she is young and because this has been found out soon enough to do something 
about it.

3 Years Bichon Frise Dog 18 Pound
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EON‐98206 8/30/2012 13:48 SHEP CHICKEN STRIPS
SHEP WOW STICKS

11 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 58 PoundWe had a family emergency and had to travel by car to in June 2012. We stopped at an 
Aldi grocery store in  for some other things and saw that they also carried dog food and 
treats like the chicken strips and biscuit treats. We purchased a bag of SHEP WOW, the SHEP 
Chicken treats and a box of SHEP dog biscuits. Since our dog up to that point was only given 

homemade food and Milkbone dog biscuits we had no idea there was a possible problem with the 
new treats. After eating the Aldi brand Shep Wow and Shep chicken strips/treats with chicken from 

china once a day for a few weeks she began to refuse her regular, non commercial, homemade food 
that she loved and started drinking 3-4 times the amount of water she previously did, urinating more 
frequently and seemed to be slowing down which we attributed to her advancing age and previous 
health problems. At several times she would revert back to her usual eating habits and self and we 
didnt make the connection between the food and her refusal to eat her regular food. In the past she 
would get sick and go off her food every once in a while if she had eaten some thing outside on her 
walks and usually recovered within 24 hours. In July of 2012 she began to continuously refuse her 

homemade food and started drinking 3-4 times her usual amount regularly and would only prefer the 
SHEP treats over any other food we tried to give her. She also started vomiting periodically and 

pooping in the house. Even through her other previous health problems she had never urinated or 
defecated in the house before. We started doing some internet research to try and determine what 

was making our dog sick. We stopped giving her any type of store bought treats after finding an 
article about chicken from china making dogs sick. We looked at the Aldi packaging and sure 

enough the chicken treats were made from chicken from china. The SHEP WOW sticks list chicken 
as an ingredient but not that the chicken was from china. The SHEP Chicken Strips do say chicken 
from china. It was at this point we started ruling out other factors like her ingesting lizards or toads 
etc and started watching her more closely as far as eating and outside habits. She seemed to get 

much better and returned to her usual goofy self after we stopped giving her the SHEP products and 
then 2 weeks ago started refusing all food again and started to get sick again even though she hasnt 
had any SHEP products recently. We brought her to the vet last week and she was diagnosed with a 
severe UTI infection and a very high white blood cell count (116,000). At the time we took her to the 
vet after she had become lethargic and seemed to be failing. she weighed 51lbs, she has now lost 

another 2 lbs. (12 lbs overall since January 2012 at her last complete check up). She had a clean bill 
of health at her last regular check up in January 2012. She is now in critical condition with little hope 
of recovery. I firmly believe it was the SHEP products since she was a healthy older dog before she 

ate the products. Please help get these tainted treats off the market before more dogs like my  
get sick and or die. If the medicines - 136mg Baytril (antibiotic) for 14 days and 15mg Mirtazapine (to 
stimulate appetite) she is currently on dont work we will be forced to euthanize her. We do not have 

the resources for more invasive testings or treatments.
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EON‐98136 8/29/2012 21:42 Dogswell Happy Hips 
Chicken Jerky treats with 
Glucosemine

Dog was provided Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Jerky treats and became ill. Fanconi like 
symptoms; watery, yellow like bile stools, dramatic increase in thirst and urination, lethargy, vomiting, 
and dehydration. Treats were withdrawn. Veterinarian testing determined high Creatinine and 
Phosphorus levels were present. Dog hospitalized; fluids and antibiotics administered. Dog died 3 
days after diagnosis, when doctors advised treatment was not helping and condition has worsened 
exponentially.

14 Years Chihuahua Dog 7.62 Pound

EON‐98129 8/29/2012 19:42 waggin train jerky tenders has been receiving chicken jerky as treats ever since he was a puppy. He recently was 
diagnosed metastatic lung cancer and passed away shortly after.

, a 6 year Boxer, has also been fed the same chicken jerky for the past 4 years. She was 
diagnosed skin cancer a few months ago and had surgery in .

7.5 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy 
(with erect ears or 
with dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog 14 Pound

EON‐98061 8/29/2012 14:06 ol'roy + gravy My dogs ate ol'roy gravy for 1 day and started vomitting. for the next 2 days thay vomited everything 
we fed them. We then stoped feeding them ol'roy gravy. thay continued to vomit up the dog food, 
and would not eat. for the next 5 days thay vomited had diarea, feaver, and were very luthargic. 
Thay got very dehidrated and I had to continuasly feed them pepto and pedia light to keep them 
alive. The only dog that didn't eat it was my Pug , and she did not get sick. My dogs did not 
actualy see the vet, all though I did consolt with him sevrel times during there sicknes and he gave 
me advice on how to help them and get them better. This puppy is the only on not recovering from 
this illness. I hope she pull through.

6 Weeks Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 5 Pound

EON‐98056 8/29/2012 13:42 ol'roy + gravy My dogs ate ol'roy gravy for 1 day and started vomitting. for the next 2 days thay vomited everything 
we fed them. We then stoped feeding them ol'roy gravy. thay continued to vomit up the dog food, 
and would not eat. for the next 5 days thay vomited had diarea, feaver, and were very luthargic. 
Thay got very dehidrated and I had to continuasly feed them pepto and pedia light to keep them 
alive. The only dog that didn't eat it was my Pug  and she did not get sick.

6 Weeks Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 5 Pound

EON‐98052 8/29/2012 13:18 ol'roy + gravy My dogs ate ol'roy gravy for 1 day and started vomitting. for the next 2 days thay vomited everything 
we fed them. We then stoped feeding them ol'roy gravy. thay continued to vomit up the dog food, 
and would not eat. for the next 5 days thay vomited had diarea, feaver, and were very luthargic. 
Thay got very dehidrated and I had to continuasly feed them pepto and pedia light to keep them 
alive.

2.5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐98051 8/29/2012 12:48 ol'roy gravy My dogs ate ol'roy gravy for 1 day and started vomitting. for the next 2 days thay vomited everything 
we fed them. We then stoped feeding them ol'roy gravy. thay continued to vomit up the dog food, 
and would not eat. for the next 5 days thay vomited had diarea, feaver, and were very luthargic. 
Thay got very dehidrated and I had to continuasly feed them pepto and pedia light to keep them 
alive.

1 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐97982 8/28/2012 18:42 9Lives Daily Essentials 
Turkey & Giblet Dinner

She had not previously eaten 9Lives canned food, but does eat canned cat food daily. I fed her twice 
yesterday and twice today. She had diareah this morning and this afternoon a loud moan followed by 
vomitting food. Five minutes later, she had gassy diareah. She appears to be recovering now.

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound
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EON‐97968 8/28/2012 17:03 Dick Van Patten's Natural 
Balance L.I.D. small breed 
potato and duck

After opening a new bag of Natural balance small bites potato and duck, she vomitted the three 
nights this was fed to her. She gets nothing else other than her food. The forth night she was fed 
from a sample bag and did not vomit. I own a small dog store and sell Natural balance. It had been 
out of stock for some time due to the Diamond plant closing. This was the first batch of bags we had 
received being made at the new plant. This is the only food my dog has ever eaten and has never 
gotten sick before. The kibbles look totally different. I reported it to my sales rep with no resolution.

3 Years Maltese Dog 12 Pound

EON‐97949 8/28/2012 14:51 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Vomitting, diarrhea, appetite loss 8 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 45 Pound

EON‐97880 8/27/2012 19:06 Purina Beneful This dog has been sick for several years. She has been to a few different vets. She would either 
have some skin problem or she would be vomiting or have blood in her stools. They would do 
bloodwork, put on steroids, change food for a alittle while. She would get better but then within a 
week or two,sick with one problem or another. We were not aware of all the problems with the 
Purina Beneful until reading the consumer affairs page on it. Unbelievable that it is still on shelves. 
She has fed her dog this for years because it was only one she would eat. Unknown to her that it is 
killing her dog probably. We want to see this pulled from shelves and something done for petowners 
whose dogs have been hurt by it.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 11 Pound

EON‐97613 8/26/2012 20:03 Waggin Train Yam Good 
Wholesome chicken 
wrapped yams

She had severe diarrhea, rectal bleeding, lethargy, and vomiting. She became dehyrdrated and 
required veterinary treatment in the form of fluid therapy and antibiotic and probiotic prescriptions.

17 Weeks Mixed (Dog) Dog 17 Pound
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EON‐97611 8/26/2012 18:18 Natural Balance LID Limited 
Ingredient Diet Green Pea & 
Duck Formula

I am unsure if all these are related, but as a third cat has become ill today, I am concerned.

I have been feeding Natural Balance Duck and Pea cat kibble for years to my cat  with 
inflammatory bowel disease. I purchased a new bag of the product in July at  in 

 On  I had to put my cat down after his appetite decreased and then he 
stopped eating altogether for a week.

My other cat  (a 16 year old female, spayed cat with hyperthyroidism) would sometimes eat 
's uneaten food those last few weeks (she is normally fed a different food). 5 days after  

died,  suddenly stopped eating. I took her to the vet on Aug. 21 because her poop was the 
color of putty, indicating her liver was not working. The vet thought her organs were shutting down 
due to her age because her body temp was really low, but a blood test showed elevated BUN, ALT 
and Na. He prescribed a higher dosage of her thyroid med and some anti nausea meds. She has 
refused food until this morning (aug 26) when she took a few bites on her own.

Since I still had some of the product left after  died, I have been feeding it to my other cats 
( and ) to use it up. 

 (a 1.5 year old male, neutered cat) was healthy and normally a voracious eater. I noticed last 
night and today that he has left food in his bowl and seems uninterested in food. 

I do not have the product bag because we pour it into an airtight container, but I do have what is left 
of the product. I am going to stop feeding the food. Please let me know if anyone else has reported a 
problem with this food or if there is a known problem, what instructions should i give my vet.

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐97610 8/26/2012 12:51 Nylabone went to buy a pack of small nylabone bones and found they where loaded with magets and flys. 
Looked at the other packs on the shelves and those had magets starting to come out of the bones.

EON‐97606 8/25/2012 15:12 SHEP CHICKEN Breast 
Fillets Premium Dog Snack

 had her last health check-up on 04/12/2012. At that time she was in execellent health and 
weighed 6.2 pounds.  started getting the SHEP Chicken Breast Fillets (Chicken Jerky) in 
June, 2012. We noticed that she began vomiting shortly afterwards. Then she progressed to the 
symptoms listed in the FDA warning, "decreased appetite, although some may continue to consume 
the treats to the exclusion of other foods; decreased activity; vomiting; diarrhea, sometimes with 
blood; and increased water consumption and/or increased urination."  was also listless and 
slept a lot. This week we took her to the vet where she was described with kidney failure and her 
weight was 3.77 pounds. She was hospitalized and given iv infusions, antibiotics, azodyl along with 
a special renal low protein diet. She will continue on treatment and will be retested after labor day. 
The Vet did not find evidence of Fanconi syndrome but did find that her kidneys are not 
concentrating her urine.

5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 3.77 Pound
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EON‐97604 8/25/2012 11:42 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky Vomiting, listlessness, bloated stomach Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog

EON‐97603 8/25/2012 11:36 Fancy Feast Last year, I fed my cat Fancy Feast (variety of flavors) like I always did and this particular batch 
seemed to cause a severe reaction (diarrhea and vomiting). I stopped feeding him the food and 
waited a few days thinking he was just ill perhaps and then resumed feeding him the food (he is 
picky and he liked this brand). 

He had severe reactions again only worse. I took him to the vet and his kidney function showed a 
decline. He was still in overall good health and so I decided to stop feeding him the food and to send 
the food in for analysis. I stored the food away forgetting to send it out to be tested and I wasn't sure 
who to send it to. We moved recently, and my brother unpacked the bag of cat food and 
unknowingly feed my cat the same food that had made him sick last year. The expiration date is for 
November of 2012 so there was no reason for him to believe the food was no longer any good. He 
fed him the food on the evening of 08/23/12, and on the morning of 08/24/12 I received a call on my 
way to work. My brother told me that my cat had severe vomiting and uncontrollable diarrhea. Both 
the vomit and diarrhea had blood in it. I was on a company bus so I could not turn around and go 
back. 

Outwardly, my cat appears to be recovering, but I am concerned because of the blood in his vomit 
and feces. When I initially called Purina last year to complain the representative told me that their 
food is safe, but warned me NOT to feed my cat any more food from the batch I had bought from 
Target. I was supposed to have received a box to send the food back, but never did. 

This time, the representative told me she would certainly send the box and would get back to me 
with the results. I want to send an additional can to a non-involved party because I do not trust that 
Purina will tell me what is truly wrong with the food. I want to know what made my cat so sick. I also 
want to know where the food and ingredients were manufactured. 

15 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 8.5 Pound

EON‐97602 8/25/2012 8:42 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Balls 
Beef Strips sausages (3 
types) all made in USA

Rise in Kidney enzymes. Fanconi syndrome with Glucose in urine but no blood elevation of glucose. 
Anorexia (in a dog that lived to eat). Some vomiting and diarrhea. Lethargy. Weight loss.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 29 Pound

EON‐97601 8/24/2012 22:33 Kingdom Pets All Natural 
Ingredients Chicken Jerky

Both dogs had diarrhea & vomiting excessively. Both dogs were taken to the vet, one stayed 
overnight.

6 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐97559 8/24/2012 17:51 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky My dog ate a Kingdom Pet Chicken Jerky treat on Tuesday evening (8/21), around 7-7:30. The only 
other thing she had to eat that day was some fresh meat, around 2-3 in the afternoon. I generally 
feed her fresh food and she likes salad. She ate the jerky treat and about an hour later, she started 
vomiting. The first thing she vomited was the treat and from that point, it was liquid and dry heaves 
when there was no more liquid. She then started having bloody diarrhea. I was up with her all night. 
She vomited/heaved and had diarrhea all night. The next day was not as bad but she was listless 
and would not eat. Her diarrhea became black. I do not have money for a vet bill so there was not 
much I could do. Yesterday, Thursday, she appeared a little better. She would wag her tail. I thought 
she was going to be okay and then today, she started vomiting again and is listless, again, though 
the diarrhea has not come back. She will not eat. I am devastated. I googled the symptoms and that 
is how I found out about the chicken jerky. I am guessing that she probably has liver damage and 
renal failure/damage. I don't know what to do to help her. I can only pray that the body will heal itself, 
with time. I bought some Pedialyte and I try to get some of that in her. My dog is like my child and if I 
lose her, I don't know what I am going to do. It was my fault for feeding her the treats. She only eats 
a half of jerky at a time. It has been more than 48 hours and she is still with me, but I don't know if 
the damage in her body progresses or gets better, the longer she survives. Please do what you can 
to get this product off of the market. It is a shame that people are letting you know what is happening 
and nothing is being do to get rid of the source of the problem. It could be happening to human food, 
too. We just don't know. We need to stop allowing food from China to enter our borders. We need to 
keep ourselves safe. All they care about is the dollar. How many tainted products from China do we 
have to find before we say enough is enough. Please help us. 

PS...I don't know the exact date the product was purchased or first date given, so I had to guess. 
There is a half bag left. I am suspecting the toxicity built up in her system and once it got to the 
damaging point, that is when the symptoms occurred.

3 Years Chihuahua Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐97532 8/24/2012 15:27 Waggin Train Duck Jerky had become more lethargic during my other dog, illness. (  I thought 
she was sensing her companion was sick. After  was gone, (  her energy levels 
seemed to wane even more. I took her to the vet August 15th, 2012 - full blood panel done. Chronic 
Renal Failure. SHer BUN/Creatinine/Phos were all very high. Because we had not had good luck 
with  fluid treatment, we were more aggressive with . She stayed on IV fluids for five days. 
On Monday Aug 20th, her vet said her levels were back up and that she had done what she could 
with fluid therapy. We brought her home and she had stopped eating. We tried to administer sub Q 
fluids, but she continued to decline, refusing to eat, but drinking a lot of water. 

By Wednesday night, , she was disoriented, and didn't seem to know her way around the 
house. I took her to the  in . They looked at the work done by 
her regular vet, said they could run other diagnostic tests and perform their treatments based on 
those test. However, they cautioned that they might end up at the same conclusion - fluid therapy. 
She was worse by then, and had started to have small jerks and twitches. By afternoon, she couldn't 
stand well, and her jerks/twitches were violent enough they would knock her off her feet. 

We made the trip back to the  to have her put to sleep.

11 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10.14 Pound
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EON‐97490 8/24/2012 10:42 Nature's Variety Prairie Beef 
Meal and Barley Medley

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 69.1 PoundApproximately 24- 36 hours after opening a new bag of Nature's Variety Prairie Beef
Meal & Barley Medley dog food, all 3 of my 3 dogs started vomiting profusely, and

continued for about 48 hours around the clock. I noticed a strong odor when I opened
the bag. I have bought this and other varieties of Nature's Variety dog foods several
times in the past, 2 @ 30 lb bags per month, and none have ever smelled like this. It

didn't even occur to me at that point that something could be wrong with the food, so I
put it in their bowls for breakfast & dinner, & they ate it as usual. I noticed a small

amount of vomit on the floor the next morning, & just made a point to keep my eyes
open to find out which one of the 3 dogs was sick. When I returned home from work

that evening, there was vomit EVERYWHERE! I sent a message to NV on their
website, and they called me back and advised me that there have been no issues

reported. I also contacted the store I bought the food from. I saw all three of them get
sick around the clock for 2 days. I called off from work for 2 days at a very critical time

during a project implementation. My managers were already very critical of my
performance, and declined my request for a day off about 8 weeks earlier, even

though I was exhausted & extremely stressed. Two days off to stay home with sick
dogs didn't go over very well. I took all 3 of them to the vet on my 2nd day off. Since NV
told me there were no issues with the food, we could only guess at the cause. Two of
the 3 dogs were severely dehydrated and required subcutaneous IV fluids. They were

all given anti-nausea medication, and I fed them boiled beef & rice for 3 days &
weaned them back on the NV food. I continued to feed them the "bad" food

intermittently since I was advised that there was nothing wrong with it. 4 months later
when I went to the store to buy more dog food, I saw the recall notice. The food I

reported was on the list & I was very upset that I wasn't contacted about the issues with
the food, and that they claim the food was not contaminated. It made my dogs too sick
for it not to be contaminated. I believe NV handled the situation unscrupulously, and

should be sanctioned for not properly responding to reports of issues. I contacted them
after I saw the recall notice with all of the detail I provided before, plus the vet bill &
emails about the hardship being out of work to care for my sick dogs caused me. I
tried to attach the emails but the upload keeps failing. Here's the text of the email
chain: "--- On Fri, 8/10/12, Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> wrote:

From: Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> Subject: RE: Nature's Variety:
Prairie Beef Kibble Recall To: " " > Date: Friday, August 10,
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@y y, g ,
2012, 3:26 PM Dear , Attached you will find a settlement agreement. Please sign

it and e-mail to cservice@naturesvariety.com or fax it to 888-318-7977. Once we
receive this form our accounting department will process your reimbursement check

for $309.03 and you should receive it within the next four weeks. Please let me know if
you have any questions. Sincerely,  Consumer Relations Nature's Variety 1-

888-519-7387 www.naturesvariety.com From:  ] Sent:
Friday, August 10, 2012 11:59 AM To: Customer Service Subject: RE: Nature's

Variety: Prairie Beef Kibble Recall I was paid, but it caused performance issues due
to missed deadlines, and it caused me to lose 2 vacation days. If exemplary service &

corporate values of integrity & doing the right thing were important to you as a
company, you would would reimburse me without a loss in pay. The thing that upset me
most about this situation was that I contacted you back in March when it first occurred
with detailed information & concerned about my pets' and your other customers' pets

safety & I was told there was nothing wrong. You didn't contact me whenever you
discovered that something was wrong, and I had to find out by reading a recall notice

hanging on the shelf at my pet store. That's neither good service nor good product
safety for a company who claims to produce an exemplary product  --- On Fri,

8/10/12, Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> wrote: From: Customer
Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> Subject: RE: Nature's Variety: Prairie Beef

Kibble Recall To: " " > Date: Friday, August 10, 2012, 12:23
Attached Files PM #  { MARGIN-TOP:0px;MARGIN-BOTTOM:0px;}

Dear , Thanks for providing this information. We can reimburse you for a loss in
wages if you can provide proof from your Human Resources Department, on company

Attached Files
letterhead, that you were unpaid during the March incident with your dogs. Please let
us know if this is something you can provide so you that our accounting department
may proceed with your request for reimbursement for the food and the invoice from
your vet visit. Sincerely,  Consumer Relations Nature's Variety 1-888-519-
7387 www.naturesvariety.com From  ] Sent: Thursday,

August 09, 2012 3:28 PM To: Customer Service Subject: RE: Nature's Variety: Prairie
Beef Kibble Recall Since it was early in the year, I had to use days from my Paid Time

Off bucket, so I got paid for those 2 days, but I had to cut my vacation short. Also, I was
declined a request for 1 day off just a few weeks earlier & was denied due to
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declined a request for 1 day off just a few weeks earlier & was denied due to
deadlines, so it did not go over well from my bosses when I took time off for sick dogs.

I've never had to do that before, & I wouldn't have had to if your dog food had not made
them sick. I've attached some supporting documentation regarding workload &

inability to take time off. A docked pay check is not the only hardship time-off from
work can cause.  --- On Tue, 8/7/12, Customer Service

<sales@naturesvariety.com> wrote: From: Customer Service
<sales@naturesvariety.com> Subject: RE: Nature's Variety: Prairie Beef Kibble Recall

To: " > Date: Tuesday, August 7, 2012, 5:12 PM
#  { MARGIN-TOP:0px;MARGIN-BOTTOM:0px;} Dear , Thanks

for providing your receipt for the food and the invoice from your vet visit. It is my
understanding that you are also seeking compensation for a loss in wages. Please

provide documentation from your Human Resources Department on company
letterhead indicating that you had to take time off work without pay and the total

amount of lost wages. Sincerely,  Consumer Relations Nature's Variety 1-
888-519-7387 www.naturesvariety.com From:  ] Sent:
Friday, August 03, 2012 12:31 AM To: Customer Service Subject: Fw: Nature's

Variety: Prairie Beef Kibble Recall Here are the attachments of: copy of my original
email Mar 2012, copy of receipt, copy of dog food bag SCU & date/ code, copy of vet

bill. 2 of the 3 dogs were severely dehydrated & required subcutaneous IV fluids. I had
to take 2 days off work @ $30/hr because all 3 dogs were very sick.  --- On Thu,

8/2/12, Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> wrote: From: Customer
Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> Subject: Nature's Variety: Prairie Beef Kibble
Recall To: " " > Date: Thursday, August 2,

2012, 10:26 AM  { MARGIN-TOP:0px;MARGIN-BOTTOM:0px;} Dear
, Thank you for calling! Our Quality Assurance Department would be happy to

review any attachments that we didn't receive with your e-mail submitted on 7/21/12.
Please e-mail them to (cservice@naturesvariety.com) or fax them to (888-318-7977).
I'll follow-up with you once our Quality Assurance Department has a chance to review

everything. Please let me know if you have any questions. Sincerely, 
Consumer Relations Nature's Variety 1-888-519-7387 www.naturesvariety.com". They
offered to reimburse me for the vet bill & bag of food, but would not reimburse me for

time off from work since my pay wasn't docked. They sent a settlement agreement that
required me to keep all details of the incident & existence of the settlement

confidential. That sat a little funny with me, so I haven't sent it in at this point in time, but
haven't decided what I will ultimately do.
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EON‐97484 8/24/2012 10:21 Nature's Variety Prairie Beef 
Meal & Barley Medley

7 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-
haired

Dog 51.8 PoundApproximately 24- 36 hours after opening a new bag of Nature's Variety Prairie Beef
Meal & Barley Medley dog food, all 3 of my 3 dogs started vomiting profusely, and

continued for about 48 hours around the clock. I noticed a strong odor when I opened
the bag. I have bought this and other varieties of Nature's Variety dog foods several
times in the past, 2 @ 30 lb bags per month, and none have ever smelled like this. It

didn't even occur to me at that point that something could be wrong with the food, so I
put it in their bowls for breakfast & dinner, & they ate it as usual. I noticed a small

amount of vomit on the floor the next morning, & just made a point to keep my eyes
open to find out which one of the 3 dogs was sick. When I returned home from work

that evening, there was vomit EVERYWHERE! I sent a message to NV on their
website, and they called me back and advised me that there have been no issues

reported. I also contacted the store I bought the food from. I saw all three of them get
sick around the clock for 2 days. I called off from work for 2 days at a very critical time

during a project implementation. My managers were already very critical of my
performance, and declined my request for a day off about 8 weeks earlier, even

though I was exhausted & extremely stressed. Two days off to stay home with sick
dogs didn't go over very well. I took all 3 of them to the vet on my 2nd day off. Since NV
told me there were no issues with the food, we could only guess at the cause. Two of
the 3 dogs were severely dehydrated and required subcutaneous IV fluids. They were

all given anti-nausea medication, and I fed them boiled beef & rice for 3 days &
weaned them back on the NV food. I continued to feed them the "bad" food

intermittently since I was advised that there was nothing wrong with it. 4 months later
when I went to the store to buy more dog food, I saw the recall notice. The food I

reported was on the list & I was very upset that I wasn't contacted about the issues with
the food, and that they claim the food was not contaminated. It made my dogs too sick
for it not to be contaminated. I believe NV handled the situation unscrupulously, and

should be sanctioned for not properly responding to reports of issues. 

I contacted them
after I saw the recall notice with all of the detail I provided before, plus the vet bill &
emails about the hardship being out of work to care for my sick dogs caused me. I
tried to attach the emails but the upload keeps failing. Here's the text of the email

chain:
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"--- On Fri, 8/10/12, Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> wrote:
From: Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> Subject: RE: Nature's Variety:
Prairie Beef Kibble Recall To: " > Date: Friday, August 10,

2012, 3:26 PM Dear Lena, Attached you will find a settlement agreement. Please
sign it and e-mail to cservice@naturesvariety.com or fax it to 888-318-7977. Once we
receive this form our accounting department will process your reimbursement check

for $309.03 and you should receive it within the next four weeks. Please let me know if
you have any questions. Sincerely,  Consumer Relations Nature's Variety
1-888-519-7387 www.naturesvariety.com From:  ] Sent:
Friday, August 10, 2012 11:59 AM To: Customer Service Subject: RE: Nature's

Variety: Prairie Beef Kibble Recall I was paid, but it caused performance issues due
to missed deadlines, and it caused me to lose 2 vacation days. If exemplary service &

corporate values of integrity & doing the right thing were important to you as a
company, you would would reimburse me without a loss in pay. The thing that upset me
most about this situation was that I contacted you back in March when it first occurred
with detailed information & concerned about my pets' and your other customers' pets

safety & I was told there was nothing wrong. You didn't contact me whenever you
discovered that something was wrong, and I had to find out by reading a recall notice

hanging on the shelf at my pet store. That's neither good service nor good product
safety for a company who claims to produce an exemplary product.  --- On Fri,

8/10/12, Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> wrote: From: Customer
Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> Subject: RE: Nature's Variety: Prairie Beef

Kibble Recall To: " > Date: Friday, August 10, 2012, 12:23
Attached Files

PM #  { MARGIN-TOP:0px;MARGIN-BOTTOM:0px;} Dear ,
Thanks for providing this information. We can reimburse you for a loss in wages if you
can provide proof from your Human Resources Department, on company letterhead,
that you were unpaid during the March incident with your dogs. Please let us know if

this is something you can provide so you that our accounting department may proceed
with your request for reimbursement for the food and the invoice from your vet visit.

Sincerely,  Consumer Relations Nature's Variety 1-888-519-7387
www.naturesvariety.com From:  ] Sent: Thursday, August
09, 2012 3:28 PM To: Customer Service Subject: RE: Nature's Variety: Prairie Beef
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09, 2012 3:28 PM To: Customer Service Subject: RE: Nature s Variety: Prairie Beef
Kibble Recall Since it was early in the year, I had to use days from my Paid Time Off
bucket, so I got paid for those 2 days, but I had to cut my vacation short. Also, I was

declined a request for 1 day off just a few weeks earlier & was denied due to
deadlines, so it did not go over well from my bosses when I took time off for sick dogs.

I've never had to do that before, & I wouldn't have had to if your dog food had not made
them sick. I've attached some supporting documentation regarding workload &

inability to take time off. A docked pay check is not the only hardship time-off from
work can cause.  --- On Tue, 8/7/12, Customer Service

<sales@naturesvariety.com> wrote: From: Customer Service
<sales@naturesvariety.com> Subject: RE: Nature's Variety: Prairie Beef Kibble Recall

To: " " <l > Date: Tuesday, August 7, 2012, 5:12 PM
#  { MARGIN-TOP:0px;MARGIN-BOTTOM:0px;} Dear , Thanks

for providing your receipt for the food and the invoice from your vet visit. It is my
understanding that you are also seeking compensation for a loss in wages. Please

provide documentation from your Human Resources Department on company
letterhead indicating that you had to take time off work without pay and the total

amount of lost wages. Sincerely,  Consumer Relations Nature's Variety 1-
888-519-7387 www.naturesvariety.com From:  ] Sent:
Friday, August 03, 2012 12:31 AM To: Customer Service Subject: Fw: Nature's

Variety: Prairie Beef Kibble Recall Here are the attachments of: copy of my original
email Mar 2012, copy of receipt, copy of dog food bag SCU & date/ code, copy of vet

bill. 2 of the 3 dogs were severely dehydrated & required subcutaneous IV fluids. I had
to take 2 days off work @ $30/hr because all 3 dogs were very sick.  --- On Thu,

8/2/12, Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> wrote: From: Customer
Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> Subject: Nature's Variety: Prairie Beef Kibble
Recall To: " " > Date: Thursday, August 2,

2012, 10:26 AM  { MARGIN-TOP:0px;MARGIN-BOTTOM:0px;} Dear
, Thank you for calling! Our Quality Assurance Department would be happy to

review any attachments that we didn't receive with your e-mail submitted on 7/21/12.
Please e-mail them to (cservice@naturesvariety.com) or fax them to (888-318-7977).
I'll follow-up with you once our Quality Assurance Department has a chance to review

everything. Please let me know if you have any questions. Sincerely, 
Consumer Relations Nature's Variety 1-888-519-7387 www.naturesvariety.com". 

They offered to reimburse me for the vet bill & bag of food, but would not reimburse me for
time off from work since my pay wasn't docked. They sent a settlement agreement that

required me to keep all details of the incident & existence of the settlement
confidential. That sat a little funny with me, so I haven't sent it in at this point in time, but

haven't decided what I will ultimately do.
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EON‐97467 8/24/2012 9:57 Nature's Variety Prairie Beef 
Meal & Barley Medley

8 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-
haired

Dog 55 PoundApproximately 24- 36 hours after opening a new bag of Nature's Variety Prairie Beef Meal & Barley 
Medley dog food, all 3 of my 3 dogs started vomiting profusely, and continued for about 48 hours 

around the clock. I noticed a strong odor when I opened the bag. I have bought this and other 
varieties of Nature's Variety dog foods several times in the past, 2 @ 30 lb bags per month, and 
none have ever smelled like this. It didn't even occur to me at that point that something could be 

wrong with the food, so I put it in their bowls for breakfast & dinner, & they ate it as usual. I noticed a 
small amount of vomit on the floor the next morning, & just made a point to keep my eyes open to 

find out which one of the 3 dogs was sick. When I returned home from work that evening, there was 
vomit EVERYWHERE! I sent a message to NV on their website, and they called me back and 

advised me that there have been no issues reported. I also contacted the store I bought the food 
from. I saw all three of them get sick around the clock for 2 days. I called off from work for 2 days at 
a very critical time during a project implementation. My managers were already very critical of my 

performance, and declined my request for a day off about 8 weeks earlier, even though I was 
exhausted & extremely stressed. Two days off to stay home with sick dogs didn't go over very well. I 
took all 3 of them to the vet on my 2nd day off. Since NV told me there were no issues with the food, 

we could only guess at the cause. Two of the 3 dogs were severely dehydrated and required 
subcutaneous IV fluids. They were all given anti-nausea medication, and I fed them boiled beef & 

rice for 3 days & weaned them back on the NV food. I continued to feed them the "bad" food 
intermittently since I was advised that there was nothing wrong with it. 4 months later when I went to 

the store to buy more dog food, I saw the recall notice. The food I reported was on the list & I was 
very upset that I wasn't contacted about the issues with the food, and that they claim the food was 
not contaminated. It made my dogs too sick for it not to be contaminated. I believe NV handled the 

situation unscrupulously, and should be sanctioned for not properly responding to reports of issues. I 
contacted them after I saw the recall notice with all of the detail I provided before, plus the vet bill & 
emails about the hardship being out of work to care for my sick dogs caused me. I tried to attach the 
emails but the upload keeps failing. Here's the text of the email chain: "--- On Fri, 8/10/12, Customer 

Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> wrote:

From: Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety.com>
Subject: RE: Nature's Variety: Prairie Beef Kibble Recall

To: " >
Date: Friday, August 10, 2012, 3:26 PM
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Dear ,
 

Attached you will find a settlement agreement. Please sign it and e-mail 
to cservice@naturesvariety.com or fax it to 888-318-7977.

Once we receive this form our accounting department will process your reimbursement check for 
$309.03 and you should receive it within the next four weeks. Please let me know if you have any 

questions.

 

Sincerely,

 
Consumer Relations

Nature's Variety
1-888-519-7387

www.naturesvariety.com
 

 

From:
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From: Lena [lrfile13@yahoo.com]

Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 11:59 AM

To: Customer Service

Subject: RE: Nature's Variety: Prairie Beef Kibble Recall

I was paid, but it caused performance issues due to missed deadlines, and it caused me to lose 2 
vacation days. If exemplary service & corporate values of integrity & doing the right thing were 

important to you as a company, you would would
reimburse me without a loss in pay. The thing that upset me most about this situation was that I 

contacted you back in March when it first occurred with detailed information & concerned about my 
pets' and your other customers' pets safety & I was told there

was nothing wrong. You didn't contact me whenever you discovered that something was wrong, and 
I had to find out by reading a recall notice hanging on the shelf at my pet store. That's neither good 

service nor good product safety for a company who claims to
produce an exemplary product.

On Fri 8/10/12 Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety com> wrote:
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--- On Fri, 8/10/12, Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> wrote:

From: Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety.com>

Subject: RE: Nature's Variety: Prairie Beef Kibble Recall

To: " " >

Date: Friday, August 10, 2012, 12:23 PM

#  {
MARGIN-TOP:0px;MARGIN-BOTTOM:0px;}

Dear ,
 

Thanks for providing this information.  We can reimburse you for a loss in wages if you can provide 
proof from your Human Resources Department, on company letterhead, that you were

unpaid during the March incident with your dogs.  Please let us know if this is something you can 
provide so you that our accounting department may proceed with your request for reimbursement for 

the food and the invoice from your vet visit.
 

Sincerely,

 
Consumer Relations

Nature's Variety
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Nature s Variety
1-888-519-7387

www.naturesvariety.com
 

 

From:  ]

Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2012 3:28 PM

To: Customer Service

Subject: RE: Nature's Variety: Prairie Beef Kibble Recall

Since it was early in the year, I had to use days from my Paid Time Off bucket, so I got paid for those 
2 days, but I had to cut my vacation short. Also, I was declined a request for 1 day off just a few 

weeks earlier & was denied due to deadlines,
so it did not go over well from my bosses when I took time off for sick dogs. I've never had to do that 

before, & I wouldn't have had to if your dog food had not made them sick. I've attached some 
supporting documentation regarding workload & inability to

take time off. A docked pay check is not the only hardship time-off from work can cause.

--- On Tue, 8/7/12, Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> wrote:
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From: Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety.com>

Subject: RE: Nature's Variety: Prairie Beef Kibble Recall

To: " " 

Date: Tuesday, August 7, 2012, 5:12 PM

#yiv469555441 P {
MARGIN-TOP:0px;MARGIN-BOTTOM:0px;}

Dear 
 

Thanks for providing your receipt for the food and the invoice from your vet visit.  It is my 
understanding that you are also seeking compensation for a loss in wages.  Please provide 

documentation from your Human Resources
Department on company letterhead indicating that you had to take time off work without pay and the 

total amount of lost wages.
 

Sincerely,

 
Consumer Relations

Nature's Variety
1-888-519-7387

www.naturesvariety.com
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From:  ]

Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 12:31 AM

To: Customer Service

Subject: Fw: Nature's Variety: Prairie Beef Kibble Recall

Here are the attachments of: copy of my original email Mar 2012, copy of receipt, copy of dog food 
bag SCU & date/ code, copy of vet bill. 2 of the 3 dogs were severely dehydrated & required 

subcutaneous IV fluids. I had to take 2 days off
work @ $30/hr because all 3 dogs were very sick.

--- On Thu, 8/2/12, Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety.com> wrote:

From: Customer Service <sales@naturesvariety.com>

Subject: Nature's Variety: Prairie Beef Kibble Recall

To:  

Date: Thursday, August 2, 2012, 10:26 AM

#  {
MARGIN-TOP:0px;MARGIN-BOTTOM:0px;}
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Dear 
 

Thank you for calling!
 

Our Quality Assurance Department would be happy to review any attachments that we didn't receive 
with your e-mail submitted on 7/21/12.  Please e-mail them to (cservice@naturesvariety.com)

or fax them to (888-318-7977).  I'll follow-up with you once our Quality Assurance Department has a 
chance to review everything.  Please let me know if you have any questions.

 
Sincerely,

 
Consumer Relations

Nature's Variety
1-888-519-7387

www.naturesvariety.com". They offered to reimburse me for the vet bill & bag of food, but would not 
reimburse me for time off from work since my pay wasn't docked. They sent a settlement agreement 
that required me to keep all details of the incident & existence of the settlement confidential. That sat 

a little funny with me, so I haven't sent it in at this point in time, but haven't decided what I will 
ultimately do.
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EON‐97460 8/24/2012 9:42 Western Family Chicken 
Jerky Treats

On August 19/12, i rushed my mini dachshund to emergency for severe vomiting & diarrhea. He 
actually had dark blood literally spewing out of his bottom. This started about 1 hr after I had given 
him
chicken jerky treats made by western family, purchased at . He was admitted, 
treated and then diagnosed with pancreatitis and is still recovering. He has been eating the same 
brand of dog food for almost 10 yrs, 
(royal Canine) and has never had any problems EVER. The treats were taken back to the store 
where the manager agreed to send to lab for testing. Now my new puppy, , has been admitted 
to 
emergency with the same kinds of symptoms & the vet saying it looks as though she might also 
have pancreatitis. There is no doubt at all that it is these chicken jerky treats have made both of my 
dogs severely ill. Just last week i filled this out for my , now for my baby . It baffles me that 
you people are allowing poison to be sold to our family members. How many pets have to die before 
you people do something????? 

12 Months Chihuahua Dog 4 Pound

EON‐97452 8/23/2012 21:12 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

would throw up or have diarhea every time she ate the treat. 7 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 8 Pound

EON‐97446 8/23/2012 10:33 Special Kitty (Savory Sliced 
Turkey Dinner in Gravy)

I bought the Special Kitty (Savory Sliced Turkey Dinner in Gravy) brand of canned wet cat food from 
Walmart. I fed my cat the food. It started meowing and then crying with a horrible screech. Then it 
violently threw up at least 4 times during the night while in agonizing pain. Expiration Date of Cat 
Food: 8-1-2014. UPC Code: 605388002778. Cat is ok now but I'm sure this Special Kitty Cat Food is 
what made her sick. It needs to be recalled.

1 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐97437 8/22/2012 23:06 Dogswell Vitality Chicken 
Breast with Flaxseed & 
Vitamins

Both dachshunds were fed approximately 3 strips of the treats each over a period of 3 days, both 
have become violently ill, one with vomiting and lethargy and the other with diarrhea.

3 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 13 Pound

EON‐97436 8/22/2012 21:48 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
YAMS

Day following being given 1 Canyon Creek Yam treat our dog developed vomiting (3 - 4 times for 
one day) and diarrhea for 1 week. We immediately began a bland diet until we talked to the vet. We 
saw our vet 5 days 4 days later and diagnosed as a "sensitivity" to the treat. We began Flagyl 
(antibiotic) and Imodal (pet imodium). Symptoms seem to have abated now and bowels seem to be 
working well. I believe we are past our issues at this point.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 104 Pound
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EON‐97432 8/22/2012 18:12 Waggin'Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 92 Pound

EON‐97415 8/22/2012 14:18 Waggin'Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders - 40oz.

Started drinking water excessively...pet said she had started developing kidney problems...she 
passed away November 2010

13 Years Puli Dog 18 Pound

started to have very soft stools on 8/15/12 by next day she has full blown diarrhea. We stopped 
givng her, and her brother , any treats and fed only rice and boiled ground beef / chicken 

breast. Since  had diarrhea before at first we were not very concerned. Our vet had previously 
suggested to give her small dosage of Immodium that would help to control the problem. However, 
on 8/18, Saturday  also started to have soft stools and then diarrhea. We still were thinking 

they must ate something in the backyard that caused the problem. On Sunday, 8/19 when I talked to 
 he mentioned that  is starting to have soft stools, we were very concerned and went to 

pick up  from . ( Our friend  is paraplegic and has a service dog name . 
Since  is on a very limited income, we are assisting to take care of  for all 

medical cares) Now we have three dogs that were lethargy, two have full blown diarrhea and mild 
symtom of vomitting, one had very soft stools. We took sample of the stool to our vet,  of 

, on Monday morning, 8/20, and the result was negative for any 
worms. Our vet then prescribed Fori-Flora Cannine Falsh Packet and metrdnidazole 250 mg for all 

three dogs. As today, 8/22, the diarrhea appeared to have stopped, the stools are still a little soft and 
the color still a little light but looks healthy enough. Dogs' energy level is coming back. A few more 

days should be back to normal. 
Prior to the visit to the vet, we were contemplating what could have happened that would lead to all 
three dogs being sick the same time, particularly  and  lives with us while  is living 
with J  The only item that they have shared is the treat -- Waggin'Train wholesome chicken 
Jerky tenders. . ( When  and  come visit me at work, I will give  a few strips of 

the chickn jerky that came from the same bag as and  have at our home). 
During our visit to the vet, we saw a warning from your office in regards to the chicken jerky. 

Although we have no solid prove that this IS the cause but everything fits. Also, our vet has told us 
so far the reported symptoms are mostly related to kidney failures but may be most of the dog 

owners, such as us, will NOT think vomit and diarrhe were related to this type of treat. We would 
never have suspected the possibility if not becuase this chicken jerky treat IS the only common tie 

among three dogs for the past whole month. 
A final note.  and  have been having Chicken Jerky as treats for the past 1.5 years. Since 
the lable indicated as real chicken, no additive, we presumed this is a better alternative than some 
other product on the market. As we think back,  and  had had minor problem with soft 

stools and small throw up, but not at the same time, since we started to give them the chicken jerky 
as treats. Because it was minor we did not pay much attention to find out what was the cause. We 

are just very lucky, or unlucky, to have this most recent episod to make us aware of the problem with 
the Chicken Jerky.
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EON‐97411 8/22/2012 13:33 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Treats

My dog was active, healthy until I gave her Milo's Kitchen dog treats. She developed diharrea so I 
stopped giving her the treats. I thought they didn't agree with her so I threw the bag out. The 
diarrhea contined and then she started vomiting and not eating but drinking lots of water. Took to the 
vet on 8/13/12 for an exam. She was given a shot to bring back her appetite. Took her home and 
she declined from there. Brought her back to the vet on 8/20/12 where she still is 3 days later. My 
vet bills have now surpassed $1,000 and she's still very sick. We may have to put her down if she 
doesn't improve. She has kidney & liver problems.

6 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 13 Pound

EON‐97404 8/22/2012 11:51 VitaLife chicken tenders The dog was just fine and we decided to buy these chicken jerky treats as a change. We gave him 
one a day for about 3 days. The dog started to have diahrreah and vomited/regurgitated a few times. 
It was very odd. We stopped giving the treats to him after reading about them online. He has been 
"ok" lately.

23 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 18 Pound

EON‐97402 8/21/2012 23:21 Milo's Chicken Jerky I gave  a Milo's Chicken Jerky treat. The next day she had severe Diarrhea and Vomitting. 
She had this for approx. 2 days. She had been fine prior to this. My thought was it must be the 
treats. I did not give her anymore and threw them away.
I was on facebook last night and someone had posted about the treats. I can't believe that there has 
NOT been a recall on this. I got online and saw all the complaints regarding these treats. Please 
recall these treats.  is my baby and I am appalled that there has not been anything done 
about this.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 82 Pound

EON‐97397 8/21/2012 20:21 wagontrain chicken jerky 
tenders

excessive thirst, urination, vomiting, extreme lethargy, kidney failure- same/similiar symptoms found 
all over the internet on this product yet FDA has a warning and no recall ????

4 Retriever - Golden Dog 105

EON‐97396 8/21/2012 18:21 Everpet dog food beef flavor 
gravy formula

WitHin four days of giving our dog everpet beef and gravy flavor food our dog died from it. Our dog 
had to be cremated  as a resul5

8 Years Landseer 
(Continental-
European type)

Dog 94 Pound

EON‐97364 8/21/2012 1:33 Kingdom Pets
All Natural INgredients 
Chicken Jerky

I have taken my dog as usual everyday at the park  was a very energetic, fun, young, very 
healthy and all of a sudden he collapsed on the grass. I took him home right away to take him to his 
bed. After a while he stated throwing up. Soon he started to have trouble breathing and was shaking 
very hard. So I took him to the emergency vet. He couldn't every walk by himself. I held on to him 
carrying to rush in as fast as I can. The vet tech's started the procedure and trying to put a I.V. shot 
but couldn't find a vain after 30 minutes.  temperature dropped immediately. Lower than its 
supposed to be for a normal temperature. The Veterinarian ran test on  that most likely he 
ate something poison, he got kidney and liver failure. After 3 hours of being in the emergency, the 
Veterinarian told us he was not going to make it. 's state was too critical that he was having 
seizures. I walked in the room with my family seeing him barely breathing his last bits of air. After 
saying good bye to him on the table, petting his head that its going to be okay,  passed 
away.

2 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 35 Pound

EON‐97356 8/20/2012 17:21 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
chicken Jerky Treats

My greyhounds have been on Waggin' Trail Jerky (chicken) Tenders, for a treat, for about 6 months. 
In this time I noticed them start refusing their regular dog food. Then came n/v/d and very dark urine. 
They became very dehydrated and weak ! I thought our 12 yo Greyhound, , was going to die !! 

, a 6 yo greyhound, was also seriously ill ! After fluids and IV's and nutritious small meals they 
are recovering, but still crave these, in my opinion, poisonous ?treats? !! Please help dogs, who do 
not have a VOICE, and have these ?treats? pulled from store shelves.

12 Years Greyhound Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐97329 8/20/2012 13:57 Waggon Train My greyhound eats a slice of chicken Jerky 2 X a day. We noticed that he started drinking and 
urinating an unusal amount. At first we took him to the vet and thought maybe diabetes. He was 
tested and does not have that. We have since taken him off the jerky. We had our vet test him and 
he does not appear to have kidney problems. He seems to have gotten better and does not drink or 
urinate as much.

11 Years Greyhound - Italian Dog 23 Pound

EON‐97320 8/20/2012 10:57 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Our dog has had four bouts of mucous stool, bloody sometimes, which I am concerned my be tied to 
this product. Have taken to the vet twice. They prescribed antibiotics, but culture of the stool was 
negative for bacteria. Most recent was 8/13. Did NOT take to vet this time. We have tried to pay 
attention to what proceeds the illness. It always seems to follow a period where we have given him 
jerky treats. We give him one treat, torn into smaller pieces to entice him into his crate. He does not 
like the crate. He does not get sick each time he is crated, and I've noticed a connection with this 
treat as opposed to others. 

The date in the box below is for the most recent incident. Did not go to the vet for this. 
I am having difficulty with this form. I saved to look for receipt, because I remember I bought it at 
same time as something else. The form is no longer showing me that part of the entry. I am positive 
I bought this on June 18th at KMart in . I will save the 
product in case you want it for testing.

22 Months Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 24 Pound

EON‐97309 8/19/2012 22:12 Taste of the Wild Wetlands 
Canine Formula with roasted 
fowl

Taste of the Wild Canine Wetlands Formula, 5 pound bag of dry dog food with exp of 6/27/13 has off 
odor, smells sour. 

This is the second bag of this product with this exp. date that has had the bad smell. The other bag 
was a larger size, I returned it to the store, the owners said it was the 2nd bag she'd taken back at 
that time. This occurred several weeks ago. I did not report the problem then. I unwittingly bought a 
small bag 2 days ago without checking dates.

EON‐97306 8/19/2012 6:51 Waggin Tail Chicken Jerky 
treats

I gave 2 peices of waggin tail chicken jerky and he threw up all day and night. I didn't give him any 
more and the vomiting stopped, i took product and returned it. I lost a dog in the dogfood mess a few 
years ago. So I am very sensitive to foods that make pets sick.

4 Months Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 17 Pound

EON‐97304 8/18/2012 13:36 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Chicken Tenders

Norwegian Elkhound purebred dog was a normal healthy pet, weight was 45- 50 pounds, ate well, 
slept well with no issues. Within a period of 2- 3 weeks he began regurgitating food, had diahrea and 
went from 45 - 50 pounds to 35-38 pounds very quickly. Dog was diagnosed with severe, acute 
kidney failure and had to be put to sleep on . Three days later I was told of an 
investigation on several treats which included the ONLY treat I had fed my dog: Canyon Creek 
Ranch jerky treats purchased at PetSmart in . No other changes in diet or 
circumstances were observed or instituted.

6 Years Elkhound - 
Norwegian Grey

Dog 45 Pound

EON‐97302 8/18/2012 9:36 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky Previously very energetic and food motivated dog became first tired and then lost appetite. This 
period took about four weeks from the time that we had changed the dogs treats to Kingdom Pets 
Chicken Jerky. Then we noticed diarrea and even more tiredness. Then came violent vomiting and 
the dog stopped eating altogether. At this point the dog stopped getting chicken jerky. This period of 
extreme weakness and vomiting took two weeks. Dog lost 30 pounds of weight. Now the dog is a 
little better and has started to eat but still urinates and drinks more than usually.

5 Years Hovawart Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐97299 8/17/2012 21:06 Waggin Train PBJ Biscuits 
peanut butter flavored 
biscuits wrapped in chicken 
jerky.

started vomiting, then had diarrhea which turned to blood. She had a fever, was lethargic, 
wouldn't eat anything or drink anything and constantly shivering. It started quickly, was brought to 
the Vet, given meds to calm her vomiting. Next day was brought back in, had IV given, x-rays, 
stayed overnight. She's still there today, she was brought back in this morning. She has anemia per 
blood work. She's never had a reaction such as this ever. We' praying and hoping she'll recover.

4 Years Beagle Dog 19 Pound

EON‐97295 8/17/2012 16:51 Pedigree Meaty Ground 
Dinner with Chunky chicken, 
Pedigree Choice cuts in 
gravy with chicken and rice

I'm concerned that Pedigree is manufacturing canned dog food with onion powder in it. I know onion 
is very toxic for dogs. In the last few months my 's skin has became very itchy and red. I 
started looking at ingredients of food and snacks I give him. That's when I noticed the canned 
Pedigree Chunky chicken has onion powder(and Bay leaves) in it. I also have the Pedigree canned 
Choice cuts in gravy with chicken and rice which has onion powder(and Bay leaves). I usually buy 
the regular Pedigree canned Chopped chicken but it was no available. I believe there is onion 
powder in it also--since it is my regular canned dog food. My eats a 22oz can everyday so that 
is a lot of onion powder. Since the problem is with a questionable ingredient I have not provided any 
specific details. Any dog food I have pruchased since may has had 2013 and 2014 expiry. Not sure 
if this is a lot number: 226BKKCE 0000MG.

EON‐97244 8/16/2012 21:45 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Small Breed

I have been feeding my 4 year old female puggle the Blue Buffalo Small Breed Wilderness blend for 
about a year. She has always loved it and begged for it when it was time to eat. With the last bag I 
bought in late July 2012, she started refusing the food. This is unusual since she is very food 
motivated. I thought that it may just be a bad bag and decided to buy a new bag to try. The same 
thing happened - she is refusing to eat the food. I've also noticed that she has become more 
lethargic over the last couple of weeks. I've offered her different brands of food now and she has 
scarfed all of those up, which leads me to believe that something has happened with the Blue 
Buffalo food. When going online, consumer complaints started showing up in July 2012 with the 
same issue - dogs that previously liked Blue Buffalo are now suddenly refusing the food. Many of 
these dogs also show symptoms of lethargy and some have become very ill. I have contacted the 
manufacturer about this issue, but have not gotten a response. I would like the FDA to be aware that 
this appears to be a common problem and I hope it will lead to an investigation before more our our 
pets fall ill. Thank you.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐97121 8/16/2012 14:36 Weruva presents Cats in the 
Kitchen Love me tender 
chicken and duck in gravy 
recipe

7/20/12 Patient presented for vomiting, anorexia, and lethargy. Owner reports pet is drinking 
normally and has not eaten in 2 days.. Normal urinations. No other reported problems. Current diet- 
weruva- Cats in the kitchen. This was a new diet for the cat. Bloodwork revealed acute pancreatitis. 
Patient hospitalized and treated, appeared to respond to treatment initially, but has gradually 
developed renal failure since the presentation.

11 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 10.5 Pound

EON‐97118 8/16/2012 14:12 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

On August 14th, 2012, I fed my dog  two chicken jerky treats, as stated as the recommended 
daily feeding amount on the back of the package [Waggin' Train]. Later that night, I found that her 
stool was runny, like diarrhea, and contained blood. The next two, to three stools were also bloody 
diarrhea. I thought of the last thing that she ate, and remembered that I had given her the chicken 
jerky treats. She had never before had this problem prior to eating the treats. I immediately threw 
away the package of treats. I am continuing to monitor her. She does not appear to be lethargic or in 
any other way affected, but I am continuing to keep an eye on her for fear that her condition may 
worsen. Hopefully her bloody stools go back to normal soon.

2 Years Chow Chow Dog
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EON‐97108 8/16/2012 11:15 WAGIN TRAIN JERKI 
TENDERS

LIMP; LISTLESS; DEHYDRATED; DOES NOT WANT TO EAT OR DRINK;NO ENERGY;PAIN 
CAUSED BY LIGHT TOUCHING.

10 Years Hound - Italian Dog 21 Pound

EON‐97097 8/16/2012 10:21 Wellness Grain Free CORE 
Chicken Turkey & Chicken 
Liver Formula

This is the third time that I have found a foreign object in my pet food (I have a photo). I have 
recently gotten into the habit of emptying the entire can of pet food into a bowl so that I can stir it 
around and look for foreign pieces that should not be in it. This time I found a tiny (about the size of 
the head of a pin) piece of black rubber in the food. I examined the rest of the food and served it to 
my cats.
I am in the process of finding a suitable replace brand of pet food. I have 3 cases (24 cans) of the 
pet food on hand that I don't want to throw away.

EON‐97089 8/16/2012 8:00 Waggin Train DUCK Jerky I started giving  and  Waggin Train DUCK Jerky treats (not chicken because of their 
allergies). They consumed these treats daily - for about a year. I started giving them this new treat in 
2010 when  was approx 10 and  was approx 9. Then, my sister-in-law sent me a link about 
the treats from China last year in Sept or Oct 2011 - stating it could cause kidney failure. I had 
noticed both dogs had started to consume a lot more water. I stopped giving them the treats. 

Early spring I began to notice  was staggering on her back legs - seemed unsteady. I noticed 
her urine was very clear compared to  Then in July, (2012) she went off her food. She was 
throwing up. I took her to the vet July 18th - blood work indicated Chronic Renal Failure (CRF) and 
she had lost a pound since February. She was already a small dog (smaller than . She weighed 
6.0 lbs approx and her normal weight was 7.0 to 7.5. 

Subcutaneous fluids were administered for six days - blood work indicated her levels were still going 
up, her eating was sporadic at best. IV fluids for two days - levels still climbing, ate a little, not much. 
Vet indicated end stage renal failure. I administered subcutaneous fluids at home for two days (July 
31-Aug 1 2012) On  her breathing became labored, she couldn't stand. We had to put her 
to sleep. 

2nd dog (to date)  had become more lethargic during 's illness. I thought she was sensing 
her companion was sick. After  was gone, her energy levels seemed to wane even more. I took 
her to the vet yesterday, August 15th, 2012 - full blood panel done. Chronic Renal Failure - less than 
a month after 's diagnosis!! She is currently at the vet on an IV. Her BUN/Creatinine/Phos were 
all very high. Her prognosis may be a tad better for at least some time left as she is still eating.  
wasn't eating much when we took her to the vet...

12 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6 Pound

EON‐97086 8/15/2012 20:36 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky dog given chicken jerky treats for occasional snacks for last 2 weeks. Dog began vomiting, diarrhea 
with blood. Symptoms continued for 4 days, took dog to vet for treatment. Dog in excellent health, 
does not associate with other dogs and lives in house and backyard and did not encounter anything 
that would have caused symptoms. Vet believes Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky treats were the 
culprit. Dog receiving medication and appears to be doing better at this point.

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound

EON‐97078 8/15/2012 13:18 bulk load lambs meal My husband drive a truck and while picking up a load of lambs meal we noticed that it had pieces of 
metal in it. when we asked about it, they said it was surpose to be in there and that the magnets 
would get most of it out. This prouduct was delivered to  in .
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EON‐97070 8/15/2012 10:00 Beefeaters Sweet potato 
Dog Treats

 was given "Beefeater Sweet Potato Treats" and absolutely loved them. We bought them in 
June. In late June, he started to be a little less energetic but nothing severe so we thought he was 
just starting to get older. By early July, he was vomitting and having trouble walking. He was 
diagnosed with full blown kidney disease. (In Decemeber he had blood work done and his kidney 
function was perfect). Buddy also tested positive for Lyme Disease. Two vets said that although 
kidney disease can be related to Lyme, the onset is more gradual. On ,  was 
euthanized.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 55 Pound

EON‐97063 8/14/2012 19:12 Rachael Ray
Nutrish
With Real Chicken & 
Veggies

She has a rash on her skin and is very itchy and uncomfortable. She has been continuously licking 
her front legs and is losing hair. This all began after feeding her Rachael Ray dog food.

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 95 Pound

EON‐97026 8/14/2012 11:15 Bonanza Gourmet Diet
by LM Animal Farms

I bought a new bag of food thursday for Friday  or .
Saturday  stopped eating and by saturday evening she was limp and just laid there and finally 
died.
On Sunday  stopped eating and when i went home for lunch Monday afternoon he was laying 
limp so i rushed him to the vet and he died.

3 Years Rabbit 2 Pound

EON‐97024 8/14/2012 10:36 Blue Seal Adult Dog Food Wed night (Aug. 1, 2012)=urinated a lot
Thurs=concentrated urine
Thurs night=ate but then vomited 
Friday=depressed, increasing as day progressed
Friday night=vomited water, refused to eat, given fluids & cerenia injection
Sat ( )=severely depressed, taken to  

-liver failure, lack of clotting, hypogylcemia, tachycardia, fever
=euthanized

Liver Biopsy-toxicity from aflatoxin, mushrooms (anamita spp.), xylitol, or blue-green algae 

2.5 Years Samoyed Dog 45 Pound

EON‐97023 8/14/2012 9:42 Milo's Kitchen Home-Style 
Dog Treats

Dog given "Milo Dog Treats" and became ill with severe diarrhea for over a week. Vet gave 
medication for a week. Dog got better. Week later gave dog the Milo dog treat brand and diarrhea 
returned.

11 Mixed (Dog) Dog 63 Pound

EON‐97011 8/13/2012 18:42 Waggin Trail Ham It Up 
Delicious Ham Slices

On August 9, 2012, I gave one piece of Waggin Trail Ham It Up. On August 10, 2012, I noticed 
that he had not eaten his breakfast and he was very still and legathic. Again he did not touch a bite 
of his dinner food. This is a dog that is filled with energy and loves to eat. That night, on the internet, 
I found a site where a lady had warned everyone not to use the product, that it could make the dogs 
sick or even death. I immedately discountinued the Waggin Trail Ham It Up treats.

20 Months Chinese Crested 
Dog ¿ Powder Puff 
with veil coat

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐97010 8/13/2012 17:36 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Natural Duck Tenders, 
Waggon Train LLC. Jerky 
Tenders Duck

She has been getting 1 to 2 pieces of originally chicken jerky and now duck jerky (Canyon Creek 
Ranch brand and Waggon Train) for at least 2 years. (She is diabetic, but she was diagnosed with 
this well after she had been eating these treats.) The last three days I have been noticing mainly 
towards the evening hours loose stools with blood, to the point that I have had to wipe her bottom. I 
was going to be calling the vet to make an appointment when I noticed posted on their Facebook 
page a notice about jerky products made in China and adverse reactions that have been occurring. I 
thought it best I submit a report.

12 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7 Pound
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EON‐97004 8/13/2012 16:36 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Gave single Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders treat in the evening. The next 
morning,  did not want to eat or drink or barely move. We immediately took her to the vet 
where they began immediate IV and told us she was deathly sick and in a lot of abdominal pain. If 
she did not eat or still had severe pain, the vet assumed she had ingested something. She had fluid 
in the stomach on x-ray and no gas which is unusual and usually indicates some sort of blockage. 
The next morning since she was not better, they did surgery, but could not find anything. Thankfully, 

 has recovered (she has staples on her little belly from top to bottom). The vet has 
concluded in his medical opinion that it was absolutely the treat she was given the night before that 
made her deathly sick. If we had not taken her to the vet that morning, the vet feels she would have 
died.

5 Minute
s

Rottweiler Dog 33 Pound

EON‐96998 8/13/2012 15:42 California Natural Lamb & 
Brown Rice Formula Dog 
Food

Found foreign object with associated contamination.
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EON‐96997 8/13/2012 15:36 Pup Peroni 12 Years Maltese Dog 7 Pound

EON‐96996 8/13/2012 15:27 Kirkland Super Premium 
Maintenance Cat Chicken 
and Rice

Cat became very lethargic and very hot to the touch. Took immediately to the vet. where a high 
fever, rapid heartbeat, rapid breathing, enlarged abdomen were noted. Later diagnosed as 
salmonella poisoning, likely from a bird catch.

9 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 8.7 Pound

The first week of June this year I bought my  some Pup Peroini chicken treats. I usually gave 
 one Pup Peroni chicken treat per day. By July 10th of this year my  was very ill. I rushed 

her to an emergency veterinary hospital in  the evening of July 9, 2012 where she 
was diagnosed with kidney failure.  was near death. was transferred to the  

 in  and placed under the care of  (
).  kept  in the clinic over three nights and was able to intravenously flush out her 

kidneys. It has been suggested that what took my  down with kidney failure were the Pup 
Peroni chicken treats I had been giving her. 

Details of the Product in Question as Read off the Package:
Pup Peroni

Oven Roasted Chicken Flavor
Dog Snacks (Real Chicken is the #1 Ingredient)

Distributed by Del Monte Pet Products a Division of Del Monte Foods
San Francisco, CA 94111

1-888-321-7530
www.pupperoni.com

There is no country of origin listed on the package.
Guaranteed Analysis:

Crude Protein 24.0% Min
Crude Fat 12.0% Min
Crude Fiber 2% Max
Moisture 24.0% Max

Omega 3 Fatty Acids* 0.2% Min
*Not recognized as an essential nutrient by the AAFCO Dog Food Nutrient Profiles.

List of Ingredients: Chicken. meat by products, soy grits, sugar, beef liver, salt, gelatin, propylene 
glycol, fax seed, garlic powder, natural smoke flavor, potassium sorbate (used as a preservative) 

titanium dioxide (color), sodium nitrate (for color retention), onion extract. BHA (used as a 
preservative); AD03.024S

Feeding Instructions: Feed as a snack or treat, as part of a healthy diet. Break into small pieces for 
small dogs. Always monitor your pet while treating.

Numbers Stamped on Pup Peroni Package, 27.5oz. purchased from Pet Smart in  
during first week of June 2012.:

P514810F
08 23 13

20652F 20682F 11 23:41
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EON‐96995 8/13/2012 15:27 Waggin Train - Wholesome 
Big Blast Pork Skins with 
Chicken Liver

I opened a sealed package of pork skin dog treats filled with Chicken liver, and was about to hand 
them to my Dogs, when 2 - 3inch long, by 1 inch wide cockroaches fell out of the center of two of the 
treats. I threw a plate on one of them, and it was smushed beyond saving, but I did manage to spray 
the other one to save it. It landed on my foot, I have not been able to eat, drink, or sleep since this 
incident, and I am extremely unsettled by this company. It does come from China, but the main office 
is in the states. What condition is that plant in to have bugs like THAT? I want that product OFF the 
shelves and inspected. WHen you research this company, Waggin Train, they are related to over 
100K complaints online, and in forums about their products and causing dog deaths. I am willing to 
send you what I have, and work with you in anyway that I can. Please let me know how I can help. I 
will be contacting the Health Department, WalMart, and will try to find an attorney again before I 
contact the company. Unless you tell me otherwise. I spoke to one attorney, and they told me that 
they see Dogs as "property"... and not living things, so they were not able to help with consumer law. 
I will be contacting the ASPCA, HS, and the Any animal rights advocate that I can get a hold of. 
Please let me know what all you need from me. Thank you!

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 120 Pound

EON‐96994 8/13/2012 14:00 purina alpo come n get it 
cookout classic

6 yr old threw up with 1 hr of ingesting food. 12 yr old  had same symptoms. 12 yr old  
passed away following day. all dogs refused food after initial feeding.

6 Years Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐96945 8/13/2012 8:42 Beneful Healthy Radience was a very active, athletic dog. I have always feed him Beneful, but this was the 1st time I 
purchaced the larger bag and the first time I purchased from Walmart. After eating the food for 
several days, refused to eat the dry food and he experienced bloody diarhea, vomitting. He 
lost so much weight in one week I could see his bones and spine. I was hoping he would improve 
but after several days he did not & I took him to the vet.  had unusually high white blood cell 
count and high liver enxymes. He was put on an IV overnight and initially show improvement, but still 
refused to eat. He returned to the vet for another IV but did not improve. This healthy, active dog just 
basically dropped dead within 8 days of digesting this food. He was wasting away so I did the 
humane thing and had him put to sleep. I found a website: consumeraffairs.com/pets/beneful where 
113 complaints have been made on this product and all these dogs had the same symtoms. There 
is obviously a problem with this pet food and it needs to be addressed.

7 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐96943 8/12/2012 16:42 Healty Hide triple-flavor 
chews

Owner purchaed Healty Hide triple-flavor chews (pork, beef and chicken) from Costco Wholestore in 
 about a month ago. , started having symtoms but owner didn't know what it 

was caused from. She had no appetite, not normal energy. Se would eat little if owner gave her a 
new flavor of food. Owner took to vet on August 7 because she stopped eating completely. 
We noticed a swelling in  neck and vet was going to do surgery to see what was going on. 
Upon doing the pre-op blood work vet found something going on with kidney. She immediately 
started  on antibiotics but she was not responding.  kidney numbers were extremely 
high and vet thought she must have gotten into something toxic. Owner was do a search on internet 
on kidney failure for dogs and saw the recall information on chicken jerky. At that time owner 
realized that the treats purchased three weeks prior had this chicken jerky in it made from China. Vet 
confirmed that this was what was causing 's symptoms  is currently at home on fluid IV's 
twice a day by owner and being hand fed by owner so she will eat something. Owner and vet still 
don't know at this point if  will pull through or if she will have to be put to sleep. Tests will be 
run end of week of August 13

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 14 Pound

EON‐96942 8/12/2012 13:36 Biotene Veterinarian Bio-
active Enzyme Therapy 
Therapeutic Mouthwash with 
Plaque Removing Enzymes

A recent recall on a pet treat containing propylene glycol brought to my attention that the Biotene 
Therapeutic Mouthwash sold to me by my veterinarian for my cat contained propylene glycol. Further 
investigation informed me that the FDA prohibited this substance for use with cats way back in 1996 
and that it could lead to a disease called Heinz Body anemia. My cat had been on the product for 
about 48 days when I discovered this. I contacted my veterinarian. The vet clinic contacted the 
manufacturer who claimed "we have not had any reports of cats becoming ill etc." They also stated 
that they knew about a "recent" article stating there was a problem with the ingredient for cats and 
that they would be removing the substance in future production. 1996 is certainly not recent and 
since they claim this product has been in production for 13 years, they should certainly know that 
this product should NEVER be ingested by cats due to long standing studies and prohibition by the 
FDA for use in cats. This product should be recalled as there is no telling how many cats are 
currently being treated with this product on an ongoing basis. I am still awaiting further news from my 
veterinarian who has been waiting for further contact from the manufacturer PKB Inc.

EON‐96941 8/12/2012 13:27 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders He developed liver desease that the Vet said was most likely a result of the Chicken Jerky Treats. 
He had 2 sonar scans, on pain meds, antibotics, and probotics. Food was given by syrenge. He did 
drink water. His state of health was so poor that we all expected him to die. We cared for him, gave 
him love and nourishment and he started to improve. He is still not 100% but is much better.

10 Years Shih Tzu Dog 22 Pound

EON‐96940 8/12/2012 13:15 canyon creek ranch brand 
chicken tenders

dog developed franconi type syndrome, elevated kidney and liver function tests. she is ok, and 
needs to go back for follow up blood work in 6 weeks

20 Months Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐96939 8/12/2012 11:42 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders 
Natural Chicken Fillets

A lot of vomiting and lethargy off and on recently. I have been giving her Waggin Train chicken jerky 
treats and I understand they have been making dogs very sick.

5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐96936 8/11/2012 22:45 Chicken Soup for the Dog 
Lover's Soul - Adult Dog 
Formula

 is fed 1.5 cans twice daily,  is fed .5 can of this food mixed with other food twice daily, 
 is fed this food periodically. Night before last I gave  this food and 1/2 can of another 

food to try and her face swelled. I assumed it was the new food, I contacted emergency vet and got 
benadryl dosage and gave it to her. The next morning I gave her "just" this food and within 15-20 
minutes her whole head swelled up, I get her the benadryl and after an hour her breathing became 
affected so we contacted a local vet who told us she needed treatment at the emergency vet. She 
was treated with benadryl IM and steroids to calm her response and sent home, she remains on 
benadryl. This morning my husband gave  a can of this food ( can eat anything), he 
projectile vomited it up. I still didn't think it was this food and gave it to tonight as usual and 
he also started vomiting. I have been using this food for over three years without an issue. I had 
noticed  was starting to have stomach upset quite often since I'd bought this load (8-24can 
cases) so I was going to try a combination of food to meet her needs hence the new food never 
thinking it might be this food causing her problems.  is being made rice and chicken for her 
meals during her recovery  and are boxers, is a lab/aust shephard.

Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog Pound

EON‐96935 8/11/2012 18:42 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Chicken Tenders Low Fat

She has chronic diarrhea and has been lethargic recently. Have been feeding her Canyon Creek 
Ranch Chicken Tenders purchased from Petsmart,  
Label states 2135T027 0101CK1, Best Before May 2014. CA6528, May 2012. Product of China

9 Years Siberian Husky Dog 65 Pound

EON‐96934 8/11/2012 11:30 Milo's Kitchen Home-Style 
Dog Treats - Chicken Jerky

My name is  I reside in the area. I purchased some Milo's 
Kitchen Chicken Jerky treats on Monday evening (August 6, 2012). I proceeded to give my Great 
Dane one of the jerky strips. Tuesday came around - I gave her another strip. By Wednesday, she 
wouldn't eat her food. She didn't eat for a day and a half. Finally, I got her to eat her dog food on 
Thursday night. By Friday morning - she was having explosive diarrhea. I did some online research 
to find that numerous consumers have complained about their dogs getting ill - and even dying - 
from these Chicken Jerky Treats, which are manufactured in China. I have the remaining treats - in 
their original packaging. I've attached the article I am referring to - for your review. 

http://newsfeed.time.com/2012/05/23/fda-nearly-1000-pets-sickened-by-china-made-dog-treats

2 Years Great Dane Dog 130 Pound

EON‐96933 8/11/2012 11:21 The Original Canidae snap-
bits with chicken and turkey

After 3 days of having 2 treats between meals, developed bloody, yellow, diarrhea. 3 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 8 Pound

EON‐96932 8/11/2012 11:21 Waggin Train Wholesome 
chicken jerdy tenders

 started vomitting loss of energy no appetite she ended up seeing the vet 2 times and this 
started immediateley after eatting the chichen treats

14 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 22 Pound

EON‐96931 8/11/2012 11:12 The Original Snap-bits with 
chicken and turkey treats

Five days after giving only two treats a day developed bloody diarreha. 3 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 18 Pound
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EON‐96927 8/10/2012 18:06 Dentley's rawhide sticks 
wrapped in chicken jerky, 
Mini Dingo Meat in the 
Middle! Grill House Bac'n 
Crisps, Canyon Creek 
Ranch PBJ peanut butter 
and chicken jerky

Presented 3/13/12 with 3 day history of vomiting, lethargy and inappetance. Labwork revealed 
proteinuria and glucosuria, normal BG of 130 and USG of 1.059. On consultation with internist, was 
asked to question owner about jerky chicken treats from China which the owner had been feeding 
on a daily basis for months. Patinet improved for a few days on supportive care (anti-emetic, 
antibiotics, fluids, bland diet) then rechecked for recurrence of inappetance and development of 
PU/PD. She was referred to a specialty hospital where a recheck UA revealed a USG of 1.013, 
ketonuria, glucosuria, and proteinuria, UPC was 2.4, abdominal ultrasound was unremarkable, and 
blood pH was 7.2. Patient was diagnosed with proximal renal tubular acidosis following ingestion of 
jerky treats and hospitalized for two nights for supportive care. Discharged on Cerenia, mirtazapine 
and potassium supplementation. Recheck a few days later revealed continued isosthenuria and 
glucosuria. Clinically she was doing better and we discontinued Cerenia and mirtazapine and 
instituted subcutaneous fluids for the owners to do at home. Recheck a week later revealed the 
patinet to be doing well at home, owners had discontinued all treatments other than bland diet. 
Bloodwork was unremarkable. UA revealed a USG of 1.048, continued glucosuria and the 
remainder unremarkable. Urine culture was negative.

1.5 Years Chihuahua Dog 5.1 Pound

EON‐96924 8/10/2012 17:12 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Treats

 a 6 year old English Bulldog became sick November 2011 and took her to  
 with what vet said was kidney failure and possible pancreatitis. She was admitted to 

the hospital for 3 days and then also developed seizures during her hospitalization. She was treated 
and came home. She never seemed herself after that hospitalization, very listless, decreased 
appetite and some nausea and vomiting at intervals, but became very ill again in January 2012 with 
again renal failure and seizures. She stayed in the  hospital for 3 days again 
and was sent home where we gave her intravenous fluids to help her kidneys. She never recovered 
and we had to have her put to sleep after being home 2 days as she got much worse. I then read 
about the Waggin Train Chicken Jerky treat concerns after she had already died. Sure enough, I 
checked my cupboard and there they were. I bought them at I believe Giant Eagle or Wallmart and 
she went through 1 and 1/2 bags between Oct 2011 and January when she died. I still have part of 
the second bag.

6 Years Bulldog Dog 49 Pound

EON‐96870 8/10/2012 13:12 TEST CASE Product 3, 
TEST CASE Product 2, Test 
Product 1

TEST CASE <Kitten became lethargic, inappetant, dehydrated and had an extremely high fever. 
Kitten had to be hospitalized for 1 week in ICU at specialty referral clinic. He was very sick.> TEST 
CASE

2.5 Months Domestic Shorthair Cat 2.5 Pound

EON‐96865 8/10/2012 11:57 Waggin Train We gave Milo Waggin Train dog treats for a year several times a day. He was found to have multiple 
tumors in his bowels and had to be put down. There were no other changes to his diet.

9 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 75 Pound

EON‐96864 8/10/2012 11:45 Test food TEST DATA ENTERED HERE.....TEST Akita Dog
EON‐96860 8/10/2012 11:06 Waggin Train Gave dogs a new name brand chicken jerky, waggin train, purchased from Target, and within 24 

hours 2 of 4 dog became sick, 4 male boxer. 5 year old boxer became lethargic and would stare into 
space for about a day with no interest or appetite. A few hours later 7 month old boxer had diahrea 
with vomiting and the same symptoms as previous boxer. 5 year old seemed to recover and 
watching 7 month old. He seems a little better. Puppy has not shown any interest or curiosity in 
anything, even landscapers. definitely not usual. 2 of the 4 boxers seem uninfected.

7 Months Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐96857 8/9/2012 23:57 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders I noticed that both dogs seemed to intermittently lack energy and acted punky. They are young dogs 
and normally extremely active have had all thier shots, vet exams, etc. They demonstrated lethargy, 
lack of appetite, gagging, vomiting, and diarrhea. I feed my dogs a very good diet and have never 
had any problems with them until I started giving them the occasional dog treats, in the form of 
Waggin Tails chicken jerky tenders. I thought it might be coincidence that they got better on the days 
that I didn't give them anything but thier regular food (following the punky episodes). Everytime, I cut 
back on treats and would get ready to take them to the vet for a check up, within the next day or so, 
they would be back to their normal activity levels, with increased appetites and normal looking stool. 
We've been on this cycle for several weeks. I am concerned that this product has caused my dogs to 
be ill and wonder what damage has been caused by this. Please - recall this product.

10 Months Other Canine/dog Dog 60 Pound

EON‐96856 8/9/2012 23:45 Waggin Waggin Tails I noticed that both dogs seemed to intermittently lack energy and acted punky. They are young dogs 
and normally extremely active have had all thier shots, vet exams, etc. They demonstrated lethargy, 
lack of appetite, gagging, vomiting, and diarrhea. I feed my dogs a very good diet and have never 
had any problems with them until I started giving them the occasional dog treats, in the form of 
Waggin Tails chicken jerky tenders. I thought it might be coincidence that they got better on the days 
that I didn't give them anything but thier regular food (following the punky episodes). Everytime, I cut 
back on treats and would get ready to take them to the vet for a check up, within the next day or so, 
they would be back to their normal activity levels, with increased appetites and normal looking stool. 
We've been on this cycle for several weeks. I am concerned that this product has caused my dogs to 
be ill and wonder what damage has been caused by this. Please - recall this product.

22 Months Other Canine/dog Dog 70 Pound

EON‐96852 8/9/2012 21:21 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky, 
Hartz Crunch and Clean 
Biscuits

Runt became ill, had bloody diarrhea, stopped eating and drinking. 6 Years Chihuahua Dog 4 Pound

EON‐96849 8/9/2012 18:21 Milk Bone Soft and Chewy 
Chicken Recipe treats

Fed Milk Bone Soft & Chewy treats and developed extremely swollen, red, itchy, and watery eyes. 
Kept trying to close them due to the irritation and reaction but was unable to close all of the way due 
to swelling. Acted like sunlight hurt them as well when experiencing reaction.

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐96800 8/9/2012 1:15 Kingdom Pets All Natural 
Ingredients Chicken Jerky

I gave  one chicken jerky treat this morning and later in day she threw up twice. She got so sick 
she broke a blood vessel in her eye.

3 Years Akita Dog 94 Pound

EON‐96790 8/8/2012 18:45 Waggin' Train wholesome 
chicken jerky tenders

i gave my dog Waggin' Train chicken jerky tenders and for the past couple days he has been sick. 
He wasn't moving for 2 days, not eating and seemed like he was lost and didn't know what to do (like 
he was really confused) he also had a fever and a hot dry nose. I saw something about the treats 
online, about dogs getting sick off them so I stopped giving them to him and now hes getting better.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 125 Pound

EON‐96783 8/8/2012 17:06 Wagon' Train by Nestles Dog was with us at home all day except when we went to neighbors house. Young girl gave him 
some Waggin" Train chicken treats which had been purchased at Sam's Club in  Our dog 
was vomiting through out the day and night until there was nothing but yellow bile coming out. Took 
to his Vet. early next day, and he ended up on an IV all day. Also was given an antacid and anti-
biotics. He was in bad shape. Vet was puzzled as we swore he had eaten nothing unusual the day 
before. After a few days and an $800 vet bill everything is back to normal. Please do something 
about this. Thanks, The 

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐96770 8/8/2012 14:45 waggin'train jerky tenders 
chicken dog treats

Owner purchased and fed the Waggin'Train jerky chicken tenders dog treats on 5/23/2012.  
become ill with vomiting and diarrhea within the next 2-3 days. Death occured on . I did 
not have the oppurtunity to examine or treat  prior to or after her demise.

7.8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 84 Pound

EON‐96769 8/8/2012 14:45 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Weight loss noted in April 2012 when a dental cleaning was performed. July 31, 2012 he presented 
with weight loss of 14.7 pounds, lethargy, inappetance, and foul breath. Bloodwork and urinalysis 
indicated kidney failure. He was euthanized 2 days after hospitalization with fluid therapy.  
had been fed Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders daily since he was a puppy. He 
refused to eat them a few weeks prior to July 31.

3 Years Mountain Dog - 
Bernese

Dog 64.3 Pound

EON‐96695 8/7/2012 22:30 Waggin Trail Chicken Jerky Given Waggin Trail Chicken Jerky "treats" has had diarrhea, vomiting and lethargy. Will be having 
kidney and liver blood panels tomorrow morning. This is a HEALTHY, wonderful rescue baby. She 
normally has carrots, apples and ONE "Beggin Strip" treat a day. These jerky "treats" were bought 
as a SPECIAL treat, because of  love for her Daddy's beef jerky. Thinking this was a product I 
could TRUST, since it was bought from the shelf last week, and I checked expiration date, etc. as 
always, to keep my pet safe; my question is WHY? WHY was I able to buy POISON for my precious 
animal, off of a store shelf, in AMERICA? Exactly what IS the role of the FDA, if not to protect us? 
Why is the COMPANY the only one authorized to pull their product from the shelf, when they are 
KNOWINGLY KILLING PETS? Why exactly do we have an FDA? This is an outrage that this has 
happened in the USA.

1 Spaniel - Springer 
(unspecified)

Dog 33

EON‐96692 8/7/2012 20:42 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Natural Duck Tenders

On Mother's Day evening we took our dog to the emergency vet because he was very ill. Our regular 
veterinarian later concluded that our dog had ingested some type of poison due to liver enzyme 
levels, but we could not determine where the poison came from. It was during this time that I had 
purchased Canyon Creek Ranch Natural Duck Tenders from our local Petsmart and giving them to 
my beloved dog. After a few weeks,  seemed to improve but never back to his frisky self. A few 
weeks ago I repurchased the treats and began giving them to him again. Yesterday I rushed him to 
the vet because he was so lethargic, would not eat or drink and had diarrhea for 4-5 days. They 
gave him a physical exam and could not determine what would cause his symptoms, but concluded 
he was dehydrated and pale. Because of our climate in  we thought he was affected by 
the heat since he goes outside a lot. He came home and 24 hours later does not look any better 
than he did before. I am VERY convinced that the Canyon Creek dog treats has caused him to be so 
sick. I strenuously suggest that this matter be looked into.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

EON‐96538 8/6/2012 8:42 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treat

Bllod work was done for neutering. Liver enzymes elevated to a dangerous level. Pet also suffering 
diarrehea, extreme thirst,
moodiness, timidness.
Took animal to specialist in . Vet said not to feed anything from China.
Discovered treat I was feeding pets was 
"Waggin Train Chicken Jerky treats" made in China. Stopped treats.
Three weeks later blood level returned to near normal levels. Bowel movements returned to normal.

8 Months Maltese Dog 8 Pound
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EON‐96536 8/6/2012 2:12 Iams Lamb and Rice 
Formula

After using the most current bag of dog food, our dog started itching severely, scratching her chest 
and armpits until they bled and chewing on her legs and feet. We have been taking away everything 
trying to figure out what she was allergic to. Today after eating a full meal of the dog food, she broke 
out in hives all over her body. We have since taken up the dog food and will no longer feed her 
Iams. Tonight, after 2 rounds of Benadryl, she is mostly clear of the hives.

2 Years Unknown Dog 38 Pound

EON‐96534 8/5/2012 11:12 Nature's Recipe Training 
Treats
made exclusively for 
PetSmart lot #L509370.1

4 Months Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 24 PoundOn 7/16,  (daughter, dog owner) returned from a funeral in . The dog food had run 
out so she fed her dog a handful of chicken treats. By the next day,  had begun urinating 
more frequently. This continued all week. I had the dog 7/18-9 (W and Th) when  was at 

work. It was strange and disturbing to see the dog that thirsty and urinating so often. hadn't 
been completely house trained yet, but this was a serious regression. My wife and I began to wonder 
what happened, e.g. is he sick, was he mistreated for the 4 days of the funeral, etc. We also had the 

dog 7/21-22 (Sat, S) so could go to a wedding. 

On the 22nd (S), seems to get better, thirst and urination were receding. He was OK until the 
24th (T) when  returned home from work and fed him another handful of the treats. She 

estimates that he urinated 13x in the next 3 hours that evening. 

My wife took the dog to the Vet the next day and tests were done on the 25 and 26th. Diabetes was 
mostly ruled out, most indicators were OK, but phosphorus was high. He put  on a kidney 
problem canned dog food and Baytril. My wife and I had  again from the 7/29-31 (S, M, T) 

and there was constant thirst and urinating. When we tried to restrict his water intake, he would lap 
up his own urine if we didn't get to it first. A few times, he just urinated in place without standing up. 
On Sunday 7/29, we watched him in the yard from 1-7. He drank 120 ounces of water and urinated 

47 times! 

He was taken to the Vet again on 7/30 (M) and more tests were run. The Vet advised us that at 
some point, testing for tumors, Cushings disease, and other causes of kidney failure could become 
expensive. The problems continued through the week, and on Thursday I stumbled onto a website 

that mentioned the FDA warning about chicken treats from China. Unfortunately, there is no 
identified agent or treatment. He saw the Vet again on 8/3, but our Vet is still puzzled.

phosphorus high
white blood count slightly low

albumin low
glucose slightly high

lyme disease negative

The problem remains. It is now 6 days, 2 days better, and 12 more days of extreme urination and 
thirst. 
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EON‐96533 8/5/2012 10:36 Purina Cat Chow Complete 
Formula

At first, food consumption gradually decreased for the 3 cats we have. However,  suddenly 
became very thin, had dingy fur, and was very lethargic. We noticed he had no problem eating treats 
and was also very ravenous for a can of canned cat food (normally don't feed canned food, but were 
trying to get hom to eat). At this poin, we suspected the dry cat food could be a problem (8/4/12), so 
we bought a new bag (another brand) of cat food. All 3 cats began eating imediately

8 Years Maine Coon Cat 14 Pound

EON‐96532 8/5/2012 6:15 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders I would give  Waggin' Trains Chicken Jerky Strips as treats. At first there was no problem and 
she really enjoyed them! Eventually, I started noticing loose stools and she would poop IN the 
house...I was not aware at that time of what was causing her problem. Eventually, she began 
vomiting. I was then able to determine what it was that was causing the problem, since one 
particular night I had to pick up the vomit five different times all over the house off the floor...I 
immediately stopped feeding her the chicken treats. Her health went back to normal. Normal stools 
and no more vomiting. I just went to Walmart tonight to pick up some milk bone treats for . I just 
cannot get over all the chicken treats for dogs. These treats are SOOOO dangerous for our pets. 
Our pets are getting seriously ill and dieing from these treats. These treats need to be pulled off the 
shelves. They are poisoning our pets.  I love her like my child. If she would of died from my 
ignorance for feeding her the poison... There are others like me that weren't so lucky. They have lost 
their beloved pets...Please, intervene and save these animals lives. We only want to make our pets 
happy when we give them treats...They don't deserve a death sentence from a treat! And my  
would vomit from just being fed ONE treat. She would not have eat a lot of them BEFORE she got 
sick. So, no, it is not from not following the directions of feeding on the package. These treats are 
truly dangerous to a dogs health...

2 Months Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 9 Pound

EON‐96531 8/4/2012 22:51 Waggin Train Chicken jerkey My dog is a Pomeranian but you don't list that type. I have been feeding him Waggin Train chicken 
jerky bits as a treat. He has been throwing up and has had high liver numbers. Has spent $1000's of 
vet bills. Never thought it was from the treats. Since I have taken him off this treat brand - 2 weeks 
ago - he is feeling and acting 75% better. I hate it when he is sick! Oh sad is it that I had to continue 
taking him to the Vets and not finding out why he was sick. 

If he had died from Waggin Train and the Government knew about China - I would have hated my 
Government!!! Thank God there are people willing to stick their necks out to tell other fellow 
Americans, since our very own Government won't protect us or our pets.

8 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 11 Pound

EON‐96530 8/4/2012 12:00 Waggin Train Ham it up 
Delicious Ham Slices

We gave the dogs a treat on Sat morning. I gave the smallest dog just a nickle sized portion the 
other 2 a whole piece.  is the middle dog . The other is a Black and tan Coon Hound who 
weighs about 75 pounds he was not noticeably sick but  went into the living room and got 
sick 2 times with quite large areas it was yellowish liquid with jerky treats in it. He then threw up on 
the bed. He has a very good appetite and has not touched his food. I do not know if this is from the 
treats but heard about warnings on the news. My treats were Waggin Train Ham it up lot #1ca6032a 
exp. 9/26/13.

1 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐96529 8/4/2012 1:06 Canyon creek ranch YAM 
GOOD duck and yam treats

I fed my dogs Canyon Creek Ranch YAM GOOD duck and yam jerky treats on . I gave 
each dog one treat and went to work. Wen I returned home there were over 20 vomits all over the 
house. I immediately threw out the treats knowing that was the ONLY NEW FOOD I HAD 
INTRODUCED.  grew lethargic and sicker. We put her in the vets for a few days where she was 
observed and xrayed. They found no obstructions. We fed her rice and chicken but her appetite was 
minimal. Two weeks later she was eating nothing and drinking nothing and vomiting blood. Her lab 
tests came back with massive kidney failure. Having only one kidney we had to make the decision to 
put her down. She was a vital member of our family. This is a crime that a food source we trusted 
can KILL!

12 Terrier - Australian Dog 18

EON‐96516 8/3/2012 17:06 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders
Chicken Dogs Treats

I purchased Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Tenders, chicken dog treats, at my local Walmart. I fed my 
dog 1/2 of a jerky on 5 out of 7 days. After 2 consecutive days of eating the treats, he began 
vomiting each day. After a week my husband and I discussed the vomiting, we determined that 
these treats were the only thing that had changed in his diet or life. I discontinued feeding the treats 
to the dog and the vomiting stopped.
We also noticed that during the period he was having the treats he often looked as if he were in a 
daze (a distant stare). This strange behavior also stopped when we discontinued the jerky treats.

4 Years Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog 15.8 Pound

EON‐96502 8/3/2012 15:30 Waggin Train Chick Jerky 
Treats

Waggin Train chick treats had just come out and  loved his jerky treats. I gave him two or 
three a day. The day after  I came home and took him for a walk as usual. We were in the 
park and I noticed that his pee was very dark. Upon looking closer I saw blood. I brought him home 
and called the vet. We brought him in the next morning. I received a call that they had given him 
blood, and he seems to be doing better, but he needed to go to a specialist vet. I took him to the 
specialist. they kept him overnight. We went to see him the next day. The vet said he hadn't really 
improved and that with agressive treatment he had a 20% chance of surviving the week. My 
husband and I both loved  very dearly, and did not want him to suffer, so we chose to put him 
down.

9.5 Years Unknown Dog 21 Pound

EON‐96381 8/2/2012 23:06 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Vomiting, loss of appetite and lethargy
Regurgitated stomach contents contained undigested pieces of the jerky treats

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 42 Pound

EON‐96379 8/2/2012 20:57 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Chicken Yam Good

After a week of ingesting Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Yam Good Dog Treats, my dog suffered a 
seizure. He collapsed on his side and defecated. I called him to me and once again he fell onto his 
side. When I picked him up, he couldn't hold his head up and started to lose consciousness. After 
that he began vomiting.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 10 Pound

EON‐96279 8/2/2012 14:36 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
treats

I have been giving  Milo's Chicken Jerky Treats for the past few months, thinking they were 
healthy, not realizing they were Chinese made. Since giving her these treats, her BMU and Creatine 
has increase substantially and she has lost seven pounds in the last five weeks. From five weeks 
ago when it was last checked, her numbers dupbled and she is now in end stage renal failure. We 
currently have her in the hospital receiving IV fluids to see if this will pull her through.

9 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 63 Pound
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EON‐96265 8/2/2012 13:36 Waggin Train Cowboy 
steaks

I gave my dog waggin train chicken treats while on a trip to L.A. her health began to decline. 
Lethargy, loss of appetite, looked depressed, etc. soon dizziness, diarrea and vomiting-(over all 
health decline) I feed my dog as usual and then gave her the waggin train chicken treats again when 
I took them out of my suitcase. Dog began rapid health decline and required immediate emergency 
hospitalization for days to flush her system, toxins were building up in her body because she was in 
renal failure and kidneys were shutting down.

17 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 14 Pound

EON‐96160 8/2/2012 1:15 waggin train dog bisquits 
wrapped with chicken

Took to vet and had normal blood tests run and found out there was a liver problem. Vet asked if he 
was taking any medication or if he had any kind of dog treats. He was not at the time on any kind of 
medication. Told him that he had Waggin Train dog treats. He let me know then that those where on 
a recall for liver and other problems. He is saying the treats have caused his liver problem. This was 
found on 8/1/12.

9 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐96134 8/1/2012 20:21 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Radiance

I bought a bag of Beneful Healthy Radience because they did not have our regular dog food. The 
dog food was given to my dog on 07/19/2012. I came home on  to find that the dog had 
bright yellow diarrhea. I watched her for a few days but she seemed to be fine except for the 
occasional diarrhea. On the morning of the  she acted really different. She seemed to be 
stumbling around and still had the diarreah and she also had pale gums and tongue. I took her to 
the vet immediately that day. She was given an IV and told us to force water into her that evening 
and call him in the morning. The evening of the  she started to stumble around majorly and 
sometimes acted as if her legs were paralyzed. She also began to vomit. The morning of the  I 
took her to the vet as soon as he opened. He quickly took over and said it did not look good. At this 
point her skin and whites of her eyes were yellow. I checked on her through out the day but there 
was no change. He kept her overnight. I called the morning of the  to check on her and was 
informed she was dead. I have done tons of research and I am not the only case that this has 
happened to most recently. After talking to the vet about the Beneful he was convinced it was the 
dog food. The dog food ingredients are causing dogs to get pancreaitis and in some cases die. The 
vet tested my dog and confirmed that she had pancreaitis due to Beneful. There are so many more 
cases. Please look at http://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/beneful.html. It is happening over and 
over again.

4 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐96133 8/1/2012 19:12 Milos Kitchen home-style 
dog treats

started to develope a lot of gas and she looked depressed and uncomfortable. Her 
excrement got liquidy and very dark and she could not contain it, she also presented episods of 
vomit and got very week to the point that she could hardly walk. I never associated any of this 
symptoms to the consumption of the chicken jerk since she would only get one every day if so and I 
kept buying the product for months, all the time I thought everything was related to her age. I stoped 
giving her the chicken jerk when I watch the report on channel 7 news about it, incredibly my dog 
has recover a lot since she is not eating this product (Milos Kitchen Chicken Jerk). So sad that by 
trying to show my dog love I made her suffer.

13 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 35 Pound

EON‐96132 8/1/2012 19:00 Milo Kitchen chicken 
jerky/chicken grillers

 gets the runs everytime he eats Milo Kitchen chicken treats. He has always been healthy even 
at twelve years. Even the vet is suprised at how healthy he was. He hs recently started a hacking 
cough and having slimmy stool with blood. He is completely fine the weeks I dont buy those treats. I 
never put two and two together until I heard the news. I even tried my own experiment. I stopped 
giving him the Milo treats for a few months. His hacking stopped no digestion issues. Once I triedthe 
treats again same symptoms started up again.

12 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐96119 8/1/2012 17:06 Purina Beneful Original Dog 
Food

One day after buying a new bag of Beneful dog food and feeding my dog with it. He started having 
diarrhea with mucus in it, something which has never occurred before. For two days the diarrhea 
persisted and the dog seemed generally distressed; constant panting, whining and lethargic. 
Concerned, I started researching the potential cause of his symptoms. Various sources stated that if 
a dog didn't have worms and had diarrhea with mucus, it implies irritation to the gastrointestinal tract, 
which is likely the result of a food allergy. The articles I read stated that it would be wise to check 
that manufacturers of the dog food you use hasn't changed their formula or ingredients. When I went 
to do research about a potential manufacturing change to Beneful dog food, I discovered that many 
dog owners had reported identical symptoms to my dog. Some dogs even died due to liver and 
kidney failure. I even discovered that there was a class-action lawsuit against Purina for poisonous 
dog treats that killed a slew of animals. I immediately stopped feeding my dog the Beneful I had 
bought and he appears to be on the mend.

5 Years Rottweiler Dog 65 Pound

EON‐96036 8/1/2012 12:06 product F1 Desciption of problem Abyssinian cat Cat
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I had bought a new bag of Natural Balance Green Pea and Duck formula for my cat (The large bag, I 
believe was 15lbs.) She had been on this food for at least two years and had never had a problem in 
the past. Being one of the only chicken free formulas on the market I always went back to it. When I 
had bought this new bag and poured it into her bowl I noticed it was slightly darker, but at the time 

thought nothing of it. Over the next few weeks or so I noticed she was a little lethargic and her 
balance seemed off, again thinking nothing of it, it was mid winter and everyone in the house was a 
little on the lazy side, she was also 9-10 years old, cats can get a little less playful as they age. Then 

her 'meow' started cracking, which was unusual. Again though I thought nothing of it at first and 
never thought to put together the symptoms. Even when she started vomiting (not just hairballs, or 

retching, she's had both in the past) but true violent vomit, at first it was spaced apart a bit, we would 
pick up her dry food for a few days and stick to wet as it seemed easier on her stomach, but it 
started getting closer and closer together. I also noticed she started feeling lighter to me. I had 

decided to take her to the vet when I got back from my next business trip out of town. Unfortunately 
that's when things got a whole lot worse. My parents had been looking after her while I was gone on 
a two week trip, she was vomiting mulitple times a day, she stopped eating and drinking, and my dad 

took her to the vet for me. Blood tests showed high enzyme levels in multiple areas but nothing 
specifically wrong with her, after a few more test, still nothing. They gave her fluids and said to keep 
an eye on her, it was all we could do. She continued to go down hill. My dad had mentioned to me, 

over the phone, that everything had started about the time I started her on this new bag of food... we 
immediately took the bag back to petco (in  and got a full refund, as well as let them 
know what was going on. After a hard week where she was at least 1.5 pounds under weight, not 

wanting to eat or drink, two trips to the regular vet, and two to the emergency vet. All while I was half 
way across the country thinking my cat was going to die while I was gone, because she was on the 

brink, weak with little muscle mass, unable to get to the little box to urinate... even my parents 
thought she was a goner... We had no true answers as to what was wrong. This was about the time 

Diamond pet foods was having their recalls. I was assured by Natural Balance that there was no 
possibility that it was the food problem. I also contacted Diamond and all they gave me were number 
to the products that were already re-called. Nobody wanted to admit that there was a possibility that 
there could be a problem. We changed her food to anything she would eat at that point that was not 
Natural Balance or any other Diamond product. After finally getting her to eat and drink again she 
slowly regained her usual demeanor, as well as health. There was one more check up visit to the 
vet, and though she was still under-weight at the time she hadn't lost any more which was a good 

sign. As of today she is back to her spunky self and hasn't had to go back to the vet. The only think 

Pound10CatDomestic 
Mediumhair

Years9Natural Balance LID. Green 
Pea and Duck

8/1/2012 11:21EON‐96032
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EON‐96028 8/1/2012 10:42 Happy Hips Duck Breast, 
Happy Hips chicken breast

My dog began showing symptoms of what seemed to be allergies last year. He began sneezing, 
excreting ever increasing amounts of mucous from both nostrils, coughing and making what seemed 
to choking sounds in his throat. The symptoms began last July/Aug 2011 and slowly increased over 
the past year. We took him to several vets and performed several tests which concluded that he was 
in good overall health, no viruses, no bacterial infections. Even put a scope camera in his snout. 
Found nothing.
About 2 weeks ago we decided to stop giving him the chicken jerky treats and the change in his 
health is dramatically improved. It is the only diet change that we have made and can only conclude 
that the poor health was directly connected.

5 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐96024 8/1/2012 10:06 MILO's Chicken Jerky After eating the chicken jerky for few days the dog stopped eating and did not want to drink water or 
eat. Was dehydrated and letargic, with nausea and vomiting. Stopped giving the chicken jerky and 
took him to the emergency room where he was hydrated. No disease found, besides dehydration. 
Dog started feeling better 8-12 hours after stopping chicken jerky and IV fluids administration.

Please, do something with these chicken jerky from China.

8 Years Maltese Dog 6 Pound

g y p y g y
we changed was the food she was eating. I am not sure on the specific date that this all started but 

looking back the minor symptoms where early January, and the point she started to deteriorate 
quickly was about April 9th, roughly half way through the bag of food. I can get vet records if you so 

wish to see them, she was at  in  as well as  
 in . I hadn't reported to the FDA as I thought that since I couldn't 

get the company to believe me that I wasn't going to be able to get through to anyone. Till recently 
when I saw an article that came out late may about the Diamond recall, when they finally admitted 
that cats could be affected as well. It just keeps making me believe more and more that it was the 

food, and somebody should be aware of what happened to my  so that no other pet owner has 
to go through that horror.
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EON‐96018 8/1/2012 8:42 Pedigree Choice Cuts in 
gravy with beef

On about 25Jul2012  exhibited diarrhea, bloody diarrhea and vomiting after being given a 
small amount of the Pedigree canned food along with white rice and dry IAMS food. As soon as this 
event began,  was given only white rice mixed with fluids (water and/or Walgreen brand pedia-
lyte). After a few days of this regimen  improved. We have since been giving her canned 
Science Diet with white rice and water with no recurrence of symptoms.

As it was unknown what the cause of her illness was, the small remaining amount of Pedigree left in 
the can was given to our other dog, --along with his dry IAMS food on the morning of 
30Aug2012. Between evening of 30Aug and morning of 31Aug  had at least 4 vomiting events 
and 1 diarrhea event.  has since been given only white rice and water and appears to be 
improving. 

Unless a virus could be involved, the only common factor is the Pedigree canned dog food.

2 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound

EON‐96010 8/1/2012 0:12 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky I purchase Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 7/29/2012 From Publix near my home. I gave one piece to 
my dog that evening. The next day I gave about 3 of these treats to her throughout the day. The 
following morning today 7/31/2012, she acted alittle strange, but I put her in her kennel as I was 
leaving for work, when I came home from work for my lunch break at 1:30pm, I came home to a 
horrid site, there was diarrhea looking like black tar all over the entire house (she had broken out of 
her kennel) which was also full of diarrhea and vomit. She was lying on the floor looking very ill and 
continuing to vomit. There were about 5 puke spots all over the living room and she continued to 
vomit 3 times while I was there frantically calling into work to ask for the rest of the day off so I could 
take her to the vet as this was an emergency she would not stop puking. I rushed her to my vet and 
they check her vitals which seemed okay they gave her nausea shot, bacteria food supplements and 
recommended only boiled chicken and rice or their canned food until friday, and if she did not get 
better to contact them asap. I let the veterinary know the exact product that caused this so hopefully 
they will get the word out. the vet cost was $126, also had to immediately rent a rug doctor and 
disinfectants for all our health totally to about $100. I'm very upset this one treat caused all this pain 
to my dog, I have to watch her for the next few days worrying if she will even recovery! but I now see 
after researching this product online that it has killed dogs with kidney failure, why is this horrible 
product still on the market! I don't want my family to be hurt anymore my dog is my baby!

EON‐96009 7/31/2012 23:30 Waggin train jerky tenders Started having weight loss/decreased muscle mass, thought secondary to aging. Had decreased 
activity. Elevated creatinine (2.6) found on routine annual exam in March 2012. Creatinine continued 
to rise (3.7) despite prophylactic antibiotic therapy for pyelonephritis then despite renal diet (4.6). 
Ultrasounds negative. Workup consistent with protein losing nephropathy of unknown source. 
Creatinine elevated to 7.7 despite daily infusions of subcutaneous fluid. Continued weight loss, 
nausea, and lethargy until he refused to eat anything. Euthanized at 86lbs. .

7.5 Years Rottweiler Dog 98 Pound
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EON‐95997 7/31/2012 16:42 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky tenders

I purchased Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky treats for my dog on a Friday, July 20, 2012 from CVS 
Pharmacy on . By Saturday morning, he was having a mix of diarrhea 
and solid bowel movements with blood present. He needed to go out constantly to relieve himself. 
Sometimes he would only poop out blood. His eyes were dull looking and he was very sluggish and 
slept. But he still wanted the treats because he was obsessed with them. I fed him on average 2 
treats per day which was the recommended amount for his weight of 28 lbs. After 5 days of 
excessive bowel movements, blood and abnormal behavior I took him to the emergency hospital. 
They confirmed that they had seen many cases of chicken jerky from China illnesses all eshibiting 
the same symptoms. They told me to stop giving him the treatments immediately. He received fluids, 
Metronidazole medication, and dog food. His bill total was $228.28. I am looking for reimbursement 
for this amount. After a few days of medication and bland dog food he is beginning to seem more 
like himself and the excessive tiredness and bleeding have stopped.

10 Years Spaniel 
(unspecified)

Dog 28 Pound

EON‐95996 7/31/2012 16:27 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders 
Dog Treats Chicken, Pet 
Shoppe Jerky Premium Dog 
Treats

In May 2012,  was being treated for a urinary infection and was on antibiotics. He stopped 
eating over the course of two weeks altogether. He was dehydrated and hydrated for 24 hours at our 
vet. He came home and two days later was again not eating and lethargic. I took took him to an 
emergency animal hospital and was told his was in renal failure. He was in the emergency hospital 
for 3 days and came home having lost ten pounds.

8 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐95985 7/31/2012 15:12 Nutro Natural Choice Lite  has been on Nutro Natural Choice for a few years. In the past two years on the LITE 
formula. He intermittently vomited bile for years, but I did not connect it to his food.
Yesterday we opened a new 33 lb tan colored bag of Nutro Natural Choice Lite kibble purchased at 
PetSmart  June, 2012.
To be stored at room temperature.
Identifying codes on bag:
UPC= 0 79105 10987 1
Best before 24 Apr 13 28 2 
Other code = 217C2VIC01 16:37 CAPFD 0024
It was a new bag, that we opened, and scooped into his bowl.
Shortly after he ate, he started panting excessively, and his eyes bugged out if his head.
He then voided his bowels in the house, as though he was not even aware it was happening.
Then he lay down in his bed and started to yip, and pant excessively. He could not get comfortable, 
and then he went limp. Anaphylactic shock. His tougue and gums were grayish, and he drooled 
some bile.
We rushed him to the energency vet. He lives close to us, we were there in five minutes.
He tried to get hims to breathe by pumping his ribcage, but his lungs had shut down. The vet said 
his heart was still beating regularly and strong.
My otherwise healthy dog died last night, and the only thing that was different was the new bag of 
food.
Trying to find some reason, I researched the Nutro line of dog food online today, and found MANY 
people reporting similar symptoms, if not ending in death.
I would like to be contacted. I would like to know something is being done to prevent this from 
happening to other dogs / people.

Thank you

11 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐95969 7/31/2012 13:27 Loving Pets Vegitopia 100% 
Natural Vegetable Treats for 
Dogs Sweet Potato No 
Additives No Preservatives

I gave my cocker spaniel only two sweet potato treats in the afternoon of July 1. That evening she 
began vomiting. The next day she had many episodes of diarrhea and vomiting. She was not fed 
that day. The next day she was vomiting bile and her stool contained traces of blood. At first it did 
not seem like a huge amount, but as the day progressed the amount and color of the blood 
increased. My dog was also drinking a lot of water and urinating frequently.

23 Months Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 17 Pound

EON‐95961 7/31/2012 12:00 Waggin Train Chicken jerky 
treats

Weight loss, vomiting, eating dirt- diagnosis Kidney failure acording to blood work. 5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐95947 7/31/2012 1:00 Dingo DentaSticks (the 
actual sticks that have 
chicken in them - red)

My dog, , started to act very tired, wouldn't eat, drank a lot of water, panted excessively, and 
was very non-energetic. She would even lay down in the street during a walk because she was too 
exhausted to finish it. She is very young and I was very worried. She then started to eat grass and 
have spouts of diarrhea. She slept all the time and was very depressed and lethargic. She then 
stopped eating completely and didn't even want to go out. I started researching online the treats and 
food I give her and I came across all of these complaints regarding chicken treats made in China. I 
have always specifically given her DentaSticks made by Dingo, the red and green kinds, and I found 
out that it is one of the few brands actually MADE in China - NOT DISTRIBUTED.

I then found out that I had unknowingly been POISONING MY DOG WITH SALMONELLA 
BECAUSE OF CHINESE CHICKEN PRODUCTS. It is atrocious that this is happening and that 
there is no recall. This information is easily accessible and everywhere and all the consumers are 
told are that the tests were "inconclusive". LET ME SPEAK FOR THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE - 
THERE IS ABSOLUTELY CONCRETE, CONCLUSIVE PROOF THAT THIS IS A DEADLY ISSUE 
AND IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS SUCH.

There needs to be a recall IMMEDIATELY for all DINGO Chicken products at the least, if not ALL 
CHINESE CHICKEN PRODUCTS for DOGS. You are allowing the suffering of these dogs, many 
DYING, by not putting more attention to this issue and not recalling it. Plausible deniability is 
UNACCEPTABLE.

Please let consumers know of this horrible problem and protect our animals from suffering and 
death! That is a fiduciary duty that you have for this country, it's consumers, and their pets. Thank 
you and I hope to see action taken expediciously.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 32 Pound

EON‐95945 7/31/2012 0:21 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Salmon and Sweet 
Potato Formula For Dogs

Within 5 days of eating from a new bag of Kirkland Signature Nature's Domain Salmon and Sweet 
Potato formula my dog (a 2 year old German Shepherd, Siberian Husky mix) has become very ill 
with systoms consistent with Salmonella enterocolitis. He was eating on average 4 cups of food a 
day. He has been lethargic, vomitting, and having diarrhea several times a day for the past 2 days. 
He was brought to a veterinarian this morning and was given subcutaneous fluid and an anti-
diarrheal to treat dehydration. His symptoms persist and he is very uncomfortable. The bag from 
which the food came is not on a current recall list. I am concerned that it may be infected with 
salmonella because of recent recalls from Diamond Pet Foods. The production code is 
NDS0703A1NLPN. The expiration date is 09/JUL/2013.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐95944 7/30/2012 23:51 Milo's Kitchen Home-Style 
Dog Treats Chicken Jerky

was given two pieces of Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky as a treat the night of June 27, 2012. On 
the morning of June 28, 2012,  had a pool of vomit next to her bed. She refused to eat or drink 
and had a noticeable decrease in energy and engagement. She also had continuous diarrhea 
throughout the day and wanted to be held (she is 40lbs.). I took her a bath on June 30th and 
blotches of her golden fur came out in my hand. When I was done rinsing and towel drying,  had 
bold spots on the left side of her body and on her behind. Also her fur turned from golden blond to a 
sandy blonde color. Her behaviors continued in this pattern over the next several days. I 
discontinued the jerky treat after the first administration knowing that it was the only new food item 
that had been introduced to her in the last 6months. To this day, her fur color has not changed back 
nor has the fur breakage fully repaired itself.

1 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog

EON‐95942 7/30/2012 22:15 SNAUSAGES SCOODY 
SNACKS CRUCHY DOG 
SNACKS FOR SMALL-
MEDIUM DOGS

GAVE PET 1 TREAT A DAY. ON THE 3RD DAY HE WAS GIVEN 1 TREAT AROUND 8:30 AM. 
SUFFERED SEIZURE AT 11:45 AM. RUSHED TO VET BY 12:00 NOON. VET RAN BLOOD 
PANEL AND KEPT FOR OBSERVATION UNTIL 7:00 PM. VET FOUND NO TOXINS AND NO 
ELECTROLITE PROBLEMS. I IMMEDIATELY SUSPECTED NEW TREATS AND DISPOSED OF 
THEM. KEPT 1 OF EACH FLAVOR/SHAPE AND THE BOX. ELY HAS BEEN COMPLETELY FINE 
SINCE THAT DAY NO SEIZURES SINCE. DATE OF SEIZURE 04/17/12. ASKED VET ABOUT 
POSSIBLE CONNECTION WITH TREATS AND SEIZURE, VET DID NOT THINK IT LIKELY. I DO.

5 Hours Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 92 Pound

EON‐95939 7/30/2012 20:21 Merrick duck and rice I had to buy a new dogfood because Petco was out of my normal brand. My kitty sometimes 
munches on my dog's food. My kitty began to throw up green fluid very frequently and was meowing 
in pain when she threw up. Her gums became very pale and she appeared to be in significant pain.

My dog is younger and vibrant and he only threw up a few times. He had diariah on a couple of 
occasions as well. I returned the food and was able to buy my normal brand.

I am going back to preparing my own pet food and intend on not buying anymore commercial 
petfood.

12 Years Crossbred 
Feline/cat

Cat 18 Pound

EON‐95938 7/30/2012 20:15 Waggin Train Yam Good 
Wholesome Chicken 
Wrapped yams

Started to loose weight and then developed breathing problems. Took to vet the first time on 
 and following a thorough exam it was determined that he had "fluid" in his thoracic cavity. A 

thoracentesis was performed that was grossly bloody with removal of approximately 200mL. He was 
treated appropriately for poisoning as a precaution with vitamin K1 and started on antibiotics as well. 
On  he was taken back to the vet due to no improvement. Again chest x-rays were 
performed that showed no improvement and once again underwent a thoracentesis with removal of 
approximately the same amount of "bloody fluid" from his thoracic cavity. He was continued on 
antibiotics, vitamin K1 and now started on Lasix with the hopes of improving his breathing. The 
following wee, on , he was seen by a second vet who performed an ultrasound of his chest. 
At this visit it was determined that  did not have pericarditis as the pericardium was not dilated 
and compressing the heart  underwent a third thoracentesis to remove some of the fluid. At 
this time it was determined that he was no longer actively bleeding in his chest but the "bloody fluid" 
was clotting and/or clotted. This fluid was sent for cytologic examination; results are pending.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐95937 7/30/2012 18:06 Waggin train wholesome 
chicken jerky tenders

Dog has developed kidney disease. 7 Years Weimaraner Dog 75 Pound

EON‐95934 7/30/2012 16:57 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Dog Treats

I purchased Canyon Creek Ranch, 4 variety dog treats from PetSmart not quite two weeks ago. Last 
week, I noted that the dog developed intermittent diarrhea which lasted 3-4 days. Subsequently, all 
treats were withheld and diarrhea began to decrease. He was then given two or three treats on 
Saturday, July 28 and developed significant diarrhea within four hours. I also noted that the dog was 
drinking and urinating excessively. The following day, the dog obedience trainer noted that my puppy 
had only gained one pound the previous week (his normal weight gain had been around 4 pounds). I 
told her it was diarrhea caused by some treats that didn't agree with him. With no way of knowing 
what kind of treats they were, she asked "were they Canyon Creek Ranch brand?" The trainer then 
informed me that the product was from China and were under FDA investigation. She stated she 
knew personally of seven dogs in the  area that had died of kidney failure after 
consuming these treats. I have not given my puppy any treats since 7/28 and his symptoms have 
resolved; and I have no doubt that these treats caused his illness. Further, I certain he would either 
be hospitalized or dead by now if I had continued to give him this tainted product. The product Lot # 
is 62CA4743A, expiration date 060613

4 Months Great Dane Dog 48.9 Pound

EON‐95900 7/30/2012 14:06 Waggin' Train Dog Treats After feeding one Waggin' Train chicken dog treat to my pug per day, after just a few days I started 
to notice extreme changes in her. Diarrhea, vomiting, extreme lethargy, and a suppressed appetite. I 
immediately started evaluating what might be wrong. She has had a clean bill of health her entire life 
and has eaten the same brand of wholesome dog food for most of her life. The ONLY thing we 
started adding to her diet was one dog treat a day from Waggin' Train. We rushed her to the vet ER 
once we learned about Waggin' Train and that it could be poisonous and was causing extreme harm 
and even death in other dogs. We also took a sample of the treat with us. They checked her out and 
thankfully she was well enough to return home to us later that night. She had only consumed a total 
of about 6 or 7 treats but I fear what may have happened if she continued to eat these treats. We 
stopped giving these treats to her immediately and she has been much better ever since.

6 Years Pug Dog 20 Pound

EON‐95860 7/30/2012 13:00 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky W were going camping and my wife just purchased the chicken jerrky for Costco. We gave him one 
piece of jerky that day. with in 4 hours he started he wasn't acting himself. The night before we had 
just given him Frontline flee & Tick control. So we thought he was have a reaction to that. The next 
day he seem a little down but he ate his meals. The next day we gave him another treat and he still 
seemed sluggish and slept a lot. That night he didn't run for his dinner so to perk him up a bit I gave 
him haff a treat. He did finally eat his dinner. The following morning he didn't eat breakfast. He didn't 
get any treats except a chew and that evening he ate dinner. He still was sluggish and not acting 
normaml this went on for aout a week. When we arrived home I gave him a bath and he seemed to 
be acting a little better. I gave him another half a treat and within an hour he vomitted. After that I 
stopped giving him any treats and just fed him his regular dog food. He has showed signs of 
improvement but this AM he didn't eat his morning meal.

4 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 21 Pound
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EON‐95858 7/30/2012 12:57 Milos Chicken Jerkey Purchased Milos Chicken Jerkey at Petsmart the weekend of April 14. During the next three days 
 ingested 3-4 jerkeys. On the third day  began non-stop vomiting. First he vomited food 

that he had eaten but eventually there was nothing left in his stomach and he began vomiting white 
foamy liquid. He was very lethargic and would not eat anything we placed in front of him. We took 
him to the in our city of residence. There he was tested and x-rayed 
(the vet bill was a total of $382) for intestinal blockage and parvo virus.

15 Months Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog 8.6 Pound

EON‐95856 7/30/2012 12:36 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats

diarrhea for one day after eating one piece of beef jerky from Milo's Kitchen 4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Belgian 
Groenendael

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐95850 7/30/2012 12:06 Milos chicken jerky I took in for a ear infection and I told the vet she is drinking alot and urinating every 2 hours he 
said watch her and let us know in July how s went in the house prior to this. 
When I saw the report on the chicken jerky dog treats I send for coupons and purchased a couple 
bags of Milos dog jerky. We would break small pieces off for both dogs  larger  is a 
Maltese 4.5 lbs but didnt care for hers.  gobbled it up. I though a piece got stuck in her throat in 
june so I stopped giving them to her. I even went to boiled rice and chicken I made to try and help 
her. She is doing much better since she has been off the treats for 6 weeks but she use to be able to 
hold her urine 8 hours now its max 4. I would here her panting in the night also and would get up to 
give her water that has stopped finally.She is stable but not like she use to be. I did not save the 
bags but I know thats the only one I purchased this year. They normally get small kernals of dog 
food as treats.

9 Years Maltese Dog 11.5 Pound

EON‐95849 7/30/2012 12:00 Diamond pet foods-Premium 
Adult for dogs-Specially 
Formulated for Active 
Athletic dogs

My dog  was a very strong & healthy dog and we only fed him Castor & Pollux Organic 
puppy & then dog food up until several months ago. We then switched him to Blue Diamond dog 
food and he slowly but steadily became less active, increasingly thirsty followed by long urinations 
until the last three weeks of his life when he became increasingly lethargic, feverish, visually 
impaired, & lost his balance. Then he would'nt eat or drink and finally went blind, became comatose 
and when the Dr. at the specialty animal clinic told me that she suspected encephalitis and he did'nt 
have long to live I had her put him down. during those last three weeks I took him to the veterinary 
clinic 5 times and they thought he had kidney problems, liver problems, possibly prostate problems & 
lymphoma. He had X-rays taken, blood tests & urine tests at his regular (& only) vet clinic which was 
the  in  and all the same tests at the  

 in , which is where I had to put him down. I had no 
notice from ANYONE about the Blue Diamond dog food recall until ,after his death I tried to give the 
remainder of his food away and the Girl screamed at me & said get that stuff out of here "it's Poison.

4.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 95 Pound

EON‐95848 7/30/2012 12:00 Wagon Train Jerky Tenders Dog got diarrhea, loss of appetite, constipation, vomiting 9 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐95843 7/30/2012 11:36 Waggin' Train Lassos Pork 
Skin Chews Wrapped with 
Chicken Jerky

My miniature poodle along with toy poodle (neutered female, 6 months old) were given one each of 
Waggin' Train's Lassos Pork Skin Chews Wrapped with Chicken Jerkey. They were chewing them 
on and off that day and the next morning, both were having a severe diarrhea.

7 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 18 Pound
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EON‐95827 7/30/2012 10:00 Wellness Turkey Formula I have a can of cat food that upon arrival home I noticed was bulging from both ends. On July 8, 
2012 I purchased a can of Wellness Turkey Formula, 12.5 oz can, "Best By :03 APR 15 7WTKS1 
10:13" from the retailer Petco at . Upon arrival home I 
noticed the can was bulging from both ends. I left a voicemail with Wellness at the consumer phone 
number on the can, and spoke to a rep the following Monday who took their report # . I also 
notified the store but was brushed off by a staff member. I called Petco during the week (the 
purchase was on a weekend) and they took the complaint # . I followed up with Wellness 
requesting they send me a mailer to obtain and test the can and its content but they have declined to 
do so. Their rep  has told me there is no problem since mine was the only report. I do not 
agree. The can is still sealed and in my possession.

EON‐95822 7/30/2012 5:45 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky 
Premium Dog Treats

In March of this year a friend of mine gave me a bag of Kingdom Pets chicken jerky dog treats. My 
dog loved them and usually ate one strip a day as a treat. On April 30, after eating a 
Kingdom Pets chicken jerky dog treat,  became very ill. Within 3-4 hours after consuming the 
treat she began vomiting multiple times with blood in her vomit. That night she was taken to the vet, 
had x-rays, and because no obstruction was seen she was given an anti-nausea injection of 
Cerenia. The days following I returned to the vet for another shot of Cerenia due to her discomfort. 
She had bloody diarrhea, refused to eat even plain cooked chicken, became extremely lethargic to 
the point where I had to carry her outside to go to the bathroom and she would have to sit in the 
grass until she relieved herself because she was too weak to stand. I cannot explain the panic I felt 
during this time and the distress I felt because the vet couldn¿t find a cause or explanation. I had 
never had a pet this sick before and I feared that she was so small she would die.  would 
have bloody diarrhea every hour which lasted for days and all over my home while I was at work. I 
even took days off of work because I was afraid to leave her alone. Again on May 3, I became 
extremely alarmed due to her declining health, and took her to an emergency vet again for more x-
rays and another injection of Cerenia. She had discomfort for multiple days and had to be treated 
with Cerenia again on May 6, which at that time I was given multiple doses for her for the following 
week. During this time she was on a strict diet of boiled chicken and rice(which she did not eat) plain 
sweet potato (which she did not eat) and even chicken baby food(which she did finally start eating 
small bites of). Bloody diarreah and lethargy lasted until May 11. Finally on May 14, two weeks after 
her initial onset of symptoms, she began to be herself again. I could find nothing around the house 
or outside to explain what had caused the problem. After slowly getting her back on her regular diet I 
began treating her with the Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky dog treats again and have been regularly 
treating her since that time. After watching the NBC Bay Area News report on Chicken Jerky treats 
for dogs I have stopped treating her with these treats and decided to file a complaint. All the 
symptoms indicated were the same as ¿s. I still have the bag of treats, but will no longer be 
giving her any kind of jerky treats.

3 Years Chihuahua Dog 11.76 Pound
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EON‐95821 7/29/2012 23:36 Waggin' Train Country Style 
Drummettes, Waggin' Train 
Chik'n Biscuits

was being given Waggin Train Chik'n Biscuits and Waggin Train Counrty Style Drummettes. 
On January 24, 2012 he fell ill(vomitting, lethargic, tremmors, and frequent urination) was taken to 
the vet and given meds to settle stomach. Was taken to the vet 3 more times after that and recieved 
more meds for stomach, shot for stomach, meds to increase his appetite, 2 B12 shots in 2 weeks. 
The whole time he was sick he was still getting these treats because I wasn't aware. The first week 
in March my son came home from work, said that they recieved a fax at work to pull all  
treats off the shelf because of sick or dieing dogs due to kidney failure and/or liver failure. I stopped 
giving them right then. On March 20 he was at deaths door so sick and frail. He was in renal failure. 
He wasn't able to take medication of any sort because he wasn't even eating. He lost 6.8 lbs in 3 
weeks. I started feeding him baby food from my fingrers and Pedialyte in his water. I then started 
adding baby food with his food. He is recovering with 9 medications some 2x a day. Will be on them 
for the rest of his life. And has had numberous vet visits, testing and will have for the rest of his life.

5 Years Maltese Dog 13 Pound

EON‐95820 7/29/2012 21:42 Dogswell Happy Hips 
Chicken Breast

 became very sick on 7/22/12. She began having diarrhea and vomiting, which quickly 
progressed from vomiting food, to vomiting foam, to having vomit and diarrhea containing blood. I 
had to take her to the emergency veterinarian, where she required intravenous fluids for 24 hours. A 
definite cause of the illness was not discovered and she was treated symptomatically with de-
wormer and an antibiotic/anti-diarrheal medication. She is improving and is nearly fully recovered 
now (7/29/12).

4 Minute
s

Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 11.5 Pound

EON‐95819 7/29/2012 19:27 Kirkland Signature Natures 
Domain TURKEY and sweet 
potato formula for dogs

My dog threw up the dog food on Wednesday night, Thursday was acting lethargic and Friday he 
was throwing up and drinking a lot of water. Saturday morning I woke up at 6 am and there was 
bloody vomit and stool all over the floor. We took him immediatly to the vet and he was shutting 
down and almost lifeless. We had to euthanize him =[.... I am heart broken.. This dog was in 
excellent health with no health issues whatsoever.. He was being fed Kirkland Natures Domain 
Turkey and sweet potato. NDT0601D31GRB

4 Years Mastiff Dog 120 Pound

EON‐95818 7/29/2012 12:42 Waggin Train Chicken jerky 
treats

After feeding the treats for some time, one night she became extremely ill. She was vomitting, 
diarrhea, urinating, very lethargic, drinking alot and just staring into space. In the morning, she was 
fine and a week later, these symptoms came back. First thing in the a.m. I called the vet and got her 
an appt. ASAP. She was diagnosed with high liver enzymes and has been on meds. since. Her #'s 
keep fluctuating and has to have liver panels checked often.

20 Months Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 19 Pound

EON‐95817 7/29/2012 12:21 Waggin Train chicken jerky 
tenders

 developed kidney failure after several months of consuming Walmart's Wagon Train jerky 
treats.
She subsequenty perished due to the kidney failure. The vet could find no explanation concerning 
her development of the disease until we discovered other dogs had had similiar experiences after 
consuming these products made in China.
We strongly believe the FDA is NOT doing enough to warn pet owners of this potential.

11 Weeks Finnish Lapphund Dog 20 Pound

EON‐95816 7/29/2012 12:00 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
treats

After feeding Waggin Train jerky treats for several months, one day out of nowhere. she started 
vomitting, diarrhea, urinating everywhere..mostly in the house. She started drinking heavily, was 
lethargic, and was eating very little. After about a week of these symptoms, one night she went into 
seizures and never did come out of them. Before we could get out of the house to the emergency 
vet, she passed away in my girlfriend's arms.

15 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 18 Pound
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EON‐95815 7/29/2012 11:30 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Chicken Breast Tenders 
Snack

My puppy was given 1/3 of a small chicken snack treat to chew on for no longer than 1 hour, once 
per day. Within a couple of hours of getting the jerky treat he would stop eating or playing and only 
want to sleep. He would urinated almost continuously even while walking or playing or while he was 
sleeping & started vomiting and having problems with low blood sugar and UTIs. These symptoms 
have continued even though we stopped giving the treats after we realized they were causing him to 
act sick whenever he ate them. His health has gotten worse & worse since that first treat was eaten.

10 Weeks Bolognese Dog 3 Pound

EON‐95814 7/29/2012 8:36 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Salmon Recipe

I bought a brand new bag of Blue Buffalo Wolderness Salmon and fed it to my dogs. Thie first dog 
had diarreah in the middle of the night (about 5 hours after feeding) I thought nothing of it because 
occasionally had bouts of diarreah due to Irritable Bowel Disease. When I woke up the next 
moring my other dog had diarreah, NEVER gets sick. He is the healthiest dog I ever met. After 
the diarreah,  started vomiting. Even though he has the IBD, he never vomits. was also 
refusing water. SO that is when I decided to take him the vet. They tried to get a fecal sample and all 
that came out was blood. They were only a to draw a small amount of blood. They ran some tests 
and discovered that Baxter had Hemorragic Gastroenteritis (HGE). I asked if the vet thought it was 
the food and she thought that it most likely was since both dogs were experiencing it and only after 
eating the Blue Buffalo. It had been about 24 hours since  has been at the vet and both he 
and  still have diarreah and are refusing to drink water.

4 Years Collie - Rough-
haired

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐95813 7/28/2012 22:45 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Our dog only like one dog treat. Unfortunately, as an owner I have never seen any warnings about 
the jerky treats. They sell them in large bulk at Costco and Target and most common stores that the 
typical dog owner shops at. We gave our dog these jerkey treats daily as they are marketed to be 
good for joints, etc. It wasn't until we had to put our dog down due to kidney failure that I began to 
research what might have caused her health problem. She had been very healthy until recently. I 
thought I was giving my dog something healthy. How is the average dog owner suppose to know this 
is not a good product for dogs?

11 Years Collie - Border Dog 40 Pound

EON‐95812 7/28/2012 15:30 Canyo Creek Ranch Brand 
Chicken Tenders

stopped eating for two days last April and was experiencing diarrhea. I took her to my 
veterinarian.  ordered a blood panel, gave her an injection of Diphenoxatate, and prescribed 
Mometamax.  recovered, but we really didn't know what had caused her symptoms. 
This week I was in the veterinarian's office again to have groomed and read a notice on his 
bulletin board about jerky treats made in China that were causing dogs to sicken. As it happens, I've 
been walking every day with  for about a week. When we get home, I give her a treat. She's 
been experiencing diarrhea again, although her appetite hasn't been affected. 
Today it discovered that the jerky treats I've been giving  are made in China - Canyon Creek 
Ranch Brand from PetSmart. I suspect that they may be causing symptoms. Of course, I will 
not give her any more of them.

12 Years Spaniel - Springer 
(unspecified)

Dog 38 Pound
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EON‐95811 7/28/2012 15:12 Seconds/USA Retrievers 8-
12"
10lb

Purchased another shippment of rawhide rolls (10" - this was the 2nd or 3rd purchase) - my dogs 
refused the product each time - all six dogs. I informed the company, i-pets.com, a new shippment 
was received. Some of the rawhide rolls looked ok and the dogs took them but other did not look nor 
smell very good. After a few weeks we noticed a foul odor from the new shipment and the previous 
shipment; we noticed a liquid as well. After about 3 weeks we started noticing color changes so we 
took a closer look and discovered mold - black mold. When we cut open a few we noticed dampness 
with a nasty odor and a great deal of mold. I have sent another email to the company asking for a 
review - the first email was answered with more rawhides. I need this issue to be reviewed and 
investigated.

EON‐95808 7/28/2012 12:15 purina beggin strip death thank it was beggins strip 7 Days Weimaraner Dog 90 Pound
EON‐95806 7/28/2012 10:30 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky I have 2 healthy pitbulls. After giving them Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky treats they both became ill. 

Vomiting and diarrhea. 
I brought them to the vet and discovered there was and FDA warning about the treats I gave them.
Their symptoms have improved since I stopped giving them the treats. I am awaiting their bloodwork 
results testing their kidney and liver.

7 Years Pit Bull Dog 75 Pound

EON‐95801 7/28/2012 4:36 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders I gave  one chicken jerky (Waggin Train from Costco) on a Thursday, he was fine. I gave 
him two more on Saturday (he was fine). Sunday he had two more and he started to get really sick. 
He had yellow liquid projectile diarrhea, vomiting, no energy, no interest in food (he's usually a total 
pig where food is concerned) and just seemed really sick. I didn't know it was the treats, I thought 
maybe he'd eaten something bad out in the woods. but he just stayed that way for four days (didn't 
eat, yellow diarrhea, vomiting, lethargy). I was getting ready to take him to the vet when it just 
cleared up and he went back to normal. I never gave him any more of the treats...Then I saw 
something posted at the grocery store about the jerky treats and it sounded exactly like what 
happened to  I threw them away and will never ever buy any chicken jerky again. I thought 
he was going to die. He doesn't seem to have any long term adverse effects, thankfully.

2 Years Rottweiler Dog 58 Pound

EON‐95798 7/28/2012 0:12 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Treats

 was given one chicken jerky strip from a new bag of Milo's Kitchen chicken jerky treats one 
evening. We had bought the bag at Walmart. The next day around 2:00 I returned home from work 
to find  in his kennel filled with diarrhea and vomit. I opened his kennel door and he ran 
directly outside to vomit and have more diarrhea for the next hour or so. This chicken jerky was the 
only thing outside of his normal diet that he was given. He is NEVER fed anything but dog food.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound
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Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐95761 7/27/2012 14:12 NEW MILO'S KITCHEN 
HOME STYLE DOG 
TREATS CHICKEN JERKY 
100% REAL

AFTER GIVING CHICKEN JERKEY TREATS, MY DOG VOMITTED FOR A DAY, THEN HAS HAD 
DIAREAH FOR A WEEK. SHE HAS BEEN TESTED FOR KIDNEY FAILURE AND REALTED 
PROBLEMS. OTHER THAN THESE TREATS, THERE WAS NO CHANGE AT ALL IN DIET OR 
TREATS

11 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 36 Pound

confirming that had Salmonella Infantis in his system. This is the same strain / footprint that 
was found in the Apex food that has been recalled.

The  Department of Health, US Department of Agriculture, department of Agriculture 
and FDA have all been contacted and have reached out to us working through this case. In addition, 

I have opened a case with Diamond Foods (Case ID 34795 - Opened 7/11/12 at 1pm EST) to 
document the complaint and have notified the location where we purchased the food originally - 

 in .

 has been put on antibiotics (Ampacillian) by our vet to fight the bacteria in her system.
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Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.



EON‐95654 7/27/2012 0:57 Milo's Kitchen Home-Style 
Dog Treats
Chicken Jerky

Twelve hours after feeding the Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky I noticed that he had urinated on 
the floor. This is not usual at all. He is completely housetrained. He was not his energetic self. Was 
having more BMs then usual and they were more soft formed. Also had a minor shake. The 
following day when I got up he had a loose BM on the floor. Again this is not usual. He is not eating 
his regular dog food. This is about 32 hours after feeding him the treat. I then called my vet's office, I 
was unable to talk to my vet due to her being out of the office for the day, but who's vet tech 
informed me that they have had a "couple dogs come to them with this problem" who had eaten the 
Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky. She told me to monitor him and to bring him in immediately if his 
condition worsens or changes in anyway. Throughout the day he has been very lethargic and the 
shakes continue. He also continues to have very loose BMs, and the only food he will eat is a rice 
and hamburger meal the vet's tech told me to feed him.

3 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 23 Pound

EON‐95653 7/27/2012 0:42 Waggin Train - Western Grill My dog was in perfect health and has always had healthy bowel movements, until I purchased these 
treats for her. I had purchased similar trats with yam sticks wrapped in a dried jerky. I purchased this 
product form Wal-Mart as the ingredients appears to be natural with natural preservatives. There 
was also no indication that anything in this package was manufactured in China. If there was any 
indication, I would not have fed it to my pet.

2 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐95632 7/26/2012 17:12 waggin train About two months ago purchased Murph the Waggin Train Canyon Creek Yams with chicken jerky 
wrap. He had some diarrhea and a bit mellow, but he loved them and I didn't think anything of it. I 
would normally give him baby carrots so for a change on 7/24/12 I picked up more of the Yam Jerky 
Wrap from Pet Co. Normally I give him half of one once day but yesterday I gave him a hole one 
which they recommend for his size. The next morning He was vomiting all day. I looked online and 
found numerous complaints about this is brand from China. I discontinued use and discarded the 
product.Tonight He did eat his normal food after a while Blue Buffalo which is usually gone instantly. 
I will keep an eye on him. I hope this helps in your investigation.
Regards, 

3 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 10 Pound

confirming that  had Salmonella Infantis in his system. This is the same strain / footprint that 
was found in the Apex food that has been recalled.

The Department of Health, US Department of Agriculture, department of Agriculture 
and FDA have all been contacted and have reached out to us working through this case. In addition, 

I have opened a case with Diamond Foods (Case ID 34795 - Opened 7/11/12 at 1pm EST) to 
document the complaint and have notified the location where we purchased the food originally - 

 in 

 has been put on antibiotics (Ampacillian) by our vet to fight the bacteria in his system.
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EON‐95630 7/26/2012 16:51 Roundy's Pet Care Seafood 
Dinner cat food

About half a day after eating some of this canned moist food, my cat  started exhibiting 
symptoms: sluggish, vomiting, not eating, almost not drinking. After 3 days of these symptoms, I took 
him to my vet  in ), where he received hydration treatment, 
but the vet could not find the reason for the problem. I suspected the cat food, because of the timing. 
As an experiment, I gave a very small amount of that same cat food to my other cat . As I 
anticipated  experienced the exact same symptoms, but was sick only two days, wherease 
Chris, who had eaten more of the food (about a third of the can), remained sick a full week. I 
purchased the canned moist food at a  grocery store, probably the  
location on , but I'm not positive (could have been another grocery store). The can 
label reads: Roundy's Pet Care, Seafood Dinner cat food, 5.5 oz, UM01-KGSF002. The bar code is: 
0 11150 78533 4. There was nothing unusual about the appearance of the can and of the food 
within it.

3 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 11 Pound

EON‐95618 7/26/2012 15:06 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Radiance

Open a new bag of dog food ?Thursday, dog chocked on food(never experience this before) but ate 
food, feed am meal Friday, still chocked, starting limping on hind legs, feed Friday pm, dog chocked 
while eating, Sat am feeding, dog was walking like it was drunk, had poor control of rear and front 
legs, fell down while waling, Sunday, dog condition got worst, took to emergency vet, ran test, PT 
scan of brian, spinal fluid check, x ray spin and rear joints, all test negitave, gave steroids, dog is 
bettter but still has motor skill problems when walking

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 64 Pound

EON‐95600 7/26/2012 12:27 Purina One Special Care: 
Urinary Tract Health 
Formula

My oldesst cat, " who was 15 and our second oldest cat " began throwing up a lot.... the 
two younger ones (ages 2 & 3)... threw up a couple of times - 

became disoriented, nauseated, lethargic, and drank a lot of water. By the time we took  to 
the vet and they did blood tests all his vital signs were so low that he was not going to make it.. he 
had lost 1.5 lbs since his last vet visit for a nail trim in May. They tried injecting fluids to no avail and 
he passed away.  was getting worse and stopped eating... we were able to feed her liquids 
and she got better.. but when we gave her the hard cat food again (Purina) she started to throw up 
instantly. Stopped feeding the Purina and she is getting better.  died -  appears to be 
getting better.

15 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐95580 7/26/2012 10:06 Busy Bone Small / Medium 
Dog Purina Dog Treats 7oz

I have one 70lb 2 year old akita/lab mix who is about 2 years old. I bought the busy bone for him 
from the grocery store and gave it to him when I got home from work around 5:30. Around 7-7:30pm 
he starting acting funny and sure enough he just dropped in front of me and started seizing! I was 
terrified! I called the vet and had an emergency consultation, he ended up being okay and it has 
been his only seizure to date (that months ago). The only thing in his diet that changed was his busy 
bone. Well they came in a 2 pack and I figured maybe it was just an allergic reaction to the bone. 
Back up to last night. We recently adopted a new golden retriever/ Pyrenees mix and I decided 
(Stupidly) to give the busy bone another try with our new girl. She is not a puppy, she is about a year 
old, and is about 60lbs. She has been throwing up all night and all morning! I am very worried about 
her and may be taking her to the vet later today if she does not stop.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐95567 7/25/2012 23:57 4health salmon and potato On July 24, 2012, I purchased a 35 lb bag of 4 Health Brand, Fish and Potato dog dry food from 
Tractor Supply Store in 

 I went directly home and placed the bag on the kitchen floor. There was a noise coming from 
inside the sealed bag. It sounded like an animal was scratching on the bag from inside (a mouse 
maybe?). I immediately took the bag back to the store and returned it, letting the store manager 
know why. I did not get any information off the bag because I was so shocked that something was 
scratching from inside the sealed bag. I know you need more information, but I'm hoping that 
knowing when and where it was purchased can help you determine where it was produced. It 
appears that Diamond has not cleaned up their act when it comes to cleanliness or a live creature 
would not be inside a sealed bag of dog food. Please feel free to contact me if I can be of further 
help. Thank you.

EON‐95559 7/25/2012 20:21 Mellow Mutt was diagnosed with kidney failure in May 2012. He was lethargic, not eating, had mucous 
blood in his stool - always diagnosed as "stress". In May he was diagnosed as having kidney failure. 
He has been eating these treats for at least four years - started by a friend - He is unable to eat most 
food - but still eats these treats. A friend was told by her vet that the Vita Kitty treats also made of 
chicken from China were causing renal problems in her kitten. I immediately informed my vet 
( ).

Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 14.5 Pound

EON‐95490 7/25/2012 12:33 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders 16oz

Purchases Waggin Train 16oz Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders (Lot No: G1CA6114A, SKU 
807020444162) from local Walmart on 07/23/12.

Gave one treat to each of our four pets - approximately 2-3 hours later one of the dogs vomitted then 
all proceeded to vomit thereafter (each 2 or more times), two dogs had repeated diarrhea.

The packaging of the product states that it only contains Chicken Breast & Vegetable Glycerin but 
there has to be something else causing this issue.

All dogs are still sick two days later and will be taken to the vet if not improved by this afternoon.

Please look into this product and there is something causing pet illness.

4 Years Maltese Dog 10 Pound

EON‐95480 7/25/2012 12:18 Pro Plan Adult Cat Urinary 
Tract Health Formula 
Chicken Entree

He developed diarrhea, then started vomiting. I took him to the vet - he had no parasites or other 
obvious irritants in his system. I removed the food; he got better. I reintroduced the good, he got 
worse and my other cat  started having diarrhea and vomiting. I removed the food; both 
cats got better. I reintroduced it, both got worse. During this time I started giving them bottled water 
just in case. They are both indoor-only and never come into contact with other animals or rarely 
other people.

8 Years American Shorthair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐95462 7/25/2012 11:18 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders My dog began vomiting and had diarrhea after consuming just 1 large jerky. We had to put him on a 
chicken (boiled) and rice diet for 10 days before he was better. I did not know about the jerky issue 
at the time. I am sure there are many other dogs that have reacted as ours did that did not go to the 
vet. Fortunately for our dog we did not continue to give him the jerky and he is now ok to our 
knowledge. (dates are approximate as it has been a while)

Retriever - Golden Dog
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EON‐95459 7/24/2012 22:51 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Both of our dogs were consuming Waggin Train treats - approximately 3 or 4 treats a week. 
Following a news report about possible contamination, we stopped feeding them to  and  
Approximately 1- 1/2 weeks later -  he threw his breakfast and later in the evening, he laid 
down and died.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐95451 7/24/2012 19:42 Weruva Cats in The Kitchen 
Chicken and Duck in Gravy 
Recipe

Fed Cat Weruva Chicken and Duck in Pouch 4 hours later cat became violently ill. Threw up 
extremely hard. Stopped eating and drinking after this event. Took cat to vet next morning cat had 
Pancreas elevated lab results. Also getting dehydrated. Vet gave antibiotics and was sent home on 
Fri. Saturday and Sunday, cat got to where it could not stand, would not eat or drink. Taken back to 
vet 07-23-12. Put on IV electrolytes, antibiotics, also was in ICU. This cat is now back home trying to 
recover and on meds and special diet. I have read several complaints online that cats have died 
after eating chicken from Weruva, but they didn't have the money to conduct test on their pet. I 
believe my cat was poisioned by this product, I still have 1 pouches out of same box. The vet also 
has 2 pouches. This product was made in Thailand, I believe it's possibly contaminated. My phone # 
is 

9 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 9 Pound

EON‐95419 7/24/2012 17:06 Big Blast Wrapped with 
Chicken

Wagon Train Rollhide dog treat caused him to vomit more than six times in a 2 day time frame. 
Lethargic, thirsty, lack of appetite, depressed. 

This product caused my dog to reaction very poorly.

5 Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 69

EON‐95407 7/24/2012 14:12 Blue Wilderness and/or Blue 
Longevity or Nature's Recipe 
HEealthy Skin

My older dog became a 12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐95368 7/24/2012 10:21 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders After about a week of eating Waggin Train's Chicken Jerky Treats,  became violently ill: 
vomitting, diarrhea, uncontrolalbe bowels and urine. Luckily, my vet pinpointed the problem (Waggin 
Train) and I stopped giving them to her. He saved her life.

5 Years Shih Tzu Dog 14 Pound

EON‐95366 7/24/2012 9:42 Canine Carry Outs We bought the dog treats in question, and started giving them to him a couple of times a day. Within 
a week or so, I started to notice him acting different. He just laid around and seemed not like himself. 
Then I started to notice he wasn't eating, no treats, no dog food, not even people food we tried to 
offer him. He has now started having diarrhea, not outside, but in the house, multiple times a day. 
He has little to no appetite, very little activity except when needing to use the restroom, and diarrhea. 
As of today, we have an appoitnment for him to see the vet first thing in the morning on 7/24/12 for 
these symptoms. We had no issues with him, and he had recently been to the vet for a check-up 
and was fine. We have pin pointed that his time of illness does coinside with when we bought and 
started feeding him these treats, Canine Carry Outs/ Chicken Flavor/by Del Monte Pet Products.

6 Years Shih Tzu Dog 17 Pound

EON‐95358 7/24/2012 6:27 Costco Premium Dry Dog 
Food

Dog eats the same Costco pet food that has been recalled in other states (we are in ). He 
has been vomiting for 2 days and is very ill. I am going to try feeding him different food to see if that 
cures him.

6 Years Hound - Italian Dog 25 Pound
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EON‐95350 7/23/2012 20:15 Milo's Kitchen Chicken 
Grillers

Feed the dog  Milo's Kitchen Chicken Grillers ( which is made by Del Monte). Within two 
weeks and only giving her 1 (one) treat aday she became sick, vomiting , diarrhea and inactive. She 
was drinking alot of water and then would vomit it right back up. I took her to the vet first thing in the 
morining. He ask me if she had eaten chicken treats from China, I said no. I had always checked the 
label and all others from Milo's were made in the USA so my bad for not looking at the chicken 
treats. I went home and looked and sure enough made in China took them to the vet and he started 
treating with iv. She was on this for 2 days. Then on a blan diet for a week and half before retuning 
to normal food. 
The company took my complaint and then came to the result that the vet had said this was caused 
by a diet change and yes it was but their treats were the only diet change she had! They offered me 
$160.00 and to sign a release have it notarized and to be amicaable and complete resolution of my 
complaint.
I feel this is money so I will not take further action. They should refund my vet bill and take their 
product off the market. It is dangerous!
My dog only eats food which I purchase at the vet's office so I am careful with her food. My mistake 
for not looking at their label. I trusted the brand which is what they wanted me to do. So I played right 
into their hands.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐95348 7/23/2012 19:42 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken jerky Tenders

lethargy, wax & wane of appetite, frequent urination, urinating in house, drinking more. 
Fanconi's Syndrom.
patient improved with Iv fluids, and general medical care.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 24 Pound

EON‐95325 7/23/2012 18:45 Waggin' Train 
Wholesome Chicken
Jerky*Tenders
Chicken Dog Treats

Two separate times over the past two years (March 2011 and March 2012)  became ill with 
lethargy, vomiting, diarrhea, fever, rapid heart beat, excessive thirst, and the last time severe 
dehydration. The last time occurred March 23, 2012 and required hospitalization for the dehydration. 
I am not certain if the first time he became ill (March 2011) was due to the jerky tenders or not, but 
am convinced this second time (March 2012) is was directly due to the treats.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐95298 7/23/2012 15:51 Purina Waggin Tail chicken 
jerky treats

Weight loss of 3 months duration. Started as a gradual measured feeding weight loss program, then 
suddenly became a rapid weight loss and progressively worse appetite and lethargy. Chronic soft 
stool. Started after giving Purina Waggin Tail chicken jerky treats. Given the following flavors: 
Country Steaks-Chicken Jerky; Dried Apple with Chicken Jerky; Yams with Chicken Jerky. Owner 
started giving the treats 5 weeks before consulting veterinarian about the dog's illness. Owner 
reports that dog appeared depressed and lethargic after getting the treats. Would recover after 
several days, then cycle would repeat after getting the treats. Given the treats about once a week. 
When owner discovered the pattern of illness, they stopped the treats, but the dog continued to 
deteriorate. Veterinarian called 6/19/2012. Given a history of weght loss of approximately 20 lbs, 
poor appetite, and lethargy and weakness. Blood tests revealed a BUN 128, creatinine 5.4, 
Phosporous 12.4, K 5.9, ALP 634. All other chemistries within normal limits. Diagnosis: end stage 
chronic renal failure.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 113 Pound

EON‐95297 7/23/2012 14:48 4 health adult large breed 
dog food

see above 21 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound
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EON‐95289 7/23/2012 11:21 WELLNESS CORE 
CANNED CAT FOOD 5.5 
OZ TURKEY AND DUCK 
FORMULA

REC'D WELLNESS CORE CANNED CAT FOOD 5.5 OZ CANS FROM PETFLOW.COM; OPENED 
4 CANS TODAY THAT CONTAINED GREEN MOLD ON THEM. I COULD NOT FIGURE OUT WHY 
MY CAT WAS GETTING SICK, AND THEN FINALLY WOULD NOT EAT. I OPENED TWO CANS 
THAT WERE TOTALLY COVERED IN GREEN MOLD, THE OTHER TWO WERE JUST 
STARTING TO GROW MOLD.

11 Years Siamese Cat 14 Pound

EON‐95251 7/23/2012 0:27 Mazuri Waterfowl 
Maintenance

Purina and the FDA have announced the voluntary recall of several purina products including the 
Mazuri waterfowl maintenance. The problem is they are not getting the word out nationally to all the 
distributors or direct purchasers. THe toxic Vit D3 can cause a variety of severe problems, including 
death and people are still feeding this to their pets b/c they DO NOT KNOW. Also, Purinal will not 
answer questions publicly, only offline or by phone and we who have called are getting conflicting 
info from their Doctors and doctors not affiliated with them. They are also not offering any assistance 
to those who have paid thousands of dollars in vet bills b/c of this issue. They need to get the word 
out and come clean with truthful, expert advice. They are also NOT doing quality testing and only 
found out about this issue after receiving several complaints from duck owners. Their apologies are 
not what people need right now.
Thank you,

Years Other Birds

EON‐95249 7/22/2012 12:21 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Bites

I fed my dog the Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Bites as a treat for 3 days (about 3-5 treats a day). By 
the 4th day he began to vomit, became extremely lathargic and wouldn't eat. I brought him to the vet 
and fortunately, the blood tests showed that he is going to be fine. He is getting better, but is not yet 
back to his old self. I will most likely so back to vet for more blood tests just to makes sure he is 
alright.

8 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐95248 7/21/2012 23:12 Waggin Tails--Chicken Jerky We have been giving waggin tails ChickenJerky as treats Daily for about 3 months. All of a 
sudden she seemed to be straining to have a bowel movement. Lasted a few days. Then all of this 
blood started comming from her anus. we rushed her to the emergency vet here, and she had Colitis 
they said.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐95246 7/21/2012 19:27 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Cowboy Steaks- chicken

The week of June 25th, I purchased these treats for my dogs. I gave the 50 pound dog 3 treats and 
my 4 pound dog 2 treats. By Friday June 29th, my older dog , 6yr old threw up but I attributed it to 
the heat or whatever and she seemed to get better. My 4month old puppy got extremely sick with 
severe diarhhea, lethargy. I started her on fluids through Saturday and by Sunday July 1, 2012 I took 
her to the ER. They tested her and said that she had colistridium bacteria and sent her home with 
meds. Monday she was doing worse so I took her to her vet who tested her and said it was parvo. 
She was placed on IV fluids for 5 days and luckily recovedered with a $900 vet bill. She was so bad 
that I was thinking of euthanizing her after 4 days of IV.

On Sunday July 14, 2012 she was very back to normal, eating, playing and very active, so I gave her 
one single treat (Canyon Creek Ranch COwboy Steaks-chicken). About 6-7 hours later she was 
having major diarhhea piles everywhere, running into walls, lethargic, not eating and also drinking a 
ton of water!!!! Prob about a gallon for her 4 pound body. and continued having diarrhea. I started 
giving her pedialyte and it finally ran its course all through the next morning and got out of her 
system.
After this second time of giving her these treats it is very apparent that this made her very sick. I took 
a picture (graphic) of her diarrhea on this day. 

4 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 4 Pound

EON‐95245 7/21/2012 16:57 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky All of my dogs began having diarrhea and vomiting, persisted over several days. Retriever - Labrador Dog

EON‐95242 7/21/2012 13:54 Waggin' Train chicken jerky 
tenders

I have been trying to figure out what has been causing my dogs abnormal stool. My dog consumes 
Waggin' Train chicken jerky tenders, sold by Nestle Purina Pet Care. After almost removing and 
changing other parts of his diet, this was the only one we did not. After removing this, he began to 
do a little better. I hope he recovers soon.

Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy 
(with erect ears or 
with dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog

EON‐95241 7/21/2012 13:45 wellness super5mix diarrhea with blood and vomiting 9 Years Chihuahua Dog 9.5 Pound
EON‐95239 7/21/2012 8:36 Diamond, Waggin Train 

Jerkey Tenders
My dogs became sick, throwing up, diarrhea, lethargic, no interest in eating, and dehydration. Came 
on fast and my oldest dog, , was affected fast! He passed away soon after we got him to the 
vet!! Our vet ran the blood work and tests confirmed kidney failure most likely from ingesting 
something he ate and because symptoms were from all the animals, highly suggesting it was dog 
food or treats. We bought a brand new bag of Diamond Pet Foods, chicken & rice, a few days prior 
to dogs getting sick. The treats they also ate within that time was the Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders! 
Not sure which one is the possible source of getting all my dogs sick and killing one of them but I'm 
very upset that my best bud is gone and hopefully I don't lose my other dogs!

10 Years Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐95238 7/20/2012 22:00 Chicken Soup for the Dog 
Lover's Soul Dry Dog Food 
for Adult Dog Chicken Flavor 
18 Pound Bag

developed profusely bloody diarrhea with fecal incontinence after consuming Chicken Soup for 
the Dog Lover's Soul dog food. She has been on this food for about a year, but we had recently 
opened a new bag that was purchased online from Amazon.com. This began on a Thursday, and I 
stopped giving her the food and switched her to home-cooked rice and chicken. She did better for a 
few days, and then when I put her on the dog food again, I came home to find that she had bloody 
diarrhea again in her kennel. She, and the kennel, were both covered with it. Due to the 
incontinence and large amounts of blood she was having with this episode, I put a diaper on her and 
took her to the vet. He felt that this was likely some unknown infection, gave her antidiarrheals and 
antibiotics and some canned food for a bland diet. She was better within a couple of days, we 
finished the antibiotics, transitioned her to Chicken Soup dog food again about a week and a half 
later, and the bloody diarrhea came back, worse than before. I finally realized that it must be the 
food. I switched her back to rice and chicken, and now have her eating another brand of dog food for 
the past week with no further problems.

2 Years Spaniel 
(unspecified)

Dog 27 Pound

EON‐95218 7/20/2012 16:21 Milo's Kitchen Home Style 
Dog Treats. 100% Real 
Chicken Jerky

My brother was in town and bought her Milo's Chicken Jerky Treats and gave  one. She has 
been throwing up and had diarrhea for 5 days. We are taking her to the vet today. I think she is 
dehydrated and her overall state is terrible. She is lethargic except for when she has to go out. She 
runs outside and squats because she is so sick.

Just got back from the Vet.  is on 3 different types of penicillin to try to correct the bacteria in 
her intestines. The Vet bill was $146.73 for the first visit.

5 Years Pointer 
(unspecified)

Dog 48 Pound

EON‐95198 7/20/2012 13:30 Wagon Train Chicken Jerkey On Sunday,  9 year old Yorkie male started throwing up and then became lethargic. 
Took him to veternarian later in the day. He was having kidney failure. They kept him on iv and tried 
to save him for for days. He was euthanized on Thursday,  due to severe pain, bleeding 
gums, etc due to kidney failure.

EON‐95183 7/20/2012 11:12 Arm & Hammer Advanced 
Pet Care Dental Water 
Additive

Arm & Hammer advanced pet care dental water additive tartar control was added to water on May 
28. On the morning of May 29 my Cavalier had severe diarrhea and my Chihuahua had cluster 
seizures. The dog is in good health and does not have epilepsy.

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 6.6 Pound

EON‐95182 7/20/2012 10:57 Beefeaters chicken wrapped 
sweet potatoes

My pom had been receiving Beefeaters chicken wrapped sweet potatoes for about a year. She was 
very lethargic, not eating, vomiting and went into renal failure and had to be euthanized on  

7 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 10

EON‐95149 7/20/2012 1:45 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Big Blast Pork Skin Twists 
with Chicken Liver Center

We were giving our dog one 'Waggin' Train Wholesome Big Blast Pork Skin Twists with Chicken 
Liver Center' every evening. During the next day he would vomit in the house on our carpet and 
sometimes we noticed that he had diahrea and we could not figure out why. The color of the vomit 
would be about the same color as the chicken center in the pork twists. I came across some 
information on the internet about Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky treats that were making dogs sick. 
We stopped giving the Pork Twists to our dog and he has stopped vomiting and has not had diahrea 
since. We did not change anything else in his diet so we believe the Twists were the reason he was 
getting sick. The dates I entered below are only estimates as I am not sure when he started getting 
sick.

5 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐95148 7/20/2012 1:30 Cesar Canine Cuisine 
Grilled Chicken Flavor in 
Meaty Juices

I sent two flats of Cesar Grilled Chicken Flavor Canine Cuisine Dog Food to day care with my dog. 
He ate one for lunch and one for dinner. This is the same food he has eaten many times in the past 
and the same flavor, but they were from a different case that I had just opened. The next morning at 
5 am he woke up with severe bloody diarrhea and had more than 15 bowel movements that day that 
contained blood and mucus. He also began vomiting. We stopped all food & started kaopectate. It 
took 4 days before he finally stopped passing bloody diarrhea. He was slowly started back onto his 
regular diet and the severe diarrhea began once again. We finally stopped feeding the Cesar food 
completely and have not had diarrhea since, but now has abnormal liver lab work.

1 Years Bolognese Dog 6 Pound

EON‐95143 7/19/2012 22:36 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky started giving him Waggin train jerky treats that I bought at WalMart and he started losing 
weight....vomiting and not eatting anything. I took him to the vet to see what was wrong with him. Its 
the only thing new I introduced into his diet. She took a blood sample and said his kidneys were 
failing. She gave him a shot to stop the vomiting and said to feed him hambuger and rice. Later that 
week I had to take him to the vet ER to be put on IV because he started vomiting again. It got so bad 
he was shaking and I was feeding him baby food. As he felt better I gave him another treat that he 
threw up. I wondered if that was what wasnt making him sick. Then 3 days later I see all this in the 
papers on chicken jerky treats. I went back to the vet and he is still in kidney failure and Im pissed. 
Why are these things on the sheleves????????????????????????????????????????????

5 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 22 Pound

EON‐95140 7/19/2012 22:00 Milo's Kitchen Home Style 
dog treats Chicken Jerky

Feeding "Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky" in the morning as a morning treat. The dog started to be not 
as active as usual. Four days ago he started to have uncontorlable loose stool. Today he had 
uncontrollable loose stool several times and was throwing up the jerky. He also has not been eating 
as good as he usually does for the last four days and is very inactive. I just put together what was 
making him sick this morning when he threw up the jerky. Product number is 2 080HV C, best used 
by 09/12/13.

18 Months Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐95139 7/19/2012 22:00 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders
, Canyon Creek Ranch 
Brand Natural Chicken 
Tenders

Dog passed away  due to multiple organ failures, including kidneys. Onset was sudden 
and had no previous health issues.

Dog had been fed routinely WAGON TRAIN WHOLESOME CHICKEN JERKEY, and CANYON 
CREEK RANCH NATURAL CHICKEN TENDERS. 

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐95137 7/19/2012 21:42 Waggin Train Fiddlestix loves to chew on rawhides. She particuarly loves the Waggin Traim Fiddlestix rawhides 
wrapped with chicken. Unfortunately after eating these over an extended periof of time she 
developed a mystery illness. She began eating grass almost on a daily basis. She then became 
lethargic and depressed. She eventually began displying symptoms of nasal discharge, vomiting, 
diarrhea, increased water consumption, and loss of urine. We took her to the vet and they thought 
maybe she had parasites. They put her on dewormer. After the deworming she still ate grass on a 
daily basis and then began a downward spiral. When she began running a fever with chills we took 
her back to the vet. The vet admitted her and began giving her an IV and treating her with 
doxycycline. They ran all kinds of tests and they all came back negative. They were stumped as to 
what caused the illness. They said they might never know but that as long as she improved with the 
doxycycline we should continue to monitor her and to hope for the best. We took her home and 
continued the antibiotics. She finished those yesterday, July 18th. She seems to be improving so we 
though it was just a fever of unknown origin....until I saw an article that said Waggin Trail treats have 
been making dogs sick. I called my husband and asked him if the treats was eating were 
manufactured by Waggin Train out of China and he said, "yes." I was shocked and dismayed to 
learn that this brand is still being sold in this country after making so many dogs sick and that even 
worse some dogs have died. Fortunately I saw the article and we've stopped the treats. I feel lucky 
that she is alive, but nervous that she could get sick again and not too happy about the $1300 vet 
bill that I incurred because the FDA and this company failed to adequately warn the public about the 
dangers of these tainted treats manufactured in China.

5 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 23 Pound

EON‐95132 7/19/2012 19:42 Milos treats 
chicken..Waggon trail mix of 
chicken jerky

started drinkind a lot of water about a month ago and urniating a lot..Condition worsened and 
took to vet as he was throwing up and losing weight (from 32 lbs down to 26 lbs) He spent 

 at the vet and died on  around 0600 in the morning..Had complete organ 
failure..

7 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 32 Pound

EON‐95131 7/19/2012 19:00 Waggin Train Jerky Treats I'm sorry maybe I am posting a question to the wrong place. We do feed our animal the snack, 
however, knowing the problems now we will stop. I saw on MSN that you had conducted a lot of 
testing on the product and could not find why the animals were getting ill. I am no expert and not 
even in the medical field. However, I had just read about BPA's being banned in baby bottles and I 
was wondering if there are BPA's in the plastic packaging that the dog treats come in. I know in my 
area that the excessive heat could definitely cause problems if the treats were to stay in the 
packaging in the heat. I do not know the travelling route that the items take going from where they 
are made to all the destination they are sold, but I was curious if this was a possibility and if this was 
something that was already tested. I only considered this, as the snack itself was being tested, but if 
the treat is tested before its put in the packaging or if the treats tested have not been exposed to the 
heat in the packaging, then maybe the tests would not show this problem. The only other thing I 
could think of would be the little freshness packets. I don't know if they put them in the treat 
packaging or not, but sometimes those could contain chemicals.
Again, I apologize if this was the wrong place to ask this question or offer this help.
Thank you for your time.
Warmly,

4 Years Chihuahua Dog 13 Pound
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EON‐95130 7/19/2012 19:00 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders
Freshies Supreme Green 
dental bones

My dog was given treats of various kind that were manufactured by WAGGIN' TRAIN. She had 
started to lose weight and was no longer able to hold down food or water, she became listless and 
no longer wanted to go for walks. The vet did the necessary blood work and like he had expected 
her Kidney's were failing and gave her 3-5 days to live. So I put her down. I own two other dogs, one 
her mother and the other her sibling, both of which have never received these treats as that is the 
only difference in diet and they are both in perfect health.

10 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐95129 7/19/2012 18:45 Wagon Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

We had a wonderful healthy male dog that moved with us last May from  to . We 
had him checked for his health and well being to make a move from our veterinarian in . 
He checked out healthy and had all shots up to date. We arrived in  and in just a couple 
days he became very ill. Vomiting, diahhera, coughing and made loud sounds of pain.
We had been giving him Wagon Train chicken jerky treats that he had been eating for a length of 
time. I rushed him to the emergency veterinarian facility and when we arrived, it was too late to save 
him. He had went downhill that fast. No one could imagine or believe knowing  that he died 
that fast. To this day, I still cannot get over my losing him. I cry thinking about it. He had not a 
chance and it wasn't fair that he was taken from us. I know by reading all the fatalities of other dogs 
who have died from eating the chicken jerky treats, that is what took my .

EON‐95128 7/19/2012 18:42 Waggin Trail Jerky tenders i am not sure how soon after he started to present symptoms but i noticed it within a day with his 
stool. it was soft and with mucus. it progresed to vomit and he became lethargic. i became alarmed 
when his stool presented blood. 
6/28 stool watery mucos and blood. vomit took to vet. 
6/29 doctor changed to soft food diet only and meds. all is normal. 
6/30 meds normal one poop. 
7/1 meds poop 1 normal 2 big and normal 3 mucus with a bit of blood. 
7/2 food meds poop ok 
7/3 meds and poop ok . last day of treatment. 
7/4 all ok normal
7/5 all ok gave treat 
7/6 all ok gave treat
7/7 pooped yellow mucus with grass and later mucus with blood no treat
7/8 no treat all ok 
7/9 no treal all ok 
7/10-13 no treats traces of blood in stool hard stool 
7/14 no more blood in stool food undigested being thrown up 
7/15 all ok 
7/16 all ok 
7/17 threw up food undigested 
7/18-19 al is well. 

6 Years Chihuahua Dog 7.5 Pound

EON‐95126 7/19/2012 17:00 Canyon Creek Ranch Jerky 
treats, Milos Chicken Jerky

wouldn't eat. threw up a couple times. had diarrhea. very tired. panting excessively 11.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 87 Pound
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EON‐95125 7/19/2012 17:00 waggin trail chicken jerky 
treats

At approximately 4 years of age our dog was given the waggin trail jerky treats daily for 
approximately 3 years, perhaps longer however it was at least three years. The dog began having 
bloody stool and was immediately taken to the vet. An X-ray of his liver revealed his liver was twice 
the normal size it was supposed to be. His diet was changed to a special medicated diet and his 
treats were terminated. He has not shown the symptoms since the treats were stopped. His records 
are maintained at the vet in  and would welcome any investigative agency to view the 
records. I am hoping we caught this in time.

7 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 18 Pound

EON‐95120 7/19/2012 16:45 milos jerky, waggin tails jerky all 5 of my dogs had vomiting and bloody stools excessive thirst and fevers loss of appitite apathy
my dogs are 13 yr old chihuahua 14 lbs, 8 yr old snauzcher 22 lbs, 7 yr old german shepard 144 lbs, 
3 yr old mixed breed 49 lbs, and a 2 yr old boston terrier 16 lbs
i bought 2 packs per week of various sizes mainly large ones
products were waggin tails jerky, milos jerjy and one other brand of jerky plus organic dog biscuits 
now all they get is the dog bisquits and carrots or green beans 
they had problems with dry purina dog food so now they eat only pedigree dry foods plus petigree 
canned foods as a weekly treat

138732 Years Chihuahua Dog 14 Pound

EON‐95119 7/19/2012 16:30 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders stated acting like she could not get settled at bedtime she pottied on the floor and prowled all 
night took her to vet that morning and they told me she had eaten something toxic maybe antifreeze. 
We have no antifreeze anywhere aound our house. Blood work showed her kidneys and liver were 
shuting down. They started IV's to flush them out and about 5hrs later she was gone. was my 
baby and this has upset me so bad not knowing what killed her now to think it might have been the 
treats she loved every morning kills my soul.

5 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Wire-
haired

Dog 22 Pound

EON‐95118 7/19/2012 16:21 Dingo Chicken Wraps started vomiting and became very listless. I took him to his vet. They started him on IVs. Said 
he was having a pancreatic attack. He stayed in hospital 3 days and I would visit. 1st day he did look 
better, second day not. On the third day they called me to come say goodbye. His kidneys were 
failing and he died within the hour. He had the chicken treat products. The vet said he had gotten 
too much protein in his diet and that is what caused the pancreatic attack. But he was on his regular 
diet except for the treats.

7 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12 Pound

EON‐95117 7/19/2012 16:15 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

In early spring 2011,  developed a sore on his lip and gum region. It progressed and we took 
him to a vet on reference in March 2011. After a biopsy, it was diagnosed as oral cancer. It 
progressed and we went to our long-time vet in  She examined him, did biopsies and 
when the results came back, the cancer was into the jaw bone and the aggressive surgery 
recommended would have left him with half a jaw and very debiitated. In , we had to put 
him to sleep. I struggled with what could have been the cause of this; he and our other dog were 
healthy, happy and well-cared for. When I heard about the complaints of dogs being sick and some 
dying from the chicken treats by Waggin Train chicken jerky treats, I was totally convinced that was 
the cause of Chip's cancer. That was his favorite treat - usually 2 in the morning and 2 in the 
evening. Would hope the FDA looks long and hard at the greed that promotes profit over any 
consideration for safety when it comes to these products. My prayer would be no dog suffer like our 
Chip, and those responsible for such lax practices lose trade privileges....CHINA!

10 Years Collie - Rough-
haired

Dog 109 Pound
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EON‐95116 7/19/2012 16:06 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders Waggin Train chicken jerky was her primary treat. Started to see blood in her urine. Took her to 
 for urinalysis and ultra sound. She had numerous kidney stones. Too many to 

dissolve. She had to have surgery to remove them all. I attribute this kidney problem to the chicken 
jerky.

3 Griffon - Brussels Dog 25 Pound

EON‐95113 7/19/2012 15:36 WAGGIN TRAIN I had been giving  treats from China on a daily basis as she loved them, i.e., the waggin tail 
stuff, and she went from well to organ failure(vet said kidney failure) and she never recovered 
though I had her treated, and she died within 90 days. She was not a young pup but she was healthy 
and went down fast. I knew something had happened, but did not know what. I recommend no treats 
at all unless one can know exactly what is in them, and I never will buy anything that comes from 
China EVER AGAIN!!

Months Collie - Border Dog

EON‐95112 7/19/2012 15:30 Waggin Trains I had given my dog Waggin Train duck jerky in this past with no problems. I gave him chicken jerky 
and within minutes he starting throwing it up then for several hours continued with dry heaves. So 
I'm thinking...I'll give him Waggin Train duck jerky, no problems with it but ...same thing happened 
with the duck jerky. To this day, he will no longer eat any thing poultry and it's been 6 months since 
his upset stomach issues. He's a hearty eater and not picky. I thought he may have developed some 
type of allergy or problem digesting poultry until I saw reports about Waggin Trains about 4 months 
ago. I do believe  issues are related to Waggin Trails. I now only feed him Blue Buffalo 
products and hope they are safe.

11 Years Shih Tzu Dog 17 Pound

EON‐95111 7/19/2012 15:15 Waggin¿ Train chicken jerky 
tenders

After eating the dried chicken jerky made by wagon trail-purchased from walmart or , he 
became extreamly listless, diareaha and did not want to eat; lower abdomen tender.
this lasted approx. 1.5wks to 2.5wks.
He had only a couple of pieces and had had this item before without any problem. I immed. stopped 
any further treats, started treating for the diaherria.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 35 Pound

EON‐95110 7/19/2012 15:15 Waggin' Train Chik'n 
Biscuits

Pet Vomiting, lethargic. Blood work shows azotemia-kidney failure. Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog

EON‐95109 7/19/2012 15:15 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders I believe this product contributed to the decline of health (and death) of my Italian Greyhound. He 
was healthy prior to eating these treats. After he ate these treats for a number of years, he 
developed cancerous cysts and cancer throughout his body to include: prostate, liver, and bladder. 
He eventually was euthanized because the cancerous tumors in his bladder and prostate blocked 
his urethra, prohibiting his ability to urinate. I still have an unopened pack of the treats that I quit 
giving him when I found out about the issues with the jerky.

13 Years Greyhound - Italian Dog 21 Pound

EON‐95107 7/19/2012 15:06 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders  had received chicken jerky treats as a treat periodically up until his unexpected death. Over 
the period of one day he started acting sick. I took him to the vet and he had to be euthanized 
because he was in acute kidney failure. Up until this time he had been extremely healthy. His tissue 
was sent away to rule out antifreeze poisoning since this happened in the winter. The test results 
came back negative for antifreeze. This occurred in early 2010.

6 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐95106 7/19/2012 14:51 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders After giving  about 3 bags of Chicken and Duck jerky teats (16 oz size) he began shedding 
hair a lot and his poop was runny and frequent and he vomited a few times. His energy level was 
down.

8 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 10 Pound

EON‐95104 7/19/2012 14:36 Waggin'Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

Drinking alot of water, bloated at times, decrease in activity, vomitting, diarrhea off and on. Was put 
on antibiotics for 30 days became weaker, loss hair to her skin over her complete back area. Went 
to second vet decided to euthanize.

13 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐95101 7/19/2012 14:21 Waggin Trails  was a rescue. He was found with almost no teeth and what he had were abscessed, his hair 
was thin, and he was definitely malnutrition. I got him in February 2008 and brought him back to 
health. All teeth were removed, he was neutered, and hair growing back in. His hair was shiny and 
eyes were bright. Very energetic dog with lots of life. Shortly before getting married he started to 
loose appetite. I gave him a bland chicken and rice diet, but maintained allowing him to have 
Waggin Jerky since they were soft and he would eat that. I woke up on  to him 
having bloody stools and vomited all over the house. I took him to vet and later found out that he had 
kidney failure. I opted to have him euthanized. Prior to that he had just had a check up 3 months 
prior to giving him those treats and was in good health. I wish I knew these treats could have 
possibly been the cause... I now cook for my dogs.

8 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6 Pound

EON‐95100 7/19/2012 14:15 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders He got sick on Sunday night . Took him to the doctor on the . Had a very high 
fever, doctor gave him a shot of antibiotics, he passed away at 4am on .

11 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7 Pound

EON‐95099 7/19/2012 14:15 canine carry outs beef flavor first time we gave her a snack she vomited and was the next day went in to a seisure like state did 
not know why about 10 days later gave her 2 or 3 snacks and she went into another seisure type fit 
her eyes was moving back and forth side to side and was falling over and couldnt walk took her to 
vet and the vet put her on a anti seisure med this just happened on monday july 16 i was trying to 
figure out what caused her to do this and the only thing she ate or drank different during both times 
was the canine carry out beef flavor snacks bt del monte with chicken. dont know for sure they did 
this but it and her regular dog food she eats everyday was the only thing she eat that i know of

18 Months Bloodhound Dog 130 Pound

EON‐95098 7/19/2012 14:15 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders I am convinced that the Chicken jerky strips from China caused the illness and subsequent death of 
my 11 year old pit mix, . She experienced bloody diarrhea, vomiting and in then end 
kidney/heart failure. She died . Of course I no longer buy them for my other dogs...but 
she was my baby and she suffered terribly. I know the report says they can't find anything 
significant...but please keep on looking....maybe too many causes something or the way they're 
processed...

EON‐95097 7/19/2012 14:15 Chuck Wagon Chicken Jerky 
Treats

She began having blood in her urine, increased urgency to urinate, loose bowel movements with a 
mucas consistancy and very weak. Vet would give antibotics - problem would clear up for a couple 
of weeks and then come back. Did tests on urine samples - came back with numerous types of 
bacteria. After this occurring several times over a 6-8 month period vet sent her to the University of 
Illlinois for further testing. They placed her on antibotics for 8 weeks thinking she was just not on 
them for a long enough period of time. This also did not work, as soon as she was off of them for 
about three weeks smyptons came back. Began reading articles about the chicken jerky treats 
causing deaths and illness in other dogs.  had been given the Chuck Wagon brand chicken 
jerky treats for about 9 months. We stopped the treats in February and the difference in her was 
amazing. She began being more alert and active after the first two days. She had mild smyptons at 
the end of March and was given antibotics for 10 days. She has not had any more problems since.

14 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐95096 7/19/2012 14:06 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders Our dog seemed fine although she had been slowing down as she was getting older. We had 
purchased and given her the Waggin Trail Jerky Treats often and then stopped because she didn't 
seem to enjoy them like she had in the past. Approximately the beginning of May of 2012 we 
purchased a bag of the jerky treats from Sam's Club in  started giving her the treats 
again. A could days before we left on vacation (May 16th) she didn't seem like herself. After we left 
our son called us and was very concerned about her. We told him to make an appointment and take 
her to the Vet. He took her I believe it was on Friday  - she was diagkidney failure, 
problems with her liver and thyroid and they claimed she had a mass in her abdomen. She 
completely stopped eating on Thursday  and we had to have her put to sleep on , 

. I believe the treats could have had everything to do with her sudden illness and early death.

10 Years Coonhound - Black 
and Tan

Dog 85 Pound

EON‐95095 7/19/2012 14:00 9 lives super supper super supper made both cats vomit..resulting in vet's office and $178.50 bill
EON‐95094 7/19/2012 14:00 Waggin Train My dog suffered greatly after eating these treats I purchased at TJ Maxx. My dog experienced 

severe diarrhea, lose bowel, vomitting, no appetite or desire for water, lethargic (until and Boxer I 
know). It was terrible and she was this way for a week or two.

3 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐95093 7/19/2012 13:45 milos kitchen home style dog 
treats chicken jerky

Dog has been throwing up his food for 4 or 5 days 6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound

EON‐95092 7/19/2012 13:45 Waggin Trail Jerky Treats 
(Chicken)

My dog would receive one chicken jerky treat for a day or two and there would be several days 
before she would have the treat again. There were no side effects. My husband began giving her 
one treat a day over a weeek and a half and we noticed that her appetite dropped and she was 
having diarrhea. We realized the only thing that had changed in her diet was the increase of the 
Waggin Trail Chicken jerky treats. After we stopped giving her the treats, the diarrhea stopped and 
her appetite returned.

5 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 19 Pound

EON‐95091 7/19/2012 13:42 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky I purchased Milo's Kitchen chicken jerky dog treats for my Akita at Target, and after only giving him 
two treats I noticed that after each time he would throw up, act listless and would not eat. After the 
second time I looked online at the symptoms and found the details of the Chinese factories making 
this type of dog treat. 

I immediately stopped feeding him the treats and after a week he was acting normal again. I did not 
return the treats to the store, I thew them away.

1 Years Akita Dog 80 Pound

EON‐95090 7/19/2012 13:36 WAGGIN TRAIN CHICKEN 
DOG TREATS

AFTER FEEDING DOG "WAGGIN TRAIN" CHICKEN TENDERS AFTER HER WEEKLY BATH 
(THE ONLY TIME SHE GETS THAT TREAT) SHE BECAME VERY LETHARGIC AFTER A SHORT 
TIME. EPOSODE LASTED THAT DAY INTO THE NEXT DAY. SHE SLOWLY GOT BACK TO HER 
USUAL ENERGETIC SELF ON THE SECOND DAY. THE SITUATION HAPPENED TWICE.

3 Years Pug Dog 17 Pound

EON‐95089 7/19/2012 13:36 Waggin' Train chicken jerky 
tenders

I have given my dog small amounts of Waggin' Train chicken jerky tenders, sold by Nestle Purina 
Pet Care on several occasions over the past year and on each occasion the next day she developed 
severe diarrhea and became very lethargic for a couple days thereafter. I have since stopped giving 
these treats to my dog and have discard all the packages.

10 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐95088 7/19/2012 13:30 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders  started becoming lethargic and drinking more and then he had diarrhea and began to vomit. He 
was in extreme abdominal pain and could not lay or sit. This all happened in a matter of days. When 
we got him in the vet the following morning, he lived through the night but died the next day, Sept of 
2011. He had all the signs of bening poisoned. Our vet said he bled to death. My husband and I 
were always with him. He could not of gotten into anything. I bought the Waggin Train Chicke Jerky 
Treats at Sam's Club and he really liked them. When I opened the bag he was eating at the time of 
death I noticed a more potent odor coming from the bag. Those treats don't smell good to start with 
so I didn't give it much thought. It wasn't until I heard the FDA report in November 2011 that I put 2 
and 2 together. We had just gotten a rescue dog and he was eating these treats also. We noticed 
some diarrhea starting and that day my husband say the article and we stopped feeding the new dog 
these treats. We now even suspect that our black lab who died in Feb 2010 might have been 
sickened by these treats. He was allergic to beef, so I he loved the chicken jerky. He has the same 
symptoms as  when he died. Vomiting, Diarrhea and almost stroke like symptoms in about 3 
days. was 10 years old and 150 lbs. We just thought it was his time even though he appeared 
to be very healthy for his age. 
My husband and I love out pets and treat them like family. s death so soon after losing  
was devastating to both of us. If it was something we fed them that killed our babies, I want to be 
able to prevent others from going through this pain.
It is too much of a coincidence that this happened to both our dogs like this and after reading the 
reports of others- ours is too similar to the others. Something in the treats has to be causing this.

3 Years Terrier - Irish Soft-
coated Wheaten

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐95087 7/19/2012 13:30 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Used as treats for dog. After several days dog became listless and stopped eating. We took him to 
the vet and his temperature was 105 degrees. Vet put him on antibiotics and steroids. He seemed 
slightly better the next evening but by the following morning he couldn't hardly walk. We left him for a 
couple of hours planning to take him back to vet that afternoon. When we returned the dog had died.

9 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 88 Pound

EON‐95086 7/19/2012 13:30 Waggin' Trails Jerky 
Treats/Chicken

A few days after giving  one treat daily he started to have severe diahrea and vomiting. 3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 110 Pound

EON‐95085 7/19/2012 13:30 DINGO ORIGINAL 
RAWHIDE BONE MINIS - 
7PK

Our dog  has been throwing up for two days (started 7/18/12). She is lethagic and will not 
eat. I purchased a pack of 7 Dingo brand bones at our local store on 7/15/12.  
eats a Dingo bone every night (not 7/18/12 as she was too sick). 
She went to the vet on 7/10/12 and was given a clean bill of health.

1 Years Bichon Frise Dog 12 Pound

EON‐95084 7/19/2012 13:30 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

My dogs were fed these treats for the past 2-3 years
 my oldest dog out of the blue develped a severe kidney infection when she had been in 

previous excellent health. Every attempt and every medication given to her by my long time vet 
failed. Even hospitalization and kidney hydration. It resulted in her death 12 days later,  

Poodle - Miniature Dog

EON‐95083 7/19/2012 13:30 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Strips

I had been giving Waggin Train Chicken treats for years. In February of 2012 he suddenly 
became ill. He had sudden onset diabetes. I do not know if the treats are what caused this but I have 
read that there are many reports of kidney failure. Maybe that led to his diabetes and ultimate death. 
I think further investigations should be conducted. I think that vets should have to report what 
animals die from so that this sort of thing can be tracked. RIP .

12 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 44 Pound
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EON‐95082 7/19/2012 13:21 Waggon Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

I noticed that my dog began drinking ununsual amounts of water. I thought perhaps she was 
showing signs of diabetes. I began to closely observe her and discovered over a period of three 
days that whenever she was given Waggon Train chicken jerky treats, she would drink an entire 
bowl of water at various times during the day. I stopped giving her the jerky treats and within one day 
she began consuming a normal amount of water. I have another dog, her brother, and he didn't 
display any signs of excessive thirst. They were both given treats in the same amount and same 
time. I sent a note to the company to state my observation and returned the bag to Costco, the place 
of purchase. This occurred early November, 2011.

8 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐95080 7/19/2012 13:15 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Each time I gave him a chicken Jerky treat, which I purchased at Sam's Wholesale, he would vomit 
and/or have diarreah.

3 Years Pointing Dog - 
Italian

Dog 85 Pound

EON‐95078 7/19/2012 13:12 Waggin Train Jerky Treats Lethargy, vomiting after eating Waggin Train jerky treats 2 x, stopped after discontinuation of feeding 13 Years Beagle Dog 32 Pound

EON‐95077 7/19/2012 13:06 Waggin Train chicken jerky 
treats

 had become very lethargic, would not play or eat and did not want her favorite treat. We took 
her to the vet for them to run test on her to be told she was in kindney failure and would probably not 
survive. We were asked if she had been given grapes the answer was no.

5 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound

EON‐95076 7/19/2012 13:06 Waggin' Trail Jerky Strips October of 2011 our Dog,  had a seizure, it was approx 10:15 pm. He had never had a 
seizure before. We thought he was choking on something.
We rushed him to the animal hospital. They took tests. The outcome showed his liver enzymes are 
too high. He had 2 more seizures within 3 to 4 hrs apart. It was devastating to see our pet go thru 
this. We bought a "Household veterinary book" and spent hours looking for a possible cause to why 
his enzymes are too high. We can seem to control his seizures mostly with P. Bromide.

8 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-
haired

Dog 180 Pound

EON‐95074 7/19/2012 13:00 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders.

On November, 2011, I had purchased Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Tenders at Walmart. Had given 
the treat to my Pomeranian, on November 6, 2011.
After that day the dog started to have diarrhea, nausea, shaky, dizziness will not eat or drink 
anything. On Novermber 7, 2011, I had took the the dog to
the Veteterinary Hospital. The Vet have ordered and done X-Rays and Blood test on the dog. The 
results came back showing both kidneys had shut down
and the blood test shown there he was porsined .

9 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 11 Pound

EON‐95073 7/19/2012 12:57 Waggin' Train jerky tenders Two days after giving my dog Waggin' Train jerky treats, she became violently ill. She had severe 
diahrea and was vomiting profusely. She was very weak and lethargic. She always had a good 
appetite but now started leaving her food and would eat very little.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 113 Pound

EON‐95072 7/19/2012 12:57 Waggin Train Chicken 
Treats
Waggin Train Chicken 
Biscuits

Our Jack Russell terrier has been given the Wagon Train Chicken treats for about two years.
Over the past six months the dog has had a very bad cough along with trying to "hack" up nothing.
He also is very much lithargic and doesnt want to do anything.
These treats have always been purchased at WalMart or Sam's Club.
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EON‐95070 7/19/2012 12:51 Wagon treats chicken jerky 
treats

bought wagon train chicken jerky for my great dane. He had been eating them for about a year. 
suddenly one day he couldn't get up. A vet came to my home, did tests, lab work, x-rays and a 
checkup of my dog. The next day she called me saying that his blood level was off the charts, and 
that his kidneys had failed. He was 7 years old, very healthy, and no physcial problems. We had 
read on the package that these jerkey treats were made in china. My wife and I discussed if we 
should continue feeding our dog these treats. We continued feeding my dog these treats up until he 
got very very sick. After we put him down, I did some research on the internet about dogs who have 
suddenly died from kidney failure. I was shocked to find out that many dogs had died feeding their 
dogs wagon train chicken jerky made in china. I went to Sams Club and told them of the many 
problems with wagon train chicken jerky treats. I was given a courtous thank you and they are still 
selling these treats. In my heart, I believe that these treats were the main reason my Great Dane 
died. These treats need to be removed from the stores until the FDA has found the problem to these 
treats. They're a ticking time bomb waiting to happen to pet owners who know nothing about this 
problem until it's too late and their dog(s) die from these treats.

EON‐95069 7/19/2012 12:45 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

I was "dog-sitting" 2 frequent-staying dogs, and gave them Waggin Train chicken jerky treats. Each 
of the dogs had varying degrees of diahrrea and vomiting, for about 24-36 hours. No other 
symptoms were noted. My own dog, the Jack Russell Terrier, had the jerky treats on 2 occasions. 
She had similar symptoms, plus lethargy for 2-3 days. I immediately discarded the treats upon 
hearing the information, but thought it important to record this info and pass it along.

8 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐95068 7/19/2012 12:45 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

I gave my dog a Waggin Train Chicken Jerkey Treat and she threw up. She threw up a lot! She was 
subdued and quiet after. I didn't know about the warning at that time or I would have taken her to the 
vet.

I did some research, found out about all the other dogs getting sickened and went back to WalMart 
in  where I bought these treats. They are still being sold there. I spoke with the manager 
of the store and let him know that dogs are getting sick from the Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats 
and they should not be sold anymore. He said he would look into it. 

I just don't want any other dogs to get sick or to die.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐95067 7/19/2012 12:42 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

About 2 years ago I have switched from all other treats to what I thought would be more healthy for 
both of my dogs, the chicken tenders, which were bought at Costco & Sam's Club (I still have 
receipts of said purchases.)  started having kidney problems and was being tested every half a 
year but could never find anything more conclusive and the vet costs and the hospital 
admission/analysis were cost prohibitive. started loosing weight and started having seizures 
so bad that he had to be put down. Vet said it would take about 2 weeks for anti-seizure meds to 
work and that he would not make it that long. was put down on . , who's 
was 10 years old, and  brother, started loosing weight and developed severe nosebleeds. 
He's lost so much blood, that the ER vet said he would need a transfusion before the testing, during 
testing and after. Had to be put down.

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 160 Pound
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EON‐95066 7/19/2012 12:42 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

3 evenings in a row, and after our nightly walk, we gave , 2 apiece, Wagon Train Chicken 
tenders treat for a good walk. On the 3rd night  began throwing up and had a massive potty 
accident in the house. (in 4yrs, she's never done that) At that point she became disoriented, drooling 
uncontrollably, unable to walk without help, no food or water intake for 8 days. We had to force feed 
water, rice and her meds. She has lost 20 pounds. Blood in her urine and she also lost her voice. 3 
emergency trips to the vet, 4 medications, continue to force feed, and just wait and hope for the 
best. Vet said she was most likely poisoned by something she ate. Our yard is enclosed and  
only leaves the yard with us, on a leash. She went downhill fast after eating the Wagon Train 
Chicken treats. Vet says, if she had been smaller, she would of already been dead! Can't these 
products be pulled from shelves until testing is complete? This issue is certainly not over, far from it. 
My first concern is, keeping my dog alive, and hopefully with no long term damage to her body or her 
brain. My second concern, what's going to be done about this? I am fighting mad and hurt for all 
those pet owners who have already lost their pets or, like myself, struggling to keep mine alive.

4 Years Great Dane Dog 150 Pound

EON‐95065 7/19/2012 12:36 Waggin Train -- Chicken 
Jerkey

Diarrhea and bloody stools, lethargic after eating chicken jerky treats. Stools came out runny and 
yellow. I purchased these packages from Costco because they offered discounted volume. I've 
noticed that Dogs had a pattern of getting runny stools after every treat so I stopped giving it to them

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound

EON‐95064 7/19/2012 12:30 Wagon Train Chicken Jerky 
and Chicken Biscuits

After eating Wagon Train dog treats (Chicken and Biscuits and the Jerky Tenders), my dog became 
violently ill - vomiting, diarrhea, severe dehydradation. The vet had to keep him for several hours, 
put him on an IV, prescribed En Formula dog food, Metronidazole and Cerenia Tabs. Bill was almost 
$500. According to my vet, had I waited to get him there, I would have lost him.

Vet asked me at the time if I had changed any of his food or treats. Wagon Train is the only treats I 
had switched to. I have since taken him off of all Wagon Train dog treats and although he still has 
occasional bloody urine, he is much better.

7 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 22 Pound

EON‐95062 7/19/2012 12:30 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Gave him Waggin Train treats approx 1 to 2 times a day--after about 2 weeks, he started having 
diahrrea during the day.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 24 Pound

EON‐95060 7/19/2012 12:30 health promise Waggin Train 
dog treats

dogs became sick after eating treats about 1hour. They had upset stomachs throwing up, dierrrah, 
and exemly doppie tried and withdrawn. Dogs could not keep water down. 

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 7 Pound
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EON‐95059 7/19/2012 12:30 Purina Beggin Strips We gave her Purina Beggin' strips for a special treat. She had not been given this product before. 
She began vomiting one morning and died before the next morning.

I have no way of knowing if this treat had anything to do with  death. But in light of the recent 
problems with other varieties of Purina treats, I thought it might be important to your research.

Please note that I do not know if this product in any way was associated with  death. This 
report is for information only.

11 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐95057 7/19/2012 12:27 Purina One Smart Blend 
Lamb and Rice Dog Food

When Purina switched their formulation of their SmartBlend dog food,  started to exhibit 
symptoms of severe health problems. He started to have explosive diarrhea that was uncontrollable 
even with prescription medication. We had him hospitalized, given fluids, XRays taken and blood 
work drawn. From what the vet hospital could tell there was nothing wrong with him that they could 
help. After six visits to the vet and two months of explosive diarrhea  was not doing well. We 
had already tried changing his diet to boiled rice, ground beef and cottage cheese per the vet but 
every time we weened him off and back onto the food he relapsed horribly. Finally, we saw another 
vet and he switched him to a hypoallergenic food and gave him medicine to improve the flora in his 
digestive system. Currently, he is recovering. The other 2 Rottweilers each had bouts of explosive 
diarrhea as well as our Shiba Inu.  definitely was the sickest but the other male Rottweiler 
began getting quite ill as well. After switching them all off of the food and giving them some oral 
medicine to increase the good flora in their system they started to improve.

4 Years Rottweiler Dog 98 Pound

EON‐95056 7/19/2012 12:27 Beneful Regular My dog was seen several times in 6 - 8 weeks for an ulcer, upset stomach and diarrhea, he was put 
on antibiotics, Prilosec, Metronidazole. Did not get better until i finally switched his food off of 
Beneful Regular and within 5 days of new food he was healthy.
My other dog also got very sick, diarrhea and throwing up, i immediately switched his food too and 
he was fine in several days. Both dogs have been healthy since i took the off the Beneful regular. I 
bought the Beneful from Kroger and Walmart. I threw away 3 15lb bags.

15 Months Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐95055 7/19/2012 12:21 Dingo jerky chewz - chicken 
chips

violent diarrhea after eating Dingo chicken jerky 10 Years Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog 22 Pound

EON‐95054 7/19/2012 12:21 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Gave dog Chicken Jerkey from China. Developed kidney failure. Developed brain damage. 
Developed internal bleeding. Died.

9 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐95053 7/19/2012 12:15 Waggin' Train chicken jerky 
tenders sold by Nestle 
Purina Pet

We bought the treats from the local Store. He ate them. The next morning he woulnt move fast to go 
outside to void. He didnt play. It continued and then he wouldnt eat, began vomitting and couldnt 
keep his eyes open. We took him to banfiled (petsmart vet) he was given test and treated. he 
vomitted several times while in the doctors office and was given atibiotics fluids and meds

1 American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 76 Pound
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EON‐95052 7/19/2012 12:06 waggin train My Hound Dog  become very weak and foaming at mouth... he began to vomit and no longer 
was eating or drinking after days he seemed lifeless. We took him to the vet and he asked if he 
gotton into something toxic we found nothing around that he could have gotten into.  had to 
stay for a week on ivs and antibiotics.  got better and then our second dog reacted in the same 
exact manner.  too went to the vet and had the same treatment.... both dogs did get better 
however they both are not as active as before. Today i read that the treats i feed my doggies were 
contaminated toxins.... that was my answer. I have the bag which i had two but threw one away 
weeks ago. this bag ups # 0702077750

1 Basset - Griffon 
Vendeen Large

Dog 40

EON‐95051 7/19/2012 12:00 Waggin' train Jerky tenders Two days after giving the dog "Waggin" jerky treats, she became violently ill. She had severe black 
diahrea and was constantly vomiting. She was so weak that could not get up on her feet. She was 
examined and ex-rayed by the vet and found to have one enlarged kidney. The vet prescribed 
antibiotics and special canned health food. She would not (or could not) eat the vet supplied food. In 
fact, she ate absolutely nothing for seven days. All she would do was drink water.

15 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐95048 7/19/2012 11:42 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Strips Dog Treats

My wife purchased Milo's Chicken Jerky Treats as she felt it was a more natural, healthy treat given 
our Dog's age (17). Our Dog was VERY healthy for 17 years old. She had just had a full Blood 
Screening prior to our going on vacation a week back in April. When we returned our Daughter told 
us our Dog had been vomiting all week. She had lost 20% of her body weight (3 pounds) in one 
week. Her diet was the same except she had been eating the Jerky Treats for about a month. Her 
breath was very bad so we took her to the Vet. As she had Dental issues qwe thought it was that. 
The Vet pulled 4 "questionable" teeth and did another Blood Screening. Her Kidneys had totally shut 
down. 3 months prior there were no issues. I googled the issue and saw the FDA warning. The Vet 
and I decided to give her Kidney Medication (Pills and Powder in her food), Change her Diet to 
Special KD Food and, of course, stop the Jerky Treats. Within 3 weeks her health, weight and 
energy improved. The Vet did another Blood Screening and was shocked that, although slightly 
higher than normal, her Kidneys had recovered 90%.  is now a very healthy and happy dog 
again. I contacted Milo's and sent them the treats, medical reports, Blood Test Results and a report 
from my Vet stating  was in perfect health prior to this incident. Milo's sent me a letter stating 
they could find no comtaminate in the treats and blamed the Kidney Failure on the Dental Issue and 
Age. My Vet disagreed stating if that were the issue she would not have fully recovered Kidney 
function so quickly after the treats were removed from her diet. Also she showed no signs of Kidney 
issues, or any other issues, in the Blood Screening taken weeks before the treats were introduced 
into her diet. Milo's offered me reimbursement for the first Vet visit and Blood Screening ($130.00) if 
I signed a waiver. They also, at my insistence, reimbursed me $5.99 for the treats I mailed them.

17 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 14 Pound

EON‐95027 7/19/2012 10:42 Waggin train jerky tenders Shepard would not take treat... other dogs became sick and vomited. stopped giving treat dogs 
recovered.

5 Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog

EON‐94995 7/19/2012 8:57 Wagon Trail Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Dog has had elevated live enzymes since eating Wagon Trail Chicken Jerky. 8 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐94970 7/19/2012 0:15 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Dog began vomiting, having diarrhea, lethargy, not eating or drinking after 2 weeks of giving him 
chicken jerky treats made by Waggin Train.

1 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 27 Pound
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EON‐94966 7/18/2012 19:51 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

I fed her the Waggin Train chicken jerky treats. Which caused her to get Fanconi Anemia. She was 
unable to produce red blood cells.
Her bone marrow failed. After several blood transfusions she died of kidney failure.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 95 Pound

EON‐94962 7/18/2012 16:21 by Nature Organics - 
Organic Turkey with Sweet 
Potato & Peas

by Nature Organics...Organic Turkey with Sweet Potato & PEAS - 
I began using this product because my pup has a sensitive digestive system. After an initial trial 
period, I determined that this product was working well for him. So I began buying the canned food 
by the case. I began noticing a sever lack of peas in all the cans from the case. I began to worry 
about a balanced nutritional intake for him....but when then I bought a few cans from the local store 
the cans were chalk full of peas again....probably got a case from a bad batch. So I ordered 3 more 
cases online and I'm back to finding zero, one or 2 peas per can.

I called the company and their response is "it's a production issue where we cannot determine the 
quantity of peas that will be in the product you receive". I've been thru many cans where peas are 
plentiful, however when I started buying by the case it seems certain 'batches or production codes' 
are missing a VERY KEY ingredient. It says "PEAS" in right there on the front of the can....this is my 
dog we are talking about....a company has to have control over their production to ensure they are 
providing a complete and balanced nutritional diet for an important living being! 

I think they should be held accountable for the recipe they promote for this product, and for providing 
the nutritional content that they claim it contains.

EON‐94960 7/18/2012 15:21 Milk Bone -Trail Mix (Free 
Sample)

Dog was given two treats on Friday the 6th , and then the next day noticed dog had diarrea and 
vomitting and wouldn't eat. Dog was given another treat in his food to try and get him to eat. We 
stopped giving the dog the treats but unfortunately he found one treat that had fallen out of the bag. 
Todate the dog has had only 4 treats from the milk bone -trail mix made by Del - Monte. The dog is 
still laying around and acting lethargic 5days later. We are planning to take the dog for blood work at 
the vet hopefully today.

2 Years Maltese Dog 6 Pound

EON‐94959 7/18/2012 14:36 Fresh pet Select
Roasted Meals

The product is called Fresh Pet Select Roasted Meals. I purchased the product and when I got 
home I removed the extra plastic so i could open the zip lock bag and discovered that the chicken 
and the brown chucks were cover with mold. So the next day I called the company and a woman 
called me back and after I told her the problem that happen she dismissed it to just packaging I told 
her there were no leaks or rips in the package and she told me that there was probably someplace 
where I can't see it. Either way she didn't seem concerned. These three pound containers with this 
food cost me 11.00 dollars every time I get one. That is more than I pay for most of the stuff I eat. 
What bothers me the most is her lack of concern even when I told her of the mold I was a chef for 
over 20 years and i would have a great concern if I found mold even near food that i was going to 
serve. So with that experience that I have gotten over the years tells me that people that are 
producing this are mishandling it in someway to cause this. The lack of concern worries me as well 
what are we getting and paying for does matter to me and should matter to the Manufacturer. If this 
is the case then maybe they should not be allowed to sell anything without have safety methods in 
place
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EON‐94955 7/18/2012 13:06 Kingdom Pets All Natural 
Ingredients CHICKEN 
JERKY

Nine year old sheltie was given Kingdom Pets All Natural Chciken Jerky treats, purchased at Costco 
in . Within a few days, he developed diahrrea on July 5, 2012. Was seen by vet on 
July 6, returned July 7 for two night stay with IV fluids and antibiotics and released on Monday,  

 He died that night at home. Eleven year old sheltie developed diahrrea July 12 and was 
hospitalized for two days with IV fluids and Antibiotics. Currently stable but still having diahrrea.

9.5 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 36.5 Pound

EON‐94949 7/18/2012 12:12 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky After consuming the product, Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky, for the first time, my dogs became 
severely ill. My smaller dog weighs 50 lbs (approx) and is a neutered male. He is refusing to eat his 
food and has diarrhea. He is also lethargic. My larger female dog weighs 93 lbs (approx). She is also 
refusing to eat and is extremely lethargic. She has been vomitting since the first day I gave her the 
treat and on the third day began exhibiting severe diarrhea that has worsened over the fourth day. 
The diarrhea is watery and explosive and contains blood and mucus. My dogs consumed 3 pieces 
each over a 3 day period beginning Sunday evening through Tuesday evening. The symptoms 
started with lethargy and mild vomitting and have progressed through Wednesday morning with 
severe diarrhea and lethargy and refusal to eat food.

2 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 93 Pound

EON‐94939 7/17/2012 17:51 Waggin' Train (wholesome 
chicken) Jerky Tenders - 
Chicken Dog Treats

Dog died euthanized after being diagnosted with total kidney failure by vet visit after about 4 weeks 
sick after ingesting one treat from a sample treat bag included in her regular Purina Dog Food bag. 
Exept for the date of food purchase, date of vet visit and date of death dates of illness proccess are 
approximated.

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 84 Pound

EON‐94938 7/17/2012 16:45 Beneful healthy fiesta We fed our dogs Beteful Orig. for years and then we swiched over to Beneful Health Fiesta a year 
ago. Our older dog was fine at first but as time went on his urination in creased,and he became 
lethargic. His pain levels increased as well and he would grunt and wine when the other pets would 
come by him. Starting in Feb. of this year he started to go down hill fast, loose stool, vomit once or 
twice a month, we took him to the vet in March. He was diagnosed with kidney failure and diabetes. 
So we began treatments for these symptom's. In April he began to vomit every week and then every 
day, his stool was liquid, he was in a lot of pain. We had high hopes for him because one day he 
would be fine and then the next he would be worn out and just lay around all day. By the second 
week of April  was at the end, so we let him go.
I now feel for sure that he was exposed to something, and I am now taking action to help others, 
after reading the report on jerky recalls today I feel that my dog could have been affected. And I 
don't want others to be hurt the way we were.
PS we were also feeding Sweet potato treats to  at this time too.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 100 Pound

EON‐94914 7/17/2012 12:21 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders This dog was given Waggin Train Jerky Tenders, made in China, manufactured for and distributed 
by Waggin Train ,LLC., Anderson, South Carolina 29623. He became ill, lost weight, began 
vomiting, and is now in animal hospital with kidney failure.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 6 Pound

EON‐94889 7/17/2012 11:42 Natural Keet Item#41481 Lot#1236AM. Keet Seed contained rodent droppings.
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EON‐94842 7/17/2012 10:15 Purina Friskees Ocean 
Whitefish Dinner Special 
Diet Classic Pate

I bought the Purina Friskees Special Diet canned food for my cat. It promotes on the cat "Helps 
maintain urinary tract health by reducing urinary ph. Low magnesium." I thought it would help 
"maintain" my cats urinary tract health as stated on the can, only to find out from my vet that it can 
cause other crystals to form. The information on the can is misleading promoting health when in fact 
it can cause a problem. My cat was healthy when I started feeding him this food. Six months later he 
had blockage with so much grit/crystals in his bladder, the emergency doctor gave him a prognosis 
of not much hope for survival, could be a coincidence, but the cat food perhaps should not be on the 
market or have a better disclaimer stating it's use.

5 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 15 Pound

EON‐94832 7/17/2012 9:57 Waggin tales chicken jerky 
treats

began vomiting, some of the vomit was bloody and he was very lethargic . I did not feed him 
for 24 hours and introduced him back to his food but did not give him anymore of the chicken jerky 
treats.

5 Years Akita Dog 100 Pound

EON‐94821 7/17/2012 3:27 Purina One Weight Control I recently had to take my dog to the vet because she got salmonella from the purina one weight dog 
food,she is still sick and now my other dog is sick and i was told salmonella can be spread to my 
other animals.

EON‐94820 7/17/2012 1:30 waggin tails jerky treats When  first started eating these jerky treats its like she craved them. She stopped eating her 
own food or wouldnt eat as much. She would beg for these treats. I began to notice that she was 
having constipation problems and that she was urinating in her sleep, or just sitting. I thought this 
was odd because We always let her outside to go potty. I also noticed she was throwing up a foam 
like substance. I just figured maybe she got into something or ate to much. She became excessively 
thirsty. I took her to the vet office and didnt think of telling them about these treats because at the 
time I didnt know. They really didnt do much other than say well it could be a bladder infection or 
from her spay. She never had these issues before these treats. They put her on pills that she will be 
on for the rest of her life and she will have to have lab work done evrey few months to check her 
kidney levels. A few weeks after she stopped eating these treats her urinating in her sleep did cut 
back. She doesnt get sick like she did. I can only imagine what could of happened if I kept feeding 
her this crap. My cat have had pieces of this and now has seizures.

4 Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 80

EON‐94818 7/16/2012 21:42 Purina One Smartblend 
Chicken & Rice, Milo's 
Kitchen home-style dog 
treats

I purchased and fed my dog Milo Jerky dog treats (chicken and beef) which we have never used 
before. He also ate Purina One dog chicken and rice food. He had never been sick before, but after 
a few weeks he became really sick with diarrhea and yelping in pain, to the point he was pooping 
bloody stool that stunk. (Ill for about a week before it got that bad). Took him to the doctors and he 
had an infection in his stomach that required several medications and I had to make homemade 
food for him. When he finished his meds after 2 weeks, I tried giving him his treats and regular food 
again and he got sick...AGAIN with the same problems and ended up on another round of 
medication. This time I have not given him either the dog food or treats and he has remained well.

I STILL HAVE SAMPLES OF BOTH THE DOG FOOD AND THE MILO DOG TREATS.

2 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 29 Pound

EON‐94812 7/16/2012 20:45 Purina Cat Chow Complete All my my cats thta gave eaten the dry and cat food plus my dog got into starting throwing up and 
getting diearra.

1 Years Crossbred 
Feline/cat

Cat 8 Pound
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EON‐94811 7/16/2012 20:42 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Natural Duck Tenders

(black lab mix) became less active, drank large amounts of water, urinated copiously (inside 
and out) and died the end of May, 2010 from kidney failure. Recently saw online reports of similar 
deaths related to consumption of Canyon Creek Ranch jerky treats.  loved them and received 
several a day during the period of his illness.

10 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 75 Pound

EON‐94810 7/16/2012 19:12 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders Many people have complained to you about the Waggin Train Jerky Tenders. First off, I have no 
connection with the manufacturers, importers, or resellers of these products. My views are my own 
personal views. I have been feeding these to my dog for several years. She loves them, and has 
never had a problem with them. From the reports that I have read, the problem is with the stupid 
owners who do notknow anything about dogs. When they first got the treats, they probably gave the 
dogs too much at once. They should have given a small amount to see if the dogs had a reaction to 
it. They probably gave them several of the treats, and it was too much for the dogs. One owner said 
that when her dog was hurting, she gave it more treats to try and make it happy. If a dog is 
hurting,the owner should find out what is wrong. Giving the dog more treats was an incredibly stupid 
thing to do. Those owners killed their own dog, not the food. I read that someone claimed that the 
treats gave their dog fanconi. NO! Fanconi is generic. A dog gets a susceptibility to it at conception. 
My own breed, Basenjis, are particularly susceptible to it. The Basenji Club has taken the trouble to 
identify the DNA marker so that they can test dogs being used for breeding to reduce the likliehood 
of the disease. You can not catch a DNA marker from eating treats. People should be more careful. 
Dogs, like people, may be allergic to something, but this does not mean it has to be recalled. I am 
allergic to eggs. Does this mean that all eggs have to be banned? I urge you to ignore these 
bleatings of people who know nothing about dogs, and let sensible dog owners continue to give the 
treats that their dogs love. When I first heard of this stupidity, I bought a very large package of the 
Jerky Treats to ensure that my dog would continue to be able to enjoy them. Now I realize that more 
people are complaining, I intend to buy several more large packages to keep my dog happy and 
healthy.

EON‐94809 7/16/2012 19:00 Waggin' Train Chicken 
Drumettes

Waggin Train Chicken Drumettes were my pomeranian's favorite treat and I gave them to him 
frequently.  became seriously ill about 10 days ago with pancreatitis and liver failure and has 
been hospitalized where he is receiving IV fluids, antibiotics, pain medicine and antacids. I just read 
about the poison treats from China and I seriously believe this is what has made my little dog ill.

9 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 20 Pound

EON‐94808 7/16/2012 18:51 Wagon Train chicken jerky Dog had Kidney failure, was hospitalized for 3 days, now requires 4 medications on an ongoing 
basis

7 Dobermann Dog 72

EON‐94807 7/16/2012 17:45 Milo's Kitchen home style 
dog treats; Chicken Grillers
Chicken recipe with Natural 
Smoke Flavor
No artificial flavors or colors

After giving the Milo's Kitchen griller treats for less than 2 weeks, both dogs had digestive issues. 
 was admitted to the emergency vet clinic and  (1 day later) was treated at our vet. 

Both dogs only diet change was the treats.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 17 Pound
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EON‐94806 7/16/2012 17:42 Milk-Bone Soft & Chewy 
Beef & Filet Mignon Recipe 
(with real beef & filet 
mignon) milk bone dog 
treats

There are 50-100 worms and larvae of some kind in the Milk-Bone Brand Soft & Chewy Beef & Filet 
Mignon Recipe dog treats that I purchased for my dog at Pet Smart ( , 

). My dog requires veterinary treatment because he is sick, and I am awaiting 
news of his prognosis. 

Dogs can mean just as much to their owners as other human beings, and if the person reading this 
understands that, you will know how important it is that something be done about this. 

A Google search for this product found that this has been a problem for years, and yet nothing has 
been done about it, yet the FDA has surely received reports of this. 

I would like to know what the FDA plans to do to resolve this very important issue to make sure this 
does not happen to any other pets. I would also like to know what has been done in the past, and 
how many reports have been made against this particular product/manufacturer. 

I hope you can understand how upsetting this is, and thank you for your time and help.

EON‐94805 7/16/2012 17:00 Smokehouse Brand Pet 
Products Chicken Breast 
Strips

presented on 7/06/2012 for increased thirst and urination and appetite loss of at least 3 days 
duration. He was also unable to hold his bladder overnight - a problem he never had before. 
Physical exam was unremarkable. Lab tests (blood and urine) were submitted and showed 
significant abnormalities. Urine specific gravity was 1.015 and 2+ glucosuria was noted (suspected 
Fanconi's syndrome). labwork showed mildly elevated liver and kidney enzymes and abnormal 
electrolytes.

8 Years Shiba Inu Dog 24.2 Pound

EON‐94804 7/16/2012 16:36 Purina Waggin Jerkey 
Tendera

Severe stomach update to include vomiting. Weight loss. Constipation. She now refuses to eat 
almost everything.

8 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐94803 7/16/2012 16:30 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky StripsTenders

We began feeding out dogs the Waggin Train chicken strips as a treat, because they were low in fat 
content, this was the only treat we gave our dogs. Our little , a 3 year old female long coat 
chihuahua, started getting lethargic in January. By February she was completely ill and not eating. 
She was rushed to the vet on a Saturday morning. The vet,  in  

 found a bowel obstruction and preformed surgery. During surgery they also found a 
white plaque on her pancreas and took a sample. She died on Wednesday. She was in perfect 
health prior to this and was vet checked, including blood tests all the time. She died of severe 
pancreatitus, our believe it is from the chicken jerky strips. 

Also it sickened out 2 year , a Yorkie Terrier.  also died several weeks ago from cancer, 
which we also believe was related to the Waggin Train chicken jerky strips.

3.4 Years Chihuahua Dog 5.5 Pound

EON‐94802 7/16/2012 15:57 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders
Made from chicken
Made in China

Fed Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders made from chicken in China. Within a span of 1 1/2 hours 
she was totally paralyzed and unable to lift her head.

3 Years Poodle - Medium 
size

Dog 27 Pound
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EON‐94801 7/16/2012 15:51 Waggin' Tails Chicken Strips On the morning of  owner called in to report dog was refusing to eat and was 
unable to get thyroid meds in the dog, said the dog would drink water but then vomit it back up. 
Owner was advised to NPO dog for 12 hrs and then call in the following day with an update. 

 owner called in to report no real change in dogs status said has with held food 
and water. Owner is not going to be home much today so will offer food and water when gets home. 
When owner did return home offered dog a "hotdog" (dog eats mostly human food not regular dog 
food) to which she "turned her nose up at" dog also was refusing again to take thyroid meds. Owner 
states will try to crush thyroid meds and mix with water and syringe it into the dog. Owner called 
again around 6pm and found dog on the porch just laying there not moving owner thought dog was 
deceased, when picked up the dog was breathing then about 1/2 hr later dog started vomiting had 
blood in it and then passed away.

7 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 10.6 Pound

EON‐94799 7/16/2012 15:27 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

 stopped eating normally, and acted like everything smelled bad (stomach ache?) and 
mentioned to vet at check up (shots) and he said he will eat when he gets hungry it could just be a 
growing thing. Month later, still fighting to get him to eat, occasional diarrhea, then had explosive 
diarrhea. Took him to the vet again, thought it was something he ate or he ate something poisonous 
and vet gave some pills for diarrhea and stomach pain along with antibiotics in case it was an 
infection. Diarrhea subsided with pills, but still no appetite and lethargic. He normally had a few 
treats a day for the last several months, but this increased when we were doing anything we could to 
get something in him. Went back to vet, and tried several different types of food. Still won't eat so 
went to a different vet for second opinion. This vet went through EVERYTHING  ate for last 
few weeks, x-rays and blood tests. He has a poor developed liver (small) and platelets were low, but 
as soon as she saw the jerky treats she said to stop IMMEDIATELY. Vet had had previous owners 
with problems and deaths I believe from suspect treats. Treated with more medications, put 
on prescription food and two weeks later he is just starting to eat again. Over the course of this 
problem we have spent over a thousand dollars and stressed out over trying to get him to eat daily 
because he has lost over 10 pounds since it began. Being just a puppy, this stage of development is 
crucial and to have this affect him and possibly caused liver damage during development, I am 
extremely upset. We hope stopping the treats was enough and he has eaten the last couple days so 
hopefully he will get better.

1.5 Years Dobermann Dog 68 Pound

EON‐94796 7/16/2012 15:00 Pet Shope Duck Jerky I bought the duck jerky at Walgreens on June 11, 2012. I gave her some when I got home she ate it, 
but wouldn't eat any more of it. In a few days she could't get on the bed and she died on the  

 I had her for six years, but I could not afford to take her to the vet again. I was broke.

7 Years Griffon - Brussels Dog 24 Pound
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EON‐94790 7/16/2012 14:36 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky We own the Mother ( ) and Son ( ). Costco sold Waggin Train chicken jerky whick looked 
like a great treat to use as a "good bye we are going to work, see you latter in the afternoon!". The 
bag said once a day was sufficient and that is what we did from the time we saw Costco selling the 
product until they stopped selling the product. We were upset that it was eliminated from our choice 
of treats because it worked so well. We had NO idea why it was pulled from the shelves. We had not 
heard any word at all. As time went on, we had to find another treat. Within some time latter we 
inherited one of the Sons back. His name is . At this time, we were living in , but 
in the process of moving to . After we finally settled in, we noticed  doing some 
strange things with a new rug we had bought. Her vulva was enlarged so we brought her to the Vets. 
They thought she might have an allergy but found an infection in her toe which they wanted to treat 
with some type of antibiotic but it had to be a specific type. So they did a blood test first. Because of 
her vulva being enlarged, the Vet thought it would be a good idea to take a urine sample also. When 
we got the results back we were in shock to find out that  had Kidney disease. We immediately 
put her on medications and Kidney disease food. We had a hard time believing that this was true so 
we went to another Vet here in  to get a second opinion. He tested  and  
because we had no reason to believe had this problem.  reading came back 
extremely higher than we expected and  did have it too. That was a tear jerker because he 
was my baby. I have no children and we have had him since he was born.  procreatenine 
ratio was 13 and  was 4. This Vet suggested we take them to a clinic testing in  
and tried to get us connected to the doctors there. We went back to our Vet and explained what we 
did and she had no problem with it and knew the doctors doing the clinic testing in . She 
got on the phone and talked with them immediately. In the meantime we suggested testing  
to make sure it was not hereditary. We also called my husband's son who had one of  
Daughter's to see if she had kidney disease. They had her tested and she was fine. (They did NOT 
give her chicken jerkey as treats.) Our Vet tested  and he did not have Kidney Disease so 
we knew it was not hereditary. That is when our Vet said it could be from chicken jerky. We said 
what are you talking about? She told us about other people have problems with their dogs and 
chicken jerky. I never really looked it up or anything until two or three weeks ago when a friend of 
mine sent me an email about his german shephard. I was going through the whole email and there 
was a bunch of stuff and then I saw this article about Waggin Train and I remembered that was the 
product we used to feed the dogs!!!! I tried to contact the people putting in a complaint with Walmart 
but we didn't buy from Walmart we bought from Costco. Then just this past weekend we were in 
Costco and low and behold, there was a bag of Waggin Train duck jerky at Costco and I said to my 

10.5 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 20 Pound

EON‐94784 7/16/2012 14:12 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Natural chicken Tenders

Loss of Appetite, Liquid Stool, refused food and water, became dehydrated, Weak, unabale to stand 7 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 9.5 Pound
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EON‐94779 7/16/2012 14:06 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders experienced nausea, persistent diarrhea, poor appetite, drank excessive amount of water and 
was very tired all the time.

I had given  this treat since about late 2005. I researched canine diarrhea on the internet and 
found articles describing the chicken jerky problem. I immediately stopped giving the treat and saved 
the remainder in case I might need it to better describe the product I purchased. 

The diarrhea started and was rather random in it's appearance so it took me a while to realize  
was having a chronic problem.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON‐94750 7/16/2012 13:15 MILO JERKY TREATS HAVE BEEN GIVING MILO JERKY TREATS THIS WAS FOLLOWED UP WITH SEVERAL DAYS 
OF NOT EATING AND THROWING-UP.

15 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐94745 7/16/2012 12:51 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Treat

My three Jack Russell terriers (all of which are six years of age) were in perfect health and had no 
medical record of illness.

All of them became violently ill shortly after consuming Waggin' Train chicken jerky treats produced 
by Nestle Purina.

This was the first time any of my three Jack Russell terriers had EVER been sick. None of them had 
any medical history of EVER being ill before.

And just a short time after eating the Waggin Train chicken jerky treats by Nestle Purina they were 
violently ill. Fortunately I gave them a lot of water and they recovered. I threw out the remainder of 
the bag of chicken jerky treats. I think the only reason they didn't require emergency medical 
treatment or die is because I split a single chicken jerky treat between all three dogs so they only 
consumed a small bit. But the chicken jerky treats must have been poisoned. 

Let me stress again my dogs have never been sick including one I owned for a full six years (the 
others for four and three years) and became violently ill for the first time after eating the chicken 
jerky treats. 

These treats should be banned from the market. Nestle Purina should cut off its supplier of chicken 
meat. 

What if a young child or baby had accidentaly handled or eaten the chicken jerky treat? That child or 
baby would have died.

6 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog
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EON‐94676 7/15/2012 17:45 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
tenders
Canyon Creek Ranch 
Chicken Tenders
Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
treats

I have been giving my dogs these treats (Waggin Train, Milo's kitchen, Canyon Creek) for about 2 
years until June 12, 2012. I only gave my dog the recommended amount, (i.e., 1 treat per day based 
on the size of my dog). Until recently, my dog didn't exhibit obvious signs to me that something was 
wrong with him. But about 2 months ago, May 7, 2012, my dog suddenly started having diarrhea and 
wasn't eating or drinking water. It went away after 3 or 4 days (I believe, only because he wasn't 
eating anything, not the treats or his dog food). About 2 weeks later, after he had resumed eating his 
dog food and these dog treats, the same thing happened again, but it was worse this time. This time 
he needed to go relieve himself due to the diarrhea, 5 times in one day. This bout of diarrhea again 
last 3-4 days. I stayed home with him and was going to take him to the vet if he didn't begin to feel 
better after 5 days. He did get better. By this time (right around Memorial Day), I had run out of treats 
and hadn't had the chance to buy more yet. I bought another bag of Waggin train chicken jerky 
treats on/around June 9, as I had done about every month to every month and a half for the past 2 
years. I began giving him a treat/day again, until June 12, 2012. On June 12, 2012, I received an 
email from a friend of mine (also a dog lover/owner). This email was a video clip from a local news 
program in Atlanta, GA regarding the death of dogs due to dog jerky treats manufactured in China. I 
quickly determined that I had been feeding these same treats to my dog and immediately threw out 
the relatively new bag of treats. I also came to your website and did further research. My research 
yielded many symptoms that I didn't associate with any one thing at the time, but now I have 
concluded that those symptoms were directly related to these dog treats that are made in China. 
The frequent urination, diarrhea, vomiting, some blood in his stool. My dog has experienced all of 
this. I am thankful and feel quite blessed that my dog has not suffered any more serious health 
problems as a result of these treats. I also feel guilty that I fed my dog treats that were harming him, 
although I wasn't aware. Warnings need to be placed on the packaging, or the treats should be 
recalled. At the very least, people should be made aware of what is going on. Many people still don't 
use the internet or read all their emails. If it weren't for a close dog lover friend of mine sending me 
the video and told me to view it, I can't help but wonder if the last part of my story would have turned 
out drastically different and upsetting. I now feed him either home made chicken jerky treats or treats 
that are truly all natural and made in America (TriPom Chews) and he is happy, healthy & thriving 
and I'm so thankful.

11.5 Years Havanese Dog 11 Pound

EON‐94675 7/14/2012 21:42 Iams proactive health 
minichunks

Diahrehia 7 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 100175 Pound

EON‐94666 7/14/2012 12:00 Milos chicken treats Dog began vomitting and had loose stools. She was not herself so I brought her to  
 on 5/5/12 and they ran some blood work and gave her a chest xray. The doctor put her 

on a strict diet of bland food and in a few days she felt better. At that time, I threw away the Milos 
dog treats because I had never given them to her before and thought it was a strong coincidence 
that she became ill soon after she had them. The doctor's bill was over $500.00 for the examination, 
testing and new food.

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐94665 7/14/2012 2:42 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

dog became very uncomfortable, vomitting, with bloody diarrhea. 5 Years Terrier - Tibetan Dog 26 Pound
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EON‐94662 7/13/2012 23:01 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

After giving my dog these chicken treats on Tuesday evening she was sick Wednesday and by 
Wednesday evening had developed into hemorrhagic gastritis. We spent the evening in a ER Vet, 
she is better after taking medications but is not well yet. The only thing new she had in her diet was 
these treats. I was asked by the Vet to report it because it's not the first time she had heard of this 
happening with these treats.

2 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 47 Pound

EON‐94660 7/13/2012 15:42 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Western Grill Assorted Dog 
Treats

Vomitting 9 Other Canine/dog Dog 60

EON‐94659 7/13/2012 14:27 Kirkland Super Premium 
Adult Dog Lamb Rice & 
Vegetables Formula

I started feeding a new bag of dog food the evening of 07/03/12. By the afternoon of 07/05/12 both 
dogs were refusing to eat and  was throwing up. That night  had diarreha and neither dog 
would eat in the morning. By 07/07/12 both had diarrhea and  continued throwing up. Neither 
would eat. On Monday I started feeding them small amounts of cooked burger and rice, at the 
recommendation of my vet clinic. (my vet was out of town) Got them both in to the vet on Tues 
morning. There was nothing different in their lives except the new bag of food. (they have eaten 
kirkland food for years) There was nothing they could have gotten into. Vet said that symptoms 
matched salmonella. She started them on a couple different meds, and gave me feeding 
instructions. She was also the one who pointed out that the food that I was feeding had been 
recalled in other parts of the country, though not in , for salmonella contamination.

5 Years Collie - Border Dog 45 Pound

EON‐94582 7/12/2012 22:42 Fred's Canine Cuisine Little 
Bites

I thought you all might want to know - there is something wrong with Fred's Brand dog food or 
something. My dog will eat most anything and doesn't have much problem eating.

Last week, i gave him a bowl of your $1 bag of Fred's dog food that I purchased from your , 
- all night he had gagging problems and those stopped. I watched him carefully and then his 

poop was unbelievable. It lasted two days.

He got better.( Then today, igave him Fred's Canine Cuisine Little Bites - I purchased a (what I 
thought was fresh bag) - 4 lbs. He wouldn't eat at first, but after a while - he was hungry, he tried it. 
With in minutes, he threw up/gagged and his poop is ugly and messy.

We are watching him closely right now but will not be feeding him EVER any more Fred's Brand 
products. That is twice and I am not interested in the third time.

The upc code is 84579 12163.

4 Years Bichon Frise Dog 8 Pound

EON‐94578 7/12/2012 14:36 Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast Since we started feeding these treats to our dog (2-4 a day), she has been wetting the bed a few 
times a day. We took her to the vet and, after her urine was testing, it was discovered that her 
kidneys are functioning at below 30%. I saw a posting that Waggin' Train Duck Breast treats were 
suspected of causing renal failure and I've seen other reports that Cadet treats have been linked to 
renal failure in dogs.

13 Years Harrier Dog 39 Pound
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EON‐94577 7/12/2012 14:27 Purina Pro Plan Urinary 
Tract Health Formula

I recently purchased Purina Pro Plan Urinary Tract for my cats, I have had my cats on the regular 
purina one for over a year but thought I should trade to this one because it had more nutritional 
value. My cat  ate a little of it and a few hrs later wasn't acting the same he was lethargic and 
sluggish, a day later her started to urinate blood. I thought that maybe he was getting a UTI after 
doing some research. He refused to touch the food after only trying it one time. My other cat  
also refused to eat it but finally ate it last night (07-11-12) later and within a few minutes threw it up. I 
decided to check the food because  has always been the one who isn't picky about his food. 
In the food I found dead and dried up maggots and nats. I quicky figured out why the cats were 
snubbing the food, I had to look very close to find them. I then decided to go through the 16lb bag of 
food and the further I dug the more I found. I immediately threw out the food, bowl and took the bag 
outsid for fear that theitr might be eggs in the food. I have also taken pictures. I sent an email late 
last night to Purina about this issue  is still having issues of being lethargic and cries when you 
pick him up. I am taking him to see a Vet today.  seems to be stable.

4 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 6 Pound

EON‐94565 7/12/2012 12:57 Dentley Natural Flavored 
Rawhide Bone

Sudden onset of severe gastroenteritis directly associated with the consumption of the product. Pet 
was febrile and anorexic and having tar like stools

2.5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12.5 Ounce

EON‐94558 7/12/2012 11:42 Waggin¿ Train and Canyon 
Creek Ranch jerky treats or 
tenders both produced by 
Nestle Purina PetCare Co

In March 2012  started urinating in the house, several times a day, drinking a lot of water and 
vomiting. On March 28, 2012, I came home to blood all over my house along with vomit. My dog, 

, walked up to me and urinated blood. I immediately picked her up and took her to the vet. She 
vomited all the way to the vet and urinated blood 3 more times within a half hour. They prescribed 
medicine (attached) and x-rays. Since that time she has stopped bleeding but is still urinating in the 
house and drinking a lot of water. I've attached the tests they have run on her. One showed liver 
disease and they are still doing blood work on her for kidneys.

12 Years Shih Tzu Dog 8.8 Pound

EON‐94555 7/12/2012 4:57 Covenia #8 and #15 Cat was given a Covenia injection #8 and #15 (uncertain of what this means) and started have 
uncontrolled tremors about every 45 seconds to a minute. They have subsided to about every five 
minutes, but still continue. The first day, the tremors were intense. The second day, they were less 
intense, but very noticeable and bothersome to the animal. Sleep interruption was noted.

12 Years American Shorthair Cat 14.31 Pound

EON‐94554 7/11/2012 23:27 Chewmasters Chicken strips Our dog has been given Chewmasters Chicken strip product (Costco) for many years, on average 
one strip feed per day. Just recently, she had developed her illness. She showed signs or 
Hypothyroidism, and low level Renal failure in April during an annual blood test/check-up. She was 
given Thyroid hormone pills to stabilize her levels. On follow up checks, she showed high levels of 
creatinine in her blood, high protein levels in her urine (tested for bladder infection, which came back 
negative). The levels did drop down, but then she began tired and rested. Her urination was normal, 
but then started to become finicky eater, not wanting her normal dog food. She was hospitalized for 
3 days, with IV hook-up to flush kidneys, again, she recovered her levels somewaht. When brought 
back home, she just worsened. She began to vomit, and have diarrhea, was unable to eat, only 
drinking water. on her last days, she only wanted water, and then she wasn't drinking at all. Our Vet: 

7.5 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 37 Pound
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EON‐94546 7/11/2012 21:15 Blue Buffalo Chicken and 
Brown Rice

We decided to switch our 9yr rotty/shepard mix to Blue Buffalo Chicken and Brown Rice because it 
is supposed to be natural. She did very well on her first bag of food. she had no problems at all. We 
decided to buy a second bag. After the 2nd day of food from the new bag she became seriously ill 
with watery, bloody diarrhea and vomiting, she had very high respirations and could hardly catch her 
breath at rest. The diarrhea continued for about a day and a half. I put her on a 24hr fast, then a 
bland diet. today (2 weeks later) she feels better and stools returning to normal. I did not think she 
was going to make it through the night. By the time her doctor's appt came she was feeling better 
but still had soft stools. I contacted Blue Buffalo and reported the incident. They told me that there 
had been no other complaints or recalls regarding this food. She told me to exchange the food for 
another bag(Blue Buffalo) with a different expiration date. I Exchanged the food for my previous 
brand of food and reported the incident to Pet Supplies Plus where I purchased the food. I will never 
buy another Blue Buffalo product.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 130 Pound

EON‐94523 7/10/2012 22:27 Kingdom chicken jerky She gradually became lisliss decreased eating increased drinking water. Her kidneys became tender 
go the touch. We had her hospitalized her blood pressure rose she was in pain, stopped eating and 
drinking
Her kidney began shutting down and she died within two days. She was poisened be chicken strips. 
Her body was attacked by the chemicals
On the chicken strips?

8 Years Terrier - Scottish Dog 24 Pound

EON‐94517 7/10/2012 17:15 Waggin tail and sometimes 
milo's

I noticed she was having daily diarrhea and she started turning her nose up when offered the treats. 
She has gone through bouts of itching and hair loss the vet said she has allergies. This all started 
with the chicken treats I bought for twenty dollars from stater brothers waggin tail

5 Years Chihuahua Dog 15 Pound

EON‐94516 7/10/2012 17:12 Booda Bones Really Big 
Wheat-Free Dog Chew 
(spearmint/peppermint)

Less than 24 hours after being given one Booda Bone, was acting lethargic, and then had 
diarrhea.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 85 Pound

EON‐94503 7/10/2012 14:51 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Treats

After eating Waggin Tails and Milo treat my dog developed early signs of Kidney failure symptoms 
showed up right after usuage... We stopped the treats immediately and everything is better now.... 
She used to eat Canyon Country yams Milo's jerky treat and waggin Tails jerky and yams....

2 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound

EON‐94501 7/10/2012 14:36 Diamond Senior 8+ Chicken 
Egg and Oatmeal.

 became very lethargic, ran a very high temperature and would not eat or drink as it progressed 
she had abdominal pain and diarrhea.

7 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 125 Pound

EON‐94500 7/10/2012 14:15 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats Chicken Jerky

6/14/12 - Owner brought in  for routine annual senior wellness bloodwork. Bloodwork came 
back with increased liver enzymes: ALP = 396 (10-150), ALT = 310 (5-107); also may have been 
mildly dehydrated as there were slight increases with: TP = 8.3, BUN = 50, Hgb = 19.1, & Hct = 55.1; 
6/28/12 - Owner returned to recheck an ear infection and reported that they had 2 weeks prior to 
bloodwork started giving  Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky. Owner was concerned after hearing of 
a possible problem with Chicken Jerky dog treats that were made in China.

9 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 28.6

EON‐94460 7/9/2012 21:06 Purina
Friskies Cat Food
Turkey & Giblets Dinner
Classic Pate'

While spooning out the cat food, I notice a small chunk of what appears to be turquoise colored 
plastic.
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EON‐94458 7/9/2012 16:30 Diamond Pet Food Naturals 
Chicken and Rice Formula 
No wheat No corn No soy

 for about two weeks her stool has been getting loose. About 3:15am on July 9th upstairs she 
could not hold in her stool and what a mess. I called  doctor and told them and we are waiting 
a couple of days unless she gets worse. We have never had this happen before but I read on 
Diamond Pet Food and now we are concerned.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 64 Pound

EON‐94445 7/9/2012 15:36 Waggin Train Big Blast 
Chicken Jerky Wrapped 
Pork Skin Twists with 
Chicken Liver Center

 was her normal self on Saturday (June 30, 2012). When we got up on Sunday morning 
), she wouldn't eat. Later that morning she started vomiting. She even vomited water! I 

called the vet first thing Monday morning ( ) and got her in. Vet thought at first it was 
pancreatitis. didn't get any better, so on , my vet asked me if she could xray 

. Xray showed that  was full of fluid. The vet got some of the fluid out and said it 
had blood mixed in and then the vet asked me if she could open up to see what was wrong. 
When she opened her up, the vet said  liver was copper colored and had slotches all over 
it and that her gall bladder was full of a black tar like substance. The vet asked me what kind of 
treats I had been feeding and where the treats were made. When I told her I had a bag of 
Waggin Train chicken wraps that were made in China - she said she couldn't be 100% sure, but she 
thinks that is what killed my dog. She (the vet) sent off some biopsies she took from my little dogs 
liver. We are waiting on the results.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐94443 7/9/2012 14:30 Hills Veterinary Prescription 
Diet i/d feline 
Gastrointestinal Health , Hills 
Veterinary Prescription Diet 
y/d Feline Thyroid Health

Indoor only cat began losing weight in 2006 (peak weight was 8 pounds). From 2004 to 2011 she 
exclusively ate premium Purina wet and dry food. In 2011 she weighed 5 pounds and was 
diagnosed as hyperthyroid. In March 2011 she was prescribed and began exclusively eating Hills 
Veterinary Prescription Diet i/d wet and dry food and was prescribed one 2.5 mg methimazole 
compounded tuna chewable a day for hyperthyroidism. Corn gluten is an ingedient in Hills i/d food. 
In March 2012 she began eating Hills dry y/d food in place of the Hills dry i/d food -- and continued to 
also eat the wet Hills i/d food. Her March 2012 weight was 5 pounds and her thyroid levels were 
reported to be 1.1 (normal range). On  she was weak and ill and was diagnosed in 
complete kidney failure, weighed 3.01 pounds and was very ill in a pre-coma. She passed away  

 Corn gluten is the first ingredient listed in Hills Veterinary Prescription diet dry y/d food. This 
cat was very well cared for at home and received reguluar veterinary care. Can the FDA please 
examine the corn gluten that is used in Hills cat food, and in other brands of pet food. In the last few 
days, this little cat would not eat any dry or wet food and just layed around her water bowl, weak and 
sick.

10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 3 Pound

EON‐94437 7/8/2012 16:36 Waggin'Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Softer stools began to occur during the first few days of ingesting Waggin Train chicken jerky 
tenders. Then stools became looser (diarrhea like) until my dog began to void very thin liquidy stools 
numerous times during the day on 7-1-12. The stools would blast out of him uncontrollably. He also 
vomited 4 times in a span of 3 hours and was extremely lethargic on 7-2-12 and was taken to the 
vet. He was given sodium chloride 0.9% 1000cc, Famotidine 20mg/2cc (injectable), Ondansetron 
(Zofran) injectable 2mg/cc, and Metronidazole (Flagyl) 500mg 30 tablets. The Waggin Train 
package had a net weight of 3.5 oz. My dog was given 2 ozs. over the span of a few days. We still 
have the original package with @ 1.5 ozs. left of the jerky.

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 110 Pound
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EON‐94434 7/7/2012 15:36 BIL-JAC LITTLE JACS 
SMALL DOG TRAINING 
TREATS AND BIL-JAC 
LITTLE GOOBERLICIOUS 
DOG TRAINING TREATS

WORMS, LARVE, NESTS, AND ADULT BUGS FOUND IN BIL-JAC LITTLE JACS [17 NOV 2013 
3141 Y 2] AND LITTLE GOOBERLICIOUS [16 AUG 2012 2250 X 2] AND [06 JAN 2014 0052 W 2] 
TREATS. THREE DOGS WHO RECENTLY BECAME ILL WITH POSSIBLE 
COMPLICATIONS/HINDERANCE FROM TREATS TO GET WELL. ONCE TREATS STOPPED, 
DOGS IMPROVED. ISSUE WITH TREATS NOT DISCOVERED UNTIL APPROX. 1 1/2 WEEKS 
AFTER INITIAL ILLNESS. UNKNOWINGLY, HAD BEEN FEEDING INFECTED TREATS TO 
DOGS.

EON‐94432 7/7/2012 12:54 Waggin Train chicken jerky 
treats

I gave my American Eskimo and my Doberman Waggin Train chicken jerky treats I had purchased 
from Sams club. Within hours of receiving the treats both animals became listless and began have 
massive diarrhea with bright red blood in it. They both had to be treated for the diarrhea and it was 
only after talking to friends about how sick my dogs were and they asked me if I had given them 
anything did I find out about the treats causing many animals to become sick and die from renal 
failure etc. I am thankful my 2 had an immediate reaction and I had not been giving them the treats 
for weeks. I returned the product to Sams and printed off information about the problems they were 
causing and showed the info to the customer service rep at Sams who said she would notify mgmt. 
My 2 dogs are long dead from cancer..both died within 3 mos of each other and I wonder what other 
products may have caused problems with them to die so suddenly and within months of each other. 
There really needs to be something done about treats being manufactured in China and if you can't 
stop them from being sold, then at least make them come with a warning on their label. These pets 
are part of our family and should be protected. And btw, Sams still carries waggin train and are 
causing other animals to become sick and die. Guess all that matters is bottom line to them which is 
why I no longer buy any dog products from them or Walmart. PLEASE consider banning these 
products or at least make them have a warning label. Thank you!

11 Years Dobermann Dog 70 Pound

EON‐94429 7/7/2012 7:45 Solid Gold Sun Dancer Dogs are exhibiting salmonella exposure with diarrhea, bloody stools, mucous in stools, lethargic. 3 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐94426 7/6/2012 21:15 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats: Chicken Jerky

Dog is consistently offered dry food and clean water along with a variety of "treats" including rawhide 
chews, Milk Bones, Beggin' Strips, and Milo's Chicken Jerky. With no obvious change in 
diet/exposure, dog had bloody diarrhea inside house overnight. Dog showed lethargy and 
progressed to not eating within 24 hours along with frequent (every 2-3 hours) diarrhea and 
infrequent (once or twice) vomiting. Dog regained energy and began eating again approximately 24 
hours later. Chicken Jerky was given as a treat to entice dog to eat - no other treats were given but 
dry dog food was offered. Diarrhea persisted. 48 hours after first symptoms inside soiling happened 
again and dog vomited, progressing rapidly to not eating and extreme lethargy. Took dog to vet -- no 
parasites in stool and no fever. Given broad spectrum antibiotic (orally) and put on diet of rice and 
bland wet dog food; no other treatment given. Dog regained energy within 2-4 hours of vet visit and 
began eating. Diarrhea resolved completely within 48 hours after vet visit. No more chicken jerky 
has been given (all other treats and food have) and symptoms have not recurred.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐94412 7/6/2012 14:00 Waggin'Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Purchased a container (plastic bag) of Waggin' Train "Wholesome" Chicken Jerky Tenders, Lot # 
P1CA3568A, BBD of 061612 (and this was prior to that date), and found an unidentified object in 
one of the tenders. Ut was a 16 oz (453g) bag with a product code of 8 07020 44416 2. 
Manufactured for & distribed by Waggin'Train, LLC. of Anderson, South Carolina 29623.

They claim to be passionate about dogs, but they failed to respond to my complaint about this issue. 
I emailed them at www.waggintrainbrand.com right after I found this object. This was prior to my 
learning that this was a repeated offense by them, and that animals were dying due to this. 

The object appears to be a black and tan piece of matter, about 1/4th of an inch long and 1/8th of an 
inch wide. I have photographs of this object saved, and still have the actual treat and bag it was in.

EON‐94393 7/6/2012 11:00 Canyon Creek Chicken 
Tenders Dog Treats

experienced increased urination and thirst. I took him to the vet after seeing his increased 
thirst and after his being unable to control his bladder, even though he was a housebroken dog. The 
vet ran a series of tests to determine if he had diabetes, cushings disease and/or urinary tract 
infections. He also ran ultrasounds All tests proved negative. He ultimately had surgery on a cyst 
which the vet thought may have been causing the problem but it turned out not to be the case. While 
undergoing the testing and many trips to the vet I had noticed someone placed a little handwritten 
notice on the bulletin board at the vet's office about chicken jerky treats being dangerous to pets. I 
had not heard of any other recall notice or warnings about the treats and offered two or three to each 
of my dogs each day. I shopped at PetCo and PetSmart on a biweekly basis, and no warning was 
ever issued, although at PetSmart the tenders were always out of stock. I thought they were popular -
not a health hazard to my beloved pet and had to look for alternative treats. It was upon doing this 
that I noticed my pet no longer had any sign of problem. I hope other families and dogs don't have to 
go through this. Something should be done. These treats cost almost $30 per 30 oz bag, and I don't 
believe they are safe. Furthermore, I know they were the cause of my dog's problems. Thousands of 
dollars later, I know the reason. How many dogs must lose their lives before something is done 
about this?

6 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐94371 7/5/2012 16:00 Purina Friskies Meaty Bits 
Variety Pack
Chicken Dinner in Gravy
With Beef In Gravy
Gourmet Grill

Our male cat got diarrhea and was in and out of the litter box and at times would just go and sit in 
the litter box. He has never done this before. Then he vomited, this being all in the same day. We 
had feed him cat food the night before but had started using the Meaty Bits with Beef in Gravy. We 
had been using the chicken dinner. His vomit was not like his normal hair ball or when he eats to fast 
and I can still see whole cat food in his vomit. Sorry for being so descriptive. His vomit was had 
substance to it but was watery as well and smell really bad. I figured he had got into something 
outside and or a combination of the heat. The next day he was better and we feed him same catfood 
the next night. We skipped the morning feeding just because we knew he hadn't been feeling well on 
his stomach so we stuck to his dry food. Once again he got sick just like before. We waited a few 
days and decided to use the Gourmet Grill blend. This time my female cat got sick same way my 
male cat did. They had not been outside since the first episode started. My cats do how hairballls 
often and do eat their food to fast and vomit up full pieces of cat food. But this was not either of 
these. They never get diarrhea.

14 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐94360 7/5/2012 13:54 Meow Mix Tender Favorites 
Wet Food

I have used meow mix products for YEARS. My cat is 6 years old, she eats the meow mix dry food 
and wet food. The cat I had before her was 15 and she used the same as long as I can remember. I 
have always loved meow mix because I felt I could trust the food that was made by Meow Mix. 
Today I found a bone in my cats wet food. It was 1.5 inches long and it was very sharp on one end. 
It was about half and inch wide. If my cat tried to eat this, it would have tore her insides up! I am so 
disgusted and appaulled with Meow Mix. I am informing all my fellow cat lovers out there to 
discontinue Meow Mix use immediately. My local store will also be contacted as well. I will be doing 
whatever I can to make sure something is done because our animals are our pets but they are our 
family as well! We would never allow a bone to be found in our food, so why would it be okay for your 
animals??

EON‐94356 7/5/2012 13:24 Fancy Feast Tender Beef 
Feast Classic Gourmet Cat 
Food

This has now happened twice with this same type of food, which is what is prompting me to report it. 
My cat has been eating Fancy Feast for years (the same flavors) and has never had a problem. 
Since I purchase the food regularly, I utilize Amazon's "subscribe & save" program, where they send 
regular shipments. I received a new shipment of "Tender Beef Feast" a couple days ago, and gave 
my cat a can from the new shipment this morning. He ate some, and within the hour he started to 
vomit violently. He threw up three times. Granted, cats are known to throw up from time to time, so I 
gave it the benefit of the doubt. A few hours later, he went back and had a little more food. Again, 
within an hour he was throwing up again (twice this time). The exact same thing happened once 
before (again with the Tender Beef Feast) 2-3 months ago (end of April). I'm concerned that there 
might be a problem with this food. My cat has been eating this food for years and has NEVER had a 
problem until now.

I reported the problem to both Amazon and to Purina. I searched online and found some similar 
reports / postings -- i.e. people reporting their cats throwing up after eating Fancy Feast beef food 
(but only the beef)....but I have not seen any specific recalls for Fancy Feast.

10 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 18 Pound
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EON‐94347 7/5/2012 11:09 Beneful Healthy Weight I purchased new bag of Beneful Healthy Weight and began feeding 5 of my 6 dogs. The sixth eats 
Royal Canin. The first day of feeding was strange because none of the 5 dogs finished their usual 1 
cup of dog food. The following day, they also left food in the bowls which was strange. The 3rd day 
of feeding Beneful Healthy Weight was the same but all 5 were seen eating grass in my fenced-in 
backyard. I don't use any pesticides, fertilizers or any other chemicals in the backyard so I wasn't 
concerned about the grass but began to be concerned because I had never seen all 5 eating grass 
before this day. In fact, I can't remember the last time any of them did this. The dogs were belching 
and experiencing gas during that evening. The 4th day was when  began vomiting. By 
midafternoon, the other 4 dogs also vomited once or twice. The vomit was foamy on top with a thick 
liquid underneath that was bloody.  vomited 7-8 times and showed signs of pain and distress. I 
rushed him to the animal hospital at midnight. He was admitted for 4 days and treated for acute 
pancreatitis. The blood panel indicated that his liver had experienced a toxin but the enzyme counts 
did not support a diabetic related issue. The doctors said that they would expect an enzyme level 
near 6,600 for a diabetic related pancreatic condition but his count was 3,300. Based on the vomit I 
had collected, his level of dehydration, his general conditions over those 4 days and the results of 
his blood work, they indicated that he had consumed a toxin. 

I began searching the web to see if anyone else was experiencing the same symptoms and found 
over a 100 reports of dogs eating Beneful brands ( all kinds under this name) who had experienced 
the exact same type of vomiting with blood and foam. Those who had their pets examined all 
indicated a pancreatic-like condition. More than half died.

5 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 23 Pound

EON‐94344 7/4/2012 16:39 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders were supposed to be pulled from shelves months ago, but I just 
purchased a bag from the walmart in  on . Here's the link to the article:

http://vitals.msnbc.msn.com/_news/2012/03/13/10657635-3-big-brands-may-be-tied-to-chicken-jerky-
illness-in-dogs-fda-records-show?lite

I just adopted a puppy 2 months ago, and purchased this treat thinking it would be a nice new thing 
for her. Luckily I saw this article before I gave her too many.

EON‐94343 7/4/2012 8:36 Cadet Gourmet Duke Breast Ingested Cadet Gourmet Duke Breast treats 6/18. episode of vomiting 18th and 19th, tremors 6/19 3.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 62.8 Pound

EON‐94335 7/3/2012 20:30 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

We boarded our lab during a family vacation. The kennel we use is the only kennel he has ever 
been boarded at. This is the 6th time we have boareded and have had no prior incidents of any 
illness whatsoever. The only difference this time is that we baought a package of Waggin Train 
chicken jerky treats to be given during the stay. 2 days prior to our return the kennel called to notify 
us of loose, bloody stool. This continued on our return. We have since taken  to the vet who 
is concerned but cannot cite a specific cause. The vet gave me an article describing all the issues 
with jerky treats that I was unaware of prior to the purchase of the Waggin Train product.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐94330 7/3/2012 15:15 Waggin Wheel Chicken 
Jerky Treats

Back in October our dog was given Waggin Train Chicken Jerky treats and got severely sick. He 
was taken to the animal ER and vet on several occasions and they could not figure out what was 
wrong with him. We thought he was going to die. After weeks of him suffering with stomach pain, 
vomiting, not eating or sleeping he finally did improve. Then a few days ago he was given the same 
jerky treat by my husband and immediately got sick with the same symptoms the very next day. After 
reading on line several complaints about these treats I believe that he has gotten sick and suffered 
simply from eating a dog treat. We have spent thousands of dollars to get him well the first time only 
to have him get sick again. Something needs to be done about this before more animals suffer and 
die from this so called "healthy" treats.

4 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 11 Pound

EON‐94329 7/3/2012 15:09 Dogswell
Happy Hip
Chicken Breast
Glucosamine & Chondroitin

Dog vomited about 6 hours after giving him a Happy Hips treat, he had diarrhea, would not eat, and 
drank excessive amounts of water. The dog was also very lethargic, these symptoms lasted 
approximately 24 hours.

10.5 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐94305 7/3/2012 0:36 Royal Canin Veterinary Diet 
Urinary SO Feline

No medication, but he was on the Royal Canin Veterinary Diet Urinary SO 33 for years with no 
problems, then he got sick with the latest bag. He has vomited a lot. I did not think it could be the cat 
food at first because it is so expensive and I had been giving it to him for years. He kept a looking at 
me and trotting into where his food bowl was and I just kept thinking "What's wrong? You still have 
food?". So, after many vet visits over the next few months, I decided to surf "Royal Canin is making 
my cat sick" and found a consumers affairs website with several recent complaints and then I felt 
terrible for not believing my gut instinct from my cat that there was something wrong with the food. 
He has been put on intravenous support since so dehydrated from the vomiting.

11 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐94304 7/2/2012 21:51 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

became very sick after eating Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders purchase 
from Costco. He started vominitting, refused to eat, drank much more water than usual, frequent 
urination and lethargy.

9 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 17 Pound

EON‐94290 7/2/2012 15:36 Milo's Kitchen Chicken 
Strips

Seizures began after eating treats. Mild seizures and loss of ability to stand or walk for periods of 
time. No health issues priod. Seizures have stopped since we discontinued giving our dog the Milo's 
Kitchen Chicken Strips.

2 Years Retriever - 
Chesapeake Bay

Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐94281 7/1/2012 14:15 Natural Balance Ocean Fish After being sold a can of pet food that I didn't notice was expired by 2 years, I fed it to my pet and his 
health changed over night from excellent to lethargic. He then developed a fever so we took him to 
an emergency clinic ) where they noticed tenderness of the kidneys, the fever and 
dehydration. After giving him something to reduce the fever and fluids we took  home and he 
seemed to be recovering, but we still took him to our regular vet the next morning just to make sure 
everything was ok. The vet ran some blood work that showed his kidneys were a bit off from the 
infection but nothing that was life threatening and easily fixed with antibiotics. After a few days (June 
29th 2012) we took him back to the vet because the fever had returned and he was not eating and 
was losing weight rapidly. After being given a new antibiotic we took  back home where he 
seemed to have no energy at all and could not support weight on his back legs. That is when we 
learned of the recall on the Natural Balance Ocean Fish for Melamine contamination and gave him 
the medication as indicated. The next day I woke up to him laying in his own urine so I attempted to 
give him a bath to clean off the urine and he began to have what seemed like short convulsions and 
began salivating heavily from his mouth. I took him to the vet right after that and the doctor did blood 
work relieving his kidneys, liver, and bladder were failing. All his symptoms were lethargic, loss of 
appetite, constant drinking, dehydration, weakness through out the body and tenderness in the 
kidneys. The vet felt he was in a lot of pain so we decided to euthanize so he did not have to suffer 
anymore. 

Natural Balance is a company that advertises its food as something design for the pets over all 
health but they buy ingredients from China containing Melamine just to save a few bucks at the 
expense of the animals life.  was not just my cat but my best friend for the past 18 years, the 
amount of pain I am in right now is unbearable and its all thanks to the Natural Balance company.

17 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐94268 6/30/2012 18:21 Purina Fancy Feast Classic 
Chicken Feast

Have been feeding two indoor cats Fancy Feast Classic Chicken wet cat food for at least a year. 
One cat ( ) developed symptoms of lethargy, vomiting and stopped eating completely. Required 
vet visit which cost $175. Required antibiotic, anti nausea vaccine, special wet food diet. After this 
cat visited the vet, the other cat walked away from the food bowl and would not eat it on several 
occasions. Both cats started walking away from the food without even trying it which is highly 
unusual. I opened a can from a box i purchased at a different time and the cats began to eat it. I am 
of the opinion that something is wrong with a certain batch of this wet classic chicken flavored 
canned food. It is the weekend, and i sent an e mail to the manufacturer, purina.

1 Years Ragdoll Cat 6 Pound
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EON‐94267 6/30/2012 13:30 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Chicken Breast Hip & Join 
with Glucosamine and 
Chondroitin Sulfate Flavored 
with Ginger Root & Alfalfa 
Extracts For Adult Dogs 
Only

I was running out of Happy Hips, and purchased Canyon Creek Ranch chicken strips for hip & joint 
with glucosamine and chondroitin sulfate at Petsmart on June 11. I didn't start feeding the dog this 
product until later in the week. I didn't make the connection with this product until she had 
experienced two days of loose bowel movements, which I attributed to having given her Meloxicam 
twice within a 24-hour period on June 15 (at 6 a.m. and 7 p.m.). My son came home for lunch on 
June 18 and called me to say that our dog had diarrhea, which he partially cleaned up. When I got 
home, she had relieved herself on her bed and several spots in the house. This is very unusual, 
even though she's an older dog. The feces were the consistency of yogurt. I didn't give her 
Meloxicam that evening because I thought her system was reacting to the double dose of 
Meloxicam. I did give her chicken strips that evening. Overnight, she had two accidents in the 
house. During the day on June 19, she also relieved herself in the house, despite being let out at 
midday. I decided that it might be the chicken strips, since that was the only new food I had 
introduced since she started getting sick. She woke me up four times in early morning on June 20. I 
called my vet's office and described her symptoms. The diarrhea had worsened but there didn't 
appear to be any blood or dark stools. She also was eating fairly well. I took a stool sample in that 
morning. On the morning of June 21, , my vet, called to tell me that the test results 
came back negative for parasites. She suggested some dietary changes and prescribed Diawin to 
give her for three days. Since she didn't appear to be listless and had an appetite, she 
recommended that we wait to do further tests. I started the medication on Thursday evening and 
finished it Sunday morning (dosage was every 12 hours). The dog seemed to at least be able to 
control her urge to squat on Friday, June 22. Overnight, though, she had very watery diarrhea and 
soiled much of my carpet upstairs. I kept her downstairs where it's easier to clean up (wood floor) 
and steam-cleaned the carpet. She continued to have accidents over the weekend (June 23-24) and 
through midday on June 25. I dropped off another stool sample at my vet's office the morning of 
June 25. Later that evening, though, she had no further accidents and didn't have the constant 
discharge she had for the prior 2-3 days. She appeared to be back to normal by Tuesday, but 
continued to have loose stools. She had an accident in the house on Thursday, June 28, but seems 
to feel normal. PLEASE NOTE: My vet had a stool sample tested and consulted with me on the 
phone. She didn't, however, examine my dog.

13 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐94262 6/29/2012 18:15 Waggin'train wholesome 
chicken jerky tenders

 had diarrhea that got worse. I took him to the vet. They asked what type of food/treats we 
were giving him. I told them chicken jerky strips. They said it was probably the jerky strips and to 
stop feeding them to him. They were unable to take a stool sample as he had no solid feces. They 
prescribed antibiotics. If he does not improve within the next few days I will take him back for blood 
tests.

12 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 66 Pound

EON‐94254 6/29/2012 2:45 Ol roy Kibbles and chunks After eating from a new bag of Ol roy dog food purchased at Walmart in , my dog 
developed sudden Kidney failure and died in little over a week. My two other dogs are now 
experiencing Kidney failure and I will have to put these pets down as there is no cure for kidney 
failure. I am just heart sick over this sudden loss!

10 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 17 Pound
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EON‐94237 6/28/2012 15:30 Natural Balance Sweet 
Potato & Bison Dog

Bloody diarrhea, anorexia 2 Years Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog 11.2 Pound

EON‐94223 6/27/2012 18:54 Waggin Train chicken jerky 
tenders

The pet has been throwing up for 2 days after eating the jerky treats. He was taken to the vet and 
given two shots alleviate the nausea/ stomach upset

4 Years Weimaraner Dog 87 Pound

We lost our dog , . However, we did not know the reason she died until I saw a 
news story, on Channel 4  in March 2012. I would have never bought these treats if I would 

have been aware of the warning. They shouldn't be on store shelves. I thought they were okay 
because they are on our store shelves.

I had actually contacted Del Monte before she died asking if something was wrong with the product. 
They told me several things can made a dog sick and never revealed they already had hundreds of 

complaints. I had no idea and we didn't make the connection until I saw the news story several 
months later.

 ate Milo's treats in late September/Early October 2011. She died 
I contacted Del Monte twice in October 2011 asking them to check the treats. I thought something 
was wrong. They responded once telling me "Several things can make a dog sick like her food." I 
contacted them again explaining she was on "Nature's Recipe" also made by their company. Del 

Monte never replied to my second email. We did not know the reason she died. She started to drink 
more water after eating the treats. That is why I questioned them. Her appetite decreased and she 

had a couple "accidents" in our home. We took her to the vet. They treated her as if it was a Urinary 
Tract Infection. A few weeks later she died in my arms in our living room. We had no idea the treats 
were under investigation until I saw a news story, on Channel 4 , in March 2012. I would have 

never bought these if I had known but honestly they shouldn't be on store shelves. I thought they 
were okay because they are on our store shelves.

After seeing the news story in March I contacted Del Monte. Basically, they do not believe me. Said I 
seemed satisfied with their response back in October and claimed they tried calling me. They did not 
call my house. They did not respond to my second email. I trusted them. I have since made several 
complaints to their "consumers affairs" dept. I am finally contacting you because I was hoping this 

company would do the right thing and voluntarily recall the product. I am fed up and I am very upset 
the public sees a product on the shelf believing it is safe. This is wrong.

I asked Del Monte why they are not making the treats in the USA and not using chickens from the 
USA? Their answer? "The United States doesn't have enough chickens." Just unbelievable. 

Filling out this questionaire you ask if a Vet was consulted. Yes, but we did not have the reason of 
our visit being the treats. I did not know they were being investigated. So, I am answering the 

question as Unknown. We did not have accurate information to give our Vet. So, it was treated as a 
UTI.

EON‐94253 6/28/2012 21:45 Milo's Homestyle Chicken 
Jerky Treats

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound
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EON‐94222 6/27/2012 17:30 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky Dog had been fed approximately 1 to 2 chicken jerky strips per day for 2 or 3 days. sarted 
having severe diarrhea. Her stools were completely liquid explosive stools. She had increased thirst 
and urination. Both dogs had the same symptoms. Becasue I had previously purchased thsi product, 
I thought perhaps my pets, despite being house dogs, had eaten some cat or possum feces in the 
backyard. I gave  some Metronidazole, thinking she had perhaps contracted giardia. I also 
stopped giving her any more dog treats and supplemented her food with some rice and plain yogurt. 
Symptoms resolved after approx. three days. Because I had purchased this product before, I was 
reticent to blame the chicken jerky treats. Therefore, I again resumed feeding the treats to my two 
labs this past weekend (June 24/2012). Last night,  woke me up. She never defecates inside 
the house, but she again has come down with severe diarrhae. I noticed her bowel movement 
yesterday had been very small in size compared to usual. The amount of diarrhae last night was 
HUGE: likely two cups of pudding-consistency feces in the house. I emailed Milo's Kitchen (Del 
Monte) this morning and they phoned me back requesting I ship them any remaining product for 
analysis. My refernce number with them is # .

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐94221 6/27/2012 15:48 HARTZ Oinkies Original Pig 
Skin Twists

After ingesting the Hartz Pig Skin Twists, my dog Yoda vomited bright yellow liquid. 4 Years Chihuahua Dog 15 Pound

EON‐94219 6/27/2012 15:39 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight Dog Kibble

We purchased a new bag of Purina Beneful Healthy Weight, the same food we have fed our dogs 
for the past two years. Over the next week,  began throwing up every time he ate kibble and 
having diarrhea. He also became lethargic and started sleeping all the time. Our other dog  
ate the food once, threw it up and then refused to eat it again. Doing research online, there are 
numerous reports of people having similar issues with recent bags of Beneful food. We stopped 
feeding  Beneful and he has stopped vomiting and having diarrhea. He also is starting to 
regain his vigor.

3 Unknown Dog 30 Pound

EON‐94176 6/27/2012 1:54 Wellness Healthy 
Indulgence
Turkey and Chicken Recipe, 
Wellness Healthy 
Indulgence
Chicken and Chicken Liver 
Recipe

eats Wellness brand pouch food. I always purchase this food at Petsmart retail locations. 
Recently I purchased the same brand of food from Petsmart.com The food was received on 
XXJun2012. I began feeding  from this new food. She was hesitant to eat it (first warning 
sign) but eventually did eat some. She was subsequently fed this batch of food for 2 more meals. 
After eating these meals she back to exhibit lethargy as well as began to suffer from diarrhea. I has 
since stopped feeding her this food and have prepared home cooked for her so that she could get 
over whatever has caused her issues. After removing her from the mail ordered food she began to 
show some more energy but is still suffering from intermittent diarrhea (she normally does not have 
this issue. The only change to her food was the purchase source so I have to wonder if it was a bad 
batch, if it was stored improperly before shipping, or if was somehow corrupted during shipping (left 
in heat too long, etc.).

17.5 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 5.3 Pound

EON‐94171 6/26/2012 18:33 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

After feeding Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders product to  for 3 weeks she 
began to have loose bowel movements which included blood and mucus. She would receive 2-3 
pieces every other day. Her stool sample is currently being analyzed at the vet

5 Years Rottweiler Dog 79 Pound
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EON‐94097 6/26/2012 12:30 Waggin' Train Pbj Dog 
Treats , Waggin' Train Apple 
& Chicken Wraps Dog 
Treats

I bought Waggin Train brand apple and chicken wraps and the PBJ. This is what I sent to the 
manufacturer but it describes EXACTLY what happened.

Hello. I have recently purchased your PBJ product and apple chiken wraps. Both times my dog has 
vomited them up and remained sick all day. All she wants to do is drink water and crap in the back 
yard. Ive fed my dog every treat in the store and I though your treats looked good. My dog has never 
gotten sick before and is the picture of health. I had given her ONE treat. At first I thought she might 
be eating them to fast so I broke them into halves and gave them to her. Same results. Vomiting and 
diarrhea. The symptoms went away after a day of not feeding her these snacks. Your product made 
my dog sick and I noticed MANY other similar complaints. You say your product is good for dogs but 
for one second look at what is happening and try to find out what the exact reason for this problem 
is! Try making you product in the USA. Its companies like your that are the reason why people 
dislike corporations so much. I have never dealt with such an illness ever in my 30 years of dealing 
with animals. And the moment my poor beloved Boston Terrier ate your snack she became violently 
ill. I will never buy ANY of your products again. Human or animal. Sorry if I am coming across as 
rude but my dog is my LIFE and is a member of this family! I hold companies to high standards and 
would feed my dog the same qualityu I would feed my son! Same on waggin train!

2 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 20 Pound

EON‐94093 6/26/2012 0:03 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Natural Chicken Tenders

I gave the dog a canyon creek jerky treat Saturday night. Sunday morning he had thrown most of it 
up. Then he started with diarrhea. Fed in bland diet for breakfast. By the afternoon he was having 
bloody diarrhea and continuing to vomit. Gave him sucrulafate for an upset tummy, again fed a 
bland diet. By Monday am he was still vomiting, not interested in eating and pooping out straight 
blood that looked like it had raspberry type gel like mucous. Took him to the vet where he got IV 
fluids and a cerenea injection.`

8 Years Chihuahua Dog 4 Pound
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EON‐94091 6/25/2012 23:00 Various formulas of Blue 
Buffalo dry dog food.

Around February I swithched the dogs I buy food for to Blue Buffalo dry dog food. 3 of the dogs live 
with me, the forth lives with my partner.  my partners dog, was fed only the chicken formula, the 
other dogs had the formula varied, but never ate the chicken formula as one of my dogs is allergic to 
chicken. A couple of months ago , a Border Collie mix, developed cellulitous in her hind legs. 
The left legs was by far the worse, but both legs were effected. I had the vet perform all kinds of test 
including an ultrasound. No cause could be identified.  has been taking both prednisone and a 
water pill since that time to slow down the progression of the swelling that was taking place, but it 
was being only moderately successful. There was not a place to list the age of both dogs above. 

 is 13.

About a month ago, , an 11 1/2 Y.O. lab mix started being fussy with his food. Shortly after 
that I noticed that he was having severe diarrhea. I took him to the vet. An ultrasound and blood 
work were done and it showed that his liver levels were literally off of the chart. Again, no cause 
could be immediately found. The vet was recommending exploratory surgery. In the mean time, I 
decided to feed him the food he had been on previously to see if he would be more interested in 
eating that. Within just a few days his appetite returned and he was acting like he was feeling better. 
I had the blood work repeated and while his liver levels were still high, they had dropped 
significantly. The only thing that changed during that time was the food he was eating.

After s turn around, I switched  back to the brand of food she had been eating previously. 
Her right back leg has returned to normal and the left back leg has dramatically gone down. Again, 
the only thing that was being done differently was the change in food.

My other two dogs did not show any outward signs of any problems on the food. One is 9 and the 
other is 13.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐94089 6/25/2012 19:30 canyon creek ranch chicken 
stix (chicken & rawhide 
chew)

I purchased a bag of canyon creek ranch "chicken six" from the  pet-smart store. I feed 
my dog three of this chicken & rawhide chews in a period of three days ( thurs,fri,sat) saturday 
afternoon my dog started acting weird. 1. his energy level dropped, he did not wanted to play or do 
anything, his breath started smelling really bad, saliva started to come out of his mouth ( that never 
happened before) and he just just looked weak and sick. when I say "he" im refering to my puppy 

. this morning (06/25/2012) I have to rush him to the vet because he wouldnt even move from 
his bed, after blood and urine testing the vet told me he has kidney and liver problems. now my 8th 
month puppy is fighing for his life at the "our pet's vet urgent care" facility because of this product. i 
do not understand how this product is still sitting on the shelves of pets store such as pet-smart and 
petco. today i spend $1063.00 dls just to get him all the exams so i could know whats wrong with 
him. if my dog dies because of this products i will file a lawsuit against all the involved parties.

8 Months Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 24 Pound
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EON‐94087 6/25/2012 16:39 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Tasty and Delicious Chicken 
and Apples

I gave my dogs Canyon Creek Chicken wrapped apple treats. My dog became violently ill with in 2 
days of giving him the treat. I took him to the vet 4 straight days in a row and every day he was 
getting worse. My dog was diagnosed with a fever, diharrea, vomiting, and what we originally 
thought was a GI issue.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

3-12-12 I had bought 5 bags of Waggin Train chik'n Biscuits from our local Wal Mart. I noticed the 
edges of the biscuits appeared a little "browned on the edges" but thinking it happened in the 

cooking process, it was not enough to raise any concerns. My dogs eventually completed that bag 
and I had begun to notice that their stools were loose. Also, my girl was a little more clingy than 

normal and my boy had gotten a sore on his chin. I went on thinking I would keep an eye on them 
and hope it would pass. I went to break up the next bag for them to eat and this black powder 

exploded in the bag after the first hit with a meat tenderizer. I looked at the rest of the bags and they 
were all in varing conditions of the same. (all from the same lot #/upc: 8 07020 99506 0). I called 

Waggin train thinking that they would have already gotten complaints from this "lot" and might know 
what is going on. (I also called PETA to see what I should do but they never returned my calls). The 
company said that they would send out a postage prepaid envelope for me to send the treats back 

to them for testing and that I should take the dogs to the Vet to be checked. She said their insurance 
company would take it from there.

Took the dogs to the Vet and she checked their stools and did not find any parasites. She gave me 
antibiotics, and anti-diarhea medications for both dogs. She said she could test the treats but it 
would be expensive. I do not have that kind of money and could only afford to get them treated. 

Slowly, they improved after 2 weeks. Their insurance company rejected the claim as they said it was 
black sand (as per only a visual inspection) and that my dogs may have eaten something in the yard.

My dogs have been feeling and acting better since I have gotten them totally away from ALL of this 
companies products. I had no idea that they had such a horrible track record until this event led me 

to google them. Why they are still allowed to sell ANY dog treats in the US amazes me. I have talk to 
so many vets and pet owners since this event and all of them had stories of the jerky getting stuck in 
dogs intestines and such. Their insurance company is arrogant and led me to believe that they are 

untouchable. When I told them all I was asking was for the $101.16 the Vet visit cost and that I 
would sue for it if need be, because even the company thought it was worth me taking them to the 

Vet. They just told me to go ahead and that many have tried and they got them all squashed. I wrote 
the company and told them that they are getting their monies worth with this company, but are losing 
a hell of a lot more by losing a customer. Again, I don't know why these people are allowed to poison 
our animals without any recourse. If you go to their website, they advertise about how important the 

health of our animals are and how high of a quality their product is. I saved some of their treats if you 
need them and hope you can help me get this poison off the shelves.

Pound15DogCoton de TuléarYears7Waggin Train Chik'nBiscuits6/25/2012 17:30EON‐94088
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EON‐94086 6/25/2012 15:39 Canyon Creek Ranch brand 
Yam Good Chicken Fillet 
Wrapped Yams

My dog got horrible diarrhea that persisted about 2 days following giving him 1 or 2 Canyon Creek 
Ranch brand Yam Good Chicken Fillet Wrapped Yams. After he got better, and a couple weeks 
later, I tried another one of the same treats (since I wasn't sure what had caused the diarrhea the 
first time.) He developed diarrhea again within a few hours of eating the treat. Again, this cleared up 
again after a day or so of just giving him rice/boiled chicken and water.

10 Months Other Canine/dog Dog 65 Pound

EON‐94085 6/25/2012 15:00 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky I usually give the dog and evening treat of Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky every evening. I opened a 
new package on 6/20/2012 and gave the dog 1 1/2 chicken jerky strips about 8:00 p.m. she had 
diarrhea during the night. The next night (6/21/2012) not realizing it might be the Chicken Jerky I 
gave her another 1 1/2 strips and she again had diarrhea during the night and 7 times during the day 
they all had bowel movements were very loose with mucous and blood in them. I called a Vet who 
advised me to keep her without food for 24 hours and introduce her food again on 6/23/2010. On 
6/24/2012 her stool was very soft but formed withut noticeable blood.
As I am very strict about what is given to my dog to eat and the only new thing in her diet was the 
Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky I feel it was caused by the Chicken Jerky. My dog does not swim in any 
lakes, pools or ponds and not does she visit any dog parks.

11 Retriever - Labrador Dog 60

EON‐94083 6/25/2012 13:09 Nature' Own Dog Chews 
Bully Stick Bites

I found a metal hook imbedded in a Bully Stick Bite. The metal hook, I have been told, is used to 
hang the bully sticks vertically to dry. I have pictures of the product.
The company is Nature's Own Dog Chews imported by FHP, Toronto, Ontario M6A 2S7
Product of Brazil
UPC 6 27843046752
Lot # 8311R2 Best before 03/2013

EON‐94077 6/25/2012 11:09 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders 
Chicken Dog Treats

In the morning, our dog,  had thrown up and had diarreah all over the laundry room. He was 
also bleeding from his anus. We took him to the vet right away. Our vet had a warning at the front 
desk about the chicken jerky dog treats that we had been feeding him. The symptoms were exactly 
as the warning indicated. Thankfully we took him to the vet in time for them to run tests and put him 
on medication, as this could have led to kidney failure and even death. He was diagnosed with 
colonitis and a torn anal gland. He has since recovered.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 28 Pound

EON‐94075 6/24/2012 22:30 Waggon Train Jerky temders 
chicken dog treats and 
Waggon train Jerky tenders 
duck dog treats

I have been given both my dogs the Waggon train Chicken jerks treats. I had noticed the dogs would 
occasionall throw up...but I associated it with eating grass. I took my smaller dog  to the vet for 
pre-op blood tests for teeth cleaning and dew claw removal. The test results and exam show she is 
down two pounds from the weight she has been at her whole adult life and she is in renal failure. I 
have only ever given her natural products. I call Waggon train about 5 months ago when I heard of 
other similar products were on recall. they asured me that there product was safe and not on the 
recall list. I see that they are still not on the list, but my dog is now very ill! Thank god I took her for 
pre-op testing last week. I am currently waiting on the blood results from more indepth blood work. I 
dont know what will happen. , my larger 80 lbs dog appears to be ok but i have not done 
the blood work on him yet.

11 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 17 Pound

EON‐94074 6/24/2012 18:09 WagonTrain Wholesome 
chicken Jerky Tenders

Both of our dogs sufferred bloody diarrhea and vomiting after consuming the WagonTrain 
Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders, UPC 8-07020777482, Lot# W1CA6023A. 48pz 3lb bag. The 
treats were purchased from Costco.
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EON‐94073 6/24/2012 13:33 Meow Mix Tender Favorites 
with REAL chicken and liver 
in sauce

A bone (about an inch and a half long, and sharp) was found in my cat's Meow Mix Tender Favorites 
chicken and liver flavor food. Since then, my cat has been vomiting 15-20 times per day.

2.5 Years American Shorthair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐94072 6/24/2012 12:00 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Loss of appetite,lethargic, and vomiting,drinking excessive water,frequent urination 6 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐94071 6/23/2012 21:54 Canyon Creek 
Ranch
B r a n d

CHICKEN
TENDERS

My dog has been a fan of chicken jerky treats forever .... but this time something happened. I had 
never heard of a recall and did think to search out recalls until she got so sick this week. But I 
thought I was losing her, the ER doctor never called me back and her doctor was already closed. I 
will still take her to ER if she doesnt keep inproving or gets worse suddenly and I spoke to her 
doctors office today. They had no opening for today and will refer me to ER if we need to go but I 
have been doing the right procedures with her and also scheduled her for Monday morning with 
them for a Check-up. When I scheduled I had't read the recall info on the internet yet and will inform 
them by bringing the bag with me on Moday. Now here is what is happening with my family baby girl 

 has not been herself for many days now, not certain if I should take her to the Vet. 
Started having "accidents" on the floors and then began losing some control. This in the last 24 
hours, she had developed, Bloody watery bowel movements with some apparant cramping issues, 
Vomiting white foam, extreme thirst but the inability to keep the water down making the foam, no 
appetite for several days, pain and inability to sleep with some pacing .... unable to get comfortable. 
I tried last night to feed her boiled chicken with/without rice .... her favorite, she avoided it 
completely. As the weather is very nice here I sat outside with her several times last night "cool 
concrete" until 4 a.m. with cold compresses as she was also hot. Finally she ate about 1 tbsp of 
boiled chicken and has been resting off and on since then. 
I was again able to feed her the same amount of white steamed rice and twice as much chicken at 
approximately noon today. She has been resting, her water consumption has decreased and we are 
still waiting to see on her bowel habit. 

5.5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5 Pound
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My name is , my wife's name is , our dog was ;

May 10th we purchased Waggin Train raw hide chew wrapped in Chicken from BJ and gave our dog 
 (Shorty Jack Russel-small) and  (Mix breed Medium size dog).  chewed them 

and loved spending the evening keeping himself entertained and would eat the entire treat, but 
 would mostly just hide them through out the house or outside (thank God). We again 

purchased a second bag of Waggin Trail raw hide wrapped with chicken around June 2nd. We did 
notice changes in  but reflecting back realize that this was the start of serious and fatal 

problems. He started to be less active right after these treats started, and we started noticing him 
whining while laying flat on his belly over the next few weeks as if he wanted something, he stared at 
us and at time lay flat in front of us which was very different for a Jack Russel. Over the next weeks 

we also noticed his lack of interest in his meals and increased water intake. We would find him in the 
Bathroom laying on the rug away from us which was completed different. I didn't understand that he 
was sick or in pain, just different and very odd. He was less active and appeared to be gaining some 

weight, I assumed his inactivity was causing him weight gain. We continued waggin train treats 
during this time span of nearly 4 weeks. Just prior to his ultimate demise I commented how his 

stomach seemed harder than normal. The weekend of the 4th of June 2012, I decided to get him out 
for a Search and Rescue training. Certainly that would cheer him up I thought, and didn't realize that 

the heat might not be helpful to him. I reward him for task completed and gave him another toxic 
treat, Pup-ronie as rewards, being so commented to me, he tried to do as requested and happy to 

comply even though he seemed to be struggling. I looked at him and thought, why are you so quiet, 
why do you seem different and struggling? I was perplexed but still unable to understand what was 

wrong with my dog. I was soon to find out how this slow poison was killing my dog.

Internal organ break-down for  on Friday,  which took his life. Our vet cannot 
tells us truly what happened, On the  of  was an emergency visit due to  

bloating causing extreme pain in the stomach,swelling in the chest and abdomen, medicine and 
monitor was advised due to the xray and sent home.  a return to the Vet, he was surgically 

opened through the abdomen but still with no conclusion of the problem. Nothing major in the 
stomach according to the vet. We took  home the next day, Saturday .  was not 

, but we assumed he was down due to being cut opened and sore. By Sunday night,  
  was really struggling with intense pain, discomfort, bloating, and lack of sleep with 

pacing. We brought him back on Monday morning, , where they monitored and examined 

Pound17DogTerrier - Jack 
Russell

Years4Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Big Blast Chicken Jerky 

Wrapped Pork Skin Twists 
with Chicken Liver Center , 

Pup-Peroni Lean Beef 
Flavor

6/22/2012 17:00EON‐94065
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him more. The vet opened him a second time and removed his Spleen and part of his ruptured 
Pancreas. (We have the clinical work-up on  if needed.) The vet kept  that Monday 

through Friday with continued decline and extreme pain and finally bleeding from the rectum. We 
visited  twice each and every day to help lift his spirits and see him for our own spirits during 
his stay. Friday,   took another turn for the worse. The Vet told us he was failing, 

belly swollen, in a lot of pain (they had removed his IV due to too much fluid retention the day prior: 
also pain meds through IV) and wanted to open  up again. They found 1000ml of fluid in his 

belly and more Pancreas failure. While opened up he started to bleed out with extreme 
inflammation. We were told they could stop this and put him back together, but the diagnosis was 
not good for survival; more pain and suffering for our little boy! So the very traumatic decision was 

made to let our  pass.  is presently held in a freezer at a crematory waiting for direction. 
Just typing this letter causes me such pain an anguish it is indescribable. We poisoned our pet with 

the help of the government. How does anyone live with themselves after watching a slow painful 
death of a family member.  trusted us to take care of him and we failed and he looked to us to 
save him and stop the pain. The emotional stress for our  and ourselves is to great to express 
on paper. Not only the void in our lives, we now realize that all our efforts, expense of the surgeries, 
pain we put  through, made no difference to save his life from poisoning. Now we deal with the 

guilt of not recognizing his symptoms, being uneducated on the fact that China made treats kill 
animals, and not knowing how to save him. My wife cries every day still with this guilt and visions of 
him looking to us to save him. He licked her face just before his final surgery and tried to get closer 
to her as to say, Its ok Mom, I still love you. WE should have taken him home right then and let him 
be home to die with us. But the desperation to save him took over and couldn't help want another 

chance to save his life.

My wife and I are devastated and angry that these products continue on the market. What does it 
take to save precious animals. My wife and I are asking for help. Our other pets in our house are 

asking for help and protection. Pet lovers around the country and the world are asking for help. We 
have placed our beloved  on ice to see if we can find someone, some entity that would be 

willing to do medical research on him to find out what he truly died from. Are you able to help us in 
our search and our research? We ask that you inform us either way so that we can possible direct 
our attention further towards your agency or on to another agency that can help us and our . 

I thank you in advance for your time in reading this and your help,
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EON‐94040 6/22/2012 13:18 Canidae All Life Stage 
Formula

Purchased dog 2/3/12 from reputable breeder. Slowly switched dog over to Canidae Life Stages. He 
had eaten three, 10 lb bags over 3 months and was on his forth when he started with extremely 
mucousy stools, then diarrhea. After 2 days I called the Vet, they suggested boiled rice and hamburg 
for 3 days then slowly reintroduce food again. Gave bland diet for about 7 days, dog was better 
started introducing regular food again over the next week. On the seventh day when he was totally 
off bland diet he started with mucousy stools again, followed by diarrhea and vomiting. Took to vet 
on 6/13/12 they gave him a 7 day prescription for Metronidazole during which time he was on the 
bland diet again. Started to reintroduce regular food again 6/21/12 in the morning. In the afternoon I 
found the recall notice online and stopped the food. Luckily this time he left most of the dry food 
behind after being spoiled on rice & hamburg for a month.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12.5 Pound

I thank you in advance for your time in reading this and your help,
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EON‐94037 6/22/2012 13:15 NUTRO MAX CAT 
CHICKEN FLAVOR

I was the owner of four cats;  approx. 10-11 yrs  approx. 10 yrs, in 2009;  
approx. 14 yrs as of .

15 -16 yrs. All three cats were feed Nutro Max Cat dry, or Nutro Natural Choice indoor cat food 
dry; their entire life.
In 2009 both  and  needed to be put down due to liver failure/cancer within 1 month of 
each other.
Yesterday,  needed put down also due to enlarged liver/and multible cancer sities; including 
stomach, near heart, lungs.
We have public water supply, not a well; and live in the  region.
I questioned the Vet about the odds of 3 cats all living in the same household coming down with 
enlarged livers/liver failure, and cancer. 
When I checked the web I was shocked at the number of complaints/recalls this company has had 
with their products; including
the number of pets developing cancer after being feed only this companys products.
The oldest cat, " " eats mostly canned food and is still alive; whereas the other 3 consumed the 
dry food. Please investigate
this companys products. This many people cannot be having the same issues without a common 
cause !

14 Years American Shorthair Cat 19 Pound
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EON‐93971 6/21/2012 22:33 American Kennel Club Jerky 
*Made with Real Chicken*

The owner stated that 1 week prior to being seen again at the previous veterinarian (  
) he had eaten two bird heads from the backyard. No abnormalities such as 

vomiting/diarrhea had been noted. The owner had given the chicken jerky treats from the American 
Kennel Club sometime between eating the bird heads and being seen by the veterinarian for the 
second time. The owner had also changed 's food several times over the month that she'd had 
him. Early one morning  had vomited and then vomited a few more times. The owner became 
concerned and brought him to the  where he was estimated to be 10-
12% dehydrated, T 101.2F, non-painful abdomen, continued to vomit in the exam room. Parvo test 
was negative. He was started on IV fluids and antibiotics. Since he was needing further round the 
clock monitoring he was referred to his current location at .

Since  has been present at the clinic he has had a series of labwork. Initially the only 
abnormalitiy found in both a CBC and chemistry was a moderate to severe non-regenerative 
anemia. A Pt/Aptt test was performed to rule out the possibility of rat bait poisoning. Pt was normal 
Aptt was mildly prolonged at 119.9 sec (75-105 sec). After the blood draw for the tests  started 
to seizure. These were controlled with phenobarb IV. A urinalysis was ran to rule out ethylene 
glycole poisoning. Urine was negative for calcium oxalate monohydrate crystals. We were not given 
the OK to run leptospirosis titres. A barium study was performed to rule out the possibility for a 
foreign body from the history. There was a suspiscious area in the barium pattern that we felt an 
exploratory needed after he had a blood transfusion since he was so anemic. No foreign bodies or 
other abnormalities were noted during the exploratory besides intestinal ileus. After the exploratory 

 started to perk up over the next several days on antibiotics, anti-emetics and prokinetics. No 
vomiting was seen and he was keeping food down. On the 4th day after surgery he started to 
decline again. Bloodwork was re-run and both BUN and Creatinine levels were significantly elevated 
BUN >180 (7-25) Creatinine 4.9 (0.3-1.4). Since the newly diagnosed renal failure  has been 
regurgitating so another barium study was ran to rule out megesophagus and none was found. An 
ACTH stim test was performed today and we are awaiting results.  has also started to seizure 
which had not been a problem since initial presentation to our clinic.

13 Weeks Pit Bull Dog 12.4 Pound

EON‐93970 6/21/2012 22:18 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Maintenance Cat 
Chicken & Rice Formula

Cat has soft stool, sometimes even liquid for 1-2 weeks. 15 Months Unknown Cat 13 Pound

EON‐93969 6/21/2012 22:03 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Adult Dog Lamb 
Rice & Vegetable Formula

My dog start to have loose stool about 2 weeks ago, and became worse the last few days, as she 
started to have diarrhea, needing to go poop 3-5 times a day and couldn't hold and pooping in the 
apartment. Whereas, beforehand, she can easily hold for 1-2 poop per day.

I checked Costco.com to find the Salmonella recall on the Kirkland brand dog food that we feed her.

12 Months Unknown Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐93968 6/21/2012 20:33 Merrick before B.G. grain I purchased a large bag of Merrick chicken BBG cat food last week at , where I usually 
buy my cat food. The minute I opened the bag and scooped out a serving, a large cockroach jumped 
on my hand. I threw it off on the floor and my cats immediately killed it.

Twice since then I have had roaches get on me or I have seen them in the bag of cat food. Now, last 
night, I looked in the bag and there were three huge roaches sitting on top of the cat food. I KEEP 
THE BAG SEALED AT ALL TIMES EXCEPT WHEN I AM SCOOPING FOOD OUT OF IT INTO A 
BOWL.

I have six cats and I am not at all happy about feeding them roach-infested food. I am on a very 
limited budget and cannot afford to go buy another bag of cat food after paying the high price for 
Merrick BBG. I am extremely unhappy with your company.

I went to  today and told the clerk there about this situation. While he was very 
empathetic and said he wondered if it came from the factory that way or was their storage, he did not 
make any offer to replace the food or compensate me in any way. I have been forced to throw this 
food out and buy a completely different brand. 

As stated, I am extremely unhappy about this situation and am reporting it to the FDA. There may be 
people who think cockroaches are okay, but they are huge carriers of germs and bacteria, of staph 
and strep, and many other serious and possibly life-threatening diseases.

EON‐93966 6/21/2012 19:18 Chicken Soup for the Dog 
Lovers Soul- Adult dog food 
dry

Became sick , would not eat or drink water. Would not take medication from vet via treat, went on for 
10 days, Vet needed to give IV antibiotics. Treated with oral antibiotics for 2 weeks after. $500 cost. 
Vet couldn't pinpoint what it was, something with liver or kidney was the guess. Asked if something 
new was introduced into his diet. Nothing had been. Dog lost 10 lbs. Something odd from this 
developed, he now has rust colored spots on his back where none had been. Mitronizal was 
administered.

7 Years Terrier - Tibetan Dog 28 Pound

EON‐93964 6/21/2012 16:54 Milo's Chicken Jerky Milo's 
Sweet Potato Jerky package 
discarded

I purchased Milo's Chicken Jerky and Sweet Potato Jerky at a local store in Feb and gave to my 
dog. Soon after (? days) my dog developed generalized seizures and symptoms of a peripheral 
neuropathy. Two weeks ago 6/12 he was diagnosed with T-cell lymphoma. I happened to see a 
warning about chicken jerky from China at the  6/12. Although these are not 
symptoms listed by others, temporally definitely related Breed- Bouvier des Flandres Receiving 
CHOP Protocol for lymphoma starting 6/12/12 with decreasing lymph nodes.

14 Years Unknown Dog 98
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EON‐93920 6/20/2012 17:30 Nature's Variety Instinct Raw 
- Chicken Formula - 12 
patties, Nutro Natural Choice 
Large Breed Senior

My 11 1/2 year old lab mix has been eating Nutro Large Breed and Large Breed Senior for nearly his 
entire life. My dog has always been an extremely active, energetic, healthy boy. We never 
encountered any problems with his health or food until November, 2011. My dog's problems began 
suddenly after beginning a new bag of Nutro Large Breed Senior. (The dog food looked different 
than it had previously.) The initial and most obvious problems were muscle wasting along with runny 
nose, reverse sneezing, coughing and gagging. For several weeks, he seemed lethargic, depressed 
and didn't want to eat. His problems were not identified by my veterinarian, so we continued with the 
Nutro and added Nature's Variety Raw Chicken Patties. Since continuing this diet his muscle 
wasting has progressed at an alarming rate, his other problems include: runny nose, continued 
reverse sneezing, increased coughing/gagging (as if his throat is irritated), increased thirst, 
excessive and constant panting, constant lip smacking (like he's trying to get a bad taste out of his 
mouth), groaning when he lays down, development of several small moles and warts on his body, 
development and growth of about a dozen large fatty lipomas, development of a sebaceous cyst and 
overall lethargy. He also has regular bouts of vomiting a yellow bile along with loose and runny 
stools. Blood tests indicate that his liver enzymes are elevated and that he has extremely high 
cholesterol (normal range is 112-328 and his is 643. He has seen 4 veterinarians over the past 7 
months, yet none of them can seem to diagnose his problems. I have recently taken him off the 
Nutro and the Nature's Variety and have introduced natural and organic home-cooked food mixed 
with a high-quality no grain kibble. I can only hope that it's not too late for his condition to improve as 
me and my team of vets work to purge these toxins from his body. I believe the ingredients used in 
both Nutro and Nature's Variety and full of poison and toxins and need to be closely examined by 
the FDA. Please look at Consumeraffairs.com and search for Nutro. There are over a thousand 
complaints about Nutro's negative impact to our dog's health and well-being. Un-safe ingredients are 
being used in dog food. These reported illnesses are more than a coincidence. Please take action 
now!!!

11.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 72 Pound

EON‐93903 6/20/2012 15:09 Nutro Natural Choice Senior 
Adult Dog Food

I just got a new bag of Nutro Natural Choice Senior Dry Dog Food about a month ago which is when 
started not wanting to eat it. So, I would mix some canned food or cooked meat in it to get her 

to eat it. Then about a week ago she stopped eating it all together. She was panting alot & acting 
lethargic. I thought it may be the heat & took her to get her hair shaved, but it didn't help her panting 
at all. I also noticed she wasn't going to the bathroom everyday like she used to do and she was 
getting diarrea alot. I then took her to the vet last week & they did a blood test & found that she was 
anemic. They gave her a prescription for antibiotic & one for the diarrea. She wouldn't eat anything 
at this point. I even cooked chicken & rice (which she loves), but she wouldn't even eat that. Then 
over the weekend she got very weak and just slept. Monday morning she could hardly walk at all, so 
my daughter & I took her back to the vet where she died on the floor. I really think it was the dog 
food, because she was fine up until a month ago. I also have heard other people complaining about 
that brand of food & found many other similar stories on the www.consumeraffairs.com website. 
Please take this dog food off the market!! I do not want anyone else to go through what we went 
through!! PLEASE HELP!!

11 Years Collie - Border Dog 40 Pound

EON‐93890 6/20/2012 14:30 Waggin' Train, Milo's Kitchen 
, Canyon Creek Ranch

Dog treats made in China need to be recalled! How can they still be getting sold in stores (without so 
much as a warning on the packaging) if they are the reason so many dogs have gotten sick or died? 
It is time that lives become more important than profit!
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EON‐93854 6/20/2012 12:12 Kirkland Brand Adult 
Vegetable and rice

started vomiting and having diarrhea on 06/14/2012. We fed him boiled rice until his 
symptems improved.  started having diarrhea on 06/17/2012 and since we started feeding 

 his regular meals again his symptoms returned. Both dogs have continued to have diarrhea 
since that time. We have stopped giving them this product as of 06/19/2012.

4 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 13 Pound

EON‐93853 6/20/2012 11:57 Kirkland Adult Chicken & 
Vegitable formula

Our 10 year old started having diarrhea and vomitting on 06/14/2012. Thinking he had an 
upset stomach we fed him boiled rice. Once his stool seemed to improve and the vomitting stopped 
we resumed feeding him his regular meal on 06/16/2012. Sunday his symptoms returned and have 
continued. We finally decided to stop feeding them the Kirkland food last night to see if it would help. 
I then was informed of the recall and am certain the Kirkland food is the cause.

10 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐93843 6/20/2012 8:42 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky 
Treats

I havve been feeding my dog the Jerky treats one a day as a treat, he became very sick, would not 
eat, very non responsive. Took him to the vet and he had a very high liver count (normal .9 his was 
4.5). Was admitted for 2 days, ran IV's, and antibotics. He is now recovering. The only thing we can 
link it to is the treats as he has been eating the same food, Innova for Soniors for the last 5 years. 
There has been no other change in his diet or routnine. I stopped feeding him the treats the same 
day he became ill and the vet was even amazed at how fast he is recovering.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐93832 6/19/2012 15:54 Milo's chicken jerky one dog with diarrhea, and the second dog with bloody diarrhea 2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound
EON‐93816 6/19/2012 14:03 Taste of The Wild Pacific 

Stream Canine with Smoked 
Salmon

I purchased a new bag of Taste of The Wild Dry Food on May 22nd at  in 
 I left on vacation for over a week and was told my dog urinated in the house and 

seemed tired. He has not had an accident in the house since he was a puppy and he is 7 years old. I 
found this odd and thought he must not be taking care of properly. 

Today is June 19, 2012 and he is still consuming the same bag of dog food. He has been gagging 
for a few weeks and extra tired. The past few days he has been throwing up and diarrhea and tired, 
no energy. Yesterday morning he refused to eat his food, which is completely unlike him since he 
eats all of his food every time. Because the food is never left in a bowl, I'm not used to picking it up. 
My friends dog ate some of the food and has been up all night and is still having diareah and is 
lathargic. My dog is completely lathargic and throwing up still as well. 

I decided to do some research this morning because I see the connection to my dogs food and 
getting sick and see that there was a recall. Although my bag of food only has 1 of the 2 numbers 
stated in the recall, I know this food is making these dogs sick. I need to know what is being done 
about this and am scared for the recovery and health of my dog.

Thank you,

Retriever - Labrador Dog

EON‐93799 6/18/2012 22:42 canyon creek ranch chicken 
jerky

She vomited within 1 hour of eating the Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Jerky treats on 2 occasions 
(within 1 weeks time).

4 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐93798 6/18/2012 22:39 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Treats

I had been giving Chuck Wagon chicken jerky strips to the dog but switched to Milo's Kitchen 
chicken jerky treats because the Chuck Wagon treats went brittle and hard so quickly. In 
November2011 he began drinking excessive amounts of water and having diarrhea. In one week he 
lost a third of his body weight. My vet gave him antibiotics for 3 weeks. I stopped the treats. He 
gained back some of his weight but started losing again and received another 5 days of antibiotics. 
He never completely got well or went back to normal stools. He died in February after beginning to 
lose weight again. The vet did blood work and thought it was kidneys or gut problems, but after 
reading about the Milo's Kitchen treats which I was purchasing at Wal Mart in , I 
feel that is what killed him. He was a very healthy animal upto that point. My vet did a mini atopsy 
and knows it was not heart worms or gut obstruction. The idea that a monetary value can't be placed 
on dogs to sue the company that marketed this product is wrong. It is not right for these products to 
harm animals. The FDA should do their job and make a full disclosure of the facts and what was in 
these products, who made them and what fine or punishment is the company receiving. My dog was 
trained to be alert to any problem I would have. He was a security system and a companion.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 16 Pound

EON‐93793 6/18/2012 20:54 Dogswell Happy Hips 
Chicken Breast with 
Glucosamine and 
Chondroitin

Fed our 3 dogs 2 treats each per day for the last 2 days and all 3 dogs developed bloody diarrhea. 

- Beagle - 6yrs - 40lbs - neutered
- Yellow Lab - 9yrs - 70lbs - spayed

 - Golden Retriever - 12yrs - 80lbs - spayed

also had issues with *excessive* urination having to go nearly hourly for periods of 5 or 6 
hours after eating the treats.

6 Years Beagle Dog 40 Pound

EON‐93792 6/18/2012 18:03 Blue Buffalo Dog Food Profuse vomiting , followed by depression and bloody diarrhea with a foul odor. Severe hypovolemia 
(low blood volume) and severe hemoconcentration (concentrated blood).hypovolemic shock and 
death Disseminated intravascular coagulation

6 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 13 Pound

EON‐93751 6/18/2012 3:33 Zodiac fleatrol flea and tick 
spray

My cat  had a horrible reaction aside from the drooling that was listed as a a side effect. She 
was foaming at the mouth, strange uneven breathing patterns and dragging her body around. I 
almost lost my cats life This is not normal reaction for  I notifiedvpoison control immediately 
as well as a local 24 hr pet urgent caren

1 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐93750 6/16/2012 18:54 Pedigree Dog Food new bag of pedigree emptied into a container so no lot number is available.  started having 
diarhea for 3 days some with small amount of blood. Taken to vet with stool sample but only tested 
for Ova and parasites and stool was negative. Special food, and 2 antibiotics later he was better. 

then strated with diarhea same thing for 2 days then vet was agreeable to put her on the same 
regimen and all symptoms improved. Then male caretaker in teh house started with diarhea and 
now female in teh home also has it. Being a nurse I started thinking more deeply about this bc it 
seemed concerning so I did research and found multiple complaints from the last few months with 
similar symptoms of illness with dogs eating pedigree dog food. Some of the smaller dogs and 
puppies were reported as having a fatal end to their illness. I calle dthe vet but it was too late to have 
the stool tested for salmonella as it was 2 weeks ago. Upon looking for another food to change the 
dogs to - science diet, iams etc...I came to find very similar complaints on the "consumer reports" 
website for the same time frame as the complaints from the pedigree food. Allof this is happening 
atthe same time as the Diamond company is continuing to add more and more dog food brands and 
lot numbers onto their recall. DO WE KNOW IF THIS IS NOT RELATED TO A COMMON 
INGREDIENT THAT ALL DOG FOODS ARE BEING MANUFACTURED WITH THAT GOES 
BEYOND THE DIAMOND COMPANY AND IS MORE WIDESPREAD THEN WE ARE CURRENTLY 
AWARE? Please get to the bottom of this. Thank you, 

12 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 109 Pound

EON‐93746 6/15/2012 21:03 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

We have taken our dog on walks in hot weather before without any problem. On 6/12/2012, 
however, we went for a walk on a relatively cool day and the dog suffered heat exhaustion. At 8:00 
at night she began convulsing continuously and we rushed her to the emergency vet. While we 
could not explain why the heat bothered her on that day and not on the hotter days, blood work 
showed toxicity that also could not be explained. Perhaps the toxins weakened her system. We 
incurred $462 in emergency vet bill for that one night of treatment. If the other two dogs were to have 
bloodwork done, we would surely see the same level of toxicity because all three are given the 
treats. I am thankful that we only give these to our dogs about once every three days. I would hope 
the FDA would be able to force a recall on this product. We bought our product at Sam's Club and 
they have initiated a recall on the product, thank goodness. I wish I had looked this up on the 
Internet earllier; I gave them another of the Waggin Train chicken jerky treats today so I've been 
giving my loving, trusting pets a treat that is harmful to them. We consumers need the protection of 
the FDA.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 50 Pound
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Kilogram26.4DogShepherd Dog - 
Australian

Years8Simply Nourish Adult Dog 
Food Chicken and Brown 

Rice, Holistic Health 
Extension For a Healthy Life: 

Natural Dog Treats

6/15/2012 16:54EON‐93743  is an 8 year old female spayed Australian Shepherd who presented to the  
 for a possible urinary tract infection.  has been drinking excessive 

amounts of water lately, which her owner said began when he changed dog foods. He had 
previously been feeding  a dry dog food made by Canidae. He changed her diet to "Simply 

Nourish" Adult Dog Food - Chicken & Brown Rice (Lot # 354A12221Y).  had two urinary 
accidents in the house and vomited on 6/6/12. Ever since changing foods, s urinary habits 
have changed. When goes outside, she will urinate 3 times in 5 minutes. The first time she 
urinates a large amount, and then each subsequent time she urinates small amounts.  has 
been doing well otherwise. She has had urinary tract infections before, which were treated and 

cleared with Cephalexin ¿s owner has also noticed her excessively grooming her vulvar area. 
 is up to date on vaccines and is on heartworm and flea and tick preventative. 

Physical Exam on 6/7/2012:
Weight: 25.1 kg, Temperature: 102.3 F (axillary), Heart Rate: 132 bpm, Respiratory Rate: 36, CRT < 

2 sec,
Mucuous membranes: pink, moist, normal hydration, Bright, alert, and responsive

Cardiovascular: no murmurs or arrythmias ausculted
Respiratory: normal bronchovesicular sounds in all lung fields

Abdomen: tense on palpation, nonpainful
Neurologic: normal mentation, sluggish PLRs, complete neuro exam not performed

Urogenital: redness and inflammation around the vulva, the vulva is recessed
Integumentary: 2cmx2cm mass on left side of abdomen (previously dx lipoma), moveable

Urinalysis:
SG: 1.005

pH: 7.0
Glucose: 2+

Urine Culture:
negative

Peri-Vulvar Cytology:
unremarkable
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CBC:
HCT: 57% (36-54)

Hemoglobin: 19.4 g/dL (11.9-18.4)
RBC: 8.6 x10^12/L (4.9-8.2)

Chemistry Profile:
Creatinine: 1.5 mg/dL (0.6-1.6)

Phosphorus: 2.7 mg/dL (3.2-8.1)
Potassium: 3.0 mEq/L (4.2-5.4)

ALT: 214 IU/L (10-15)
AST: 72 IU/L (12-40)

Total Protein: 6.5 g/dL (5.1-7.1)
Glucose: 73 mg/dL (77-126)

T4-geriatric: 1.8 ug/dL (0.5-2.1) 

was treated with 500 mg Cephalexin by mouth twice a day and her owner noted no 
improvement in excessive drinking or urinating. He returned for a recheck with  on 6/12/2012.

Physical Exam on 6/12/2012:
Weight: 24.6 kg, Temperature: 101.9 F (rectal), Heart Rate: 120 bpm, Respiratory Rate: panting, 

CRT <2 sec
Mucuous membranes: pink, moist, normal hydration, Bright, alert, and responsive

Cardiovascular: no murmurs or arrythmias ausculted
Respiratory: normal bronchovesicular sounds in all lung fields

Abdomen: tense on palpation, nonpainful
Neurologic: normal mentation, complete neuro exam not performed, unable to assess any cranial 

nerves
Urogenital: redness and inflammation around the vulva, the vulva is recessed

Integumentary: 2cmx2cm mass on left side of abdomen (previously dx lipoma), moveable, soft

Blood Glucose:
78 mg/dL
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EON‐93621 6/15/2012 11:09 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders, 
Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders

Took my dog to the vet to have teeth cleaned. The liver values were high so they performed an x-
ray. 's liver is 1/3 the size of a normal liver. He had Waggin' Train chicken jerky's in the past 
that we purchased at Sam's Club. Due to the problems other dogs are having with Waggin' Train, I 
suspect that is what has caused my dog's liver problems.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 43 Pound

8 mg/dL

Urine Dipstick:
Glucose: 3+

 urine was submitted to the  for Fanconi's Syndrome testing. We 
have proceeded to treat with a working diagnosis of Fanconi's syndrome, as she has 

glucosuria in the face of normo-hypoglycemia. She is also hypokalemic and hypophosphatemic. 
 is now on phosphate and potassium supplements, Centrum vitamins, Pet Tab vitamin/mineral 

supplement, and Doxycycline (to empirically treat Leptospirosis, even though this is lower on our 
differential diagnosis list).  is currently stable, but is not showing any signs of improvement yet. 

Her owner has taken her off of the Simply Nourish Adult Dog Food.
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EON‐93546 6/15/2012 8:09 Milo's Kitchen Home-style 
dog treats
100% real wholesome & 
delicious - Chicken Jerky

started to be quiet, not wanted to eat the way she normally did - she was drinking a lot of water 
and had to urinate constantly - it was obvious that something had changed overnight..... Monday 
morning I took her to the vet to see what was going on and they performed an exam, did blood work 
and an urine analysis. The next morning phoned first thing with the results,  had some 
results that were off and he was concerned - during the conversation he said, "by chance have you 
given her chicken jerky" - I replied "yes" - he said "let me call you back the FDA is researching an 
issue with chicken jerky" - I was shocked! I immediately looked on the internet and was shocked to 
see what I read.... how could I have given my "baby" something that might have made her so ill!!!! 

 called me back within an hour and asked if I could bring  into his office for additional 
testing including an ultrasound of her abdomen - I immediately took  to the office for the testing 
and she was sent home later that evening with IV fluids that I had to give her twice a day and 
antibiotics twice a day as well. This visit was followed by more testing by  and then it was 
decided to contact  and test results and a urine 
sample were sent via overnight express for review and analysis and the results confirmed that 

 issues are the result of tainted Milo's chicken jerky treats. My heart is broken...

has had numerous amounts of testing/ultrasound/etc done to try to find out what was going on -
and it all comes back to the chicken jerky.

5 Years Shih Tzu Dog 25 Pound

EON‐93543 6/14/2012 17:27 Kingdom Pets all natural 
ingredients Chicken Jerky

Became very lethargic and was hiding and not moving. Cried out in pain when trying to go up stairs 
or jump into car.

Vet determined that she has kidney failure. We are waiting now to see if any kidney functin returns. 

Brand of chicken jerky: Kingdom Pets Lot No, AKKPCKO3B353 sold by Costco

5 Years Catahoula Leopard 
Dog

Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐93520 6/14/2012 13:57 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders My dog,  has been eating Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders for years. I buy them from Sam's 
Club. About a month ago,  wasn't acting like her usual self. She was lethargic, had no interest 
in food, started drinking a lot more water, and she had some diarrhea. After about 2 weeks with no 
improvement, my son took her to the vet. The vet noticed that her belly was tight and he checked 
her stool for parasites. His discovery was that she had a bacterial overgrowth in her stool because of 
some sort of animal protein not breaking down. When my son told the vet what our dog eats, he 
mentioned the jerky tenders and the vet said to stop feeding them to  immediately.  was 
put on antibiotics and, although she's much better, she still doesn't eat like she used to and is not 
eating enough. By process of elimination, it was obviously the jerky tenders making her ill. The good 
news (if you can call it that) is that I believe that I may have enough "proof", if you will, for the FDA to 
do much more testing. I have four bags of the Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders that have been bought 
over the past 6 months (approximately) during different trips to Sam's Club. Three of the bags have 
been opened and the fourth one is still sealed. The bag that is sealed has the same lot number as 
the opened bag which contained the contaminated treats that I believe made my dog sick. The other 
two bags still have a few smaller pieces in them. I have a habit of saving the almost empty bags with 
the smaller pieces of jerky in case I see a stray animal or come up with an idea on how to use the 
smaller pieces so they don't go to waste. Here is what I have that I can provide to the FDA or 
anyone who would be interested in doing more research: Four bags of the Waggin' Train Jerky 
Tenders bought at different intervals at Sam's Club. Two of them have the same lot number - one is 
sealed and the other is not, the other two bags have different lot numbers and still have some jerky 
pieces in them. I also have the paperwork from the vet visit where he notes that some sort of animal 
protein was not getting broken down in s system. Please contact me if you want to pursue. 
Thank you,   or  

14 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐93510 6/14/2012 11:24 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders I bought Waggin' Train Jerky Treats in March, 2012 and gave my dog, , 2 pieces to eat. 
She became ill approximately 3 days afterwards.  began staggering and having trouble 
walking. She was unable to stand and she refused to eat. She died a week later.

EON‐93496 6/14/2012 2:54 pedigree afetr the food was consumed the dog was dehydrating a lot and needed medical attention to 
recover.
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EON‐93492 6/13/2012 21:24 Diamond Naturals Large 
Breed Lamb and Rice 
Formula

I bought a bag of Diamond Naturals Lamb and Rice Puppy food and when I opened it, it smelled a 
little funny and I just thought they changed the formula. First my dog was throwing up yellow phlegm 
a couple times (morning and night) when she was eating the the Diamond Naturals Lamb and Rice 
and then she would throw up some of the food (morning and afternoon). 
A week later as I was bathing my dog and scrubbing her belly she started whimpering and then 
when I took her out of the bath tub, she peed immediately. So I took her outside to see if she had to 
go anymore and she peed bloodly urine and I called the vet immediately. I took her to the vet after I 
talked to them with a sample of her bloody urine and asked the vet what could have caused this. 
The veterinarian said that she has an irritated bladder from bacteria that either from something 
outside (environmental) or that it could have been caused by the food she's been eating. Also the 
veterinarian said it would be more likely that was the food if it is contaminated since it can travel from 
the GI to the bladder to irritate it or cause an infection.
The vet gave me antibiotics and I switched her over to Fromm Pork and Applesauce dog food.
I contacted Diamond about both of these incidents and questioned the weird smell with the dog food 
and they informed me that nothing was wrong, but they started recalling other formulas. I still have 
the bag of food and stopped feeding my dog the food immediately after the second incident.

2 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 43 Pound

EON‐93417 6/13/2012 11:09 Purina Cat Chow Naturals Acute renal failure 9 Years Siamese Cat 7 Pound
EON‐93395 6/12/2012 21:09 Kirkland Signature Super 

Premium Cat Food
 was observed first throwing up, then would not eat at all, lost weight, became lethargic. skin 

and inside her mouth turned very yellow. Couldn't figure out what was wrong, but thought she would 
get over it. Then got call from Cosco and realized what had happened. Took her to vet where she 
stayed 4 days, then he sent her home. I had hopes she would recover, but by she was so 
near death I knew she wouldn't make it. My husband took her back to the vet on  and had her 
put to sleep.

8 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 15 Pound

EON‐93392 6/12/2012 19:39 waggin train big blast 
chicken jerky wrapped pork 
skin twists with chicken liver 
center and waggin train 
chicken stix chicken & 
rawhide snack

Gave my daughters 2 poodles, and my lasa poo, a chicken jerky treat. started acting funny 
after she ate hers and she stole my dogs. She gave birth to 7 puppies which 3 have died and one 
will not make it through today.  also has been pooping every where and not acting right. (and 
she never did that in the past). She has been nursing the puppies. My dog vommited after she ate a 
small one. I thought these treats were pulled off the store shelves, and am upset that these dogs are 
suffering because they have not been forced to pull the product. A web site says that 500 dogs have 
died, and now there is 4 more added so far. What do we need to do to get these pulled off the 
shelves? I feel horrible that my daughter is loosing her puppies and possible the mother because I 
gave her a treat.

2 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 8 Pound

EON‐93344 6/12/2012 12:18 Natural Balance Sweet 
Potato and Venison

After the dog ate his dogfood within a few hours he comitted once. Assumed he ate too fast. Later 
on he started to act strange, withdrawing himself from the family. Because the owner (me) was on 
vacation his change was attributed to me being away. Then he began to refusing to eat. He was 
later treated at the vet. 2 blood tests were done which determined his white blood cells were high. 
He is also suffering from a high temp.

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐93275 6/12/2012 9:54 Friskies Grillers Blend I have been feeding these cats the same food for years but since purchasing the 16lb bag of food 
that i currently have, 3 of the cats have died. There is no indication of any trauma to the bodies and 
after doing a little research online about previous recalls for this item last year I am convinced that 
there may be some sort of contagion in the food. I do not have lot #'s as I empty my food into a 
container and threw out the bag.

3 Years Unknown Cat 6 Pound

EON‐93226 6/12/2012 3:18 Premium HY.TOP quality I bought this milk before one week ago and it expired before the expiration date! and I keep in the 
fridge and I drank from it many times! It's really an issue for me to drank something expired !

EON‐93225 6/12/2012 0:48 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Big Blast Chicken Jerky 
Wrapped Pork skin Twist 
with Chicken Liver Centers 
Chicken fillet wrapped 
Treats

Thursday June 7th, 2012 we purchased a package of Waggin Train BIG BLAST Dog Treats for our 
two dogs. We gave each dog a Treat (Chicken Jerky Wrapped Pork Skin Twist with Chicken Liver 
Center). The Younger Male dog took the Treat away from the older Female dog and began to chew 
on both of them. Friday Morning I noticed the male dogs Stool was beginning to get very loose. 
Friday The male dog drank a lot of water and urinated quite often, but I thought it was from the 
amount of water he drank He had also developed Gas. Saturday Morning His Stool was now like 
water and had a very bad smell. His appetite had decreased and he was acting like he didn't feel 
good, When I check his temp, he wasn't running a high Temp. Saturday night he wouldn't eat his 
supper and wasn't playful at all. Me and my wife had remembered that we had had a problem with 
Chicken Jerky with the female dog before so I removed both Chew sticks and tossed them in the 
trash. Sunday Morning he woke me up vomiting. This continued every 30 minutes for the next 6 
hours, He couldn't control his body functions now and was urinating on himself and bed, plus was 
having to defecate a lot, He had became very weak and refused to eat at all, I was having to force 
feed him water and any food I made him eat he vomited back up. I took him outside to see if he 
would eat some grass, He ate a little grass but mostly just laid around. I contacted a friend that has a 
pet rescue company and she told me about the Illnesses related to Chicken Jerky and a web site to 
check. That's when I found out the Brand Waggin Train was one of the three on the report and that 
the treats we gave our dogs was from this company. I quickly threw the remaining Treats and 
package in the Trash. Monday Our male dog was feeling a lot better by Monday Night he was 100% 
better His Stool had returned to a solid state and he ate his supper and chewed up my shoe!!!

7 Months Beagle Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐93116 6/11/2012 11:48 World s Best Cat Litter I changed to worlds best cat litter on/around march 24, 2012.  started showing signs of nasal 
congestion,sneezing and showing signs of respiratory problems so I immediately took him to the 
veterinarian whom I work for. The vet prescribed antibiotics - Clavamox and antihistamines - 
Chlorpheneramine to treat him for the upper respiratory congestion. If he did not get any better, the 
veternarian said she would do further testing. ,s breathing and wheezing signs did not get any 
better and the veterinarian extended his antibiotics and changed his antihistamine to a compounded 
liquid form to ensure he was getting it fully.  got worse and his breathing had become very 
labored. My husband had complained about the smell of this new litter I purchased but since we 
liked everything else about it, we had put up with the odd smell. I scheduled an appointment at the 
veternarian for  on Sunday June 10 because he was worsening. The night prior I was reading a 
book about dogs senses of seeing, smelling and knowing and a light went off that maybe the smell 
of the litter was affecting . I immediately dumped the worlds best cat litter, washed the litter box, 
and replaced the litter with traditional litter.IMMEDIATELY s breathing difficulties disappeared. 
By the end of the evening we did not hear one sound of wheezing or breathing difficulty. It was as if 
nothing had every happened. World,s best cat litter is corn based with other additives and oils in it. 
Something in this product had an adverse effect on my cat that cost me approximately $200 in 
veterinarian bills but more importantly could have resulted in the deteriorating health of my beloved 
pet. I truly believe this product needs to be evaluated by your agency before other pets are harmed.

8.5 Years Maine Coon Cat 19.4 Pound

EON‐93115 6/11/2012 11:33 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky On 6/8/12 started coughing and "acting different" according to the owner. Was also twitching and 
looked confused from time to time. Vomited once and has increased thirst.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound

EON‐93067 6/10/2012 21:42 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Canine Formula, 
Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Canine Formula 
Production Code 
TOP0404B21MN2353

Patient presented with fever of 104, coughing, inappetence. 2 Years Terrier - Bull Dog 50 Pound

EON‐93066 6/10/2012 14:42 Wagon train chicken jerky Diaherra from eating wagon train chicken jerky dog treats. 6 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 14 Pound
EON‐93065 6/10/2012 12:33 Waggin Train I gave the treats and then I went out. When I came back home she was bleeding rectaly and 

there was blood all over the living room. She was on the floor and could not get up. I called the vet 
imm. he came to the house I thought she was dying and she was when the vet arrived an hour later. 
I contacted the manufacturer and the place where the treats were purchase Dollar General and the 
treats are still there for sale and also at CVS  is sick for the rest of her life and can only eat a 
prepscribed diest or she get sick and bleeds again. She has gastrointestinal desorders. Please 
recall these products. .

6 Years Shih Tzu Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐93064 6/10/2012 10:39 Beefeaters BBQ's On Monday evening, ,  was active and playful. He had a chicken fillet from the 
Beefeaters BBQs package prior to going to sleep. The next morning, , he was a bit slow 
and refused to eat his food. We took him to  at 7:00pm because he was drinking 
excessively, vomiting, standing with his head down and tail tucked in, refusing all food, and inactive. 
Extensive blood work was done, showing slightly elevated liver counts, and extremely low thyroid 
levels. An x-ray of his body was also done, showing some intestinal inflammation but nothing else 
remarkable. We were sent home with instructions to monitor him and call if he didn't improve. The 
next evening,  we returned and  was examined by . Pancreatic 
blood work was done, showing nothing remarkable. He was given some contrast to monitor his GI 
tract with x-rays the following morning, which seemed to be moving okay. On Friday morning,  

 we were told at 8am that he had eaten a bit of food, urinated and defecated, and was improving 
slightly. However, a call a few hours later from  reported that there was now neurological 
impact, with  being unable to stand, tilting his head to the left, unable to put his left paw 
down because of severe pain in his left fore shoulder. He also developed an ulcer in his left eye. 
Different antibiotics were given. Several hours later, he had worsened to where he was in respiratory 
distress, having trouble breathing. After consulting with the vet about the extreme pain and suffering 

 was in and the outlook was so bad, we decided to have  euthanized.

9 Years Terrier - Cairn Dog 25 Pound

EON‐93063 6/10/2012 0:24 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats - chicken jerky

First we noticed him scratching and itching heavily, he's never had skin problems before. Then his 
skin looked red and raw, not sure if it counts as a rash or it was self inflicted. Again, we've never had 
a problem like this before. Today he threw up a great deal, had diarrhea, ate little or nothing but 
drank a great deal of water, and is slow and lethargic and not like himself at all. We narrowed it 
down to these treats, we just recently decided to try them and only started giving them to him this 
past week, and when we gave one last one to him today, he threw it back up and seemed worse. 
That's why we're convinced it these treats.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 60 Pound

EON‐93062 6/9/2012 19:57 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Pet was bleeding rectally, had a high temp (104), shaking, diarrhea - took him to the vet at 8:00 am 
on Saturday, June 9, 2012. Vet gave him fluids, antibiotics and kept him for observation - told us to 
look for clues for possible ingestion of mice poison or bad meat - we do not eat meat at home, do 
not have a problem with mice or rats - only change in pet's diet was addition of Waggin Train 
Chicken Jerky Tenders -

11 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐93061 6/9/2012 11:18 Chicken soup for the pupply 
lovers soul.

I have owned for years. I recently purchased a new puppy, , in Feb 2012. Unfortunately, 
he had Giardi, so she caught it from him. Both dogs have been under vet care since then to 
overcome the illness. We then changed the puppys dog food to the recalled product and both are 
still sick. Both dogs have shown symptoms of Giardia and Salmonella. I also got sick last week and 
believe it was from handling the recalled food.

see report: 536ED878-5F2A77AD-B28EA045-0FBD200F-F03C220C-488F3BD3-24731BF5-
AF8C9406

14 Years Rottweiler Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐93059 6/9/2012 10:39 Merrick puppy plate smaller 
servings

there have been 2 incidents of opening canned puppy food with the contents inside being black - we 
always buy a case of cans for our puppy  - 
My husband just told me when buyinga case previously - he picked it up & inside the plastic flying 
around were little flies.
I have the case packaging Item#20327-00 best before 27 JUL 2013 UPC 0 22808 20327 8 other 
numbers listed: 10022808203138
11209 CL2 2031308:26 under that (10) 11209CL2 20313

the only different number on other case is 11161 CL2 20131314:46 Best before 09 JUN 2013
I would like to feel like I can purchase food thAt will not make my pet ill.

EON‐93058 6/9/2012 10:27 Chicken Soup for the Puppy 
Lovers Soul Large Breed 
Puppy exp date 1/6/2013.

New food started in April. This bag was purchased in April 2012 at  in 
; I was unaware of the recall. This was a new brand of food for him. He continually 

did not show interest in eating this food and instead tried to eat my other dog's food.

Myself, my other dog and  (above) have exhibited the signs of Salmonella infection. 
 symptoms include loose stools. I will submit individual reports for each of us.

4 Months Mastiff Dog 40 Pound

EON‐93056 6/8/2012 20:18 Dogswell Vitality Minis 
chicken breast

Fanconi syndrome 10 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 13.8 Pound

EON‐93054 6/8/2012 17:18 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

After eating Waggin' Train chicken jerky tenders, my dog became very ill. He seemed to have 
extreme stomach pain and yelped in pain when he was touched in his stomach area. After about 
three days, he seemed to recover. I did not, at the time, connect his eating of the jerky tenders to his 
illness until a few weeks later when I fed him the jerky tenders and he reacted in the same way. I 
have also noted that he has developed incontinence, drinks excessive amounts of water, and needs 
to urinate frequently.

14 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐92982 6/7/2012 22:54 Wellness Dog Food We had been feeding  Wellness and we bought a new bag at Tomlinson's . 
 on May 28th.  ate a little and then started refusing to 

eat. This lasted 4 days. Then she started eating the new dog food because she was super hungry 
and that is when the awful diarrhea started. It smells absolutely vile and she has never been sick like 
this in 5 years. At first we thought it might just be an accident but she hasn't been able to hold her 
feces for the last 24 hours. If she doesn't get let out immediately she goes to the bathroom in the 
house and it is vile stuff. We just figured out that is was the food and took her off the new bag of 
Wellness. 

I also started to feel sick and I don't know if it's related. I have a mild fever and abdominal sickness.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐92981 6/7/2012 19:54 waggintrain chicken jerky 
treats

My puppy became very ill and ended up at the Veternarians office, after eating chicken jerky treats 
by Waggintrain , Made in CHINA. I thought he was going to die! Vomiting and diarhea, he had to get 
an antibiotic shot and one to stop the vomiting. It cost me out of pocket $105.00 . He also had to 
take antibiotics for the next 5 days twice daily. 
I even wrote the company, filing a complaint and a claim to which they would not pay. They said until 
their product is recalled by the F.D.A. they will not pay!!!
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EON‐92980 6/7/2012 18:27 Purina Fancy Feast Classic One of my cats became very ill with acute renal failure, aka kidney disease. She had a blood test on 
3/37/2012 which showed her kidney values being normal. She had another blood test on 4/15/2012 
which showed the kidney problems. She started eating very little on 3/30. My vet said that the 
quickness of the onset of the kidney problems indicate poisoning. Through process of elimination, 
backed up by dowsing (aka using a pendulum to check veracity), I determined that the poisoning 
came from one of the Purina Fancy Feast classic fish flavored cat foods.

EON‐92979 6/7/2012 18:12 Nutro Ultra Large Breed 
Adult

Approximately 30 minutes after eating Nutro Ultra Large Breed Adult dog food, my dog started 
panting and lost all of his energy.
He layed on the floor for approximately one hour, had trouble standing, but made his way to the back 
door, went outside and vomitted some of what he had just eaten for dinner. He layed outside and 30 
minutes later he vomitted some more. He stayed outside for approximately 2 hours without moving. 
He came in when my husband came home and drank a lot of water. He went to his pillow and layed 
down. Approximately 15 minutes later, he vomitted the rest of his dinner and the water. Everyone 
went to sleep, approximately 5:00 AM his panting woke us up. He drank a lot of water, moved about 
2 feet and dropped to the floor. He stayed there for a few minutes, walked toward the back door and 
vomitted all the water and mucas. Eventually walked to his favorite spot and dropped again. He 
layed there while everyone was getting ready for school and work. A little while later he vomitted 
again (bile) and really started panting. We rushed him to the vet which took approx. 20 minutes. 
When they examined him, he had no heartbeat. The vet gave him meds and cpr to no avail. He was 
acting depressed for approx. 2 weeks prior.

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON‐92978 6/7/2012 17:39 EverPet real chicken 
Chicken Poppers

The last two weeks  has been listless and has been vomiting on and off. I remarked to my 
husband how unusual this was and I couldn't think of a reason why. This morning I clicked on the 
"Animal Rescue Site" and it had a warning about chicken treats from China. I realized for the last 
couple of weeks I had been giving Bella EverPet Brand real chicken Chicken Poppers. They were 
indeed made in China.

8 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐92927 6/7/2012 13:09 Taste of the Wild Dog became less active, diarrhea, worsened with each day 15 Months Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 80

EON‐92906 6/7/2012 10:39 Taste of the Wild, Taste of 
the wild

Diarrhea, lethargic and weight loss 1.5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 85 Pound

EON‐92892 6/7/2012 0:24 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky Chicken Jerky was given occassionally as a treat. Strip were cut in half. In the last week se has 
become less active, sleeps alot, and is eating and drinking less. Her breath gotten a terrible odor. 
She was seen by our vet today, found to be slightly dehydrated. Blood tests were done with no 
apparent problem showing up. He prescribed an antibiotic in case she has inflammation in her 
digestive tract. He did state that the breath odor could indicate a kidney problem. At this time she is 
still lethargic.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐92889 6/6/2012 23:24 Purina Beneful She was given 1 cup of dry Purina Beneful this morning. My older lab ate some of her food. So 
between the 2 dogs, they shared 1 cup of food. When I got home from work, 1 of the 2 dogs had had 
a bowel movement on our carpet. Neither of the dogs EVER have accidents like that in the house so 
I knew something was wrong. When they had a bowel movement outside that evening, both dogs 
had softer stools. I placed another cup of that food in  bowl this evening. Again, she and the 
older lab split the 1 cup of food, so I don't know who ate more. As the evening went on, both dogs 
ended up with diarrhea. The 1 year old lab, , has had diarrhea worse than the older lab. Both 
dogs are a little lethargic. I am discontinuing the food.

1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐92888 6/6/2012 23:12 Purina Beneful My older lab ate some of the Beneful that I put in my younger lab's bowl. When I came home from 
work today, 1 of the 2 dogs had had a bowel movement on the floor in the house. Neither of the 
dogs EVER make a mess in the house. 1 cup of food was eaten this morning between the 2 dogs. I 
put 1 cup of food in the younger lab's bowl this evening and both dogs ate some of it. I noticed this 
evening that both dogs have had several bowel movements, each of which were softer stools. Both 
dogs seem to be passing more gas and just lying around more than usual. As the evening has went 
on, both dogs have developed very thin diarrhea.

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 100 Pound

EON‐92882 6/6/2012 19:54 Wellness Brand Small Breed 
Supermix Adult

Approx. 2 1/2 months ago my dog became very agitated, anxious, and wanting to go outside to eat 
grass.. then throwing up.. a couple of days later we found a large amount of black stool.. we took 
him to the vet.. the doctor took a culture and it was primarily blood.. the doctor gave him an 
antibiotic, anti-diarrhea medication as well as famotidine. He thought it may be an ulcer.. the 
syptoms cleared up over several days but i was feeding him white rice and boiled chicken breast. I 
went to the pet store and purchased another bag of Wellness food and there was a sign that the 
food had been recalled and they had removed the recalled food. The associate assured me that the 
food I purchased was not on the recall list so I purchased it. A couple of days later the syptoms were 
back. I still had some of the medication from the last episode so gave him the medicine and also 
gave him a liquid form of the anti-diarreah medicine. I've changed his food to Natures Recipe No 
Grain/ Easy to Digest formula and he seems better on this food but he continues to have intermittent 
bouts of diarrhea and vomiting

3 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 11 Pound
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EON‐92881 6/6/2012 19:54 Waggin' Train
Wholesome Chicken
Jerky Tenders
Chicken Dog Treats

Based on his size, I fed my pet less than the recommended treat serving of "Waggin' Train" chicken 
dog treats over a 3 week period, about every other day. My dog began drinking more water than 
usual and throwing up vomit mixed with tinges of blood. He only eats a good brand of dry dog food 
and one other natural treat besides the jerky. Since he was near the end of the food bag and had 
been eating the other treats for a while and not getting sick, I suspected the jerky. After I stopped 
giving him the jerky he stopped throwing up and has drank less water.

I reported the incident to "Waggin'Train, LLC, the manufacturer in So. Carolina and they noted my 
complaint and sent me a refund. Now I see nothing but complaints about these treats, which are 
made in China per the label. Many dogs have died or become very, very sick, so I feel fortunate to 
have discovered the source of my dogs illness fairly quickly. 

The "Waggin' Train" Jerky Tenders lot number is B1CA5498A, the expiration is 06 17 13, and the 
package size is 24 oz, purchased at Target. 

Waggin' Train, LLC
Anderson, South Carolina 29623
866-283-2923
info@waggintrainbrand.com

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 10 Pound

EON‐92816 6/6/2012 15:24 Petshoppe chicken jerky 
premium chicken dog treats

I purchased my first dog treats, Petshoppe Chicken Jerky Treats, from Walgreens on Saturday May 
19, 2012. My dog ate them that night and within a short time she started vomiting and having 
diarrhea until Monday. On Sunday, her vets office was closed so I was taking her in a Monday. On 
Monday her vomiting and diarrhea stopped but would not eat or play just stayed in her bed. I saw an 
article from my vet on Tuesday about Chicken Jerky Treats being recalled and making dogs sick. I 
took  in on Wednesday morning. Her vet  ran some tests and came to the conclusion 
it was the treats that made her sick.

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound

EON‐92814 6/6/2012 15:18 Kaytee Fiesta Macaw 
Sunburst Macaw Ecotrin 
parrot and macaw

On several purchases from Petco and Petsmart in  (Kaytee Macaw, Sunburst Macaw, 
and Ecotrin), The fodd was moldy (nuts and seed). My bird ingested it and has become extremely ill 
and lost a lot of weight. She has been on medication and under veterinary care. Every time she'd 
start to recover and I bought new bag of product, she ingested moldy food again. I check the dates 
on the food and when I get it home, I immediately store it in sealed bags in the freezer. I change out 
my bird's food dishes 3 times a day. I have other birds that eat completely different products and 
there is no problem with them. I have contacted the companies themselves and they are in denial. I 
have talekd with the stores, I have contacted Pet Smart corporate office. I was told by an emploee at 
Pet Smart in April, that they "recycle" the bird food.

14 Years Parrot 2 Pound
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Pound30DogShar PeiMonths18Natural Balance Bison6/6/2012 13:42EON‐92794 I had purchased some Natural Balance dog food the week prior to the release of the recall on the 
Bison dog food from Natural Balance. Petco receipt will show this. The dog was having some health 
issues with fluid so the dog was having regular visits with the vet. She and my other Shar Pei both 
stopped eating and started avoiding their dog dishes once i opened this bag of dog food.  

started to have some severe symptoms such as explosive diahrea, she seemed to have pains in her 
stomach, she was running fevers, etc so, I called Natural Balance and explained that the dog 
already had health issues and i was concerned since she was sick and my other dogs started 

avoiding their food.The only food they seemed to like and had been on for a long time.

I explained to r (the vet tech, customer service manager) the situation and she said that she 
would fed ex be a return label and wanted me to send this out to her asap. At that time, she 

requested my vet records which i told her that she could have access to once i got the results of the 
tests. I explained during this conversation that this dog was extremely ill and that i needed the 

results asap because we may have to put the dog to sleep if we do not know the results and which 
way to go for treatment.  sent me coupons in the mail for more food.

I waited and we kept trying to treat the puppy with different antibiotics but we finally ended up putting 
her to sleep because she was so sick. During this time we are still waiting for the results from the 

sample sent to Natural Balance however, we decidied that since they were being so slow at this, the 
vet said that we could send the food out to a universtiy and have it tested, which we did because 

even though we put the puppy down, i still have two dogs that were on the same food and some of 
the food is still at my house.

On Friday, June 1 (original contact with Natural Balance was May 7), i called Natural Balance to find 
out the results because i still do not have the results and  told me that she never sent the dog 
food out for testing because she did not have the vet records. I told her in the original conversation 
about the immediate need for the dog food results because i was trying to save my puppy but she 

said that she did not send this out or contact me because i gave her the wrong phone number twice. 
I was very clear when i communicated with this person of the immediate need for these results and 
here i am on June 6 and still no tests have been started. Some of the food is still at my house and i 
am irate. Jennifer told me that other peoples samples were tested so why was my sample singled 

out. Discrimination? She told me many times in the converation that she would like to review the vet 
records because she is a vet tech. Yes, I did say vet tech and not Vet. Is she allowed by law to 
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EON‐92725 6/6/2012 2:03 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Yams

 was given some yam treats and a few hours later he was gravely ill. He went outside and 
vomitted up the yams, partially intact. He became lethargic and refused food and water. I took him to 
an emergency vet the next morning. They performed xrays, ultrasound, and lab tests for poisoning. 
They did find a spot on his liver and he had a fever, they suspected he had cancer in his liver and 
prognosis was hermangiosarcoma and 3 months to live. He was given antibiotics and was better in 
two days. I followed up another verterinarian who performed laproscopic surgery to check for cancer 
or liver abnormality. He was found to have a healthy liver and no abnormalities. He refused to eat 
the treats afterwards. He has not been sick since then, that was two months ago. He does not 
appear to have cancer. I took him to my primary vet and he said the first emergency vet probably 
misdiagnosed him.

15 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐92696 6/5/2012 16:39 waggin train chicken jerky 
treats

dog was fed daily treats of chicken jerky. various brands, mostly from costco. she became ill, 
lethargic, refused to eat, vomited. was taken to vet & diagnosed with kidney failure for unknown 
reason. she ultimately died.

11 Years Northern Inuit Dog 65 Pound

EON‐92639 6/5/2012 12:18 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders On several occasions I had given  Wagging train Chicken Jerky treats and realized it caused 
severe diarrhea and lethargy, one time severe vomiting. When I realized that it was only after I gave 
him the treat that he had these issues I immediately stopped, soon after I started seeing on TV that 
people where complaining about these. So I just wanted to inform someone of our experience they 
need to get these treats pulled from the market.

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 9 Pound

EON‐92631 6/5/2012 11:09 Waggin Trails Given product from China Waggin Train Chicken Jerky treats

Developed diarrhea and facial rash

7 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 17 Pound

review the records and then try to counsel me on this?

This is the most irresponsible company that i have ever heard of and i want someone to call me from 
the fda to discuss the lack of urgency or even results with this company.

Please call me at .

I do not have the results from the test i sent to the university (which i paid for out of my pocket). 
 said she would like to have the results once they come back but by her own admission this 

company has not tested this procduct. Sounds like someone does not want to know because there 
may be a problem. 

Please, please call me so that i can further explain the lack of urgency of this company and all the 
excuses that  came up with to not have called me or tested the dog food.
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EON‐92625 6/5/2012 10:18 Waggin Train Wholesome 
chicken Jerky Tenders

Dog became lethargic and would not eat. he was typically very playful and hyper, jumping all over 
the place. He began having bloody stools within hours and we took him to the vet. he died during the 
night after being given IV fluids. The vet said he died of pancreatitis, and probably ate something 
that killed him. He was an inside pet. Specific date unknown, records at VET

1.5 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 10 Pound

EON‐92597 6/4/2012 20:48 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders After eating Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders,  became quiet, inactive and 
began throwing up, having diarrhea and bleeding from the rectum. We took her to the vet but she 
died on the table. Two weeks later, our other Basset Hound stopped eating, became inactive, having 
diarrhea and started throwing up. We have him at the vets now. Blood tests show dehydration, 
increased kidney enzymes and urine dilution. Doctor is not hopeful.

4 Years Basset - Artesian 
Norman

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐92596 6/4/2012 20:18 Hills Prescription Diet c/d 
Multicare Feline Bladder 
Health

Three out of five of my cats developed problems at the same time.  was wasting away, 
ravenously hungry and vomiting. He was diagnosed with irritable bowel.  liver enzymes 
were out of wack. She had also been vomiting, was wasting away, most likely has irritable bowel and 
is being treated as such.  is showing renal failure; not sure about irritable bowel. She too has 
gotten thin. SHe has also been ravenous and wasting away; no vomiting. Two others are okay. They 
all eat dry and canned food. The brands of cat food are numerous. I give them a variety. The Feline 
CD dry food by Hills was the only food they ate consistently every day. I believe the formula was also 
recently changed by Hills. I stopped giving them the food and have switched to a holistic brand. 

 and  are both on prednisolone. He is improving.  is a work in progress. Her 
liver enzymes are now okay. We are trying to get weight back on her. Vomiting has stopped with 
prednisolone.

10 Years Crossbred 
Feline/cat

Cat 6.06 Pound

EON‐92595 6/4/2012 18:03 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerkey Tenders 
Chicken Dog Treats

Started vomiting every few days for the last three weeks. Noticed blood in her stool today and non 
stop vomiting. She is very lethargic today and going to the vet in the AM. I was told to keep her 
hydrated. I saw a report today on the Waggin Train Brand and called the vet right away.

11 Months Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐92594 6/4/2012 17:54 Ol' Roy Dog Treats Grilled 
Strips

Patient has been vomiting bile since starting with the treats from ol' Roy Grilled strips dog treats(exp 
10/23/13 2115(or s)tp220327) patient also has had diarrhea for the past four days, he is lethargic 
and has been lame in back legs

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 101 Pound

EON‐92576 6/4/2012 15:12 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders - 
Chicken Dog Treats

after purchasing and administering appropriate serving size of Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Tenders, 
symptoms presented as follows:
1) Increased and Frequent Urination:
Incontinence: when awake, not able to hold urine until he reaches outside
when sleeping: wakes up having urinated in sleep. 
Amount of Expelled Urine: excessive - twice as much as normal 
Increased & Frequent Water Intake - constantly drinking water
Sleeps 18 to 22 hours a day, inactive, lethargic.

15 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐92575 6/4/2012 15:09 Waggin Train Duck Jerky 
Treats

I have fed the Waggin Train duck jerky treats and the Waggin Train cowboy steaks to my 3 small 
indoor pets. Unitl the past approx. 2yrs. I never had a problem.  contracted a UTI(urinary tract 
infection) I did not think much of it, until it became a regular occurence. We practically live at the vets 
office. Kidney infections and UTI's are seemingly constant. Now she is having bloating, tiredness, 
excessive thirst, and elevated liver enzymes. Last week we had to place her on methocal for her 
liver health. My other 2 dogs had vomit and bloody gel-like runny stools, and some fatigue but they 
appear to have recovered. She is the smallest of the 3 dogs. She is a chihuahua/toy poodle mix. Her 
weight was normally approx.10Lbs but due to her health problems with the kidneys/liver she has the 
bloating/fluid retention which has her weight approx 11-12Lbs depending upon how bad the bloat is 
on that particular day at the vets office.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 11 Pound

EON‐92574 6/4/2012 15:03 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Our dog threw up after eating Waggin Train Jerky Treats 13 Years Hound - Basset Dog 80 Pound

EON‐92573 6/4/2012 15:03 Chicken Soup for the Dog 
Lover's Soul Senior

began to cough/gag while eating Diamond Pet Foods Chicken Soup for the Dog Lover's Soul 
Senior Dog dry food. Soon thereafter, she began to vomit and eventually regurgitate. The food didn't 
even make it into her stomach. She lost weight. She had weighed around 68+ lbs. and was very 
active prior to this, going for daily walks and rigorous games of fetch. Eventually she couldn't even 
drink water because she couldn't tilt her head downward. I had to hold the dish up to her. She found 
it difficult to breathe and had to keep her head straight on and a little tilted up. I could feel the 
hardened mass in her throat/lymph node area that I saw in the x-rays when I had taken her to the 
vet.

At the vet, the option of surgery was up to $1000, which I didn't have. I opted for several injections 
and medications instead to the tune of nearly $200.

By the following day, was in such distress that I chose to euthanize her rather than see her die 
painfully.

Chicken Soup for the Dog Lover's Soul was the food I fed her exclusively since she was a pup.

10 Years Collie - Smooth-
haired

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐92571 6/4/2012 14:54 Dogs Well Happy Hips I purchased Dogs Well Happy Hips Chicken Jerky Made In China (which were returned back to the 
store, Agway  and within 24 hours my dog was violently ill with diahhrea and throwing 
up. It was the only new product given to her within this time frame. She is walked on a leash to take 
care of her business and is inside while I am at work. I am very intune with what she eats and have 
no doubts that this product made her sick.

3 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 55 Pound

EON‐92550 6/4/2012 13:12 Wellness CORE Grain-free 
Beef Venison & Lamb 
Formula

On Saturday May 26 fed my dog a few tables spoons of Wellness Core Grain free and within 2-3 
hours severe watery diharrea. Tried to take care of it at home for a few days with a rice/cottage 
cheese diet...dog became worse, vomitted and continued to have diharea. Went to the vet on Friday 
June 1....vets results: intestinal infection and high fever 104.7 .... treated with 2 injections to stop 
diharea and fever and at home with antibiotics to treat the unknown "food" related bacteria.

3 Years Maltese Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐92534 6/4/2012 11:24 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

May 3 I gave my three westies small pieces of waggin train chicken jerky treats and my  had 
vomiting and diahrrea with bloody stool the next day. I took him to the vet and he received two 
prescriptions. My other two westies had more mild symptoms. I did not connect this event to the 
treats, until the second time it happened two weeks later. Veterinary intervention with medications 
again, brought the symptoms under control with . The other two dogs experienced mild 
symptoms and I gave them some of the same medication, which brought it under control again, 
however,  stool wasn't fully normal until 2 weeks later. My vet asked if I had given them any 
"new" treats. I answered to the negative as I didn't think of these as new since I'd had the bag in the 
kitchen cabinet for about a month before feeding them out of it. So my vet was unaware I was 
feeding chicken jerky treats. When I asked my groomer if she'd heard about any illness going 
around, she showed me a report from ABC news about chicken jerky treats made in China. I went 
home and read the article further, and found the treats I had been unknowingly feeding my dogs 
were the #1 culprit in dog sickness and death from chicken jerky treats. I ask the FDA to please 
have these products removed from the shelves. When China produced tainted baby food and 
childrens toys, those products were recalled. Far more pets have been affected and died from these 
tainted product issues and our pets products deserve no less than the same recalls.

5 Years Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐92514 6/4/2012 10:09 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula with Life Source 
Bits -Senior - Natural 
Chicken and Rice

Dog began vomiting bile daily (at least once, sometimes twicie) after starting this bag of food. 12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐92488 6/4/2012 6:18 Waggon Train chicken strips After feeding my dog Waggan Train chicken strips she became very ill and almost died. Please see 
news story at link below.

http://www.whdh.com/features/articles/carmelcase/MI95293/#.T8igzyxiZnw.email or go to 
wsvn7news, special reports, carmel on the case, treat problems.

7 Poodle - Medium 
size

Dog 20

EON‐92487 6/3/2012 22:27 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

After giving Waggin' Train chicken jerky, within 24 hours both dogs had diarrhea.  (75 lbs) had 
vomiting, decreased appetite, profuse diarrhea, increased urination, profuse water consumption, 
lethargy, no appetite. I withheld food for 24 hours and stopped giving the treats and encouraged 
consumption of water. Vet gave empiric treatment with an antibiotic and took a stool sample. I have 
contacted him and reported use of this product and will follow up on Monday to see if bloodwork is 
reccomended.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐92486 6/3/2012 22:24 Pet Shoppe Duck Jerky 
premium duck dog treats

He was bitten by another dog in the neighborhood on his chest. we took him to vet and had it 
drained and put on pain, antibiotics. We drained the wound for 2 weeks and it healed well. 
a few weeks later, he started to noticebly lose weight. At the time of the bite, he was 11 lb (died at 
9lb), which was a little light. On a Monday, he started to have the diarhhea, vomiting and urinating 4-
5 times/ a day, which was unusual. By Wed, he stopped eating all together (caesars wet food), other 
treats, small bites of american cheese. by Thurday, he wouldn't even move, I had to carry him 
everywhere. took him to the vet on Friday afternoon (circumstances did not allow me to take him in 
on Thurs). He was given a sub Q. Blood, stool samples were taken. by 2 pm on Sat, he was 
euthanized. The blood work is attached. he was given about 5-7 small pieces of the jerky, he travels 
in the car alot with me so I was giving them to him. The vet could not pin point exactly what he died 
from, but not the bite. She asked if he got into any trash, rich, non dog food, poison anything. We 
could not think of anything. We decided to do some research on the internet, and came across a 
previously report about chicken jerky. We are not 100% sure what he died from.

7 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 9 Pound

EON‐92485 6/3/2012 20:39 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky I gave my dog, , the chicken jerky and within 8 hours he was lethargic, bloody diarrhea, 
vomitting. Took him to the hospital and it was immediatly admitted to the ICU and was critical. I was 
told if he had not come he would have died by the following day. He was in ICU for over 24 hours 
with iv fluid and antibiotics, xrays and tests done to find out what was wrong. Only thing he 
consumed was the treat and they found nothing else that could have caused it. Over $3,000 and 
recommendation to not give anymore treats he was released and given gentle stomach diet for 10 
days and is now recovered.

1 Years Bulldog - French Dog 25 Pound

EON‐92484 6/3/2012 10:27 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

My 7 year old Alusky got sick on a Monday and died on Friday with what the vet said was an auto-
immune disease. His cell count was completely off and he spent his last week of life at the animal 
hospital receiving IV's all day for hydration & antibiotics. After all the articles I've read I truly believe 
that Waggin' Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders by Nestle Purina were the cause of my dog's 
death.  consumed Waggin' Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders at least twice a day. 

7 Years Alaskan Malamute Dog 85 Pound

EON‐92483 6/3/2012 3:12 Cadet Gourmet Chicken and 
Spinach chips

6 yo shitzu pekinese mix canine suddenly became ill and died within 6 hours of cardiac arrest on 
6/1/12. Notable signs and symptoms were lethargy, hypothermia, hyperventilation, dehydration. 
Pertinent labs included hyperglycemia, increased ALT, mildly elevated renal parameters. The canine 
was warmed and hydrated to no avail. The dog had been fed liberal amounts of Cadet Gourmet 
Chicken and Spinach chips made in China during the day of the incident.

EON‐92482 6/2/2012 22:54 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders 
Chicken Dog Treats 97% 
Fat Free

I fed my dog two Waggin' Train jerky tenders chicken dog treats and within a few days she became 
very ill: vomiting, diarrhea, anexoria, weight loss, lethargy, excessive thirst. She became very ill on 
Friday  and on  she died. I believe the Waggin' Train product 
was unsafe to feed to my dog and it killed her.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐92458 6/1/2012 16:00 Waggin¿ Train chicken jerky 
treats

After having to have  put down, I was worried about her. We were both mourning his death. I 
kept a close eye on her and decided to take her to the vet. The vet did blood work. They gave her a 
shot and some fluids and we went home. They called me the next day and said that  levels - 
of everything were WAY up and that she was in kidney failure. That was a Friday, I had to have her 
put to sleep on Monday.

13 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 28 Pound
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EON‐92457 6/1/2012 15:45 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

He was fine in the morning, being his usual goofy self, then all of a sudden he started acting strange. 
Not walking right, not looking right, not wanting to eat but being very thirsty. I called the vet and she 
said his kidney's had failed and he had to be put down.

13 Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 28 Pound

EON‐92456 6/1/2012 15:45 Milo's Kitchen home style 
dog treats Chicken Jerky

vomiting and diarrhea 1 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 20 Pound

EON‐92446 6/1/2012 15:15 Diamond Naturals Large 
Breed 60+Adult dog food

We got up the morning of  to find  dead, no signs of any type struggle. She was in 
great health and active the day before. I did not take the dog to the vet to find cause of death but she 
is burried on the property. I was feeding Diamond Naturals Large Breed 60+ and started seeing all 
the recall notices and wondered if she may have been a victim. I no longer have the bag the food 
came in but I do have approx 30# of the food left and wonder if that could be tested. 

please advise

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 85 Pound

EON‐92443 6/1/2012 15:00 Waggin Train Pork Skin 
Twist with Liver Center, 
Canyon Creek Ranch 
Chicken Tenders, Canyon 
Creek Ranch Brand Yams

Patient began vomiting and continued for 5 days; also became extremly dehdryated with 
constipation

8 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐92425 6/1/2012 13:00 Waggin' Train chicken jerky 
treats

I fed her Waggin' Train chicken jerky treats one a day for approximately three days and she began 
vomiting and peeing in the house and excessive thirst. I took her to the vet that same day on March 
29 and she had high levels in her urine with struvite crystals and a infection. He suggested I do 
bloodwork since this was a suspected poisoning in the treats. Those tests came back fine, I believe 
since i caught it early. He put her on antibiotics. I then brought in a urine specimen 2 weeks later on 
April 12 and still crystals. She was put on a special diet and was told to bring another specimen in a 
month. I brought that one in on May 23 and she was put back on antibiotics. As of today, she just 
finished those and I will be taking back another specimen in 2 weeks. Still on special diet too. This 
was the only change in her diet and I cook homemade food for her since birth so no possibility of 
another product involved.

2 Years Spaniel - Boykin Dog 26 Pound

EON‐92379 5/31/2012 14:15 TASTE OF THE WILD 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
FELINE FORMULA

PET BECAME LETHARGIC, STOPPED EATING, AND STARTED HAVING DIARRHEA. 
REQUIRED HOSPITALIZATION. OTHER 2 PETS ONLY DEVELOPED SEVERE DIARRHEA THAT 
CLEARED UP WITH MEDICATIONS.

7 Years Maine Coon Cat 12 Pound

EON‐92367 5/31/2012 13:45 Canyon Ranch 3 bladder infections over a 4 month period when taking Canyon Ranch Jerky treats. 6 Years Great Dane Dog 170 Pound
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EON‐92365 5/31/2012 12:45 Kirkland Adult Chicken 
formula and Kirkland Puppy 
food

In April, 2012 an 8 week male German Shorthaired Pointer puppy became very ill. He developed 
fever, lethargy, vomiting, diarrhea, and reluctance to eat or drink. He was taken to  

 for examination. His Parvo SNAP test was negative. He was given IV fluids and started on 
a course of antibiotics. He perked up and was dischaged the following day. He returned home where 
he continued to have diarrhea, vomiting, and lethagry. The following day after discharge I took him 
back to the vet for an exam he now acted as though he was in pain. The vet diagnosed him 
Intussusception. He requried surgery to repair the injured bowel. 
One week or so after the ill puppy was treated my older male  developed similar symptoms 
and required hospitilization for fluid replacement. I treated  after discharge with a sulfa based 
anitbiotic. My female also developed the same symptoms however I was able to start an sulfa 
antibiotic and prevented her from being hospitalized.
I am writing because we feed Kirkland Adult Chicken formula and Kirkland Puppy formula dry dog 
food. I know is not listed in the recall but I am concerned as these dogs developed all the 
symptoms of salmonella infection. My vet did not test for this infection in these dogs.

Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-
haired

Dog

EON‐92337 5/31/2012 10:30 Premium Edge Healthy 
Weight II Weight Control 
Formula

has always eaten Premium Edge food. For dinner on Wednesday May 23 he received a new 
bag of Premium Edge Healthy Weight II food, ordered from Amazon.com. That night he vomited the 
food multiple times throughout the night and early morning. He continued to vomit over the next few 
days and developed severe diarrhea also. We initally attributed it to the new flavor of food (he was 
previously on the Chicken formula) and the very high heat/humidity we had over the weekend. On 
Wednesday the 30th I did research on this problem and saw the information on the recall of 
Diamond brands. We checked the production code and there is a 2 in the 9th spot and an X in the 
11th. The best before date is March 18, 2013-all fitting the recalled bags. My dog is severely 
dehydrated and is going to the vet today. We assume it is salmonella.

1 Years Pit Bull Dog 70 Pound

EON‐92295 5/31/2012 3:00 Simply Nourish Chicken and 
Pasta Stew

My 4 yr old shar-pei/pug mix was given Simply Nourish Chicken and Pasta canned dog food I 
purchased at Petsmart. He ate the food for three days. Within 24 hours he had uncontrollable 
diarrhea, lethargy, and cried in pain for 12 hours until his vet could get me paid meds. I also fed this 
same food to my 9 yr old purebred shar-pei who also started having uncotrollable diarrhea and 
vomiting with 103 degree fever withing 48 hours of starting to eat this food. The symptoms between 
them were identical and the only change was this food. They both have been seen by my vet and 
are taking antibiotics. I took a half can of uneaten food to the vet and they said it was suspicious 
situation with the two sick dogs but they couldn't test the food at their office and recommended me to 
file this report.

4 Years Shar Pei Dog 25 Pound

EON‐92294 5/30/2012 23:45 Kirkland Dog food extreme fatigue, diarrhea, and vomiting. The diarrhea was uncontrollable. It ruined several rugs of 
ours. They also showed signs of upper respiratory distress and heavy panting. The symptoms lasted 
over 3 days. On the second day we went to the veterinarian who administered fluids and gave us a 
prescription.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐92293 5/30/2012 22:45 Master Paws Medium 
Biscuits

On April 21, 2012 we purchased a 40 pound bag of diamond dog food from the store at 
in  We also purchased two bags of Medium Beef Basted 

Biscuits. It is a 4 pound bag. Inside the bag of biscuits, was what looked like a mouse nest or a rat 
nest. It was approximately 20 or more red yarn all intertwined in a ball inside the completely sealed 
bag. It looked like a mouse or a rat could have made it. There was no holes or nothing in the bag. 
My boyfriend,  had already fed the dog a few of these biscuits. I have the bag that they 
had come in. We took the other bag back. I contacted the store and talked to , the manager 
and told him what happened and he wanted to see the yarn nest so the next day, I put it in a ziploc 
bag and dropped it off to him in the store and he said he would take care of it. The name on the bag 
is Master Paws and is packaged at in . About a week later, , our siberian 
started gulping water more than usual. I also noticed a week or two later that he was looking sick. 
He completely stopped eating. I did notify  the assistant manager of the store that our dog is 
sick and I hope he doesnt die. He said he hopes so too. Our dog died on . We did take 
him to two vets and they said he had liver damage and they gave me pills to treat that. We had to 
feed our dog with a syringe for the last three or more weeks and we are sickened. I feel his death 
was caused by either the diamond dog food or these biscuits and I am sickened.

EON‐92281 5/30/2012 16:00 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders
, Waggin' Train Yam Good

This has been going on since Oct 2011. There has been no realization that these incidents could be 
related so not reported until now. My dog has been eating these jerky treats for 6 months. She has 
had numerous episodes of diarrea, lethargy, anal gland problems from the diarrea and the most 
recent projectile vomiting. I had suspected her dog treats were the cause before but just because 
she is sensitive. She has been on and off numerous antibiotics for this problem that always improves 
her and then when the antibiotic is stopped, she returned to poor health, loose stools and gagging. 

This memorial day weekend on she got 2 yam treats and a jerky treat. By monday she had diarrea 
all over the house and projective vomited across the living room floor in front of me with out even 
getting up from her bed. ( She is obsessively housebroken, so for her to do anything in the house is 
a huge sign) She was still hungry but could not hold anything down. It looked to a lay person, like the 
stomach flu. I had seen all this numberous times before except for the projectile vomiting. That was 
a worse symptom. I again called my vet who stated that I could pick up another prescription for 
antiboitic because she must have gotten into something again that upset her stomach. I told the vet I 
had been watching her like a hawk and I didnt understand why this kept happening. 

Then I watched the news. When the specific treats I give my beagle were mentioned I was horrified. 
She did improve in her history while on antibiotic but also when she was "sick" I always stopped all 
treats and gave her bland food so I realized there has always been a correlation, Always. Obviously I 
will NEVER give her the treats again and hope that I have not done permanent damage to my sweet 

 She starts the antibotic tomorrow when I am sure she can hold down the medicine.

10 Years Beagle Dog 29 Pound
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EON‐92275 5/30/2012 15:15 WAGGIN TRAIN JERKY 
TENDERS

I bought Waggin train Chicken Jerky treats in July 2011. After giving her one I noticed she was 
acting strangly, I wasn't sure what it was, it was a prayer position type of stance. At first I thought she 
was being cute until after 4 more days and 2 more treats..( SO 3 TREATS TOTAL IN ONE WEEK 
PERIOD.) She looked uncomfortable trying to pee every 2 seconds, then she moved he bowels and 
it was very stringy and a lot of blood came out. I thought at first maybe the treats weren't digesting 
and cutting up her intestines. I stopped giving the WAGGIN TRAIN TREATS to her and returned 
them to Hannaford supermarket and told them what happened. SHe was seeming to feel better the 
next few days as I fed her organic home made diet and watched her closely. It wasn't till months 
later when I saw on the news they were causing renal failure and death in some dogs. I was very 
upset and contacted Waggin Train. Where they denied anything wrong with their products. Since 
then I see and hear many reports of dogs dying. Which confirmed my original suspicions that those 
Toxic treats was to blame for my Dogs suffering. I am filing the complaint and pleading with you to 
take these things off the shelves. I was recovering from cancer treatments and If i had lost my best 
friend to a dog treat I would have been devastated. Now I see so many beloved pet owners losing 
their pets, some complaintating eating the treats themselves so as maybe it the suffering will stop... 
PLEASE PLEASE SAVE OUT PETS.. 

THERE ARE FAR TOO MANY UNWANTED DOGS SUFFERING AND DYING. WHY SHOULD 
ANOTHER HEALTHY LOVED PET DIE AT THE HANDS OF THEIR LOVING OWNERS..

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 35 Pound

EON‐92240 5/30/2012 12:00 Product 8, Product 9, 
Product 1, Product 3, 
Product 5, Product 10, 
Product 6, Product 7, 
Product 2

Describe what happened 7 Persian Cat 140

EON‐92192 5/30/2012 10:45 Chicken Tenders In December of 2011 ( ). My dog suddenly ill. Around midnight he began vomiting 
blood and having bloody stools. He was taken to the emegency vet clinic the same day. The vet 
informed me his chance for survival was not likely given his vital signs. He underwent two plasma 
transfusions along with other treatments. In the course of a week, he stablized and was fully 
recovered with in a month. After numerous and exhasive tests - the vet concluded that the most 
likely cuase of illness was related to something that was ingested as a part of the pet's diet. Their 
were no toxins / harmful viruses detected. One change that we had made in his diet a couple of 
months before the illness was adding Chicken Jerky Treats manufactured by Canyon Creek Ranch. 
I was not aware this pet food was packaged in China or any of the other issues that have been 
reported from similar products until recently.

1 Years Terrier - Irish Soft-
coated Wheaten

Dog 37 Pound

EON‐92182 5/30/2012 10:30 Milos Kitchen dog treats Bought Milo's Kitchen dog treats on the weekend for my dog and now she isn't eating and seems to 
have stomach upset. I then was sent an email from a friend about problems with Milos Kitchen 
(made in China). I read email and it said that there have been problems first reported in 2007. What 
gives, why isn't there a recall on these products.
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EON‐92173 5/29/2012 23:45 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Tenders

had an episode of vomiting, excessive drooling and lethargy in early April, 2012. I took him to the vet 
and he had blood and urine tested and was put on a coursde of antibiotics. He improved after a few 
days. Then again about 10 days ago, he had the same symptoms, but seemed much worse. He 
would not eat or drink, and began to stagger as he walked. I happened to look on the internet at 
work, saw a headline about dog treats from China harming and killing dogs and printed it out to 
check the brand we had at home that I had been giving him occassionally for the past 2 months. 
Sure enough, we had that brand. I took him to the emergency vet right away that evening, and the 
vet ran blood and urine tests and found that his white blood count and enzymes were elevated. He 
felt that the dog chicken jerky treats had been the cause.

7 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Wire-
haired

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐92172 5/29/2012 22:00 Purina Puppy Chow 
Complete and Balanced 
Nutrition, American Kennel 
Club Smoked and Basted 
Porkhide Retriever Rolls

My dog (Boston Terrier/Pit Bull Mix) has been a regular consumer of rawhide treats and purina 
puppy chow- i have been giving her the AKC treats and purina puppy chow for a matter of about 4 
months. During the last couple of months, I noticed her health began to deteriorate, just acting like 
she didn't feel good. She lost control of her bladder a couple of times. Then this past weekend, she 
became very ill; vomiting and becoming disoriented, complete loss of bladder control, not being able 
to walk. When we took her to the vet, she said she was in kidney failure. We lost our beloved pet this 
past  ( ). She was so far gone, we had to have her euthanized. 

With the news about the treats that were made in china, I wanted to make sure her food/treats was 
not a culprit. I have her food that she has been eating as well as one of the bones that she had left. 
This pet was a member of our family and her death has been devastating. She was a vibrant and a 
healthy dog up to a couple of months ago. We just don't understand why she became so sick at 
such a young age. 

Name of products: AKC Kennel Club Basted Porkhide Retriever Rolls Item#AKCPR0019 upc 8 
10633 01603 9
Purina Puppy Chow Complete & Balanced for Growing Puppies 19.6 lb bag Lot #20751079 0028L11 
Sept 2013 
UPC 17800 14408

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 35 Pound

EON‐92169 5/29/2012 20:45 waggin train jerky tenders 
chicken dog treats

Exteme diarrhea with bright red blood in stool 2 Years Shih Tzu Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐92166 5/29/2012 17:15 Product 4, Product 6, 
product 7, Product 8, 
Product 1, Product 3, 
Product 9, Product 5, 
Product 2, Product 10
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EON‐92165 5/29/2012 17:00 Product 5, Product 8, 
Product 4, Product 3, 
Product 6, Product 1, 
product 7, Product 2, 
Product 10, Product 9
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EON‐92164 5/29/2012 16:45 Iams Small Biscuits Natural 
Chicken Flavor/ Treats for 
Dogs Dogs

Dogs were given one and one half of the Iams Chicken Flavored Small Biscuits. Within l hr. both 
dogs were throwing up, until yellow bile was all that came up. I did report this to the manufacturer, 
but wanted to report this to this agency since the manufacturer has been very vague in reporting the 
reason for recalls on its products. Please let me know if there are other problems with this product. I 
have discontinued and will not purchase it again even though the company rep said they would send 
me a coupon for a replacement. I also asked the rep to call me if other dog owners reported a 
problem.
Your report would not allow me to put the two dogs ages, so I will list it here. One Female is 2 and 
the other female is 6.5 yrs.

6 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6 Pound

EON‐92154 5/29/2012 15:45 product 1 describe what happened 5 Rabbit 150
EON‐92147 5/29/2012 14:00 product 1 describe what happened 5 Years Abyssinian cat Cat 150 Pound
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EON‐92145 5/29/2012 13:45 Taste of the Wild roasted 
fowl

My dog had an auto immune problem.
She had low platelets and in less then 2 days she had 0 platelets.
she had to be hospitalized for 1 week. platelets level at 0 for 3 days.
i don't know if this was caused by the food taste of the wild rosted fowl i was giving her.
but I wanted to report it just in case someone elses dog had the same reaction maybe it was the 
food.
She had to take about 7 medications. she is now stable, buy will have to be treated for a least 3 or 4 
months.

9 Years Schnauzer 
(unspecified)

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐92139 5/29/2012 12:00 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky After eating Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky, my puppy became whiny and while walking and sitting 
would fall over. He also developed muscle tremors.

4 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐92135 5/29/2012 11:15 kirkland signature premium 
adult dog food rice chiken 
and vegetable

after about 5 days of eating the kirkland dog food listed in the recall, my dog had bloody vomiting, 
diarrhea, fever and lost of appetite. she remainded in the hospital for 2 days with intravenous 
antibiotics and 5 more days with antibiotics at home. I have pictures of the bloody vomits and 
diarrhea, also i have the bag with remain food. I think maybe she got sick because of the food. 
Thank God after the treatment and with a new food(proplan) she is ok.

3 Unknown Dog 47

EON‐92121 5/28/2012 15:45 Milo's Kitchen Homestyle 
Dog Treats - Chicken Jerky

My dog - who is a boxador (boxer/ black labrador retriever mix) was in perfect health and we 
kept him active everyday. He has been the best dog we have owned and we have always had 
multiple dogs at the time. My mom bought "Milo's Kitchen Homestyle Dog Treats - Chicken Jerky" a 
week ago and started feeding them to my dog  one every other day, since this has started 

 has not been able to eat anything, and he has lost close to 15 lbs. He has been drinking a 
lot of water though and urinating frequently. He is very weak and seems to get shaking like 
symptoms very frequently which he used to only get when he was very nervous prior to the treats. 
We have ceased the Chicken Jerky as treats and  seems to be doing a little better he still 
has yet to eat though. I want to warn everyone prior to shopping for these treats I know my dog he is 
my best friend and he is not right right now. I hope he can break this illness and get better, but 
consumer need to be aware of this fatal treat.

6 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐92120 5/27/2012 15:45 TASTE OF THE WILD 
PRAIRIE FORMULA, 
DIAMOND BLUE BUFFALO 
WILDERNESS CHICKEN

AFTER ONE MONTH OF EATING BOTH DIAMOND WILDERNESS BRAND CHICKEN FORMULA, 
AND TASTE OF THE WILD PRAIRIE FORMULA DOG FOOD, MY PET HAD VOMITING, 
DIAHRREA, ABDOMIAL PAIN, BLOATING, AND LYTHARGY FOR 5 DAYS. I, A FEMALE IN MID-
FIFTIES, ALSO EXPERIENCED THE SAME SYMPTOMS.

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 87 Pound
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EON‐92119 5/27/2012 11:00 Fancy Feast Ocean 
Whitefish and Tuna Feast 
Classic

As soon as we fed the Fancy Feast Ocesan whitefish and tuna feast Classic we noticed sudden ill 
effects. 
(best by sept 2013 1 256 116 0L216521 38)

The cats began vomiting, lost their appetite, two of the cats vomitted yellow bile for 3 days. All the 
cats lost their energy, quit playing and slept and slept. Their urine smelled horrible. Not the normal 
odor, but a strong compostyy-type odor. If one cat used the llitter box, the smell consumed the entire 
room and needed changing.

Then the fur began falling out like tumble weeds around our home.  and  lost 80% 
of their fur. They went from gorgeous winter coats to hairy bathing suits. They began licking around 
where a tummy button would be....all the fur was licked off their stomach as the rest of their coat, 
including patches on their faces fell out like chemo-poisoning. They had bald spots and their skin 
showed through the little remaining fur.

We began giving them homeopathic treatment for food poisoning and the vomiting stopped. Finally 
after 2 months their fur is slowly growing back.

I am a pet columnist and aware that something is VERY wrong with pet food. If I can help get the 
word out to the general public in any way ... just ask.

9 Years Persian Cat 5 Pound

EON‐92118 5/27/2012 9:00 Waggin Train wholesome 
chicken jerky tenders

I buy all natural dog food for my dog and thought these were the same heatlh standard, and had 
been buying these for a while. My dog gotten into the cabinet while I was outside and ate several, 
which I will usually only give him one at a time, two or three times a day. Several hours later, he 
experienced severe ( foamy) diarrhea, uncontrolable vomiting for several days. I didn't think he 
would make it. After several days of a diet strictly of boiled whole chicken and rice he seemed to 
come around, but has not completely come back to where he was, his overall health has declined 
significantly in the last month since this occurred.

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐92117 5/27/2012 3:00 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Natural Chicken Tenders

I bought my dog the Canyon Creek Ranch chicken treats for Christmas because they were on sale 
and figured I'd try something new for him. Shortly after giving them to him he because having a lot of 
issues with diarrhea. We gave him a bland diet, eliminated treats. Once we started giving him the 
treats again he had diarrhea again. They were the only new thing we were giving him. He's had tons 
of treats before and eats a ton of food and has never had any stomach issues. I know the chicken 
treats were the ones making him sick. I know it was not because of anything specific with my dog but 
because there is something wrong with the treats.

EON‐92116 5/27/2012 3:00 IAMS Proactive Health Small 
Biscuits Natural Chicken 
Flavor Treats for Dogs

Within hours of eating one IAMS dog treat from a new box, began vomiting, bloody diarreha and 
lethargy. Received fluids, and currently on anti-vomiting meds, anti-diarreha meds and special diet.

7 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 11 Pound

EON‐92115 5/26/2012 21:00 Wagon Train jerky tenders 
chicken dog treats

Our puppy has been fine since we got him. Then today, 5/26/2012 we gave him a small piece of the 
wagon train chicken jerky and after a few hours he has explosive diarrhea.

EON‐92114 5/26/2012 18:45 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Treats

began having severe diaherra and dehydration 1 day after eating Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Treats. Then while being treated at  it was determined she was in renal failure. 
Still critically ill.

11 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 23 Pound
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EON‐92113 5/26/2012 18:15 Milos Kitchen chicken 
meatballs

Vomited for 24 hours until she dry heaved, diarrhea 1 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 4 Pound

EON‐92112 5/26/2012 13:45 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders Shortly after  being diagnosed with diabetes, she started to get sick in middle of November. Her 
blood sugars were still being monitored. Her diabetes was started to be in control. However after she 
had the Waggin Trail Chicken Jerky, she stopped eating.  became very sick, very quickly. She 
went off food completely, and had to be admitted to the clinic. She was started on IVs, medications, 
and monitored. She never ate again.  passed away  from kidney failure. Her 
renal test kept getting worst, she had extreme fatigue, would not walk, and was in pain every time 
you would pick her up.  was put to rest on  She was not eating I never thought 
the Waggin Trail Chicken Jerky would kill my loved puppy. If I knew this ¿treat¿ was going to kill her 
kidneys, she would have never received the chicken.

3 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 21 Pound

EON‐92111 5/26/2012 13:15 Pedigree Chicken with Rice Upon opening can of dog food it exploded and the contents sprayed out as it was clearly under 
pressure. The contents smelled noxious.

EON‐92110 5/26/2012 11:00 Premium Edge My dog was vomiting and stopped eating so I took him to the vet. He ended up having intestinal 
surgery after an X-Ray made it appear he had a large blockage and may have gotten into 
something. During surgery the vets found that he just had a "toxic mass" in his intestines and that 
his intestines had stopped their peristaltic action. It appears that he had a viral or bacterial infection 
that caused his intestines to stop working. He has been eating Premium Edge Dog Food pretty 
much exclusively. I did not keep the prior bag of dog food but the current one has a use by date that 
fits the description of the recalled food. The code does not match exactly. There is a 2 in the 10th 
position and an X in the 11th position. This could have been coincidental, I just thought someone 
should know in case other people are reporting such problems with their dog in connection with this 
recall.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 92 Pound

EON‐92109 5/26/2012 5:00 Pet Center Inc. Chicken 
Nibbles

we noticed our dog was vomiting a few times a month but could not identify any food triggers that 
may be causing the incidents. Since we had heard about the problems with chicken jerky from China 
people were reporting, we were monitoring our dog's reaction to Pet Center Inc's chicken nibbles we 
had gotten her a few months back. We got the 2 1/2 pound jar and giving it to the dog on an irregular 
basis (not daily). Last week, our dog upon eating a chicken nibble ran for the door needing to vomit. 
Part of us still suspected something else since she had been fed chicken nibbles for the last few 
months. However two days in a row this week she had the same reaction. Immediately after eating a 
chicken nibble, she ran outside to vomit twice. That solidified our suspicion that something about the 
chicken nibble was causing the vomiting.

Besides the vomiting, the other symptoms have been excessive drinking and lethargy. Since she is 
a long haired dog, we thought the drinking and lethargy were tied to the warming weather, however 
are taking her to the vet since those symptoms developed in conjunction with the vomiting.

5 Years Samoyed Dog 72 Pound
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EON‐92108 5/26/2012 3:00 waggin train jerky tenders 
chicken dog treats

i normally give  dog jerky as a treat for him, well this last batch i noticed him acting different 
laying on the floor not wanting to do anything, he started eating less and drinking more i even tried to 
give him a pc of jerky and he didnt even want it and he never turned down some jerky next thing i 
notice he was throwing up for two days , just liquid . i also notice he smelt like poop so i gave him a 
bath and he didnt act like he normaly does, i dried him off and he still smelled we took him to the vet 
and he started having seizures and was having them at home but i couldnt tell. they did blood work , 
urine and exrays they said his kidneys and liver were failing and inlarged and there was nothing we 
could do. i brought him home he kept having seizures and was throwing up his bouls and we had 
him put down all of this within 2days.  was a great dog and very healthy loved to play and take 
walks . he passed so sudden we had no warning . he was to young and did not deserve this, i miss 
him dearly and took this really hard i ended up taking 2 days off from work because i was having a 
break down. something needs to be done there are multiple reports out there with the same 
symtoms.

9 Years Terrier - Australian Dog 25 Pound

EON‐92107 5/25/2012 22:45 Royal Canin Allergy Formula 
- Green Pea and Duck

The problem is twofold. First problem: The cans are coming in with dents in the lower portion just 
under the paper surrounding the cans and I do not want to buy cans with dents. Dents can allow for 
microscopic holes that allow bacteria and mod to grow. My cat has inflammatory bowel disease and 
is doing well on this food but she is on Budesonide, a steroid for the gastrointestinal system and I do 
not want to take a chance on dented cans. The metal used for the cans is very very soft and dents 
too easily. This has been an ongoing problem with Royal Canin perscription Duck Formula Cat Food 
for many years. It is currently getting worse. This week I opened two cases and gently inspected the 
cans and could not find a single can to buy without a dent. I am driving all over , 

 and having difficulty finding undented cans to buy. Second problem: Some of the 
undented cans are showing white stuff on the top or sides or bottom of the cans. It looks like 
something is growing inside the cans. I sent a picture from one can to Royal Canin and spoke to 
them about it and gave them the coded information on the cans. I wish your agency would regulate 
the strength of the metal used for the canned food for pets. People who are unaware might not 
notice the dents on the sides of the cans under the paper, and they might not notice the white stuff in 
the cans if there is very little. The white stuff has occurred for the last month or two. I notified 
corporate Petsmart today and Royal Canin last week. Note: I did not know what date to put for date 
started:

EON‐92106 5/25/2012 22:15 Skoki Dog Food Dog had severe diarrhea from this dog food. Thinking it was from the change in food, continued to 
feed, symptoms proceeded to get worse. Changed back to former brand of dog food, and within 24 
hours all symptoms of diarrhea we're gone.

6 Months Siberian Husky Dog 37 Pound

EON‐92105 5/25/2012 21:45 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Chicken Tenders

Dog is having Diarrhea that will not stop 7 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐92102 5/25/2012 21:15 Canyon Creek Chicken 
Tenders

We had been purchasing the Canyon Creek Chicken Treats for about 4 months (4 purchases). We 
started to notice that our dogs coat was covered in hives and his appetite had dramatically declined. 

 bowl movements became extremely loose and he had several accident in the house where 
his stomach would cause an "exploding" effect when released. We witnessed and heard the sound 
and his loose stool several times. We at first believed it was his food (Pedigree) and gradually switch 
him over to Blue Buffalo. When we didn't notice a change, we brought him to the vet to be tested for 
everything. Everything came back negative. It wasn't until we ran out of the treats, and had not 
purchased them for the past month, that we noticed an improvement in his coat as well as bowl 
movements. Today (5/22/12) we were watching Fox 5 News and saw the story on Canyon Creek 
Treats causing illnesses in dogs. It was obvious that the treats were most likely the cause of our 
dogs problems.

15 Months American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐92101 5/25/2012 20:45 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Chicken Tenders

Really bad case of Diarrhea that just wont stop. 13 Years Shih Tzu Dog 18 Pound

EON‐92100 5/25/2012 19:45 WAGGIN TRAIN JERKY 
TENDERS DUCK DOG 
TREATS

MY DOG  WAS HEALTHY AND ENERGETIC AND WAS VERY YOUNG, ONLY LIVED 
HALF HIS LIFE. ALL OF A SUDDEN HE BECAME LETHARGIC/DRANK WATER 
EXCESSIVELY/DIARRHEA/. I TOOK HIM IN TO ER WHERE THEY GAVE SUBCUE FLUIDS AND 
ANTIBIOTICS IN CASE OF GIARDIA AND FOR DIARRHEA. A WEEK LATER HE WAS WORSE, I 
TOOK HIM TO ER AGAIN WHERE THEY DID AN ULTRASOUND AND THOUGHT THERE TO BE 
A MATERIAL OBSTRUCTION, SO THEY DID ABDOMINAL SURGERY TO FIND THERE WAS 
NOT FOREIGN MATERIAL, DID A BIOPSY WITH RESULTS OF MODERATE-SEVERE 
INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE. HOWEVER, THEY DID FIND ILEUS WHICH IS A MOTILITY 
DISORDER, AT THE TIME IT WASN'T AS BAD, WAS SENT HOME WITH MEDS AND A FEW 
DAYS LATER TOOK HIM IN AGAIN TO ER AND THEY FOUND A BLEEDING ULCER (GOING BY 
VOMIT SYMPTOMS AND BLOOD IN THE GI), WAS GIVEN MEDS AND AT THIS POINT 
MOTILITY STILL WASN'T PRESENT AND LOOPS OF BOWEL WERE GETTING WORSE, WAS 
GIVEN A MORE PROGRESSIVE MED TREATMENT TO RESTORE MOTILITY WHICH NEVER 
HAPPENED, AND TODAY HE DIED. I FOUND WAGGIN TRAIN DUCK TREATS THAT I HAD 
BOUGHT SEVERAL MONTHS AGO WITH MOST OF THE BAG EMPTY. ALTHOUGH HE DIDN'T 
HAVE LIVER OR KIDNEY FAILURE AS MOST REPORT, HE DID HAVE AN EXTREME NUMBER 
OF ISSUES THAT NO ONE COULD SAY FOR SURE HOW THEY UNEXPECTEDLY CAME 
ABOUT.

6 Years Siberian Husky Dog 55 Pound

EON‐92099 5/25/2012 18:15 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders For the last week, my dog has been getting 2-6 chicken dog treats per day ( Waggin' Train Jerky 
Tenders ). He has shown signs of great dehydration; I've been refilling his 44oz drinking bowl 3-4 
times a day. He's begun eating grass and having a hard time keeping any food down. Also new is 
burping. In the four years he's been with me, I've never heard him burp so much. Not to mention a 
decline in overall energy.
All of these symptoms begun late last week, May 19, 2012. 
The only change in diet, routine, etc.. for the last 3-4 months was the recent change in treats to 
Waggin' Train's Jerky Tenders.
I've not given him any Jerky Tenders for two days now and his vomiting has slightly decreased 
however, eating and burping problems, eating grass, and loss of energy still persists. 
If helpful for investigative purposes, the lot # printed on the bag of Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders we 
purchased is; J4CA5645B.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐92094 5/25/2012 16:15 kirkland signature super 
premium pet diets

started drinking alot of water, vomiting, loose diarrhea. taken to vet, diagnosed possibly 
diabetes. took necessary steps vet told us, continued to use kirkland food.  continued to lose 
weight , vomiting , diarrhea, sugars kept goin gup, weight melting off of him. finally after more vet 
trips  was put down. i am shaky on actual vet date we started taking  in...but  
was in great shape until she started drinking tons of water, urinating frequently, vomiting . loose 
stools....then weight just peeled off of him...

8 Years Unknown Dog 73 Pound

EON‐92085 5/25/2012 15:15 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Adult Dog Lamb 
Rice & Vegetable Formula

I am a veterinarian, and my personal pets have eaten Kirkland Signature Super Premium Adult Dog 
Lamb, Rice & Vegetable Formula dry food for over a year. This past Sunday (May 20th, 2012) I 
purchased a large bag from Costco ( ) of the food. When I 
brought the bag home I dumped the contents into a sealed tuperware container and threw away the 
package. I do not have a bar code or serial number. I did notice a different foul smell to the product. I 
Fed both dogs the food and they both developed watery diarrhea and anorexia that same day (Sun), 
and it lasted 3 days. They were placed on antibiotics (metronidazole) and gastrointestinal meds 
(sucralfate), and fed a bland diet of chicken and rice. Their fecal float (parasite screen), and cytology 
were normal.

12 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐92084 5/25/2012 15:15 Waggin' Train wholesome 
chicken Jerky Tenders 
Chicken Dog Treats

GI upset (vomiting and diarrhea) plus dehydration; no appetite. 3 Years Pug Dog 12 Pound

EON‐92083 5/25/2012 15:15 Waggin" Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

She became listless, extremely thirsty, and pooped blood. Her stool was loose and runny. 11 Years Pug Dog 26 Pound

EON‐92078 5/25/2012 14:15 Smokehouse Brand Pet 
Products Beef Rib Bone

May9 2012 owner called reported " " had vomited 3 times that AM, when owner returned home 
from work in the early afternoon he noticed blood in stool and " r" was not interested in eating 
or drinking. Owner brought in for exam, bloodwork and x-rays, initial bloodwork showed slightly 
decreased RBC, no significant findings, sent home on Cerenia SID and Metronidazole 150mg BID. 
Returned to hospital on May 10 2012, stil not eating, more vomiting episodes, Barium study, repeat 
Electrolytes, Pancreatic Lipase test positive, IV catheter placed and fluids administered, continued 
fluid therapy thru May 11 2012, released to owner overnight, no further vomiting, IV catheter 
removed. Owner mentioned illness began 2 days after he gave a Smokehouse brand Beef Rib 
Bone.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 31 Pound

EON‐92077 5/25/2012 14:15 Wagon Train Chicken Jerky Kidney failure and pancreatitis, treated for two weeks. 7 Other Canine/dog Dog 18
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Pound12CatDomestic 
(unspecified)

Years2Taste of the Wild Canyon 
River Feline Formula

5/25/2012 13:15EON‐92073 I purchased a small bag of Taste of the Wild feline on Friday, May 4 from , 
.

 I noticed that all of the Taste of the Wild food had been removed from the shelves¿.when I asked 
where and why, I was told by the male clerk that there ¿had been a fire at the factory¿. 

I then asked if there was a comparable food as my cat has a grain allergy-  I was told then that the 
Taste of the Wild cat food was ¿okay¿ and they produced a bag.  On Saturday afternoon, May 5, I 
noticed my cat suffering from severe diarrhea.  On Sunday, May 6, his appetite began to decrease. 
 By Wednesday, May 9, his appetite was almost nothing.  On Thursday, May 10, he was no longer 

drinking and had ceased to eat completely and had become lethargic.  I took him to my veterinarian 
that evening, May 10¿ .  I was told 

that normally, salmonella does not affect small animals but because my cat suffers from chronic 
respiratory issues, his immune system was already compromised and he was unable to fight off the 

salmonella.  He was given a shot of steroid to help with the breathing issues that had become 
overwhelming from the stress and then placed on a run of antibiotics (azithromycin) where he 

seemed to gain strength for a couple of days.   

He has since passed away,  

As you well know from a variety of medical and psychological articles, pets have become part of the 
family.  And for a single, childless 54-year old like myself, the relationship goes even deeper.  I have 
worked with animals for over twenty years and have seen many pass away in that time¿but to watch 
your own waste away is truly unbearable.  Especially when it could have been prevented by removal 

of the tainted food.

I spoke with the Taste of the Wild Company, who checked the product code on the bag of food then 
directed me to return the food to the pet store.  They also informed me that it was both canine and 
feline foods that had been recalled, not just canine.  When I came back in to exchange the food on 
the evening of the 10th, with my cat in the car, the female clerk not only argued the validity of my 

claim but became a bit belligerent with me then took the food.  

This situation continues to be unbearable and continues to play out on the pet store and pet food 
company's end like a keystone-cops movie, with each person that calls me claiming to knowing even 

less than the last. 

I am desperate to find assistant in investigating these people but no attorney will handle an animal 
case. Please help investigate these people.....
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EON‐92069 5/25/2012 12:15 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats chicken jerky

Our 4-year-old French Bulldog,  was given one Milo's Chicken Jerky treat on November 17, 
2011. That evening, she began having diarrhea, which continued on and off during the night. I 
washed her and made sure she had sufficient water and offered her food (which she refused) during 
the night. I last checked on her at 7:00 AM on and she was sleeping but 
alert and looked at me when I came into the room. At 8:00 AM (when out vet's office opened) I went 
into the room where she was sleeping and she had passed away. The only difference in her day-to-
day diet was the one Milo's Chicken Jerky treat that she had on Thursday, November 18, 2011. This 
treat caused her illness and sudden death.

4 Years Bulldog - French Dog 14 Pound

EON‐92049 5/25/2012 10:45 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand: 
Natural Chicken Tenders

 ingested the Canyon Creek Ranch treats daily. I know that he ingested them for atleat 6 
months. During his routine check up, the vet found that his liver levels were off the charts. The vet 
believed that he had ingested something and had a bacteria for which they gave him antibiotics. 
Upon his follow up vists, he levels had not gotten any better. They sent us to get an ultra sound 
which was basically inconclusive. We were referred to a specialist at this point. This all happened 
around March 10, 2011 between that time and 4/10/11,  became more lethargic at home. He 
was not eating very well, or at all, he lost close to 2 lbs.

The specialist found that he was sicker than we knew, and he had to be put on fluids immediately. 
The date of admission to the specialist was 4/10/11. He never came home. From 4/10-4/20/11 he 
was was a patient at the vet. He was on constant fluids. We did an exploratory liver surgery, as they 
were unable to pinpoint the problem. When they performed the surgery they realized that his liver 
was too far deteriorated for them to do anything. Their hopes were that it would begin to repair itself. 
It didn't. He became jaudice, and was not eating or drinking. We were basically keeping him going 
through the fluids. Our last ditch effort to save him was a blood transusion, it was unsucessful. On 

, we made the decision that we could no longer put him through these life saving measures. 
We knew he would be unable to come home unless his levels imporoved, and they just weren't 
getting any better. We also used up all of our resources and more (we spent around $8,000.00 trying 
to save him).

So, he spend the last week and a half of his life in a strange place, undergoing a very invasive 
surgery, a blood transfusion, and being on a constant IV for fluids.

Again, the Canyon Creek treats were his favorite, he ate atleast 1-2 daily. Please please please 
investigate to see if this was the cause, if there is any chance that this could happen to another dog 
and another family, it should be worth it.

2 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 15 Pound
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EON‐92027 5/25/2012 3:30 Waggin Train Brand Chik'n 
biscuit

 loved her treats, and had 1-2 a day. The treats were the Waggin Train chicken biscuits. She 
ate them for 6-8 months.  developed kidney failure and died within a week of onset. In 
hindsight, she had developed an extreme thirst, and may have been suffering from kidney failure for 
a few months prior to the extreme symptoms and death. She had no other health issues and was a 
fun spunky little love who was one of my children. These treats should not be sold. I think the other 
dogs in the family weren't affected due to their body weight. They are all larger dogs 60 lbs and up. I 
believe these treats are a death sentence to small and tiny breeds. It's heartbreaking.

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐92026 5/25/2012 3:00 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats
chicken jerky

exhibited lethargy, increased thirst, loose stools, vomiting, and lack of appetite after we gave 
her Milo's Kitchen Home style Treats. After seeing a news report on these dog treats we ceased 
giving her these treats and purchased a brand we had given her previously. The difference in 
behavior was remarkable. After only one day her appetite is improving and her energy level is 
greatly increased.

3 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7 Pound

EON‐92025 5/25/2012 3:00 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

I have been giving one of my two dog these treats every weekend. For the last two weeks she had 
been having loose watery stool for three day after The treats have been giving. I relized it was the 
treats doing this when I gave my male one of the chicken Jerky sticks and he had the same reaction. 
I normaly give him a natrual raw hide instead as he will chew on that longer.

7 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 9 Pound

EON‐92024 5/24/2012 23:45 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Treats all natural

My parents were dog-sitting for the weekend and bought her Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
treats. When she returned home, she was violently ill...up most of the night vomiting, what appeared 
to be blood. She recovered in a day and I figured she ate something, but wasn't sure what. Two 
weeks passed and she was fine. But then she again went to my parents house for two days...and 
they gave her more of the same chicken jerky treats. She again came home and was sick...this time 
vomiting and with diarrhea. Then today my babysitter informed me that her 3-year-old Pomeranian 
died this week after eating Milo's Kitchen chicken jerky treats and choking on her own vomit. I 
double checked with my parents and they had been giving our dog, , the same treats when she 
visited their home.

2 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 12 Pound
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Pound8CatDomestic 
(unspecified)

Years16Taste of Wild5/24/2012 22:45EON‐92014 I purchased a total of 3 bags of Taste of Wild dry cat food. First bag was purchased 3/31/12, the 2nd 
bag 4/21/12, the 3rd bag 4/30. I switched brands of food due to the cost of Hills Science Diet. I have 

6 cats,  ate the science diet. I finished their old food first then started the new food to all my 
cats at the same time.  became ill approx 2-4 weeks after the change in food, and into the 2nd 
bag of food. I noticed the change in his condition at the end fo the first bag about 2 weeks later. My 
first thought wasn't the food since it had been 2 weeks later. I have never had an animal become 

deathly ill from changing their food. I monitored his behavior and condition until I notice his wt loss. 
Then I knew something drastic was wrong. He was around 12 pounds and now he is at 8 pounds. 

He became lethargic, decreased drinking, frequent vomiting and watery diarrhea.
His first vet visit was 4/20/12 in which he an overall exam, very tender abdomen, wt loss of approx 3-

4 pounds. He received an antibiotic injection and pain meds. I brought him home with no 
improvement.

He returned to vet on 5/9 due to his condition continued to worsen. I was still feeding him the 
contaiminated food unknowingly! He had a 2night stay with IV fluid, fecal culture, closely monitored 

condition. 
I stopped the food during that hospitalization when I found out about the recall thru a family member.

I confirmed the product code with Diamond company. After I inquired about a refund, I was given 
instructions on how to find the refund page online. I was then transferred to the Diamond Vet but had 
to leave a message. I rec'd a call the next day (saturday) but was unaware of the call...when I called 

back no answer. I have called several times with no answer.
I will be calling Diamond back in the am on 5/25 to discuss reimbursement to my vet.

My conerns are my very much loved pet is NOT recovering and is slipping away.  returns to the 
vet 5/26.

I am very upset, frustrated that it is not posted on their main web page either!!!...Taste of Wild phone 
# didn't work or ring....tried numerous times.

I feel the FDA has a responsibilty to the animal population to have more strict regulations regarding 
the process of manufacturing pet food.

I love my animals very much and if I loose my  due to the negligence of this company I will 
pursue this further legally.

I had a healthy pet that now is suffering. Still loosing wt, vomits and very feeble when once he was 
playful and agile.

please contact me if you need this bag of food that has been confirmed to be POTENTIALLY 
contaminated. I have taken pictures of the bag and . They are the reason  is DYING!!! and 
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EON‐92013 5/24/2012 22:45 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

He became lethargic one day and not being himself, I took him to his vet. She was not able to find 
exactly his problem except that it was an abdominal problem. She gave him something to ease him 
stomach pain and if he was not better the next day, we were to run blood test. That night he was 
laying in the kitchen with me. He went to raise up and gave a horrible yelp and fell over dead.
A friend of mine was also giving her pet the same treats and her dog died exactly the same way.

13 Years Shih Tzu Dog 20 Pound

EON‐92005 5/24/2012 22:15 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Suddenly one evening,  began to vomit frequently, drink water excessively, shake, appear 
lethargic, and appear in significant abdominal distress. We took him to the emergency veterinarian, 
who ran a series of tests. The tests showed significant dehydration, elevated kidney values, and 
abnormal appearance  stayed overnight at the emergency vet (the local VRCC at a cost of 
over $1000). The next day we took  to his regular veterinarian, where it was suggested he stay 
for the day. After 24 hours of administering fluids and monitoring, he was declared well enough to go 
home. 

No immediate cause of illness could be found, so the vet suggested we consider dietary possibilities. 
We had previously been giving  Waggin Train' Train Chicken Jerky treats purchased from a 
local Walgreen's store. We didn't even think of this at the time, so eventually as  appeared 
better we began giving these treats again. The symptoms immediately returned, at which time we 
stopped giving the treats. We then pursued more research in conjunction with our vet and found that 
other dogs had taken ill with the exact same symptoms after having ingested these treats.

2 Years Chihuahua Dog 9 Ounce

g
I'm VERY upset!!! those words don't truely describe how feel towards this company!!! They WILL pay 
the vet bills but I want my "snuggle" kitty back in the healthy condition he was in prior to him eating 

Salmonella!!!!!

I was unaware I could attach files or I would have scanned the Vet progress notes and the 
statements to my PC then to this report...If I can attach these on 5/29 I will be very willing to do so. I 
need to scan them at my place of work...unable to do so at home. Please notify me via email if I can 

send these documents on 5/29.
Thank you
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EON‐92004 5/24/2012 21:45 Waggin' Tails Rawhide 
Chicken and Duck

In March of this year, woke up in the middle of the night every night for several nights and ran 
downstairs to vomit. She almost never vomits so we were mildly concerned but thought maybe she 
ate something she should not have. A week later she started to urinate all over, on our bed, on our 
couch, and on the floor. She never has had accidents except when she was a puppy. At the same 
time she was drinking constantly. She could not get enough to drink. We automatically assumed UTI 
and called the vet. We took in a urine sample and it came back negative. The vet wanted to do 
bloodwork to rule out renal failure or parasites or liver damage, etc. At the same time a friend told us 
about these Waggin' Tail treats and that they have been causing a lot of problems in dogs including 
his and his brother's dog. Since that is what we have been giving  we stopped them right away. 
Now we are trying to determine how much kidney damage may have. She is still drinking all the 
time and is having many accidents in the house. We would like to know what caused this because 
prior to this she was very healthy.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 72 Pound

EON‐91999 5/24/2012 20:45 Waggin train jerky tenders 
chicken

Not sure if the chicken jerky caused his death but he got sicker after chicken h
Jerky was eaten d
Thought it was due to old age but now I wonder if it was due to jerky
T

12 Years Poodle - Medium 
size

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐91998 5/24/2012 20:45 Kingdom pets all natural 
ingredients Chicken jerky

vomiting; diahreea; blood in vomit and stool 12 Pekingese Dog 10 Pound

EON‐91997 5/24/2012 20:45 Milo's Homestyle Chicken 
Balls

She suddenly became ill in  and was taken to vet.....she said began taking medicine for heart 
problems.
Then suddenly the week of  she suddenly begin not eating and drinking and was taken to 
vet on Wednesday ans she said she was in kidney failure and died on . I had been giving 
those Milo's homestyle treat to her for that time.

13 Years Chihuahua Dog 11 Pound

EON‐91996 5/24/2012 20:15 Waggin Train Chik'nBiscuits Dog became ill one evening, vomiting, lethargic, had eaten dog treats that afternoon. Took to ER 
Vet Hospital next day, found blood in urine & fever, diagnosed with UTI, was givevn a shot for 
nausea & sent home on oral antibiotics. 5 days still not eating. Called regular vet & was told to feed 
boiled chicken & rice which she still would not eat. Took to vet 3 days later & was found to have 
extremely high liver enzymes & bilirubin levels, was admitted on IV fluids and po medications to 
reverse the liver damage. Was in the hospital from Monday 5/21/12 thru 5/24/12. Enzymes still high 
on 5/24, but ok to be dischaged home. Still on oral medication and will need follow up liver function 
studies. I was not aware of the possible adverse affects of the treats until today by a friend, so I 
never mentioned to either vet that I had given these treats to my dog. I have 1/2 of a bag left

3 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 17 Pound

EON‐91995 5/24/2012 20:00 Canyon Creek Ranch Pork 
Skin Big Blast with chicken 
liver center

We gave him a pork skin treat on May 8th. Later that day he regurgitated all of his food from the day 
including parts of the treat (we could see undigested pork skin in the mess). Two days later he 
regurgitated his food again, and I took him to the vet. She noted that he didn't have abdominal pain 
so she gave him fluids and a few injections to settle his stomach and help him get better. We also 
started him on a bland diet of rice and chicken. Two days after that (may 12) he regurgitated food 
again, and vomited on the morning of May 13. We took him back to the vet. She took X-rays to see if 
he had any blockages (he didn't) and gave him a couple more injections. She changed his diet to 
Prescription Diet I/d canine gastrointestinal health. He had diarrhea for a few days after starting that 
food but finally started getting better. It wasn't until last weekend (May 19/20) that he seemed to be 
back to normal.

3 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 110 Pound
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EON‐91989 5/24/2012 18:45 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky Daily vomitting (she has one treat per day) 6 Months Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐91987 5/24/2012 18:15 Waggin Train Western Grill After recovering from Cruciate surgery and beginning normal exercise I felt I could once again start 
to treat her with out having her gain weight. I opened a new bag of chicken strips and gave her one. 
It was around noon. By the next morning she was slow to eat her food. Her dinner that night was half 
consumed and she began to vomit during the night/early morning. She refussed breakfast so I took 
her to the doctor. Her liver values were way off. She was in the hospital and on fluids for two days---
getting worse with each passing hour. Two days later she was transfered to the speciality hospital 
for tests, biopsys and ultrasounds. Through the summer she would get a little better and then relaps 
several times. She was consistantly blood tested, ultrasounded, x-rayed and stayed on meds from 
April 2011 until February 2012 when she lost her battle and had to be euthanized. No reason for her 
illness could be found. Her pre-cruciate surgery bloodwork showed a perfectly working livera nd 
kidney, with all other values normal, 7 weeks later she was healthy, happy and energetic and the day 
after her first treat she was on the long, expensive, painful road to death.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐91986 5/24/2012 17:45 DOGSWELL VITALITY 
CHICKEN BREAST

GI COMPLICATIONS INCLUDING DIARRHEA 4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON‐91981 5/24/2012 16:00 Waggin Train Chicken Strips About a year ago as something different for him as a treat I gave him Chicken Jerky Strips from 
Waggin Train I bought them at walmart. We didnt know what happened, but he acted funny and 
acted sick and layed around. Jack russells are dogs with energy and they like to play. I was gone till 
early evening and my wife called me and said we have to take duke to the hospital/doctor he cant 
even walk from outside now. So I met them at the doctors and we had to carry him in, he couldnt 
even walk. They ran test on him and took blood, they said his kidneys were infected and he had to 
go on 3 kinds of med's. two pills and one liquid. They were some of the stongest antibotics they had. 
It cost about 350.00 to make him well again.

7 Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 24

EON‐91980 5/24/2012 16:00 Sweet Potato Treats And 
Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog contracted bladder stones and nearly died from a blocked urethra. The vet ran labs and 
determined the cause was these sweet potato treats and chicken jerky treats coming from China 
that have harmful chemicals in them. TAKE THESE OFF OUR SHELVES!

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐91976 5/24/2012 15:45 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Natural Duck Tenders

Shortly after purchasing 2 bags of Canyon Creek jerky, one of our three dogs became very lethargic. 
Still have unopened bag of jerky. After many visits, overnight stays withmore than one Vet, dogs 
health has improved with special diet and medication.

6 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 19 Pound

EON‐91967 5/24/2012 15:00 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Dog has diarreah that has gotten worse. Mucous in feces. Drinking a lot of water 8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐91965 5/24/2012 14:45 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Strips

Both Beagles (  - 2years, 33 pounds) and (  - 3years, 28 pounds) were given Milo's 
Kitchen Chicken Jerky Strips two days prior to becoming ill. First  experienced vomiting, 
diarrhea.  began having tremors the following day. Both went to the vet for blood work/x-rays 
and nothing was found. On day 3 after ingestion  began having tremors as well and  
began having Seizures. Took both dogs to the vet again on day three and they had high fevers, 
rapid respirations and irregular heart rates. The vet decided it was some sort of poison and treated 
them with Charcoal to absorb whatever toxin was in their system. Gave valium to control the 
tremors. By that evening they were on the upswing and I brought them home. I was not sure what 
they got into because they are indoor dogs that go on walks and are in our site at all times. I didn't 
think about the treats until the recent notice of possible contamination of these specific products.

3 Years Beagle Dog 28 Pound

EON‐91962 5/24/2012 14:00 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Dog was given more than usual amount of Waggin' Train chicken jerky treat at bedtime, lot no. 
W1NJ127A, bought at Costco, 

In the morning the dog was lethargic, aggressive, refused food. This persisted for 13 days. The dog 
continued to refuse food and on 23 January expired.

During this time the dog was severely constipated.

Owners took a stool sample to a veterinarian's office but no problem was found. A veterinarian 
visited twice and prescribed antibiotics.

Yesterday I received an email from Vitals on MSNBC.com mentioning 600 dog deaths from this and 
related products. Symptoms described by pet owners coincide with 

6 Years Rottweiler Dog 100 Pound

EON‐91961 5/24/2012 13:45 Canine Carry Outs Vomiting, loose and bloody stools, decreased appetite. 9 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 32 Pound

EON‐91960 5/24/2012 13:45 4health Lamb and Rice 
formula for adult dogs

Started new bag of 4Health Lamb and Rice. They have been eating this brand and flavor for 1-2 yrs. 
After 1 to 3 days eating this food, all 3 began to have diarrhea, one also vomiting and lethargic. 
After each being sick for 3 days and having no food & rice water for 72 hours, all recovered. One 
was taken to the vet but no medication was used. Several days later all were given the same dog 
food again and all three got sick again.
After no food & rice water for another 72 hours, all recovered. We began feeding human approved 
food and they have remained healthy now for 2 weeks.

642 Years Collie - Border Dog 36 Pound

EON‐91959 5/24/2012 13:45 Purina Beggin Strips Vomiting, runny and bloody stools, loss of appetite. 9 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 32 Pound

EON‐91949 5/24/2012 13:15 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders He stopped eating his food and when he did eat he would throw it up minutes later! He drunk more 
water than usual and was constantly begging us to take him outside minutes after he had just 
returned. These are all signs of kidney failure per the report.

11 Years Maltese Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐91947 5/24/2012 12:45 Waggin Train My dogs were happy and healthy ,I decided to get some treats for them I bought Waggin Train 
Cowboy steaks which they loved .withing the next month the female started to have seizures ,the 
male bloody diarrhea and vomiting also both were getting larthargic? This is not the nature to be ? I 
took to my vet many times and this had him stumped Put the female on a med for seizures .treated 
the male with different meds? they both passed a month apart  and  I had male put to 
sleep could not stand seeing him suffering so the female had a horrible death.This was 
heartbreaking to me still is .They were my babies and constant companions

Years Chihuahua Dog Pound

EON‐91945 5/24/2012 12:15 Kingdom Pets All Natural 
Ingredients Chicken & Sweet 
Potato

Over the past month  has been eating less and less food. In the beginning of this issue she 
would eat once a day about 1/3 cup, then 2 weeks ago she didnt eat for 2 days. I put a bit of peanut 
butter in her food and she only licked the peanut butter. Went to the Natural pet food store and 
asked to help pick a different food because I thought she was not liking her current food. The only 
thing she would eat was the Chicken & Sweet Potatoe treats from Kingdom Pets purchased at 
Costco. I read the report from our local TV station about chicken jerky treats killing dogs and Penny 
has the first couple of symptoms. Today is the first day she hasnt had any of these treats.

2 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 12 Pound

EON‐91943 5/24/2012 10:30 PRODUCT A describe what happened 8 Years Cockatiel 150 Pound
EON‐91937 5/24/2012 10:00 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky became very ill with vomiting, diarrhea, blood in stool, lethargic. 12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐91935 5/24/2012 9:45 Waggin trails chickn' biscuits they began having loose stools and terrible gas as soon as we discontinued the treats they were fine 2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐91931 5/24/2012 5:30 Special Kitty Savory Turkey 
& Cheese Dinner in Gravy

Gave my cats the Special Kitty Savory Turkey & Cheese Dinner in Gravy and within 15-20 minutes 
both cats were puking. This continued for about an hour. They were then very lethargic the 
remainder of the day and when they finally were able to eat in the late evening (different product) 
they did not eat very much.

5 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 13 Pound

EON‐91930 5/24/2012 3:30 Purina Whisker Lickin's 
Tender Moments Soft and 
Delicious Chicken Flavor

On Sunday May 14th I purchased Purina Whisker Lickin's Tender Moments Soft and Delicious 
Chicken Flavor cat treats from a Walgreens in . I have given this brand and flavor of 
cat treat to my cat for years with no problem. On Tuesday she began vomiting and having diarrhea. 
She continued being sick throughout the week, mostly at night, and seemed to recover during the 
day. It wasn't until Friday that I realized the treats were the only new food I'd given her, the rest of 
her food was from the same package I've been feeding her from for the last several weeks, and that 
I'd been giving her the treats at night because she would eat them. I stopped giving her the treats 
then, and she continued vomiting and experiencing diarrhea for a few days, but it tapered off. On 
Saturday May 19th I brought her to the vet and he confirmed she had no other reason to be sick. On 
Tuesday May 23rd I brought her back to the vet and she was given fluids, she was very dehydrated 
and down to 8.4 lbs, from 9.6 lbs. After she was given the fluids she began to eat again.

17 Years American Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐91929 5/24/2012 3:15 Milo's Kitchen Home-style 
Dog Chicken Jerky Treats

shortly after starting to give these treats  slowed down his food consumption, then slowed down 
his activity level sleeping more. the anorexia got a little worse as did the lethargy. he started to drink 
less water. then he started to have difficulty walking on linoleum floor here at home, like the floor 
was slippery,  looked like bambi on the ice. about 2 weeks ago he started to cower at loud voices, 
sounds and the sudden sounds.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐91928 5/24/2012 3:00 Pet 'n Shape Chik 'n 
Skewers Dog Treats

Three different times in a two week period,  vomited, involuntarily urinated on the floor and 
markedly increased her water consumption. Each of these three times was preceded several hours 
by her ingestion of a Pet 'n Shape Chik 'n Skewer.

3 Years Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog 21 Pound

EON‐91927 5/24/2012 3:00 Waggin train chicken jerky 
treats

Last ) my dog  died of kidney failure, i had been feeding him waggin 
train dog treats for most his life. I believe due to the recent media attention that the dog treats made 
by nestle-purina were responsible.  was always a very active and healthy dog he never in his 
whole life had any illnesses except for the kidney failure which killed him (very horribly i might add) I 
stopped giving him the treats as soon as the vet told me that he had kidney problems, but it was too 
late. Now my other younger pet  has kidney problems because i gave him the same treats for 
many years.

12 Years Chow Chow Dog 55 Pound

EON‐91926 5/23/2012 23:45 T BONZ She has really bad diarrhea. Really bad. Had to keep her in our bathroom because she had a lot of 
accidents in her kennel. We have a friend that is a vet tech, but she didn't actually look at her. She 
told us to have her fast for 24 hours and then give her chicken and rice plain, so we did that and she 
seems to be getting better. This only started after we started giving her these treats specifically. Our 
pug (fat) didn't have a bad reaction to it because she has an iron stomach and eats anything.  
stomach is a little more sensitive and I think the treats made her sick.

3 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 10 Pound

EON‐91925 5/23/2012 23:45 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Chicken Strips

She got very sick throwing up no energy no drinking water 1 Years Chihuahua Dog 5 Pound

EON‐91924 5/23/2012 23:45 Wagon Train Jerky Tenders - 
Chicken Dog Treats

 had recently been given chicken jerky treats by Waggin Train.  then experienced extreme 
diarrhea and vomiting for 36+ hours. We took  to the vet where they ran tests and determined 
that he had a bacteria infection in his GI tract and suggested we no longer give him the treats. He is 
currently on a variety of medicines to help with his stomach issues -- we are now in day 3 and he is 
still have very loose stools. I cannot believe that so many dog owners have had the same/very 
similar experiences with these treats and there isn't a warning or a recall!

6 Years Dobermann Dog 77 Pound
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Pound27DogMountain CurYears5Waggin Train Chicken Jerky5/23/2012 23:15EON‐91923  was my dog, and he became by parents dog when I went to college. He was always a very 
happy and healthy dog. My parents purchased Waggin Train chicken jerky, as well as a few other 

chicken related treats of theirs such as the chicken biscuits and yam and chicken treats.  
absolutely loved the chicken jerky and would get 1-2 pieces daily for almost his entire life. We never 
had any reason to believe that these treats were unsafe, quite the contrary, because they were real 
chicken it seemed like they were very healthy and were better than many other treats on the market. 
Around Sept 2011 was scheduled for a dental and his vet found some abnormal results in his 

pre-surgery blood work. At first it seemed that he was anemic, a condition that he had never had 
before this date. His vet put him on some medicine, hopeful that would correct the problem. Upon 
more blood work, it was found out that the medicine was not having any effect on this issue and 

more tests were done. Then it was seen that his kidney function was starting to decline. He was put 
on purina vet diet NF, a food that is made specifically for dogs with kidney trouble. This food made 

no difference and he began to go downhill rapidly. In the span of a few months he went from a happy 
healthy dog that loved everyone and loved being outside to a dog that had no strength or energy 

and hardly ate or drank and barely left his crate. The vet said that the only treatment option left was 
to leave him at the vet and keep him on constant fluid and dialysis and hope that his kidney function 

started to increase, but that is very expensive, and very stressful on the dog, and there was no 
guarantee that he would even be strong enough to survive that much less that it would actually work. 

My parents elected to keep trying the very expensive speciality food and hope for some 
improvement and some indication as to what was causing these issues. I live 4.5 hours from my 

parents and work full time at a dog boarding kennel. Because of the nature of this job, I am not able 
to travel much, and I work every holiday so I rarely get to see my parents or my beloved  

 was the first holiday I had off in the 4 years I have worked there. So I was so excited 
to get to go home and see my family and my dog who I hadn't seen in almost a year and spend 

some quality time there, even if it was only for barely 2 days. Instead of having a happy wonderful 
relaxing holiday with my family, I spent my time literally laying inside of his crate with him cuddling up 
with him because he was so weak. He could barely wag his tail anymore and no matter what I did he 
wouldn't eat anything and would barely drink. He was euthanized on . I will never be 
able to go through another  without feeling this pain. And I am reminded of this every day 
at work while i am surrounded by other people's healthy dogs and wishing that  was still with 

us. After I went to college, he pretty much became my dads therapy dog. My dad has been very sick 
almost my entire life, and  was his companion. He was a great dog would guard my dad, and 
lay with him when he wasn't feeling good, and always stayed with him while my mother was at work. 
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EON‐91922 5/23/2012 22:45 Dogswell - Happy Hips 
Chicken Breast with 
Glucosamine & Chondroitin

 is an extraordinarily healthy 6.5 year old fox terrier/cattle dog/scrappy McRascal mix. I started 
to give her "Dogswell's Happy Hips" with Glucosamine & Chondroitin about 2 - 2.5 weeks ago. Witin 
about 2 days (or there abouts) I noticed she started to have terrible diarreaha...I did my usual 
treaments for this - soupy rice and Purina's FortiFlora - she seemed to be doing a bit better, but the 
diarreaha never fully cleared up and and she also has started having terrible, smelly gas...something 
very unusal for her...I was forwarded a report about chicken treat products from China and 
immediately pulled out the bag of her chicken treats..they are distributed by Authur Dogswell, LLC. 

, but Made in China...I will be notifying this 
distributor and wiil be happy to send in the remaining bag of treats for study. I obviously will no 
longer give her these treats, and I will be monitoring her carefully over the course of the next few 
days to see if the problems clear up. I certainly hope so.

6 Mixed (Dog) Dog 48 Pound

y g g , y y y
He is absolutely irreplaceable. If we had any warning of how unsafe these treats were, we NEVER 

would have given them to him. It is a decision myself and my parents have regretted every day since 
this happened. I want the people who are responsible for this to be brought to justice. No one else's 

innocent dog should get sick or die from this negligence on their part. If this affected humans 
directly, it would have been pulled off the shelves at the first sign of a problem, but just because it 
affects dogs doesn't mean its ok and can be ignored. I spread the word daily to every customer I 
come in contact with that these treats are harmful and I hope that every person whose pet has 

become sick or died because of this is able to get closure by the comp
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EON‐91917 5/23/2012 18:45 Nature's Recipe New Oven 
Baked Chewy Treats 
Chicken Recipe with Sweet 
Potatos & Apples

Within 12 hours of feeding Gear Nature's Recipe Oven Baked Chewy Chicken Recipe Treats he 
began to vomit. He continued to vomit for the next 24 hours. A total of 13 times. Large in volume for 
his small 5 lb. size. He was very lethargic also. I stopped giving him the treats when the vomiting 
began because that was the only new food or treat that he had consumed. 24 hours later the 
vomiting subsided and his energy level slowly returned to normal for him. Don't know if this is related 
to the chicken jerky scare but the treats I mentioned are made from Del Monte. 5.5 oz. zip lock bag, 
expiration date 09/22/2012 Lot # 1266 1K 7 B 13:36. I know that I have never seen my dog ever 
vomit that many times or that amount of volume in a 24 hour period since I acquired him as a puppy 
the year prior. The most times in one day was twice and maybe a 1/3 cup (excuse me for the 
graphic) in volume. He has had all his vaccinations and is extremely healthy.

1 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 5 Pound

EON‐91915 5/23/2012 18:15 Waggin' Tail Chicken Jerkey 
Treats

Dog exibited lethargy, losss of appetite, unable to walk. Brought to local vet and specialists with no 
confirmed cause of problem.

2 Years Hound - Italian 
Short-haired

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐91914 5/23/2012 17:15 Kirkand Signature Super 
Premium Dog Biscuits - Two 
Flavor Variety, Kirkalnd 
Signature Super Premium 
Adult Dog Food Chicken 
Rice & Vegetable Formula

We started blending Kirkland Signature Premium Adult Dog Food with his Nutrience Puppy food in 
order to convert him from puppy food to adult food. As the proportions became more Kirkland than 
Nutrience, he started having diareah and occasional vomiting. So we went back onto the puppy food 
completely figuring maybe it was an allergy. He then seemed fine. We went away on vacation for a 
week and left  with my parents and everything was fine so we figured we blending again and 
after a few meals, he wouldn't touch the food...even blended, and the diareah started again.
So we decided to leave him on Nutrience puppy and started blending with the adult kind. He was 
fine and his stools became normal again
Then this weekend, we purchased the Kirkland Super Premium Dog Biscuits and the SAME THING 
happened as with the food. At first he ate them, then within 36 hrs: he vomitted and had Diareaha 
and refused the cookies.
He gets treats regularly but would't eat the Kirkland ones.

1 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 33 Pound

EON‐91913 5/23/2012 17:15 Nature's Variety Prairie Beef 
Meal and Barley Medley

Ate the Beef kibble very reluctantly, even for a Border Collie. Immediately developed loose, grey-
colored stool.

6 Years Collie - Border Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐91912 5/23/2012 17:15 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders-
Chicken Dog Treats

On Thursday May 17, 2012 I purchased Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Tenders from a Tractor Supply 
located in . My labrador retriever may have received 4-5 of these treats and by Saturday 
she was lethargic, not eating and not going to the bathroom. As of Tuesday May 22, 2012 she still 
had not eaten hardly any food, not even her favorite dog bones. I just happened to notice on my 
MSN homepage on the internet a news headline that said "Nearly 1,000 dogs now sick from jerky 
treats" I clicked on the article and noticed the cause of the investigation was the exact same product 
I had fed my own dog just days prior. I immediately called my vet and made an emergency 
appointment. When we arrived at the vet's office the doctor did a full exam, took blood, took her 
temperature (103 deg.), and gave us some medication to start her on (Ammoxicillin and FortiFlora). 
The vet also gave us some canned food to hopefully get her appetite going. The entire visit cost 
over $212. He promised to call us later last night with the lab results. When we got the message 
from the vet we were completely shocked. He told us she had been "poisoned" by whatever she had 
eaten. Her labwork showed extensive liver damage and this is very serious. He encouraged us to 
call the office first thing this morning to discuss her next steps. When I spoke with his office this 
morning they asked that I stop in and pick up another herbal medication ($30) to give to her in 
addition to the medications we had started her on last night. She is still not eating normally and not 
accepting any of her favorite foods. We have been told to call the vet and give a daily report on her 
condition and we will have to return to that office in 5-7 days for more labwork. I did contact the 
Tractor Supply store where the treats had been purchased and spoke twice with the store manager, 

 about this situation and he made no mention of pulling this product from the shelves but 
appreciated me letting him know. Our dog is like a child to us. We waited many years before 
purchasing just the right dog. She has become a part of our family and we are all very upset at this 
situation. We would appreciate a response soon. Thank you.

1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound

EON‐91911 5/23/2012 17:15 Meijer Main Choice for Dogs Our vet suggested that we attempt to distract  from licking her paws by getting her a Kong toy 
and filling it with treats. We purchased said toy as well as Meijer brand Chicken and Sweet Potato 
jerky treats that we would put inside of the Kong. This appeared to keep her from licking her feet. 
After about a week of treatment,  refused to eat and would not take her medication in the Pill 
Pocket. She drank little water, ate NO food and had NO energy for play or even going the bathroom. 
She would attempt to eat grass when outside, indicating she was experiencing nausea. During this 
time, we tried to feed her canned dog food (which she wouldn't eat), dry dog food, her medication. 
She wouldn't eat at all. We had stopped filling her Kong with the treats and giving her anything but a 
little banana and a little peanut butter. Over the course of a week, her appetite began to return. We 
are STILL not giving her chicken jerky treats and have since changed her food to Innova vPRIME 
Grain Free Chicken & Turkey Formula. She is eating better and her energy level is returning. 

9 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 90 Pound

EON‐91910 5/23/2012 17:00 Happy Hips...Chicken 
flavored jerky treats

She became lethargic, vomiting and diarrhea. Unitl my husband saw a story online about the 
chinese jerky treats. I let the store and my vet know and they are all aware of it. The FDA needs to 
recall all the Chinese jerky treats! The brand we had been using is Healthy (ha) Hips.

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 68 Pound

EON‐91909 5/23/2012 17:00 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky After she ate the treats she became lethargic and could barely walk. She also started vomiting. It 
was 3-4 days before she was back to herself again.

8 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 15 Pound
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EON‐91906 5/23/2012 16:45 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chichen Jerky Tenders

After consuming about 3 treats over the course of an evening, my dog started pacing which meant 
he had to go out (we live in an apartment). This was around 1:30 am after his last walk of the 
evening (around midnight). I had to take him out many times during the night (a little after 3 am, at 
4:20 am, again at 5:15 am and then at 7:30 am). At first it was a loose bowel movement, then it was 
a thick loose bowel-colored fluid, the next two times was liquid and the last time, he kept assuming 
the position, but only dribbles came out.

12 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐91905 5/23/2012 16:45 Costco Kindom Chicken 
Jerky Treats from China

Dog was given numerous pieces of the jerky by caregiver while owner was away on vacation for 
several days in a row. Dog was refusing to eat anything except the treats. We did not know at the 
time that these treats were toxic and that the FDA had actually issued an alert even back then. Dog 
went into kidney failure and died 6/22/08 before we could even get her to the vet. One other dog 
became sick but recovered after $1,000 bill at an emergency vet clinic.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐91903 5/23/2012 16:15 wagging trail chicken jerky 
treats

I have a beagle/cocker mix and began feeding him the chicken treats on 5/5/12. His first diarrhea 
movement seemed normal to me. By day 2, the diarrhea was out of control, the dog would barely eat 
anything at all and when he did; he would pass it right out in about 5 - 10 minutes. He moved his 
bowls so often that his anal area was a pinky-red color and it hurt him. The stool was watery and 
now it went from a brown (im not too worried) colour, to this black, look like bile or when the vet 
clears the anal sac. The dog was always nostalgic, it broke my heart. By day 4 I decided to take him 
to the vet on Saturday and on the Wednesday night I decided to stop giving him the treats because it 
had occurred to me that this was the only thing he was eating from since sat/sun when the runs 
started. I would now limit his intake to the boiled chicken & rice the vet suggested (for gastro issues). 
By the Friday night the dog had some life back in him and the stool had a mixed consistency. It was 
at that point that my heart began to beat again. My hear bleeds for anyone who was lost a pet this 
form of irresponsibleness but something must be done. Not because they have four leg & are not 
human should their cries or the cries of their owners fall on deaf ears. He is not 100% but the stool is 
becoming back solid again

I didn't report anything as yet due to the fact that this episode just happened last week and my dad 
day the issue talked about on channel 2 news yesterday, so I began doing research this morning. 
My next stop after this will be to send a strongly worded letter to the manufacturer

4 Years Beagle Dog 35 Pound

EON‐91901 5/23/2012 15:45 Milo's chicken jerky After eating Milo's chicken jerky treats earlier this year, my Bichon Frise got terribly sick and I 
thought he was going to die. When I took him to the vet, they put him on anti-biotics, probiotics, and 
various other things to help him get well. He became sick after eating Milo's chicken jerky. After he 
finally recovered and I paid the vet bill, and stopped giving him the treats, he was much better. I 
wrote to Fred Meyers (Kroger) about the problem and told them that I had seen an article on line 
about the dog treats and that the FDA was getting reports of dogs getting sick and even dying. They 
did nothing about removing the product from their store. I wrote them and even sent them the 
articles warning about the treats. You would think that they wouldn't want to risk a law suit by 
carrying this specific treat.
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EON‐91900 5/23/2012 15:45 Wagon Train Jerky Tenders 
chicken Dog treats

I went to Costco and purchased Waggin Train brand chicken jerky strip treats for my French Bulldog 
Lola for the first time. I fed them to her over a series of weeks, at times feeding her one -two per day 
because she loved them. She developed gas but Frenchies are known to have that problem. She 
was also constipated with an occasional bought of diarrhea. On the evening of May 3 she threw up 
after a car ride which has happened before (she gets car sick). On Friday morning, May 4, she 
began throwing up bright yellow bile. I brought her to the vet who gave her subcutaneous fluids and 
brought her home that afternoon. By Friday evening she was throwing up non-stop over the course 
of the night. I returned to the vet whereafter she was placed on an IV and her bloodwork was taken. 
The vet sent her home with me that evening as they has no overnight facility. The IV was left in her 
arm in case of emergency, where I was directed to go to the 24 hour emergency room. Once I got 
her home, she began throwing up and having diarrhea at the same time. I rushed to the ER where 
she remained for 4 more nights. She was diagnosed with Pancreatitis. According to the vet, they 
don't know what causes this but it could be due to anything from fatty food to stress to poision. My 
vet bill cost approximately $8,000 for the acute, 24 hour medical care she required in the ER. Today 
I read that the FDA has been warning pet owners about this product!

2 Years Bulldog - French Dog 21 Pound

EON‐91899 5/23/2012 15:45 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky He started vomiting and had diarrhea shortly after consuming a piece of Kingdom Pets Chicken 
Jerky bought at Costco in  Whenever he ate it, those symptoms returned, and he 
eventually refused to eat it though he used to love this product (it used to be made in the U.S., as I 
recall).
Since I stopped giving him the product, he's been doing fine.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 13 Pound

EON‐91890 5/23/2012 15:15 Unknown - package thrown 
out in October 2010

From 6 months of age, these dogs were given Waggin Train Chicken Strips purchased at Costco. 
We also fed them to our 12 year old springer. The puppies started having severe bouts of diahrea 
and vomiting which I originally attributed to puppy behavior of eating foreign objects, grass, etc. We 
started monitoring their behavior and found that they were not eating anything other than their dog 
kibble (Taste of the Wild) and the aforementioned chicken strips. After reading about the adverse 
reactions and problems associated with chicken strips manufactured in China, I checked my product 
and immediately stopped feeding them to my dogs. Almost immediately they stopped exhibiting the 
symptions.  also had had what appeared to be urinary tract infections which also resolved. I 
have checked every pet food store in my area including Costco, Petco, PetSmart, Pet Supplies and 
the Feed Barn. Every single package of chicken strips in all of the stores was manufactured in 
China. I have spoken with the store managers questioning why they do not offer a single product 
manufactured in the USA. It is a deplorable situation and it is time that people make the effort to 
speak up and speak out making it clear that it is unacceptable to us and we will not purchase such 
products. Surely they can be safely manufactured in the United States. As a consumer, I am 
demanding higher standards. Apparently they are not interested in hearing this directly but I can 
assure you that they are interested in the bottom line and losing $$$. I am very vocal about this 
issue and have spread the word with friends and family. My veterinarian concurs. Another issue is 
the fact that American produced dog foods outsource ingredients from China too. Deplorable since 
they do not adhere to acceptable standards. Americans beware - China is oblivious to our standards 
and the FDA is too overtaxed and overburdened to deal with the imported product lines. If ever 
legislation was needed to protect our pets it is now.

2 Years Spaniel - Springer 
English

Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐91888 5/23/2012 15:15 Milo's Kitchen Home-style 
dog treats

I have fed the Milo's Kitchen home-style chicken strips. after an hour she would start 
vomiting. I thought it was she was just inhaling them too fast, but she would vomit a few times then 
shake and go lay down.

2 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 20 Pound

EON‐91876 5/23/2012 15:00 WAGON TRAIN YAM 
GOOD WHOLESOME 
CHICKEN WRAPPED 
YAMS

Our Old English Sheepdog and Bichon Frisse are violently ill right now.... diarrhea and vomiting ... its 
serious. and im sacared and we just learned about this ... we have been giving them wagon train 
yam chicken treats for about 2 months now... We Didnt know there are dogs dying since last 
summer from this.. This product should be taken off the market.. Our dogs are part of our heart and 
family. They dont seem to be improving. .. we are going on three days of vomit and diarrhea.. its 
frightening.

5 Years Budgerigar 65

EON‐91875 5/23/2012 15:00 Sergeant's Munchy Chews 
Bacon Flavored Sticks

Dogs experienced weakness in limbs. Two have nearly recovered. The oldest has had a recurring 
high fever, continued weakness and is severely debilitated

Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog

EON‐91874 5/23/2012 14:45 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Natural Chicken Tenders, 
Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders, 
Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Banana and Chicken Wraps

Over a period of time,  our Boxer was given the following chicken jerky treats: Canyon Creek 
Ranch Brand - Natural Chicken Tenders; Canyon Creek Ranch Brand - Banana and Chicken 
Wraps; Waggin Train Brand - Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders.

 was in perfect health. From day one, we have fed  a great diet including chicken, rice, eggs, 
beef, etc., and everything was great until we noticed three weeks ago  wasnt acting himself. He 
would sleep all day, not want to go on a walk (which is seriously odd with  he loves walks), he 
wouldnt even eat his food. We would put his food down, and he would smell it, then run over to me 
and hide like he was afraid. The vet said put him on a bland food diet.

After a week, we gave  only chicken and rice, also a few chicken jerky treats from the above 
brands.  began to have both solid and loose stools, with blood in it, as well as very dark 
brown/black looking colors in it as well. Blood was definitely present in his stool, along with the very 
dark colored mass. also vomited 11 or 12 times over the week. He would go outside, eat grass 
for 15-20 minutes at a time. He wouldnt eat food, only grass and the chicken jerky treats.

Back to the vet, they said  seems to have stomach irritation, stay on the bland food diet, and also 
gave him antibiotics.

We discontinued all treats, especially anything from China. Its too early to tell, but I wanted to report 
the same issue that I have read has been occurring in hundreds of pets across the country. As of 
now,  hasnt gotten any better.

1 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐91871 5/23/2012 14:00 BIG BLAST PORK SKIN 
TWIST WITH CHICKEN 
LIVER CENTER - Made by 
Waggin' Train

 started to mope around on Saturday,  I thought she was just not feeling
well. She didn't eat anything that day. One Sunday, she was, again, not herself. Sunday night
I noticed blood in her urine. I called the vet first thing on Monday morning. Took her in and he
told me that she was very sick, that he would have to take some blood and have it tested, and 
he would call me first thing Tuesday morning. Tuesday morning, was really bad. She couldn't
walk and the vet called to tell me take her for a blood transfusion in  We got there
but she passed away before anything could be done.

EON‐91870 5/23/2012 14:00 Waggin Trails After a few months of giving 1 treat every few days, he began losing weight. the vet couldn't 
find anything wrong and a few weeks later, he passed away. He had been fed Hills Science Diet dry 
food for all of his life and was in great health prior to giving him the Waggin Trails chicken jerky 
treats.

12 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 8 Pound

EON‐91869 5/23/2012 13:45 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats Chicken Jerky

Pt add Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky as a snack/treat over the course of 3-4 days then developed 
diarrhea

7 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐91868 5/23/2012 13:15 Smoked Porkhide twists 
wrapped in chicken jerky

Days preceding the event, was energetic, had a healthy appetite and solid bowel 
movements. Was given AKC smoked porkhide twists wrapped in chicken jerky treats and has since 
fallen ill. His symptoms include listlessness, diarrhea, and increased water intake.

3 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound

EON‐91865 5/23/2012 12:45 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

When given a treat, the dog develops bloody diarrhea that lasts 2-3 days. 5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐91863 5/23/2012 12:45 Wellness Dog Lg Breed 
Adult 30 pound bag

I fed my dog two meals (one in the am) (one in the pm) the large breed wellness adult 30 lb bag dog 
food. he throw up around 11 pm that night, and after that had the runs all over my house. the next 
morning I started him on hamburger and rice. he continued with the runs all that day and night. the 
next morning I call my vet, He gave him a shot of antibiotics and with two presciptions to take home 
for him. I was told by the  where I had bought the dog food that there was a recall 
on this dog food. I called Wellness dog food to report my dog getting sick. they stated to me that my 
dog could have eatten something in my yard that it wasn't there dog food that made my dog sick. I 
just want to include that my husband is the one that feeds the dogs. yes I have two dogs, my bull 
dog ate a small amount of the food and for a time he had loose stools but seemed ok, today diarrhea 
is pouring out of him, he too has to go to the vets. also my husband got sick for two days after 
feeding the dog. he didn't wash his hands after handling the food. I just wanted to report the way 
Diamond dog food is handling the reports of sick dogs. thank-you 

EON‐91861 5/23/2012 11:45 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky My dog started vomitting after eating the Milo's Kitchen chicken strip dog treats. 1 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐91860 5/23/2012 11:00 CAnyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Chicken Breast

 died. 16 Corgi - Welsh 
Cardigan

Dog 48
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EON‐91859 5/23/2012 11:00 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders 
Chicken Dog Treats

Later in the day,after eating Waggin Train Chicken Jerky treats  experienced stomach 
discomfort and threw up. This happened on several different occasions as we were not sure that the 
treats were what was causing the pooblem. The other dog is a pitbull mix and she experienced the 
same symptoms.

7 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐91858 5/23/2012 11:00 Waggin Train PBJ Peanut 
butter and Chicken Jerky

Both dogs were given the chicken jerky treats prior to bedtime. They both woke us in the middle of 
the night with vomiting and diarrhea. the symptoms passed in 24 hrs after two bouts of sickness 
each.

5 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐91844 5/23/2012 10:30 Dogswells Brand Happy 
Hips Chicken Breast 
Glucosamine & Condroitin 
Treats for Adult Dogs

Severe diarrhea the day after eating Dogswell Brand Happy Hips Chicken Breast Treats. This 
happened on 2 occasions. First time on 5/13/2012 had diarrhea on 5/14/2012. The second time was 
on 5/21/2012 had diarrhea on 5/22/2012.

On the second occasion (5/21/2012) I also gave a treat to my friend's dog  (pit bull mix) who 
also had severe diarrhea the day after eating the treat

3 Years Collie - Border Dog 40 Pound

EON‐91827 5/23/2012 10:15 Cadet-IMS Trading Co. 
Woodridge NJ

Gormet Chicken Sausages

This is the second report-refer to first-same incident
Nausea, diarrehea for 4 days-blood in stool

4 Weeks Retriever - Labrador Dog 40 Pound

EON‐91820 5/23/2012 10:00 Milo's Kitchen chicken jerky 
treats

After giving our dog,  (Border collie) a treat for the night on Saturday evening (May 19th), 
during the night she became violently ill, lost all control of her bowls and vomited in her pen. 
Normally we would hear her whine if she needed anything during the night but she was too ill to 
even whine. The next day, every time she would go outside to urinate, she had the runs. We gave 
her a baby aspirin and that seemed to help. The culprit was Milo's Kitchen chicken jerky treat.

EON‐91812 5/23/2012 9:45 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky Over the past 6 months our 13 month old Great Dane has lost about 20 lbs, lost his appetite, will not 
eat and his behavior has become very lax. Aproximately 5 days ago I received a call from my 
neighbor saying that my dog was unresponsive in his crate, would not get up or lift his head, felt hot 
and was not responding. I arrived home from work and found that he had 104.7 fever, discharge 
from his eyes and nose, labored breathing. When I was able to get him to stand he urinated a very 
dark brown colored urine, almost blood colored and had extreme diarehea. I brought him to the er 
vet and when they ran blood work his white and red cell counts were off the charts. They were 
unable to spin the color out of his urine and thought perhaps he was having kidney failure or 
showing signs of immune deficiency (which is no where in his blood lines). I left with no answers and 
antibiotics. The following day he was worse with still a very high fever. I took him to his reglar vet and 
he was put on fluids, given steroids, shots of antiobiotic and more medicine to take home, along with 
Hills Prescription dog food, hich was over $50.00 for the case. Now $1000.00 in vet bills and we still 
can not properly diagnose him. I have to bring him to a specialist next week for further testing. The 
treats I give to him are Milos Kitchen Chicken Jerky and when I came across the recall ingformation I 
was stunned. I called the Petco I purchased them from to make them aware as well as Del Monte, 
but have heard nothing back.

14 Months Great Dane Dog 120 Pound
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EON‐91811 5/23/2012 9:45 Milo Kitchen Treats suddenly started throwing up, quit drinking his water and became increasingly 
uncomfortable. Lost five pounds quickly. Wanted to sleep all the time. The Vet could not explain 
cause or disease. In a matter of days a healthy outgoing dog became very ill. He was so ill he was 
put down. No apparent reason. No toxins within his reach or exotic yard growth. Our other, beagle, 

displayed the same symptoms 11 months earlier and also had to be put down. 2 dogs within 
11 months is questionable. My other two beagles lived in the same environment for almost 18 years. 
The common factor with my two last dogs was they both ate Milo Kitchen Treats. My first two did not.

10 Years Beagle Dog 38 Pound

EON‐91797 5/23/2012 3:00 Priority Total Pet Care 
Chicken Breast Jerky

She became very ill, vomiting; diarrhea for two days after consuming chicken treats. 6 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐91796 5/23/2012 3:00 Banana & Chicken Wraps
Canyon Creek Ranch Brand

every so often I noticed the dog would experience a loss of control over his hind quarters with his left 
or right hind leg being contracted up into his body as if he had a cramp. No sound of any kind would 
be heard but the dog would shiver as he normally would when he would suffer from some minor 
maliady. Within about 5 minutes or less of comforting the animal he would start to act normally. His 
leg would relax so that he could stand easily. Then business as usual until the next incident. I never 
associated the treats with this until I red the article. He would only get those treats if he pooped, 
usually that was twice daily. The ones I used had chicken wrapped around a slice of banana. I have 
a third of a bag left if you want them to test.

9 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 9 Pound

EON‐91795 5/23/2012 3:00 Mellow Mut Chicken Breast , 
Veggie Life Vitality Chicken 
w/ Sweet Potato, Veggie 
Happy Hips Chicken & 
Banana

I had purchased the Mellow Mut Chicken Breast, the Veggie Life Chicken with Sweet Potato, and 
the Happy Hips Chicken with Banana all for Dogswell for my Border Collie. She is 16 years old so I 
was looking for treats that had added vitamins,etc. in them. I started giving them to her and 3 days 
later she began vomiting uncontrollably. 

I took her took her vet. He had to give her a shot of cerenia and fluids through an IV. We are still 
waiting until tomorrow to see how she is going to be. At her age, I am terrified that we are going to 
lose her.

EON‐91794 5/23/2012 3:00 Waggin Train Brand 
Freshies

We gave him half a Waggin Train Chicken Freshie, and about 24 hours later he was lethargic, 
withdrawn, and appeared very dehydrated.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐91793 5/22/2012 22:15 Waggen Train Chicken Jerky after taking Chicken Jerky treats The dog became sick showing signs of kidney and heart congestive 
heart failure. X-rays and blood test could not find anything. We had to finally put him down due to 
excessive water around the heart. We stopped giving our other dog the treats and is doing fine 
despite being diabetic.

9 Unknown Dog 40 Pound

EON‐91792 5/22/2012 21:45 pedigree Breath buster tasty 
treats to freshen breath

I gave my dog a, pedigree breath butster dog treat. That night he woke up with explosive diarrhea 
and vomiting. I took him too the vet later that day due to the symptoms not stopping and they 
administered medication to cure the diarrhea which is uncontrollable a this point. They are not sure 
what is wrong with him and have administered blood and stool tests and still are not sure what is 
wrong with him. His stool is bloody and his health is diminishing. I am almost certain it was the dog 
treats since he is on a strict diet due to his breed. The treats are not expired.

1 Years Bulldog Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐91788 5/22/2012 20:45 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats Chicken 
Meatballs

For a 14-year-old Yorkie,  has been basically healthy other than requiring 1 pill a day for 
hypothyroidism. She eats, drinks, plays, walks, runs and sleeps like a healthy, normal housepet. 
That is, until 5/14/12 when my husband had to take her to her vet because for several days she had 
been having diarrhea, not eating, barely drinking, and vomitting. She became so weak that the night 
before taking her to the vet that I had to carry her outside to use the bathroom because she would 
barely walk, much less climb down the one step to get outside. My husband called me shortly after 
seeing the vet on 5/14/12 to tell me that she needed to stay there all day so they could give her IV 
fluids, antibiotics, an enema, etc. She was a VERY sick little dog, but thanks to her caring vet, she 
survived the trauma of that day and we were able to bring her home to continue antibiotics twice a 
day for the next 8 days. She lost a pound from being sick, which is quite alot for an 7.5 pound dog, 
and it took several days before we noticed her beginning to feel better. 

Today I read the report on MSN about dogs getting sick from treats, and it dawned on my husband 
and I that the only change in  eating habits had been the Milo's Kitchen Chicken Meatballs I 
had bought for and began feeding her approximately the week before her day at the vet's office. She 
loved them at first, but since becoming sick she refuses to eat them! We have at least half of the bag 
left in the cabinet. Her trip to the vet's office that day cost us $218.48, but it's not about the money; I 
would have paid 10 times that amount to help her get better. My real motivation for reporting this is 
because I am deeply concerned that these little meatballs are what made  sick, and if so, I 
feel it is my obligation to do something so no other dog owner has to watch their beloved pet 
become so ill that you fear they may not get better.

14 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6 Pound

EON‐91787 5/22/2012 20:45 Waggin Train Chicken treats After giving my dog Waggin Train treats, our dog became ill and had four days of diarrhea. She 
could barely eat. We changed her diet for a week, when she was better, we gave her the treats 
again, and it happened again. We threw the treats out.

15 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound

EON‐91786 5/22/2012 20:00 waggin train country crunch Gave him treats from a bag of wagon trail country crunch over a 2 week period. Slowly noticed a 
weaker, lethargic dog. Recently noticed his diareah, vomit and today he is just lazy and sick looking 
taking him to VET wednesday. Totally messed up. I spluged on this bag because I had some extra 
cash. NOT CHEAP bag of treats and this happens??? I love my dog. That company should be sued.

10 Years Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐91785 5/22/2012 20:00 Diamond Pet Foods Chicken 
and Rice Formula for Adult 
dogs

Our dog (20 months old and 45 pounds) recently died ( ) after having consumed dog 
food made by Diamond (our bag is among those that were recently recalled, but we found out about 
the recall the day following our pet¿s death). Autopsy and toxicology results as to cause were 
inconclusive. They could not determine if the cause was the salmonella toxins or the drug Cerenia 
(made by Pfizer) given to treat the nausea. Our Vet suggested we have the dog food tested to 
confirm that it was the source of the toxins that killed our pet ( ). Is this testing something the 
CDC would be interested in doing? Is this something you can do? Would there be a cost to us to do 
this and if so, how much? Is this something you can help to investigate, or is this an FDA issue? Our 
beloved pet was extremely healthy just prior to being sick for a day, only to die 30 hours after 
receiving treatment. Something seems terribly wrong with what transpired and we don¿t feel that it 
should be ignored. 

Thankyou,

20 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐91784 5/22/2012 19:45 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky She ate Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky made in China. She had two per day for about 6 months. In 
that time she went from vibrant, healthy and active to severe kidney failure. I had to have her put 
down.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 85 Pound

EON‐91781 5/22/2012 19:15 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand -
Natural Chicken Tenders

After giving  two pieces of the Canyon Creek Ranch treats, he proceeded to have diarrhea 
(over the course of 5 hours) and was vomiting.

5 Months Dobermann Dog 60 Pound

EON‐91779 5/22/2012 19:00 Milo chicken jerky and 
chicken strips

Gave Milo's Chicken Jerky treats for the first time along with some new Milk Bone granola Biscuits. 
After my dog chewied the biscuits I noticed they could have some sharp and jagged pieces. So 
when my dog developed bloody diarrhea I blamed the biscuits. I took her to the vet and she was 
given some meds. And put on a bland diet. About a month later she seemed better and I gave her 
the jerky treats again not knowing about the problem with the treats from China. Again she got sick 
with bloody diarrhea. It was the same time that I heard about the warning and looked to see that the 
treats were made in China. Both times she had the treats she developed bloody diarrhea.

15 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 41 Pound

EON‐91778 5/22/2012 19:00 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
chicken jerky tenders low fat

My dog has a very healthy appetite. About a week ago he started picking at his food and not 
finishing it. Then he stopped eating it completely. He also has become very thirsty. He will drink an 
entire bowl of water non stop until it is gone. The only change in his diet is that we started giving him 
the Waggin Train dog treats (chicken jerky) a week ago when we purchased them at Costco. We 
have never used this product before. I saw an article today regarding sick dogs and realized it was 
the same product I was giving my dog. We have only given him one or two treats a day since we 
purchased them, so we still have a full bag. I will keep the treats in case anyone wants to test them.

7 Years Spaniel 
(unspecified)

Dog 25 Pound
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EON‐91777 5/22/2012 19:00 Wagon Train Chicken Jerky I am not sure that the product itself is the cause, but I looked on the internet because the change 
was so drastic after just a few days of giving her 1 treat/day. She is distended and in visible and 
audible pain. I checked her belly with my hand and slight pressure caused her to yelp and retreat. 
She was also vomiting a clear yellow liquid last night. If her condition is not significantly improved by 
this evening I will take her in. I don't know that it was this product, but it appears similar to what 
caused a recall in 2011. Also, after checking the bag this morning, there is a very foul smell 
associated with these treats, it may just be the nature of the product but it seems excessive.

4 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐91776 5/22/2012 18:45 Kingdom Pets Premium Dog 
Treats Chicken & Sweet 
Potato Jerky Twists 48-
Ounce Bag

My dog started (fairly suddenly) drinking 90-260 oz of water per day and having accidents in the 
house. My regular vet tested her for a UTI (negative) and blood work showed liver dysfunction 
(elevated liver enzymes; esp ALP). She had an abdominal ultrasound which came back normal. I 
was referred to an internal medicine vet to explore other differential diagnoses (Cushings, diabetes, 
etc). After consulting with 3 different vets and ruling things out clinically, contaminated (?) chicken 
jerky treats topped the list of possible causes of my dog's sudden onset PUPD.

7 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 49 Pound

EON‐91775 5/22/2012 18:45 Waggin Train Started feeding my first dog  chicken treats (Waggin Train brand) around the year 2000.
In 2005 one Sunday morning she was unable to rise so I took her to emergency vet care. She
was diagnosed with a growth on her spleen. After surgery it was confirmed as cancer and she
died two months later on . Three months later I adopted another Rothweiler
named . I had to put her down on . She was also diagnosed with a growth
on her spleen and we had an autopsy and it was also confirmed to be cancerous. Both dogs
were given chicken treats primarily for good behavior. Kinda strange both died from cancer of
the spleen. I have adopted another dog, but you can be sure he will never taste a chicken treat
from Waggin or Milo's. You need to do something beyond which you usually do like sweeping
this problem under a rug because it is a pet food. Believe me compared to a politician either
Democrat or Republican I woul rather own a dog. I expect to see a follow up on these treats.
Thank You

8 Years Rottweiler Dog 120 Pound

EON‐91774 5/22/2012 18:15 Milo's Chicken jerky 
meatballs

Vomiting, diarrhea, lethargic, not eating. Drinking large quantities of water. 30 Months Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐91772 5/22/2012 18:00 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Natural Chicken Tenders

Within 8 hours of consuming the Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Jerky dog treats, my dog began 
having slight digestional upset. By the next morning he started having diarrhea. Within hours the 
diarrhea was so severe it was only in liquid form, I had to put him outside because he unable to hold 
it in and make it outside. He also had some vomiting and a general malaise and was very lethargic. 
He was consuming large amounts of water as well. Today is day 3 and he is recovering but is not yet 
100%.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 100 Pound

EON‐91770 5/22/2012 18:00 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky After giving my dog Waggin Train chicken jerky he came down with a bad case of diarrhea and was 
sick for a few days. After he got better I gave him more of the treat (not know about the problem) and 
he became sick again. I read this morning that there is now a problem with this product.

3 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐91769 5/22/2012 17:46 Milo's Kitchen home-style 
dog treats Chicken Jerky

This dog has had two instances of becoming sick with vomiting and diarrhea after eating chicken 
jerky treats. In December, i spent $450 at the vet for vomiting and diarrhea - the vet could not 
identify a source of the sickness. At that time, I threw away a bag of Canyon Creek Chicken Jerky 
treats which I had bought at Petsmart because I read about several pets being sickened from this. 
I purchased Milo's Kitchen chicken jerky treats since feeding him this, he has had several instances 
of vomiting and diarrhea. Last week he again became sick with the same symptoms, so, in an effort 
to isolate what was causing the problem, I stopped giving him these treats. Since I stopped feeding 
him these treats, his symptoms of illness have stopped. I read about the possible connection with 
these treats today. As a consumer, I would encourage you to investigate the potential problem with 
these products.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 18 Pound

EON‐91768 5/22/2012 17:45 Kingdom Pets All natural 
Chicken Jerky

Dog has been vomiting and yelping in pain. Took in to the vet and they ran veriety of test and blood 
test.
She is having problems with her Kidney and Liver. Her condition is still unstable and we are 
monitoring her
and have to take her back to vet for a ultrasound.

6 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 85 Pound

EON‐91767 5/22/2012 17:45 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

I started buying Waggin Train Jerky treats about one year ago when our local Walgreen's had them 
on sale. In November, my oldest schnauzer became violently ill. We took her to her vet who told us 
that she had liver failure, possibly cancer and would not live much longer. I was determine to find out 
why a perfectly healthy dog suddenly became sick. I thought someone might have poisoned her but 
she is a household pet. I took her to a specialist who performed an abdominal ultrasound, blood 
work, etc. He determined that her liver function was terrible, gave her a shot and antibiotics, put her 
on a high energy prescription dog food to help her improve her liver function. We removed all treats 
from the house because she was being monitored closely and she soon showed a vast 
improvement. One month later, her lab work was almost back to normal. During that time I read 
about the treats and wondered if they made her sick. I can't come up with any other explanation. I 
also don't know why my other dog wasn't deathly ill. Maybe it's possible that she is a bit larger and 
younger so I guess they didn't harm her as much. I just know they both seem much healthier now 
that I have switched to a treat that is produced in the U.S and is of natural substance. I hope that my 
story helps you to figure out what is causing the animal deaths. Most people cherish their dogs and 
are heartbroken when something is wrong. I spent about $1500.00 on my dog to get her well but I 
don't regret it. I do regret giving her those treats that might have made her sick.

8 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 21 Pound
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EON‐91766 5/22/2012 17:45 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky My pet had diarrhea and overall sluggishness. He ate the treats for about 1.5 weeks before I 
realized it was the treats that caused the problems.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 29 Pound

EON‐91765 5/22/2012 17:45 wagon trail chicken jerky 
strips

 had diarrhea and vomiting and had to be admitted into the emergency hospital for several 
days. his kidneys and liver were suffering and he had extreme dehydration. he had to be put on 
intravenous drip and medications. he almost didn't live. this is because he ate the chicken jerky 
treats from wagon trail sold at costco. olivers vets bills exceeded $1500.00

7 Years Maltese Dog 9 Pound

EON‐91763 5/22/2012 17:15 anyon Creek Ranch Chicked 
Tenders

Dog had diarrea two days after ingesting a new packge Canyon Creek dried chicken. Fed it t her 
before before without a problem.

2 Years Collie - Border Dog 50 Pound

EON‐91762 5/22/2012 17:15 Kingdom Pets chicken jerky Was feeding chicken treats for about 3 weeks. Dog began to lose weight, had anorexia, began 
vomiting. Bloodwork indicated acute renal failure.

13 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 43 Pound

EON‐91761 5/22/2012 17:00 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

I purchased Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Treats for my Chihuahua in July 2011. She began having 
diarrhea and her stomach would make absolutely terrible noises. She had never had an accident in 
the house prior to me buying these treats. She was visibly sick looking. Her health improved 100% 
once I discontinued giving her these treats. I truly believe that there was a link between her illness 
and these treats. 

I have a second dog- a 45 lb beagle. I gave her a Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Treat in her cage 
once. She vomited in her cage after eating it. She has never had an accident in her cage before. 

5 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐91760 5/22/2012 16:47 Waggin Treats - sold by 
Sams Club

 had suregery on a fiberous external tumor which was determined to be malignant. She has since 
developed internal tumors as well and is not expected to live.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

EON‐91759 5/22/2012 16:46 Milo's Kitchen Homestyle 
Dog Treats Chicken Jerky

My dog has been sick on and off for about a year, vomiting diahrrea and just plain lethargic. I put two 
and two together and realized these things started to occur after she was given the Milo's brand 
chicken Jerky treats. Earlier reports said that the treats from China were causing sickness in dogs. 
However the Milo's brand did not have made in China on the bags so I continued to by them thinking 
they were ok and wouldn't cause any ill effects. I figured her high liver lipids were due to something 
else. She has been to the vet for meds, and seems to be doing better she does not get the treats 
anymore. I hope she will continue to improve

14 Shih Tzu Dog 18

EON‐91757 5/22/2012 16:46 Canyon creek ranch brand 
natural chicken tenders

Canyon river chicken jerky treats: 1) crystals found in urine 2) blood found in urine 3) puss on tip of 
penis 4) frequent urination 5) vet bill totally about $1000 5) had to be on two courses of antibiotics (1 
month on antibiotics)

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 47 Pound
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EON‐91756 5/22/2012 16:46 Waggin' Train Chicken 
Breast jerky strips and 
chicken strip/yam combos.

I had been feeding my dog two of the Waggin' Train chicken jerky strips per day (or, occasionally, 
the chicken strip/yam treats), as rewards or treats, for the past few years. Within that time, my dog 
had been experiencing occasional episodes of lethargy, urinary urgency and incontinence, with 
bloody urine, and the episodes were always treated by the vet as urinary tract infections, with a 
round of antibiotics. She was found, in November of 2011, to have developed bladder stones, one of 
which was blocking her urethra, making it impossible for her to urinate. She had surgery on 
November 30th, 2011, to remove the stones, and then was on antibiotics for 10 days, post-op, for a 
bladder infection. After she finished the antibiotics, she CONTINUED to have problems with 
lethargy, urinary urgency, frequency, and incontinence with bloody urine for over TWO MONTHS 
post-op, which the surgeon said was not normal. He had us take her back in to see him, for a repeat 
ultrasound and urinalysis, in February of 2012, to check for more stones, and it showed 
"inflammation" in the bladder, but no stones, and no infection per the urinalysis at that time. 
However, he decided to prescribe an anti-inflammatory med, and another round of antibiotics, "in 
case we're missing a lingering infection that just isn't showing up on our test." He also recommended 
that I switch her to special type of dog food (I was already feeding her ¿Wellness,¿ which is a quality 
dog food). 

I came home from the vet's office that same day, and happened to see the article on the internet, on 
the Waggin' Train chicken jerky treats, (it was the first time I had read about this). I became worried 
that the treats might have been having something to do with her problems, so I completely stopped 
giving them to her. I NEVER started her on the antibiotic, NOR on the anti-inflammatory med that the 
vet had prescribed, and I also had not yet bought the new dog food that the vet had recommended, 
because I had to work for the next three nights, and didn¿t make it to the pet store. In other words, 
NOTHING changed EXCEPT the withdrawal of the jerky treats from her diet. In JUST THREE 
DAYS, her symptoms of lethargy and urinary urgency, frequency, and hematuria, were GONE, and 
she was running around the house, doing her "Bichon buzz." To this day, almost 3 months after I 
stopped giving her the Waggin' Train treats, she has had NO more difficulty or adverse symptoms. I 
have to believe that the treats had something to do with her problem, so I returned the remainder of 
the treats to the store from where I¿d purchased them.

10 Years Bichon Frise Dog 23 Pound

EON‐91755 5/22/2012 16:45 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Treats

After a few days of giving  treats, she started feeling sick. I could tell because she became 
very inactive and would just lay around. Before she would be all excited when I would get home from 
work dancing and jumping all around until I would take her for her walk. After about the third day she 
had no energy and would just lay around. When I took her for a walk, we would walk from the front 
door to the street and she would lay down like she was just too tired to move. The only thing I had 
done differently was give her those treats so I looked them up on the internet. When I read that they 
were making dogs sick but not recalling the product, I threw the bag of treats in the trash. I was not 
going to take any chances with my dog. After a couple of days she got back to normal and I have not 
give them to her since. I wish they would remove them from the stores. She loved those treats but its 
just not worth risking her life for them.

4 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐91754 5/22/2012 16:45 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders Dog has had loss of appetite and has thrown up bile on several different days. I have been 
concerned and then came across an article today about the jerky treats from China. I just happened 
to buy jerky treats for the first time a few weeks ago and had recently given her some. I went to 
check the brand, and sure enough, it was the Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders made in China.

3 Years Spitz - American 
Eskimo Dog

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐91753 5/22/2012 16:45 Waggin Train Jerky I was giving my dogs Waggin Train Jerky Treats and he would throw up sometimes after eating the 
treats. I thought maybe it was because the treats were so dry. He seem to love them so much. About 
6 months ago I stopped giving them to him and he does not throw up any more. Wish I could be 
more help and solve why. I now do not buy any treats made in China. DO NOT TRUST THEM. He 
maybe just a dog to some, but to me he is my best buddy.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound

EON‐91752 5/22/2012 16:45 Purina chicken jerky for 
dog's

I am a pet owner, specifically dog's. I have read that at least 1,000.0 complaints have been made 
over the chicken jerky for dog's.

If you had 50 complaints like ths over a human being that would have been enough to do a recal on 
the product.

I do not even understand why the pet products are made in china in the first place, never the less 
this is out of control.

I am very concerned & do not want to learn that mpre dog's are dying or getting sick over this huge 
problem with dog treats.

Thank you, 
Concerned pet owner

EON‐91751 5/22/2012 16:45 Dogswell Happy Hips 
Chicken Jerky

Our border collie mix was diagnosed with renal failure in the fall of 2011. The only treats she ate 
were Dogswell Chicken Jerky. She stopped eating and died on  at age 12 after 
several trips to the vet. Nothing we could do toward the end would get her to eat. I had read about 
chicken jerky recalls earlier in the summer of 2011 but Dogswell claimed to be "safe". Eventually I 
stopped giving her the treats. Now I am left wondering whether her death was at least partially a 
result of the treats....heartbreaking.

12 Years Collie - Border Dog 54 Pound

EON‐91748 5/22/2012 16:15 wagon train chicken jerky dog was vomiting,having diarhea repeatedly. i saw article online about wagon train chicken jerky, 
which he loved. i had just opened a $25 bag but threw them away since there was no recall. a week 
later he seemed better so i bought some from milos and the same reaction started again. this 
happened about 2-3 months ago. glad to say is better, no more jerky! just wanted to confirm 
what hell other pet owners have gone through is not their imagination. my dog because of his weight 
probably, was able to survive.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐91742 5/22/2012 16:00 Waggin Train Jerky Tendrs A few hours after eating Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats  had uncontrollable vomiting 
which was yellow and foamy. I took her to the vet right away & the vet thought it was "something she 
had eaten." He gave her an injection and prescribed Charcoal Kaopectate. After that the vomiting 
subsided.

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 100 Pound

EON‐91741 5/22/2012 16:00 Sergent's Uncle Sam's 
Munchy Chew Snak Twists

diarrhea for a couple days. 2 Years Unknown Dog 50 Pound

EON‐91740 5/22/2012 16:00 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Chicken Tenders

Stopped eating and laying around 8 Other Canine/dog Dog 25 Pound

13DogTerrier - Jack 
Russell

Years10Milo's kitchen Chicken 
Treats

5/22/2012 16:15EON‐91747 In the early fall of 2011  (JRT) was diagnosed with a UTI and was given Clavamox. 
The fevers continued and she lost her appetite. At thanksgiving dinner she walked away from a plate 

of Turkey - this is not typical behavior. We returned to the vet. 
1. She was first diagnosed with GB sludge build up and prescribed Batryl, Ursadyl and Flagyl. She 

had an ultrasound of the liver and an asperite. Both inconclusive as to the cause. Fevers continued, 
vomiting, decreased appetite. 

2. Then, approx 2-3 months of several visits to the vet and tests and liver values increasing, and 
 still getting worse, she was diagnosed with chronic hepatitis. She had an asperite of the liver, 

and no infection (virus or bacteria) was noted. Her liver values kept increasing. She had an aspirate 
of the liver, which did not ID any bacteria or virus. It did identify Lepto tiders, but she was vaccinated 

for Lepto 1 year prior. She was given doxycyclene as a precaution. 
Liver values continued to increase. 

3. At the end of January 2012, she had an endoscopic liver biposy because the vet still could not 
find out the cause of her fevers and lack of appetitie, and the results were inconclusive, no infection 

and no virius found. Her copper levels were normal. 
4. She then had a neurological event approx. 4 days after surgery, possible hepatic encephalopothy 

(files of this are too large to send but can fax if necessary)
4. Curently, She is recovering, but she almost died from the inflammation of the liver and the fluid in 

her belly she was experiencing. Now her liver values are currently in the 1000s range. 

We believe she was posioned from the Milo's Chicken Treats we gave her, starting in June of 2011. 
Possible contamination, mycotoxin, etc. We bought several large bags from Cosco. Currently  

is currently taking a steroid to control the liver inflammation and Denamarin. This was a perfectly 
healthy dog before she was fed the chicken treats. We have spent over $10,000 on tests that have 
come back with no conclusion as to what is actually irritating her liver. I have all lab results, blood 

tests, and vet notes from when this started to the present, but the system limits the number of 
attachments. I can send all records at anytime.  has never had liver or health problems prior to 

eating Milo's chicken treats, which we believe were poisoned.  has been through so much, 
and almost died. Please call me / email me for more lab reports, hospital visits, blood, clotting, 

ammonia, copper and bile acids tests.
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EON‐91739 5/22/2012 16:00 Diamond Lamb & Rice Adult Pregnant welsh pembroke corgi female (1 of 3) - all developed watery, volumnious, smelly diarreha 
5-6 weeks pregnant. Treated with Albon and Safeguard (3 days) thinking it was Girardia. Slow to 
respond to treatment - diarreha cleared up within 1 week on 2 dogs, 3rd dog slower to clear up. 
Upon whelping all 3 litters had issues. This female had 7 live born weak and small puppies - all died 
within 6 days. Two puppies taken to  in  for testing - tested positive for group g strep 
- ruled pnuemonia deaths post mortem. In total 17 puppies lost from combination of mumified 
puppies, still born puppies and small, weak live-born puppies which died at birth or within the first 5-
6 days. All three females had been consuming Chicken Soup for the Dog Lovers Soul throughout 
their pregnancy plus Bil Jac frozen dog food. One partial bag of Diamond Lamb & Rice was fed - 
discontinued due to palatibility issues - diarreaha occured contemporaneously with feeding the Lamb 
& Rice food. All products purchased in . Two other dogs in home apparently 
unaffected e.g. no diarreaha - both consumed the same food. One of the 2 unaffected dogs 
delivered a normal litter of puppies now 4 weeks old. All dogs have been tested negative for CHV1 
and Brucella in the last 3 weeks. I have marked "unknown" on outcome pending stool sample testing 
for salmonella - all dogs are being tested for strep as well. Possibly no connection to Diamond pet 
food recall however I have noticed the recall has expanded over time and now includes food 
manufactured at the Missouri facility. My vet and the pathologist doubt a salmonella 
connection however they are both at a loss to explain the diarreha episode and unsure of the impact 
on pregnancy outcome.

4 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐91738 5/22/2012 16:00 Boots & Barkley Chicken 
Wrapped Rawhide twists, 
Milo's Kitchen Chicken 
Grillers, Waggin Train Jerky 
Tenders

Both dogs became very lethargic and began vomiting and had severe diarrhea 2 Years Chihuahua Dog 3 Pound

EON‐91729 5/22/2012 15:46 WAGGIN' TRAIN PBJ - 
PEANUT BUTTER BISCUIT 
WRAPPED WITH CHICKEN 
JERKY

I received a package of "Waggin' Train PBJ" dog treats from a neighbor whose little dog would not 
eat them... chicken jerky wrapped around a small peanut butter flavored biscuit. Each of my two 
dogs received 2 or 3 treats (and I have one left). Early on May 16th, "  had explosive diarrhea 
early on May 16th. This evolved into a brownish mucous-like diarrhea which persisted and became 
more frequent. By Friday, the dog was passing small amounts of blood and mucous every 60 to 90 
minutes. He was treated by our veterinarian on Saturday, May 19th, diagnosed as "colitis" and 
placed on Endosorb and 250 mg Metronidazole - Flagyl (4/dy) for 7 days, and a bland diet of boiled 
chicken and rice or noodles for 4 days. He seemed to recover rapidly and is pretty much normal 
now, on 22 May. I just learned of the problem with the chicken jerky made in China today, have 
notified my vet, and will be taking him back in for blood work to check for liver and kidney damage. 
The other canine in the house does not appear to have suffered any illness, but we will be watching 
his stools closely.

10 Years Ridgeback - 
Rhodesian

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐91728 5/22/2012 15:46 Waggin Train Big Blast pork 
skins with chicken center

My dog started vomitting, having diarhea and not eating. I thought he had a reaction to something 
and had to take him to the vet. They gave him some shots and it has started to help but he is still 
sluggish. I just saw the report on Milo's Kitchen and Waggin Trail treats and I have two empty bags 
of treats he just finished.

5 Years Beagle Dog 51 Pound
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EON‐91727 5/22/2012 15:46 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Chicken Jerky

We bought some Chicken jerky treats and started giving them to our dogs as a treat in the morning 
before leaving for work each day. With in a few days each dog got very dark red diarrhea. We 
stopped giving the treats and 2 of the 3 seemed to get better. We took the 3rd dog to the vet and at 
that time they asked up if we had been giving the dogs chicken jerky treat and we verified that we 
had. She then explained there had been an issue with dogs getting sick after eating those treats. 
She had to prescribe some antiboitics and anti-diarrhea medicine for the dog that was still sick. After 
a few more days he was doing better. Since we stopped giving those treats noto neof our dogs have 
had the same problem.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐91726 5/22/2012 15:45 Milos Kitchen home style 
dog treats beef jerky

 was feeling very sick after giving him these treats. He had diarrhea, constipation and wouldnt 
eat or drink. He was not acting his normal self and the next day slept most of the day.

1 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 10 Pound

EON‐91725 5/22/2012 15:45 wagon trail chicken jerky she went into kidney failure and died 7 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐91724 5/22/2012 15:45 Milo Chicken Jerky I was giving  Milo's Chicken Jerky thinking that it would be less fattening than dog biscuits. 
Abigail started to become sluggish and acted like she wanted to vomit. I discontinued the use, and 
then read up on the problems that were being noticed with others. I brought my packages back to 
Wal-Mart along with the internet information. Wal-Mart's took it back with no problems but would not 
pull from their shelves as there was not a mandatory recall. 

Since the discontinuation,  has gained some of her stamina back, but still pants more than 
she had.

I don't recall when she had tried them, but she was only given some over a month period of time. I 
guessing that it was about Feb or March timeframe.

7 Years Brittany Dog 65 Pound

EON‐91723 5/22/2012 15:45 Happy Hips The male was older and had hip problem, but suddenly became ill, drinking alot of water, stopped 
eating about 3 days before dying.
Female was in perfect health and developed rare bladder cancer.
Both animals ate the chicken strips, first from Happy Hips, then from BJ's, as their treats, for 
5+years.

1013 Years Weimaraner Dog 90 Pound

EON‐91710 5/22/2012 15:15 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

After beginning to take the treats (1 per day)  began eating less and was very lethargic. He 
began consuming large quantities of grass when outside. He was taken to the vet and diagnosed 
with collitis of the stomach and given pills and placed on a special diet.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 35 Pound

EON‐91709 5/22/2012 15:15 pup-peroni mix stix 
applewood smoked bacon 
flavor with egg

vomiting and runny bloody stool 8 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐91701 5/22/2012 15:01 Waggin¿ Train and Canyon 
Creek Ranch Chicken Jerky

 has been eating Chicken Jerky for several years purchased from our local Petsmart & Kroger 
stores. We have stopped since finding write up's about both brands - Waggin¿ Train and Canyon 
Creek Ranch made in China - and having her diagnosed with kidney & cushings problems since 
March of 2010

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 18 Pound
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EON‐91700 5/22/2012 15:01 Wagon Train Chicken 
JERKY, Milos Kitchen 
Cicken Jerky

Internet connection failure

EON‐91699 5/22/2012 15:01 Purina dog chow The issue is plain simple and who ever is reading this better protect their family and friends also. 
Senomyx has contract with Nestle, Kraft, Pepsico, Coke. Nestle ownes Ralston Purina. The US 
patent shows Senomyx is making gene therapy using vectors with the Adenovirus and putting it in all 
the products. Even I have been getting sick along with 15 other co-workers. You all know what is 
really going on and I will get the word out one person at a time. I can't believe that you play stupid 
and can't see all the the web sites complaining of rashes and flu like symptoms. The FDA needs to 
all be fired because you have approved such such a crazy thing like gene therapy in all our food. I 
have done all the research and know all about genomes, Vectors, Cells from baby fetuses. You 
people have ruined my life with this and will pay with your jobs.

8 Beagle Dog 45

EON‐91698 5/22/2012 15:01 Waggin' Train chicken jerky 
treats

While trying to feed my dogs a nutritious treat, I purchased Wagon Train chicken jerky treats. I gave 
these to the dogs for about two years when I read about dogs having adverse reactions. 
Unfortunately, it was two late; both dogs died from kidney failure. They were both sick for about 6 
months each.

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐91696 5/22/2012 15:00 Milo's Kitchen She is being treated with antibiotics for a urinary tract infection. Her symptoms have not improved 
over the course of a week of treatment.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐91694 5/22/2012 15:00 Milo Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Strips PetCare Chicken 
Jerky and the Waggin Trails 
Chicken Jerky

I had to euthanize my poodle of 13 years. About 2-3 months ago, I started feeding my dogs the Milo 
and Waggin Trails and PetCare chicken Jerky treats because they loved them. I did not know about 
any of this and all of my dogs were healthy. Anyway all 4 of my dogs got really and violently sick they 
all seemed to recover except my oldest dog  who continued to go down hill, to where he lost his 
sight, hearing and got very dehydrated and organ failure this was a dog that was very health 3 
months ago. The other dogs seem to be okay but not quite the same they do not eat their ordinary 
food just the jerky I give them as treats. now I am concerned I am killing my other dogs too, I will 
stop today because of this problem with the chicken jerky, but what if there are long term affect on 
my other dogs. They are only 2 years, 8 years and 9 years old and small. Help me please. I could 
not handle putting another one of my family down.

EON‐91693 5/22/2012 15:00 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky  was given Waggin Train chicken jerky over a period of a month . Coincidentally,it so 
happened that he was scheduled for a checkup at the end of the month and the labratory report 
found very high levels of creatinin in the kidneys showing a malfunction of the organ.He was 
immediately put on a diet which excluded the treat. After a months he was retested and the Kidney 
function had improved. The vet was certain that teh jerky was responsible and said that the short 
duration of ingestion may have prevented a more serious complication.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐91692 5/22/2012 15:00 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

After 3 days of giving Waggin Train Chicken Jerkey Strips (1 full strip per day, broken into 2 
smaller pieces), his Stool Turned Black and he was less active. It was at the same time I read an 
article on msnbc.com about the reported problems. I verified the my treats were the same as the 
ones being reported.

I stopped giving the treats and returned the unused portion to Vons/Pavillions. within a couple of 
days his stool and health went back to normal.

His diet is extremely consistent and he is a very healthy and active dog. I cannot find any other 
reason other than these chicken jerky strips being defective.

I did notice that the Moisture Control Packet that you normally see in Human Jerky, was the powder 
inside was a brownish material that looked like a spice or seasoning. My dog did not eat any of that 
powder but have you tested that powder?

4 Years Beagle Dog 28 Pound

EON‐91691 5/22/2012 15:00 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Had given her the product before. But this time, severe impact suddenly, appetite lost, then ability to 
navigate. Last two days, started convulsing. Working with the vet, ended up having her put to sleep. 
Took sample to Costco for testing, I don't think they ever did - no report back to me was provided.

Retriever - Golden Dog

EON‐91685 5/22/2012 14:46 MILOS CHICKEN 
MEATBALL TREATS

Both 1 year old Bengal Cat as well as dog had week long bout of diaharrea, dog diaharrea had 
blood present.

5 Pekingese Dog 4

EON‐91684 5/22/2012 14:46 Milo's Kitchen® Chicken 
Jerky

Severe Diarrhea, throwing up. Eating grass constantly. 10 Years Beagle Dog 27 Gram

EON‐91683 5/22/2012 14:46 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Big Blast

We have noticed his stool being loose. We have been giving him two types of treats from Waggin 
Train for a few months. Just saw the articl on the internet about 900+ dogs sick from these products. 
Did take him to the Vet last week and she didn't tell us about that this loose stool could be related to 
these treats? He has been on an antibioic and probiotic since the Vet visit.

1 Years Akita Dog 90 Pound

EON‐91682 5/22/2012 14:46 Cadet Gourmet Real Meat 
Chicken Snacks

My dog ate Cadet Gourmet real meat chicken snacks. They were purchased at  Shop-Rite 
in . They say Made in China-irradiated on the package. I wrote down the UPC, if you 
want it.

The dog vomited and had diarreaha for 4 days. The diarreaha was bloody and red for 3 days and 
completly liquid for 4 days-on the third day her breathing was rapid-panting. She is recovering now 
and is almost back to normal, but I think she could have died.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 40

EON‐91681 5/22/2012 14:46 Wagon Train Chicken Jerky 
Treat

My dog was unusually throwing. I heard about the jerky treats being harmful on the radio and went 
home and threw them away. Since then my dog  has been much better.

8 Years Terrier - 
Manchester

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐91680 5/22/2012 14:45 Waggin'Tails Chicken Jerky 
Teats

violently sick, diarrhea, bloody stool... 9 Years Sheepdog 
(unspecified)

Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐91679 5/22/2012 14:45 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Treats

On April 30, 2012, I went to Walmart and bought some Milo's Chicken Jerky treats for my dogs. I'd 
been hearing about the Waggon Tail's treats and won't buy them. I gave my dog several treats that 
night and a few more the next day. He had a max of 6-8 treats. He began to have diarrhea almost 
right away but I didn't realize it. I had to go out of town for the day and my neighbor was letting my 
dogs out. She came over and texted me that one of the animals was sick. She had cleaned up some 
vomit and lots of diarrhea. When I came home there was two further diarrhea stools and some 
vomit. He continued to have diarrhea during the night while I slept, at least two further stools. He 
would not eat any of his food that night. He did drink some water. I took him to the vet. I immeditely 
told them about the jerky treats and had found out that all jerky treats from China were in question. 
They started him on IV fluids, giving him 2 1/2 liters of fluids. He wouldn't eat for them either. He was 
there all day. Once I brought him home he continued to have diarrhea and refuse to eat. I called the 
next day to report this. They started him on flagyl. After several doses the diarrhea subsided and he 
started to eat. He was sick with the diarrhea for four days total. I spent around $400. I used  

 in . Phone  to varify. I will ask for 
a copy of his invoice if needed.

4 Years Saint Bernard Dog Dog 155 Pound

EON‐91677 5/22/2012 14:45 waggin train chicken treats diahrea 5 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 45 Pound

EON‐91676 5/22/2012 14:45 Milo's Kitchen Homemade 
Meatballs

In October 2010 I took over care for my grandmother's dog when she moved to an assisted living 
facility.  has always been particular about what he will eat so we weren't surprised as we 
would go through stages of him being extremely picky. He also had anal gland issues from time to 
time (this issue did not develop until he was 14) so we sometimes attributed his lack of appetite to 
these bouts with anal gland issues. Often he only showed an interest in human foods. Considering 
his age, our veterinarian agreed it would be okay for  to eat human foods such as rice, 
sandwich meats, cheese, and bread. In addition I tried Milo's Homemade Meatballs and  
loved them. He never passed up a meatball and he would do anything for one. I tried not to overfeed 
him these, limiting him to usually no more then 5 a day. I felt they were a good product and he was 
actually eating dog food so it must be a good thing. Periodic appetite problems began to occur more 
frequently and our vet felt his symptoms were indicative of Kidney issues. Blood tests showed 

 kidneys were okay. On  I woke up to find  quivering and extremely 
weak. He would not eat or drink at all. He could not stand on his own. Overnight his condition 
drastically changed. Given his age and his obvious discomfort, my mom and I felt we had to put him 
to sleep. I didn't feel this was reversible. Shortly after his passing I started seeing the complaints 
about chicken jerky treats and I can't help but make the correlation with the Milo's Homemade 
Meatball Chicken Jerky treats we gave him so many of. I question if his sudden turn was Kidney 
failure.

Years Poodle - Toy Dog 24 Pound

EON‐91675 5/22/2012 14:45 Waggin Train Chicken Dog 
Treats

He was throwing up and had diaerrhea. Had to take him to the vet for a shot to calm his stomach. 8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐91673 5/22/2012 14:15 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Cowboy Style Drumettes

Animal vomited about 2 hours after consuming treat 9 Years Dalmatian Dog 40 Pound
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EON‐91672 5/22/2012 14:15 Waggin Train Chicken Strips All dogs became lethargic, began to lose appetite. Coats became dull and all pets started looking ill. 
I quit feeding my dogs the chicken treats, and after about a week I saw improvement. I was informed 
by the cashier that there had been a report against the Chicken treats on the news when I went back 
to buy more because they were being sold much less than normal. I know the strips were 
detereorating my pets health so I quit feeding them the treats...threw all bags that I ahd purchased in 
the garbage can and will NEVER buy them again. I also tell anyone and everyone that I know that 
these treats are bad for pets. I will continue to spread the word about the dog treats that come from 
China. They ARE putting something in them that is BAD for our pets. The FDA needs to be proactive 
with this and find out what it is or BAN the treats from coming into the USA.

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐91670 5/22/2012 14:00 waggin train jerky strips both dogs have gotten sick and refused to eat anymore of the chicken jerky strips.. I AM 
RETURNING THESE STRIPS TO THE STORE WHERE PURCHASED.. WALMART IN . 

. I am also returning the jerky Duck Strips .

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐91669 5/22/2012 14:00 Waggin Train Jerky Treats Boxer became lethargic after ingesting chicken jerky treats and was taken to animal hospital where 
she was diagnosed as having kidney failure. Boxer died within two weeks of diagnosis.

8 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐91668 5/22/2012 14:00 Wagon train chicken jerkey 
treats

i have all medical records reguarding condition.

dog had a physical 1 month prior to onset of condition and death.

Extact date of death on paperwork.

10 Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog

EON‐91667 5/22/2012 14:00 Waggin Trails My dog slowly began losing weight, didn't want to eat...ended up at vet had infection, had lost 18lbs 
was down to 49 pounds. gave him antibiotics and antiinflammatory drugs and now he has gained 
back all weight and is doing much better. i am convinced it was from the Waggin Train chews with 
chicken liver-which i gave him for a few months and were purchased at walgreens

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 67 Pound

EON‐91666 5/22/2012 13:46 Milo's Kitchen Home style 
dog treats Beef Jerky

I gave Milo's Kitchen Beef Jerky (bag states made in USA) to my Mini Schnauzer and Australian 
Terrier, my Schnauzer had no reaction, but my Terrier was walking aound the room for hours, this 
happened twice and then he could not urinate for a whole day and then urinated on the floor a very 
large amount and then that happened again he urinated on the floor the next morning a large 
amount, he is very well trained and would normally not ever urinate in the house, this just happened 
last night and today 5/22/12 not sure if he is OK yet, luckily I only gave them very small amounts of 
the treat and it was broken into less than half inch pieces (numbers on bottom of bag are 20462f 
20482f 5 01:03) I will throw the treats out and save the bag, I just happened to see the report on 
MSN and a I am very upset that I bought this treat and gave it to my pets

7 Years Terrier - Australian Dog 18 Pound

EON‐91665 5/22/2012 13:45 Milo's Chicken Jerky He developed changes to his health after eating Milo's Chicken Jerky treats. Increased water 
consumption and inability to hold it in until I returned from work. Lethargy and malaise.

9 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐91664 5/22/2012 13:45 Olde Roy Chicken Jerky 
Treats

I gave my pet Olde Roy chicken jerky treats and shortly afterwards was sick to his stomach, had 
diarreah and was lethargic
for 2-3 days following. I waited 2-3 weeks before giving him another of the same treat and noticed 
similar symptoms
right away. I have not given him any since and he's doing fine.

6 Retriever - Golden Dog 90
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EON‐91663 5/22/2012 13:45 Wagon Train Chicken Jerkey 
Treats from China

Out of nowhere my dog got sick. At first the vet looked for abdominal obstructions, and finding none 
prescribed nausea meds, but the next two days my dog didn't improve and when we went back to 
the vet, blood work revealed EXTREME kidney failure. We tried to do all we could for her, but she 
was slowly dying and suffering and I ultimately made the decision to say goodbye to put her out of 
her misery. There was seemingly no explanation for the sudden on-set of kidney failure -- until I read 
with dismay that the jerky treats I was feeding both my dogs were sickening and killing other dogs -- 
particularly smaller breeds like mine. I don't care what the GOP says, we need the FDA to step up 
and step in to end this! She was a Pom/Schipperke mix.

7 Years Schipperke Dog 18 Pound

EON‐91662 5/22/2012 13:45 Wagg'n tails experienced kidney failure and died two months after initial vet visit. He was treated at two 
veternary hospitals and was prescribed various medications . Charts are available. He was given 
chicken treats in the belief that it would be easily digestable.
Our other dogs were not fed this treat regularly like  was.

3 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐91658 5/22/2012 13:15 Waggin tails chicken jerky 
treats

After giving  Waggin tails chicken jerky treats he developed diarrhea. 10 Years Shar Pei Dog 45 Pound

EON‐91657 5/22/2012 13:15 Waggin Tails chicken jerky after eating the Waggin Tail jerky treats the dog would become ill and would vomit - this went on for 
2 days before I stopped giving him the treats. Since this treat is not being used anymore, the dog 
has been fine

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 55 Pound

EON‐91656 5/22/2012 13:15 Wagon Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

After several months of giving our dog Waggin Trail jerky treats she became very ill. The vet 
diagnosed her as diabetic at that point, but insulin never completely solved the problem. There was 
still issues with excessive water and urination, also occasional vomiting and changes to muscle and 
bones. After reading many articles on the issues that have come up due to these treats we believe 
she may actually have Fanconi syndrome, based on the symptoms. We have quit feeding her the 
treats as of now, but the problems still persist. Based on her age and condition we do not want to put 
her thru the multitude of tests required to verify Fanconi, but would still like for others to know of the 
problems with these treats.

9 Years Terrier - Cairn Dog 16 Pound

EON‐91654 5/22/2012 13:00 Milo's Chicken treats Dog became comatose-taken to vet. Blood test showed extremely high hemoglobin and dehydration. 
IV started and he stayed at vet office for 2 1/2 days until blood test back to normal. He had eaten 
Milo's chicken treats prior to this, and vet suggested that may be the problem.

3 Years Unknown Dog 45 Pound

EON‐91653 5/22/2012 13:00 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Waggin Train chicken jerky treats were given to my dog for about 2 weeks. I noticed that  got 
lethargic and sensitive to touching his abdomen. He then began to have horrible diarrhea and 
vomiting. We took all food and treats away except water and ice. I started adding dry Gravy Train 
first then added Alpo canned food back to his diet. I happened to read an article on the internet 
about the chicken jerky treats causing issues in dogs. We then threw away all of them. His diiarrhea 
and vomiting cleared after 3 days.

18 Months Pit Bull Dog 40 Pound
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EON‐91652 5/22/2012 13:00 Waggin-Train Meat Blast 
Duck Jerky Wrapped Pork 
Skin Twists with Chicken 
Liver Centers

On  I gave my two Lab-Mix dogs a Waggin-Train meat blast, duck wrapped 
pork skin twist, with chicken liver center. That very night,  began to vomit. I felt really bad 
because I never gave them those kinds of treats, but wanted to give them somthing special for 
Christmas. Over the next three weeks, he got sicker and sicker. Our vet thought it might be a 
blockage from the rawhide, so she did xray's and an MRI. There was no sign of blockage. She did 
blood tests and hospitalized him several times. He was given IV's, and all kinds of medications. She 
was unable to find the cause of his illness. We had to force feed him most of the time, and even so, 
he lost 15 pounds in 3 weeks. Thanks to prednisone, he had one good week with us before he 
crashed. On , I finally had to take him to be euthanized. He was almost nine years old, 
and we'd had him since he was a puppy. It was the worst thing I've ever had to do. Today I saw the 
article about Waggin-Train. I just cried, knowing that I killed him by giving him that rawhide.

9 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 70 Pound

EON‐91649 5/22/2012 12:46 Dingo Wag'n Wraps with 
Chicken in the middle

I purfchased a 3 pack Dingo Wag'n Wraps Chicken and rawhide Chews on April, 5, 2012. I 
purchased these from the local Walmart in Grafton WV. I gave  one of the chews on April 
6,2012. Com the next day Saturday   could not get up as it was like no movement in 
Hips. She was acting very sick. I tried to feed her along with making her drink water. Then the 
following day on , She woke me up crying and moaning with pain. Her eyes were 
extremely glassy.  has always been a very high spirited Dog. I rushed her a Vet in Bridgeport 
WV which was going to meet me for emergency Treatment. Well He informed me that she was 
Septic? He did blood work along with all the checks including xrays. He then medicated her and said 
it was questionable if she would survive??? Well he said he had to leave and he would check back 
on her a little later and then call me. He called about 3 hours later and told me she had passed. Not 
good. The vet bill was almost $400 and he said that he was puzzled by what killeed her.

7 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 98 Pound

EON‐91648 5/22/2012 12:46 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky After ingesting the jerky treat, became lethargic and experienced diarrhea for several days. 6 Months Terrier - Border Dog 12 Pound

EON‐91647 5/22/2012 12:45 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Dog became very ill with kidney failure. Had to take him to emergency vet clinic. After 4 days in ICU, 
took him home and had to do subcutaneous fluids 2 times a day with several other medications. 
Within 19 days, he was dead. He was my best friend and the most healthy dog I've ever owned. 
Second dog,  became ill 5 days later and died within 4 days of syptoms. She was a perfectly 
healthy 5 year old Boston Terrier Mix. She was the biological daughter of . Have two other 
dogs that were not given these treats. They are fine.

12 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 22 Pound

EON‐91646 5/22/2012 12:45 Waggin Chicken Jerky treats there was plastic infused within one of the chicken jerky strips.

EON‐91645 5/22/2012 12:45 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders Dog Treats

One strip daily of Waggin Train chicken jerky strips. After several weeks, became lethargic, vomiting, 
kidneys shut down. Veterinarian diagnosed some form of poisoning. Kept at veterinarian clinic for a 
week with IVs, other efforts to save. Finally passed away from kidney failure. Two days later 
veterinarian notified us of problem with Waggin Train chicken and strongly suggested this product 
was the cause of poisoning, sickness and death.

13 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐91644 5/22/2012 12:45 waggon trail ckicken jerky My dog was 7 years old, completely healthy. He had about 3 treats per day and was suddenly dead 
in my livingroom floor with no prior signs of sickness.
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EON‐91643 5/22/2012 12:45 Waggin Trail (Train??) I want to correct my dog breed (I couldn't find it in your list He is a Peek A Poo, not pekinese.) He 
became very ill after eating Waggin Train treats. I had to rush him to the doctor. He is recovering. I 
mentioned to the Publix Suprermarket that I thought the treats they were selling from China were 
contaminated but they said they had not heard anything about it

Years Pekingese Dog

EON‐91634 5/22/2012 12:12 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

I gave both my dogs Waggin' Train chicken jerky treats. Both became ill with diarrhea, but recovered 
in a few days. I had bought two packages at Kroger. I returned the unopened package to Kroger and 
they gave me a refund for it, after much argument. I still have the treats from the opened package, 
although they are not in the original package. The date of the event was late November or early 
December, 2011.

3 Years Beagle Dog 25 Pound

EON‐91632 5/22/2012 12:12 Waggin' Train Western Grill 
Assorted Dog Treats & 
Chews
Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders Dog Treats

I started buying my dog the wagon tail treats back in October or November. I was buying them from 
walmart. In December my dog started losing bladder control which is something she never did. I 
woke up one morning to find her bed all soaked. She would be walking and she would start to 
urinate as she was walking! Concerned she had a kidney or bladder infection I took her to the vet on 
12/21/2011. She was also having some discharge so the vet thought that maybe she had a uterus 
infection and gave her medication for that. Someone told me about month later that they had heard 
not to buy dog treats from China because they make your dog sick, but they didnt know how. So I 
quit buying them for her. Thankfully she had been on medication during that time, which was $150. 
Since I quit feeding her the treats she has not had anymore urinating problems. Now I just read an 
article about the treats that I was feeding her and how they affect the kidneys and it seems like it is 
no coincidence that she had the problems she did as I was feeding her those treats. I am so 
thankfull someone told me to quit feeding her those treats even though I didn't know why at the time. 
Now I see that if I had not stopped I probably would have lost my dog!

12 Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog

EON‐91631 5/22/2012 12:11 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Friends came to visit and brought  a Waggin Train chicken jerky treat. She had eaten them 
before, but this particular time she was lethargic within hours. She developed horrible diahrrea and 
vomiting in the middle of the night. She continued with the symptoms the entire next day. We took 
her to the vet within 2 days because her symptoms had not improved. The vet put her on special 
food and medication to correct the symptoms.

2 Years Pit Bull Dog 55 Pound

EON‐91629 5/22/2012 12:11 Waggin'Train Jerky Tenders After eating Waggin Train Chicken Jerky treats for several months, our dog became seriously ill. She 
was drinking excessively and was listless. We took her to the vet for several tests and when they 
couldn't diagnose an illness had us take her to an internal medicine specialist. After several more 
tests and medicines, costing more than $2000, they were still unable to find a cause, but her liver did 
not seem to be functioning normally. When we ran out of treats she seemed to improve after a 
month or so and now that we have been giving her them again, she is drinking excessively again 
and is listless.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 58 Pound

EON‐91628 5/22/2012 12:11 Milo Chicken Jerky Treats  experienced lethargy, loss of appetite. After I read article describing how chicken jerky treats 
were making some dogs sick I immediately threw them away. Within a week  was much more 
active and his appetite picked up. I believe that the treats were making him sick. We used to give 
him 2 or 3 a day.

3 Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog 15

EON‐91625 5/22/2012 11:45 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerkey Tenders 
Chicken Dog Treats

Vomitting and diarreah 5 Years Shih Tzu Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐91617 5/22/2012 11:30 I don't recall In early, 2010 I purchased a bag of chicken jerky as a new type of treat for my dog. I continued to 
give him these treats on a regular basis. By April, he was tired and listless and rapidly losing weight. 
Our vet said that he was suffering from kidney failure. By May I had to have him euthanized as he 
was no longer able to stand and was in great pain.

11 Years Shiba Inu Dog 28 Pound

EON‐91616 5/22/2012 11:30 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

After giving our dog the Waggin Train jerky treats, his symptoms started with diahrrea, which got 
progressively worse, then vomiting, then refusing to eat. He spent two nights in the hospital, which 
he had previously never had to be under vet care other than for wellness visits. Shortly after he 
came home, we saw the article on the jerky treats, and realized we had been giving them to him. I 
have kept them in case any testing needed to be done on the treats or his condition got worse.

8 Years Foxhound - 
American

Dog 84 Pound

EON‐91604 5/22/2012 11:00 Canyon Creek Ranch 
Chicken Jerky Treats

She inexplicably started having digestive issues. She would have constant diarrhea that lasted for a 
couple weeeks. Additionally, her stool had a opaque slime that coated it. We called the veteranarian 
to make an appointment for her to be seen. The vet made a suggestion of feeding her steamed rice 
and boiled chicken for a few days along with giving her gatorade. Within a day, her bowel 
movements returned to normal. As soon as we allowed her to have the chicken jerky treats, her 
diarrhea returned. We decided that the jerky treats were the only new food in diet, so we 
stopped giving them to her. The issue disappeared.

1 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐91603 5/22/2012 11:00 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Treats purchased in April, usually 1-2 pieces given several times per 
week as treats caused dog to vomit and have severe diarrhea. It took a couple weeks to pinpoint the 
cause as he also gets other treats, but by elimination we figured it out.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 68 Pound

EON‐91588 5/22/2012 10:45 Chicken jerky treats We had purchased some chicken jerky treats at our local Big Lots. Our dog had diarrhea, 
dehydration, etc. He was initially diagnosed with pancreatitis and then had to be hospitalized with 
kidney failure. Our vet notified us of the link with the chicken jerky treats and we provided her with 
the bag of treats we had given to .

We have spent over $3,000 on his illness and recovery and would like to see that reimbursed by the 
manufacturer of the treats.

12 Years Terrier - Cairn Dog 20 Pound

EON‐91586 5/22/2012 10:45 Original slow cooked Pup-
Peroni original beef flavor

Pup-peroni dog treat contributed to liver failure resulting in the death of the dog. 10 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 25 Pound

EON‐91545 5/21/2012 23:45 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders My dog started becoming lethargic after she started consuming Wggin Train Chicken Jerky. She 
started to drag her foot. She became incontinent and was throwing up. She was also drinking 
excessively.

9 Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐91542 5/21/2012 21:15 Good'n'Fun Triple flavor 
wings, Beefeaters chicken 
fillets

According to owner by phone May 9 2012,  was doing very well with his aggression problem 
until 4 days ago when his behavior worsened and it was clear he didn't feel well May 8, so the owner 
took  to his regular vet. Blood work was done and increased BUN(36) and creatinine (2.3) was 
noted. UA normal. I asked the owner what treats she was using and she had been giving chicken 
jerky treats. I had the owner stop the treats and keep the remainder. 

Date problem started is an estimate based on conversation with owner. Date of recovery is also an 
estimate, phone conversation May 21, 2012 the owner said he was back to his old self and had 
been for several days.

8 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐91540 5/21/2012 20:45 Dick Van Patten's Natural 
Balance Venison & Green 
Pea Limited Ingredient Diet 
(LID)

I noticed the food texture was different from previous times I purchased the product. The food was 
usually firm but this time there was free fluid in the can and the food texture was very loose.

4 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐91538 5/21/2012 18:15 Taste of the Wild pacific 
Salmon

Owner was feeding Taste of the Wild Pacific Salmon dry food-lot numbers were on recall list. Started 
with bloody, tarry stool 2-3 days after last meal of ToW. Also, history of getting into the garbage 5 
days prior to presentation and owner changed food abruptly (upon learning of recall). Dog was BAR 
on presentation (Weimeraner normal baseline behavior). fecal sample negative (Antech 
diagnostics), started on Metronidazole. Followup: slightly soft stool still today but otherwise normal.

4 Years Weimaraner Dog 62 Pound

EON‐91488 5/21/2012 12:45 Kingdom Pets Chicken 
Jerkey

On Sunday, May 20, 2012, I purchased a .48 oz bag of Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky (UPC 
8471300020, Item code 169728, Lot #AKKPCKO3B356) for dogs at Costco located at  

 When I arrived home, I opened the bag and pulled out 3 pieces, 
for each of my dogs. I noticed blue plastic sticking out of the end of one piece. I did not give them to 
my dogs, but checked on the website for any recalls. I did not find any, but did learn that China is 
putting plastic in animal chicken jerky, which this product is made in China. I also learned that this 
material can cause illness and even death of an animal.

I contacted Costco this morning to advise them of the problem. I also contacted the distributor 
Globalinx Pet, LLC, Newport Beach, CA, 888-565-7387 and left a message advising them of this 
issue. I ask that you investigate this issue and trust that you will place a recall for this product. Also, 
as a former Safety and Environmental Manager at a plastics manufacturing company in , can 
you explain to me (or direct me to the appropriate department) as to how manufacturers in the US 
are held to the strictest standards and imports from China are not? 

EON‐91448 5/21/2012 9:45 Purina One Brand Beyond 
Cat food adult cat Chicken & 
Whole Oat Meal Recipe

I bought my normal brand of cat food. Within a day of starting that bag, she had slight diarrhea. Over 
the past 4 days, the diarrhea has gotten worse (completely rummy now), she has more frequent 
urinations but they are shorter than normal. The first few days she was throwing up a white liquid 
and yesterday she started throwing up her food. She has been more vocal the past few days than 
ever as well. It also seems she is unsure about if she needs to go, she she has started hesitating 
before getting in the litter box. Her appetite has been lessening and she didn't eat dinner at all. I 
have a regular scheduled vet appointment tomorrow that I will bring this up with her too

12 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 14 Pound
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EON‐91446 5/21/2012 5:45 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Pet Diets several months ago, i notice my dog was starting to deteriorate. He would lay around, drink alot, go 

to the bathroom alot¿and finally he got to the point where he was so lethargic I took him to the vet. 
The vet to many tests on , including an xray and blood tests. She said that he was going 
through renal failure and that his kidneys were failing. I was given a host of medications for him and 
was sent home. The vet said that his problem with terminal and that we should prepare ourselves. 
Several times we thought we were going to lose . He is still with us, but still very sick and very 
tired. He hardly eats anymore and has lost alot of weight. I know, without a doubt, that this dog food 
is the problem, now after reading stories on the internet. He has been healthy since I had him, even 
the vet found his condition un-explainable.

9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound

EON‐91445 5/21/2012 3:00 Pacific Stream Canine® 
Formula

Salmonella due to dry dog food contamination. Very BAD diarrhea, vomiting and very lethargic. for a 
couple days.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 95 Pound

EON‐91444 5/20/2012 21:45 Dry Rawhide we ve purchased " artificial bone " toy for our dog .We let her play with toy .When we came back 
,dog had vomited multiple times and was lying down .We ve spent about 3 litres of "Pedialyte " to 
bring back dog to normal functioning

Dobermann Dog

EON‐91443 5/20/2012 19:45 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Adult Dog Chicken 
Rice & Vegetable

We have had our dog for almost 2 years. She was healthy and full of life. We have only fed her 
Kirkland Premium Dog food since we had her. About 2-3 weeks ago we purchased a new bag of dog 
food from Costco. About a week ago we saw something that was odd, when we would take her out 
to the back yard she would just sit and stare around. (she never did this before, she would always 
play and run around) Then Wednesday evening she started to appear that she couldn't walk very 
well. We kept an eye on her that night. First thing Thursday morning we noticed she could barely 
walk. We immediately took her to our vet. They said she was very sick and wanted to keep her all 
day to get fluids in her and run tests. We picked her up at the end of the day and she was the same. 
Same thing happened Friday morning, not doing well so we took her to the vet for more testing and 
fluids/medication. They watched her all day and still did not get better. We took her home Friday 
night and with the medication we looked for an improvement. At about 3am Saturday morning I went 
to be with her. She was out of her bed laying on the floor. At this point her head and legs appeared 
to be locking straight and I could tell by her eyes that she could not see me or see anything. I stayed 
with her for about an hour and then she started to have severe seizures. As soon as the seizures 
started, we immediately took her to the . The seizures had done so much 
damage that by the time we arrived at the hospital she was almost gone. They immediately gave her 
anti-seizure medicine and examined her. They said the damage was ir-reversable, she had major 
swelling on her brain, and unresponsive. She then had to be put to sleep. Previous to this she was a 
VERY HEALTHY dog with no issues. Our family is devastated and we are concerned that the dog 
food was the cause of her death.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound
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Pound43DogPit BullYears7EON‐91441 5/20/2012 18:00 Chicken Soup for the Dog 
Lover's Soul Adult Dog 

Formula

7 May 2012 - Our usually hyper and active dog started displaying symptoms of lethargy, anorexia, 
vomiting, dehydration and diarrhea. We took her to the vet within 12 hours of symptoms starting; vet 
took x-rays to check for blockage or other stomach problems, nothing was found. She was given an 

SQ liquids injection under the skin to attempt to hydrate her and prescribed both pain killers 
(tramadol) and anti-nausea (cerenia) medications. Vet suggested that we put her on a very bland 
diet of boiled chicken and rice and to bring her back if within 72 hours she wasn't getting better or 
was getting worse. Within the first 2 days she started drinking water again and eating very little. 

11 May - We were scheduled to leave town and a friend stayed at the house to watch her and was 
given all of the notes and medication. 

12 May- she had to take her back to the hospital after she again stopped eating and began vomiting 
and diarrhea again. Vet again administered the SQ liquids treatment for dehydration and prescribed 
an anti-biotic and anti-diarrhea (metronidazole) medication as well as the anti-nausea (cerenia). She 

was on this regimen for 5 days at 2 times per day. 

20 May - She appears to be much better; is now drinking water, eating dry food and playful again. 
The stools seem to be regular and the vomiting has ceased, however she is still not as energized as 

usual. With all hopes she will be back to normal soon. 

As I was checking my emails today after being away, I noticed an email from petfooddirect.com 
about dog food recalls. Upon opening I noticed that our brand, Chicken Soup for the Dog Lover's 
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EON‐91438 5/20/2012 16:00 Canidae All Life Stages Upon opening a new bag of Canidae All Stages which was the dog's regular food, she began to 
have loose stools which over a few days transpired to diarhea. She then began to vomit the food too 
along with becoming moppy and just laying around. Once learning about the recall, we returned the 
bag to the distributor. The symptoms immediately resided when she was taken off the recall bag.

Greater Swiss 
Mountain Dog

Dog

Soul, was on it. So I opened the page and checked her bag; the bag code doesn't match, but the 
expiration date falls in the range. I purchased this bag of food at a local pet store on 30 April 2012 

and opened it and started feeding it to her around the 5th of May. I called the company to report this 
incident and they assured me that I did not have a contaminated bag. I asked if there was any way 

to test it to make sure so that no other pets are endangered. They basically blew me off. I have 
obviously discontinued feeding her this food, but I have kept the bag. If this is due to contaminated 
food, I will obviously want vet bills reimbursed, but my first concern at this point is to have the food 

checked and taken off of the shelves, if necessary. 

Here is the following information for the report and food:

Brand: Chicken Soup for the Dog Lover's Soul
Bag Code: CSD0102C1NL

Best Before Date: 31/Jan/2013
UPC: 0 7419860575 0

Distributed by: Diamond Pet Foods

Call took place on 20 May 2012 at approximately 1300 hours and I was given a Case Code of 
23471. 

I have also left a message with the store from whom I bought the food, Dogs R Us SLC, UT. 

If this is the cause of her sickness and we can prevent this from happening to 1 family, this will be 
worth it. Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns at all. I prefer email, but I can 

also be reached via phone at 

Thank you for your time and help and have a wonderful day.
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EON‐91436 5/20/2012 15:00 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
chicken Jerky Tenders

I was out of the treats and everything was normal with , then on Saturday I purchased the 
Waggin' Train 22oz "Natural Chicken Fillets" and she ate 2 chicken fillets and all Saturday night she 
had diarrhea ALL night long with blood mixed into the poop.

7 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 50 Pound

EON‐91431 5/20/2012 3:01 Diamond brand naturals 
small breed adult chicken 
and rice dog food

I gave my dog diamond brand naturals small breed adult chicken and rice dog food. It was the 18LB 
bag. She ate normally the first day, the next day she started to have diarrhea and threw up the food. 
The next 3 days she did not eat the food and continued to have diarrhea. The 3rd day I took her to 
the vet and she had a high temp and was giving a shot for vomiting and medicine for diarrhea. she 
will not eat the food, I even tried to mix wet food with it, that she loves and she would not touch it! I 
myself have not been feeling well and have had diarrhea for the past few days.

1 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

96DogShepherd Dog - 
German

EON‐91437 5/20/2012 15:45 4 Health High Performance I tried to report this weeks ago, but my computer went down and I lost everything I wrote out to you 
guys. You can check this by my history on my computer. Since that happened, I noticed this food 

has been recalled, but the information given to the public is limited as to the affects of what this food 
is doing! My dog started 4 Health in Feb. 2012 this year. It was maybe a week or two after eating the 

food, he started to bleed from his penile area! He became very weak and would not run as he did 
before. I took him to the best and they put him on 2000mg of cephalexin per day. The bleeding 
subsided a bit, but it wasn't a week or two before it came back again. BUT this time he started 

bleeding even worse and was more lethargic! Putting 2 + 2 together, I decided to take him off of the 
food. The vet could not seem to help me or understand what was happening to him. So, I did some 
research and learned that apple cider vinegar may help, so that is what I gave him. The bleeding 

stopped after attempting this!!!!! SO, I decided that maybe it wasn't the food since my other dogs had 
not reacted yet. I started giving him the 4 Health ONCE AGAIN and SURE ENOUGH he started 

bleeding again!!!!!!!! Of course, he is completely off it now, but to make a longer story short, my other 
two dogs did become sick as well with the same type of bladder infection and very weak! I'm so 

worried about my oldest dog. My oldest dog hasn't been the same. I'm so concerned that this food 
has done something to him! I just had FULL BLOOD WORK UP DONE ON HIM in Feb. Every organ 
was tested and he was in EXCELLENT health! Now, he is not the same dog. My dogs are very high 
energy and I exercise them in a great way! They can run for hours at a time, but since feeding them 

this dog food, they do not have the energy! Especially my oldest dog. You should let consumers 
know THIS DOES AFFECT THE DOG!!! My son also has a chronic illness and ended up in the 

hospital after helping me feed the dogs. The doctors never said it was the dog food but I never told 
them it may be a concern because I didn't know! I still have this dog food and I would like it tested. 

Of course I'm not using it, but I want to know what is wrong with my dog. He is like a child to me and 
my best friend. More so than anything I would also like to know what is going on with my son! Since 
he has a condition like chrones disease, I feel that a lot is being looked over! Please make people 

aware! Tell them to watch their dogs for bladder infections and just over all not being the same after 
eating this food! I'm still dealing with the sickness in my house hold! My dog will actually walk around 

right now, but still can not run long or do the things he used to do. I hope he will recover. If 
something happens to him, I will not be able to handle it emotionally. Any advice will be greatly 

appreciated!!
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EON‐91422 5/19/2012 15:45 Pedigree Adult Compete 
Nutrition

The dogs affected has had diarrhea for approximately 1 week straight. We have had trouble figuring 
out what the problem was because nothing had changed in his diet or activities. Today, when I fed 
the dogs breakfast, I found a ball of the food held together by mold. The ball is approximately 3 
inches in diameter. I immediately removed the food from their bowls and went to the store. The bag 
of Pedigree in question has been closed up and we've replaced it with an equivalent bag of Iams. I 
can only hope that their health improves.

A photo of the ball of mold can be seen at:
http://i40.photobucket.com/albums/e243/mustangjonny84/pedigreemoldball.jpg

On the previous page, I noted that I have not informed the manufacturer nor the store where I 
purchased the bag. They are next on my list to contact. This bag of dog food was purchased on 
5/7/12. To think that this product could still be on the shelves is concerning.

12 Years Rottweiler Dog 80 Pound

EON‐91420 5/19/2012 13:45 Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredients Sweet Potato 
and Bison dry dog food

 became ill after eating a new 15 lb. bag of Natuarl Balance Sweet Potato and Venison dog 
food. She ran a fever, threw up once that I know of, and became VERY lethargic. I took her to the 
vet, who did blood work and xrays but did not seem to find out exactly why she was feeling so 
poorly. The vet prescribed an antibiotic.  seemed to be feeling a tad bit better May 3, but died 
in the early morning hours of .

11 Years Unknown Dog 68 Pound

EON‐91416 5/18/2012 20:15 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

My sister-in-law had bought the treats at SAMs club on May 5th, she had given  a treat a few 
days. On  she gave him 2 treats, he ate one (I was not home at the time she gave them to 
him.) after eating one she said he went inside his dog house and started acting as though he was 
having a seizure and he began to vomit and also diarrhea/bloody. I came home and went to give him 
his food, and I noticed him sitting on top of his dog house, looking like death...it was horrible. I went 
to check him, and I saw a treat. I grabbed the treat and asked my sister-in-law if she was giving this 
to him? Because I had seen the warnings the week before about these treats. I had no idea she had 
bought these and feeding them to him.  was dying. He was dead before we could get him to 
a vet. He was ice cold/inside his mouth was like ice. I knew I was loosing my baby boy. 
I cannot believe these treats are still on the store shelves. Had these been pulled my dog would still 
be here. I also did research and I saw the packets in the product the deoxidizers are 
poisonous/contain iron I did take a picture of the packet stuck to a magnet. I wonder if this is what is 
making the dogs die/sick Iron Toxicity? Or is it the Irradation being done?

3 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐91415 5/18/2012 19:45 The Blue Buffalo Co Blue 
Life Protection Formula with 
LifeSource bits. Natural 
chicken and brown rice 
recipe. Puppy.

We began switching our puppy to Blue Buffalo Chicken and Brown Rice Puppy Formula and noticed 
he wasn't sleeping through the night, began whining and a loose stool. As the days went on, over 10 
days it got much worse. We eventually had to take him to the vet due to lethargy and dehydration. 
He wouldn't eat in the morning so we made an appt. with the vet. She changed his food, put him on 
some meds for possible salmonella poisoning and fluid administration. Our bill totaled $248.14. He 
was fine until we switched him over to Blue Buffalo. We've only heard good things about this food 
until after we came home from the vet and looked online. We were surprised to see several 
(probably 100) other pet owners with similar problems with this same food.

10 Weeks American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 16 Pound
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EON‐91412 5/18/2012 18:15 Gourmet Sweet Potato & 
Chicken Wraps , Milo"s 
Kitchen Home Style Dog 
Treats, Mini Dingo Chip Mix

This dog was presented to me because of being lethargic, depressed appetite, and frequent 
urination. exam was essentially normal. Abnormalities found with lab work were; elivated WBC count 
(17500) due to neutrophils (12,430) and eosinophils (850). high blood creatinine (2.0 mg/dl), high 
urine blood content (++), high urine protein (++), high urine leukocytes (++). The urine specific 
gravity was 10.40 and urine PH was 8. On urine culture staph aureus was isolated.

2 Years Shih Tzu Dog 31 Pound

EON‐91405 5/18/2012 15:45 Purina Fit & Trim  is a Spayed Labrador, 9.5 yrs old house dog, and eats 1 cup of dry Purina Fit & Trim in the 
morning, and one at early evening. About two weeks ago I opened the latest bag and her eating 
habits quickly changed. She began to turn away from the food and would only eat after a day and a 
half and then approximately 8 to 10hrs after eating that cup of food she would throw it up 90% 
undigested. I wasnt too concerned at first because I felt she may have a cold of some kind. On the 
night of the 05/16/12 she became very ill, she had not eaten since that morning ( Extreme Salivating 
very heavy, large pools- had noticed Salivating beginning the night of 05-15-12 but it was light ) also 
bloody diarrhea and we had to rush her to the Animal ER here in Mobile Alabama, she was just 
laying there. Blood Work showed a Probale E-Coli Bacteria. Realizing that the symptoms began at 
the time of opening this last bag of dog food I felt compelled to submit this report because this bag of 
food may somehow be contaminated in some way.

9 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 79 Pound

EON‐91367 5/18/2012 13:15 Friskies' Tasty Treasures 
with Turkey and Cheese in 
Gravy

After eating Friskies Tasty Treasures Turkey and Cheese in gravy he experienced vomiting, bloating 
and pain. 

I opened a second can and found white slime and black mold on the food. This was not present in 
the first can, but seems to indicate the case of food if not the whole lot is contaminated.

20 Months American Shorthair Cat 6 Pound

EON‐91335 5/18/2012 6:30 Wagon Train Dog Treats & 
Milo's Kitchen Treats

Started vomiting profusely, some diarhea, lethargic. Took him to the vet and they done blood work 
and gave him an IV due to dehydration. His blood work showed he had severe pancreaitis. The vet 
stated he had never seen numbers so high! He was a very sick dog. The vet inserted a port so I 
could give him an IV daily for a week with some medication in it and he improved after several days. 
He ate lots of doggie treats, all chicken products, made by Wagon Train and Milo's prior to his 
illness. We no longer give him these. I felt his illness had something to do with his treats but could 
not be totally sure. But he now eats what he did before but no treats and he is doing great.

3 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 8 Pound
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EON‐91334 5/18/2012 3:45 Taste of the Wild High Praire 
Canine Formula with 
Roasted Bison & Roasted 
Venison

I have 4 dogs who ate Taste of the Wild bison formula manufactured by Diamond, and had diarrhea 
to varying degrees. One of my dogs has been to the vet multiple times, including emergency 
treatment, beginning on 2/8/2012, for severe bloody diarrhea, severe gas and bloating, dehydration, 
and vomiting. I contacted Taste of the Wild on 3/8/2012, to ask if there had been any recipe changes 
or ingredient supply changes to their bison forumla food. I was informed by them on 3/8/2012 that 
one of their vets would contact me. It was not until Taste of the Wild issued a recall on May 4, that I 
realized that this food was manufactured by Diamond anbd likely to be the reason for my dog's 
illness. On May 6, I contacted TOTW again, this time to ask if their bison formula had been 
manufactured at the South Carolina Diamond plant. On May 8, I received a reply from a TOTW vet, 
infoming me how i could receive a refund for the food and inviting me to submit vet bills for their 
consideration. I called my pet store and verified that they did indeed sell the recalled food. I feel 
strongly that TOTW has acted very irresponsibly, by not answering my questions in a timely manner 
even though they knew when I asked the question that the food had been manufactured at the SC 
Diamond plant and that they are continuing to act irresponsibly by telling the public that they are only 
recalling TOTW as a precaution and that no dogs have gotten sick from the food. I reported illness in 
my 4 dogs to them on March 6! I want the FDA to count my dogs as sick from this food and to do all 
in their power to punish Diamond and Taste of the Wild with fines for their filthy plant as determined 
by the FDA inspection in April, and for failing to notify the public in a timely manner and for failing to 
respond to me when I specifically asked if there was a known problem with the food. I want Taste of 
the Wild to pay my vet bills which I will submit to them. In addition, I wish someone would make it 
illegal for a company name (Taste of the Wild) to sell pet food that is manufactured by a different 
company (Diamond) without making that information readily available and easily accessible by the 
public. I did my research and was unable to find anything on the internet to indicate that TOTW and 
DIamond were tied together until the recall was issued. I hav vet bills available if you need them and 
I am in the process of collecting medical records of 4 -5 separate vet visits over the cours of 2 
months for the same dog all because Diamond would not indicate that there was a problem with 
their food.

6 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 34 Ounce

EON‐91333 5/18/2012 3:30 Taste of the Wild
Wetlands Canine Formula
with Roasted Fowl
A Grain Free Diet

Acute liver failure. I HAD GIVEN HER THE DOG FOOD BUT SHE WOULDN'T EAT MORE THAN A 
BITE OR TWO. On the 15th she ate a bowl. On the morning of the 17th she couldn't walk and I 
rushed her to the vet where she was diagnosed with acute liver failure.

This is a 15 month old pure bred Keeshond. The breed is not listed so I had to select unknown to get 
the form to process.

15 Months Unknown Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐91332 5/18/2012 3:00 4Health Optimal Nutrition 
For Optimal Health (Puppy 
Formula)

I have a 9 month old great dane named . She was recently spayed and I decided to changer 
her food to a type that would be more healthier for her. I switched her food to 4health puppy formula 
18lb bag. On May the 16th she started throwing up, very bad diarrhea where it had blood in it. I have 
had her since she was 12 weeks old and she has used the bathroom in her kennel once or twice. 
For her to use the bathroom twice in one night and throwing up I knew something was wrong. I 
called her vet at  in , and took her in that day. The vet informed 
me that  has intestinal parasites, and intestinal bacteria. She was sent home with 3 different 
types for expensive medication. When I returned home that afternoon I decided to do some 
research. This is where I found out that the 4 health dog food had a Salmonella recall. Above the 
words "Production Code," it has the date March 27, 2013. I have read that if it has any date prior to 
April 7,2013 it has a recall on it. Also, it has the number (MLP0304C21xME). I have read that if the 
9th or 10th number is a 3 or a 2, and the 10th or 11th is an (x) then it has a recall on it. My bag of 
dog food had both of these components, and I am VERY concerned!!! I have heard about people 
calling and they not paying their vet bill or refunding them, and I DO NOT WANT THIS TO BE THE 
CASE WITH ME PLEASE!!! Great Danes have a short life expand and I love my dog dearly, and I 
do not want something like this to hurt her anymore than it already has. I believe that 4health should 
pay for my dogs vet bill, because it has everything to do with this food. I will do anything so no other 
dog has to get sick!! If you could get back to me about this issue that would be great. Thank you for 
your time in this matter!!

EON‐91331 5/17/2012 23:00 canyon creek ranch I got a healthy puppy and started training her using exclusively canyon creek treats. All of a sudden 
she has immense Diarhea and vomitting. She was no longer excited and happy..... I blamed her dog 
food or the fact that she may have gotten into something. I quarentined her but kept giving her the 
treats..... It wasnt till I gave her a bland diet that everythign went away... Once I reintroduced the 
treats her symptoms came back. I have spent close to $500 on test and medications trying to figure 
out why a 7 month old puppy got so ill.

7 Months Great Dane Dog 80 Pound

EON‐91330 5/17/2012 22:45 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Treats

My pet at Waggin Trail chicken jerky treats and developed vomiting, bloody diarrhea, lethargy, would 
not eat or drink. She is presently in the hospital (admitted 5/17/2012). Vet confirmed diagnosis with 
concurrent use of treats. I don't understand why these have not been taken off the market. There 
have been many complaints made against these. I did not know this until today.

3 Years Shih Tzu Dog 13 Pound
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EON‐91329 5/17/2012 21:45 Wellness Small Breed Super 
5 Mix Adult Health (dry)

We have been using Wellness Super 5 Small Breed Adult dry and wet food for 2 years with no 
problem. Last Friday my dog developed severe diarrhea. I took her to the vet the next morning and 
she was kept over the weekend on iv due to dehydration. She was released on Monday with 
antibiotics, antacid, special food and a $600 bill. The vet stated that this was definitely caused by 
something she ate but she was vague/nonspecific when I asked about salmonella from dog food.

I posted my experience on Wellness' facebook page and within an hour 2 other people using the 
same food as me reported the same problems. I just looked for that post and can't find it now, so I 
am not sure if Wellness removed it. My sellby dates fall within the range of the recall. 

I am feeding her the food the vet sent home and will be switching her to a non-Diamond product 
after. Had I known that any of the Wellness products were made at Diamond, we would have never 
used it to begin with.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 10 Pound

EON‐91288 5/17/2012 13:45 Kirkland's Signature Nature's 
Domain Salmon Meal & 
Sweet Potato Formula for 
dogs

Our dog, , ate Nature's Domain Salmon & Sweet Potatoe Dog Food for over a year. She 
exhibited no health issues prior to December 2012. Starting then she would throw up almost daily. 
She became disinterested in eating her food, but would manage to eat one meal each day due to 
hunger. Her stomach would make loud 'gurgling' noises daily. Her stool was often loose. She also 
lost between 4-5 lbs of body weight over the course of three months. We tested her for several 
diseases, possible problems, and worms with no luck. With our veterinarian's help we did everything 
we could to try and identify the problem with no luck. We immediately stopped feeding  the 
Diamond produced dog food when learned of the recall on May 9, 2012. Within two days of eating 
boiled chicken and cooked rice  had more energy. She also didn't throw up and ate regularly. 
Her stomach has not made any noises since either. We also believe she is starting to gain some 
weight back now. Although our batch of food is not included in the recall we are certain it was 
contaminated and was causing the problem.

4 Years Cattle Dog 
(unspecified)

Dog 29 Pound
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EON‐91258 5/16/2012 23:00 Taste of the Wild by 
Diamond

took my dog to vet' had an accident of wetting his bed.  first thought it was an 
infection and put him on antibotics. Took him back two weeks later. They ran blood tests, x-rays and 
tested the urine for consotration and reported that he had kidney damage, put him on another two 
week course of antibotic and prescription dog food for kidney problems. we were to bring him back 
May 29. I asked about the Diamond pet food recall as I feed all my dogs Taste of the wild , made by 
Diamond. She said it was just one of their foods and not that one. I took him home and followed the 
instructions. At first he held his own but then lost his appetite and was vomiting. WE took him back 
in. He is now at the vet center on ivs and credical care. By this time May 16,2012 Ihad heard of the 
recallof all Diamond dog food including Taste of the Wild, which I have bought from  
located in . I called them on the 15th of May to tell them what was going on 
with my Dog. Asked them about lot Numbers from Dec, 2011 thru april of 2012. they did'nt know also 
told me they buy from a distributer who buys wholesale and he gave them no info exsept the the 
food they just got in also told me they were Company people and we made at people being upset at 
Diamond. they were very uncaring even though I reminded that I am ill wiith Lupus and my 4 and 2 
year old grangchilren have been with our dog. Very uninformed people. I have reported this to the 
Veternain. there is no way that these people will call their distriptor or give me his number. Infact 
they hung up on me. We have done businee with this company for 20 years. At this point to have 
spent$1100. on vet bills and don't know if the dog will live to see tomorrow.

5 Rottweiler Dog 79

EON‐91257 5/16/2012 22:45 Taste of the Wild Sierra 
Mountain Canine Formula 
with Roasted Lamb

I have been feeding Taste of the Wild for the lifetime of each of my pets. About a month ago they 
became finicky and ate their dogfood but were not eating it as well as usual. I noticed that a couple 
of my dachshunds appeared to be losing weight. Then one of them began throwing up and had loss 
of appetite. The next day he had loose stools and obviously wasn't feeling well. Then I heard about 
the food recall and checked the bag to find their food was affected. I called the company from the 
vet's office to inquire about what I needed to do as the vet felt my dog needed to stay overnight, get 
fluids and then he was placed on an antibiotic and bland diet. He recovered quickly.

1 Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 10
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EON‐91256 5/16/2012 21:45 Waggin Train
Duck Fillets

5/5 gave her dog two duck fillet treats before leaving for work at approx. 9 am.
When she returned home around 7 pm  was unresponsive and cold on the floor in a small 
puddle of mucus and saliva.
Lock jaw, black eyes, labored breathing, the dog was in process of defecating himself when the 
owner arrived.

 gave him small amounts of water by dripping them into his mouth and held him. He vomited 
more than 12 times. He gradually became more responsive. He wouldn't eat or drink anything.
He eventually after several hours of watching him and talking to him passed a bloody stool of mucus 
and blood.
5/6 Took animal to veterinary clinic where he was given medication and an IV of fluids.
Because of financial incapability we were forced to take him home and nurse him there.
The nurse said he was in the process of liver failure or so it seemed.
5/6-5/9 bloody stool. liquid diet of Gatorade diluted and water and ice. And a diet if baby food beef 
and chicken rice and cottage cheese. Gradually he began to have more normal stools.
5/11 he passed his first blood free solid bowl movement.

 is a victim of Domestic Violence and her dog is her best friend.
She had to take off time from work and the vet bill and he still needs to go back to the vet and we 
cannot afford to pay for that.

10 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 24 Pound

EON‐91194 5/16/2012 11:45 Waggin Train - Jerky 
Tenders

Received blood and urine report back. Detected high levels of Creatine and Nitrogen levels in the 
urine. Urine is extremely yellow (which is good), but indicates dehydration or potential other issues. 
We just found out about this, but we have been using Waggon Train Chicken Jerky treats for years 
and it appears that they could be part of the cause of his condition. We have removed these from his 
diet while at the same time we have introduced more water as well as a food with less protein 
content.

4 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6 Pound

EON‐91130 5/16/2012 4:15 Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders I have been purchasing this brand of chicken jerky from Costco for years and feed my dog small 
pieces throughout the day as a treat (totaling approximately 3/4 of a strip per day). He has recently 
been diagnosed with liver failure upon taking him to an emergency vet hospital which was very 
shocking to the doctors since he is not very old in age. 1 month prior to his diagnosis he would vomit 
the chicken jerky shortly after eating it. The doctors have given him days or weeks to live.

6 Years Terrier - Silky Dog 12 Pound

EON‐91129 5/16/2012 3:00 diamond brand lamb and 
rice dry dog food

Our labrador was constantly vomitting and acting unusually fatigued. We took him to the vet where 
they performed a blood test and found that he has excessive white blood cells and that if his 
sickness continues he will be given antibiotics. Subsequently the following day we recieved a letter 
informing us that the exact food brand of the exact manufactureing dates of the food that he has 
been eating has been recalled due to salmonella. A further check online showed that his symptoms 
are consistent with that of salmonella and we are returning to the vet tomorow. Surprisingly the 
reports of the recall are claiming that no dogs have been infected. We are quite worried and are 
anxious to know if he will be ok.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 110 Pound
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EON‐91128 5/16/2012 3:00 Waggin Train Chicken Strips  was a very healthy dog. She got the Chicken strips and a while later got very sick but 
seemed to come out of it. She wouldn't eat so we switched to canned dog food. She kept getting 
weaker and eventually her kidneys failed. The vet bills war almost a thousand dollars.

13 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 14 Pound

EON‐91127 5/15/2012 18:15 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Lamb and Rice 
Formula

She became lethargic. She started having diarrhea and vomiting issues. 2 Years Chihuahua Dog 9 Pound

EON‐91125 5/15/2012 17:15 Natural Balance Venison 
and Sweet Potato

I was feeding a bag of Natural Balance Venison & Sweet Potato. I had the impression that they 
weren't tolerating it as well as usual. Bought two new bags (use the 28 lb size) & began feeding one 
of those bags. They seemed to do better with the new bag. About half-way through the bag, I heard 
about the recall & checked the BB dates. The one that I hadn't finished was in the recall. The two 
new bags were not. (I believe 3/23/13 was the BB date on the new ones; can check.) I decided to 
finish using the open bag, since it wasn't in the voluntary recall list. Last Monday, I opened the new 
bag. That night, the 10 year old had a major reaction. The area around his anus was irritated and he 
developed something like a large hot spot between his back legs and under his tail. He is now bald 
for a wide area around his anus. He had a peculiar odor that has occurred another 2 (possibly 3) 
times when he had a reaction to a dog food. I thought it was an allergic type reaction, but the other 
dog began asking to go outside frequently and she was straining to poop with runny stool. I also had 
a reaction that day that I thought was from eating leftover takeout for lunch, then later realized that it 
may have been from the same problem. It resolved within a couple of days. My dogs are fed mainly 
a home-prepared diet, with Nat. Balance 1 - 3 times per week and Milkbones daily. I took them off 
the kibble and Milkbones, and the problem resolved over the next 2-4 days, except for the balding. 
The redness between the toes for the older one also resolved.

I would like to submit a sample for testing.

*My name is disclosed for the purposes of FDA communications. Details of the incident are not to be 
published with my name.

10 Years Newfoundland Dog 145 Pound

EON‐91124 5/15/2012 17:15 ¿Kirkland Signature 
Nature¿s Domain Salmon 
Meal & Sweet Potato 
Formula for Dogs

About a week ago, our poodle started vomitting all over the house. We figured it was due to eating 
grass or something our boys fed him. This continued for a day or two. He became lethargic and 
didn't want to do much other than rest. After a few days, his energy came back with some hacking 
but little vomitting. Yesterday, since resuming his eating the vomit has come back. 

I had heard about the recall and checked the list - only Diamond Food products were listed and 
those were sold outside of our state (Illinois). Today, we find out that Kirkland products from Costco 
are on the list. Our dog had been eating the Kirkland Signature Nature¿s Domain Salmon Meal & 
Sweet Potato Formula for Dogs. Bingo.

12 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 25 Pound
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EON‐91059 5/14/2012 23:45 Milo's Kitchen Home-Style 
Dog Treats Chicken Jerky

After being fed Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky consistently and excessively for over six months, two of 
our three dogs began showing symptoms of illness and possible kidney failure including vomiting, 
loss of appetite, excessive urination, and excessive water drinking. The one dog out of three not 
affected by the chicken jerky was being given Ursodiol to clear out liver and gal bladder as part of a 
post-Chemotherapy treatment. Given that he was not affected by the chicken jerky and the other two 
dogs were, it could be assumed that the Ursodiol may have prevented the symptoms. (the 
aforementioned dog has shown the worst symptoms of the chicken jerky consumption).

7 Years Hound - Italian Dog 14 Pound

EON‐91057 5/14/2012 20:45 Rich in Omega 3 & 6
Wild Alaskan Salmon Treats
Layered with Cod & Sweet 
Potatoes

I purchased Wild Alaskan Salmon Treats from Costco approximately 2 weeks ago. I gave  the 
treats on two different occasions. She didn't like them, so I didn't give her more. I also gave the other 
dog  the treats one time. She didn't like them and didn't all of what I gave her. I noticed a few 
days later that  wasn't eating. She was drinking alot of water, and I noticed urnine accidents in 
the house. After several days of her not eating I took her to the animal hospital. This was last 
Monday, May 7th. Multiple tests were done, after one came back negative another was done. This 
went on until Friday when I took her back. She was seen by a new doctor. She asked if I had given 
her anything different to eat. I told her about the dog treats. She had be check right away to see if 
they were made in China. They were. We pulled up all of the information regarding symptoms 
related to dogs getting sick with foods from China. She has all of the symptoms. She immediately 
started her on daily IV treatments to flush her kidneys. She will probably need another 2 weeks of 
this treatment. As of now all of the tests coming back confirm it was the dog treats.

7 Years Pekingese Dog 10 Pound

EON‐91053 5/14/2012 16:15 Taste of the Wild dry Pacific 
stream canine with smoked 
salmon 30#.

 developed diarrhea/inappetance overnight. Owner received recall email from Amazon.com 
today for Taste of the Wild dry Pacific stream canine kibble (w/ smoked salmon #30). Owner has 
been feeding this food for the last 4-6 weeks.

2 Years Bichon Frise Dog 14 Pound

EON‐91043 5/14/2012 15:45 Kirkland Lamb and Rice Dog 
Food.
Kirkland Cat Maintenance 
Food

Dog stopped eating early April. (Weight was documented in routine vet appointment.) Vet did blood 
tests and xrays after dog lost 10 pounds in 2 weeks. Symptoms were not eating, vomiting when tried 
to eat, and diarrhea. No obvious problems were found in vet tests, but vet did not test for salmonella. 
Dog died 

Before the dog got sick, our cat had to have emergency vet care for similar symptoms. With 
extensive treatment, the cat survived. The dog did not. Both ate recalled Diamond Pet food. 
(Kirkland brand.)

The day after the dog died we heard about the pet food recall. Symptoms for both pets are 
consistent with Salmonella.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 74 Pound

EON‐91036 5/14/2012 12:45 Pet Pride® Chicken Breast 
Jerky Treats for Dogs

Diarrhea on the day following consumption of a chicken jerky treat. 8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐91023 5/14/2012 11:30 Origen Red Meat Formula I recently switched my dog food from Royal Canin to Origen. I need had a problems feeding the RC, 
but read the Origen was so wonderful so I decided to switch brands. Shortly after my dog became 
lethargic and had bloody stools. Horrible vomiting followed. I took her to my vet immediately and was 
told to get her off of that dog food immediately. She is still taking medication at this time. Since 
switching foods the symptoms have subsided.

1 Years Chihuahua Dog 9 Pound
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EON‐91020 5/14/2012 11:00 Diamond Naturals Dry Food 
for Puppy Large Breed Lamb 
& Rice Formula

4-25-2012 Dog came in next day with loose stool. Rx'd Forti-Flora. Loose stool continued for 1 week.
5-2-2012 Stopped feeding Diamond food due to recall.
5-3-2012 Diarrhea and vomiting overnight. Salmonella test submitted.
5-7-2012 Salmonella test negative, however negative results can be from antibiotic therapy.
5-14-2012 talked to owner, diarrhea/vomiting resolved.

15 Weeks Dobermann Dog 26 Pound

EON‐91016 5/14/2012 9:15 Taste of the wild Pacific 
Stream formula with smoked 
salmon a grain free diet

I purchased a bag that expired April 17, 2013, because it was after April 7 2013 which was the 
recall, so it was supposed to be safe. As soon as she got her first bowl from the bag she 
immediately started itching, biting her feet, loose stools and my other beagle got a bad upset 
stomach and she has been on the food for 9 months with no issues. They have not changed any 
ingredients and I made sure on the back the ingredients are the same but something is in this food I 
think that is not supposed to be. I know when my Beagle reacts to food, and it was the first bowl of 
the new bag that started this. I think the food needs to be checked for mis leading labels because for 
her to be fine on this food for 9 months with not 1 issue and all of a sudden I get a new bag and her 
food allergies are back makes me think something is in the food that isnt supposed to be. I have only 
given her this food, nothing else and I make sure she does not get into anything. I trained her as a 
puppy when I learned of her severe allergies not to ever pick up anything from the ground and I 
watch her very closely. She is reacting to the taste of the wild formula and I do not know why. I need 
to know if this is false labeling because she is having a major reaction to this food all of a sudden, 
and my other beagle that is prone to upset stomach who I also feed the same formula is having 
issues. Something is not right.

2 Beagle Dog 28
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EON‐91015 5/14/2012 9:15 Waggin' Train Wholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

On or about August of 2009 I notice my male was scratching horribly. He scratched all the hair and 
most of the skin off his neck and the top of his head by Oct. Which was when he was first seen by 
my vet. Soon after My female who is 6 months younger started with the same signs. The itching and 
scratching became uncontrollable. My vet was treating them with steriods to help calm the reaction. 
By Feb of 2010 I had to take my female to an allergist who did extensive testing for allergies. She 
came back postive on some, but none that were very conclusive. on May 10th of last year, my 
female had a litter of puppies. I kept one male out of the litter, and dontcha know it at approximately 
8 moinths of age, he started with the itching and scratching as his mom and my male. The 
scratching and itching has continued to date, We have been able to finally control it enough to get 
hair back on them with some scaring . I started working with my holistic vet, and still I could get no 
releif for these dogs for the itching. I had no pests on them, I use NO chemicals in my house to 
clean, it is all done with steam and vinegar and water. On April 5th, 2012I was researching online for 
dog foods, and reading information on them, and came across the issues that the chicken jerky 
treats have been causing. And I thought that this was the only thing that has remained consistent 
over the past 3 or so years. I had changed thier diet to the raw diet, approximately 3 yrs ago, 
because of the skin issues ,with no additives. The only treats they have gotten has been the jerky 
treats, because I figured how can you go wrong with just "dried chicken" . I immediately stopped the 
treats, and unfortunately threw them out, but kept the bag. I noticed within weeks the puppy had 
reduced the itching drastically, and my older males skin was great improved, no weeping feet and 
elbows, no flaming red skin and he wasnt hot to the touch . And he was playing again , My female 
has reduced her itching drastically as well. I contacted both my Reg. Vet and my Holistic Vet and 
told them what was going on and they both agreed that it was the treats. I made an appt with my reg. 
Vet to see my male, and he was thrilled to see the changes in him and has recorded them as being 
major improvements.

4 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 58 Pound

EON‐91010 5/14/2012 3:00 Natural Balance Sweet 
Potato and Fish

Extreme vomiting followed by lethargy, weakness and refusal to eat/drink. I fed her by hand a few 
bits of food while she lay in her bed and came down violently ill within 12 hours of that event.

14 Years Chow Chow Dog 34 Pound
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EON‐91009 5/14/2012 3:00 Green Pea & Duck Formula 
Complete and Balanced for 
All Breeds From Kittens to 
Adults Dick Van Patten's 
Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Diets, Taste of the 
Wild High Prairie Canine 
Formula with Roasted Bison 
& Roasted Venison

Our dog normally eats TOTW dog food and sometimes sneaks a bit of Natural Balance cat food. 
She also eats various whole food scraps in small portions. Around 4/25/12, our dog eliminated a 
glob of mucus about the size of a tangerine. She had diarrhea, vomited and stopped eating by 
4/26/12. She also seemed physically uncomfortable. On 4/27/12, the vet prescribed a 10 day 
regimen of 750mg of Flagyl and a 3 day bland diet. She resumed her normal dog food diet, with no 
people and cat food, after the initial 3 days of treatment. After 3 days of Flagyl, she seemed 
recovered and we continued the med as prescribed for the remaining 7 days. 2 days after the Flagyl 
was completed (5/9) she started to show symptoms of GI distress again. Upon seeing our dog 
exhibit beginning signs of GI distress (vomiting), we immediately removed both cat and dog foods 
from reach. We changed food brands immediately and she quickly recovered without vet 
involvement. There are a number of reasons our dog could have become ill, however in light of the 
recent TOTW and Natural Balance recalls I decided to report her illness. My area isn't included in 
the Salmonella recall, nor are the food lot numbers on the bags we currently have in the house. 
There was one TOTW food bag that we were unable to check as we threw it out before hearing of 
the recall. She finished the food in the unknown bag on 4/23/12 and then was given the new bag 
that I reported in product info section.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐91008 5/13/2012 16:45 purina one vibrant maturity 
7+ senior formula

Dog was in great health, stopped eating and was lethargic but could still walk normal, taken to vet on 
Sat 5/5, thought was a mild infection and given antibiotic, worse on Sun 5/6 and again taken to vet , 
given another shot as would not take antibiotic thru food, blood tests really not showing anything but 
possible liver problem, worsened condition Sun and taken to animal hospital, condition went to 
critical and taken to another advanced care ( ) --dog was euthanized on tues  as was 
in distress and infection was in brain. I did not attribute this to his food as he was not vomiting, etc 
and thought he had stopped eating due to illness but now I know there is definitely something wrong 
with the food as my other dog, who will eat anything will not eat it and of course I will not give it to 
him now that I think something is wrong with it. Both dogs have eaten this brand for years and loved 
it, the one that is still alive would jump on the bag and try to feed himself but not with this bag. I just 
don't want any other dog to get sick and feel that whatever is in this batch is especially harmful to 
smaller, older dogs as other dog is bigger and may not have eaten as much. I have uneaten food 
and bag

10 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐91007 5/13/2012 15:15 Pet Food For the Dog 
Lovers Soul a product of 
Diamond

My two Boston Terriers were eating a brand of dog food manufactured by Diamond. They both 
developed diarrhea. The younger one, who is one year, old required medical attention due to 
vomiting, painful cramping exhibited by gurgling stomach, shaking, and loss of appetite and weight. 
Both dogs had developed diarrhea. Veterinary costs were $285. for exam, blood work and 
medication for stomach upset. Fortunately, my vet suggested a change of diet which resulted in 
rapid improvement.

1 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 12 Pound

EON‐91006 5/13/2012 14:45 Alpo Purina Cuts, Wagon 
Trail wholesome Chicken 
Jerky Tenders

 began to be uninterested in food, throwing up, brought her to the vet and they tested her blood 
for illnesses, she had acute kidney failure and her blood tests revealed no deseases or apparant 
chronic condition, kidney failure was thought to be the result of poisen...death resulted.

10 Years Collie - Border Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐91005 5/13/2012 12:45 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats
Waggin Train Ham Slices

We was feeding other treats over the years but did not start experiencing any problems until we 
started feeding Waggin train Chicken Jerky Treats, and ham slices also made from Waggin Train. 
Within a few days, we noticed  having upset stomach and not wanting to eat. When she would 
finally eat, she would vomit the food and treats up. We took her to the vet and was diagnosed with 
Pancreatitis. She was treated with antibiotics. within the next week, she continued to deteriate to 
where she could not eat at all, she would lay around the water dish and drink lots of water. she 
would not be able to keep the water down at all as well. On the following Monday I took her back to 
the vet and she was left for further treatment. On the next day I was informed that he believed that 
she may have Liver failure going on, and didn't look like she was going to make it. I went in and seen 
her for the last time. She was put to sleep in my arms on . Hardest thing I ever did.

9 Years Spitz - American 
Eskimo Dog

Dog 23 Pound

EON‐91004 5/13/2012 9:00 Taste of the Wild The dog started having loud abdominal sounds and refusing to eat. I took her to the vet and was 
advised to change her food and restrict everything but gound pork and potatoes, then to add back 
other things one at a time and to give her Prevacid. She improved and begged for her "Taste of the 
Wild" so I started giving that to her again. She started throwing up during the night, but did seem 
better much of the time. The dog food is in the included in the lots that are being recalled. I am 
taking the bag back to the retailer later today.

4 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 56 Pound

EON‐91003 5/12/2012 19:45 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Salmon Meal and 
Sweet Potato for Dogs

Our dog had been eating "Kirkland's Signature Natures Domain Salmon Meal and Sweet Potato for 
Dogs" dog food and started showing veyr serious symptoms: vomiting, had abdmoninal pain, 
diahrea, and lethary (loss of energy and mobility). We took him to the Vet and they started him on 
antibiotics in February and he was dead by April. I just received a letter from the manufacturing 
company Diamond Pet Food Company that there is now a pet recall underway because the product 
had tested positive for Salmonella. The letter said "There have not been any pet illnesses reported 
with these pet foods" but this certainly is not the case.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐91002 5/12/2012 17:45 Natural Balance L.I.D. 
Potato & Duck Formula dog 
food 2363365555
Natural Balance L.I.D. Small 
Breed Dog Treats Sweet 
Potato & Lamb Meal 
2363362308

Allergic reaction to Natural Balance Potato & Duck Limited Ingredient and Natural Balance Limited 
ingredient small dog treats Brown Rice & Lamb Meal. Dog lots hair by the handfuls, developed skin 
sores, watery eyes and lethargy

3 Years Pug Dog 17 Pound

EON‐91001 5/12/2012 16:15 Diamond Large Breed 
Puppy Lamb and Rice 
Formula

The  purchased Diamond Large Breed Puppy Food from the Tractor Supply Company 
Store in  at the end of April. The dogs were fed this food exclusively and both became 
ill on 5-8-2012 with vomiting.  was bright and alert and was given outpatient therapy and sent 
home.  was lethargic and was hospitalized and started on fluid therapy and antibiotics. As of 
today, 5/12/2012 she is currently still hospitalized with vomiting, diarrhea and lethargy. The food was 
discontinued and all food/water bowls replaced  became ill again on 5/12/12 with nausea and 
lethargy. The  purchased food at the same time as a family friend, . The 

 dog that ate this food has become ill and cultured positive for Salmonella.

5 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 40 Pound
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EON‐91000 5/12/2012 14:45 Taste of the WIld - Hi Prairie 
Canine Bison & Venison

Her enthusiasm for food diminished considerably. Then she started throwing up. Her urgency to go 
increased. We started giving her probiotics and she stopped throwing up.  

.

12 Years Pug Dog 22 Pound

EON‐90999 5/12/2012 14:15 Diamond Large Breed 
Puppy Lamb and Rice 
Formula

The owner of the two dogs bought dog food at the end of April/beginning of May from the Tractor 
Supply Company store in . The food was Diamond Puppy Food, but the owner does not 
have the original bag any longer. The first dog became ill two days after the food was first fed. That 
animal had vomiting and diarrhea and died 24 hours after the first clinical signs were seen. The 
animal did not receive any veterinary care. Their second dog, , became ill 24 hours after the 
first animal. He was presented to  on 5-1-2012 with diarrhea but was 
otherwise normal on physical exam. The patient was discharged with oral metronidazole. On 5-3-
2012  presented again, and was now lethargic and vomiting. Hospitalized care was started and 
a fecal culture was submitted to an outside labratory. The patient has since recovered, however the 
fecal culture was positive for Salmonella. The owner reports that the patient has not eaten anything 
other than dog food. Friends of this client also have two labrador puppies that were from the same 
litter and were fed a different bag of the same food that was purchased at the same time. Both of 
these puppies are also ill and culture reports are pending. After the two dogs were ill, the  
family had several members that became ill with gastrointestinal signs. Medical doctors felt at that 
time their illness was due to a viral infection, but testing for Salmonella was not performed.

5 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 40 Pound

EON‐90998 5/12/2012 10:15 Diamond Lamb & Rice Adult New bag of Diamond Lamb & Rice Adult purchased 3/29/12 at  Tractor Supply store. 
Packaging discarded. Dog became stopped eating, seemed lethargic morning of 4/5/12. Diarrhea 
and vomiting during the day; by evening, nearly unresponsive. Took to emergency clinic a midnight; 
temp 103, lab work showed "mild lymphopenia, moderate elevation in ALT and GGT." Treated with 
Baytril injected SQ (5mg/kg) and then Metronidazole 750mg po bid. Took to regular vet the next day; 
drastic improvement, maintained bland diet and antibiotics as previously prescribed. Full recovery 
within one week.

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 105 Pound

EON‐90995 5/11/2012 19:45 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats.

Abrupt and severe renal failure.  was presented with a very diminished appetite, weight loss, 
vomiting and gI upset. Blood work revealed azotemia, elevated creatinine and phosphate, anemic, 
glucosuria, proteinuria. Despite intensive intravenous fluid therapy and supportive care, her 
condition rapidly declined and she was humanely euthanized.

6 Years Unknown Dog 44 Pound

EON‐90967 5/11/2012 14:00 Kirkland Healthy Weight Dog 
Food

We have used Kirkland Health Weight Dog food for over a year. All of our dogs eat it daily.  
began vomiting, then fever, and diarrhea. I took her to the vet how said her liver and pancreas 
enzymes were
elevated. We received the recall after feeding our dogs the tainted food.

12 Years Beagle Dog 28 Pound
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EON‐90961 5/11/2012 13:45 Natural Balance Reduce 
Calorie Formula

Sudden onset of vomiting blood (heavy amount) with some diarreha. Took dog to ER vet. My dog 
was given IV and tested/observed overnight. My dog was released the following evening 
undiagnosed. Follow-up visit with regular vet is pending.

12 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 17 Pound

EON‐90891 5/11/2012 9:15 Natural Balance Green Pea 
and Duck

We purchases a new bag of Natural Balance Green Pea and Duck and the cats started throwing up. 2 Years American Shorthair Cat 4 Pound

EON‐90890 5/11/2012 9:15 WAGGIN TRAIN CHIKN 
BISCUITS, WAGGIN TRAIN 
WHOLESOME JERKY 
TENDERS

Severe vomit and diarreha, blood in stool, bowel pain, extreme illness. kidney, liver issues. The 
other dog  began symptoms shortly after.

4 Years Chihuahua Dog 3 Pound

EON‐90881 5/11/2012 3:00 Kirkland Signature Adult 
Chicken Rice and 
Vegetables

 lost her appetite and became mildly lethargic, starting about . She became increasingly 
lethargic and finicky over the next few days. When I took her to the vet he couldn't find the problem. I 
began feeding her special canned food from the vet, which she accepted twice. Shortly thereafter 
she stopped eating anything at all, but continued to drink small amounts of water for a couple more 
days. She began to contract her abdomen away from my touch as if it were extremely tender, then 
lost interest in all interactions with anyone. She looked very gaunt and her gait became wobbly. She 
began to growl if anyone approached her and hid herself under the deck, and refused water. She 
died on  On May 4 (or 5) I was notified by Costco that I had purchased a dog food that was 
being recalled for possible salmonella contamination. I believe that this dog food caused  
illness and death. Two younger dogs who were also eating it were not affected.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐90880 5/10/2012 22:45 Diamond Natural Senior 
Large Breed Dog Food 
Chicken and Rice

April 9th there was a 3 hour window from when the last person saw  and WE the owners came 
home about 6pm. She had uncontrollable diarrhea all over the house from one end to the other. We 
have never had this happend to her. She just exploded all over. We called and talked to our vet the 
next morning after we cleaned the house and the dog. We gave her a mild diet of boiled hamburger 
and white rice and no dog food for the next three days and then had to take her to the vet. We never 
thought to have the stool samples tested Monday we just wanted to clean the house at that point. 
April 13th 2012 she was given Simplicef 200MG for a baterial infection and she also had a bladder 
infection. was given Canine FortFlora 1 box for a 30 day supply. Over time she seemed to get 
better with the diarrhea but she still seemed a bit lethargic at times. May 10 2012 we heard about 
dog food recall and I happened to look it up online and to my surprise Diamond Pet food was on the 
list and thats her food. I dont have the bag we fill a large tupperware and toss the bag. April 10 2012 
I called my vet and let her know that casy is presently eating that food. We removed the Diamond 
food and purchased a new brand of dog food. We also stopped at the Vet and picked up another 14 
day supply of Simplicef for a possible salmonella. I do have the store receipts for the dog food and 
$243.30 in vet bills.

10 Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐90874 5/10/2012 20:45 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Canine Formula

I feed my dog Taste of the Wild dog food and learned about the recall on Monday. On Wednesday 
my mom called to tell me that she took  (her cat) to the veterinarian because he threw up 5 
times before 2pm. She told the vet something was wrong and he almost sent them home. Upon 
running test they discovered he was in acute renal failure and the vet believed it was something he 
had ate. My mom told me about everything and I asked my mother what he had ate out of his normal 
diet. She informed me that  had recently taken a liking to our Yorkies pet food. I asked her 
what she was feeding him (not knowing it was Taste of the Wild!). I knew about the recall and 
immediately told her about the recall and had her check the bag. Sure enough it had a 2X and and 
expiration date of March 2013. I don't know if salmonellosis causes renal kidney failure, however, 
the only change in our cats diet was the dog food he was sneaking behind our backs. Our 
veterinarian suggested we report this in case these recalled dog food bags became linked to renal 
failure. If requested we can supply a sample of food.

American Bobtail Cat

EON‐90871 5/10/2012 17:45 Chicken Soup for the Pet 
Lovers Soul

In April of 2011 we decided to switch our kibble type dog food from Science Diet to Chicken Soup for 
the Pet Lovers Soul. We purchased it from a local food outlet by the name of  in  

. We purchased 4 bags altogether from them up to August 25, 2011. 
Subsequently, about 5 or 6 days later a growth appeared close to her tail. It was surgically removed 
on September 9 of 2011. About 4 weeks later we bought of the same kind of dog food from a 
different vendor. We noticed the kibble size was about two times the size of the food previously 
bought at . We made the assumption that the manufacturer had changed the size of the 
kibble. A wrong assumption. Having the old bag purchased from the vendor, it had a best if used by 
date of either June or July 2011. We still were not concerned at that time even though it was slightly 
out of date. A few months later, a neighbor told us that he had bought some of the same dog food in 
the puppy formula from the same vendor. He had purchased the food in November of 2011 with a 
best if used by date of December 2010. We have the bag and the check in payment. His dog would 
not eat the food. Soon after, I got on the internet only to find out about perservatives, both natural 
and synthetic. I was surprised. These bags of dog food had been exposed to high degrees of heat in 
a barn in for 2 years-well over the use by date. Additionally, our neighbor had bought horse feed 
from the same vendor in April 2012 that was dated as having been manufactured in January of 
2011. Reading up on dog food longevity, heat and time will cause dog food to go rancid and will go 
rancid faster when exposed to time heat and synthetic perservatives. Further studies indicate rancid 
dog food can and does cause cancer. Our dog died of cancer involving the lymph nodes. The 
vendor had told us that they were no longer going to order the Chicken Soup. We now assume that 
it was not selling, but they continued to sell it until it was all sold with no regard to the condition of the 
food. We feel that negliglence is an issue here.

5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 47 Pound
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EON‐90866 5/10/2012 16:15 Waggin Train Apple & 
Chicken Wraps

Purchased Waggin Trail, LLC Apple & Chicken Wraps. Gave our Dogs 1 piece per day before work 
by the end of the weekend I noticed  was not himself. Lethargic, Labored breathing and 
recently, peeing blood. Took him to vet, The vet noticed right off that he was anemic, gums white, 
temp at 103.8. Drew blood to confirm anemic but also noticed that Creatine and Tbil was also off the 
charts. Daily blood test and he's not getting better but he's not worse. The only diffrence was these 
treats, the foods the same, their normal treats, Beggin Strips never did this. This is the only change. 
These Waggin Train treats are made with Chicken breast in China and the lot number is: 
G1CA3503A.

5 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 23 Pound

EON‐90860 5/10/2012 15:45 milo's kitchen chicken jerky 
trearts

on thursday may 3, 2012 my wife and i went to walmart to purchase pet products for our pets 1 dog 
and 1 cat. we decided to buy our dog a bag of milo's kitchen chickewn jerky treats and we gave her 
ne and the next day there was diarreia all over our house, we contacted our vet which instructed us 
to just feed our dog white boiled chicken with white rice for three days. we have been following our 
vets instructions and now it is a week later and our dog can still not eat regular dog food due to 
having diarreia. we thought something was wrong with our dog until i found out online about a recall 
for these treats, now my dog is very sick and can only eat boiled chicken and rice. i am very upset 
and very angry about this , these treats should not be on the shelves of stores if they are not 
good!!!!!!

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 15 Pound

EON‐90829 5/10/2012 13:45 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Chicken Tenders

Renal failure diagnosed 5/12/2012 5 Years Alaskan Malamute Dog 25 Pound

EON‐90828 5/10/2012 13:45 Natural Balance limited 
ingredient Sweet Potato and 
Fish

 ate/stole a bowl of dog food at a friends house. The food in question is Natural Balance 
limited ingredient Sweet Potato and Fish. Natural Balance recently recalled a number of their 
products following the discover of Salmonella in the plant where they were produced (Diamond 
Brand Pet Foods). Approximately 24 hrs following consumption of the food she had bloody diarrhea, 
lethargy and malaise. Now, 7 days after the onset of symptoms she is vomiting and still has bloody 
diarrhea.

11 Years Samoyed Dog 160 Pound

EON‐90827 5/10/2012 13:45 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Formula Canine

During second - third week of April, both of our dogs who consume Taste of the Wild kibble broke 
with mucus-containing diarrhea. No blood. One dog developed fever. Both were depressed. They 
are house dogs. I am a vet and treated them at home with chaneg of diet, fluids, rest.
Myself and my husband were exposed to multiple episodes of diarrhea stool and the kibble. We both 
developed diarrhea during the third week of April. No stool cultures from any of us were submitted 
as at the time, we were unaware of the salmonella contamination event. I returned implicated 
product this past week to my retrail outlet. We have stool stains remaining on our hardwood floors, 
but as they have been treated with cleaners to remove them, I doubt if any recoverable/identifiable 
sample is left. , DVM, ACVPM

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog
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EON‐90826 5/10/2012 13:45 Ol'Roy Snack Sticks I gave my pet a treat at 10:00pm last Thurs. May 3rd, before bed , at 11:00 pm we were getting 
ready for bed and she was
playing and suddenly she fell over and one side of her body would not hold her up. She was trying to 
walk and falling, I picked her up and held her , not knowing what to do I gave her a baby aspirin and 
in the morning call the Vet and to her in, she had blood work and a check up but by then what ever 
had happened was wearing off , vet put her on an antibiotic, last night at
10:00pm, I gave her another treat before bed, within the hour she was running franticly around the 
house and when I picked her
up her eyes were swollen and bright pink, her muzzle was swollen and pink, her ears were red in 
side and she had whelps on her
belly and legs, I called the vet and she called back and told me to give her an antihistamine which I 
did immediately and again at
2:00am. she finally settled down about 2:30 am and when we woke up the swelling had gone down 
and she was acting normal.
I do not want this to happen to any other pets or pet owners. IT was terrible

4 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 9 Pound

EON‐90790 5/10/2012 13:00 4 Health My dog has been very clingy the last few weeks and not thrilled to eat her food. I am the primary 
caretaker in our home for the dog (handle feeding, grooming-includes brushing her teeth). I 
developed severe stomache issues on 4/30/12 with constant vomiting and diareaha and went to the 
ER on 5/1/12 for treatment. The ER said they could not determine why I was so ill but no one else in 
family was affected. They were not able to do a culture because they gave me medication as soon 
as I arrived to stop the "issues". When I left they susggested checking any food in the home to try to 
determine a possible cause. Again, no one else was ill and we had all eaten the same things. It was 
only a few days later that I saw a report on the pet food recall for samonila and read that it was 
affecting more owners than pets and the symptoms were the same as I had dealt with. We feed our 
dog 4 Health and had made our last pruchase at the begining of April. We buy a large bag and 
empty it into a sealed storage contianer to keep it fresh-so I do not have the bag information. I threw 
away the food we had left and cleaned the container and food bowls before purchasing a new brand 
of food. My dog is eating the new food in a more typical manner and she is not showing the "clingy" 
behavior she had been before I became sick. I am still ( a week later ) having some issues with just 
not having much appetite and not being able to eat very much without feeling a little ill, but it is much 
better than it was. Since I have seen the food in question at my local store as recently as Friday, 
5/4/12, I wanted to make someone aware of the issue in case anyone else has similar issues in our 
area. I purchased our bag of 4 Health at Tractor Supply in  I did keep a small sample of 
the dog food in a ziploc bag at home in case I could find anyone to test it for samonila.

6 Years Brittany Dog 43 Pound

EON‐90778 5/10/2012 11:30 canidea all life stages 
formula

 had one episode of severe gastroenteritis dx by  
 on 4/20/2012 after eating Canidae dry dog food.  has had another episode of 

gastroenteritis 5/6-5/10 not requiring hospitalization only the use of medications to manage diarrhea 
and vomitting. We are reporting due to the recent Canidea recall for salmonella

4 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 25 Pound
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EON‐90772 5/10/2012 11:00 Taste of the Wild Wetlands
Taste of the Wild Bison 
Venison

after eating two bowls of Taste of the Wild, starting having diarrhea and then vomiting. After three 
days, taken to vet because stool frequently and blood found in stool.

1 Years Bulldog Dog 60 Pound

EON‐90771 5/10/2012 11:00 Taste of The Wild I bought a new bag of Taste of the Wild dog food approx 2 weeks ago (specfic date unknown) 
approx. April 28th or so - after feeding this food to my dog she became sick, vomiting, pooping more 
then usual and loose, decreased appetite, less activity and running a fever. I then heard about this 
recall so I checked and indeed my bag was one that was being recalled. I immediately stopped 
feeding her this food and she has become much better. This did result is going to a vet and the vet 
agrees she believes it was due to the food.

5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 48 Pound

EON‐90767 5/10/2012 10:30 Taste of the wild We switch to Taste of The Wild dog food about September 2011. by November  was so sick that 
she required 5 days intensive care at a veternary hospital. She never recovered and we finally had 
to put her down on . We never suspected the food until this recall

EON‐90765 5/10/2012 10:15 Waggin'TrainWholesome 
Chicken Jerky Tenderss

Dog was listless with appetite for a few days(3-4) during which we tried different dog foods and gave 
her a Waggin Train chicken Jerky art eat daily ( alarge one) since that was all she was eating. She 
vomited once ( that we knew of ) and noticed she was eating grass. Also noted she was drinking 
more than normal. This all began approximately 5/7/12. While buying some different dog food store 
owner mentioned Chicken Treat issue.Pending her condition will take to vet today (5/10), though she 
did eat some food on 5/09.

11 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 11 Pound

EON‐90762 5/10/2012 10:00 Taste of the Wild Dog Food Has had stomach upset, diarrhea 5 Years Chihuahua Dog 14 Pound
EON‐90740 5/10/2012 9:00 Waggin' Train Chik'n 

Biscuits
I gave my dog a Waggin' Trails dog treat Chik'n Biscuits, at 11am yesterday. 5 hours later, at 4 pm 
he started to experience soft stools. Then 2 times throughout the night he experience mucus-y 
diarrhea

9 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 10 Pound

EON‐90722 5/10/2012 8:30 Chicken Soup for the Dog 
Lover's Soul

All five of my dogs were fed Chicken Soup for the Dog Lover's Soul (a brand which they have been 
eating for over two years), and all of them had diarreha for three days, and two of them threw up 
multiple times. As soon as we heard about the recall we notified our distributer and realized that we 
had a contaminated batch and immediatly stopped using the product.

2 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 82 Pound

EON‐90711 5/10/2012 3:00 Milos Kitchen chicken jerky Gave her a Milos Kitchen chicken jerky treat and 4 1/2 hours later she became lethargic, drinking 
lots of water, would not eat, diarrhea.

11 Years Siberian Husky Dog 65 Pound

EON‐90709 5/9/2012 21:45 4Health Our dogs have been eating "4Health" dog food brand for many months. Out first dog , 
started having diarrhea on 5-5-12. This quickly progressed and became bloody and mucous-y. She 
refused to eat and was very ill. This continued until 5-7-12 when we took her to Bangor Veterinary 
Hospital to be examined. They could only tell us to change her diet and gave us medication to 
soothe her belly. Her illness continued. On 5-9-12. our second dog, , started having similar 
symptoms. Again, the vet could find nothing like parasites to explain it and told us to follow the same 
treatment we were doing for out first dog. To date, both dogs are still ill. is stable and 
possibly on the road to recovery, but  is still ill and lethargic with diarrhea. We are concerned that 
our third dog may come down with this. The only explanation we can come up with is that our dogs 
have contracted salmonella from their "4Health" dog food, which was recently recalled.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐90703 5/9/2012 17:45 Taste of the wild We started feeding her Taste of the wild Starting about September, By November she was very ill 
and had to be hospitalized in intensive care for 5 days. By January we had to put her down, she was 
so weak and had begun vomiting up blood.

6 Years Siberian Husky Dog 70 Pound

EON‐90702 5/9/2012 17:45 Smokehouse Chicken 
Breast Strips

Fed the newly purchased chicken treat to  (a Golden Retriever) ... shortly thereafter he had 
diarhea, then vomitting, then lethargy ... I took him to the vet before 24 hrs. had passed. She gave 
me a print-out about the FDA warning on chicken treats from China because she believed that was 
the source of the problem since it was the only thing in his diet that had changed. The vet bill (with 
cytology, examination, and two meds) came to $158.21 ... a rather expensive dog treat, don't you 
think?

By the way ... how can you NOT have Golden Retriever on your pull-down list of dogs?!?

3 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 100 Pound

EON‐90701 5/9/2012 17:15 MILO'S KITCHEN CHICKEN 
JERKY TREATS, WAGON 
TRAIN CHICKEN JERKY 
TREATS

 my 6 year old Shar-pei started having symptoms in January. I found this out when I took her for 
a dental. The vet noticed she was urinating frequently, did a blood test and found her BUN - 
CREATNINE levels were elevated. He put her on antiobiotics thinking it was an infection. She was 
eating normally but drinking excessive water. In March she was pregnant and started to throw up her 
food after she ate. I took her to the vet before her puppies were born and the blood test again 
showed high BUN-CREATNINE levels.The vet thought the throwing up was due to the puppies 
being under her ribs. She only had 2 puppies. She delivered the puppies on Monday  On 

the 1st puppy died. The kidneys had begun to shut down and turned her milk toxic. That 
night she started to breathe heavy and every time she drank water or ate food she would throw up. I 
took her to the vet the next day and she gave her a shot for nausea and IV for dehydration. By 
Wednesday she was much worse. I took her to the vet and was told her kidneys were not working. 
We had no choice but to put her to sleep. She ate the Wagon Train Jerky treats every day and loved 
them. I used to purchase them at Sam's club. During February I tried 2 bags of "Milo's kitchen" Jerky 
treats which I bought at Wal-Mart.  was a very healthy dog with a good appetite even at the end 
she was still eating. I was not aware of the Jerky treat problems until my friend told me about it after 

death. She had no health issues prior to this and was a very strong dog. It broke my heart that 
this has happened. I will no longer feed my dogs any treats from China and I think they should be 
taken off the shelves.

6 Years Shar Pei Dog 45 Pound

EON‐90700 5/9/2012 16:00 Science diet 35# Adult A store where I work in , I believe had 3 bags of science diet dog food that was 
broken into by mice, instead of discarding these bags, they were taped up and put back on the sales 
floor at a discounted price. Two of them had sold already. I am concerned that this is a true event. I 
cannot confirm who the source is for fear of losing my job and theirs. My E-mail address if

 for further contact. I noticed the three taped up bags on the floor an the 
5th but did not confirm what had transpired until the 8th. As I said I am not the person who is in the 
loop on this, I only heard about this from 2 other sources who would be in the know and am simply 
concerned about this.
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EON‐90693 5/9/2012 15:45 PCI Duck Quakers Increase thirst and urination. Glucosuria but no hyperglycemia. Resolved when she stopped feeding 
duck treats.

4 Years Maltese Dog 6 Pound

EON‐90643 5/9/2012 14:15 4Health Dog became ill with runny, mucous-y, black, very smelly diarrhea. His appetite decreased as did his 
energy level. He was seen by a vet on March 31 and given bland diet and oral medication. He 
improved and appeared to be over the diarrhea by April 15th.

12 Years Siberian Husky Dog 78 Pound

EON‐90616 5/9/2012 11:45 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky On March 10, 2012 I purchased Milo's Chicken Jerky for my dog. By March 28, 2012, he had 
diarreha with blood in his stool, vomitting, was not eating, and very lethargic. He was admitted to my 
veternarian for 2 days, put on a prescription dog food, given antibiotics and permitted to return 
home. At that time his illness was not connected to the Chicken Jerky. On April 30, 2012, I 
purchased the same treats. On May 1, I noticed the same symptoms reoccuring. He was straining to 
move his bowels although it was diarreha, tired and wouldn't eat. On May 2, 2012, I saw an 11 p.m. 
newscast with the FDA "caution" of the Chicken Jerky. I immediately stopped giving the treats, and 
contacted my vet on May 3. He was seen by my vet on May 5. My vet prescribed laxatives to "clean 
out" his system and was again put on a strict diet.

6 Years Beagle Dog 46 Pound

EON‐90614 5/9/2012 11:30 Kikland's Signature Chicken 
and Rice

She ate dog food from Kirland and got diarrhea and blood in her diarrhea. The vet could not figure 
out what was wrong with her and told me to try some medications before doing further tests. After a 
week I found out that Kirkland recalled their food and was contaminated. When I spoke to the vet 
they told me that her symptoms were those that are common with Samonella poisoning. I have tried 
contacting the hotline for kirland's dog food recall and in order to speak with someone about my 
dog's vet bill they would have to put me through to their vets and that if I left a message they would 
get back to me. I still have not heard anything and have filed with the hotline about the food so I can 
be reimbursed. They acted as if they did not care that my dog got sick and told me no dogs have 
had a reaction to it.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐90612 5/9/2012 11:30 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 
Treats

I started giving my dog Waggin' Trail Chicken Jerky treats because the were supposed to be 
healthier. Within 2 weeks of eating she became very lethargic. I took her to the vet, they ran some 
blood tests and I was told her liver enzymes were elevated. We started her on meds and she 
seemed to be doing better. Several days later she was lethargic again and I took her back to the vet. 
While at the vet she was very weak and they wanted to keep her and run some more tests. I left to 
go home and within 10 mins of leaving I received a call from the vet telling me that she had suffered 
a massive heart attack and she was gone. Up until this point she was a healthy dog that had not had 
anything wrong. Now I don't have my sweet baby anymore and Nestle is still selling this poison to 
other people who will also lose their babies. Please put a stop to this

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐90608 5/9/2012 10:45 Diamond Naturals Dry Food 
for Adult Dogs Lamb and 
Rice Formula 40 Pound Bag

STARTED WITH LOOSE STOOLS, THEN THE NEXT DAY HAD MAJOR DIARRHEA. WE 
STOPPED FEEDING HIM THE DIAMOND NATURALS THE NEXT DAY WHEN WE SAW THERE 
WAS A RECALL DUE TO SALMONELLA. I LOOKED UP THE SYMPTOMS OF SALMONELLA 
AND THEY INCLUDE THE SYMPTOMS OUR DOG HAD.

1 Years Bulldog Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐90564 5/9/2012 3:00 natural duck tenders, 
roasted chicken flavor 
training reward, big blast 
with chicken liver center, the 
original smart treat greenies, 
yam good chicken fillet 
wrapped yams, natural 
chicken tenders, Natural 
choice small bites lamb meal 
and rice formula, crunchy 
and delicious chicken 
poppers, pork skin big blast 
with chicken liver center

For the past 2 years my dog has been to the vet for vomiting, being very tired and sleeping a lot as 
well as loose very smelly stool. I have had to give him antibiotics as well as medication after the vet 
found him to have a fever. The vet also gave a shot of medication to him.

7 Years Corgi (unspecified) Dog 23 Pound

EON‐90558 5/8/2012 20:00 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
White Fish and Salmon

After starting to feed from a new bag of Taste of the Wild salmon food, she began vomiting and 
diarrhea. It lasted for a week and she ended up at the ER vet because of lethargy and dehydration. 
Each member of our family have also become sick with stomach cramps, abdominal pain, chills, 
sweats and diarrhea. It has lasted with the humans for excess of two weeks.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound

EON‐90548 5/8/2012 18:45 Kirkland PuppyFood Diarrhea, vomiting, lethargic 3 Months Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 28 Pound

EON‐90547 5/8/2012 18:45 Diamonds Pet Foods Lamb 
Meal and Rice Formula 
dlpo204d1xd best buy 
23/feb/2013

Fed my dog new bag of Diamond Dog Food Lamb and Rice, at first noted some lethargy, then loose 
stools, then loose stools with occassional blood in them. As soon as he started showing signs of 
loose stools I stopped his food and started him on Rice and baby food beef. After three or four days 
he seemed back to normal. The week before however, both my husband and I experienced stomach 
upsets with diarhea. We both feed the dog and handle his food. Again, as soon as that happened, I 
started us on a bland diet and the stomach issues resolved.Vets office was called and I made an 
appointment ,described problem, but cancelled the appointment when and his stools returned 
to normal.

3 Corgi (unspecified) Dog 27

EON‐90531 5/8/2012 17:45 science diet simple essential 
treats skin and coat adult 
jerky strips

dog became lethargic vomiting diarrah not hungry at all this is a real indicator she is ill 3 Years Bulldog - American Dog 89

EON‐90530 5/8/2012 17:45 retriever with variety 12 pk 
canned dog food 6 
beefchunks 6 country 
chicken dinner, retriever 
gravy blend dried dog food

we had 8 dogs that died suddenly from an unknown cause.they showed signs of poisioning , they 
were all up to date on vaccines,and where in great health . the only thing they all had in common 
was the dog food they ate. it was all by the same manufactuer and bought at the same location. i 
believe they consumed tainted dog food. the three older dogs where all kept in kennals in different 
areas,the 5 smaller where kept in kennals and where mostly kept inside. we contacted the place of 
purchase but did not get any reponse.

8 Weeks Rottweiler Dog 14 Pound

EON‐90524 5/8/2012 16:45 Waggin Train Chicken Jerky I fed my dog the treats because he loves them. For two days he developed diarrhea with lots of 
blood. Immediatly stopped giving him the treats. It was HORRIBLE! I was in fear for him!

5 Years Maltese Dog 8 Pound
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EON‐90361 5/8/2012 11:45 Chicken Soup for the Dog 
Lover's Soul - Adult Dog 
Formula

We had recently switched (slowly) to a new brand of kibble - Chicken Soup adult dog.  
did fine on the first bag. Within a week after starting the second bag, we noticed blood in her stools. 
Decreased and then eliminated kibble and substituted rice diet - meanwhile, quickly progressed into 
diarrhea, then vomiting. Vet checked for parasites (negative) and added pepto and white bread. 
When illness resolved we decided to switch kibble immediately and completely.

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound

EON‐90330 5/8/2012 4:45 Kibbles n Bits n Beefy Bits throwing up, drinking lots of water, didn't want to eat, blood in urine, salivation. Stopped feeding her 
Kibble and Bits this afternoon. she hasn't thrown up since. She is doing better. I'm calling the vet 
tomorrow.

23 Months Great Pyrenees Dog 127 Pound

EON‐90329 5/8/2012 3:00 Taste of the Wild Roasted 
Bison and Roasted Venison

2 of the yorkies fed Taste of the Wild started developing occassional diarrhea. Every few days it 
would slow down, so I thought they would get sensitive stomachs from supplementing with 
ocassional fresh vegetables (such as carrots). I continued to supplement the 3rd dog that seemed 
fine. The other 2 were fed Taste of the Wild exclusively and off and on continued to have loose 
stools.. On the   grabbed a piece of carrot that fell on the floor, I let her have it since 
her diarrhea subsided for a few days. On the  she threw up and appeared weak from the 
amount of throw up.. Again I attributed that to sensitive stomach. I placed her in her bed for the 
night. In the morning she was showing all the symptoms that are listed as possible for food 
poisoning. She was lethargic, had vomitting diarrhea, she was extremely weak, and couldn't walk 
anymore. I rushed her to the hospital, but 5 minutes after arriving there, she passed, with no 
possible explanation from the vet. I didn't know anything about the problem with the food, but 
instinctively, I stopped feeding the other dogs the food and neither of them had any symptoms 
anymore (no throwing up or diarrhea). The vet hospital I rushed  to was the , the 
doctor was .  was in excellent health, and never had any problems before. This 
was very sudden, with no warning.

7 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 4 Pound

EON‐90328 5/8/2012 3:00 Kirkland Super Premium 
Puppy Chicken Rice & 
Vegetable Formula

Approximately 10 hours after I opened a new bag of dog food,  started throwing up. She was 
lethargic and wouldn't eat. She then turned yellow with jaundice and her abdomen was swollen.

6 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 10 Pound
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Bulldog - AmericanYears4EON‐90327 5/7/2012 23:15 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Adult Dog --

Chicken Rice & Vegetable 
Formula

72 PoundDogI wanted to get in touch with the FDA as my 4 year old American Bulldog became sick shortly after 
we opened our new bag of Kirkland adult dry food with chicken, rice and vegetables. The symptoms 

started showing the first week in April which was shortly after the bag was opened. It started with 
blood in his diarrhea, then a week of uncontrolled urinating and one bout with vomit. The vet 

diagnosed him with a UTI based on bacteria in the urine and prescribed cephalexin, which our dog 
refused to take, so he changed the prescription to cefpodoxime proxetil. 

Two days after we started on the antibiotics, he stopped eating altogether and became extremely 
lethargic. We took him back to the vet and the doctor performed a complete blood test. The blood 
test came back with signs of kidney issues and higher than normal calcium levels and a slightly 

decreased WBC. He put him on fluids for four full days and did a battery of tests for cancer, Addison 
¿s disease, Lepto, performed an ultrasound on his abdominal area and XRay on his chest and 

abdomen. At this point, our dog was down 8 LBS (from 84-76). After three days of testing and fluids, 
the doctor could not find the cause, so he started him on a cycle of Doxycycline. 

The evening of day 3, our dog had a handful of Science Diet wet cat food. The doctor re-ran the 
blood work and his calcium level had dropped to 12.4. He believed the Doxy was working and let us 
bring him home. Over the next two days the dog had a few treats, but regressed again to not eating, 
shivering and lethargy. This past Tuesday (May 1, 2012) we brought him back in for more fluid. He 

had dropped 12 LBS in 2 weeks (from 84 to 72). The doctor ran more blood work and determined he 
was getting better (his WBC went up, RBC stayed in the normal range and Phosphorus were slightly 

elevated, but still sat in the normal range). The results gave the impression that his kidneys were 
getting better. He gave him a steroid shot hoping that would stimulate his appetite and sent him 

home (the shot we were told would be in his system for 1-3 days).
Later that night our dog started eating again. He picked at some treats we placed in his food bowl, 
mixed in with the Kirkland brand food. We started making him hamburgers and meatballs, which he 
was devouring. From May 2, 2012 through May 5, 2012 our dog had shown significant improvement 

and was becoming more of himself which included eating and more energetic.
Our dog was eating from May 1, 2012 through May 6, 2012. On May 4, 2012 we had started mixing 
the hamburgers and meatballs with the Kirkland brand dog food that he had previously been eating 
prior to being sick not realizing that it had been recalled. We had received the call very late May 4, 
2012 telling us about the recall from Costco. On May 6, 2012 our dog stopped eating all together 

again and became extremely lethargic, weak, drinking a lot, frequent urination, and he is displaying 
symptoms of stiffness. I can tell that his stomach is upset as there is gurgling in his stomach and he 
is constantly adjusting himself by getting up and repositioning himself. This morning May 7, 2012 our 
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EON‐90326 5/7/2012 22:45 Waggin Train Wholesome 
Duck Jerky Tenders

dog threw up a yellow bile, twice after consuming Waggin Train Wholesome Duck Jerky tenders, 
was lethargic for an entire day and wouldn't eat any food. The product was purchased at Lowes 
Home Improvement store and the lot number is mostly legible 1CA5728A the sku was 07020 33016 
Best Buy date was 080613.

22 Months Unknown Dog 16 Pound

y j g y g g p p g g y ,
dog threw up, has been shaking badly, and appears to be running a fever.

Based on the production codes on the Diamond Foods website the bags of food we have been 
feeding our dog were manufactured at the same facility and have a best before date which is just 

two days after the ones listed on the Diamonds Foods recall information website. The information for 
the bags of food include: Production Code: KCR0201A2XMS Best Before: 2/2/13.

Also to mention that on Friday, May 4, 2012 & Saturday, May 5, 2012 my husband was sick to his 
stomach and had diarrhea. 
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EON‐90325 5/7/2012 22:00 DIAMOND NATURALS 
SMALL BREED CHICKEN 

AND RICE ADULT, 
DIAMOND NATURALS 
ADULT CHICKEN AND 

RICE DRY FOOD

On 5/6/12, I called the diamond pet food recall contact phone number with questions and to verify if 
the bags of food I had were affected by the recall. twice during this conversation I asked "have there 
been any identified cases of actual salmonella infection"? Both times I was told no, and once the rep 

told me only that some dogs had been reported as having certain general symptoms such as 
vomiting. I was told that of 6 million bags that were checked for salmonella, only 4 tested positive for 
the potentially infectious salmonella bacterium. By the way, the rep to whom I was speaking actually 
put me on hold during our conversation to double check facts she said with "her supervisor" and the 

rep came back and repeated the same info including the lie that no actual infections had been 
reported. I was told that the 2 bags of food I had WERE affected by the recall and was instructed to 
wash my hands carefully after handling any of this food or any part of the food bag, and was given 
instructions on the safest way to dispose of the recalled food, since I ordered it online and cannot 
return it to a specific store. I was told to be sure to carefully enclose the recalled bags of food in 

black plastic garbage bags and to make sure the bag was carefully closed, "so that no animals can 
get to it". This was the point where I, for the second time, asked my question about whether there 
have been any actual infections identified. Again I was told no. I actually said, when cautioned to 
wash my hands, "I know you must be very cautious in giving consumers these instructions, but I 

think you said there haven't been any actual reported salmonella infections" (please note that I am 
quoting myself and my rep to the best of my recollection...the words may not be exact, but the 
content most definitely is...this took place just yesterday). Again I was twice told that NO actual 

salmonella infections have been identified. Today on the television news I learned that in fact over 
month ago, it was known that FOURTEEN PEOPLE had become infected with a rare strain of 

salmonella, and what they had in common was that they had handled Diamond brand dog foods and 
fed this to their dogs. Meaning that before the first recall was ever made, it WAS KNOWN that 

humans had been found to be infected with salmonella. Clearly I was outright lied to by a 
representative who even knew that I had in my possession two bags of dog food that are part of the 

recall, meaning that she knew there is some risk to me of salmonella infection. Cautioning me to 
wash my hands is a good start, but I should have been told the truth. In fact, I want to know why all 
this time was allowed to pass from the identification of the salmonella infections in humans possibly 
related to diamond pet foods, and the REPORTING TO THE CONSUMER of the actual infections 

that caused this recall to happen in the first place. When the first recall was made, only one flavor of 
diamond naturals was recalled, namely Diamond naturals Lamb and rice meal dry food. I didn't have 

this turkey variety, but had two other flavors of Diamond naturals...if I had had all the facts at that 
time, I would have been more cautious and not continued to feed the dog foods that later went on to 
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EON‐90321 5/7/2012 19:45 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Canine Formula with 
Smoked Salmon

Pet was first fed this product on 5/3/12 days and started having diarrhea on 5/5/12 from which she 
has not yet recovered. Pet was swtiched to a diet of rice and cooked ground meat at the 
recommendation of her vet on 5/6/12. Pet was prescribed Kerafate on 5/6/12. Pet had vet exam on 
5/7/12 and was prescribed 250mg Flagyl per day in addition to the Kerafate and will start Proviable 
supplement on 5/8/12.

7 Years Bulldog - French Dog 22 Pound

EON‐90320 5/7/2012 19:45 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Canine Formula with 
Smoked Salmon

Pet vomited mutliple times on 5/1/12 and then developed diarrhea which has continued for almost 
one week. I stopped feeding the Taste of the Wild kibble to this pet on 5/2/12 and put her on a diet of 
cooked ground beef and rice to try to treat the diarrhea. I reintroduced the kibble on 5/4/12. I was 
informed of the voluntary recall because of possible salmonella contamination on 5/6/12 and 
removed the kibble from her diet again and had a phone consultation with her veterinarian. Pet has 
been prescribed Kerafate as of 5/6/12 to treat the diarrhea. Pet vomited again on 5/7/12 and 
received subcutaneous fluids as well as prescription for 250mg per day dose of Flagyl, Cerenia 1.0 
ML injectable and will begin Proviable supplement on 5/8/12. Pet is now eating a mixture of rice and 
cooked ground bison with no kibble.

7 Years Bulldog - French Dog 21 Pound

EON‐90319 5/7/2012 19:45 Taste of the Wild I bought and fed Taste of the Wild to my dog early March 2012. I always buy this food in kibble and 
cans. Fed him, traveled to my breeders ( he travels fine) and he started throwing up bloody mucus, 
bloody diaherrea. Put him back in car to travel home and he continued to throw up and have 
diherreah. It was so bad, I called to find a pet emergency vet (on weekend) and went there. They 
treated him for dehydration and ran all sorts of test. Cost me over 400.00 and scared us all. I've 
talked to the store where I purchased and they said they would be glad to tell the company that I 
always buy the same food. I also have receipts from the vet and would like compensation from the 
company. My dog shows and is a successful breeding dog. He is still recovering from the lost weight 
and sensitive stomach that it seems the food caused!!

4 Years Terrier - Kerry Blue Dog 27 Pound

, g
become part of this recall. I should have been given the option to make my own decision based on 

ALL of the facts. All that was said at the time of the initial recall was that it was a voluntary recall 
based on findings of some quality control problem in the routine checking of the quality of bags of 

food. It turns out this was simply NOT the reason for the recall. it was not based on routine 
checking...the potential problem was most definitely known to Diamond at that time. When a number 
of people in different states were diagnosed with salmonella, it was investigated and found they all 

had fed Diamond dog food to their dogs; this info led to the first recall and to diamond's 
investigations which led to the recall
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EON‐90307 5/7/2012 17:45 Nutro Natural Choice Large 
breed Adult

I switched my dogs food to the Nutro All Natural dry dog food and within a week my dogs began to 
vomit daily and I had to take one of them to the vet where he was diagnosed with accute pancreatitis 
which was a direct result of the food because I took the other one off the Nutro and she stopped 
vomitting and once my other dog got out of the 2 day vet treatment (1000.00 later) he was put on a 
different dog food and he's been fine. I then started looking this problem up on the internet and 
apparently many dogs have gotten sick with the same symptoms and diagnosis as my dog some to 
the point of death.

2 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐90303 5/7/2012 17:15 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Salmon

Purchased longstanding food, Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream, mfg: Diamond, at , 
 4/28/12. Fed 5/1/12 & dog vomited within 2 hours. Followed by runny stool & diarrhea 

in crate overnight. 5/2/12 Dog is quiet during the day, gags and brings up foamy bile yellow. After 
feeding, dog is wretching, and quickly vomiting. Dog later has urgency & diarrhea. Dog is drinking 
unusual amounts of water & is panting. 5/3/12-Stopped feeding Taste of the Wild. Dog lethargic, 
forceful bloody watery diarrhea, gagging with foamy yellow vomit. Must be coaxed to stand & drink 
water. 5/4/12-Dog seen by vet, stool sample positive for bacteria. Temperature is not elevated 
significantly. Dog is placed on antibiotic & probiotic Fortiflora on plain rice with small portions boiled 
chicken if tolerable. 5/6/12-Dog is improving, with better movement but straining & squirting liquid 
stool. Eats tablespoons of rice. 5/7/12-On antibiotic, seeing improvement. Dog still has loose stool 
and is still gagging intermittently. Drinking normally. Brief periods of activity, but then quiet again. 
Interested in eating rice with shredded boiled chicken, but proceeds by pausing & gagging. Dog is 
not vomiting. Urine appears very light to clear. This dog was in excellent health, no issues, no 
medications. Dog is not outdoors unsupervisied and had no vaccinations recently. The outdoor area 
is a private yard and does not employ landscapers. There have been no chemicals, treatments, 
fertilizers etc. The only treat in the diet was Buddy Bisquit & no problems are reported with those. 
Dog has lost weight, as of 5/4/12 dog was down by 4 lbs. Antibiotic continuing & dog will be seen 
5/8/12 at vet.

8 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 47 Pound

EON‐90302 5/7/2012 17:15 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Canine Formula

Purchased longstanding food, Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream, mfg: Diamond, at , 
. 4/28/12. Fed 5/1/12 & dog gagging/wretching within 2 hours. Vomited meal within 

another 3 hours. Followed by runny stool & urgency to go. 5/2/12 after feeding, dog is again 
wretching, later vomiting. Dog has urgent/forceful diarrhea with visible red blood traces & is drinking 
unusual amounts of water. Dog is whining and curled in a ball, panting. 5/3/12-Dog lethargic, 
repeated bloody diarrhea, intermittent wretching with foam yellow vomit. Stopped feeding product. 
5/4/12-Dog seen by vet, stool sample positive for bacteria. Dog is placed on antibiotic & probiotic 
Fortiflora on plain rice with small portions boiled chicken if tolerable. 5/5/12- Dog is improving, 
energy is returning, no vomiting and slow runny stool. 5/7/12-Third day of antibiotic, dog is 
recovered. Able to eat a different dry kibble with some plain rice. Stool formed and no vomit. 
Continuing antibiotic.  was in excellent health, no issues, no medications. Dog is not outdoors 
unsupervisied & has not been recently vaccinated. The property is fenced, and there are no 
landscape contractors used. There were no chemicals, fertilizers etc. There was no boarding, 
grooming or daycare used. The only treat in the diet was Buddy Bisquit & no problems are reported 
with those. Have fed this food for years, so there was no change of diet.

3 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 52 Pound
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EON‐90258 5/7/2012 15:15 Chicken Soup For The 
Puppy Lover's Soul Large 
Breed Puppy Formula

 had vomiting and diarrhea for a couple of days. I took her off or her dog food and she began to 
get better. I put her back on her food and she began to get sick again with the vomiting and diarrhea.

7 Months Siberian Husky Dog 50 Pound

EON‐90247 5/7/2012 15:00 Kirkland Lamb and rice dogs were throwing up and had diarrhea. was also throwing up blood. 5 Years Terrier - Scottish Dog 30 Pound
EON‐90236 5/7/2012 14:45 4Health Adult Chicken and 

Rice
I purchased 4 bags of 4 health dry chicken & rice dog food from tractor supply on April 6 or 7, 2012. I 
bag was for a friend, 1 bag was for my sons lab and 2 bags for my 5 labs. Emptied 1 bag for them to 
use and I left on April 9 for a dog show. My husband said  did not want to eat on of those days 
and threw up. When I was at the show we received email regarding diamongs recalls. At the time 4 
health was not on it however later it was recalled. Arrived home and on 4/15/12 took all my labs off 
it. I had 1 bag not opened and a bin 3/4 full. I put them on pro plan. Told my son and friend to do the 
same. On   started throwing up and it continued till Sunday, when I took her to 
the Emergency Room. She was dehydrated, severe intestinal and gastro pain, bloated, throwing up 
bloody/brownish stuff and then had diarreah. Was in severe pain, would not eat and did not drink. 
Very lifeless. Was put on IV fluids and meds galore and kept there till MOnday at 7 AM when I had to 
transport her to regular vet. Regular vet reported her protein level extremely low, white counts low, 
not even trying to eat soft foods. We were allowed to take her home that evening to see if we could 
get her to eat. No luck, she was in such paid during the night, panting, totally out of it. Made her 
comfortable adn took her back to vets on Tuesday AM. Now she is enemic, kidneys showing she is 
jaundice, protein really low and other medical problems. Vet kept her till 7 pm and there was nothing 
to help her so we had to put her down. Now I have 2 other labs not wanting to eat off and on. Not 
sure if dog food related or if due to closeness of . Spoke with my vet today when I realized I 
still had unopened bag and yes it has numbers on it that are recalled. He definitely feels this could 
all be related to  quick sickness and how fast it happened. Please let me know what you can 
do. I do have dog food if it needs to be tested. I would have from 3 different bags. Thanks for any 
help. I would love if Diamond would have to repay me for all my medical expenses. Very unexpected 
and our hearts are broken. I have excellent quality labs as I am a Lab breeder and show my labs in 
confirmation and obedience. Very pedigree sensitive. 
I have since switched to Pro-Plan again. I also have 4 health treats and will be returning them to the 
store.

9 Days Retriever - Labrador Dog 87 Pound

EON‐90186 5/7/2012 13:45 Taste of the wild Pacific 
stream canine formula with 
smoked salmon

After eating food from the most recent bag of Taste of the wild, Pacific stream salmon, my standard 
poodle became sick, (vomiting, lethargic, refuses to eat, listless)

11 Years Poodle - Standard Dog
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EON‐90185 5/7/2012 13:45 Taste of The Wild High 
Prairie - Roasted Bison & 
Venison

I purchased a bag of the Taste of the Wild dry dog food that is now being recalled. In late April, 
unaware of the problem this product had, a family member opened the aforementioned dog food and 
fed it to my dog. On April 26, said family member started to suffer from nausea, fever, and diarrhea. 
She was sick for about a week.

When I learned of the recall, I cut out the product code as instructed by the manufacturer in order to 
report the purchase. After cutting the back of the bag open, I noticed significant mold growth (picture 
on file). In talking to the family member that became ill, she mentioned she had noticed a green 
growth on the dog food when she was feeding it to the dog but she didn't associate it with mold at 
the time, thinking that was how the food would look.

Looking back, I was almost certain that the family member had come down with salmonella as 
reported in the recall. I'm deeply disturbed by this event and I hope the FDA would look further into 
this matter and make sure the manufacturer take drastic action to address this severe issue.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐90138 5/7/2012 11:15 Blue Wilderness Duck 
Recipie

Brief Description of Incident (Attach additional pages if needed):I bought a new bag on Fri 4-27-
2012. Opened the bag and fed them on Sun 4-29-2012. Very soon after eating they started getting 
ill.  starting vomiting blood and I rushed her to the vet on Mon 4-30-2012. She had 2 injections 
and 3 prescriptions. I am attaching the bill for reimbursement.  and  started 
vomiting Tue 5-1-2012. On Wed 5-2-2012  had to have Benadryl because his face was 
extremely swollen due to an extreme reaction. The attached picture clearly shows the nasal swelling 
but you cannot really see how swollen his whole muzzle and lips were from this angle, but these are 
sighthounds that have naturally very narrow muzzles and NOT a Roman-nosed breed.

All 3 dogs are very healthy, indoor dogs with no change in food or environment. All 3 dogs have 
been eating Blue Wilderness Duck for months. All 3 dogs are current on shots, heartworm and flea 
treatment. None of the 3 dogs get treats, bones, tablescraps etc. We have not recently put down 
insecticide, weed-killer, fertilizer and the indoors has not recently been treated for anything or 
painted. The cabinets are child-proofed. All of the most logical things that would make a pet ill are 
not factors¿the only common thing is the new bag of food.

All 3 dogs are show dogs working towards their championships and I now cannot take them to the 
upcoming shows in  as they still are not eating normally and I do not want to 
stress them so soon after this incident. Being a rare breed (Silken Windhound) only accepted in 3 
venues that rarely come to , this will cost them points towards their championships.

Additonally, I am notifying the FDA to they can also track this situation so no other dogs get ill from 
this lot of food. 

7 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 29 Pound
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EON‐90134 5/7/2012 11:00 Blue Wilderness Duck 
Recipie

Brief Description of Incident (Attach additional pages if needed):I bought a new bag on Fri 4-27-
2012. Opened the bag and fed them on Sun 4-29-2012. Very soon after eating they started getting 
ill.  starting vomiting blood and I rushed her to the vet on Mon 4-30-2012. She had 2 injections 
and 3 prescriptions. I am attaching the bill for reimbursement.  and  started 
vomiting Tue 5-1-2012. On Wed 5-2-2012  had to have Benadryl because his face was 
extremely swollen due to an extreme reaction. The attached picture clearly shows the nasal swelling 
but you cannot really see how swollen his whole muzzle and lips were from this angle, but these are 
sighthounds that have naturally very narrow muzzles and NOT a Roman-nosed breed.

All 3 dogs are very healthy, indoor dogs with no change in food or environment. All 3 dogs have 
been eating Blue Wilderness Duck for months. All 3 dogs are current on shots, heartworm and flea 
treatment. None of the 3 dogs get treats, bones, tablescraps etc. We have not recently put down 
insecticide, weed-killer, fertilizer and the indoors has not recently been treated for anything or 
painted. The cabinets are child-proofed. All of the most logical things that would make a pet ill are 
not factors¿the only common thing is the new bag of food.

All 3 dogs are show dogs working towards their championships and I now cannot take them to the 
upcoming shows in  as they still are not eating normally and I do not want to 
stress them so soon after this incident. Being a rare breed (Silken Windhound) only accepted in 3 
venues that rarely come to , this will cost them points towards their championships.

Additonally, I am notifying the FDA to they can also track this situation so no other dogs get ill from 
this lot of food. 

1 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 29 Pound
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EON‐90131 5/7/2012 10:45 Blue Wilderness Duck 
Recipie

I bought a new bag on Fri 4-27-2012. Opened the bag and fed them on Sun 4-29-2012. Very soon 
after eating they started getting ill.  starting vomiting blood and I rushed her to the vet on Mon 
4-30-2012. She had 2 injections and 3 prescriptions. I am attaching the bill for reimbursement. 

 and started vomiting Tue 5-1-2012. On Wed 5-2-2012  had to have 
Benadryl because his face was extremely swollen due to an extreme reaction. The attached picture 
clearly shows the nasal swelling but you cannot really see how swollen his whole muzzle and lips 
were from this angle, but these are sighthounds that have naturally very narrow muzzles and NOT a 
Roman-nosed breed.

All 3 dogs are very healthy, indoor dogs with no change in food or environment. All 3 dogs have 
been eating Blue Wilderness Duck for months. All 3 dogs are current on shots, heartworm and flea 
treatment. None of the 3 dogs get treats, bones, tablescraps etc. We have not recently put down 
insecticide, weed-killer, fertilizer and the indoors has not recently been treated for anything or 
painted. The cabinets are child-proofed. All of the most logical things that would make a pet ill are 
not factors¿the only common thing is the new bag of food.

All 3 dogs are show dogs working towards their championships and I now cannot take them to the 
upcoming shows in  as they still are not eating normally and I do not want to 
stress them so soon after this incident. Being a rare breed (Silken Windhound) only accepted in 3 
venues that rarely come to , this will cost them points towards their championships.

Additonally, I am notifying the FDA to they can also track this situation so no other dogs get ill from 
this lot of food. 

11 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 45 Pound

EON‐90112 5/6/2012 14:45 Wellness Chicken & Herring 
Formula Grain Free

I fed my cat half of a 5.5 oz can of Wellness Chicken & Herring Formula at dinner time. She spent 
most of the night throwing up and spent the entire next day lethargic and wouldn't eat. Not a normal 
reaction...she has eaten this product previously with no issues. The day after that she started to 
return back to her normal self but was very slow at eating again. She drank a ton of water.

14 Domestic Longhair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐90111 5/6/2012 13:45 Shep CHICKEN chips 
SELECT Premium Dog 
Snack

I had noticed occasional bouts of diarrhea, and had discontinued all treats and was adding them 
back one at a time. One day after eating Aldi's "Shep" brand Chicken Chips select premium dog 
snacks,  threw up and had bloody diarrhea. She seems in good health other than that.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐90110 5/6/2012 12:45 Nutro Natural Choice Large 
Breed Adult food

I have been feeding  Nutro Dog Food since I rescued him last year. He has never had any 
human food with the exception of peanut butter on special occasions. I purchased a new bag of their 
Nutro Natural Choice Large Breed Adult food, on 05/03/2012 The best buy date was listed as 
02/06/2013 with a number of 206C1LEB0111:04. On the evening of 05/04/2012 I fed him one cup of 
the food. The morning of 05/05/2012 I had noticed that he had loose and light tan colored stool and 
didn't thing too much about it. I had some errands to run and a dinner engagement. When I returned 
home,  had severe vomiting and diarrhea. He additionally vomited a few more times outside. 
When he came back inside, he drank three bowls of water. I gave him some Pepto and half a cup of 
cottage cheese. He did not have an elevated temp and was very inactive. This morning he is back to 
his normal puppy. I have a fenced in yard, there no environmental differences (ie. no fertilizer or 
pesticides inside or outside the home), there was no change in his feeding schedule or his diet 
outside of this new bag of dog food, he has free choice water, is up with all vaccinations and seen by 
the veterinarian for his routine check ups. This perhaps may just be some coincidence, however, if 
there is an issue with the dog food, I just wanted to make sure that it is reported so prevent further 
illnesses, severe illness or loss of pet.

1 Mixed (Dog) Dog 80

EON‐90109 5/6/2012 5:00 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Fiesta dry dog food

got a brand new bag of beneful dry healthy fiesta dog food, gave it to my dog wednesday may3, 
vomitting started during night, and later in the morning, he didn't eat for another day, then ate a little 
on sat. may 5, an started vomiting it all up again during the night, and am still up tending to him now

7 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound

EON‐90108 5/6/2012 3:00 Premium Edge Adult Lamb 
and Rice

Vomiting and diarrhea. I purchased Premium Edge Adult Lamb and Rice on 5/2/12 and fed it to my 
dog on 5/3/12. He woke me up several times on the night of 5/3 and morning of 5/4 and began 
vomiting brown foamy liquid that smelled like fecal matter while also having extremely watery 
diarrhea. He was also vomiting the week prior. I myself have also had symptoms of vomiting and 
diarrhea that occured on 4/1/12, which may also be linked to the dog food. I am also currently 
experiencing symptoms, myself.

1 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 78 Pound

EON‐90107 5/6/2012 3:00 milo's kitchen treats I gave her 1 piece of milo's chickne jerky treat and with in 15 mins she vomitted up a pile the size of 
a softball the another the size of a golf ball after I picked up the mess I found her on the bathroom 
floor gasping for air i checked her gums they where pale her tounge was already purplish I called the 
vet after hours and he refered me to a emergency vet. after giving her medication by injection and 
fluids we got to bring her home under close watch. we still have to keep an eye on her to see if the 
toxin affected her kidneys or liver

2 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 7 Pound

EON‐90106 5/5/2012 19:15 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Canine Formula with 
Smoked Salmon

The illness stared with pickiness and very low appetite when she was always a voracious eater. She 
stopped eating, develope3d a high fever, vomiting, diarrhea, seemed to be in pain like there was 
stomach cramping or belly aches. Over the course of three weeks we saw 5 vets and two specialists 
and all were baffled. No one had a diagnosis and I was told to just wait it out and hope it was a virus. 
We supported her through it and finally she made it through. I have paid about $2000 in vet bills due 
to this and lost two days of work.

10 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 11 Pound

EON‐90104 5/5/2012 15:00 Diamond Pet Foods Have been feeding Diamond naturals food to this dog since being recued and recommended by Vet. 
Dog started having diarhea shortly after purchase of new bag of the same brand of food. Checked 
internet and found recall and our lot number matched the list. Called mfg and confirmed recall of our 
product lot number.

1 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 57 Pound
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EON‐90103 5/5/2012 14:15 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Canine Formula with 
Roasted Bison & Roasted 
Venison

On the morning of 4/12, had softer than normal stools, the same happened that evening. The 
next morning her stool was runny, and upon returning home that afternoon, she had had severe 
liquid diarrhea during the day which was starting to contain some red blood, and was beginning to 
vomit. She was taken to the emergency hospital where numerous tests were run. She was running a 
fever of around 104, dehydrated and it was discovered her spleen was enlarged. Pancreatitis and 
obstruction were ruled out, and a tentative cause of 'hemorhagic gastroenteritis' was given due to 
lack of other definitive cause. At the Dr's recommendation she was admitted for overnight stay and 
fluids. We picked her up the following night and continued at-home care with limited diet and multiple 
medications (metronidazole, amoxycillin, pepcid, sucralfate). On her recheck on 4/18, the soft stool 
was not resolving, so the metronidazole was extended and Tylan added, as well as goats yogurt for 
probiotic. A fecal was run for parasites/giardia (negative). Her stool began to firm up more around 
5/25, but intermittent nausea persisted, and she was vomiting at the rate of approx. 3-4x/week. At 
around this time news of recall due to salmonella in foods by the same manufacturer (but not our 
brand) came out. We voiced suspicions, but were told not to worry at this time. On 4/25 we began to 
add a new food brand with the intention of switching brands, and on 5/4, when news of our brand 
being under recall, we switched completely.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 35 Pound

EON‐90102 5/5/2012 13:15 Taste of the Wild - High 
Prairie Canine Formula

became sick after eating her food and began to vomit the next morning. She had a fever, 
diarrhea, and would did not eat for a week. She would barely move and would not interact with the 
family. She quit wagging her tail, refused to move unless absolutely necessary, and would not eat 
boiled chicken. After two trips to the vet and medication, she has slowly begun to recover. We 
cooked and hand fed her for 3 weeks to keep her alive. She is now recovering. Her food source was 
a bag of Taste of the Wild food that has been recalled.

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 68 Pound
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DogMixed (Dog)Chicken Soup for the Dog 
Lover's Soul (Adult)

5/5/2012 11:30EON‐90101 First dog my house got sick on January 31st, 2012 following a leg amputation that she was 
recovering great from. She had a loss of appetite, lethargic, uncontrollable diarrhea that was pure 

blood. We took her to the vet and they put her on Metronidazole and i/d food. 

Second dog to get sick was on Feb 23rd, 2012 and she had a loss of appetite, lethargic, dehydrated, 
couldn't hold food or water down (constant vomiting), uncontrollable liquid diarrhea that was pure 

blood. Dog was given fluids, fecal exam was performed, giardia snap test was performed, Cerenia 
injection was given, a Chem 17 with Electolytes and CBC was taken. Blood work showed no 

underlying disease so Metronidazole, Tramodol, and i/d food were prescribed. 

From the 2nd incident on we dosed Panacur to all 9 dogs in my house just in case they were 
passing around a parasite that was causing the illness and that was going undetected in the fecal 

exams performed.

Over the next couple of weeks are dogs still kept getting diarrhea; if they got diarrhea we put them 
on Metrinidazole and i/d food right away to prevent the progression of the illness. This seemed to 

help prevent emergency vet visits as the dogs made a quicker turn around. We treated 3 of our dogs 
in this way.

Lastly on April 1st a small breed dog in my house became extremely ill and had to be hospitalized 
for 24 hours. His symptoms were pointing to a blockage however x-rays and ultrasound revealed 
nothing and after 24 hours of fluid treatment and a bland diet he was able to come home. While at 

home he still had diarrhea but that resolved over a couple of days.

Because the vets could not figure out was going on we switched dog food brand just in case it was 
their food making them ill. We were feeding Chicken Soup for the Dog Lover's Soul (adult) up until 
this point. We switched them off of this brand on April 5th, 2012. For an entire month now we have 
seen no diarrhea or stomach upset from any of the 9 dogs in my house that were struggling for the 
previous 3 months. I now just read that Diamond Pet Food has had some issues with Salmonella 

and I am concerned that my dogs and my family were exposed considering that they are the 
manufacturer of Chicken Soup for the Dog Lover's Soul. No humans in my house got ill but as you 
have read my dogs were very ill on and off for 3 months. I can't say for sure it was the pet food but 

just felt it was important to pass this information along to the appropriate people. It made me 
suspicious that for the month they have been off of that food they are all healthy now.
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EON‐90100 5/5/2012 10:00 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders Both my dog and my mothers dog were experiencing uncontrollable diarrhea.The problems started 
about two weeks ago after buying Waggin Train Jerky Tenders from our local Sams Club. Both dogs 
are inside dogs in a controlled environment but reside at different homes. This behavior is without a 
doubt linked to the Waggin Train treats we bought at Sams. The fact that both dogs started having 
the same issues at the same time is a strong sign the treats are to blame. Once we stopped giving 
them the treats the diarrhea stopped. Something needs to be done to stop the treats from coming to 
market. We are both concerned dog owners that just want the best for our dogs. The fact the FDA 
has not recalled these treats already is a reminder the food chain is to large for the FDA to police 
and we consumers must fend for ourselves. Please do something about this issue before you loose 
all credability.

5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 100 Pound

EON‐90099 5/5/2012 9:15 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Canine Formula

Our Great Dane, , is usually very healthy. She has mild allergies and can grain foods can 
upset her stomach. This is why we chose a grain-free dog food. We have been feeding her Taste of 
the Wild for over a year and she has had zero issues until two weeks ago. Two weeks ago she 
began showing sighs of not feeling well. She had an abnormal discharge from her vaginal area and 
has vomited. She is also more tired. Both of our food bags are on the recall list.

2 Years Great Dane Dog 110 Pound

EON‐90098 5/5/2012 8:30 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Canine Formula

Our Great Dane  has always been a very healthy dog. He has never been sick or had an 
adverse reaction to any food. The week of 30th we noticed that he began to have moderate to 
severe diarrhea. He was very tired and seemed to be thirsty all the time. We checked our food bags 
and both of the bags of Taste of the Wild we have are part of the Diamond recall.

4 Years Great Dane Dog 135 Pound

EON‐90093 5/4/2012 19:00 Chicken Soup for the Pet 
Lovers Soul Dog Food

After feeding him out of a new bag of Chicken Soup for the Pet Lovers Soul dog food for a few days 
(we have been feeding this dog food for about 4 months), he got very watery diarrhea. I pulled all 
food for 24 hours and started back with a bland diet and he was fine after.

13 Years Shepherd 
(unspecified)

Dog 35 Pound

EON‐90092 5/4/2012 19:00 WAGGIN TRain jerky 
tenders

 WAS DOING FINE UNTIL ABOUT 5 YEARS WHEN THE VET SAID HIS KIDNEY LEVELS 
WERE ELEVATED. HE WAS STARTED ON AZODYL DOSAGE 2AM AND ONE PM. ALSO DOG 
FOOD CHANGED TO SCIENCE DIET K/D . MY VETERINARIAN IS  

. PHONE 
 HE WAS GETTING WAGGIN TRAIN CHICKEN JERKY TENDERS AS TREATS ALL 

THIS TIME. WE JUST WERE MADE AWARE OF THE PROBLEM WITH THESE TREATS WHICH 
ARE MADE IN CHINA AND THAT THERE HAS BEEN PROBLEMS REPORTED CONCERNING 
THEM. AS OF 5/4/12 WE ARE DISCONTINUING THESE TREATS BUT WE WANT TO REPORT 
THAT  PROBLEMS COULD HAVE BEEN CAUSED BY THE TREATS

13 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 65 Pound
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Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.



EON‐90090 5/4/2012 18:00 Waggin Train Jerky treat in 2010, she was diagnosed with kidney failure in a routine wellnes check. At the time, I wondered if 
there was a cause. There is no history of renal disease in her line. One change had been the 
introduction of Waggin Train jerky treats to her diet. Her initial symptom was a seizure. Vet check 
indicated advancing renal failure. She was treated by specialist. Progressively got worse and had to 
be put down in Feb 2012. May not have been caused by the jerky treats, but I thought it a possibility 
at the time.

9 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 28

EON‐90087 5/4/2012 15:15 Nature's Domain Salmon 
Meal and Sweet Potato for 
Dogs

After feeding the Nature's Domain, my dog  started to vomit and lose her appetite. She 
continually vomited and had loose stools and would not eat the Nature's Domain after the second or 
third day.

14 Years Jindo Dog 28 Pound

EON‐89863 5/3/2012 15:45 Canyon Creek Ranch Brand 
Duck Wrapped Big Blast 
Pork Skin with Liver Center 
Treats

 ingested one Canyon Creek Ranch Brand Duck Wrapped Big Blast Pork Skin with Liver Center 
treat around 3pm on May 2, 2012. About 10 minutes later she began whining and pacing around. 
She had diarrhea multiple times in the house, then laid on the floor and smelled very gassy. She 
started pacing again about 90 minutes later and had diarrhea and urinated outside. She continued to 
have diarrhea approximately every 2 - 2 1/2 hours overnight and vomited twice. In the morning she 
was lethargic and she has not had an appetite since eating the treat.

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 50 Pound

EON‐89808 5/3/2012 13:00 Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky I bought two bags from Costco( ) of that chicken jerky strips made by "KINGDOM 
PETS" from Newport Beach, Ca. My dogs had runs and vomited within an hour an half , 3 dogs, 90 
lbs. ,60 lbs. and 15 lbs dog. Definitely something wrong with that food. I have called Costco and 
informed their store manager , he said he will talk to their buyers. Someone should do 
something before it goes to bad. I have been feeding my dogs this chicken for 4 days and could not 
tell what was wrong. Just found this article by accident this morning. Something like this needs little 
more publicity. Thank you !

EON‐89807 5/3/2012 12:45 Waggin Train Jerky Tenders  presented for a routine spay on 3-8-2012. Pre-anesthetic bloodwork showed BUN 39 (7-29) 
and ALT 258 (8-75) both quite elevated, so surgery was delayed. She presented for recheck 
bloodwork on 5-2-12 and BUN was 72 and ALT was 570. Further discussion with the owner 
revealed that this dog was eating chicken jerky treats (Waggin Train brand) daily.  is drinking 
and urinating more often per owner. We recommended immediately discontinuing these treats as 
there has been FDA warnings about them.

6 Months Shih Tzu Dog 10 Pound
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Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.



EON‐89725 5/3/2012 9:00 DYNAMIC PET FOOD HAM 
BONE

BOUGHT HAM BONE FROM DOLLAR GENERAL STORE LABELED MADE BY DYNAMIC PET 
FOOD PRODUCT #049521510018-105 ON . GAVE IT TO MY 6 YEAR OLD AMERICAN 
BULLDOG. VERY HEALTHY DOG. GAVE HIM THE BONE MINUTES AFTER RETURNING HOME. 
HE WENT TO BACKYARD AND STARTED CHEWING ON BONE. HOUR OR SO LATER HE WAS 
VOMITING ALOT IN THE BACKYARD AND PIECES OF THE BONE WAS IN VOMIT. PUT HIM IN 
GARAGE AND HE WAS VERY LETHARGIC AND HE LAID ON HIS DOG BED. HOURS LATER 
CHECKED ON HIM AND HE HAD VOMITED ALL OVER BED AND IN GARAGE AND ALSO 
URINATED ON HIS BED LIKE HIS BOWELS WERE MESSED UP (HE NEVER USES BATHROOM 
WHERE HE SLEEPS) SO CLEANED IT UP AND TRIED TO HAVE HIM DRINK WATER. THEN 
THE NEXT MORNING HE WENT TO LET HIM OUT AND HE WOULD NOT MOVE. HE WAS 
FOAMING FROM THE MOUTH, HE HAD VOMITED ALL OVER GARAGE AGAIN AND URINATED 
ALL OVER HISSELF AND BLOOD WAS COMING FROM HIS MOUTH. PIECES OF THE BONE 
WAS IN THE VOMIT AGAIN AND HE STARTED HAVING A SEIZURE. CALLED VET HOSPITAL 
AND THEY SAID TO WRAP HIM UP AND BRING HIM ASAP. TOOK HIM TO VET HOSPITAL IN 
CHESAPEAKE VIRGINIA AND HE STARTED SEIZING AGAIN WHILE AT HOSPITAL, THEY PUT 
HIM ON IV, GAVE HIM FLUIDS TO GET HIM STABLE TO DO BLOOD WORK. HIS GLUCOSE 
HAD DROPPED TO A DEADLY NUMBER AND THE DOCTOR ASKED WHAT DIFFERENT DID 
HE EAT AND THE ACTIVITIES THAT LED UP TO HIM BEING SICK. I TOLD HER THE STORY 
ABOUT THE BONE AND SHE STATED IT COULD BE BONE. COME TO FIND OUT THE NEXT 
DAY HE WAS DEADLY ILL, PANCREATITIS AND THE BONE COULD HAVE SOMETHING TO DO 
WITH HIS QUICK ILLNESS. WE HAD TO PUT HIM TO SLEEP ON . WENT ONLINE TO 
READ ABOUT THE BONE AND MANY, MANY PEOPLE HAVE HAD THE SAME ISSUE WITH 
THIS BONE AND SOME PETS EVEN DIED FROM IT.

EON‐89720 5/3/2012 8:15 Petlac I am an owner of a few chinchillas. Two of them became mothers recently, one with a 3 months old 
son and the other with a 10 days old boy. They live in different cages and have different parents, i.e. 
different environment and different genes. I bought a can of Petlac, a milk replacement product 
which claims to be suitable FOR ALL ANIMALS, to feed these two chinchilla babies this February. I 
fed them just twice for the first day. Nevertheless, what I got was contradictory to expectation. The 
day after feeding them, I found one of them (the 3-months old baby) dead, with his intestine dropped 
outside his body (which implies a diarrhea, as said by the vet). Then I discovered that my little baby 
also got the same problem, so I went to the vet and had his intestine put back. Yet it was too late. 
He only made it to the next night.

When I was searching for more information on Petlac, I came across data regarding complaints filed 
with FDA against PetAg¿s products. I hence started thinking if PetAg¿s milk replacement product is 
the reason for my chinchilla babies' death.

14 Days Other 
Rodents

50 Gram

EON‐89716 5/3/2012 3:00 Kirkland Super Premium 
Mature Dog - Chicken Rice 
and Egg formula

Dog became sick after eating Kirkland Super Premium Mature Dog - Chicken, Rice, and Egg 
formula. Dog experienced vomiting for several days and loss of appetite. A visit to the vet did not 
identify any specific illnesses by several medications were prescribed. As the dog's condition 
worsened - a 2nd vet visit resulted in an IV and additional medications. Dogs condition began to 
improve at this point and beagn eating again (different food).

11 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 40 Pound
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Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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